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DETERMINATION 

NOTICE OF REQUIREMENT (NSP13/03.001) 

The Notice of Requirement for the construction, operation and maintenance of State Highway 

1 in Wellington City between Paterson Street and Buckle Street/Taranaki Street, and to 

construct (and where necessary operate and maintain) work that avoids, remedies or mitigates 

adverse effects is cancelled. 

 

 

APPLICATIONS FOR RESOURCE CONSENT (NSP13/03.002; NSP13/03.003; 

NSP13/03.004; NSP13/03.005; NSP13/01.006)  

The resource consent applications, being ancillary to the Notice of Requirement, are declined. 
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PART ONE 

THE PROJECT AND CONTEXT 

INTRODUCTION 

[1] This decision and report records our evaluation of applications by the New Zealand 

Transport Agency (the Transport Agency) for a Notice of Requirement (NoR) and five 

applications for resource consents in relation to the Basin Bridge Project (the Project).   

[2] This report has been prepared in accordance with Section 149Q(1) of the Resource 

Management Act 1991 (RMA).   

[3] In accordance with Section 149Q(2)(a) - (d), this report states our draft decision and 

reasons for our decision, including a statement of the principal issues in contention and the 

main findings on these issues.  

[4] The determination reached in this decision is a majority decision as Mr McMahon has 

an alternate view on some matters that leads him to a different conclusion.  With the 

exception of the sections headed Landscape, Townscape and Urban Design in Part Three, Mr 

McMahon will give his alternate findings with reasons, on the issues where he disagrees with 

the majority.  As he wrote the section on Landscape, and because of time constraints, it was 

decided to take the unusual course of the majority giving its alternate finding with reasons for 

that section. 

[5] Unfortunately, this draft report and decision is quite lengthy.   

[6] This reflects, in part, the large quantity of evidence and material put before us.  More 

importantly because of the time constraintsfor writing the decision, we were unable to avail 

ourselves of a robust editing process.  Notwithstanding, we consider the decision itself to be 

robust, in that it has addressed and considered the evidence on all the cogent issues. 
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The Transport Agency 

[7] The Transport Agency is a Requiring Authority approved under Section 167 of the 

RMA as a network utility operator. The 1994 Gazette Notice states the purpose of the 

requiring authority status: 

…for its particular network utility operation being the construction and operation 
(including the maintenance, improvement, enhancement, expansion, realignment and 
alteration) of any State highway or motorway pursuant to the Transit New Zealand 
Act 1989. 

[8] The Transport Agency is a Crown entity, and its objective is as set out in Section 94 

of the Land Transport Management Act 2003, to: 

... undertake its functions in a way that contributes to an affordable, integrated, safe, 
responsive and sustainable land transport system. 

Brief Outline of the Project 

[9] The application documents describe the roading aspects of the Project.  

[10] The Project forms part of the Wellington Northern Corridor, identified as one of seven 

Roads of National Significance (RoNS) in the Government Policy Statement on Land 

Transport Funding (2012) prepared under the Land Transport Management Act.   As part of 

that wider project, it forms an important and integral link.  Other links or sections have been 

consented and some are under construction.  Other sections have yet to be consented. 

[11] The Project is to construct, operate and maintain a two lane one-way bridge (the 

Basin Bridge) on the north side of the Basin Reserve in Wellington City, as part of State 

Highway 1 between Paterson Street and Taranaki Street.  It also includes associated works to 

the local road network and proposed mitigation, including two new buildings (one within the 

Basin Reserve, the other partially under the bridge) and various landscaping. 

[12] The Project is graphically set out in Figure 1:   
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Figure 1: Concept map of the Project area. Source: McCombs, EiC, Figure 2, pg. 17 

[13] It is proposed that construction would be undertaken in a staged manner in accordance 

with any relevant conditions, which include various management plans.  Construction is 

expected to take approximately 30 months. 

[14] Following completion, the Transport Agency intends to apply to reduce the area of the 

designation to that required only for the maintenance and operation of State Highway 1.  The 

Transport Agency intends to make a request to the Chief Executive of the Ministry of 

Transport to revoke the state highway status for existing sections of State Highway 1 around 

the Basin Reserve no longer required.  This includes parts of Dufferin Street, Rugby Street 

and Sussex Street. Subject to approval, these will become part of the local arterial road 

network administered by the Wellington City Council (the City Council). 

Application to the Environmental Protection Authority  

[15] On 17 June 2013, the Transport Agency lodged the NoR and five applications for 

resource consent (the Application) with the Environmental Protection Authority (the EPA) 

under section 145 of the RMA.  The Applications included an Assessment of Environmental 

Effects and a suite of supporting documents.  
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[16] The EPA formally accepted the application under section 88 of the RMA on 21 June 

2013. 

[17] For applications lodged directly with the EPA, section 146 of the RMA requires the 

EPA to recommend a course of action to the Minister for the Environment (the Minister).  

On 22 June 2013, the EPA recommended to the Minister that the Project be declared a 

proposal of national significance and referred to a Board of Inquiry for consideration and 

decision. 

Direction and Referral to a Board of Inquiry  

[18] On 7 July 2013, the Minister accepted the EPA’s recommendation and directed that 

the matters be referred to a Board of Inquiry under Section 147(1) of the RMA.  The Minister 

has appointed this Board under Section 149J of the RMA to hear and decide the merits of the 

Application. 

[19] In accordance with Section 149(7) of the RMA, the EPA served a copy of the 

Minister’s Direction on Greater Wellington Regional Council (the Regional Council), City 

Council, and the Transport Agency. 

Minister’s Reasons and Statutory Directions 

[20] In considering these matters, we must, in accordance with Section 149P(1)(a) of the 

RMA, have regard to the Minister’s reasons for making her direction.  

[21] The Minister’s reasons for directing the matters to a Board of Inquiry are as follows:
1
  

National significance 

I consider the matters are a proposal of national significance because: 

 The proposal is adjacent to and partially within the Basin Reserve Historic 
Area and international test cricket ground; in the vicinity of other historic 
places including the former Home of Compassion Crèche, the former Mount 
Cook Police Station, Government House and the former National Art Gallery 
and Dominion Museum; and is adjacent to the National War Memorial Park 
(Pukeahu). The proposal is likely to affect recreational, memorial, and 
heritage values associated with this area of national significance (including 
associated structures, features and places) which contribute to New 
Zealand’s national identity. 

 The proposal is likely to result in significant and irreversible changes to the 
urban environment around the Basin Reserve. In particular, the proposed 

                                                 
1
 Minister’s Direction, 7 July 2013 
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elevating of westbound traffic on SH1 [State Highway 1] is likely to compete 
with the open space aspect that exists for the current ground level layout of 
the Basin Reserve roundabout.  

 The proposal has aroused widespread public interest regarding its actual or 
likely effects on the environment, including on heritage values and 
experiential values associated with the Basin Reserve. This includes on-
going media and public attention on the options for traffic improvement 
around the Basin Reserve, including local, national and international 
coverage. 

 The proposal is intended to reduce journey time and variability for people and 
freight, thereby facilitating economic development. The proposal is also likely 
to provide for public transport, walking and cycling opportunities; reduce 
congestion and accident rates in the area; and improve emergency access to 
the Wellington Regional Hospital. If realised, these benefits will assist the 
Crown in fulfilling its public health, welfare, security, and safety functions. 

 The proposal relates to a network utility operation (road) that, although 
physically contained within the boundaries of Wellington City, as a section of 
the Wellington Northern Corridor Road of National Significance will affect and 
extend to more than one district and region in its entirety. 

[22] The first two bullet points reflect the historic, heritage, open space and amenity values 

of the Basin Reserve Historic Area and the significant changes the Project would potentially 

have on those values.  The third bullet point reflects the widespread public interest aroused by 

the Project’s actual or potential effects on the environment.  The last two bullet points reflect 

the potential transport benefits of the Project and the consequential wider economic and 

community effects.  Encapsulated within the Minister’s reasons are the “tensions”, which 

were argued before us. 

[23] Under Section 149P(4) of the RMA, we must when considering the NoR, have regard 

to the matters set out in Section 171(1) and comply with Section 171(1)(a) as we are a 

territorial authority; and we may: 

[a] Cancel the requirement; or 

[b] Confirm the requirement; or 

[c] Confirm the requirement, but modify it or impose conditions on it as the Board 

thinks fit. 

[24] We may also waive the requirement for an outline plan to be submitted under Section 

176A of the RMA. 

[25] Under Section 149P(2) of the RMA, we must, when considering the resource 

consents, apply Sections 104 to 112 and 138A as if we are a consent authority. 

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1991/0069/latest/link.aspx?search=ts_act_resource_resel&p=1&id=DLM234355
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1991/0069/latest/link.aspx?search=ts_act_resource_resel&p=1&id=DLM235273
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Public Notification 

[26] In accordance with Section 149C of the RMA, on Saturday 10 August 2013 the EPA 

publically notified the application and the Minister’s direction.  The 20 working day 

submission period closed at 5pm on Friday 6 September 2013. 

[27] The Public Notice was placed in the following national newspapers: Dominion Post, 

The Press, Otago Daily Times and The New Zealand Herald.  A notice was also placed in 

two local community newspapers servicing the Wellington area: The Wellingtonian (Monday 

12 August 2013) and Cook Straight News (Thursday 15 August 2013). 

[28] The EPA also directly notified and served a copy of the public notice on 

approximately 700 affected landowners and occupiers. 

Submissions Received 

[29] The EPA received a total of 215 submissions, including three late submissions, which 

we accepted. 

Draft Report, Final Report, and Timeframe for Decision 

[30] Under Section 149Q of the RMA we must prepare a draft decision and produce a draft 

written report as soon as practicable after we have completed our inquiry.  Relevantly, this 

draft report must: 

[a] State our draft decision; 

[b] Give reasons for our decision; 

[c] Include a statement of the principal issues that were in contention; and 

[d] Include our main findings on the principal issues that were in contention.  

[31] Following the issue of our decision and draft report, all persons to whom it is sent 

have 20 working days to comment on minor or technical aspects of the report. Then we must 

consider any comments received and produce our final report no later than nine months after 

the day on which the EPA gave public notice of the Project, allowing for the Christmas 

statutory period. 
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[32] At our request, made after discussion with counsel, the Minister on 14 March 

extended the time for the production of the final decision and report to 30 August 2014. 

THE PROJECT 

Introduction 

[33] The Project is for the construction, operation and maintenance of State Highway 1 in 

the vicinity of the Basin Reserve (Cricket Ground) in Wellington City as shown in the map in 

Figure 2:  
 

Figure 2: Proposed designation area  

[34] The matters for the Application consist of: 

[a] A NoR for a new designation providing for changes to State Highway 1 and 

associated mitigation and ancillary works, and a land use consent application 

for activities associated with potentially contaminated soil, all within the 

administrative jurisdiction of the City Council;  
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[b] Four (4) resource consent applications for construction activities associated 

with the excavation of bore holes that may intersect groundwater, taking and 

use of groundwater, the discharge of contaminants to groundwater, and the 

discharge of potentially contaminated groundwater to land, all within the 

administrative jurisdiction of the Greater Wellington Regional Council (the 

Regional Council); 

[c] The Project includes a bridge to the north of the Basin Reserve to provide for 

grade separation of west bound traffic on State Highway 1 from east bound 

(state highway) traffic and north/south bound (local road) traffic around the 

Basin Reserve.  The proposed changes to State Highway 1 would, via the 

Basin Bridge, carry westbound traffic from the Mt Victoria Tunnel to the 

Buckle Street Underpass (currently under construction); 

[d] Changes are also proposed to the State Highway 1 eastbound route, and other 

roads on the network with connections to SH1, including clearways on the 

eastern part of State Highway 1 Vivian Street (from Tory Street to Cambridge 

Terrace).  New pedestrian and cycling routes within the project area are also 

proposed – an elevated shared pathway attached for most of its length adjacent 

to the northern side of the bridge structure and a network of shared pathways 

through the proposed extension to the National War Memorial Park (NWM 

Park); and 

[e] The Project will connect to the existing length of Buckle Street in front of the 

National War Memorial, which is currently being built as a three-lane 

underpass (the Buckle Street Underpass) as a key part of the NWM Park 

project due for completion in late 2014. 

[35] The key elements of the Project include: 

[a] The bridge, which would be approximately 263m long, or 320m long if both 

abutments are included.  The bridge’s soffit would be up to 7.3m above the 

ground surface and the top of the guardrail would be up to 10.5m high above 

the ground.  It would be supported by six (6) sets of piers (two double piers) 

and six (6) smaller piers to support the eastern end of the shared pedestrian 

path and cycleway where it would split away from the main bridge structure.  

The bridge would have a minimum width of approximately 11.3m and a 
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maximum width of approximately 16.7m.  There would be two bridge joints, 

one at each end; 

[b] Changes to State Highway 1 and local roads, including Cambridge Terrace, 

Kent Terrace, Hania Street, Ellice Street, Dufferin Street, Paterson Street, 

Rugby Street, Adelaide Road, and Sussex Street; 

[c] An elevated walking and cycling path on the northern side of the Basin 

Bridge/State Highway 1; 

[d] Landscaping on the corner of Buckle Street and Cambridge Terrace to create 

new open space adjacent to and connecting with the NWM Park (currently 

under construction), referred to in the evidence as the National War Memorial 

Park Extension (the Park Extension); 

[e] Modifications to the island between Kent and Cambridge Terraces to create a 

shared pedestrian and cyclist area that will also provide access to the Basin 

Reserve; 

[f] A new structure, known as the Northern Gateway Building, approximately 

65m long and 13m high at or about the northern end of the Basin Reserve, 

adjacent and to the east of the R.A. Vance Stand.  Shorter alternatives to the 

proposed structure within the same approximate 65m long and 13m high 

envelope/area are also proposed, together with landscaping; 

[g] A new building on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street (Bogart’s 

Corner), located partially under the Basin Bridge and a rooftop planted trellis 

(green screen); 

[h] Tree planting of the northeastern perimeter of the Basin Reserve; 

[i] A new low speed link road between Ellice Street and the Paterson 

Street/Dufferin Street intersection, with a shared path for pedestrians and 

cyclists; 

[j] A reconfigured carparking area for Regional Wines and Spirits, on the corner 

of Hania Street and Ellice Street; 
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[k] A reconfigured carparking area on Ellice Street for the St Joseph’s Church and 

the removal of the existing building at 28 Ellice Street; 

[l] Changes to the layout of Dufferin Street, including landscaping and a 

reconfigured bus pickup and drop-off zone for Wellington College and St 

Marks School; 

[m] Changes to the Adelaide Road/Rugby Street intersection to provide for free-

flow traffic movement and on demand pedestrian/cycle signals ; 

[n] Relocation of the C.S. Dempster Gate to the southern entrance of the Basin 

Reserve adjacent to the existing J.R. Reid Gate;  and 

[o] Creation of new partial bus lanes around the Basin Reserve. 

[36] As earlier mentioned, following completion of the work, the Transport Agency 

intends that the extent of the designation will be reduced to only those areas required to 

operate and maintain State Highway 1. 

[37] The Project includes changes to the Vivian Street/Pirie Street intersection with Kent 

Terrace/Cambridge Terrace, and the introduction of a peak hour Clearway on Vivian Street 

(between Cambridge Terrace and Tory Street).  These changes are within the Project area 

(but outside the designation area) and are permitted activities under the Wellington City 

District Plan (the District Plan). 

[38] The NoR and resource consents applied for under the City Council  jurisdiction are: 

[a] NSP13/03.001 — NoR for the construction, operation and maintenance of 

SH1 in Wellington City between Paterson Street and Buckle Street/Taranaki 

Street, and to construct (and where necessary operate and maintain) work that 

avoids, remedies or mitigates adverse effects; and 

[b] NSP13/03.002 — Land use consent for sampling, disturbance and change of 

use of potentially contaminated soil where there is a potential risk to human 

health. 

[39] The resource consents applied for under the Regional Council jurisdiction are: 
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[a] NSP13/03.003 — Land use consent for the excavation of bore holes that may 

intersect groundwater associated with the construction of bridge piles and 

ground improvement works; 

[b] NSP13/03.004 — Water permit for the taking and use of groundwater during 

excavation of bore holes associated with the construction of bridge piles; 

[c] NSP13/03.005 — Discharge permit to discharge contaminants to groundwater 

associated with the construction of bridge piles and ground improvement 

works; and 

[d] NSP13/01.006 — Discharge permit to discharge potentially contaminated 

groundwater to land, including via the reticulated stormwater system where it 

may enter water. 

[40] The resource consents required for this project are ancillary to the NoR.  They are all 

classified as discretionary activities.   

[41] A separate associated package of traffic improvements is also being implemented (but 

not as part of this Project) including: 

[a] A series of capacity improvements within the length of Karo Drive between 

Taranaki Street and Willis Street (completed); and 

[b] An additional traffic lane within the Buckle Street Underpass, and changes to 

the Buckle Street/Taranaki Street intersection (currently being built as part of 

the Memorial Park project). 

[42] The scope of the works as described above will make provision for the following 

components:
2
 

[a] Westbound traffic from the existing Mt Victoria Tunnel is to be carried on a 

new westbound bridge beginning at the lower end of Paterson Street, and 

entering the new Buckle Street Underpass; 

                                                 
2
McCombs, EiC at [6.4] 
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[b] Eastbound traffic in Vivian Street will be provided with a third peak period 

lane between Tory Street and Cambridge Terrace, together with related 

improvements to the Vivian/Kent/Cambridge/Pirie intersection; 

[c] Traffic coming from the city centre and Kent Terrace towards Hataitai and 

Wellington Airport will follow an altered layout through Ellice Street and 

Dufferin Street to enter Paterson Street and the Mt Victoria Tunnel; 

[d] Traffic from the city centre and Kent Terrace towards Newtown will similarly 

be provided with a rearranged layout through Dufferin Street to Rugby Street 

and Adelaide Road; 

[e] Partial bus lanes are to be installed giving priority to southbound buses 

travelling from Kent Terrace through to Dufferin Street and on to Adelaide 

Road.  Partial bus lanes are also to be installed for northbound bus movements 

between Adelaide Road and Cambridge Terrace; 

[f] The existing intersection signals at the corner of Dufferin and Paterson Streets 

will be removed and replaced with a new signalised crossing for use by 

pedestrians and cyclists.  With a new bridge in place, it is envisaged that this 

will result in greatly reduced volumes of traffic turning left from the Mt 

Victoria Tunnel, thus enabling the retimed signals to give much increased 

green times for the southbound traffic and bus movements coming from Kent 

Terrace travelling through to Adelaide Road; 

[g] The existing intersection signals are to be removed from the corner of Rugby 

Street and Adelaide Road, and replaced with a new signalised crossing for use 

by pedestrians and cyclists, similarly retimed to give considerably increased 

green time to northbound traffic and bus movements coming from Adelaide 

Road heading through to Kent Terrace, Courtney Place and the inner city 

beyond; and 

[h] Other particular components are intended to provide for local traffic 

circulation, and improved convenience for cyclists and pedestrian movements. 
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Site, Surrounding Environment and Roading Context 

[43] The Project area is described in the Assessment of Environmental Effects.
3
  It is 

located within a complex urban context.  It is acknowledged in the Assessment of 

Environmental Effects that in both urban design and transportation terms, the effects of 

locating the Project into the surrounding environment are critical. 

[44] The Project area was uplifted from a low-lying swamp in the earthquake of 1855.  It is 

located at the low point in a valley between the Mt Cook minor ridgeline to the west and the 

major Mt Victoria ridgeline to the east.  Further to the west is the major ridgeline of 

Brooklyn/Kelburn. 

[45] The major ridgelines (Mt Victoria and Brooklyn/Kelburn) provide a strong sense of 

enclosure to the project area and shape the distinct skyline views to the east and west.  The 

minor ridgeline (or knoll) of Mt Cook is accentuated by the Carillon and its green setting, 

merging into the elevated grounds of the former national museum.  The town belt is located 

on the higher land of Mt Victoria and has a strong visual presence, providing a prominent 

green backdrop to many cross-city views (including from within the project area). 

[46] The Basin Reserve is a dominant feature within the project area — an area containing 

two listed heritage items and registered in its entirety as an Historic Area
4
 by Heritage New 

Zealand (Heritage NZ), formerly the New Zealand Historic Places Trust).  It forms a city 

block around which the transport network and buildings are arranged.  The Basin Reserve 

provides a sense of openness to the project area with glimpses and views into and across it 

from the surroundings roads and areas.  It is a long established international cricket ground 

with a history of numerous nationally and internationally significant cricket events from at 

least 1877.  It has, and still does, host a number of sporting, musical and jubilee events. 

[47] The Basin Reserve has a number of buildings and structures within its ground, which 

include two grandstands (one of which the Museum Stand, is listed as a heritage building in 

the District Plan
5
), the William Wakefield Memorial (also listed in the District Plan

6
), two 

entry gates, a scoreboard, and various ancillary structures including offices for Wellington 

Cricket. 

                                                 
3
 Volume 2 Chapter 6  

4
 Registration No. 7441 / 10 December 1998  

5
 Ref 449 

PC53
. The Museum Stand is also listed as an earthquake risk and red-stickered by the City Council 

6
 Ref 11 
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[48] The project area is in close proximity to other locations of national significance, such 

as the National War Memorial and Carillon, the NWM Park (under construction), and 

Government House.  In 2012, the Government enacted the National War Memorial Park 

(Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012, which creates the NWM Park on land adjacent to the 

National War Memorial, including the undergrounding of Buckle Street beneath the park.  It 

is proposed that the Basin Bridge will connect with the Buckle Street Underpass. 

[49] The area around the Basin Reserve is a mix of land uses, including residential, 

commercial and institutional activities, with some significant community facilities.  

Consequently, the built environment has a varied character and quality.  It includes: 

[a] The Adelaide Road area to the south — this is a mixed-use area that the City 

Council describes as a result in part of ad hoc development.
7
  Adelaide Road 

is the principal road connecting to the southern suburbs; 

[b] Rugby Street to the immediate south — this contains several commercial 

buildings for retail, business, and temporary accommodation.  Foodstuffs 

Proprietary (Wellington) Limited gained resource consent on 5 August 2011 to 

use a site on Rugby, Tasman, Douglas and Belfast Streets to erect buildings 

for commercial purposes including a supermarket
8
; and 

[c] Sussex Street to the west — this is occupied by Massey University student 

accommodation and visitor accommodation. Beyond this is Massey 

University’s campus and the National War Memorial and Carillon.  The NWM 

Park, once completed in 2015, will sit to the immediate west of the Project. 

[50] The northern side of the project area has four quite different sections: 

[a] In the northwest corner, west of Cambridge Terrace, the project area is 

immediately joined by a car yard; 

[b] Kent and Cambridge Terraces create a significant break in built form on the 

northern side of the project area and serve to reinforce the perception of 

openness to the north; 

                                                 
7
 See WCC Adelaide Road Framework - 2008 

8
 The consent must be given effect to within 5 years 
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[c] Between the corner of Kent Terrace and Mt Victoria, the built form is varied 

and includes the seven-storey Grandstand Apartments and the 

commercial/industrialised developments on Hania Street and surrounds, 

including Regional Wines and Spirits Limited; and 

[d] In the northeast is the suburb of Mt Victoria, being one of the early settlement 

areas of Wellington with a high proportion of the original buildings still 

remaining.  Over 80% were constructed before 1920.
9
 

[51] The eastern side of the project area also has varied elements: 

[a] On the northern side of Paterson Street and west of Brougham Street, opposite 

Regional Wines and Spirits, is the modern St Joseph’s Church; and 

[b] On the southern side of Paterson Street is a three-storey residential building.  

This is surrounded by St Mark’s Church and School, which in turn is 

surrounded by Wellington College. 

[52] In the southeast corner of the project area are the entrance, grounds and buildings of 

Government House. 

[53] The Project area is located to the southeast of the CBD, as seen in Figure 1 above.  

The eastbound and westbound traffic flows of State Highway 1 follow separate street systems 

between The Terrace Tunnel and Mt Victoria Tunnel.  Eastbound traffic exits The Terrace 

Tunnel and follows Vivian Street and Kent Terrace, approaching the Basin Reserve from the 

north.  Westward traffic exits the Mt Victoria Tunnel and approaches the Basin Reserve from 

the east, before travelling around the south side, then along Buckle Street towards The 

Terrace Tunnel. 

[54] The transport network around the Basin Reserve accommodates east/west and 

west/east traffic flows, and also north/south and south/north traffic flows between the CBD 

and Wellington’s southern suburbs. It is thus situated at the convergence of significant 

motorway, arterial and principal roads. 

                                                 
9
 Wellington City Council: Residential Design Guide (cited in Volume 2: Assessment of Environmental Effects 

at [6.22] 
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[55] The proposed designation includes portions of land in the following District Plan 

Zones: 

[a] The Central Area Zone (Kent and Cambridge Terraces); 

[b] The Inner Residential Zone (Mt Victoria Residential Area); 

[c] The Suburban Centre Zone (road reserve only at Rugby Street/Adelaide 

Street);  

[d] The Open Space A Zone, being land required for the Gateway Building to be 

constructed within the Basin Reserve; and 

[e] The Institutional Precinct Zone. 

[56] In the wider planning context, the adjacent Institutional Zone, Suburban Centre Zone, 

Inner Residential Zone, Central Area Zone and Town Belt, all need to be considered, 

particularly in relation to the potential adverse effects of the Project.  While there are no 

works proposed on many of the properties subject to these zonings, they are likely to be 

affected to varying degrees by the Project.  For example, the occupants in the Grandstand 

Apartments would be within 10m of the proposed bridge structure, and schools in these zones 

have direct access to the Project area. 

[57] The Basin Reserve provides a critical pivot point between several distinct zones 

within the City.  Buckle Street presently connects zones both to the east and west, and the 

north and south.  The project area sits within a building environment of varying actual and 

designated building heights, ranging from prescribed heights
10

 of between 10m (for the Basin 

Reserve itself)
11

, 10.2m (for example, Sussex Street), 18.6m (along Kent Terrace) and 27m 

(along Cambridge Terrace), and within part of the central area known as the Low city — 

compare this with the High city to the northwest starting on the corner of Ghuznee Street and 

Taranaki Street with a building height up to 43.8m.  

[58] We propose to discuss in more detail, where necessary, the existing environment as it 

needs to be considered in the context of the contested matters. 

                                                 
10

 Plan 3I.01 included in the Application 
11

 McIndoe, Summary and Supplementary Evidence at [51] 
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Roading Context – Roads of National Significance and the Corridor Plan 

[59] The Project is one of eight to upgrade the State Highway 1 corridor between Levin 

and Wellington Airport, which have been identified by the Government as one of the Roads 

of National Significance in the  Government Policy Statement on Land Transport Funding 

2012.  The Levin to Wellington projects are known as the Wellington Northern Corridor 

Roads of National Significance, with each of the eight projects being developed in a staged 

manner.  This is represented graphically in Figure 3 below: 
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Figure 3: Wellington Northern Corridor Roads of National Significance. Source: Wellington Northern 
Corridor Schematic map. Source: James, EiC, Figure 1, pg. 12 
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[60] Three other sections of the Wellington Northern Corridor Road of National 

Significance have been considered by Boards of Inquiry between 2011 and 2013.  These are 

Transmission Gully, MacKays to Peka Peka, and the Peka Peka to Otaki sections of the 

Kapiti Expressway. 

[61] Within the Wellington Northern Corridor this Project is part of the wider Tunnel to 

Tunnel project.  This Project essentially covers the State Highway 1 westbound and 

eastbound network between the Mt Victoria and Terrace Tunnels, and comprises the 

following improvements: 

[a] Basin Bridge (this Project); 

[b] Buckle Street Underpass (which is authorised under the National War 

Memorial Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012, and is required to enable the 

development of the NWM Park; 

[c] Various capacity and traffic signal upgrades to the existing Wellington Inner 

City Bypass (Karo Drive and Arthur Street, with related improvements to 

Willis and Victoria Streets) and State Highway 1 eastbound (Vivian Street); 

and 

[d] Construction of the Buckle Street Underpass which is well advanced, and the 

Inner City Bypass improvements that are almost completed. 

[62] The Ngauranga to Airport Strategic Study commenced in 2006 and set out to 

investigate a range of options for improving the transportation network within Wellington 

City.  It was a multi-modal study that examined options to solve existing transport issues and 

to provide for future growth.  This study resulted in the Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan 

(the Corridor Plan).  The Corridor Plan was adopted by the Regional Transport 

Committeein October 2008
12

  following a period of consultation and a hearing.   

[63] The Corridor Plan provided vision for a number of matters including: 

                                                 
12

 Comprised of members from the Regional Council, or Wellington territorial authorities, Transport Agency, 

and others 
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[a] The need to provide efficient, reliable, quick and easy access to key 

destinations along the corridor such as CentrePort, the CBD, Newtown 

Hospital and the Airport; 

[b] The need for priority to be given to public transport; 

[c] The need for the removal of key bottlenecks and high traffic congestion; and 

[d] The need to achieve separation of State Highway 1 traffic from local traffic at 

the Basin Reserve. 

[64] The Basin Bridge has also been carefully developed to align with the duplication of 

the Mt Victoria Tunnel.  We were told
13

 that the design approach between the Tunnel 

duplication project and this Project is proceeding on the basis of achieving an integrated 

outcome.  There has been a particular focus on the road and pedestrian connections, as well 

as the urban design connections relating to both Paterson and Brougham Streets.
14

 

[65] These are all matters that are relevant to our decision-making process and will be 

considered in more detail at the appropriate stage of our decision. 

THE PRE-HEARING PROCESS 

Submissions 

[66] The EPA received a total of 215 submissions – 212 submissions were received before 

the deadline (5pm Friday 6 September) with a further three late submissions, which we 

accepted on 19 September 2013. 

[67] The Board commissioned Mitchell Partnerships Limited to prepare a Summary of 

Submissions report. This document outlined whether submitters supported or opposed the 

Project; the location of submitters; the sector of submitters; and the key high-level issues or 

themes raised in submissions. Appendices 4 and 5 of that report contained a list of each 

individual submitter.  

                                                 
13

 Blackmore, EiC at [3.8] 
14

 See Technical Report 4 which describes the way the Tunnel Duplication Project has been taken into account 

in transport modelling for the Basin Bridge project. 
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[68] In summary: 

[a] 178 submitters (82.7%) opposed the Project in full or in part; 

[b] 33 submitters (15.3%) supported the Project in full or in part;  

[c] 1 submitter (0.5%) was neutral;  

[d] 2 submitters (0.9%) had a range of views on the Project; 

[e] 1 submitter (0.5%) had not clearly specified their position; 

[f] Over a quarter of submitters (26%) were from the suburb of Mt Victoria in 

Wellington; 

[g] 172 submitters (80%) were from Wellington; and 

[h] 130 submitters (60.4%) indicated in their submission that they wished to be 

heard at the hearing. 

[69] The Summary of Submissions report and a full set of submissions received (with 

personal contact information redacted out) were posted on the EPA website. 

Pre-hearing Conferences 

[70] Following the release of our Inquiry Procedures we held a pre-hearing conference in 

Wellington on 26 September 2013 to address two matters.  The first was concern by parties 

about the indicative timetable, in particular the date of the hearing.  The second was an 

allegation that the public notice was invalid.  The matters were addressed in Board 

Memoranda 5 and 7 and no further comment is considered necessary. 

[71] We held further pre-hearing conferences in Wellington as follows: 

[a] 12 November 2013, to determine the process for conferencing of expert 

witnesses; 

[b] 5 December 2013, to determine procedural matters arising from Joint 

Memorandum of 25 November 2013 filed by counsel on behalf of The 
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Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents’ Association (Architectural 

Centre and Newtown Residents Assoc.), Save The Basin Incorporated and 

the Mt Victoria Residents’ Association.  At the request of these Parties we 

postponed the commencement date of the hearing to 3 February 2014; and 

[c] 17 December 2013, to determine procedural matters relating to the hearing. 

Reports to the Board (Section 149G and Section 42A of the RMA)  

[72] The EPA provided us with the Key Issues Reports commissioned under Section 

149G(3) of the RMA. These were prepared by experienced planners from the Regional 

Council and City Council, respectively. 

[73] The Board commissioned Mitchell Partnerships Limited to prepare a planning report 

under Section 42A of the RMA.  This report was provided in two stages as follows: 

[a] Planning Report: First Edition 25 October 2013 (prior to the Applicant’s 

evidence in chief); and  

[b] Planning Report: Second Edition 20 January 2014 (addendum to First Edition 

Report, prior to rebuttal evidence). 

[74] The Board also commissioned Abley Transportation Consultants Limited to peer 

review the traffic and transportation documentation under Section 42A of the RMA.  Several 

reports were provided at various stages as follows: 

[a] Traffic and Transportation Effects Peer Review 25 October 2013 (prior to 

submitter’s evidence); 

[b] Traffic and Transportation Effects Peer Review 13 January 2014 (addendum 

to 25 October 2013 Report, prior to rebuttal evidence); and 

[c] Review of Submitters Evidence (Transport) 24 January 2014 (Supplementary 

Report on Submitter’s Evidence). 
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Further Information Requests 

[75] We requested the Transport Agency to provide additional visual simulations under 

Section 92 of the RMA, which were provided on 22 November 2013.  The additional visual 

simulations covered views from: 

[a] Grandstand Apartments 

[b] Paterson Street and Ellice Street; and 

[c] Basin Reserve Museum Stand. 

Evidence 

[76] Evidence exchange occurred between October 2013 and January 2014. Due to tight 

timeframes it was necessary for submitter evidence exchange and expert conferencing to 

overlap. While this was not an ideal situation, we are grateful that most expert witnesses were 

able to attend conferencing.  

[77] The dates for evidence exchange were: 

[a] 25 October 2013 (Applicant’s evidence in chief); 

[b] 13 December 2013 (submitter’s evidence in chief, for expert witnesses that did 

not participate in conferencing); 

[c] 17 December 2013 (submitter’s evidence in chief, for expert witnesses that 

attended conferencing); and 

[d] 21 January 2014 (rebuttal evidence). 

[78] In addition, numerous supplementary briefs of evidence were filed to address matters 

raised during the course of the hearing. 

Openings and Closings 

[79] We received opening and closing representations by a number of the active 

participants.   
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[80] Following the hearing we received further memoranda from the Transport Agency 

and a supplementary document filed by the Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents’ 

Assoc., Save the Basin Campaign Incorporated (Save the Basin), and Mt Victoria Residents’ 

Association.  The supplementary document was headed Key Factual Issues and set out a 

number of propositions with references to the evidence.  The document was not prepared by 

counsel, but by one or more of the witnesses or members of the above organisation(s).   We 

use the document as an aid only as reference to the evidence.  Our decision is based on the 

evidence itself and not the propositions set out in the document. 

FACILITATION, CONFERENCING & CAUCUSING 

[81] Expert conferencing was carried out prior to the hearing on a topical basis and was 

facilitated by Environment Commissioners Edmonds and Hodges.  Joint Witness Statements 

were filed following these conferencing sessions.  Expert caucusing was also undertaken 

during the course of the hearing by the transportation, planning and noise experts.  In total we 

received 23 Joint Witness Statements as follows: 

[a] Archaeology — 28 November 2013; 

[b] Ecology — 4 December 2013; 

[c] Wind — 4 December 2013; 

[d] Traffic and Highway Engineering — 9 December 2013; 

[e] Heritage — 10 December 2013; 

[f] Erosion and Sediment Control — 10 December 2013; 

[g] Groundwater — 12 December 2013; 

[h] Urban Design, Landscape & Visual — 12 December 2013; 

[i] Economics — 13 December 2013; 

[j] Noise and Vibration — 15 December 2013; 

[k] Transport Planning — 16 December 2013; 
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[l] Lighting — 17 December 2013; 

[m] Social — 17 December 2013; 

[n] Air Quality — 19 December 2013; 

[o] Planning — Key Questions Draft — 18 December 2013; 

[p] Planning — 20 December 2013; 

[q] Transport Modelling — 20 December 2013; 

[r] Traffic and Transportation Matters — 5 February 2014; 

[s] Pedestrian Issues — 25 March 2013; 

[t] Transport Economic Analysis — 4 April 2014; 

[u] Planning (second statement) — 15 May 2014; 

[v] Proposed conditions following planning conferencing — 19 May 2014; and 

[w]  Draft proposed noise conditions (Grandstand Apartments) — 21 May 2014.

  

THE HEARING 

[82] The hearing took place in Wellington.  It commenced on 3 February 2014 and 

finished on 4 June 2014.  The hearing took 72 sitting days over four months.  The length of 

the hearing was occasioned by the volume of material and the strength and perseverance of 

the opposition to the Project.  No stone was left unturned.  We make no apology for the 

length of the hearing.  It was necessary to give the Applicant and the Parties the opportunity 

to fully present their cases.  

[83] The volume of evidence and material presented at the hearing included: 

[a] The Application and supporting documents including plans and visual 

simulations — 10 ring binders; 
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[b] The Submissions — 3 ring binders; 

[c] Briefs of evidence in chief from the Applicant and rebuttal evidence — 6 ring 

binders; 

[d] Briefs of evidence in chief and rebuttal evidence from Submitters — 6 ring 

binders; 

[e] The bundle of documents — 33 ring binders and many more documents 

provided electronically; 

[f] A number of opening and closing representations by legal counsel or 

representatives including legal submissions; 

[g] A number of written concise witness summaries and supplementary evidence; 

[h] 71 exhibits or reference documents produced by witnesses at the hearing; and 

[i] 74 representations made both orally and in writing. 

[84] Throughout the hearing several draft variations of the proposed conditions were also 

filed.  The latest set being Version 9 filed by the Transport Agency as part of their closing 

submissions.  Version 9 was the result of a number of caucusing sessions by the planning 

experts and discussions between the Transport Agency and a number of the Parties.  We 

acknowledge input from those Parties who opposed the application but contributed to this 

exercise.   

[85] Version 9 includes amendments made by this decision and is attached as Appendix 2.  

Our assessment and findings throughout this decision are based on those conditions being in 

place.  The conditions are dicussed further in the Conditions section and as these relate to the 

relevant contested issues, in particular construction noise effects. 

The Active Participants 

[86] There were a number of active participants – that is those who took an active part in 

the hearing by presenting evidence, cross-examining or both.  This included: 
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[a] The Transport Agency — the Requiring Authority responsible for lodging the 

NoR and associated resource consent applications; 

[b] The Regional Council who supported the Project as being consistent with its 

transport strategy as set out in the relevant RMA and other statutory and non-

statutory documents.  The Regional Council took an active role to the extent of 

advocating for provision for the enhancement of public transport, for which it 

is responsible.  It also offered guidance and input into resource consents under 

the Council’s jurisdiction; 

[c] The City Council who supported the Project as being consistent with its RMA 

instruments and other statutory and non-statutory documents. The City 

Council also presented its case on behalf of the Basin Reserve Trust to ensure 

adequate mitigation is provided for potential adverse effects on the game of 

cricket; 

[d] Heritage NZ is the statutory body under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere 

Taonga Act 2014 responsible for the identification, protection, preservation 

and conservation of New Zealand’s historical and cultural heritage.  

Notwithstanding the acceptance by the Parties that the Project would have 

adverse effects on the heritage values of the area, Heritage NZ supported the 

Project.  This position was succinctly put by their counsel, Ms Krumdieck 

when she said: 

Heritage New Zealand recognizes that the Proposed Basin 
Bridge (or flyover) will have major adverse effects on the 
historic heritage of the Basin Reserve Historic Area, and only 
supports the approval of the Project subject to appropriate 
conditions to mitigate these adverse effects on heritage. The 
Draft Conditions before the Board … provide mitigation for 
these adverse effects and assurance that the Project will be 
carried out consistent with management plans to protect historic 
heritage;

15
 

[e] The Mount Victoria Historical Society, a registered charity incorporated in 

1996, opposed the Project on the grounds that the effects on the heritage 

values of the area would be significantly adverse; 

                                                 
15

 Krumdieck, Closing Submission at [4] 
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[f] The Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents’ Assoc.  The Architectural 

Centre is an Incorporated Society, which established the first architectural 

school in Wellington (1947) and has been advocating for good design in the 

built environment since 1946.  It presented a joint case together with the 

Newtown Residents Association, opposing the Project generally on the basis 

that the transport and economic benefits if any, would not outweigh the 

significant adverse effects that would be generated by the Project.  The 

Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents Assoc. also raised several legal 

matters to be considered and other matters including, that having regard to the 

significant adverse effects, there was not an adequate consideration of 

alternatives — particularly alternatives that would not generate such 

significant effects.  The Architectural Centre was also the proponent of a 

tunnel variant option, known as Option X. 

[g] Save the Basin Campaign, formed in 2008 and incorporated in 2013, opposed 

the Project because of potential adverse effects on the Basin Reserve and 

Wellington City, which they considered to be severe.  Their case focused on 

the traffic and transportation, economics, heritage and amenity effects; 

whether the proposed bridge was reasonably necessary; and the adequacy of 

consideration of alternatives.  Save the Basin was also the proponent, along 

with Mr Richard Reid, for an at-grade gyratory option, known as the Basin 

Reserve Roundabout Enhancement Option (BRREO Option); 

[h] Mt Victoria Residents’ Association Incorporated, who opposed the Project in 

full, with particular concerns relating to the social effects of the Project on the 

residents of the Mt Victoria suburb; 

[i] The Roman Catholic Archbishop of the Archdiocese of Wellington (the 

Roman Catholic Archbishop) opposed the Project in part and advocated for 

appropriate safeguards in respect of the new St Joseph’s Church (constructed 

in 2004).  The Project involves the compulsory acquisition of part of the 

Church’s land. An agreement was reached with the Transport Agency during 

the hearing resolving all construction and some, but not all, operational 

matters.  The unresolved matter related to the proximity of the proposed 

shared elevated pathway to the Church;  

[j] Regional Wines and Spirits Limited who operate a retail and wholesale wine 

store on the corner of Ellice and Hania Streets near the Basin Reserve.  An 
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agreement was reached with the Transport Agency during the hearing, which 

satisfactorily addressed the issues raised in their submission;  

[k] Mr & Mrs Halakas who own the residential properties at 21 & 23 Ellice Street. 

An agreement was reached with the Transport Agency during the hearing 

addressing construction issues, but not operational amenity and privacy effects 

of the proposed bridge and pedestrian walkway; 

[l] Grandstand Apartments Body Corporate, a representative body for the owners 

of the Grandstand Apartments at 80-89 Cambridge Terrace, who supported the 

Project in part subject to appropriate noise mitigation;  

[m] Mr & Mrs Jones, jointly and severally, who as concerned residents of upper 

Ellice Street opposed the Project both on construction and operational 

grounds; 

[n] Mr Foot, a former city councillor with a particular interest in the city’s 

heritage, who opposed the Project;  

[o] Rational Transport Society, who opposed the Project on the basis that it does 

not represent a sound transport option for the city, region or nation; 

[p] Cycle Aware Wellington, a voluntary not-for-profit organisation and local 

advocacy group for cyclists who opposed the Project in part, seeking better 

provision for cyclists and pedestrians; and 

[q] Living Street Aotearoa, a national walking and pedestrian organisation, who 

opposed the Project on urban design and pedestrian grounds. 

The Representations 

[87] Some 74 submitters attended the hearing to make representations.  Many of the 

submitters were residents from the nearby suburb of Mt Victoria, as well as users of the Basin 

Reserve, commuters through the area, and businesses or organisations.  We heard from the 

following: 
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Mark Wilson  Kenneth Bailey  John Morgan  

Dave Shea  

 

Ron Beernick  

 

Michelle Pawson for 
Zena Court Body 
Corporate  

Margaret Peebles  Jocelyn Brooks  Paul O’Regan 

Hayley Robinson  

 

Wendy Booth for Tasman 
Garden Body Corporate  

Mary Varnham  

Mr Smith for Wellington 
Civic Trust Incorporated 

Charles Devenport Craig Palmer  

Geoff Palmer  

 

Pamela & Russell 
Tregonning 

Mark Ashby  

Brittany Peck  

 

Russell Tregonning, Liz 
Springford & Anne 
MacLennan for Ora 
Taiao: The New Zealand 
Climate and Health 
Council  

Liz Mellish for Port 
Nicholson Block 
Settlement 
Trust/Taranaki Whanui  

Lindsay Shelton  Timothy Jones 

Ellen Blake for Living 
Streets Aotearoa  

 

Michael Brown for 
Wellington International 
Airport Limited  

Timothy Jones for Nina 
Arron 

Tim Bollinger  Irene Halakas  Joanna Newman  

 

Graham Wigley (and 
Nicola Relph) 

Michael Barnett Joanna Newman for Alan 
Oliver and Julie 
Middleton  

Judith Graykowski  Michael Cummins for 
Grandstand 
ApartmentsBody 
Corporate 

 

Lorna Bingham  

 

Johanna Woods  Christine Cummins  

 

Catherine Zwartz  

Alex Gray and Michael 
Gross for New Zealand 
Automobile Association 
Incorporated  

Morgan Slyfield for 
Regional Wines and 
Spirits  

David Zwartz  

Steve Cosgrove Roy Glass Glen Smith  

Kathryn Brown John Harding Jonathan Pereira  

Paul Bruce  Maree Day for L. Day and 
T. Sampson  

Charlie Devenish  

Alana Bowman  David Lee for Action for 
Environment 
Incorporated  

Iona Pannett  

Elaine Hampton Jonathon Exley  Victor Davie  

Rod Oram for MVRA Elaine Engman  Michael Hartley 

Timothy Pate Patrick Morgan Anne Matheson 
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Patricia Kane Roger Wigglesworth & 
Kent Favel for St Marks 
School 

Peter Skrzynski 

Pauline Swan Kay Jones John Horne 

Willemijn Vermaat Micheline Evans Chris Stevenson 

Neville Hyde Ross Tepett Tom Culy 

The Witnesses 

[88] We received a large amount of evidence in written, verbal and schematic form.  We 

heard from a total of 69 witnesses, a list of whom is attached as Appendix 1.  Many of the 

witnesses called were cross-examined, some at length, and re-examined, also at length.  

While we must consider all of the information put before us, it is simply not possible to refer 

to all of the evidence in our decision.   To do so would be time consuming and impractical. 

We have, nevertheless, considered all of the evidence put before us in coming to our decision. 

Site Visits 

[89] Several site visits were undertaken during the course of these proceedings, including 

the principal routes passing through the Basin Reserve at different times of the day and week.  

These site visits greatly assisted us in our understanding of the evidence. 

OVERVIEW OF STATUTORY FRAMEWORK  

[90] In this part of the decision we set out a succinct overview of the statutory framework 

within which we are required to work when considering this matter.  We propose, where 

appropriate, to address the particular provisions of the RMA and its statutory instruments as 

they apply to contested issues. 

[91] A large number of non-RMA statutory provisions and instruments and non-statutory 

documents were referred to during the hearing.  They have been set out in full in the bundle 

of documents.  It is not practicable to refer to all of them in this decision, as to do so would 

be burdensome and make the decision unnecessarily lengthy.  However, they have all been 

considered having regard to their statutory weight. 

Part 2 of the RMA 

[92] Section 5 has been described as the lodestar of the RMA.  Part 2 is a framework 

against which all the functions, powers and duties under the RMA are to be exercised for the 
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purpose of giving effect to the Act.  There are no qualifications or exceptions.  It is well 

settled that any exercise of discretionary judgment is implicitly to be done for the statutory 

purpose.  The consideration of matters to be considered for the NoR under Section 171 is 

subject to Part 2.  The consideration of matters for applications for resource consent, as set 

out in Sections 104 and 105, is also subject to Part 2. 

[93] Section 5 is an enabling provision, setting out the yardstick for normative decisions 

that will ensure the suitable management of the environment.  The Privy Council decision of 

McGuire v Hastings District Council
16

 requires that decisions made under Section 5 are to 

be directed by Sections 6, 7 and 8 which set out strong requirements for the preservation and 

protection of certain values.  Issues under Sections 6 – 8 apply from different perspectives, 

and in different combinations of each other, depending upon the particular case. 

[94] During the course of the hearing, the decision of the Environmental Defence Society 

Inc v New Zealand King Salmon Company Ltd
17

 was delivered.  We will discuss the 

implications of that decision as it would apply to our consideration of the NoR in Part Three 

of this decision.  

[95] We identify the provisions of Part 2 that we consider most relevant to this matter: 

[a] Section 5 – Purpose — this being the lodestar of the RMA and all embracing, 

we set it out in full: 

5  Purpose 

(1)  The purpose of this Act is to promote the sustainable 
management of natural and physical resources. 

(2)  In this Act, sustainable management means managing the 
use, development, and protection of natural and physical 
resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people and 
communities to provide for their social, economic, and 
cultural well-being and for their health and safety while— 

(a)  sustaining the potential of natural and physical 
resources (excluding minerals) to meet the reasonably 
foreseeable needs of future generations; and 

(b)  safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, 
soil, and ecosystems; and 

(c)  avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects 
of activities on the environment. 
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 [2001] NZRMA 557 
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 Environmental Defence Society Inc v New Zealand King Salmon Company Ltd [2014] NZSC 38 
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[b] Section 6 – Matters of national importance — that we must recognise and 

provide for: 

[i] The relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their 

ancestral lands, water sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga — section 

6(e); and 

[ii] The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision use 

and development — section 6(f). 

[c] Section 7 – Other matters — that we must have regard to:  

[i] Kaitiakitanga — section 7(a); 

[ii] The efficient use and development of natural and physical resources — 

section 7(b); 

[iii] The maintenance and enhancement of amenity values — section 7(c); 

[iv] The maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment 

— section 7(f); 

[v] Any finite characteristics of natural and physical resources — section 

7(g); and 

[vi] The effects of climate change — section 7(i). 

[96] It is well accepted that applying Section 5 involves an overall broad judgment of 

whether a Project would promote the sustainable management of natural and physical 

resources. The RMA has a single purpose. It allows for the balancing of conflicting 

considerations in terms of their relevant significance or proportion in the final outcome.
18

 

[97] There are of course specific provisions in the RMA that apply to NoRs and resource 

consent applications.  We propose to address those provisions in those parts of this decision 

that address the NoR and resource consent applications respectively. 
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 Trio Holdings v Marlborough District Council, [1997] NZRMA 97 
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Other Relevant Statutes 

[98] Other statutes address activities being proposed by the Project.  We discuss those 

relevant briefly here to assist with a broader understanding of the wider statutory context.  

They also fall within the ambit of other matters for the purposes of Sections 104 and 171 of 

the RMA.   These other statutes include: 

Land Transport Management Act 2003  

[99] The Land Transport Management Act sets out the requirements and processes for 

local authorities to obtain funding for roading construction and maintenance, and for the 

funding of Police on-road enforcement.  As amended in 2013 it sets out the requirements for 

regional councils to contract for the provision of public transport services.  As amended in 

2008 it is also the Act that establishes the Transport Agency.  It is relevant to the Project as it 

is the statute under which the Transport Agency operates.  Its purpose is to contribute to an 

effective, efficient, and safe land transport system in the public interest
19

; and manage the 

statehighways system including planning, funding, design, supervision, construction, and 

maintenance and operation.
20

 

Public Works Act 1981  

[100] The Public Works Act 1981 enables land to be acquired, either by agreement or by 

compulsion, for public works, including roads.  It contains provisions for compensation for 

owners of land required for public works and for the disposal of land no longer required for a 

public work.  While the application of the Act is not within the jurisdiction of this Board, we 

mention it as part of the statutory context of the Project.  Disagreement over compensation is 

not of our concern.  It is vested in another tribunal. 

Heritage New Zealand Pohere Taonga Act 2014 

[101] The recent Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 established Hertiage NZ. 

This Act, among other things, repeals the Historic Places Act 1993 and continues the New 

Zealand Historic Places Trust under the name Heritage New Zealand — as a Crown entity.  

The purpose of the Act is to promote the identification, protection, preservation, and 

conservation of the historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand. 
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 Section 3 of the Land Transport Management Act: Purpose 
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[102] Similar to the functions of the former New Zealand Historic Places Trust (under the 

Historic Places Act), Heritage New Zealand (under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere 

Taonga Act) is responsible for granting a general authority to destroy, damage, or modify an 

archaeological site.  We return to this later in the Heritage, Cultural and Archaeological 

section of this decision. 

National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012 

[103] The National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act was enacted in October 

2012 and its purpose is to: 

3  Purpose 

(1)  The purpose of this Act is to— 

(a)  empower the creation of the National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) on 
the Park land that includes the National War Memorial, in the area of 
the City of Wellington known to Māori as Puke-ahu; and 

(b)  ensure its completion by April 2015, the centenary of the 
commencement of the Gallipoli Campaign of the First World War; and 

(c)  ensure the integration of the Park and roading networks with the wider 
City of Wellington. 

[104] The Buckle Street Underpass (currently under construction) forms part of the National 

War Memorial Park works.  The works are provided for via a designation
21

, which relates to 

the state highway, and resource consents
22

, which primarily relate to the NWM Park.  

Reserves Act 1977 

[105] The Reserves Act was enacted in 1977 and is administered by the Department of 

Conservation.  The land comprising the Basin Reserve is recreation reserve under the 

Reserves Act. 

[106] The City Council is the administering body for the Basin Reserve under this 

legislation and the earlier instruments.  The Reserves Act 1977 applies subject to the 

provisions of the original instruments to vest the Basin Reserve in the City Council, being the 

Wellington City and Reserves Act 1871, and the Deed of Trust of 1884. 
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 The scope of this designation is set out in Schedule 3 of the NWM Park Act. 
22

 The main resource consent is RC03 which provides consent for: The construction, development and ongoing 

use and maintenance of the Park within the Mt Cook Institutional Precinct. 
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[107] The City Council has entered into a Deed of Lease with the Basin Reserve Trust, 

whereby the Trust occupies and manages the Basin Reserve in accordance with the 

management deed agreed with the City Council. 

[108] Some submitters claimed that some of the works would be contrary to these 

instruments.  However, we do not have jurisdiction to determine any such issue. 

The Planning Instruments 

[109] The RMA makes provision for the establishment of national, regional and local 

statutory documents that contain objectives, policies and regulations for the management of 

natural and physical resources.  Their purpose is to give effect to the RMA.  The statutory 

documents to which we must have regard or particular regard are specified in Sections 

104(1)(b) for resource consents, and Section 171(1)(a) for the NoR.  There are also a number 

of non-RMA instruments that have relevance under other matters
23

 and which we are 

required to have particular regard to when assessing effects. 

[110] We propose to discuss the provisions that apply to a particular subject matter which is 

contested, when considering that matter later in this decision.  The following RMA statutory 

instruments are relevant to the Project (in terms of Sections 171(1)(a) and 104(1)(b)): 

[a] National Environmental Standards; 

[b] National Policy Statements; 

[c] The Regional Policy Statement; 

[d] Regional Plans; and 

[e] The District Plan and relevant Plan Changes. 

National Environmental Standards 

[111] A National Environmental Standard (National Standard) prescribes technical 

standards, methods or requirements, relating to certain environmental matters.  They have the 

force of regulations and are to be applied nationally.  The rules of both district and regional 
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plans must enforce, at a minimum, the same standard and may (if the National Standard 

permits), impose stricter standards. 

[112] The National Standards that are relevant to the Project are: 

[a] The National Environmental Standards for Air Quality (2004) (the National 

Standard — Air Quality); and 

[b] The National Environmental Standards for Assessing and Managing 

Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health (2012) (the National 

Standard — Contaminated Soil). 

[113] The relevant National Standards have been considered.  However, as there were no 

contested issues specific to these statutory instruments at the hearing, we do not propose to 

discuss them in any detail other than to briefly provide the following context.  

[114] Schedule 1 of the National Standard — Air Quality contains ambient air quality 

standards for key contaminants.  The planners agreed during conferencing
24

 that the standards 

are relevant to the proposed designation in terms of construction effects relating to potential 

dust discharge noting that these activities may occur as of right.  Similarly, with regard to 

operational effects no resource consent is required, but the standards inform the assessment of 

associated air quality effects, in particular vehicle exhaust emissions. 

[115] The planners also agreed
25

 that the National Standard — Contaminated Soil is 

relevant to the resource consents being sought for construction activities proposed on 

potentially contaminated sites in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve and nearby land. 

Regulation 11 (discretionary activities) is the key provision with respect to the Project.  

[116] In summary, we acknowledge the evidence relating to the relevant National 

Standards, including the proposed management plans and consent conditions proffered by the 

Transport Agency to avoid, mitigate and monitor the applicable potential environmental 

effects.  
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The National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management 

[117] The National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management 2011 (the National 

Policy Statement – Freshwater) sets out objectives and policies that direct local government 

to manage water in an integrated and sustainable way, while providing for economic growth 

within set water quantity and quality limits.  It is particularily relevant to the Regional 

Council consents being sought for groundwater take (water permit), discharges to land 

(discharge permit) and the discharges to land that may enter water (discharge permit).
26

  

[118] In particular, as it currently reads, Objective A2 seeks that the overall quality of fresh 

water within a region is maintained or improved, while:  

[a] Protecting the quality of outstanding freshwater bodies;  

[b] Protecting the significant values of wetland; and  

[c] Improving the quality of fresh water in water bodies that have been degraded 

by human activities to the point of being over-allocated. 

[d] We note that the groundwater body affected by the Project is not subject to 

sub-sections (a), (b) or (c).   

[119] We note that the groundwater body affected by the Project is not subject to sub-

sections (a), (b) or (c).   

[120] There were no contested issues relevant to the National Policy Statement — 

Freshwater.  We acknowledge the evidence and material provided in relation to the 

discharges and water takes and note the resource consent conditions and management plans 

that would adequately manage potential adverse effects on the (ground) water body.  

[121] We note that a new National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 has 

recently come out, and will take effect on 1 August 2014.  We propose to consider this new 

National Policy Statement as part of our final decision and report. 
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Regional Policy Statement  

[122] The Regional Policy Statement became operative on 24 April 2013.  The Regional 

Policy Statement identifies the regionally significant issues around the management of the 

region’s natural and physical resources.  It sets out what the Regional Council is seeking to 

achieve (objectives) and the way in which it will achieve those objectives (policies and 

methods).  The objectives, policies and methods of the Regional Policy Statement are 

required to be given effect to in the Regional Plans and the District Plan.  Some objectives 

and policies are also to be considered when processing and making decisions on applications 

for resource consents and NoRs. 

[123] The Regional Policy Statement contains a number of objectives and policies that 

apply to the entire Wellington Region.  In addition, it includes objectives and policies that 

focus specifically on regionally significant infrastructure.  The meaning of regionally 

significant infrastructure in the Regional Policy Statement incorporates the Strategic 

Transport Network, as defined in the Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy 2007 – 

2016, and includes the state highway network.  

[124] The objectives and policies of particular relevance to the NoR include:  

[a] Transport, including public transport, walking, cycling, state highways 

and local roads, particularly Objectives 9, 10 and 22)  

[b] Urban design (regional form), including landscaping, visual effects , and 

open spaces, particularly Objective 22; and Policies 33,  54, 57 and 67, and 

Appendix 2 adapted from the NZ Urban Design Protocol; and 

[c] Heritage, particularly Objective 15 and Policy 46. 

In addition, the following objectives and policies are of particular relevance to the 

applications for resource consent:   

[d] Freshwater (specifically groundwater), particularly Objectives 12 and 14 

and Policies 41 and 42. 

[125] Many of these objectives and policies as they relate to the NoR share common themes 

with the provisions the District Plan.  We return to these key themes later in this section. 
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Regional Plans 

[126] There are five Regional Plans administered by the Regional Council, of which three 

are relevant to the Project: 

[a] The Regional Freshwater Plan — this is a relevant document to the Regional 

Council resource consents as it manages the discharge of contaminants or 

water into freshwater (in this case groundwater), and the construction of any 

bores, in particular: 

[i] The nature and extent of conditions to be placed on resource consents 

(Policy 4.2.35 and 4.2.36);  

[ii] To manage all groundwater in the Wellington Region so that there are 

no net adverse affects on its quality as a result of discharges to surface 

water or groundwater (Policy 5.2.7);  

[iii] To encourage the treatment of stormwater discharges to reduce the 

adverse affects of such discharges on the receiving water body (Policy 

5.2.14); and 

[iv] To minimise the adverse effects of accidental spills on water quality 

(Policy 5.2.16). 

[b] The Regional Air Quality Management Plan — this plan has relevance to 

the Project, although for completeness we note that no resource consents are 

required under this Plan as the proposed activities are considered to be 

permitted.  The Plan does not restrict discharges to air from vehicles and the 

potential dust generation during construction is not covered by rules in the 

plan and is therefore allowed as of right under Section 15(2) of the RMA.
27

  

Of relevance to this Project, the plan seeks to: 

[i] Maintain high quality air (Objective 4.1.1) while avoiding, remedying 

or mitigating the effects of discharges to air that are noxious, 

dangerous or objectionable (Objective 4.2.4); and 
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[ii] Promote improved air quality in the Region through regional and 

district transport practices which: 

 Encourage the development of an efficient and effective public 

transport system; 

 Promote the use of non-motorised forms of transport such as 

walking and cycling; and 

 Aim to reduce the growth in motor vehicle numbers and motor 

vehicle congestion in urban centres (Policy 5.2.23). 

[c] The Regional Plan for Discharges to Land — this plan is relevant insofar as 

it relates to discharges during construction from groundwater and stormwater 

to land, in particular Policy 4.2.21(2) which seeks to give particular 

consideration to various matters in relation to the effects of discharge of “other 

wastes” to land. 

The District Plan  

[127] The District Plan was made operative in 2000, and has been updated on a rolling 

review basis since then, with 77 plan changes and 11 variations promulgated during that 

time.
28

 

[128] The District Plan is an effects-based plan that details specific objectives, policies and 

rules that have been adopted to promote the sustainable development of natural and physical 

resources in Wellington.  It is common ground that the proposed works are located in the: 

[a] Inner Residential;  

[b] Central Area;  

[c] Open Space A;   

[d] Suburban Centre Area (or ‘Centres’ under Plan Change 73); and 
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[e] Institutional Precinct.  

[129] Within the Project area are the following items listed in the District Plan:
29

  

[a] A listed heritage building (Home of Compassion Crèche (former) 1914, 

located at the intersection of Buckle and Sussex Streets, ref 42
30

) — we note 

that the Crèche was being moved to its new site just outside the designation 

boundary both during and following the hearing;  

[b] A listed heritage tree (Ulmus procera, located on the corner of Paterson and 

Dufferin Street, ref 204); and  

[c] A Māori site (Hauwai Cultivation area, corner of Rugby and Dufferin Streets, 

ref M69).   

[130] The NoR partially overlays two existing designations being State Highway 1 (Inner 

City Bypass – Stage 2, Ref H2) and the Buckle Street Underpass component of the NWM 

Park.  Part of the designation is also within an identified Hazard and Ground Shaking Area 

overlay in the District Plan
31

. 

[131] There are a number of plan changes relevant to the Project, which are part of the 

District Plan’s rolling review.  It is common ground that Plan Changes 72 (Residential 

Review) and 73 (Centres Review) are relevant to the Project, and for the purposes of this 

project, effectively operative.  We outline below the key provisions that we have identified as 

applying in the relevant zones. 

Central Area Zone 

[132] The policy framework of Chapter 12 of the District Plan directs towards: 

[a] Providing an urban landscape outcome in the Central Area which is contained, 

accessible and vibrant (Objectives 12.2.1 and 12.2.2); 
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[b] The preservation of the high city/low city as a general urban form as a key 

outcome (Policy 12.2.3.1); and 

[c] The recognition and enhancement of those characteristics, features, and areas 

of the Central Area that contribute positively to the city’s distinctive physical 

character and sense of place (Objective 12.2.3). 

[133] Accordingly, managing building mass and height are seen as critical elements in 

achieving the key outcomes set out in the previous paragraph.  Design excellence is set out in 

the respective Design Guides and recognised as a means to achieve a variety of high quality 

developments.  Objective 12.2.6 and Policy 12.2.6.2 seek to ensure that high quality building 

design responds to the context of the site and surrounding environment to ensure the amenity 

of the public environment. 

[134] The District Plan contains provisions which address a number of relevant matters, 

including: 

[a] Noise and the effects of noise on the sensitive environments (Policy 12.2.2.4); 

[b] Personal safety and security (Policies 12.2.6.15 and 12.2.6.16); 

[c] Maintaining and enhancing the streetscape by controlling the setting and 

design of structures on or over roads (Policy 12.2.6.18); 

[d] The impact on the integrity of heritage listed structures (Policy 12.2.6.3); 

[e] Providing for and enabling appropriate safe access for people and goods 

within the Central Area (Objective 12.2.15 and Policies 12.2.15.1, 12.2.15.2, 

and 12.2.15.3); 

[f] Recognition of Wellington’s tangata whenua and their ability to exercise tino 

rangitiratanga and kaitiakitanga (Objective 12.2.16 and related policies); and 

[g] The Central Area Design Guide — this provides general guidance as to how to 

achieve the design outcomes sought by the objectives and policies contained 

within Chapter 12 of the Plan, which are to achieve high quality buildings, 

places and spaces within the Central Area. 
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Residential Area Zone 

[135] As pointed out in the Key Issues Report from the City Council, the most sensitive 

location with proximity to the project area is the adjoining inner residential area.
32

  This was 

supported by the planning witnesses, who identified immediate residential neighbours as 

being affected by the project to varying degrees.
33

  Given this, the provisions, and the 

relevant effects on this area, are important.    

[136] A number of objectives and policies are relevant to the Project.  The key relevant 

objectives and policies provide for: 

[a] The enhancement of the city’s natural containment, accessibility and 

residential amenity (Objective 4.2.1) while maintaining the character of the 

inner suburbs (Policy 4.2.2.1).  The report particularly referred to Mt Victoria 

and Mt Cook as each having their own distinctive characteristics which define 

them, and accordingly, the impact the Project would have on the 

characteristics of these suburbs is an important consideration; 

[b] New development within residential areas of a character and scale appropriate 

to the area in which it is located (Objective 4.2.3 and Policies 4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.7 

and 4.2.3.8); 

[c] The encouragement of a range of activities, while preserving amenity values 

and controlling the adverse effects of noise (Objective 4.2.7 and Policy 

4.2.7.2); 

[d] The promotion of sustainable built environments that utilise principles of low-

impact urban design and provide for the efficient end use of energy in the 

design of new buildings and structures (Policy 4.2.5.1); 

[e] The maintenance and enhancement of the natural features that contribute to 

Wellington’s natural environments (Objective 4.2.8); 

[f] Avoiding and mitigating the risks of hazards (Objective 4.2.10 and Policy 

4.2.10.2); and 
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[g] Enabling efficient, convenient and safe access for people and goods within 

residential areas (Objective 4.2.12 and related Policies 4.2.12.1 and 4.2.12.2). 

Open Space A 

[137] The Basin Reserve and Canal Reserve are identified as Open Space A.  Open Space A 

land is predominantly allocated to provide passive and active recreational activities.  The key 

relevant objectives and policies provide for: 

[a] Maintaining the character, purpose and function of the Open Space A areas 

(Objective 16.5.1); and 

[b] Protecting from development and visual obstruction, land forms and landscape 

elements that are significant in the Wellington landscape (Objective 16.5.2 and 

Policy 16.5.2.1). 

Suburban Centre 

[138] The Suburban Centre objectives and policies are now effectively amended by Plan 

Change 73 (Centres).  The key relevant objectives and policies aim to: 

[a] Provide a network of accessible and appropriately serviced centres throughout 

the City that are capable of providing goods, services and facilities to meet the 

day to day needs of local communities, residents and businesses, and of 

accommodating anticipated population growth and associated development 

whilst maintaining Wellington’s compact urban form (Objective 6.2.1, Policy 

6.2.1.1); 

[b] Facilitate vibrant and viable Centres through enabling a wide range of 

appropriate activities to occur to meet the economic and social needs of the 

community, whilst avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects 

(Objective 6.2.2); 

[c] Design buildings, structures and spaces to achieve set Design Guidelines 

(Policy 6.2.3.1); and 

[d] Ensure that all spaces accessed by the public are safe and are designed to 

minimise the opportunities for crime (Policy 6.2.3.13).  
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Heritage 

[139] The District Plan seeks to recognise the City’s historic heritage and protect it from 

inappropriate subdivision, use and development (Objective 20.2.1).  Any new development 

needs to avoid the loss of heritage values associated with heritage listed items (Policy 

20.2.1.4).   

[140] In particular, there are two heritage listed items in close proximity to the proposed 

works and another nine items in the general vicinity.  The avoidance of the loss of heritage 

values associated with these items (Policy 20.2.1.2 and 20.2.1.4) needs to be assessed. 

Non-RMA Statutory Instruments and Non-Statutory Documents 

[141] In seeking to integrate development of land and infrastructure planning, the Regional 

Policy Statement and District Plan provide the strategic direction and vision under the RMA.  

However, the policy content for infrastructure and land use is also informed by other strategic 

processes.  As the District Plan says:
34

 

1.1.2 The District Plan is not the only mechanism that Council may use to promote 
sustainable management for Wellington.  Although the District Plan regulates 
land use and related matters specified in section 31 of the Act to promote 
environmental outcomes, action can also be taken throughout the Council 
processes.  The District Plan is one component of Council’s integrated 
management of the environment.  Integrated management is the cornerstone 
of achieving sustainable management. 

[142] In this regard the Key Issues Report from the City Council has this to say:
35

 

9.2 It is important to note, that sitting in behind the statutory documents ... are 
several non-statutory documents which anticipate, and provide guidance on 
urban development within the urban landscape of Wellington. 

[143] There are a large number of instruments and documents broadly relevant to the 

strategic context within which this project sits.  We attach as Appendix 3 to this decision a 

list of the key documents identified by the planning witnesses.   Several are particularly 

important in terms of how the Project fits within the wider planning framework in place for 

the City and Region, which largely commenced from the Ngauranga to Airport Corridor 

Study, the introduction of the growth spine in various documents, the centres policy work 
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through to the Wellington Public Transport Spine Study 2014 (the Public Transport Spine 

Study).  We have considered all of those documents provided to us.   

[144] Mr Troy
36

 helpfully provided us with a flow chart which illustrates the relationship 

between key transport and planning documents, which was amended slightly by the planning 

witnesses during caucusing at the hearing.  We found this flow chart particularly useful in 

understanding the functional and statutory relationships between the various RMA 

instruments, non-RMA statutory instruments and non-statutory documents.  See Figure 4 

below. 
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Figure 4: Relationship between key transport and planning documents: Source:  Joint Witness Statement 
– Planning, dated 15 May 2014, Attachment 1 (Clean Version) 
 

[145] The flow chart demonstrates that several of the non-RMA statutory instruments and 

non-statutory documents (those other than in the thick blue line boxes) of relevance to the 

Project both inform and are methods of implementation of the Regional Policy Statement and 

the District Plan.  
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[146] The following were identified by the planning experts as being the “key” non-RMA 

statutory instruments and non-statutory documents relevant to the Project
37

, and we consider 

these to be “other matters” primarily in the context of our evaluation under Section 171(1)(d): 

[a] Regional Council: 

[b] Regional Transport Strategy 2010; 

[c] Corridor Plan 2008; 

[d] Public Transport Spine Study 2014; and 

[e] Regional Public Transport Plan (2011-2021).  

[f] City Council: 

[g] Transport Strategy 2006; 

[h] Urban Development Strategy 2006; and 

[i] Centres Policy (2008) in particular the Adelaide Road Framework (2008) and 

the Central City Framework (2010).  

[j] Central Government: 

[k]  New Zealand Urban Design Protocol 2005 (informed Appendix 2 to the 

Regional Policy Statement). 

[147] The Key Issues Report
38

 from the City Council also referred to the document titled 

Wellington Towards 2040: Smart Capital (2011) and had this to say: 

The 2040 framework is relevant as it is the most recent policy direction from the 
Council which refers to the project area, specifically identifying that a new overpass 
highway will generate significant design issues. 
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 Joint Witness Statement – Planning, 14 May 2014 (Amended 15 May 2014), pages 4 - 6 
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 At [93] 
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Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy 2010 

[148] The Regional Land Transport Strategy (Regional Transport Stategy) is prepared by 

the Regional Council under the Land Transport Management Act.  Its preparation is subject 

to a public submission process, hearing and consideration by the Regional Transport 

Committee
39

. The Regional Transport Strategy is approved by the Regional Council.  It was 

brought to our attention by Mr Troy
40

 that the Regional Transport Strategy was prepared prior 

to the 2013 Land Transport Management Act amendments, and as previously mentioned the 

Regional Transport Strategy is a method of implementation for the Regional Policy 

Statement. 

[149] The Regional Transport Strategy sets out seven key outcomes to be achieved: 

[a] Increased peak period public transport mode share; 

[b] Increased mode share for pedestrians and cyclists; 

[c] Reduced greenhouse gas emissions; 

[d] Reduced severe road congestions; 

[e] Improved regional road safety; 

[f] Improved land use and transport integration; and  

[g] Improved regional freight efficiency. 

Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan 2008  

[150] The Corridor Plan was prepared by the Regional Council under the Regional Land 

Transport Strategy, and is the implementation plan to result from the Ngauranga to Airport 

Strategic Study (2006).  Its preparation and adoption was subject to public consultation 

including submissions and a hearing.  The Plan was approved by the Regional Transport 

Committee.  The City Council - Growth Spine concept is embedded in this Plan. 

                                                 
39

 Regional Transport Committee - Greater Wellington Chair, Deputy Chair, Mayors of City and District 

Councils and Transport Agency Representative  
40

 Troy, Supplementary Evidence,  Appendix C (flow chart) 
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[151] The parts of the Corridor Plan that are directly relevant to the Project are: 

[a] Immediate priority bullet point three (page 1): Improving traffic management 

at the Basin Reserve to enable more reliable bus journey times, improved 

reliability of the ring route and improved pedestrian and cyclist facilities; 

[b] Measures to be implemented within 10 years — fifth measure (page 10): 

Design and construct improvements at the Basin Reserve to improve 

passenger transport, walking and cycling by separating north-south flows from 

east-west traffic; and implement complementary bus priority measures on 

Kent Terrace, Cambridge Terrace and Adelaide Road; and 

[c] Measures to be implemented within 10 years — twelfth measure (page 11): 

Undertake a feasibility study for the four-laning of Ruahine Street and 

Wellington Road and for the duplication of the Mt Victoria Tunnel 

considering in particular its relationship with the Basin Reserve flyover and 

improved transport links from the airport to the CBD for freight, taxis and 

public transport. 

Urban Development Strategy 2006  

[152]  The Urban Development Strategy aims to achieve a more compact and connected and 

safer environment for Wellington City.  The strategy identifies the growth spines for 

Wellington City.  This led to the Centres Policy which sets out a number of frameworks and 

plans.  The Adelaide Road Framework and Central City Framework are particularly relevant 

to this project and are addressed below.    

[153] The Urban Development Strategy was prepared by a public process as part of 

Council’s Long Term Plan and is currently under review by the City Council.   

Wellington Transport Strategy  (2006)  

[154] The Wellington Transport Strategy is a companion strategy to the Urban 

Development Strategy, and was prepared by a public process as part of City Council’s Long 

Term Plan and is also currently under review by the City Council.  The Growth Spine 

concept is also embedded in the Regional Transport Strategy. 
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Centres Policy, in particular the Adelaide Road Framework and Central City Framework  

[155] The Centres Policy informs and promotes the centre plans, of which the Adelaide 

Road Framework and the Central City Framework (the Frameworks) are relevant to the 

Project.  This policy and these frameworks guide development in Wellington City.  They 

direct that the growth spine be built around the centres identified.  They were developed by 

the City Council, via a process which included targeted consultation.  They give effect to the 

Urban Development Strategy, and inform Plan Change 73 to the District Plan. 

Wellington Public Transport Spine Study (2014)  

[156] The Public Transport Spine Study is a recently completed study led by the Regional 

Council, with the City Council and the Transport Agency as partners, which investigates 

public transport options along the transport spine.  The Public Transport Spine Study supports 

the growth spine by ensuring public transport is an attractive option between the key 

destinations along the Naugranga to Airport corridor identified in the Corridor Plan.  

[157] The Public Transport Spine Study has been subject to public submissions and a 

hearing was held by a hearing subcommittee.  The hearing subcommittee discussed the study 

with the Regional Transport Committee.  The recommended option of Bus Rapid Transit 

(BRT) was confirmed by the subcommittee of the Regional Council.  The works required to 

give effect to the outcomes of the study are to be included in the Regional Land Transport 

Programme 2015.   

[158] The implementation works for BRT are to be undertaken on a staged basis to be 

completed in 2021/22.   

[159] The Public Transport Spine Study has relevance to the Project in that the BRT system 

would travel around the Basin Reserve.  Thus the design of the road layout and how BRT 

would be accommodated is an important issue.  

Regional Public Transport Plan (2011-2021)  

[160] The Regional Public Transport Plan is a required implementation plan of the Regional 

Land Transport Strategy.  It was prepared under the Public Transport Management Act 2008, 

and is currently under review.  The next iteration of the Plan will include the preferred option 

of the Public Transport Spine Study. 
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New Zealand Urban Design Protocol (which informs Appendix 2 of the Regional Policy 

Statement) 

[161] The New Zealand Urban Design Protocol (the NZ Urban Design Protocol) is a 

voluntary commitment to specific urban design initiatives by signatories including the 

Regional Council, City Council and Transport Agency.  It identifies seven essential design 

qualities: context, character, choice, connections, creativity, custodianship and collaboration. 

Reserves Act 1977 classifications and Basin Reserve Trust Deed 1884 

[162] It was brought to our attention by the planners
41

 that the Basin Reserve does not have 

a management plan prepared under the Reserves Act 1977.  We note that in the absence of a 

management plan the Act and Basin Reserve Trust Deed 1884 (the Basin Deed) would 

provide guidance as to decisions made affecting the Reserve.  The fact that there is no 

management plan was the subject of concern particularly with regard to the proposed 

Gateway Building.   However, the Reserves Act is not a matter within our jurisdiction and we 

take it no further. 

Overview of Strategic Themes  

[163] Towards the end of the hearing, we asked the planning witnesses to caucus and inter 

alia identify the relevant themes emerging from the Regional Policy Statement and the 

District Plan.  These themes were identified in their second joint witnesses statement – dated 

15 May 2014: 

The main strategic themes inherent in the RPS [Regional Policy Statement] and WCC 
DP [ District Plan] relevant to the Project are: 

 

Transport, including public transport, walking, cycling, state highways and 
local roads 

 Integrate land use and transportation planning 

 Reduce severe road congestion, improve mode share for public transport, 
walking and cycling, and reduce private car mode share 

 Improve east-west transport linkages 

 Efficient use of existing infrastructure (including transport network infrastructure) 

 Provision of safe and attractive environments for walking and cycling 

 Protect and enhance accessibility  
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 Joint Witness Statement – Planning, dated 20 December 2013 at [45] 
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Urban design (regional form), including landscaping, visual effects and 
townscape 

 Achieve quality urban design 

 Maintain and enhance a compact and well designed urban/regional form 

 Integrate land use and transportation  

 Recognise and enhance a sense of place or distinctive physical character 

 Provide safe and attractive environments for walking and cycling (CPTED) 

 

Amenity (principally addressed by WCC DP rather than RPS) 

 Maintain and enhance amenity values  

 

Open space 

 Maintain and enhance open space amenity values  

 Maintain, protect and enhance the character, purpose and function of open 
spaces in Wellington City 

 

Heritage 

 Protect historic heritage values from inappropriate use and development 

 Within the central area zone there is a policy to ensure new buildings and 
structures do not compromise the context, setting and streetscape value of 
adjacent listed heritage items, through the management of building bulk and 
building height. This applies to the Crèche, Museum Stand and Wakefield 
memorial.  

[164] The planners further agreed that in terms of any strategic/policy conflicts at the 

thematic level:
 42

 

No inherent conflict between the themes listed above but there are tensions that 
require relevant objectives and policies to be considered in forming an overall 
judgement in relation to a particular proposal. 

[165] The introduction of the Regional Policy Statement states:
43

  

Policies are intended to complement each other and provide a robust, integrated 
approach to promoting the sustainable management of natural and physical 
resources. It is not appropriate to consider only those provisions addressing the 
adverse effects of activities, without considering those provisions which address the 
benefits of activities, and vice versa. 

[166] One of the primary tensions arising from this Project is that the proposed Basin 

Bridge provides for a transportation upgrade at the Basin Reserve, which is consistent with 
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 Joint Witness Statement – Planning (Second Statement), dated 15 May 2014, Page 4 
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 Page 1 
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those objectives and policies that seek to provide for regional transportation strategies; while 

at the same time offending those objectives and policies that seek to maintain and enhance 

amenity values, open spaces and heritage values.   

[167] The Regional Policy Statement recognises a “tension” between development, 

particulary sporadic, uncontrolled and/or uncoordinated, development (including of 

infrastructure), and that this can adversely affect the Region’s compact urban form.
44

  

Objective 22 and the policies thereunder (Policies 30 to 67) attempt to address this tension.  

We set out Objective 22 in full: 

Objective 22 

A compact well designed and sustainable regional form that has an integrated, safe 
and responsive transport network and: 

(a) A viable and vibrant regional central business district in Wellington City; 

(b) An increased range and diversity of activities in and around the regionally 
significant centres to maintain vibrancy and vitality; 

(c) Sufficient industrial-based employment locations or capacity to meet the 
region’s needs; 

(d) Development and/or management of the Regional Focus Areas identified in 
the Wellington Regional Strategy; 

(e) Urban development in existing urban areas, or when beyond urban areas, 
development that reinforces the region’s existing urban form; 

(f) Strategically planned rural development; 

(g) A range of housing (including affordable housing); 

(h) Integrated public open spaces; 

(i) Integrated land use and transportation; 

(j) Improved east-west transport linkages; 

(k) Efficiently use existing infrastructure (including transport network 
infrastructure); and 

(l) Essential social services to meet the region’s needs. 

[168] Objective 22 and its related policies endeavor to address integrated planning strategies 

at a region, city and centres scale, which are to be implemented by the provisions of the 

District Plan and various non-RMA statutory instruments and non-statutory documents.   

[169] To illustrate this, for example, Policy 33 seeks to support a compact, well designed 

and sustainable regional form.  A method of implementation for Policy 33 is the Regional 

Land Transport Strategy.  The Regional Land Transport Strategy is an “other matter” to 
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which we must have particular regard in terms of Section 171(1)(d) of the RMA, and we 

discuss its relevance to the Project below.   

[170] The planners also agreed that there are no red flags, or policy barriers either in the 

Policy Statement or District Plan in the sense that no objectives or policies provide a strong 

direction such that the Application should be granted or declined.
45

  

[171] We consider the relevant key provisions of the instruments and documents under each 

effects topic, and when we discuss Section 171(1)(a) and (d). 

THE LEGAL ISSUES 

[172] From the legal submissions and representations we have distilled the following issues: 

[a] Part 2 and the application of King Salmon; 

[b] The appropriate application of Section 171(a) and (b); 

[c] The relevant environment/permitted baseline; 

[d] Integrated assessment with other related projects; 

[e] Climate change; 

[f] Property values; 

[g] Enabling elements of the Project; and 

[h] Relocation of the Home of Compassion Crèche. 

THE CONTESTED FACTUAL ISSUES  

[173] From the evidence and the submissions and representations we have distilled the 

following factual issues that require our consideration.  Each of these issues has a number of 

sub-issues which we identify when dealing with that issue.  The issues include: 
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[a] Transportation effects;  

[b] Economic effects; 

[c] Heritage, cultural and archaeological effects; 

[d] Landscape, townscape and urban design effects; 

[e] Operational effects (noise, wind, lighting and air quality); 

[f] Construction effects;  

[g] Social and public health effects; 

[h] Consideration of alternatives; and 

[i] Reasonable necessity for achieving the objectives. 

CONDITIONS 

[174] Proposed conditions to the NoR and applications for resource consent were submitted 

with the Application and have been refined during the course of the proceedings with input 

from various experts, including the planning witnesses.  The Transport Agency proffered a 

set of conditions in their closing submissions (Version 9).  As we have said, Version 9 was a 

number of caucusing sessions between the experts and discussions between the Transport 

Agency and the parties. 

[175] A Construction Environmental Management Plan (the Construction Management 

Plan) and a number of specific sub-management plans are included in the conditions to deal 

with various potential effects of the Project.  While a number of draft management plans have 

been produced, the final plans are required by the conditions to be certified by the respective 

Councils. 

[176] The Joint Witness Statement – Planning
46

 states the planners agreed that the following 

principles should inform any conditions of the NoR and resource consents: 
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[a] Conditions must be comprehensive, practical and reasonable. Conditions must 

be clear, enforceable, and not require significant judgement or discretion from 

the enforcement officer. 

[b] Conditions must be user-friendly, easily understood and not overly complex. 

[c] There must be some precision in defining outcomes that must be achieved by 

the implementation of any management plans. 

[d] The conditions must ensure that any outcome that has been relied upon by the 

Board in its decision will be achieved.  

[e] The management plan certification process needs to be certain i.e. no deemed 

certification if no response is received. 

[f] Consideration must be given to whether additional parameters are required in 

the conditions for the two buildings subject to outline plan processes. 

[g] It is important that the conditions do not undermine the City and Regional 

Councils’ compliance responsibilities. 

[177] The Table below reflects our findings in relation to those conditions which the 

planners did not reach agreement: 

 

Ref. Condition Topic Witness Comment/Concern Our Findings 

DC.1 Project to be undertaken 

in accordance with the 

plans and details 

included in the 

application. 

Includes clause which 

allows for operational 

works following 

construction. 

Ms Warren considers this 

clause should be amended to 

state that the operational 

works will not reduce delivery 

of the transport, urban design, 

heritage and environmental 

outcome provided for in these 

conditions.  

Condition remains as proposed.  No 

need for additional text as could 

create uncertainty and enforcement 

issues. 

DC.6 Community Reference 

Group (CRG) 

Member invitation list 

Ms Warren considers 

representation for pedestrians 

and cyclists coming through 

the area should be provided 

The list included in the proposed 

condition sufficiently covers those 

most affected by the construction 
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Ref. Condition Topic Witness Comment/Concern Our Findings 

on the group. 

Ms Legarth / Ms Weeber 

consider Wellington East Girls 

College, Newtown Residents 

Association, the Architecture 

Centre and Save the Basin 

Campaign to be include in the 

group. 

activities to the extent reasonable. 

DC.6 CRG Ability to invite 

additional members 

Ms Legarth considers that 

representatives of other 

groups could be invited to  be 

part of the CRG at the 

discretion of the groups on the 

CRG 

Transport Agency must be able to 

retain control of the CRG. The 

member list is already extensive 

and the group could get unwieldy 

and fail to achieve its purpose if 

membership is not controlled. No 

changes required to the condition.  

DC.11(c)(ix

) 

Northern Gateway 

Building 

Detailed design plans 

Ms Legarth considers the 

plans should demonstrate that 

the building will be “consistent 

with” the use of the Basin 

Reserve as a sports and 

recreation ground.  The 

proposed condition wording 

uses the terms “compatible 

with”. 

The proposed wording appropriate. 

No changes required to this 

condition.   

DC.12 Northern Gateway 

Building 

Detail 

Ms Weeber considers further 

detail should be included in the 

conditions regarding the NGB 

and other design details. 

We accept that it is usual for this 

stage in a project for further design 

work to occur prior to construction.  

We find that the conditions set a 

clear process via which the detailed 

design of the NGB and other parts 

of the project are to occur, in 

particular noting the independent 

peer review and design processes 

required.  

DC.20 Construction Noise and 

Vibration Management 

Plan (CNVMP) 

Ms Warren considers it 

necessary to specifically refer 

to pedestrians and bus stop 

The condition is clear in that the 

management plan is to manage 

effects on users of the area.  
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Ref. Condition Topic Witness Comment/Concern Our Findings 

First clause which 

establishes the parties 

which the management 

plan relates to 

users as opposed to referring 

to “other users”. 

Condition to remain unchanged. 

DC.20 Construction Noise and 

Vibration Management 

Plan (CNVMP) 

The process by which 

additional mitigation 

measures would be put in 

place due to significant 

noise or vibration effects 

during construction 

Concerns raised by the 

Grandstand Apartments, 

including Mr Hegley for that 

party. 

The planners suggested some 

amendments to the condition 

to address these concerns. 

Modified, for the reasons given the 

the Construction Effects section of 

this decision.   

DC.21A Network Integration Plan 

(NIP) 

 

Ms Warren considered it 

appropriate to add further 

detail relating to pedestrian 

and cycling facilities, including 

setting a specific Level of 

Service for these aspects.   

There is no evidential basis to 

support this approach. 

No changes necessary to the 

condition. 

DC.22 

DC.23 

DC.25 

Construction Transport 

Management Plan 

(CTMP) 

Ms Warren considered it 

appropriate to add further 

detail relating to pedestrian 

levels of service. 

There is no evidential basis to 

support this approach. 

No changes necessary to the 

condition. 

DC.29 Construction Air Quality 

Management Plan 

(CAQMP) 

Ms Warren considered it 

appropriate to bus stops as 

“sensitive locations” for the 

purpose of this condition.   

There is no evidential basis to 

support this approach. 

No changes necessary to the 

condition. 

DC.31 Urban and Landscape 

Design Plan (ULDP) 

The Planners acknowledged 

that the preparation of the 

ULDP, HMP, plans for building 

under the bridge and northern 

gateway building all will be 

undertaken in parallel but with 

different delivery dates.  They 

note that the timing of the all 

four plans is informed by the 

construction staging. 

We note that these plans and 

details will be prepared in parallel 

and that the construction staging will 

dictate when each will need to be 

complete and provided to Council 

for certification.  We consider this 

process will require good project 

management and communication 

between Transport Agency and the 

other parties such as the Council 
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Ref. Condition Topic Witness Comment/Concern Our Findings 

and HPT (as required).  We find that 

the conditions provide clear linkages 

between the management plans 

and building designs such that the 

objectives they are seeking to 

achieve should be met.    

DC.35 Heritage Management 

Plan (HMP) 

Purpose, objectives and 

content of the HMP  

Ms Legarth considers that the 

condition should not include 

phrases such as “as far as 

practicable” because it 

provides a level of discretion 

that is not helpful in a condition 

that is intended to identify a 

clear purpose or standard 

against which a heritage 

management plan and be 

certified.  

Upon review of the condition we find 

that the wording set out in the 

planning conferencing is appropriate 

  

DC.41A Operational Noise for 

Grandstand Apartments 

 

Additional condition agreed 

between Mr Dravitski and Mr 

Hegley 

Accepted by consent. 

Schedule 1 Designation Zones and 

Elements 

Ms Warren considers that the 

material relating to the 

buildings is not sufficiently 

precise and that reference to 

harbouring of animal pests 

should be included. 

When matched with the conditions 

which require adherence with the 

Schedule 1 descriptions, we find the 

Schedule 1 provides sufficient detail 

and certainty to achieve the urban 

design outcomes sought. 

Additional 

Matters 

Sought by 

Submitters 

Various Various submitters sought 

activities and changes to the 

Project to be secured via 

conditions  

We have considered all of the 

submissions.  Many of the 

suggestions have been included in 

Version 9.   

 

[178] We find that, subject to any amendments made by this decision that, the conditions 

contained in Version 9 would appropriately manage the construction of the Project in 

accordance with the application documents.  Version 9, as amended by this decision, is 

attached as Appendix 2.  
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PART TWO 

RESOURCE CONSENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

[179] As mentioned earlier, the resource consents are ancillary to the NoR.  The focus of the 

hearing was on the NoR.  Notwithstanding that there were no contested issues, we now carry 

out our statutory evaluation under Section 104. 

[180] The applications for resource consents relate to quite specific elements, which in the 

main relate to the physical effects of temporary activities during construction.  There is no 

real challenge to these applications other than on the conditions.  These concerns were met by 

agreement. 

[181] In this section we discuss the matters relevant to the applications for resource consent, 

which must be considered within the relevant statutory framework.  The focus of this part of 

the decision is on the construction effects, and consistency with the National Standard — 

Contaminated Soil; the National Policy Statement — Freshwater; Regional Policy Statement; 

and relevant Regional Plans.  The next part of this decision — Part Three is otherwise 

concerned in some considerable detail with the NoR and expands on both construction and 

operational effects. 

STATUTORY CONTEXT (RMA) 

[182] The five applications for resource consents have been lodged with the EPA under 

Section 145(3) and in accordance with Section 88, which together provide: 

(1)  A person may apply to the relevant consent authority for a resource consent. 

 (2)  An application must— 

(a)  be made in the prescribed form and manner; and 

(b)  include, in accordance with Schedule 4, an assessment of 
environmental effects in such detail as corresponds with the scale and 
significance of the effects that the activity may have on the 
environment 

[183] If the applications for resource consents are directed to a Board of Inquiry, these are 

to be considered under Section 149P.  Section 149P(2) directs: 
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(2)  A board of inquiry considering a matter that is an application for a resource 
consent must apply sections 104 to 112 and 138A as if it were a consent 
authority. 

[184] Relevantly, we must have regard to the matters set out in Sections 104, 105 and 107. 

[185] Overall we are required to consider the matters set out in Section 104 subject to Part 

2.  The directions in Part 2 are therefore paramount, and are overriding in the event of 

conflict. We further explore these directions in Part Three of our decision in terms of the 

NoR.  There were no contested issues in relation to the applications for resource consents, 

therefore we propose to only briefly discuss the relevant Part 2 directions as they apply to: 

[a] The actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity;  

[b] The relevant provisions of the: 

[i] Relevant National Standards, of which we identify The National 

Standard – Contaminated Soil; 

[ii] National Policy Statement - Freshwater Management 2011
47

; 

[iii] Regional Policy Statement; and 

[iv] Relevant Regional Plans, of which we identify two: The Regional 

Freshwater Plan, and The Regional Plan for Discharges to Land; 

[c] Any other matter relevant and reasonably necessary to determine the 

applications;  

[d] Specific matters relating to discharges; and 

[e] Our assessment against Part 2 and overall judgment. 

[186] Before proceeding to our evaluation of the resource consents, it is useful to repeat 

below the applications sought by the Transport Agency, as follows: 
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 As mentioned earlier in this decision, there is a new National Policy Statement – Freshwater Management 

2014 which will take effect on 1 August 2014.  If necessary, we proposed to consider this new National Policy 

Statement as part of our final decision and report. 
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[a] NSP13/03.002 — Land use consent for sampling, disturbance and change of 

use of potentially contaminated soil where there is a potential risk to human 

health; 

[b] NSP13/03.003 — Land use consent for the excavation of bore holes that may 

intersect groundwater associated with the construction of bridge piles and 

ground improvement works; 

[c] NSP13/03.004 — Water permit for the taking and use of groundwater during 

excavation of bore holes associated with the construction of bridge piles; 

[d] NSP13/03.005 — Discharge permit to discharge contaminants to groundwater 

associated with the construction of bridge piles and ground improvement 

works; and 

[e] NSP13/01.006 — Discharge permit to discharge potentially contaminated 

groundwater to land, including via the reticulated stormwater system where it 

may enter water. 

[187] There was agreement that all five applications for resource consent are a 

Discretionary Activity
48

.  Therefore, Section 104B applies and we note it in full as it relates to 

our jurisdiction: 

After considering an application for a resource consent for a discretionary activity or 
non-complying activity, a consent authority— 

(a)  may grant or refuse the application; and 

(b)  if it grants the application, may impose conditions under section 108. 

EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT (SECTION 104(1)(A)) 

[188] Under Section 104(1)(a) of the RMA we must, subject to Part 2, have regard to any 

actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity.  The focus of the 

evidence and the hearing was on the NoR, rather than the applications for resource consent.  

The effects of the Project to be considered in this part of the decision include: 

[a] Taking of water; 
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 For example, see Regional Council Key Issues Report, at [47] 

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1991/0069/latest/link.aspx?id=DLM234810
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[b] Groundwater; 

[c] Contaminated land; 

[d] Erosion and sediment control (and Stormwater); and 

[e] Use of management plans and proposed conditions. 

[189] In accordance with Section 104(2) we have the discretion to disregard an adverse 

effect if a national environmental standard or plan permits an activity with that effect.  In 

terms of the effects relevant to (a) and (b) above, the Key Issues Report
49

 from the Regional 

Council had this to say: 

… the water take and discharge resulting from pile dewatering breach the relevant 
permitted activity status in the RFP and RDLP by a relatively small amount. It may be 
useful for the board to consider the specific environmental effects for these two 
aspects of the Project over and above the permitted baseline ... 

[190] This is not disputed.  

Taking of Water  

[191] It is useful to start off by describing the Groundwater system in the Project area.  Dr 

McConchie described this system as follows:
 50

 

The Basin Reserve area is underlain by a complex groundwater system including an 
unconfined aquifer at the surface, with sub-artesian and artesian aquifers at greater 
depths.  The aquifers are separated by essentially impermeable aquitards of clay and 
silt.  These aquitards tend to be discontinuous, because of their origin and 
depositional environment, resulting in ‘leaky’ aquifer system. The very low 
permeability of the aquifer media, coupled with the very flat hydraulic gradient, results 
in extremely slow rates of groundwater movement. 

[192] The natural streams that originally flowed through the Project area now run in 

underground brick lined pipes (including the culveted Waitangi Stream). The majority of the 

water flow in this part of the system is from stormwater and surface runoff, along with some 

infiltration by groundwater.
51
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 At [72] 
50

 McConchie, EiC at [2.1] 
51

 Ibid at [2.4] 
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[193] The water permit sought by the Transport Agency involves the taking of up to 30m
3
 

(30,000 litres) per day during construction, thereby exceeding the permitted daily volume by 

10m
3
.  The proposed maximum pumping rate is 0.003 litres per second, which falls within the 

permitted threshold under Rule 7 of the Regional Freshwater Plan.
52

   

[194] We understand that the proposed water take is non-consumptive.
53

  Essentially, water 

is taken during the process of drilling the boreholes to found the bridge piles. The water take 

does not involve pumping of groundwater from the boreholes.  Any flow will only result 

from hydrostatic pressures induced by piling or by the artesian head in the deeper aquifers.
54

  

Sediment laden water discharged during dewatering is proposed to be discharged via the 

council stormwater system provided relevant water quality standards are met, or otherwise 

disposed of off-site by a tanker to a suitable treatment facility.  

[195] In terms of any potential cumulative effects, the Regional Council in their Key Issues 

Report
55

 noted that there are no consented water takes or resource consent applications within 

500m of the Project area.  This is consistent with the evidence of Dr McConchie.
56

  An 

analysis of permitted water takes was not conducted, presumably because the Council does 

not hold this information.  In any case there was no information before us to suggest that any 

cumulative effects are likely to arise in respect of the proposed water take. 

Groundwater 

[196] As with the water takes described above the potential adverse effects of the Project on 

groundwater quantity and quality relate primarily to the construction of the bridge piles and 

abutments.  Interaction with groundwater will occur at eight discrete locations, and the 

potential contaminants resulting from construction activities arise from suspended sediments 

(in relation to dewatering) and cement material (in relation to bridge pile and ground 

improvement works).
57

   

[197] In his evidence Dr McConchie
58

 for the Transport Agency concluded that the majority 

of the water discharged as a result of construction activity would be ‘clean’ groundwater that 

in terms of quality would be equal to or exceed that of the existing flows in the Waitangi 
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Stream/culvert.  Mr Gyopari on behalf of the Regional Council did not file any evidence, but 

he did attend conferencing prior to the hearing.  It is noted the Joint Witness Statement — 

Groundwater
59

 that Mr Gyopari in general terms accepts the conclusions reached by Dr 

McConchie and the conditions.  

[198] These conditions include additional detail in the Construction Plan regarding the 

treatment of groundwater flows if required (by chemical flocculation) and the monitoring of 

groundwater levels in two boreholes via pressure transducers for a period of six months 

following the completion of the last bridge pile.  Both Dr McConchie and Mr Gyopari agree 

that the proposed conditions can ensure adverse effects of the Project on groundwater will be 

appropriately avoided, remedied or mitigated.
60

 

[199] On the evidence before us, we accept that adverse effects on groundwater (and related 

effects on stormwater) resulting from construction activities would be localised and of short 

term duration.  Adverse effects are likely to be less than minor.  

Contaminated Land 

[200] The evidence before us points to a low risk of ground contamination. The preliminary 

environmental site assessment undertaken and reported in the application documents
61

 

identified six sites which are classified in accordance with the Hazardous Activity and 

Industries List (HAIL), and are thus are subject to the requirements of the National Standard 

— Contaminated Soil. 

[201] One property on Buckle Street had previously been occupied in part by an 

Underground Storage Tank, which has since been removed.  Soil testing at that site has 

indicated that no contamination beyond acceptable levels for commercial use remains.  

However, there is potential for elevated levels of contaminants on the other sites in the 

Project area for which no testing has yet been undertaken. The proposed Contaminated Land 

Management Plan sets out the procedures during the construction phase to manage potential 

effects of land contamination.   
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[202] The evidence of Mr Clarke
62

 for the Transport Agency concludes that potential 

adverse effects due to land contamination are less than minor, and can be appropriately 

managed.  We do not disagree. 

Erosion and Sediment Control (and Stormwater) 

[203] Matters relating to erosion and sediment control arise from the relatively small-scale 

earthworks required to construct the bridge piers and abutments.  This includes 

approximately 2,760m
3
 of cut and 4,750m

3
 of imported structural fill.

63
  The management of 

any adverse effects in relation to earthworks is intended to be the subject of the Construction 

Plan.   

[204] Drawing on his experience from the nearby NWM Park construction works, Mr 

Kenderdine
64

 for the Transport Agency referred to the potential for the discharge of poor 

quality stormwater during construction activities.  This stormwater has the potential to be 

laden with sediment and/or have a high pH.  The sediment load is the result of runoff from 

exposed soil. 

[205] Mr Kenderdine described the bespoke stormwater management system developed to 

treat discharges during the NWM Park works.  As we understand it this involves pumping 

water from the excavation area via a series of well points in the base of the excavation to one 

of two water treatment tanks.  The well points are constructed to minimise sediment load by 

the creation of a filter zone of aggregate and cloth around the pump.  Once discharged into 

the water treatment tank, the water moves between a series of chambers which promotes the 

settlement of sediment and water is finally decanted off prior to discharge into the council 

stormwater system. 

[206] Mr McLean for the Regional Council did not file any evidience, but attended a 

conferencing session with Mr Kenderdine.  Both were satisfied that the proposed conditions 

appropriately avoid, remedy or mitigate any potential adverse effects of the Project in relation 

to erosion and sediment control.
65

  

[207] On the evidence before us, we find that any potential adverse effects in relation to 

erosion and sediment control (and stormwater) are likely to be less than minor. 
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Use of Management Plans and Conditions 

[208] A consistent element of the management of potential adverse effects for the Project is 

the use of management plans. Mr Daysh in his evidence stated that:
 66

 

...  a real focus of the Management Plan process for addressing the actual or 
potential adverse effects on the environment is managing the effects arising from the 
construction of the Project. This is an important factor in highway projects particularly 
those of a large scale where some flexibility and the ability to provide for fine tuning of 
the contractors' environmental approach to particular issues is required prior to and 
often during the construction phase. 

[209] The Regional Council in its Key Issues Report
67

 concurs, in that the use of 

management plans is consistent with the Council’s general approach to large scale 

applications and earthworks.  We also agree that the use of management plans can provide a 

degree of flexibility and innovation.  In these circumstances it is also necessary to include 

conditions that clarify or restrict the scope of the activities and which provide suitable 

performance criteria and certainty that adverse effects can be appropriately be avoided, 

remedied or mitigated.   

[210] The conditions proffered by the Transport Agency include a set of integrated 

conditions covering both the resource consents and the NoR.  It is well settled that the 

conditions relating to the resource consents are resolved.  These are attached in Appendix 2.  

We discuss the remaining conditions for the NoR in more detail in Part Three of our decision. 

RELEVANT STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS (SECTION 104(1)(B)) 

[211] Section 104(1)(b) requires us to consider the relevant provisions of the applicable 

statutory instruments, which in this case are the National Standard — Contaminated Soil; 

National Policy Statement — Freshwater; Regional Policy Statement; the Regional 

Freshwater Plan; and Regional Plan for Discharges to Land. 

[212] The consistency of the Project with the relevant statutory instruments was not 

contested in relation to the applications for resource consent.  The planning witnesses were in 

agreement that the Project is consistent with the policy direction contained within the 
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Regional Policy Statement and the relevant Regional Plans.
68

 These relevant provisions are 

set out in Part One, and it is not considered necessary to repeat these here in full. 

[213] There was common ground that the scale, character and intensity of the effects 

generated by the activities associated with the resource consents are capable of being 

appropriately managed within the framework of the Construction Plan and sub-management 

plans.   

[214] Overall, we find that the applications for resource consent are consistent with the 

relevant statutory instruments for the following reasons: 

[a] The National Policy Statement — Freshwater is peripherally relevant, given 

the very low rates of groundwater abstraction; 

[b] The National Standard — Contaminated Soil is relevant, and we accept the 

issue of contamination has been appropriately identified and addressed as 

stated by the City Council in their Key Issues Report;
69

 

[c] The applications for resource consent are consistent with the Regional Policy 

Statement; and 

[d] The applications for resource consent are consistent with the Regional Plan for 

Discharges to Land and Regional Freshwater Plan. 

OTHER MATTERS (SECTION 104(1)(C)) 

[215] There are no other matters we consider relevant and reasonably necessary to 

determine the applications. 

SPECIFIC MATTERS RELATING TO DISCHARGES (SECTIONS 105 & 107)  

[216] Under Section 107 of the RMA we may not grant a discharge permit to do something 

that would otherwise contravene Sections 15 or 15A allowing certain effects.  It is our 
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assessment the proposed discharge is not limited by the restrictions set out within Section 

107. 

[217] Under Section 105(1) of the RMA, where the application is for a discharge permit to 

do something that would otherwise contravene Sections 15 or 15B, we must have regard to 

additional matters to those in Section 104(1) in relation to the nature of the discharge and the 

receiving environment.  

[218] In having regard to Section 105(1), we find that: 

[a] The nature of the proposed discharge of water to land where it may enter water 

(via the stormwater system), after any necessary treatment, is appropriate in 

the circumstances, and would be appropriately managed. 

[b] The nature of the proposed discharge of contaminants (namely cement 

material) is appropriate in the circumstances, and would be appropriately 

managed. 

[c] Appropriate alternatives for the discharges have been considered, and we are 

satisfied with the Transport Agency’s reasons for the proposed choice. 

PART 2 AND OVERALL JUDGEMENT 

[219] In Part Three of our decision we undertake a comprehensive assessment of the Project 

against the purpose and principles of the RMA.  As we have said earlier the resource consents 

sought are ancillary to the Project that is the subject of the NoR. This section should therefore 

be read in conjunction with our overall judgement against Part 2 of the RMA, as set out in 

Part Three of this decision.   

[220] Overall we find that the applications for resource consent, which are ancillary to the 

Project, would have less than minor adverse effects on the environment; are consistent with 

the relevant statutory instruments; consistant with Section 105; and consistent with, and not 

contrary to Part 2. 
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PART THREE 

NOTICE OF REQUIREMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

[221] In this section we discuss the matters relevant to the Notice of Requirement (NoR) for 

a designation.  This must be considered within the relevant statutory framework.   

OVERVIEW OF THE STATUTORY AND LEGAL CONTEXT (RMA) 

[222] The NoR has been lodged with the EPA under Section 145(3) and in accordance with 

Section 168(2), which together provide: 

A requiring authority for the purposes approved under section 167 may at any time 
give notice in the prescribed form to a territorial authority of its requirement for a 
designation – 

(a) For a project or work; or 

(b) In respect of any land, water, subsoil or airspace where a restriction is 
reasonably necessary for the safe or efficient functioning or operation of such 
a project or work. 

[223] If the NoR is directed to a Board of Inquiry, it is to be considered under Section 149P 

of the Act.  Section 149P(4) directs: 

(4) A board of inquiry considering a matter that is a notice of requirement for a 
designation or to alter a designation— 

(a)  must have regard to the matters set out in section 171(1) and comply 
with section 171(1A) as if it were a territorial authority; and 

(b)  may— 

(i)  cancel the requirement; or 

(ii)  confirm the requirement; or 

(iii)  confirm the requirement, but modify it or impose conditions on it 
as the board thinks fit ... 

[224] As we must consider the matters set out in Section 171(1) of the RMA, we set that 

provision out in full: 

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1991/0069/latest/link.aspx?id=DLM236241
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When considering a requirement and any submissions received, a territorial authority 
must, subject to Part 2, consider the effects on the environment of allowing the 
requirement, having particular regard to—  

(a) any relevant provisions of—  

(i) a national policy statement:  

(ii) a New Zealand coastal policy statement:  

(iii) a regional policy statement or proposed regional policy statement:  

(iv) a plan or proposed plan; and  

(b) whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative sites, routes, or 
methods of undertaking the work if—  

(i) the requiring authority does not have an interest in the land sufficient 
for undertaking the work; or  

(ii) it is likely that the work will have a significant adverse effect on the 
environment; and  

(c) whether the work and designation are reasonably necessary for achieving the 
objectives of the requiring authority for which the designation is sought; and  

(d) any other matter the territorial authority considers reasonably necessary in 
order to make a recommendation on the requirement.  

[225] There has been much legal commentary on the application of Section 171, both as to 

the preamble and to sub-sections (1)(a) to (d).  We deal with such commentary, and any 

relevant matters arising therefrom, when we discuss the application of this section as it 

applies to specific issues. 

[226] We are required to consider the matters set out in Section 171(1) subject to Part 2.  

This has been interpreted as meaning that the directions in Part 2 are therefore paramount, 

and are overriding in the event of conflict.  The relevant Part 2 directions therefore apply to: 

[a] Our evaluation of specific effects on the environment; and 

[b] Our evaluation in the final analysis. 

[227] The focal point of the assessment is, subject to Part 2, consideration of the effects of 

allowing the requirement having particular regard to the stated matters.  The import of this is 

that the purpose, policy and directions in Part 2 set the frame for the consideration of the 

effects on the environment of allowing the requirement.
70

  Paramount in this regard is Section 

5 dealing with the purpose of the Act, namely to promote sustainable management of natural 

and physical resources. 
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[228] Part 2 of the RMA also requires that in achieving the sustainable management 

purpose, all persons exercising functions shall recognise and provide for identified matters of 

national importance,
71

 shall have regard to other matters specified in Section 7 and shall take 

into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.
72

   

[229] Of importance in this case is the comment of the Privy Council:
73

 

By section 171(1) particular regard is to be had to various matters, including … 

(b)  whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative routes and  

(c)  whether it would be unreasonable to expect the authority to use an alternative 
route.  

… 

Note that section 171 is expressly made subject to Part 2, which includes sections 6, 
7, and 8. This means that the directions in the latter sections have to be considered 
as well as those in section 171 and indeed override them in the event of conflict. 

[230] Importantly, we note that the above quote from the Privy Council decision was 

enunciated within the context of the discussion by the Privy Council of Part 2 of the RMA, 

particularly Sections 6, 7 and 8.  After this discussion the Privy Council said at [21]: 

[21] … These are strong directions, to be borne in mind at every stage of the 
planning process. The Treaty of Waitangi guaranteed Maori the full exclusive 
and undisturbed possession of their lands and estates, forests, fisheries and 
other properties which they desired to retain. While, as already mentioned, 
this cannot exclude compulsory acquisition (with proper compensation) for 
necessary public purposes, it and the other statutory provisions quoted do 
mean that special regard to Maori interests and values is required in such 
policy decisions as determining the routes of roads. Thus, for instance, their 
Lordships think that if an alternative route not significantly affecting Maori land 
which the owners desire to retain were reasonably acceptable, even if not 
ideal, it would accord with the spirit of the legislation to prefer that route. So, 
too, if there were no pressing need for a new route to link with the motorway 
because other access was reasonably available. 

[231] The reference being subject to Part 2 does not entitle us to ask whether some other 

project alignment or design better meets the requirements of Part 2, as the Act does not direct 

a particular use or require the best use of resources.  All that is required is a careful 

assessment of the Project in and of itself to determine whether it achieves the RMA’s 

purpose.
74

  A matter that we will consider in detail at the time of our overall judgment. 
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[232] What is required (subject to consideration of the King Salmon
75

 decision, which we 

address next) is a consideration of the effects on the environment of allowing the requirement 

having particular regard to the matters set out in subsections (a) – (d).  This means that the 

matters in (a) – (d) need to be considered to the extent that our finding on these matters are to 

be heeded (or borne in mind) when considering our findings on the effects on the 

environment. 

[233] We must now address whether (and if so how) the established framework we have 

just outlined for considering the matters specified in Section 171(1), and applying the 

direction that the section is subject to Part 2, has been modified by the Supreme Court’s King 

Salmon decision.  In the majority decision given by Arnold J, the Supreme Court considered 

in particular: 

[a] The overall broad judgement and environmental bottom line approaches to 

applying section 5 identified in the early jurisprudence under the RMA;
76

 and  

[b] Whether in considering the obligation to give effect to the New Zealand 

Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) in section 67(3)(b), or finally determining 

the plan change at issue, that the Board was required (or indeed permitted) to 

undertake a similar overall broad judgement exercise having considered all 

relevant factors, and having regard to the provisions of that document as a 

whole.
77

 

[234] While the Supreme Court reviewed the previous overall broad judgment and 

environmental bottom line jurisprudence around the correct application of Section 5 (where 

required), it did not go on to substantively consider or evaluate that issue.  We accordingly 

understand that where an evaluation under Part 2 (and in particular Section 5) is required (or 

permitted), this should continue to involve an overall broad judgment as held in NZ Rail
78

 

and outlined above.  

[235] The majority of the Supreme Court in King Salmon found that the plan change at 

issue … did not comply with Section 67(3)(b)…in that it did not give effect to the NZCPS.
79

  

In doing so, it found that in considering whether the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 
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has been given effect to, and finally determining the plan change before it, that Board was not 

entitled, by reference to the principles in Part 2, to carry out a balancing of all relevant 

interests in order to reach a decision.  Rather, the plan change should have been dealt with in 

terms of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement, without reference back to Part 2.  This 

was primarily because of what the Court considered to be strongly worded directives in two 

of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement polices that were particularly relevant in that 

case, which the Board found would not be given effect to if the plan change was granted.
80

 

[236] Again, we consider that properly construed, this aspect of King Salmon does not 

directly affect our determination of the Transport Agency’s NoR, for the following reasons.  

King Salmon involved consideration of a plan change, and therefore different statutory tests 

from those applying to the Transport Agency’s NoR.  Importantly, the Supreme Court 

observed that Section 67(3)(b) provides a strong directive, creating a firm obligation on the 

part of those subject to it,
81

 to give effect to the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement.  

[237] Reading the majority decision as a whole, we consider that this specific statutory 

context was clearly central to the Supreme Court’s decision.  There are several other 

references in the Court’s decision which emphasise that it was clearly focused on, and framed 

by, the specific statutory context applying to the plan change at issue.  For example, 

paragraph 129 addresses a decision-maker’s obligations when dealing with a plan change 

application.   Similarly,  paragraph 136 begins by noting there are additional factors that 

support rejection of the ‘overall judgement’ approach in relation to the implementation of 

the NZCPS, and paragraph 139 notes potential issues with the overall judgement approach at 

least in the case of spot zoning plan change applications relating to coastal areas with 

outstanding natural attributes.  [our emphasis] 

[238] By contrast, in considering the NoR we are required to have particular regard to the 

relevant instruments.
82

   

[239] The phrase have particular regard to has been interpreted as requiring that we 

specifically turn our mind to each of the listed matters, and give them some greater weight 

than those to which we are only required to have regard.
83

  This is a different and lesser test 

than the requirement to give effect to, as was being considered in King Salmon.  The 
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Supreme Court interpreted give effect to as simply meaning implement,
84

 and considered that 

this requirement was intended to constrain decision makers.
85

  

[240] Further and perhaps more importantly, as we have already noted, Section 171(1) and 

the considerations it prescribes are expressed as being subject to Part 2.  We accordingly 

have a specific statutory direction to appropriately consider and apply that part of the Act in 

making our determination.  The closest corresponding requirement with respect to statutory 

planning documents is that those must be prepared and changed in accordance with … the 

provisions of Part 2.
86

 

[241] For the above reasons, the statutory framework and expectation of Section 171(1) 

relevant to our current decision can be contrasted with the situation in King Salmon.  The 

plan change being considered in that case was required to give effect to a higher order 

planning document which the Supreme Court considered should already give substance to 

Part 2 provisions in relation to the coastal environment.
87

  By contrast, here we are required 

to consider the environmental effects of the NoR, subject to Part 2 and having particular 

regard to the relevant statutory planning documents.   

[242] Finally, it was agreed that the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement was not relevant 

to the NoR.  With respect to the statutory planning documents that are applicable in the 

present case, the expert planners who appeared before us all agreed that those: 

[a] Do not contain any policy directions that are framed in a very specific, 

directive and unqualified way similar to those from the New Zealand Coastal 

Policy Statement considered in King Salmon (i.e. such that we would have no 

option but to implement them); and 

[b] Address a range of strategic themes potentially relevant to the project, with no 

explicit mechanism for resolving any tensions that may arise between relevant 

objectives and policies in relation to a particular proposal.
 88

 

[243] The Supreme Court specifically acknowledged that there may be instances where 

particular policies in the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement ‘pull in different directions’, 

such that there may be justification for reaching a determination which has one policy 
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prevailing over another.
89

  We consider this equally applies to the other statutory planning 

documents relevant to our determination in accordance with Section 171(1)(a).  

[244] Accordingly, we do not understand King Salmon as rejecting, or materially altering, 

the need for us to finally determine an NoR (such as the one before us) in accordance with the 

established framework we have already outlined.  Indeed, we do not consider we would be 

complying with the statutory requirement that our assessment of the Transport Agency’s NoR 

be subject to Part 2, if we failed to ultimately determine that NoR by reference to Part 2, and 

undertake an overall judgement in accordance with Section 5.  We would require very clear 

and explicit guidance before being persuaded we must now depart from this very specific 

Parliamentary direction. 

[245] That said, King Salmon provides the following guidance regarding how we must now 

approach and apply Part 2 in undertaking that exercise: 

[a] The definition of sustainable management in Section 5(2) is to be read as an 

integrated whole, not as having two distinct parts.  That is, the word while 

before sub-paragraphs (a) – (c) in Section 5 means that those paragraphs must 

be observed in the course of the management referred to in the opening part of 

the definition.  In other words, while means at the same time as;
90

 

[b] Where it is used in Section 5(2)(c), avoid has its ordinary meaning of not 

allow or prevent the occurrence of;
91

 and 

[c] Where the term inappropriate is used in the context of protecting areas from 

inappropriate subdivision, use or development, the natural meaning is that 

inappropriateness should be assessed by reference to what it is that is sought 

to be protected.
92

 

The Appropriate Application of Section 171(1)(a) – (d) 

[246] Section 171(1) requires us to consider the project’s effects on the environment, 

subject to Part 2 and having particular regard to the matters set out in sub-sections (a) – (d). 
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[247] In opening, the Transport Agency submitted that when considering its NoR, we must 

(among other things):
93

 

[a] Consider the effects on the environment of allowing the NoR; and 

[b] Have particular regard to the matters in Sections 171(1) as if we were a 

territorial authority, namely: 

[i] The relevant provisions of planning instruments; 

[ii] Whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative sites, 

routes and methods of undertaking the work; 

[iii] Whether the work and designation are reasonably necessary for 

achieving the Transport Agency’s project objectives, as set out in the 

NoR;  

[iv] Any other matters we consider reasonably necessary to determine the 

NoR; and 

[v] Above all, consider Part 2 matters. 

[248] In closing, the Transport Agency took a somewhat different approach, submitting that 

the wording of Section 171(1) meant:
94

 

…  the planning documents (clause (a)) and other matters (clause (d)) could be said 
to have increased importance when considering the effects of a requirement … 

[249] The Transport Agency further submitted that:
95

 

[a] The requirement to view the project’s effects through what it described as the 

filter of the planning and other documents should assist our decisions about 

the acceptability of those effects; and  

[b] The NoR’s effects must be considered in light of its position that the work and 

designation are reasonably necessary for achieving the project’s objectives.  
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On this basis, the Transport Agency argued that an effect which would be 

unacceptable in the context of a private resource consent application may well 

be acceptable in the context of a network utility which is anticipated and 

supported by planning and other documents.   

[250] Counsel for the Transport Agency cited no authority to support the above submissions 

made in closing.  Nor are we aware of any directly on point.  We acknowledge (as the 

Transport Agency noted) that the obligation to assess effects with respect to NoRs under 

Section 171(1) is expressed in subtly different language from the equivalent obligation 

arising with respect to resource consents under Section 104(1).  Specifically, Section 171(1) 

requires consideration of the effects on the environment having particular regard to the 

matters in sub-sections (a) – (d).  Whereas under Section 104(1), the activity’s actual and 

potential effects are instead listed as one of the matters to which a decision maker must have 

regard, alongside those in Section 104(1)(b) and (c).  Both Sections 104(1) and 171(1) 

though, are subject to Part 2. 

[251] However, we do not consider that difference in wording requires a substantively 

different approach to considering effects on the environment arising from NoRs as that for 

determining consent applications, as counsel for the Transport Agency claimed.  Indeed in 

our experience, it does not.  To the contrary, we adopt the findings of the Upper North Island 

Grid Upgrade Project Board of Inquiry that Section 171(1) is to be applied as follows:
96

 

[a] The language … consider the effects…having particular regard to… expresses 

a duty to do both together, without necessarily giving one primacy over, or 

making one subordinate to, the other; 

[b] The language having particular regard expresses a duty for us to turn our 

mind separately to each of the matters listed, to consider and carefully weigh 

each one. The words do not carry a meaning that the matters listed in (a) – (d) 

are necessarily more or less important than the effects on the environment of 

allowing the requirement; and 

[c] We must make our own judgment, based on the evidence and in the 

circumstances of the case, about the effects on the environment, about the 
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matters listed in (a) – (d), and about the relative importance of each in all the 

circumstances. 

[252] Thus Section 171(1) does not give any of the matters listed in sub-sections (a) – (d) 

any primacy or additional importance in assessing the project’s effects on the environment.  

Nor can the effects of an NoR somehow be lessened, or made more acceptable, by having 

particular regard to the matters in sub-sections (a) and (d), as the Transport Agency sought to 

establish.  Indeed, the Act’s definitions of effect and environment do not vary depending on 

whether they arise in the context of an NoR or resource consent.  

[253] Rather, Section 171(1) provides the context for our effects assessment, which must be 

informed as appropriate by the matters listed in sub-sections (a) – (d).  We must make our 

own judgement on each matter on the evidence, and in all the circumstances.
97

  Having done 

so, we must then finally determine the Transport Agency’s NoR in accordance with Part 2.  

[254] In applying Section 171(1), there is also no explicit obligation that our determination 

regarding the pre-requisites in Section 171(1)(b) must be made in advance of our substantive 

consideration of effects.  For example, the Wiri Prison Board
98

 undertook a substantive 

effects assessment, and determined that project would result in some significant effects, 

before moving on to consider the Section 171(1)(b) pre-requisites.  

[255] We adopt the same approach, as we consider it: 

[a] Allows us to fully consider all mitigation being offered by the Transport 

Agency, and whether there actually will be significant adverse effects 

remaining once that mitigation is taken into account; 

[b] Would be consistent with the High Court’s comments in Queenstown Airport 

Corporation Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Council
99

 that the greater 

the impact on private land (or similarly, the more significant the project’s 

adverse effects), the more careful the assessment of alternative sites, routes 

and methods will need to be.  We will have a better understanding of the 

significance of the Project’s adverse effects (and therefore the robustness of 

the alternatives assessment required), if we undertake our substantive effects 
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assessment before considering the adequacy of the Transport Agency’s 

alternatives assessment; and 

[c] Would appropriately reflect the fact that as Section 171(1) is subject to Part 2, 

some consideration of the relevant matters from that Part is required in terms 

of forming a view on potential effects. As such, we consider we need to have 

some understanding of the evidence/effects assessments to reach a view on 

whether effects are in fact likely to be significant.  

[256] We therefore propose to structure this part of our decision (appropriately applying the 

guidance from King Salmon, as just identified) as follows: 

[a] To identify and set out the relevant provisions of the main RMA statutory 

instruments that we must have particular regard to under Section 171(1)(a), 

and the relevant provisions of the main non-RMA statutory instruments and 

non-statutory documents that we must have particular regard to under Section 

171(1)(d); 

[b] To consider and evaluate the adverse and beneficial effects on the 

environment informed by the relevant provisions of Part 2; the relevant 

statutory instruments; and other relevant matters being the relevant conditions 

and the relevant non-statutory documents;  

[c] To consider and evaluate the directions given in Section 171(1)(b) as to 

whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative sites, routes or 

methods of undertaking the work; 

[d] To consider and evaluate the directions given in Section 171(1)(c) as to 

whether the work and designation are reasonably necessary for achieving the 

objectives for which the designation is sought; and 

[e] In making our overall judgment subject to Part 2, to consider and evaluate our 

findings in (a) to (d) above, and to determine whether the requirement 

achieves the RMA’s purpose of sustainability. 
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RELEVANT INSTRUMENTS AND DOCUMENTS (SECTION 171(1)(A) – (D)) 

RMA Statutory Instruments (Section 171(1)(a)) 

[257] We have identified the key themes of the relevant RMA statutory instruments, which 

in this case are the Regional Policy Statement and the District Plan, in Part One.  The themes 

relevant to the NoR relate to:  

[a] Transportation;  

[b] Urban Design, Landscape and Visual;  

[c] Amenity;   

[d] Open Space; and 

[e] Historic heritage. 

[258] We will evaluate these themes under each appropriate effects topic later in this 

section.  We are mindful of the need not to conflate the themes by, for example, applying the 

Transport theme to our consideration of Heritage Effects.  In other words, the transport 

provisions and the instruments and documents cannot make the heritage effects more 

acceptable.  Where relevant themes are in conflict, or where there is tension between themes, 

this should be resolved as part of the overall judgment approach. 

[259] We repeat that during the hearing we asked the planners to caucus on the themes 

mentioned above, and it was agreed:  

[a] That there are no red flags or policy barriers to us either granting or declining 

the Application within either the Regional Policy Statement or District Plan; 

[b] That there are no inherent conflicts at the theme level between the different 

themes identified, however there are tensions that require relevant objectives 

and policies to be considered in forming an overall judgement in relation to a 

particular proposal; and  

[c] There are tensions between the Project at a policy level between transportation 

and urban form, landscape, open space, amenity, and heritage;  but the RMA 
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instruments do not provide any direct guidance on how such tensions should 

be resolved. 

 We concur. 

[260] We now turn to our consideration of the relationship between the RMA instruments, 

and the Non-RMA instruments and non-statutory documents.   

Relationship between the Instruments and Documents (Section 171(1)(d)) 

[261] A large number of key relevant Non-RMA statutory instruments and non-statutory 

documents were identified by us in Part One.  A full list is also set out in Appendix 3.   

[262] These documents both inform and implement parts of the Regional Policy Statement 

and District Plan.
100

  To illustrate this it is useful to note the following two examples 

regarding policy provisions concerning transportation and urban design respectively:    

[a] The key transportation theme, for example, is consistent between the Regional 

Policy Statement, District Plan and other documents such as the Regional 

Transport Strategy, Transport Strategy and the Corridor Plan; and 

[b] Similarly, the Urban Development Strategy and the Transport Strategy —  

both listed as implementation methods in the District Plan  — are essentially 

companion strategies which together provide for planned growth along the 

growth spine on the basis that supporting infrastructure (including 

transportation infrastructure), is either in pace or or is planned to occur in sync 

with that planned growth. 

[263] These instruments and documents need to be given appropriate weighting, and it is 

well settled that generally they should be given less weight than the RMA statutory 

instruments.  However, we acknowledge that many of these instruments and documents have 

been prepared by the respective Council’s after varing levels of public processes.
101

   

[264] We have found many of these instruments and documents helpful in understanding 

the strategic framework established by the Regional Council (and the City Council and the 
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Transport Agency to varying extents).  These instruments and documents reflect the complex 

urban environment within which the Project sits, and reflect useful and careful integrated 

planning.  The various planning documents clearly envisage that the Basin Reserve will 

continue to be an important transportation hub, and that improvements in the vicinity of the 

Basin Reserve are likely to be necessary to achieve both the transportation and urban 

form/amenity outcomes sought.  

[265] Several of these planning documents both inform and implement aspects of the 

Regional Policy Statement and District Plan, including the rolling review of the District Plan.  

For example, the Growth Spine identified in the Urban Development Strategy and Centres 

Policy informed Plan Changes 72 and 73 (dealing with suburban residential and commercial 

growth in locations such as Kilbirnie), whilst it is also noted that the Regional Transport 

Strategy and Corridor Plan are implementation methods of the Regional Policy Statement.  

Mr Swainson identified that there are clear linkages between the Regional Council and City 

Council strategic planning documents and noted they often describe similar (if not identical) 

strategic outcomes.
102

    

[266] Accordingly, we acknowledge that when having particular regard to the RMA 

statutory instruments under Section 171(1)(a), we must consider them in the context of the 

non-RMA statutory instruments and non-statutory documents under Section 171(1)(d), where 

these give effect to the objectives and policies on integrated land use outlined in the Regional 

Policy Statement and the District Plan. 

EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT (SECTION 171(1)) 

The Relevant Environment/Permitted Baseline 

[267] Before considering the Project’s effects under Section 171(1), the Board must first 

understand both the relevant environment on which the Project’s effects will occur, and the 

scope of potential effects that can validly be taken into account for the purposes of that 

assessment.  This essentially involves consideration of the existing and future state of the 

environment in which the activity will take place, and potential application of a permitted 

baseline analysis.  

[268] While involving overlapping considerations, assessment of the relevant environment 

and application of the permitted baseline are two distinct exercises, undertaken for different 
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reasons.  The purpose of assessing the existing and future state of the environment is to 

determine the nature of the receiving environment on which an activity’s effects will occur.  

[269] That idea is conceptually different from the purpose of the permitted baseline analysis 

which, as noted in Queenstown Lakes District Council v Hawthorn Estate Limited, is:
103

  

… to isolate, and make irrelevant, effects of activities on the environment that are 
permitted by a district plan, or have already been consented to. Such effects cannot 
then be taken into account when assessing the effects of a particular resource 
consent application. As Tipping J said in Arrigato at [29]: 

 Thus, if the activity permitted by the plan will create some adverse 
effect on the environment, that adverse effect does not count in the 
ss104 and 105 assessments. It is part of the permitted baseline in the 
sense that it is deemed to be already affecting the environment or, if 
you like, it is not a relevant adverse effect. The consequence is that 
only other or further adverse effects emanating from the proposal 
under consideration are brought to account. 

Where it applies, therefore, the “permitted baseline” analysis removes certain effects 
from consideration under s104(1)(a) of the Act. 

The Relevant Environment  

[270] The leading authority as to what must be considered as the relevant environment is the 

Court of Appeal decision in Hawthorn, in which it was held as follows:
104

  

In our view, the word “environment” embraces the future state of the environment as 
it might be modified by the utilisation of rights to carry out permitted activity (sic) 
under a district plan. It also includes the environment as it might be modified by the 
implementation of resource consents which have been granted at the time a 
particular application is considered, where it appears likely that those resource 
consents will be implemented. We think Fogarty J erred when he suggested that the 
effects of resource consents that might in the future be made should be brought to 
account in considering the likely future state of the environment. We think the 
legitimate considerations should be limited to those that we have just expressed. 

[271] In the case Villages of New Zealand (Mt Wellington) Limited v Auckland City 

Council,
105

 the Environment Court has also held that:  

… the fact [an] appeal concerns an NoR does not place it outside the findings of 
Hawthorn, which concerned the effect of the subject matter of resource consents on 
the future environment. Nor do we find it a point of difference that Hawthorn was 
concerned with an off-site future receiving environment whereas the focus here is on-
site.  
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[272] The latter point (that it is appropriate, and necessary, to consider the environment both 

beyond and on the application site) has also recently been confirmed by the Court of Appeal 

in Far North District Council v Te Runanga-A-Iwi O Ngati Kahu.
106

   

[273] We note that in two recent decisions, the High Court has cautioned against Hawthorn 

being applied like a statute, and encouraged a real world approach to assessing the relevant 

environment which appropriately recognises the context of each proposal.
107

  We do not 

necessarily disagree with that sentiment, but must apply the higher Court authority from 

Hawthorn, as now subsequently adopted and applied on many occasions. 

[274] In Save Kapiti Inc,
108

 the High Court has also recently considered whether there 

should be any difference in approach taken to permitted activities and unimplemented 

resource consents for the purposes of establishing the environment.  The Court held that in 

Hawthorn, the Court of Appeal was seeking to distinguish between activities that were likely 

to happen and those that were not, rather than between activities the effects of which had 

already been consented to and those that had not.  Adopting the real world approach we have 

just noted, the Court concluded it would not be appropriate for it to consider a future 

environment that is artificial.  Rather, in establishing the relevant environment for an effects 

assessment, the Court is to be concerned with activities (whether permitted or consented) that 

are likely to happen.  We adopt the same approach.  

Permitted Baseline  

[275] Hawthorn also provides a useful summary of the process involved in considering the 

permitted baseline, where the Court of Appeal stated:
109

 

We have earlier expressed our view that the “permitted baseline” has in the previous 
decisions of this Court been limited to a comparison of the effects of the activity which 
is the subject of the application for resource consent with the effects of other activities 
that might be permitted on the subject land, whether by way of right as a permitted 
activity under the district plan, or whether pursuant to the grant of a resource consent. 
In the latter case, it is only the effects of activities which have been the subject of 
resource consents already granted that may be considered, and the consent authority 
must decide whether or not to do so: Arrigato Investments Limited v Auckland 
Regional Council at paras [30] and [34]-[35]. 
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[276] As noted in Beadle v Minister of Corrections,
110

 neither the Act (as it stood at that 

time) nor the initial case law on the permitted baseline states whether the obligation to make 

permitted baseline comparisons extends to designation requirements, or applications for 

regional resource consents (as opposed to land use and subdivision consents).  The permitted 

baseline was thus not a mandatory consideration for those matters, in terms of the 

jurisprudence through which it was developed. 

[277] Any uncertainty regarding the position in terms of regional resource consents was 

subsequently clarified by the enactment of Section 104(2), which applies to all consent 

applications.  No similar amendment was made to Section 171, with respect to NoRs.  It is 

not for us to speculate or comment on why that was the case.  

[278]  In the absence of submissions to the contrary, the Court in Beadle accepted that it 

could apply the permitted baseline to both designations and regional resource consents.
111

  To 

the extent there is any relevant permitted baseline with respect to the matters before us 

(which we discuss further below), we agree.  However, in our view we are not mandatorily 

required by either case law or statute to do so. 

[279] Further, if we apply a permitted baseline, and contrary to Mr Milne’s submissions, we 

can only do so to discount the Project’s relevant adverse effects, not its positive benefits.
112

  

We also accept the Transport Agency’s submissions that where relevant, the permitted 

baseline analysis is restricted to the application site.
113

 

Application of the Relevant Environment and Permitted Baseline  

Permitted baseline 

[280] In terms of the permitted baseline, the City Council has not identified any relevant or 

applicable baseline with respect to the Project.
114

  We find that: 

[a] For the reasons given in the Heritage, Cultural and Archaeological section of 

this part of the decision, we consider the moving of the Basin Reserve fence 

and C.S. Dempster Gate to be part of the permitted baseline; and 
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[b] For the reasons given in the Landscape, Townscape and Urban Design section 

of this part of the decision we consider the proposed Building Under the 

Bridge to be part of the permitted baseline.  

Existing environment 

[281] With respect to the existing and future state of the environment, we find as follows: 

[a] For the reasons set out in the Transportation section of this decision, we 

consider that: 

[i] Subject to any other operational considerations, the third lane of the 

Bucklet Street Underpass will now open once constructed (rather than 

only once the Basin Bridge is operational). The Underpass, including 

its third lane, therefore forms part of the existing environment;
115

  

[ii] The Buckle Street/Taranaki Street intersection is part of the existing 

environment; and 

[iii] The Vivian Street/Pirie Street improvements are not part of the existing 

(or future state of the) environment. 

[b] Relevant authorisations will be required for construction, operation and 

maintenance of the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication.  Those authorisations have 

not yet been applied for, let alone granted.  The Mt Victoria Tunnel 

duplication cannot therefore form part of the future state of the environment; 

and 

[c] Because of the granting of a resource consent by Order in Council, the Home 

of Compassion Crèche relocation forms part of the existing environment. 

Need for Integrated Assessment (Mt Victoria Tunnel Duplication and Public Transport 

Spine Study) 

[282] A consistent issue during the hearing has been the implications of the Transport 

Agency seeking approvals for the project separately from those for related parts of the 
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network, particularly the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication, and in advance of details of the 

Public Transport Spine Study and its outcomes being finalised.  

[283] The Arcitectural Centre and Newtown Residents Assoc’s key concerns in this regard 

were summarised by Mr Milne in opening as follows:
116

 

To what extent are the claimed benefits of this proposal integrally linked to and 
dependent upon the tunnel duplication proposal and/or the PTSS? 

If so, was it premature for NZTA to proceed with seeking approval for this proposal 
now? 

Is the relationship between this proposal and the Mt Victoria (and Terrace Tunnel) 
projects such that the Board should decline the proposal on the basis that allowing 
the proposal would not represent integrated resource management and/or on the 
basis that all relevant information is not before the Board? (and contrary to the Affco 
principle). In particular: 

Is there sufficient detail on the proposal to determine whether it will deliver an 
appropriate balance of improvements to public transport, pedestrian and 
private car travel to justify the adverse effects of the proposal? 

 Can the Board be satisfied that the proposal (independent of as yet 
unauthorised or undecided proposals) will achieve the objectives of the 
Regional Policy Statement and the Regional Land Transport Strategy? 

Is the Board in a position to properly assess the environmental costs and 
benefits of the project given that some of its benefits are contingent on other 
projects which have not yet been approved? 

[284] For Save the Basin and Others, Mr Bennion similarly submitted:
117

 

Much of the justification for this proposal appears to rely on applications which the 
applicant expects to lodge in the near future, in particular the duplication of the Mt 
Victoria tunnel.  

Issue: does integrated resource management allow for approval of this project 
ahead of others which are currently under development and being prepared for 
application. The submitters say it does not. There is considerable uncertainty about 
what the ultimate traffic effects of duplication of the Mt Victoria and Terrace tunnels 
will be at the Basin Reserve, because, for example, bottlenecks will remain in other 
parts of the network (e.g. At the at-grade intersections along Vivian Street) and flows 
from them to the Basin Reserve roundabout will need to be modelled in detail.  

[285] In closing, Mr Milne summarised the matter jointly for his and Mr Bennion’s clients 

as follows:
118

 

In our submission because of the linkages with tunnel duplication, the EPA should not 
have accepted this NoR as being complete and the Minister should not have sent this 
NoR to the Board on its own… 
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The Board must of course take the position as it is and accordingly the failure to 
make a combined application is not necessarily fatal to approval of the project. 
However, we submit that the Board has insufficient information before it to be able to 
properly assess the additive and cumulative adverse and positive effects of these 
closely related projects… 

Accordingly in our submission if it concludes that it does not have sufficient 
information to make a properly informed decision, it should not confirm the current 
NoR.  

[286] To the contrary, the Transport Agency submitted that the package of information it 

has provided us is more than sufficient to enable the Board to understand the nature of the 

Project. Applications have been lodged for all the consents and approvals required for the 

Project, and they can be considered together.
119

  

[287] The Transport Agency went on to submit that:
120

 

It is for the Transport Agency, together with WCC and GWRC, to decide when 
applications for its various projects are lodged, and the make-up of each project… 

Mr Blackmore’s evidence was that the Basin Bridge Project is a stand-alone project 
which is not dependent on the Mt Victoria Tunnel Project proceeding, and will have 
benefits for north-south traffic regardless of what happens at Mt Victoria. By 
comparison, the Mt Victoria and Terrace Tunnel Duplication Projects, and the Bus 
Rapid Transport Project, are reliant on the Basin Bridge Project being in place. 

[288] As Mr Milne submitted, it has long been established that good resource management 

practice requires:
121

 

[a] In general, all resource consents required for a project to be carefully 

identified from the outset, and applications for them all to be made so that they 

can be considered together or jointly; and 

[b] The proposed activity to be described in detail sufficient to enable: 

[i] The effects of carrying it on to be properly assessed; 

[ii] A would-be submitter to give reasons for a submission about the 

proposal, and state the general nature of conditions sought; and 

[iii] Us as the decision-maker to have regard to the effects of allowing the 

activity, and to decide what conditions to impose to avoid, remedy or 
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mitigate adverse effects without abdicating from our duty by 

postponing consideration of details or delegating them to officials. 

[289] However, we accept the Transport Agency’s submission that this is not a case where 

the Project itself requires further consents or authorisations under the RMA which are not 

currently before us.  Rather, the issue is the extent to which the Project and its effects, can be 

properly understood and assessed having regard to the current status of the Public Transport 

Spine Study, and in isolation from the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication project in particular.  

[290] To the extent it may be relevant, the power to defer a matter lodged with the EPA 

under Part 6AA while other related applications are made lies with the Minister, not the 

Board.  Further, this power is to be exercised before notification of the original 

applications.
122

  The matter now having been referred in accordance with Section 147(1)(a), 

we are required to make a determination on the Project before us, having regard to the effects 

of the Project (both positive and negative), and that Project alone.
123

  We address the scope of 

the relevant future state of the environment and effects (including additive and cumulative 

effects) we can consider (particularly with respect to the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication) 

elsewhere in our decision.  

[291] As Mr Milne stated, we must now take the position as it is.  That is, we must 

determine whether the project before us meets the Act’s sustainable management purpose as 

a stand-alone Project (i.e. in the absence of the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication), and on the 

basis of the information regarding the outcomes of the Public Transport Spine Study 

available to us.  That is the key consequence of the Transport Agency’s decision to seek 

approval for the Project as a stand-alone project separate from that of the Mt Victoria Tunnel 

duplication, and in advance of the Public Transport Spine Study and its outcomes being 

finalised. 

Climate Change 

[292] A number of submitters raised the issue of the consequential effects of the Project on 

climate change arising out of the potential for induced traffic.  This is an important issue, but 

the law is quite clear that it is not a matter which we should consider. 
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[293] The position with respect to climate change effects, and in particular the application of 

section 7(i), is now clear.  It is the role of local authorities to consider and plan for the effects 

of climate change when exercising their functions under the RMA.  However, it is central 

(not local) government’s role under other legislation (primarily the Climate Change 

Response Act 2002) to address the causative effects of activities on climate change.  This 

position was adopted by both the Transmission Gully
124 and MacKays to Peka Peka Boards of 

Inquiry.
125

 

[294] The statutory and case law basis for this position was set out in the Transport Agency’s 

opening submissions
126

 with which we respectfully concur.  The issue has now been 

addressed by the High Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme Court on several occasions.  For 

example, in Greenpeace New Zealand Incorporated v Genesis Power Limited, the majority 

decision observed that:
 127

 

Section 3(b) of the Amendment Act[
128

] requires local authorities, as one of the 
purposes of the legislation, “to plan for the effects of climate change” but “not to 
consider the effects on climate change of discharges into air of greenhouse gases”. 
To like effect, the legislation amended s 7 of the principal Act to require all those 
exercising powers and functions under it to have “particular regard” to the “benefits to 
be derived from the use and development of renewable energy”. The underlying 
policy of the Amendment Act was to require the negative effects of greenhouse 
gases causing climate change to be addressed not on a local but on a national 
basis while enabling the positive effects of the use of renewable energy to be 
assessed locally or regionally.  

[our emphasis] 

[295] More recently, the Supreme Court (again in a majority decision) noted in West 

Coast Ent Incorporated v Buller Coal Limited as follows:
129

 

  A brief comment on s 7(i) is appropriate. In both the Environment Court and the 
High Court, the appellant (and Forest and Bird) relied on s 7(i) as 
supporting the argument that the discharge into the atmosphere of 
greenhouse gases from the burning of coal was required to be taken into 
account by the consent authority in considering the resource consent 
application. The same argument had been rejected by the Court of Appeal in 
Genesis Power Limited v Greenpeace New Zealand Incorporated and 
unsurprisingly therefore was also rejected in the present case by both the 
Environment Court and the High Court. The appellant did not advance it in 
this Court, in effect accepting that s 7(i) is a direction to plan for the 
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anticipated effects of climate change, not a direction to seek to limit 
climate change. We note in passing that this interpretation is consistent with 
the text of art 1(1) of the UNFCCC.  

[our emphasis] 

[296] The majority then went on to conclude:
130

 

 In light of the examples just discussed and our discussion of the scheme and 
purpose of the relevant provisions of the RMA and their legislative history, we 
are satisfied that in s 104(1)(a), the words “actual or potential effects on the 
environment” in relation to an activity which is under consideration by a local 
authority do not extend to the impact on climate change of the discharge into 
air of greenhouse gases that result indirectly from that activity. 

[297] We acknowledge that there is no statutory provision expressly precluding us from 

considering carbon emissions when determining the NoR.  However, we concur with the 

Transport Agency
131 that it would be nonsensical to prohibit consideration of the effects on 

climate change when determining discharge applications (as required by Section 105E), but 

allow such matters to be considered in respect of an NoR.  As noted, the clear judicial (and 

policy) guidance is that such an approach would be incorrect. 

[298] Further, even if it is deemed to be a relevant consideration, we would then need to 

consider whether we have any (let alone sufficient) evidence before us on which we can make 

a definitive finding on the net effect of greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the Project.  

Apart from general propositions, there was nothing put before us that would enable us to 

adequately address the issue. 

Property Values   

[299] A number of submitters raised the issue of their properties being reduced in value as a 

result of the construction and operational effects of the Project.  The legal position with 

respect to effects on property values is also well settled.  Property values are simply another 

way of measuring adverse effects arising from the proposed works (particularly, for example, 

amenity effects).   Such adverse effects having already  been  considered  by  us  (as  required  

by  Section  171(1)  and  Section 104(1)(a)), to then also consider reductions in property or 

rental values as a further effect of the project would be to double-weigh these factors.
132 
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[300] This issue was recently considered by the Environment Court in Re Meridian 

Energy Limited.
133  In that case, the Court noted (in the context of Section 104(1)(a)) that:

134
 

The question of adverse effects on property values has been addressed by the Court 
on several occasions. Some of the case law articulates the idea that if it occurs at all, 
the diminution in property value is simply another measure of adverse effects on 
amenity values. In one case, the Court noted that a potential purchaser takes the 
situation as it exists at the time of purchase and may not be influenced by matters 
which may be of great moment to a present owner or occupier. There are inherent 
difficulties in trying to assess whether or not a proposed activity under the RMA is 
likely to result in a drop in property values. 

[301] Having noted (it is submitted, correctly) the legal position regarding adverse 

effects on property values, the Court nevertheless then went on to consider the various 

studies and evidence it had been presented with regarding the potential correlation between 

wind farms and property values. 

[302] However, in adopting this approach we consider that the Court did not seek to 

change (and has not changed) the accepted legal position regarding the relevance of property 

value effects in the context of NoRs or consent applications.  This is because the Court 

essentially only used the valuation evidence as a way of quantifying adverse amenity effects 

(in that case, noise and visual), rather than, then, adopting any reduction in property value as 

an effect in its own right. 

[303] As such, the position remains as that identified by the Christchurch Southern 

Motorway Board, where it stated that:
 135

  

The correct position is that valuation evidence is [or at least may be] relevant insofar 
as it will assist the Board to quantify adverse effects on the environment. Loss of 
value is not an effect in its own right and it is necessary to avoid “double-counting” of 
effects. 

[304] Similarly, issues regarding the compensation or land acquisition process, 

quantum of compensation and compensation for injurious affection (or loss of property 

value/rental) are all beyond our statutory scope, in considering both the NoR and 

applications for consent application.
136
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[305] We are, however, of course entitled (and indeed required) to take into account the 

significance of adverse amenity effects on properties adjacent to the Project, but which are 

not being acquired by the Transport Agency.  Such effects have been considered as part of 

our overall determination as to whether the Project will ultimately achieve the sustainable 

management of natural and physical resources, as required by Section 5 of the RMA. 

Relocation of the Home of Compassion Crèche (Former)  

[306] The Transport Agency approached the hearing on the basis that the Crèche relocation 

was authorised under the National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012.  It 

accordingly argued that this activity was specifically excluded from the applications before 

us, meaning we were unable to consider any effects associated with the crèche relocation.   

[307] The primary basis for this argument was whether the conditions of the relevant 

designation granted to the Transport Agency under the National War Memorial Park 

(Pukeahu) Act (specifically conditions NZTA 02, 08, 09 and 10 in Part 2 of Schedule 3 to the 

Act) required the Transport Agency to relocate the Crèche.   The Transport Agency further 

argued it was not for it to choose which of its designation conditions it should comply with, 

or “second guess” Parliament’s intention as expressed through the conditions established by 

the Act.   

[308] For the Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents Assoc., Mr Milne’s position was 

that the Crèche relocation was not in fact authorised under the National War Memorial Park 

(Pukeahu) Act, and therefore not lawfully undertaken.  This was on the basis that, in the 

absence of clear words to the contrary, the relocation could only be authorised under the Act 

if it was within the purpose of the Transport Agency’s (roading) designation granted by that 

Act.  In other words, Parliament clearly intended that the Crèche relocation be authorised 

only if, and to the extent, necessary for the purpose of constructing the Buckle Street 

Underpass and associated works, as set out in the Transport Agency’s designation.   

[309] If the Crèche did not need to be relocated to facilitate those works (as Mr Milne 

argued was now the case), then that activity fell outside the scope of the designation granted 

to the Transport Agency under the Act.  Thus, he argued, the Crèche was relocated 

unlawfully and could not be part of the existing environment. 

[310] Interestingly, the relevant factual context to this issue is that the Crèche relocation 

actually commenced during the course of the hearing.   
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[311] We areare satisfied on the evidence that the only inference that can be drawn is that 

the Crèche was moved to facilitate the building of the Basin Bridge.  We draw that inference 

from the uncontested evidence that the Crèche relocation:
137

 

[a] Was not required for any of the stated roading purposes in the designation; 

[b] Was not, and is not required for the completion of the NWM Park; 

[c] Is essential for the purpose of the Basin Bridge, if that is approved; and 

[d] Was (since 2010) considered as being a necessary requirement for the Basin 

Bridge and was considered by the heritage experts as an adverse effect of the 

Basin Bridge, at least until the empowering legislation was passed. 

[312] Furthermore, we asked counsel for the Transport Agency to explain why the Crèche 

was relocated.  Regretably, this was not done. 

[313] However, the issue has now evaporated.   

[314] On 3 July 2014 we received a letter from the Acting Chief Executive of the Ministry 

of Culture and Heritage.  This letter advised that a resource consent had been granted to the 

Ministry of Culture and Heritage for the relocation of the Crèche. 

[315] Such an Order retrospectively authorises the relocation of the Crèche.  Accordingly, it 

is lawfully part of the existing environment.  The conflicting issue is thus now a moot point, 

and it would be inappropriate us to now give a decision on that issue. 

[316] We also received a number of memoranda and comments relating to the Order in 

Council.  However, it would be inappropriate for us to comment further. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Introduction  

[317] The Project is a transport infrastructure project and the transportation effects are 

central to our consideration.  In this part of our decision we set out the central transportation 
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issues, briefly identify the key provisions of relevant statutory and other documents which 

provide guidance for our consideration of transport effects, then discuss the existing situation 

and appropriate baseline against which to assess the transport effects. We then discuss those 

transport effects, and assess them in terms of the stated objectives of the Project and the 

intended outcomes of the relevant statutory instruments and non-statutory documents, and the 

purpose of the RMA set out in Part 2 of the Act.  

[318] In this transportation assessment, we also have regard to the Minister’s reasons for 

referring the Project to us under Section 149P(1)(a) of the RMA.  In relation to transportation 

the Minister’s direction states: 

The proposal is intended to reduce journey time and variability for people and freight, 
thereby facilitating economic development.  The proposal is also likely to provide for 
public transport, walking and cycling opportunities; reduce congestion and accident 
rates in the area; and improve emergency access to Wellington Hospital.  If realised, 
these benefits will assist the Crown in fulfilling its public health, welfare, security, and 
safety functions.  

[319] The Project and its context in the road network have been described earlier in this 

decision. The main element is a two-lane bridge (or flyover) to carry westbound State 

Highway 1 traffic more directly from the Mt Victoria Tunnel to the Buckle Street Underpass 

(under construction).  The Project also includes a peak times clearway on State Highway 1 

eastbound (Vivian Street) between Tory Street and Cambridge Terrace, improvements to the 

capacity of the Vivian Street/Cambridge and Kent Terraces/Pirie Street intersection, and 

various changes around the Basin Reserve.  

[320] The planning experts first joint witness statement following conferencing
138

 usefully 

set out the issues to be addressed and framed these as a series of questions. From this list we 

can extract what they considered to be the relevant transport issues: 

[a] The existing transportation problem around the Basin Reserve that needs to be 

resolved; 

[b] The Project’s fit (consentency) within the wider transportation network from 

Ngauranga to the Wellington Airport; 

[c] The key adverse operational effects; 
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[d] The key adverse construction effects; 

[e] The key positive effects/benefits; 

[f] ‘Contingent benefits’; and 

[g] Conditions.  

[321] In relation to (d) – construction effects — these relate mainly to matters such as noise 

which are discussed separately, but we will address temporary effects on the operation of the 

road network below. 

The Planning Framework 

[322] As a result of expert conferencing prior to the hearing the planning witnesses were 

able to reach almost unanimous agreement about the relevant statutory instruments and non-

statutory documents relevant to assessment of the Project.  From the list of instruments in the 

Joint Witness Statement we have extracted those relevant to assessing transport effects. The 

strategic policy directions in these plans, policy statements and other documents inform our 

consideration of effects by indicating what the Regional Council and the City Council in 

particular have identified as important, generally following a public consultation process. 

[323] The two central documents are the Regional Policy Statement (Section 3.3 Energy, 

Infrastructure, and Waste) and the District Plan (Chapter 4 (Residential Areas), Chapter 6 

(Centres), and Chapter 12 (Central Area)).  There is substantial accord between the policy 

directions in these documents, as can be expected because of the requirement
139

 that district 

plans must give effect to regional policy statements.  As could be expected there is also 

substantial accord between these central instruments and the various instruments and 

documents setting out proposals for implementing (or providing a method of 

implementation), for example, public transport aspirations and priority areas for urban 

intensification. 

[324] The planners identified: 

A common theme within the transportation policy direction is the need to integrate 
land use and transportation planning. 
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Other common themes within the transportation policy direction are goals to reduce 
severe road congestion, improve mode share for public transport, walking and 
cycling, and reduce private car mode share. 

[325] The key provisions of the Regional Policy Statement and the District Plan are set out 

below. 

[326] The Regional Policy Statement: 

Objective 9  

The region’s energy needs are met in ways that:  

… 

(d) reduce dependency on fossil fuels; and  

(e) reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transportation. 

… 

Objective 10 

The social, economic, cultural and environmental, benefits of regionally significant 
infrastructure are recognised and protected. 

… 

Objective 22 

A compact well designed and sustainable regional form that has an integrated, safe 
and responsive transport network and: 

(a) a viable and vibrant regional central business district in Wellington city; 

(b) an increased range and diversity of activities in and around the regionally 
significant centres to maintain vibrancy and vitality; 

(c) sufficient industrial-based employment locations or capacity to meet the 
region’s needs; 

(d) development and/or management of the Regional Focus Areas 
identified in the Wellington Regional Strategy; 

(e) urban development in existing urban areas, or when beyond urban 
areas, development that reinforces the region’s existing urban form; 

(f) strategically planned rural development; 

(g) a range of housing (including affordable housing); 

(h) integrated public open spaces; 

(i) integrated land use and transportation; 

(j) improved east-west transport linkages; 

(k) efficiently use existing infrastructure (including transport network 
infrastructure); and 

(l) essential social services to meet the region’s needs. 

…  

[Emphasis added] 
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Policy 57: Integrating land use and transportation – consideration 

When considering an application for a resource consent, notice of requirement, or a 
change, variation or review of a district plan, for subdivision, use or development, 
particular regard shall be given to the following matters, in making progress towards 
achieving the key outcomes of the Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy: 

(a) whether traffic generated by the proposed development can be 
accommodated within the existing transport network and the impacts on the 
efficiency, reliability or safety of the network; 

(b) connectivity with, or provision of access to, public services or activities, key 
centres of employment activity or retail activity, open spaces or recreational 
areas; 

(c) whether there is good access to the strategic public transport network; 

(d) provision of safe and attractive environments for walking and cycling; and 

(e) whether new, or upgrades to existing, transport network infrastructure have 
been appropriately recognised and provided for. 

 

[327] The Assessment of Environmental Effects
140

 drew attention particularly to Objective 

22(d), (e) and (h) above. 

[328] The District Plan: 

Objective 4.2.12 
[Plan Change 72]

 

To enable efficient, convenient and safe access for people and goods within 
Residential areas 

 

Policy 4.2.12.1 
[Plan Change 72]

 

Seek to improve access for all people, particularly people travelling by public 
transport, cycle or foot, and for people with mobility restrictions 

 

Policy 4.2.12.2 
[Plan Change 72]

 

Manage the road network to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of road 
traffic within Residential areas. 

 

Policy 4.2.12.3 
[Plan Change 72]

 

Provide for and, in certain circumstances, require extensions to the existing road 
network. 

 

Policy 4.2.12.5 
[Plan Change 72]

 

Manage the road system in accordance with a defined road hierarchy 

 

Policy 4.2.12.6 
[Plan Change 72]
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Protect and enhance access to public spaces in all areas of the city. 

 

Objective 12.2.1 

To enhance the Central Area’s natural containment, accessibility, and highly 
urbanised environment by promoting the efficient use and development of natural and 
physical resources. 

 

Policy 12.2.6.11 

Enhance the informal pedestrian network within the Central Area, by encouraging the 
retention and enhancement of existing pedestrian thoroughfares, and promoting the 
creation of new thoroughfares where they would enhance walkability and permeability 
for pedestrians. 

 

Objective 12.2.15 

To enable efficient, convenient and safe access for people and goods within the 
Central Area. 

 

Policy 12.2.15.1 

Seek to improve access for all people, particularly people travelling by public 
transport, cycle or foot, and for people with mobility restrictions. 

 

Policy 12.2.15.2 

Manage the road network to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of road 
traffic on the amenity of the Central Area and the surrounding Residential Areas. 

 

Policy 12.2.15.3 

Manage the road system in accordance with a defined road hierarchy. 

 

Policy 12.2.15.4 

To permit appropriate extensions to the existing road network, and make provision for 
these. 

 

Policy 12.2.15.14 

Protect and enhance access to public spaces in the Central Area. 

[329] The Transport Agency suggested in the Assessment of Environmental Effects
141

 that 

the upgrade and maintenance of existing formed roads are permitted activities under the the 

District Plan and therefore no assessment against the objectives and policies of the plan is 

required for these works.  However the RMA envisages a holistic approach and does not 

preclude an assessment of permitted activities where they are integrated with a package of 
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proposals with elements requiring consent as in this case.  We have seen no need to separate 

out elements of the proposals which could be undertaken without any RMA approval, for 

example parts of the Vivian Street/Kent and Cambridge Terraces/Pirie Street intersection 

upgrade, from the elements which do require authorisation such as the part of that 

intersection upgrade within the proposed Designation because it is outside the existing road 

reserve. 

[330] Our attention was drawn to many other instruments prepared under legislation other 

than the RMA, and many other documents prepared by various bodies in support of the 

statutory instruments.   Many of these we found of marginal relevance, but others were 

helpful to our understanding of the relevant overall policy framework prepared by the 

Transport Agency, the Regional Council and the City Council. 

[331] The Project is part of a wider integrated transport initiative, within the following 

hierarchy of proposed works:  

[a] The Wellington Northern Corridor Road of National Significance programme, 

parts of which are either consented, under construction, or completed; 

[b] The Corridor Plan; 

[c] The Tunnel to Tunnel Plan, made up of improvements to the Inner City 

Bypass (almost completed), improvements to the Buckle Street/Taranaki 

Street intersection (partly built) and the Project before us; 

[d] Duplication of the Terrace and Mt Victoria Tunnels (both at the planning 

stage, but with the Mt Victoria Tunnel expected to be advanced first); and 

[e] Widening of Ruahine Street and Wellington Road (anticipated to be advanced 

as part of the Mt Victoria second tunnel project). 

[332] This sequence of roading projects has been developed through the following 

documents:  

[a] Regional Policy Statement;  

[b] Regional Land Transport Strategy;  
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[c] Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Strategic Study;  

[d] Urban Development Strategy; 

[e] Wellington Transport Strategy; 

[f] Corridor Plan; and 

[g] Regional Public Transport Plan; 

[333] The Regional Land Transport Strategy and the Corridor Plan are both identified as 

implementation methods for both of the two main RMA instruments: the District Plan and the 

Regional Policy Statement.  They both identify that the Basin Bridge Project (or something 

like it) should proceed now and that it should precede the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication. 

[334] The Urban Development Strategy is also identified as an implementation method for 

both the District Plan and the Regional Policy Statement.  It also informs and is implemented 

by the City Council Centre’s Policy and Adelaide Road Framework, Growth Spine under the 

Urban Development Strategy, and District Plan Changes 72 and 73. 

[335] There is a strong relationship between the Urban Development Strategy and the City 

Council’s Transport Strategy.  The Urban Development Strategy is predicated on transport 

infrastructure proposals and policies identified in the Transport Strategy, as discussed in Mr 

Aburn’s evidence.
142

  

[336] Four other documents emphasise the importance of active modes:  

[a] City Council Walking Policy;  

[b] City Council Cycling Policy;  

[c] City Council 2040 Smart Capital; and 

[d] Public Transport Spine Study — The Regional Council with the City Council 

and the Transport Agency. 
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[337] The above list reflects an extensive multi-layered approach to identify and plan for 

effective national, regional and local strategic transport solutions for all modes, including 

private vehicles, freight, public transport, cycling and walking.  To varying degrees these 

have strategic relevance to the Project in terms of transportation policy and implementation 

including the Government’s priorities, transport funding, and the strategic visions of the 

Regional Council and City Council.  The relevant extracts of these documents were usefully 

collated in Mr Aburn’s evidence
143

 for the Transport Agency. 

[338] Mr Daysh’s evidence
144

 sets out how the Project relates to the primary statutory 

document, the Regional Policy Statement and the instruments that flow on from that: 

…  the narrowing down of the strategic transportation basis for the Project from the 
RPS [Regional Policy Statement] which outlines that the Regional Land Transport 
Strategy is the primary method of implementation. The next narrowing down is the 
use in the RLTS [Regional Land Transport Strategy] of a series of Corridor Plans of 
which the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Corridor Plan relates to this project. 
Within that plan are six implementation priorities of which one specifically relates to 
the need to consider improvements at the Basin Reserve … 

[Emphasis added] 

[339] As we have already said, the Regional Land Transport Strategy contains eight key 

outcomes: 

[a] Increased peak period public transport mode share 

[b] Increased mode share for pedestrians and cyclists 

[c] Reduced greenhouse gas emissions 

[d] Reduced severe road congestion 

[e] Improved regional road safety 

[f] Improved land use and transport integration  

[g] Improved regional freight efficiency  
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[h] Improved safety, efficiency and reliability of strategic road, public transport 

and freight links to the north of the region 

[340] There is agreement that the Corridor Plan
145

, which forms part of the Regional Land 

Transport Strategy, is particularly pertinent to the Project.  For example, this document is 

referred to as being the key strategic and planning reference for the project in the City 

Council submission.
146

  Although the Corridor Plan is a ‘non-RMA’ document, it was subject 

to a public consultation process. 

[341] As noted by Mr Aburn in his evidence,
147

 from a transportation perspective, in 

forming a view on the consistency of the Project with the various implementation strategies 

(RMA, non-RMA and non-statutory) the City Council’s Urban Development Strategy and the 

Adelaide Road Framework are also relevant. These documents inform and implement the 

‘Growth Spine’ and ‘Public Transport Spine’ aspirations.  

Communities of Interest 

[342] The communities of interest potentially affected by the transport elements of the 

proposals include:  

[a] Residents: The main transport effects for residents in the Basin Reserve area 

relate to vehicle access to the road network during construction;  

[b] Owners and operators of business premises and other facilities (including 

emergency services): Transport effects extend beyond the immediate area and 

relate to access during construction and operation (Hania Street and Ellis 

Street); but also the efficiency, reliability and resilience of the road network 

for freight and people; 

[c] Visitors to the area: Transport effects include access, modal choice and 

parking, and these are of particular concern to the schools in the immediate 

vicinity, St Joseph’s Church, and for event management at the Basin Reserve; 

and 
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[d] People passing through the area: Transport effects relate to access both 

during construction and operation, but also the efficiency, reliability and 

resilience of the road network for people travelling for example between the 

CDB and the eastern suburbs such as Miramar and Kilbirnie, and southern 

suburbs such as Newtown and Island Bay. The focus of the evidence was on 

travel times for the morning and afternoon peak time travellers, but delay on 

Saturday mornings was also discussed. 

Tools Used to Assess Likely Effects of the Project  

[343] The Transport Agency has used a number of tools to assess travel demand, mode 

choice (private car, public transport, cycling and walking), transport routes and likely traffic 

volumes.  Automated traffic counts provided detailed information about traffic flows, and this 

has been supplemented by manual turning counts and various types of surveys including 

surveys of pedestrians and cyclists in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve.  The Census provides 

information about where people live and where people work, and the mode normally used by 

individuals for their journeys between home place and work place.  Census data trends also 

provide the basis for projections of future population and employment used to predict future 

travel demands.  

Transportation Models 

[344] The following is a brief description of the mathematical models used by the Transport 

Agency to forecast future traffic conditions with and without improvements to the road 

network.  The relationship between them is then shown in a figure taken from the evidence of 

Mr David Dunlop,
148

 the traffic engineer primarily responsible for the Transport Agency 

modelling. 

Wellington Transport Strategy Model 

[345] The Wellington Transport Strategy Model (WTSM) covers the whole region. It 

provides information about the origins and destinations of traffic movements at the base year 

(2006, then updated to 2011), separating public transport vehicles from other types of motor 

vehicles. These trip matrices are then used to develop more detailed trip matrices used within 

the Wellington Transport Model based on the Saturn software platform and the S-Paramics 

model. 
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Saturn Model 

[346] The Saturn Models for 2009 and 2011 cover most of the City.  They have been used 

to assign the WTSM traffic demand onto the road network and to assess route choice.  The 

Saturn model was updated in 2009 to incorporate improvements to the Inner City Bypass 

made between 2006 and 2009, and in the case of public transport it has been updated to 2011.  

S-Paramics 

[347] The Wellington S-Paramics model 2009 covers the area between the central business 

district and Ruahine Street (beyond the Mt Victoria Tunnel).  S-Paramics is a more detailed 

model based on simulations of individual vehicle movements. Starting with a given array of 

vehicles on the network modelled, and information from the Wellington SCATS (Sydney 

Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System) about signal settings and linkages between signals it is 

possible to more accurately model the operation of intersections and the effect of giving 

buses priority than is possible with the WTSM Saturn or WTSM models.  Analysis using S-

Paramics normally involves several runs to capture the inherent variability of the changing 

traffic situations in the real world. 

Sidra 

[348] The Transport Agency used the Sidra model to assess the performance of individual 

intersections and compare alternative intersection layouts. 

Modelling assumptions 

[349] Forecasts of population, households and employment used in the traffic modelling 

have been based on the medium growth scenarios provided by the Department of Statistics.  

Future land use assumptions have been based on work undertaken by the Regional Council, 

the City Council and the Transport Agency consultations and include additional demands 

added to the Saturn and S-Paramics model matrices to include anticipated development in the 

Adelaide Road growth spine and the recently opened supermarket in John Street, the ASB 

Sports Centre in Kilbirnie, and the consented proposed supermarket in Rugby Street. 

[350] None of the models estimates the future use of active modes — walking and cycling.  

When Mr Dunlop was asked about this during the hearing he replied:
149
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I could build a model specifically for pedestrians and cyclists if you so desired, but I 
think it is about whether it is going to add value.  If such a model would assist in 
understanding potential mode shift it would be useful because that is part of the policy 
direction of the various planning documents and one of the objectives of the Project is 
about providing opportunities for improved public transport, cycling and walking. 

Existing Environment 

[351] There was considerable discussion at the hearing about the appropriate environment 

against which the Project’s transportation (and other) effects should be assessed. This is an 

important contested issue, and we will discuss it under a separate heading below: 

Environment for Assessing the Effects of the Project. 

Level of Service Descriptions 

[352] Level of Service (LOS) and volume to capacity descriptions are related tools to 

describe the existing traffic situation and future modelled situations. 

[353] At the hearing we heard evidence on the existing and predicted Level of Service 

within the Project area.  This is a measure that describes the operational conditions of roads 

as they would be perceived by motorists and passengers.  There are numerical definitions of 

each Level of Service defined in relation to the assessed capacity of each road considered (the 

link capacities) but these are best understood by reference to the AUSTechnical Report 

OADS Guide to Traffic Management Part 3 (2013 edition), as follows: 

LOS A  describes primarily free-flow operation. 

LOS B  describes reasonably unimpeded operation. 

LOS C  describes stable operation. 

LOS D  indicates a less stable condition in which small increases in flow may 
cause substantial increases in delay and decreases in travel speed. 

LOS E  is characterised by unstable operation and significant delay  

LOS F  is characterised by flow at extremely slow speed. Congestion is likely 
occurring at the boundary intersections, as indicated by high delay.  

[354] The level of lervice descriptions provided in Technical Report 4 (part of the 

application documentation) indicated that the analysis was based on the WTSM Saturn model 

link demand flows.  The levels of service on State Highway 1 (2009) at morning (AM) and 

afternoon (PM) peaks were depicted diagrammatically in Technical Report 4
150

, and are 

reproduced below under the heading of The Present Situation in the Project Area. 
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Volume/Capacity Diagrams 

[355] This is another technique used to diagrammatically illustrate the existing traffic 

situation and modelled future situations.  Volume to capacity diagrams depict the 

relationships between traffic volumes and the capacity of sections of road and intersections.  

Mr Dunlop provided a set of volume/capacity diagrams in his rebuttal evidence
151

 and the 

Board’s peer review transportation consultants provided some volume to capacity diagrams 

using different assumptions.  We found these a useful tool for understanding how the critical 

intersections can be expected to operate, applying different assumptions.   

[356] For example, below at Figure 5 is Mr Dunlop’s depiction of the present situation at 

the Paterson Street/Dufferin Street and Adelaide Road/Rugby Street intersections at the 

critical morning peak period.  These diagrams are based on Saturn 2011 WTSM flows data, 

actual signal proportions (the State Highway roads — Paterson Street and Rugby Street get 

55% green time), lane splits from the video SCATS data for 3 April 2012, and a theoretical 

capacity of 1,400 vehicles per lane per hour.
152

  The latter important assumption leading to 

the conclusion that two lanes are beyond capacity was disputed by Mr Foster. 

 
Figure 5: Simplified volume vs capacity assessment of Intersections (2011 Base). Source: Rebuttal, 
Dunlop, Annexure A, Page 3. 
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The Present Situation in the Basin Reserve Area 

[357] The present transportation situation around the Basin Reserve area is comprehensively 

described in the Assessment of Environmental Effects
153

 and Technical Report 4.  The Basin 

Reserve is one of the busiest traffic nodes in Wellington.
154

 In addition, the north/south route 

between Kent and Cambridge Terraces and Adelaide Road is the 3
rd

 busiest bus route in the 

city.
155

 This north/south route is also one of the main cycling and walking alignments 

between Newtown and the southern suburbs and the central business district. 

[358] State Highway 1 effectively operates as a two-way pair between the Terrace Tunnel 

and the Mt Victoria Tunnel (refer to Figure 1 earlier in our decision).  From the Terrace 

Tunnel eastbound traffic flows via Vivian Street and Kent Terrace, then around the north-east 

side of the Basin Reserve to Paterson Street which leads to the Mt Victoria Tunnel.  State 

Highway 1 westbound traffic emerging from the Mt Victoria Tunnel flows clockwise around 

the Basin Reserve roundabout then turns west into Buckle Street (and soon traffic will flow 

into the Buckle Street Underpass, due for completion in 2014), which leads to the Inner City 

Bypass (Arthur Street and Karo Drive) and on to the Terrace Tunnel.  

[359] The main element of the Project is a diversion of State Highway 1 westbound traffic 

onto an elevated bridge structure along the north side of the Basin Reserve, eliminating the 

need for westbound traffic to deviate around the Basin Reserve.   Eastbound State Highway 

traffic would remain on the present alignment, with minor re-alignment to pass under the 

proposed bridge twice before reaching the Mt Victoria Tunnel.   

[360] The north/south traffic movements between Kent and Cambridge Terraces and 

Adelaide Road currently share the route around the Basin Reserve with the State Highway 

westbound traffic.  The proposed bridge would remove the westbound traffic coming from 

the Mt Victoria Tunnel from the Basin Reserve roundabout, providing much more capacity 

for the traffic entering the roundabout from Adelaide Road.  Importantly, the proposed bridge 

would provide grade separation along the north side of the Basin Reserve so the north/south 

traffic would flow unimpeded under the Basin Bridge. 

[361] The Project has been advanced on the basis of transportation problems in the Basin 

Reserve locality now, which the Transport Agency predicts will get worse in the future. 

These problems underlie the policy direction outlined above, which seeks changes in the 
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Basin Reserve area as part of the Wellington Northern Corridor Road of National 

Significance. 

[362] As discussed below, there is dispute about whether the present problems identified by 

the Transport Agency are anything more than inconvenience at peak times.
156

  There is 

dispute about the causes of the present traffic delays in the Basin Reserve area, and there is 

even more dispute about whether traffic flows will increase in the future as predicted by the 

Transport Agency and whether growth in traffic could be addressed without the proposed 

bridge.
157

 

[363] The Transport Agency’s position was summarised by Mr Dunlop
158

 as follows: 

6.1 The Basin Reserve currently operates as a large gyratory with a number of 
capacity constraints. These constraints result in delays and journey time 
variability for those users entering, circulating and exiting this part of the 
transport network. The conflicting local road and SH1 demands impact on: 

a. Passenger transport journey times and reliability; 

b. Movement of people using active travel modes (walking and cycling); 

c. Emergency service access to and from Wellington Hospital and south-
eastern suburbs; 

d. Access and severance to local communities, schools and facilities; 

e. Travel times, journey time variability, congestion, reliability and route 
security for motorists on SH1 as a strategic link between Wellington 
CBD and the south-eastern areas of the city including the Wellington 
Airport; 

f. Safety for all travel modes (walking, cycling, and vehicles); and  

g. Environmental conditions associated with congestion levels. 

[364] The following Figure 6, taken from Mr Dunlop’s evidence
159

 illustrates the average 

journey times on State Highway 1 between Evans Bay Parade and Willis Street, measured by 

detailed weekday surveys in 2009 (weekend recorded in 2011). The blue bars show average 

journey times in seconds, while the black vertical lines illustrate the extent of variability at 

each time.  “WB” is westbound, “EB” means eastbound, “AM” is morning peak, “IP” means 

inter-peak, “PM” is evening peak, and “WKD” means weekend.  The diagram shows that 

evening peak journeys take significantly longer than journeys at other times, including 
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morning peak journeys, and evening peak variability is significantly greater in the eastbound 

(towards the Airport) direction. 
 

 

Figure 6: State Highway 1 journey times and variability (Evans Bay Parade to Willis St). Source: Dunlop, 
EiC, Figure 6.1 

[365] There was general agreement between the traffic and transportation witnesses that 

there are currently delays (arguably amounting to “congestion”), at four places in and around 

the Basin Reserve: 

[a] The Paterson Street merge into the Mt Victoria Tunnel; 

[b] Patterson Street/Dufferin Street; 

[c] Rugby Street/Adelaide Road; and 

[d] Sussex Street/Buckle Street (temporary, due to the NWM Park/Buckle Street 

Underpass works). 
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[366] At peak times traffic currently banks up around Sussex Street and even back to Rugby 

Street from the Tory Street/Buckle Street intersection. In turn that intersection is at times 

affected by traffic banking up from the intersection of Taranaki Street and Buckle Street.  The 

Tory Street intersection will be eliminated when the National War Memorial Underpass 

opens later this year, and the Buckle Street/Taranaki Street intersection has recently been 

provided with a separate right turn lane from Buckle Street into Taranaki Street.  

[367] Additional capacity has also been recently provided on the other side of Taranaki 

Street where the Inner City Bypass (Arthur Street and Karo Drive) intersects Cuba Street, 

Victoria Street and Willis Street.  It is anticipated that when the Buckle Street Underpass 

opens with three lanes westbound, the present backing up of traffic into the Basin Reserve 

roundabout at peak times will be substantially alleviated. 

[368] There are delays at all three intersections bringing traffic into the roundabout. In the 

evening peak period traffic backs up from the Paterson Street/Dufferin Street lights back into 

Kent Terrace at times because the green time has to be shared with the State Highway 1 

traffic coming down Paterson Street from the Mt Victoria Tunnel.
160

 In the evening peak, 

Kent Terrace traffic frequently does not clear this intersection in one cycle.  Traffic volumes 

emerging from the tunnel are constrained by the single-lane capacity of the tunnel and the 

green time provided to the two lanes entering the roundabout at Paterson Street is designed to 

clear that leg of the intersection at each cycle.  Occasionally, if there is some disruption to the 

flow, such as a bus exiting the Wellington College Paterson Street driveway, flow is 

disrupted and the traffic may back up into the tunnel. 

[369] The capacity of the Adelaide Road stop line for traffic entering the Basin is limited by 

the short (50 metres) kerb-side lane.  This is because in the morning peak period there is a 

clearway/bus lane along Adelaide Road northbound terminating with a bus stop 50 metres 

from the intersection.
161

 

[370] The lights at the Paterson Street/Dufferin Street intersection and the Rugby 

Street/Adelaide Road intersection are synchronised so there is normally no delay for traffic 

moving around the Basin from the Paterson Street entry to the roundabout through the Rugby 

Street/Adelaide Road intersection. However, there are sometimes difficulties with traffic 

arriving from Kent Terrace moving between the lanes heading for the tunnel and the lanes 

heading down Dufferin Street.  There is particular difficulty for buses in the evening peak 
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weaving across from the kerb-side bus lane to the lane for Adelaide Road.  This is the third 

busiest bus route in Wellington.
162

  Buses to and from the Airport and the eastern suburbs do 

not pass through the Basin.  They use the dedicated Hataitai Bus Tunnel. 

[371] The Level of Service diagrams below at Figures 7 and 8, taken from Technical Report 

4, depict how each section of the State Highway eastbound and westbound is operating at 

present. 
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Figure 7: Base scenario Eastbound journey 2009. Source: Technical Report, 4 Figure 4-42, Pg. 68   
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Figure 8: Base scenario Westbound journey 2009. Source: Technical Report 4, Figure 4-43, Pg. 69 
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[372] These Level of Service diagrams illustrate the Transport Agency estimates that at 

present the State Highway corridor eastbound in the project area and either side operates in 

the morning and afternoon peak periods at Level of Service C (stable operation, below 

capacity), except for the approach to the Mt Victoria Tunnel and within the tunnel.  The State 

Highway 1 westbound operates in the peak periods at Level of Service C except for within 

the tunnel, at Dufferin Street, and on Rugby Street after the Adelaide Road intersection where 

traffic backs up from the Buckle Street/Tory Street intersection. 

[373] Turning to other modes, the Transport Agency’s case is that facilities for active modes 

(cycling and walking) are inadequate in the Basin Reserve area and the increased vehicular 

traffic anticipated by the Agency will make walking and cycling less safe and less attractive 

generally, without intervention.  

[374] About 25% of Newtown residents walk or cycle to work, many passing through the 

Basin Reserve.
163

  It is interesting that while public transport and general traffic flows 

through the Basin Reserve area have remained fairly constant in recent years, there have been 

substantial increases in cycling and walking.  According to Mr Dunlop
164

 there has been a 

62% increase in cyclists recorded at the Adelaide Road/John Street intersection (the closest 

annual survey point to the Basin) in the five years to 2013, and a 123% increase in 

pedestrians crossing Buckle Street west of the Basin Reserve. 

[375] There are continuous footpaths for pedestrians around the Basin Reserve and all other 

streets in the area and shared pedestrian/cycle paths through the reserve itself.   The main 

north-south flow of cyclists have no exclusive facilities, although they are permitted to use 

the bus lanes.  Surveys show that very few pupils of schools in the Basin Reserve area cycle 

to or from school.  Most cyclists and pedestrians passing through the Basin Reserve area in a 

north/south direction chose to go through the Basin Reserve itself, except when it is closed to 

them for an event with an admission fee. 

[376] During our site visits we systematically traversed all the main routes to, from, and 

through the Basin Reserve.   To better understand the evidence we viewed traffic conditions 

at the morning (AM) peak, evening (PM) peak and on a Saturday morning.  We also viewed 

the operation of the school drop-off area on Dufferin Street, which is used for school buses 

and for parents collecting pupils from St Mark’s School and Wellington College.  In addition, 

while the hearing was being held at the Basin Reserve, we had many opportunities to 
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experience traffic conditions in and around the Basin area, especially at morning and 

afternoon peak times.   We also used the bus services and the pedestrian crossings.  

[377] We heard from, and questioned many submitters  who walk and/or cycle in the Basin 

Reserve area on a frequent or infrequent basis (as well as those who avoid the area), 

including spokespeople for pedestrian and cycling advocacy groups, such as Ms Blake for 

Living Streets Aotearoa Inc. 

[378] While the discussion above has focussed on the Basin Reserve and immediate 

surrounds, it should not be forgotten that the Project includes the creation of a peak time (AM 

and PM) clearway on Vivian Street to provide a third lane eastbound between Tory Street and 

Cambridge Terrace, and improvements to the Vivian Street/Cambridge Terrace and Kent 

Terrace/Pirie Street intersection. 

[379] As shown on Figure 7 above, Vivian Street is currently operating at Level of Service 

C at both morning (AM) and afternoon (PM) peaks indicating that Vivian Street is operating 

to its intended function at present. However there are disruptions to the green wave flow from 

time to time because Vivian Street passes through the heart of the city and has intensive 

activities along both sides creating some side friction.  

[380] Another way of looking at the present traffic situation at the Basin Reserve is to 

depict the key intersections and links with volume to capacity diagrams.  These were 

discussed above in the summary of tools used to assess traffic effects. As with the traffic 

modelling, the assumptions are critical to the analysis and Mr Foster questioned the lane 

capacity of 1,400 vehicles per hour used by Mr Dunlop in his figures
165

, one of which was 

reproduced above.  

[381] Having measured the capacity at the Paterson Street approach to the Paterson 

Street/Dufferin Street intersection, Mr Foster asserted that a figure of 1,800 would be more 

appropriate.
166

 At the request of the Board, Mr Smith
167

 reworked some of Mr Dunlop’s 

diagrams using the saturation flow rates below, which allow for the three seconds in each 

cycle when for safety reasons the lights have to be red for both approaches:  

[a] 1,680 vehicles per lane per hour; and  
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[b] 1,200 vehicles per lane per hour for the Adelaide Road approach to Rugby 

Street, because of the short (50 metres) queue length available in the left hand 

lane.  

[382] Mr Smith’s diagram for the base 2011 morning (AM) peak is reproduced below as 

Figure 9. The assumptions are set out in the box at top left of the diagram. (“Sat Flow” means 

saturation flow).  The allocation of traffic to lanes is based on the actual lane choices made by 

drivers as recorded on the City Council’s video SCATS system.  As presented, Mr Smith’s 

diagrams also indicated LOS at each intersection, but he acknowledged that those were an 

oversimplification because lane capacities do not equate to the Level of Service at 

intersections, which is better defined by delay and not the volume to capacity ratios.  

Illustrated in Figure 9 below: 

Figure 9: Smith 2011 Base Year. Source: Smith, Opening Statement, Annexure A (Analysis Slide 1) 
[modified to exclude Level of Service figures] 

[383] Mr Smith explained
168

: 

The saturation flow of 1,800 has been agreed upon by all experts and I believe that is 
reflected in one of the joint witness statements. I have reduced that to 1,680 to take 
into account what’s called the inter-green time. So the time during the 90 second 
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cycle that no vehicles have a green therefore that reduces the effective saturation 
flow to 1,680 from 1,800. 

Using these assumptions, neither of these intersections are at capacity at present. 

[384] The stated objectives of the Project include: 

To improve the resilience, efficiency and reliability of the state highway network: 

 by providing  relief from congestion on SH1 from Paterson Street to Tory 
Street; 

[385] There was considerable discussion at the hearing about what congestion means.  The 

traffic experts were unable to point us to a formal definition used by traffic engineers, but 

there was consensus that conditions such as difficulties getting through controlled 

intersections in a single phase and major variability in travel times are indicators of 

congestion.
169

  Fully loaded lanes moving at design speed and normal delays at traffic signals 

do not equate to congestion; they indicate efficient use of roading infrastructure.  

[386] West-bound motorists experience the Basin Reserve as a deviation because they are 

required to turn left at the foot of Paterson Street and travel an extra 300 metres with four 

corners (five corners if heading for Cambridge Terrace).  That deviation would be eliminated 

by the Project and as discussed below, the bridge would provide in itself a time saving for 

that journey averaging 90 seconds in the morning peak period.  As an aside, it is interesting 

that for several witnesses (for example Mr Reid, an architect with experience in 

transportation and urban design) the deviation around the Basin Reserve is a good thing as it 

reinforces the importance of the Basin as an iconic public space.
170

 

Environment for Assessing the Effects of the Project 

[387] The relevant environment against which the Projects transportation effects should be 

assessed is complicated and was contested.  It is important to be clear as to what is to be 

considered part of the existing or future state of the environment.  

[388] The Project as defined in the Application and modelled includes:  

[a] Opening the third lane in the National War Memorial Underpass; 

[b] Buckle Street/Taranaki Street intersection improvements; 
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[c] Vivian Street clearway; 

[d] Vivian Street/Kent and Cambridge Terraces/Pirie Street intersection 

improvements; and 

[e] Partial bus lanes around sections of the Basin Reserve roundabout. 

[389] In our assessment, items (a) and (b) above, listed as part of the notified proposal 

should no longer be considered part of the Project. This was acknowledged by Mr Cameron 

in his closing submission.
171

  

6.8 It is submitted that the environment for the purposes of this Project includes 
the following: 

a. The Basin Reserve gyratory and surrounding land uses which currently 
physically exist; 

b. The Inner City Bypass improvements; 

c. An under-grounded Buckle Street (including the third lane), and 
relocated Crèche, which, as discussed later in these submissions, is 
currently being constructed (and is authorised by the NWMPA); and 

d. The Taranaki Street improvements, which are permitted activities and 
will proceed regardless of this Project. 

[390] In addition, the approved sections of the Wellington Northern Corridor Roads of 

National Significance should appropriately be considered as part of the environment for 

assessment of the projects being the Transmission Gully, and the Mackays to Peka Peka and 

Peka Peka to Otaki (Kapiti Expressway) sections of the Wellington Northern Corridor.  

[391] As discussed below, there is a contested issue about the longer term functioning of the 

eastbound sections of road affected by the Project before us — Vivian Street, the Vivian 

Street/Kent and Cambridge Terraces/Pirie Street intersection and Kent Terrace — when the 

approved sections of the Wellington Northern Corridor Roads of National Significance 

deliver more traffic into the central area of Wellington, but at present that is largely 

constrained by the bottleneck at the Terrace Tunnel.  

[392] With the exception of the relocation of the former Home of Compassion Crèche, 

discussed elsewhere in this decision, we accept Mr Cameron’s final analysis of the existing or 

future state of the environment environment is correct.
172

  Ms Andrews
173

 concurred, but she 
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raised the question of whether the Buckle Street/Taranaki Street intersection improvements 

and/or the Vivian Street improvements (both permitted activities under the District Plan),
174

 

would proceed in the absence of the Project.  

[393] Mr Cameron clarified that the Buckle Street/Taranaki Street improvements would 

proceed without the Project and we have accordingly included that in the baseline 

situation.
175

   

[394] We have no evidence on whether the Vivian Street clearway and/or the Vivian 

Street/Kent and Cambridge Terraces/Pirie Street improvements would proceed without the 

Project, so despite them requiring no specific RMA approval, we consider this work should 

be considered part of the Project.  

[395] Similarly, although the following do not require any specific RMA approvals, we 

accept that they should properly be considered as part of the Project and not part of the 

environment for assessment of the Project: 

[a] Proposed partial bus lanes around the eastern and north-western parts of the 

Basin Reserve; 

[b] The proposed shared road and adjacent shared cycleway/footpath linking Ellis 

Street to the Paterson Street/Duffering St intersection; 

[c] Provision for the footpath around the eastern side of the Basin Reserve to 

become a shared pedestrian and cyclist facility; and 

[d] The extension to the NWM Park down to Cambridge Terrace, with shared 

pedestrian/cycle paths.  

[396] As mentioned above, improvements to the Inner City Bypass have been undertaken 

since the network was modelled for the Application. Those improvements now form part of 

the existing environment. 

[397] There was some discussion at the hearing about the Transport Agency’s protocols for 

determining the baseline in assessing projects for the Agency’s purposes. Those protocols 
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define a do-minimum rather than a do-nothing baseline, and the proponents of the BRREO 

Option
176

 argued that this alternative option should be considered part of the do-minimum, 

with the effect that the benefits achievable by the BRREO Option would be subtracted from 

the benefits achievable by the Project.
177

  

[398] Mr Cameron argued that the BRREO Option could not be considered part of the 

environment because the BRREO could not exist at the same time as the Basin Bridge.
178

  

We are not sure if that is correctnedd of that proposition, however, we still consider the 

BRREO should not be included in the environment for the purpose of assessing the Projects 

effects because we have no evidence that it would proceed without the Project.  

Contingent benefits 

[399] At the beginning of the hearing an issue arose as to whether benefits flowing from 

related projects, which are intended but not consented, should be attributed flowing from this 

Project.  These were referred to as contingent benefits.   

[400] The Transport Agency modelled benefits and traffic flows at 2021 (without the 

second Mt Victoria Tunnel) and 2031 (with the proposed second tunnel).  However, for 

calculating the Benefit Cost Ratios, and it assumed that a second tunnel would be built 

between 2021 and 2031, and applied a linear sliding scale of benefits.  

[401] The evidence also attributed to the Project benefits arising out of the third lane as part 

of the Buckle Street Underpass. 

[402] At the end of the hearing it was agreed that the benefits from these projects should not 

be attributed to this Project because:  

[a] The Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication has yet to be consented; and  

[b] The Buckle Street Underpass is part of the exiting environment. 
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Transportation Effects of the Project  

[403] We now turn to consideration of the likely transportation effects of the Project 

applying the relevant existing or future state of the environment as discussed. 

[404] This consideration is informed by the guidance on what transportation effects 

(beneficial outcomes) are stated as being important in the relevant statutory instruments and 

non-statutory documents listed above in the discussion under the heading The Planning 

Framework. 

[405] Consideration of the likely transportation effects will be set out under the following 

headings.  It can be noted that the stated objectives for the Project distinguish the State 

Highway from other roads: 

[a] Alternative Transportation Models; 

[b] Journey Time Savings and Journey Time Variability; 

[c] Effects on Minor Roads and Specific Properties; 

[d] Effects on Public Transport; 

[e] Effects on Cycle and Pedestrian Routes; and 

[f] Safety Effects. 

[g] We will then discuss two other matters: 

[h] Underlying Assumptions about Traffic Growth; and 

[i] Long Term Considerations. 

Alternative Transportation Models 

[406] The Board heard from five witnesses with extensive experience in traffic modelling, 

and a similar number of transportation experts with experience in interpreting and applying 

modelling results.  Several of the experts noted that traffic modelling is an art as well as a 
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science.  Our independent traffic modelling expert, Mr Smith stated:
179

  Transport modelling 

is not an exact science. It is a discipline that requires an element of professional judgment 

and the benefit of experience to apply and interpret models. 

[407] It is not surprising then that the modelling experts disagreed about the validity of the 

modelling results produced primarily by Mr Dunlop for the Transport Agency, which attempt 

to quantify the anticipated effects of the Project, and in turn provide the basis for the 

economic analysis.  A better understanding was reached through further caucusing at our 

request during the hearing but significant differences remained. 

[408] Mr Foster provided an alternative analysis to the Transport Agency’s analysis using 

an updated version of the transport model he developed when working on the Inner City 

Bypass some years ago (The T-MODEL).
180

  

[409] Dr Lee
181

 and Mr Foster
182

 were critical of what they see as the “coarseness” of the 

models used by the Transport Agency.  Dr Lee expressed the view that the traffic analysis 

zones should be smaller than the Census mesh blocks used, noting that in California where he 

comes from comparable models would have about ten times this level of detail.
183

  He sees 

this detail as important to accurately model the effects of public transport and active modes.  

[410] Mr Foster had a particular concern that in his view the models used by the Transport 

Agency do not adequately recognise bottleneck situations.
184

  He noted that the WTSM 

regional model does not consider bottlenecks unless the capacity limit is exceeded for more 

than two hours.  His evidence was that the critical bottlenecks in the Te Aro area prevail for 

70 to 100 minutes and are therefore not properly modelled. Mr Foster was also critical of the 

methodology for developing trip matrices (tables of vehicle travel movements between 

zones) for the WTSM Saturn model and the way in his view it does not replicate bottleneck 

situations.  He noted the very different results for traffic flows around the Basin Reserve 

predicted by two of the models used by the Transport Agency — the WTSM Saturn model 

and the S-Paramics model.
185
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[411] In Mr Foster’s view these models are also not able to provide reliable estimates of the 

likely traffic flows following implementation of the Roads of National Significance 

programme of works, which his modelling indicates would lead to intersections along the 

State Highway 1 eastbound along Vivian Street being likely to be overwhelmed. 

[412] Mr Cameron submitted that the modelling undertaken by Mr Foster had not been 

independently peer reviewed.
186

  We accept that an independent review can provide greater 

confidence, but regrettably that was not able to be done within the time and resources 

available to Mr Foster.  Strictly, some of the updating of the Transport Agency modelling 

was not peer reviewed either.
187

  Mr Cameron also noted that the Save the Basin model (T-

MODEL2) was developed using software that has now been superseded.  Mr Smith for the 

Board commented that the only place the T-MODEL-2 was still operational within New 

Zealand is in Palmerston North, and it is currently being replaced with a more sophisticated 

model (that is, Saturn).
 188

    

[413] Although Mr Smith
189

 raised a number of questions in relation to the Transport 

Agency’s modelling, he concluded that ... I am satisfied that a suitable level of validation has 

been achieved [for the WTSM Saturn model] and that ...  I am generally satisfied with the 

operation of the Paramics models used in the Basin Bridge application. 

[414] Overall, we are left with the impression that the traffic models used by Mr Dunlop 

and the Transport Agency are sophisticated and powerful tools, but it must be remembered 

that these tools are based on critical assumptions.  In particular, as Dr Lee
190

 (and several 

submitters) pointed out, the models assume that increasing population and households (a 

better indicator of trip demand) will lead to a commensurate increase in demand for vehicle 

trips, whereas the evidence is that in Wellington City, New Zealand as a whole, and for many 

western nations, vehicle trips have not been increasing at the same rate as population or 

household formation. We return to this later. 

Journey Time Savings and Journey Time Variability 

[415] The Applicant’s case is that the Basin Bridge Project is a stand alone project that 

would provide transportation benefits by itself, and would also enable much greater benefits 

in conjunction with other Wellington Roads of National Significance projects being 
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undertaken by the Transport Agency, some of which have already been approved, and 

improvements to public transport through the Basin Reserve area proposed by the Regional 

Council as set out in the Public Transport Spine Study.  

[416] The benefits of the Project would be gained primarily through journey time savings 

and a reduction in journey time variability.  These correlate directly to savings in vehicle 

operating costs and reduced emissions to air (through less fuel used), both of which are used 

in calculating benefits for benefit/cost analysis.  Journey time also correlates, but not in the 

same direct numerical way — to reduction in congestion — one of the stated objectives of the 

Project. 

[417] Mr Dunlop illustrated travel time savings in the following Figure 10:
191

 

 
 
Figure 10: State Highway 1 Westbound Journey Times for 2021. Source: Dunlop, EiC, Figure 8.1 

[418] As the Basin Bridge would carry westbound traffic, obviously it is the westbound 

journey times that would benefit most.  The Figure 10 above is similar to Figure 6 included 

above within the discussion of the present situation, except that it depicts only westbound 

journeys and does not include peak weekend flows.  The blue bars represent the do-minimum 

scenario, while the red bars depict the modelled situation with the Project works in place.  

Both relate to the modelled year 2021, with no duplication of the Mt Victoria Tunnel, but 

including traffic growth as predicted by the Transport Agency models. 

[419] Figure 10 relates to the section of State Highway 1 between Goa Street (off Ruahine 

Street) and Boulcott Street, while Figure 6 relates to the section from Evans Bay Parade to 

Willis Street.  This makes direct comparisons between existing journey times (Figure 6) and 
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modelled 2021 journey times (Figure 10) impossible but in combination the two figures 

provide useful information.  As in Figure 6, the black lines in Figure 10 represent variability 

in journey times.  

[420] As can be seen from Figure 10 the Project is anticipated by the Transport Agency to 

result in significant improvements in westbound State Highway 1 journey times of 

approximately 450 seconds (7.5 minutes) in the morning peak, with variability reduced to 

approximately three minutes from approximately 5.5 minutes in the do-minimum scenario.  

Figure 10 shows similar improvement in journey time and variability for the westbound 

evening peak (right hand bars in the diagram).  

[421] The traffic experts agreed at caucusing during the hearing that:
192

 

The experts agree that the Bridge component will result in 90 seconds of travel time 
savings for the SH1 westbound route in the AM peak in 2021. The opening of the 
third lane through the Memorial Park Underpass and the Taranaki Street (sic.) 
provides a six minute travel time savings for the SH1 westbound route in the AM peak 
in 2021. 

[422] This is significant because as noted above in the discussion of the relevant 

environment for assessment of the Project, the Buckle Street Underpass including the third 

lane is properly considered as part of the existing environment, and not part of the Project.   It 

can be noted that although the 90 seconds time saving would be created by the Basin Bridge 

it would not be experienced entirely on the Basin Bridge.   Part of the time saving would 

come from smoother flow of traffic through the Mt Victoria Tunnel (because traffic would be 

speeding up at the Basin Bridge rather than slowing down for the Paterson Street/Dufferin 

Street lights). 

[423] As can be seen from Figure 10, variability in the morning peak westbound journey 

would reduce with the Project to approximately three minutes from approximately 5.5 

minutes with the do-minimum scenario. 

[424] While this would be a significant reduction in variability, three minutes variability is 

still twice as long as the 90 seconds average time saving at morning peak time.  Westbound 

motorists would have a clear impression of saving time as they took the more direct route 

across the Basin Bridge, but the reality would be that often their journey would actually be no 

quicker than the average journey morning peak journey under the do-nothing scenario. 

                                                 
192
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[425] For the eastbound direction Mr Dunlop
193

 indicated that there would be an 

approximate 80 seconds reduction in State Highway 1 journey times in the evening peak, 

with a small improvement in variability.  This was questioned by Mr Foster
194

 on the basis 

that in his view the proposed bridge could do nothing to alleviate the bottleneck at the Mt 

Victoria Tunnel for eastbound journeys, however we understand it is predicted to come from 

time savings from the Vivian Street clearway and the upgraded Vivian Street/Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces/Pirie Street intersection.  

[426] Mr Dunlop
195

 provided more detailed breakdown of the S-Paramics modelling for the 

State Highway 1 eastbound and westbound morning peak flows in his third statement of 

supplementary evidence.  These are reproduced in Figure 11 below. Looking first at the 

eastbound travel times, the figure appears to suggest that Project including Taranaki and 

Vivian (the right hand blue bar) would result in slightly longer journey times than the Do 

Minimum plus Taranaki and Vivian (the second bar from the left of the figure). There will be 

a reason for this and it may well be plausible, but it is difficult to see why adding a faster 

grade separated route for westbound SH1 traffic would impede the eastbound State SH1 

traffic.  
 

Figure 11: SH1 Eastbound 2021. Source: Dunlop, Third Supplementary Evidence, Figure 1 
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[427] The substantial improvement in westbound State Highway 1 travel times, particularly 

at peak periods, resulting from works currently underway (six minutes in the AM peak) plus 

potentially a further 90 seconds from the Project, can be expected to encourage use of State 

Highway 1 instead of the alternative routes of Constable Street and Newtown or around the 

bays.
196

  This will have benefits for travel times and amenity on those routes.  The Transport 

Agency’s modelling does not predict big shifts in routes taken however, Technical Report 4 

reports that:
197

 links such as Oriental Bay (as an alternative to State Highway 1 via the Basin 

Reserve area), Victoria Street and Willis Street see only minor changes in traffic flows due to 

the introduction of the Basin Bridge Project. 

[428] Although the Transport Agency’s responsibility is primarily for state highways, the 

Agency also has responsibilities for other roads and all modes. Counsel and witnesses for the 

Transport Agency emphasised that the proposals represent a multi-modal, long-term 

approach.
198

 It was emphasised that grade separation provided by the proposed bridge 

effectively doubles the capacity of the intersections where State Highway east-west traffic 

has to be separated from north-south traffic with traffic signals. 

[429] The benefits for the north-south traffic flows are of particular interest to the City 

Council
199

 in relation to all modes, and the Regional Council particularly in relation to public 

transport.
200

  

[430] Mr Dunlop’s
201

 evidence was that evening peak journey times southbound between 

Courtenay Place and Hospital Road through the Basin would be reduced by approximately 

one minute (a 24% saving).  In the morning peak northbound the time saving would be nearly 

two minutes (a 39% saving) on average.  These savings took into account forecast increases 

in travel demand on the Adelaide Road and Kent/Cambridge Terraces corridor, in particular a 

30% increase in demand southbound predicted by 2021.  In this regard, Mr Dunlop noted: 

This increase is the most significant change on the local road network as a result of 
the Project and is largely attributed to the removal of the congestion within the Project 
area and traffic shifting from routes such as Webb/Taranaki/Wallace Streets. 
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[431] Figure 12 below shows variability and time savings for the north/south journey 

through the Basin Reserve roundabout predicted to have most improvement with the project 

— the morning peak northbound journey. 

Figure 12: Local North Bound 2021. Source: Dunlop, Third Supplementary Evidence, Figure 4 

[432] The second blue bar from the left shows the morning peak northbound journey time 

predicted for the do-minimum scenario with the Taranaki Street and Vivian Street 

improvements in place.  Interestingly those improvements, while providing journey time 

benefits for State Highway 1 traffic, increase the journey times for the morning peak 

northbound journey — see blue bar on the far left of Figure 12 above. 

[433] Comparing the second bar from the left with the comparable scenario with the Project 

(blue bar on the far right of Figure 12) the almost two minutes average journey time saving 

can be seen.  

[434] As with the journey time savings on the State Highway, the significance of the 

journey time savings for motorists on the north-south axis depends partly on the variability of 

travel times.  Figure 12 shows that the variability of this morning peak northbound journey is 

predicted to reduce from 320 seconds to 200 seconds.  This is a big reduction, but 200 

seconds variability (3.3 minutes) is still significant for a journey that would take only 190 

seconds (3.2 minutes) on average.  This means that the longer journeys within that range 

would still take longer than the shorter journeys within the variability of the do-minimum 

scenario. 
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[435] In all consideration of journey times it is important to bear in mind that the 

significance of a saving also depends partly on the length of the total journey under 

consideration.   For example, an average 90 seconds improvement to someone travelling from 

Kilbirnie to the CBD in the morning peak period has more significance in proportion to the 

journey than to someone travelling from the Airport to Porirua. 

[436] As Mr McCombs pointed out, although the focus was on journey time savings at peak 

times, the Project would also deliver smaller journey time savings at other times.  The 

modelling picks up all these savings for inclusion in the benefit/cost calculations. 

[437] It also has to be remembered too that with large volumes of traffic these time savings 

multiply up to large numbers, giving the benefit/cost ratios discussed later in this decision.  

The benefits of grade separation provided by the Project for public transport are discussed 

below under a separate heading. 

Effects on Public Transport  

[438] One of the objectives of the Project is: 

To support mobility and modal choices within Wellington City: 

 by providing opportunities for improved public transport, cycling and walking; 
and  

 by not constraining opportunities for future transport developments. 

[439] During the hearing (4
th

 March 2014) the Wellington Regional Transport Committee 

resolved to progress Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) as the preferred option for Wellington’s future 

public transport spine.  The Board understands BRT does not necessarily imply continuous 

exclusive bus lanes along entire corridors.  Rather, what is intended is increased priority over 

general traffic, including additional bus lanes, introduced progressively, along with more 

comfortable and probably larger buses.  

[440] Seven bus routes pass through the Basin Reserve roundabout on the north-south axis, 

making this the third busiest bus route in Wellington.  About 20% of people traversing the 

Basin Reserve on this axis in the morning and evening peak periods do so by bus.
202

 There 

are continuous peak period bus lanes on Kent Terrace, Cambridge Terrace, and Adelaide 

Road at present.  The Project proposes partial bus lanes around the northeast, southeast, and 

northwest corners of the roundabout.  
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[441] Figure 13 below shows the modelled improvements in journey times through the 

Basin Reserve for buses with the Project in place.  

 

Figure 13: Southbound Bus Routes 2021 Travel Times (Left) and Northbound Bus Routes 2021 Travel 
Times (Right). Source: Technical Report Technical Report Technical Report 4, Page 100, Figure 4–61 
(Left) and Figure 4–62 (Right). 

[442] These projections are based on multiple runs of the S-Paramics model for the sections 

of the route from Adelaide Road to Cambridge Terrace (Douglas Street pedestrian crossing) 

and Kent Terrace to Adelaide Road (Girton Terrace pedestrian crossing).  Mr Dunlop 

subsequently (third supplementary statement of evidence) produced data showing that the do-

minimum times in the morning peak are between ten and twenty seconds less if the do-

minimum includes the Taranaki Street and Vivian Street works.  

[443] It can be seen from the Figure 13 above that both the southbound and northbound 

journey times improve substantially by about 1 minute in the morning peak, while in the 

evening peak the northbound bus journeys are reduced by approximately 39 seconds and 

southbound journeys and 51 seconds, in the evening peak.  Technical Report 4
203

 also 

indicates that journey time variability would decrease from the do-minimum variability in the 

morning peak of about 60 seconds to 38 seconds northbound and 18 seconds southbound.  In 

the evening peak the modelling predicts the do-minimum scenario would have variability of 

about 76 seconds northbound and 66 seconds southbound, which would reduce to 23 seconds 

northbound and 19 seconds southbound.  

                                                 
203
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[444] These journey time savings would improve public transport through the project area, 

thus meeting the first part of the Project’s public transport objective quoted above.  None of 

the experts suggested the partial bus lanes proposed and modelled would constrain future 

transport developments, (which we take to mean developments for all modes), so we are 

satisfied that the Project would also meet the second part of that objective.   

[445] Looking specifically at the main commuter flows —  north in the morning and south 

in the evening — the journey time savings predicted for public transport in 2021 are less than 

the predicted journey time savings for general traffic, suggesting that the improvement for 

public transport would be unlikely to encourage mode shift: 

 

 Public Transport General Traffic 

Morning AM Peak 
Northbound 

1 minute 2 minutes 

Evening PM Peak 
Southbound 

51 seconds 1 minute 

[446] Consideration of public transport at the hearing ranged more widely than 

consideration of what is actually proposed by the Project.  As recorded in the planning 

witnesses Second Joint Witness Statement
204

, one of the main strategic themes in the 

statutory instruments is to: 

Reduce severe road congestion, improve mode share of public transport, walking 
and cycling, and reduce private car mode share. [our emphasis] 

[447] These intentions are carried through into quite a number of planning documents such 

as the Public Transport Spine Study discussed in Mr Aburn’s evidence. 

[448] None of the expert witnesses provided us with an estimate of the likely effect of these 

journey time improvements on bus patronage.  Shorter and more reliable journey times could 

only make public transport more attractive, but to achieve mode shift public transport has to 

be made relatively more attractive.  Mr Smith indicated:
205

 

In terms of the way in which transport models handle such situations there would be – 
the private vehicle mode would probably be more attractive than the public transport 
mode it there was even reduction in travel time. And I would suggest that that would 
also probably reflect what happens in the real world if such a hypothetical situation 
did eventuate. 

                                                 
204
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[449] Dr Lee put it as follows:
206

 

...if you speed up the car traffic and enable slightly faster public transport, that doesn’t 
mean an increase in public transport.  It might mean the reverse and more detail is 
needed to know. 

[450] He also expressed the view that from his experience in the United States travel time is 

less significant for public transport users than other factors such as waiting time (headway 

between buses), the standard of waiting conditions, reliability of service (which would be 

assisted by reduced variability of journey time discussed above), real time information and 

technology such as mobile phone applications. 

[451] Mr Troy’s evidence for the Regional Council noted:
207

 

Increased peak period public transport mode share is one of the key outcomes 
sought by the Wellington RLTS (Regional Land Transport Strategy) Section 6, 
outcome 1.1. The related outcomes include reduced public transport journey times 
compared to travel by private car (Wellington RLTS, Section 6, 1.4) and increased 
public transport reliability (Wellington RLTS, Section 6, 1.5). 

[452] Mr Conway’s closing submissions for the Regional Council noted at [12] that: 

Mr Troy’s evidence is that continuous dedicated bus lanes around the Basin Reserve 
are necessary in order to achieve the performance and economic benefits of BRT. 
(Bus Rapid Transit). 

[453] In order to achieve this, Mr Troy recommended ... that there be an express 

requirement that the detailed design of the Proposal must provide for consistency with the 

preferred option for the PT Spine Study once that is confirmed, noting that this would be 

achieved through the proposed Network Integration Plan.
208

  We see a major obstacle to such 

a condition in that in the absence of information about what sort of Bus Rapid Transit system 

is intended and the timing, it cannot be modelled by the Transport Agency or anyone else, so 

we cannot assess the impact of such a requirement. 

[454] Mr Foster, who has had considerable experience co-ordinating the various bodies with 

roading responsibilities expressed the view that the idea that BRT issues could be resolved 

through agreement to a Network Integration Plan was absurd because there are ... three 
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parties with different objectives and there is fundamental tension between the three of 

them....
209

 We agree. 

[455] Counsel for the main opposition groups argued the Basin Bridge can be properly 

assessed only as part of a package including the BRT proposal and the Mt Victoria Tunnel 

duplication including widening of Ruahine Street and Wellington Road.  That may be the 

case, but we have to assess the Project before us. 

[456] There can be no doubt that grade separation and substantially reduced traffic flowing 

around the Basin would make it easier to provide continuous bus lanes but we cannot 

speculate that this would happen if the Basin Bridge was built, just as we cannot speculate 

that Mr Foster’s BRREO Option (which he maintains would also allow for bus lanes, at least 

until the possible second tunnel was built, would be implemented if the Project is rejected.  A 

decision might be made by the three roading authorities to favour BRT over general traffic to 

encourage mode shift, or the balance might be the partial bus lanes shown in the drawings for 

the proposal as notified and modelled. 

[457] As the transportation witnesses noted in the Joint Witness Statement – Transportation 

Planning:
210

 

There were significant differences of view between experts for STB and MVRA and 
experts for NZTA, GWRC and WCC on the expected extent of the adverse effects on 
public transport and the extent of upgrading works necessarily to mitigate them if 
grade separation does not occur. Experts for NZTA, GWRC and WCC consider the 
effects would be serious and require grade separation to meet the Project objectives 
and deliver the required levels of service. Experts for STB and MVRA consider that 
existing capacity constraints at the Roundabout are not so serious as to require grade 
separation, and can be addressed by upgrading the Roundabout with additional 
lanes, including bus lanes, and some changes to traffic management arrangements. 
Experts for STB stated that they accept the NZTA Proposal as the best option of the 
alternatives considered, but noted that their alternative was not considered by NZTA, 
and is better because it would avoid the significant adverse environmental effects of a 
major bridge structure and the cost of the alternative would be minimal compared to 
the Project’s cost. 

[458] We are satisfied the improved journey times discussed earlier would improve journey 

times for buses passing through the Basin Reserve area.  The Transport Agency’s modelling 

shows that the partial bus lanes proposed as part of the Project would not prevent other 

vehicular traffic also gaining similar time savings.  We can accept that the increased priority 

for public transport provided by the Project could be viewed as a precursor to BRT promoted 
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by the Regional Council, but we have no evidence about the effect of what is proposed here 

on mode share, which is an objective of the planning documents.  

Effects on Minor Roads and Specific Properties 

[459] The Project involves State Highway 1 and the transecting arterial local roads but 

alterations to other roads are necessary with consequential transportation effects.  There are 

also some private properties potentially adversely affected by proposed changes to traffic 

circulation, parking and access.  Other potential adverse effects on private properties such as 

construction effects are discussed separately in this decision. 

[460] The Project includes the upgrading of capacity at the Vivian Street/Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces/Pirie Street intersection.  Vivian Street from Tory Street to Cambridge 

Terrace would become a clearway at morning and afternoon peak times, with three moving 

lanes instead of two.  A median between Kent and Cambridge Terraces would be cut back to 

provide for an appropriate radius for the right turn lane to turn into Kent Terrace.  The 

existing single lane providing for vehicles exiting Pirie Street to turn right or left would be 

supplemented by a new left turn lane.  This would allow more vehicles to clear the Pirie 

Street stop line at each phase of the lights.  This was described as a mitigation measure by Mr 

Blackmore
211

 and Mr Dunlop
212

 because it would mitigate delays caused by construction 

activity and would mitigate the effect of the proposed rearrangement of the Ellice 

Street/Hania Street intersection.  

[461] As noted in Mr Dunlop’s evidence:
213

 

8.22 The only movement restricted as a result of the Project will be the movement 
from Ellice to Hania Street. 

[462] While it will still be possible for vehicles to enter and exit Hania Street from Ellice 

Street (left in, left out), Ellice Street beyond the Ellice Street/Hania Street intersection will be 

one way east (uphill) preventing vehicles from coming down Ellice Street and turning right 

into Hania Street.  Vehicles, including school buses, would however be able to turn left 

before this one way section to join traffic heading for the tunnel or to continue across to a 

new slow lane leading to Dufferin Street.  
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[463] In Mr Dunlop’s view the present street layout in this vicinity is not very safe but after 

listening to a considerable amount of cross-examination about the proposed layout, the Board 

concludes that the proposed layout also has potential difficulties
214

.  The Transport Agency’s 

position on this and some other design issues is that would be resolved through the Network 

Integration Plan required by the conditions.  That may well be the case, but we are uneasy 

about assuming that because it is likely solutions would require compromises involving other 

design elements such as landscaping, with flow-on effects. 

[464] Turning to transportation effects on specific properties, the proposed rearrangement of 

the Ellice Street/Hania Street junction would affect the operation of the business on the 

northeast corner, Regional Wines and Spirits Ltd.  The closing submissions for the Transport 

Agency reported:
 215

 

Agreement has been reached which resolves all of this party’s concerns, with the 
exception of the final layout of the car park. The parties have agreed to address this 
matter in final design, and the Transport Agency has agreed to support this party 
applying to WCC for an encroachment license to extend the car park. This however is 
recognised as being outside the Board’s jurisdiction. 

[465] We accept that with an encroachment of less than a metre at the expense of footpath 

width it would be possible to provide a workable car park layout without the present 

access/egress to Ellice Street, which would have to be removed for the Project.  

[466] Similarly, in relation to St Joseph’s Church, Mr Robinson, indicated in his closing 

submissions for the Church that as a result of revised conditions and through an enforceable 

agreement, all of the Church’s issues are resolved except for their concern about the elevated 

shared pathway.  

[467] Another specific property potentially affected by the proposed street layout with the 

Project is Zena Court, at 11 Dufferin Street.  The Zena Court Body Corporate submission 

(103445) raised concerns about the proposed design of the area on Dufferin Street where 

parents drop off and collect St Mark’s School and Wellington College pupils.  The Body 

Corporate’s representative, Ms Pawson, described existing problems with parking in front of 

the Zena Court garage entrances.  The Project may provide the opportunity to improve this 

situation; certainly there is nothing proposed that would exacerbate it.  
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[468] Overall, we are satisfied that the adverse access effects on minor roads and individual 

properties would not be significant compared to other adverse and positive transportation 

effects of the Project.  They would arise primarily because of the complexity of design 

needed to accommodate the Basin Bridge at the north-east quadrant of the Basin, and might 

be able to be resolved through further design work. 

Effects on Cycle and Pedestrian Routes 

[469] One of the objectives of the Project is: 

To support mobility and modal choices within Wellington City: 

 by providing opportunities for improved public transport, cycling and walking; 
[our emphasis] 

[470] The proposals for improving routes for cyclist and pedestrians are shown in the plan 

in Figure 14 below. 

Figure 14: Proposed Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities. Source: Technical Report 4, , Figure 4-57
216

, Pg. 93.  
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[471] It is the case of the Transport Agency that the proposed pedestrian and cycle facilities 

would have significant benefits, and the phrase “multi-modal solution” was featured often in 

submissions and cross-examination.   

[472] According to Mr Dunlop
217

 they would provide a more integrated and connected 

solution for walking and cycling through the Basin Reserve area.  Mr Kelly
218

 explained that 

benefits would arise from: 

3.12 … 

a. the removal of a significant volume of traffic from the Basin Reserve 
gyratory system, leading to reduced severance; 

b. specific measures to accommodate and improve conditions for 
pedestrians and cyclists; and  

c. reduced traffic volumes on routes more remote from the immediate are 
(such as John Street, upper Taranaki Street and Oriental Parade), 
resulting in improved amenity and reduced severance. 

3.13 Together, these benefits are likely to encourage the uptake of these modes of 
transportation....I consider it likely that the current severance leads to some 
suppression of walking and cycling activity. 

[473] We consider Mr Kelly’s points (a) and (b) in turn below.  Like most matters relating 

to transportation effects of the Project, they are contested.   

[474] In relation to point (c), there can be no doubt that any reduction in traffic on more 

remote roads through diversion of traffic towards the project area would improve those routes 

from the perspective of cyclists and pedestrians.  However, there was no evidence on what 

reductions could be expected from the Project.   

[475] The issue of suppressed demand for cycling and walking raised by Mr Kelly is 

interesting.   

[476] We have already recorded in the discussion about the present situation in the Basin 

Reserve area above, that the Transport Agency’s own surveys have shown a dramatic 

increase in walking and cycling in the last five years.  Mr Morgan, who appeared on behalf of 

the Cycling Advocates Network Inc submitted that this is part of a trend in Wellington and 

other New Zealand cities for cycling to become more mainstream.
219

  He noted that the 2013 
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Census records that there has been a 73% increase in cycling in Wellington City (since the 

2006 Census). 

[477] We find it surprising that the Transport Agency does not appear to have examined the 

possible implications of this.  Perhaps it is a passing fad; but perhaps not.  The City Council’s 

latest Annual Plan substantially increases funding for new cycleways (to $4.3 million), with 

an initial emphasis on a route from Island Bay to the CBD, through or near the project area.  

Modal shift to public transport and the active modes is a consistent objective of the 

transportation strategy documents listed above and could significantly affect the need for the 

Project and the projected transportation benefits of the Project. 

[478] At least a dozen of the submitters who made representations at the hearing mentioned 

that they regularly cycle or walk through the project area.  We made a point of asking them 

what routes they used and why, and asked for their opinions about the proposed changes to 

walking and cycling facilities. 

[479] Returning to Mr Kelly’s point (a) — the benefit for cyclists and pedestrians of 

substantially reduced traffic circulating the Basin roundabout — we accept that this could 

only be positive, as in the case of remote roads where traffic might be reduced as a result of 

the Project.  However several witnesses questioned whether this would be significant, and 

also commented on the related question of whether additional traffic and a third circulating 

lane under the BRREO Option would be adverse for cyclists and pedestrians.  The main 

concern was the ease of crossing from Adelaide Road to the Basin Reserve. 

[480] Mr Young’s view was that the reduced wait time at this crossing possible with the 

Project would not be a significant factor.
220

  Ms McCredie expressed the view that the 

amount of circulating traffic does not deter pedestrians and cyclists because with a light 

controlled crossing the traffic volume does not matter.
221

   On the other hand Ms Turvey 

considered that with the BRREO Option the additional lane to cross would problematic for 

walkers, cyclists and disabled people.
 222

  

[481] In response to a question from the Board about the Adelaide Road/Rugby Street 

intersection Mr Durdin noted
223

 that the intersection is a simple one because it is a T-
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intersection with Rugby Street traffic moving only one way, and that the BRREO 

configuration would not be dissimilar from the present.   

[482] Our conclusion is that the reduction of traffic circulating the roundabout would 

provide more of an amenity benefit for cyclists and pedestrians than a significant transport 

benefit, and if it encouraged more cyclists to use the road rather than cycle through the Basin 

Reserve it would have an adverse safety effect. 

[483] We will now discuss the various elements of the proposals for improved facilities for 

cyclists and pedestrians shown on the plan. 

[484] The major new element is the proposed shared cyclepath/footpath along the northern 

side of the Basin Bridge.  There was a great deal of discussion at the hearing about the 

adequacy of the proposed three metres width from a safety perspective, which is closely 

related to the likely levels of use (greater use leads to more concern about safety).  Without 

any estimates of likely use it is impossible for the Board to come to a conclusion about this. 

[485] As for the transport benefit of the facility, as Mr Dunlop acknowledged
224

 there is 

unlikely to be much demand for it unless the Mt Victoria Tunnel is duplicated and provides a 

much more attractive connection with the eastern suburbs than the shared path through the 

present tunnel.   Benefits at that time are not benefits of this Project. 

[486] Like the shared pathway on the bridge itself, all of the proposed facilities for 

pedestrians and cyclists are shared paths.  The representatives of cyclists’ and pedestrians’ 

interest groups (Mr Burgess for Cycle Aware Inc, Mr Morgan for Cycling Advocates 

Network Inc, and Ms Blake and Mr Andrew Smith for Living Streets Aotearoa) all expressed 

support in principle for upgrading of facilities, but all of them also expressed reservations 

about shared paths, primarily on safety grounds.  It is recorded in the Joint Witness Statement 

on Pedestrian Issues of 25
th

 March 2013: 

2.3   As is of the opinion that turning a footpath into a shared path reduces the 
Level of Service for pedestrians.  This applies to all the paths in this project 
and those mentioned in this document. 

[487] The shared path through the Basin Reserve itself shown on the plan is existing.  There 

are separate, parallel crossings from Adelaide Road to the Reserve and separate openings in 

the Reid Gates. The shared crossings of Kent and Cambridge Terraces are also existing.   
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[488] It is proposed that the footpath around the perimeter of the Basin Reserve on the 

eastern side would become a shared path.  While that raises the potential for conflicts with 

pedestrians, it would provide an off-road route for cyclists on the days when the route 

through the reserve is unavailable and at night when the reserve is closed.  A new signalised 

crossing is proposed across Dufferin Street, linking this shared path with the crossing at the 

foot of Paterson Street. Although it is difficult to see much demand for that link, it can only 

be positive. 

[489] Other existing footpaths are proposed to become shared paths: the footpath from 

Sussex Street along the south side of Buckle Street to Tasman Street and the path around 

Bogart’s Corner (Kent Terrace to Ellis Street).  The existing shared path coming out of the 

Mt Victoria Tunnel would continue as a shared path down to Ellis Street, providing a 

continuous off-road link for cyclists from the tunnel to Kent and Cambridge Terraces, but 

introducing potential conflicts with pedestrians. 

[490] A new shared path is proposed adjacent to the new slow road link between Ellice 

Street and the Paterson Street/Dufferin Street intersection.  There was criticism at the hearing 

of both the slow road and the shared path in relation to safety and functionality but both are 

needed to maintain an important connection. 

[491] To reach this shared path from the tunnel path cyclists and pedestrians would have to 

travel 150 metres further than at present so there might be a need to erect barriers to prevent 

people from cutting directly across Paterson Street.  

[492] A network of shared paths in an irregular zigzag pattern is proposed through the 

extension to the NWM Park, together with some sections exclusively for pedestrians.  

Pedestrians would have a route between Cambridge Terrace and Tory Street that is as direct 

as the present footpath, but with some steps.  Cyclists currently have no off-street route in this 

area so the zigzag path is an improvement.  The zigzag shared path would require cyclists to 

make five or six sharp turns however and Mr Burgess indicated at the hearing that he had 

asked for a steeper but more direct route. 

[493] Finally, it can be noted that the Project includes partial bus lanes as shown in green on 

the plan of proposed pedestrian and cycle facilities.  Cyclists are permitted to use bus lanes so 

these would improve the situation for cyclists who prefer to cycle around rather than through 

the Basin Reserve. 
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[494] In summary, the Project would make some improvements for circulation of cyclists 

and pedestrians in the Basin Reserve area, but as these are mostly in the form of shared paths 

they would introduce potential conflicts between these modes, especially if these modes 

continue to increase in popularity.  We do not see this package of proposals as a truly multi-

modal, integrated, long term solution for cycling and walking in the project area.  While the 

the Transport Agency is not responsible for co-ordinating cycling and pedestrian facilities 

beyond the project area, we understand the frustration of cycling advocates epitomised in this 

extract from Mr Morgan’s cross-examination:
225

 

There’s an opportunity at the north end of the Basin where there’s a slip road.  That 
could be deleted to provide a better connection from the Basin to Kent and 
Cambridge Terrace.  Kent and Cambridge are among the widest road corridor in 
Wellington.  It is bizarre how there seems to be room for three traffic lanes in each 
direction, car parking on both sides, generous footpaths but somehow we still can’t fit 
in any protective bicycle lanes. 

Safety Effects 

[495] One of the objectives of the Project is: 

To improve the resilience, efficiency and reliability of the state highway network: 

 by improving the safety for traffic and persons using this part of the SH1 
corridor 

[496] It is the case of Transport Agency the Project would fulfil this objective.  Although 

this objective refers specifically to the State Highway corridor, the purpose of the Act set out 

in section 5 includes health and safety everywhere and the evidence related to safety on all 

the roads, cycle paths and footpaths affected by the Project.  

[497] Technical Report 4 provided a detailed analysis of the data from the Transport 

Agency’s Crash Analysis System for the five year period between 1 April 2007 and 31 March 

2012.  This analysis concluded as follows:
226

 

Crashes occurring within the gyratory are unlikely to involve serious injury. The low 
speed, congested environment means that the majority of crashes are typically non-
injury and are of the rear end/obstruction crash type. 

In general, environmental conditions are not a significant factor in the Project Area’s 
crash history. 

Pedestrians and cyclists account for 6% of all road users involved in crashes within 
the Project Area. The mode split for pedestrians and cyclists is approximately 13% 
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indicating that proportionally the number of crashes involving pedestrians and cyclists 
is low for the area. 

More crashes occur at intersections around the Basin Reserve than mid-block. 
Conflict occurs between a variety of transport modes and desired movements on a 
daily basis at these locations.  

[498] At the hearing Mr Dunlop
227

, updated the crash data from that provided in Technical 

Report 4 (2007-2011) to the most recent data (2009-2013).  While of course all accidents are 

significant for the people involved, the small numbers of fatal, serious, and even minor 

accidents, coupled with the short time period reported, makes it impossible to draw any 

statistically valid conclusions about trends. In particular, we do not see the fact that four of 

the six serious injuring accidents recorded in the five year period occurred last year and all 

involved pedestrians as indicating that the Basin Reserve area has suddenly become more 

dangerous, especially for pedestrians. 

[499] Applying the Transport Agency’s High Risk Intersection Guide (July 2013) Mr 

Dunlop noted that all four of the major intersections in the Basin Reserve vicinity 

(Adelaide/Rugby, Taranaki/Buckle, Kent/Vivian, and Paterson/Dufferin) are high or medium-

high risk intersections, meaning they are in the worst 5% (approximately) nationally.
228

  All 

of these intersections would also be in the top 5% of intersections in terms of traffic flow, so 

it would be surprising if they did not have accident rates typical of these busiest intersections.  

No specific concerns about the existing configuration of the roundabout or approach roads 

have been identified. 

[500] Mr Young
229

 responded to a question about the safety of the Basin as follows: 

...  and in that regard some comment was made yesterday, or at some stage, about 
whether the existing roundabout is safe. I did a little bit of work on that and one of the 
curious things is that in fact under the standard formulas for predicting accidents on 
roundabouts the roundabout has accidents of about a quarter of what would normally 
be predicted. It is a relatively safe roundabout. 

[501] The important question however is whether the Project would reduce the accident 

rates.  The Transport Agency’s case was that diversion of approximately half of the traffic 

currently circulating the Basin onto the Basin Bridge would have safety benefits.  We have no 

doubt that substantially reducing the number of potential accident-producing conflicts 

between vehicles and between vehicles and cyclists and pedestrians through grade separation 

could only reduce the accident rates significantly.   
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[502] How much reduction could be expected was not estimated by any of the witnesses but 

it would be reasonable to assume that the two intersections where flows would be 

substantially reduced (Adelaide/Rugby and Paterson/Dufferin) would experience lower 

accident rates typical of urban intersections with those flows and pedestrian crossing 

arrangements.  

[503] The Tory-Tasman Streets/Buckle St intersection will be eliminated by the National 

War Memorial Underpass.  That will remove the potential for vehicle intersection accidents 

at that point, although pedestrians and cyclists will still have to cross the proposed slow road 

section of Tory-Tasman Streets at grade.  As noted above, the underpass is part of the 

baseline of committed works so this safety improvement is not attributable to the Project. 

[504] Mr Durdin expressed concern over a proposed amendment to the Project that would 

provide for the left hand lane in the Buckle Street Underpass to provide for left turns into 

Taranaki Street, instead of being just a through lane.
230

  In his opinion this would 

significantly increase the amount of weaving on Buckle Street within the underpass...and 

inevitably lead to more crashes.   

[505] Although the Buckle Street Underpass is part of the baseline for considering the 

Project, Mr Durdin indicated that this issue would be created by the Basin Bridge.  He 

accepted that if traffic took the longer route around the Basin, there would be more time to 

weave into the correct lane before turning into the underpass, whereas there is no way that a 

vehicle coming across the bridge can be in the correct lane if they wish to turn left into 

Taranaki Street.
231

 

[506] Mr Durdin accepted that if there was room for a left turn pocket for vehicles coming 

out of the underpass and turning left into Taranaki Street that would partly address his 

concern that provision for left turns would reduce the through capacity.
232

  He indicated 

however that a left turn pocket would not address the weaving within the underpass safety 

issue. 

[507] Sixty-seven submitters questioned the safety of the proposed Basin Bridge.
233

 The 

evidence was that the structure would have a design speed of 60kph and a posted speed limit 

of 50kph.
234

  Cyclists would not be permitted to use the vehicle carriageway and the shared 
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cycle/pedestrian path along the northern side of the bridge would be separated by a concrete 

crash barrier.  While vehicles on the Basin Bridge would not have to negotiate intersections, 

speeds would be higher than current speeds around the Basin so any accidents would be 

likely to be more serious.  There was no evidence attempting to quantify this. 

[508] Another safety issue relating to the Basin Bridge raised by submitters was the 

question of wind effects, which are discussed in a separate section of this decision. The 

structural integrity of the Basin Bridge in a major earthquake was questioned by some 

submitters, together with an associated concern that the Basin Bridge could impede 

emergency vehicles in the event of an earthquake or even a serious accident.
235

   The 

Transport Agency’s evidence was that the Basin Bridge would be designed to withstand a 

very major earthquake.
236

  The experience in Christchurch was that some overbridges built to 

lesser standards were damaged but did not collapse.
237

  The Basin Bridge would not have 

space for vehicles to pull over for emergency vehicles, whether the traffic was flowing or not, 

so we accept that it would introduce a (small) risk that emergency vehicles could be impeded.  

[509] The Traffic and Transportation Effects Peer Review provided by Abley 

Transportation Consultants (revised version 13 January 2014) noted that the Project has been 

subject to an independent safety review (and three addendums) by Traffic Planning 

Consultants Ltd, which identified a total of 10 concerns.
238

  The Peer Reviewers agreed with 

the safety audit findings.  The safety concerns were discussed at a meeting of experts held on 

the 5
th

 February 2014 and a Joint Witness Statement recorded:
239

 

There are issues that have not been resolved relating to: 

 Safety and legibility for vehicles and pedestrians accessing and using the link 
road from Ellis Street 

 The need to provide efficient passenger transport access to schools 

 Community and business access 

 Relative attractiveness (and extent of use) of the link road when compared to 
Pirie Street   

[510] The Joint Witness Statement then recorded that the experts disagreed about whether 

all the safety issues could be resolved through a further design phase and/or through the 

proposed Network Integration Plan.
240

  If there were obvious solutions they would have been 
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incorporated into the Project over the last few months but we accept that there probably are 

solutions, even if they require some compromises about what can be provided.  We cannot 

assess the effects of such compromises for things such as landscaping. 

[511] An example of this is the proposed path to be shared by slow moving vehicles and 

pedestrians and cyclists through the entry plaza between the Northern Gateway Building and 

the Basin Bridge.  There are conflicting aspirations for traffic and amenity here, and having 

observed the amount of traffic using the present link in the evening peak period and the 

number of pedestrians and cyclists using the crossing through it we would be surprised if the 

proposed arrangement could operate safely. 

[512] This was a concern raised in the submission from the Automobile Association.  Mr 

David Gray, an engineer with considerable experience in risk assessment of roading 

proposals, appeared for the Automobile Association and explained the concern as follows:
241

 

Our concern with this raised platform at the north end of the basin is that it is basically 
a safety risk for those pedestrians and cyclists who exit the basin. At the moment 
there is good visibility there but when the basin flyover is constructed, as motorists try 
and look north, in certain times of the day, their view of traffic would be shaded and 
our concern is that they will be concentrating hard to see if there are cars coming 
down Kent Terrace they might actually miss pedestrians and cyclists basically about 
to walk out in front of them. 

[513] There is similarly an unresolved conflict in relation to the proposed three metre width 

of the pedestrian/cyclist shared path part of the Basin Bridge.  The peer reviewers and 

advocacy spokespersons for both cyclists and pedestrians expressed concern about the safety 

of this, given the speed differential of cyclists and pedestrians
242

, but the Transport Agency 

position remains that it is adequate.
243

  Any increased width would have implications for the 

fine edge to the Basin Bridge promoted by the designers and there is little space for a wider 

path at the eastern end in the vicinity of St Joseph’s Church.  

[514] The concern about the safety of the proposed shared footpath/cycleway on the Bridge 

expressed by advocacy groups and some individual submitters
244

 extended to all the other 

proposed shared paths: the link between Ellis Street and Dufferin Street under the Basin 

Bridge, the zig-zag path through the extension of the NWM Park, and the proposal to convert 

the footpath around the eastern side of the roundabout (next to the Basin Reserve itself) to a 

shared facility. 
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[515] Clearly separate paths are desirable, but from a safety perspective any cycle path that 

allows cyclists to avoid sharing space with motor vehicles can be expected to prevent serious 

accidents.  Accidents involving cyclists and pedestrians are likely to be relatively less serious.    

[516] Overall, we are satisfied that the Project would have a positive outcome for the safety 

of people moving through the Basin Reserve area. 

Summary of Transportation Effects 

[517] The joint witness statements from the expert planners record almost complete 

agreement about which statutory instruments and statutory and non-statutory documents are 

relevant to our consideration of transportation effects. These inform our consideration of 

effects by indicating what the Regional Council and the City Council in particular have 

identified as important transportation and land use objectives.   

[518] It is clear from the evidence about these documents that there is a consistent policy 

framework identifying the Basin Reserve area as an important node on a nationally 

significant corridor.   The policy framework identifies that good transport facilities for all 

modes on both the State Highway East-West axis and the local arterial North-South axis are 

needed to implement urban growth spine and public transport spine intentions. 

[519] The Project has been put forward on the basis that it is a multi-modal, long term, 

integrated solution and is part of a sequence of road improvements along the Wellington 

Northern Corridor, most of which are consented and some of which are under construction.  

The evidence was that much or even most of the transport benefits from the Basin Bridge 

Project depend on completion of that sequence of road improvements and can be regarded as 

contingent benefits.   

[520] The Transport Agency estimates that at present the State Highway corridor eastbound 

in the project area and either side operates in the morning and afternoon peak periods at Level 

of Service C (stable operation, below capacity) except for the approach to the Mt Victoria 

Tunnel and within the tunnel.  The State Highway westbound operates in the peak periods at 

Level of Service C except for within the tunnel, at Dufferin Street, and on Rugby Street after 

the Adelaide Road intersection where traffic backs up from the Buckle Street/Tory Street 

intersection. 
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[521] The Transport Agency accept that the environment for considering the effects of the 

Project includes improvements to the Inner City Bypass and the Buckle Street/Taranaki Street 

intersection currently being constructed and the three-lane Buckle Street Underpass. 

[522] There is dispute over whether the transportation models used by the Transport Agency 

adequately represent the likely future traffic environment and overstate the benefits of the 

project.   It was agreed by the experts however that the Project would deliver about 90 

seconds reduction in average travel time for westbound morning peak traffic in 2021, with 

variability reducing from 5.5 minutes to three minutes.   

[523] For the eastbound State Highway traffic the Transport Agency anticipate that the 

Project (specifically the Vivian Street peak times clearway and the improved Vivian 

Street/Kent and Cambridge Terraces/Pirie Street intersection) would deliver in 2021 a 

reduction in average travel time in the evening peak of about 1.3 minutes, with a small 

reduction in variability. 

[524] The Transport Agency predicts the Project would deliver journey time saving on the 

North-South local arterial roads as follows: 

[a] Southbound morning peak: almost two minutes; 

[b] Southbound evening peak:  approximately one minute; and 

[c] Northbound morning peak: almost two minutes. 

[525] Variability on this north–south axis is predicted to reduce by up to two minutes. 

[526] Journey time savings and variability of journey times for the north-south public 

transport route through the project area were modelled separately by the Transport Agency.   

It is predicted that in the morning peak periods both northbound and southbound journey 

times for buses would improve in 2021 by about a minute on average.   For the evening peak 

period northbound journey times would improve by about 39 seconds, while southbound 

journeys would improve by about 51 seconds.  Variability would reduce by up to 53 seconds 

(evening peak northbound).  

[527] The Project would make some improvements for circulation of cyclists and 

pedestrians in the Basin Reserve area, but as these are mostly in the form of shared paths they 

would introduce potential conflicts between these modes.   The benefits of the major new 
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facility — the shared cycleway/walkway part of the Basin Bridge structure — are mostly 

contingent on a better connection eastwards as part of a second Mt Victoria Tunnel. 

[528] Improvements in safety (fewer crashes) can be expected to result from the substantial 

reduction in traffic diverted from the Basin Reserve roundabout onto the proposed bridge.  

No estimate of this was provided.  There is a concern about the increased weaving within the 

Buckle Street Underpass that could be expected if provision is made for the left lane to allow 

left turns into Taranaki Street. Several other safety concerns are expected to be resolved 

through detailed design, but there will remain a general concern about the safety of shared 

paths for cyclists and pedestrians.  Overall, we are satisfied that the Project would have an 

overall positive outcome for the safety of people moving through the Basin Reserve area. 

[529] There would be some adverse access effects on minor roads and for access and 

parking for individual properties, but these would not be significant compared to other 

adverse and positive transportation effects of the Project.  They would arise primarily because 

of the complexity of design needed to accommodate the Basin Bridge at the north-east 

quadrant of the Basin, and might be able to be resolved through further design work.  We 

note that side agreements have been reached with two of the most affected properties — 

Regional Wines and Spirits Ltd and St Joseph’s Church — resolving most matters for those 

parties. 

Underlying Assumptions about Traffic Growth 

[530] A number of submissions questioned the assumption in the traffic modelling that 

projected growth in population and the number of households will lead to a commensurate 

increase in motor vehicle trips. 

[531] Dr Lee’s evidence was that per capita vehicle kilometres travelled per year has been 

declining in the United States and in New Zealand and he provided some data and 

explanations.  Later in the hearing, Mr Bruce (an individual submitter, but a regional 

councillor) produced a bar graph prepared by the Regional Council showing that total annual 

kilometres travelled in the Wellington Region has been consistently about 1.85 billion vehicle 

kilometres per year between 2001/2002 and 2011/2012, despite population growth.   

[532] On the other hand, Mr Kelly presented data from the ANZ Truckometer reports
245

 in 

response to the issues raised by Dr Lee, for example, to establish a link between traffic flows 
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recorded at 11 recording sites nationally and the state of the economy (gross domestic 

product.).  Mr Kelly considered this linkage to be more that [sic] correlation, it’s 

causation.246  Further, Mr Kelly made reference to the regional statistics collected by the 

Regional Council, which include a measure of State Highway traffic in relation to Gross 

Domestic Product (as a ratio).  It was his assertion that the data shows the ratio has not 

materially changed in the last few years, and is a fairly constant line.  However, when we 

questioned Mr Kelly on the variables used
247

, he said it used State Highway flows — so 

traffic volumes rather than vehicle kilometres travelled.  He went on to say:248  

…  in general the VKT, the vehicle kilometre travelled figures come from traffic counts 
multiplied by length of the road. So I would be interested to look more closely at Dr 
Lee’s figures and where they have come from and get to the bottom of why that 
difference exists. I am sure there’s a rational explanation. 

[533] We are reluctant to draw inferences about what the data mean for the particular 

circumstances of the Project area.  The only information about measured traffic volumes in 

the Project area and immediate environs is in Technical Report 4.  At page 55 of Technical 

Report 4 traffic counts for each year from 2007 to 2011 are given for the Terrace Tunnel, 

Vivian Street, Kent Terrace, Buckle Street and Paterson Street.  Between December 2010 and 

March 2012 the Terrace Tunnel and the Mt Victoria tunnel were being upgraded, with 

closures leading to re-routing and lower traffic counts.  Setting aside all the 2011 figures for 

that reason, the counts show some growth of traffic through the Terrace Tunnel and along 

Vivian Street, and virtually no growth on Paterson Street, Buckle Street and Kent Terrace. 

[534] For the future, Technical Report 4
249

 shows that the modelling has assumed 

significant growth without any effects of the Project being factored in.  Under the do-

minimum scenario daily traffic on Kent Terrace is predicted to increase by 15% by 2021, and 

on Ellis Street (State Highway 1 eastbound) by 10%.  For the State Highway westbound only 

a 2% increase in daily traffic is anticipated on Paterson Street, but an 11% increase is 

predicted on Rugby Street East. 

[535] Technical Report 4 sets out anticipated changes in flows between 2007 and 2021 on 

the wider network, as shown in Figure 15 below: 
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Figure 15: 2009 and 2021 Daily Flows on selected roads within Road Network (Vehicles per Day). Source: 
Technical Report 4, Table 4-16, Pg. 66. 

[536] A footnote to this table explains that in modelling the 2021 do-minimum daily flows 

allowance has been made for expected changes in land use, population and employment and 

planned changes in the network such as traffic signals and speed restrictions.  Allowance will 

no doubt have been made for the growth trend for traffic associated with the airport described 

in Mr Brown’s representation for Wellington International Airport Ltd.
250

 

[537] We have no doubt that the assumptions fed into the traffic models are the best 

estimates of competent and experienced people.  The point rightly made by critics however is 

that these assumptions largely determine the outcomes of the complex modelling exercise.  

Any errors in the assumptions compound when they are used to project traffic flows beyond 

the immediate future. 

[538] The issue would not be important if we were considering infrastructure improvements 

with minimal adverse environmental effects.  In that situation it would not be important from 

an RMA perspective if the works proved to be premature or not needed at all.  The situation 

here is that, as discussed later in this decision, the Basin Bridge would have significant 

adverse effects, so the level of confidence we can have in the modelled need and benefits, 

which depend on the underlying assumptions, is important. 

[539] There is a related matter, raised by many submitters, referred to as induced traffic. 

Submitters argued that provision of more road capacity is ultimately futile because more 

capacity is soon taken up by induced traffic. 

[540] Dr Lee provided examples of this.  Dr McCarthy, President of the Architectural 

Centre presented a literature review of this issue (and others) concluding:
251
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15.5  This literature raises a number of issues relevant for the Basin Bridge project 
including: the viability of increasing road efficiency to address congestion... 

[541] Dr McCarthy acknowledged that she is not a traffic expert, but we accept that as an 

academic she is well able to conduct a methodical literature review, leaving it to the transport 

experts to interpret the results. 

[542] Mr Smith responded to questions raised about induced traffic by providing a helpful 

summary of five types of traffic growth that can result from provision of additional road 

capacity:
252

 

a. Reassigned – traffic which is re-routed through the network onto previously 
congested routes as capacity increases. The WTSM, SATURN and Paramics 
models all take this into consideration. 

b. Retimed – traffic which previously avoided travelling at peak times takes 
advantage of improved capacity on the network by travelling during the peak. 
The WTSM, SATURN and Paramics models do not take this into 
consideration. 

c. Redistributed – traffic which chooses an alternate destination for their trip as 
capacity increases. The WTSM takes this into consideration and passes this 
down to the SATURN and Paramics models. 

d. Induced by change of mode – travellers who choose to change their mode of 
transport due to changes in the relative attractiveness of one mode over 
another. The WTSM takes this into consideration for commuter trips only, and 
passes this down to the SATURN and Paramics models.  

e. Induced new trips – persons who decide to take a trip because of the 
additional capacity on the network. None of the models used in the 
assessment take this into consideration as it is assumed that the number of 
trips generated by each household is static.  

[543] It is important to distinguish between these.  Reassignment of traffic is generally 

regarded as a good thing.   In this case some traffic could be expected to be diverted to the 

Basin Bridge, and the north-south axis through the Basin Reserve roundabout from other 

routes, benefiting the amenity of those other roads. 

[544] Some retimed traffic could be expected.  This can also be considered a benefit in the 

sense that people are more able to travel at the time that suits them. 
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[545] Similarly, any redistributed traffic would reflect an improved ability for people to 

travel where they want to. 

[546] We questioned Mr Smith and Mr Durdin about travel induced by changes of mode
253

 

and they explained that the WTSM model allows for the generalised costs of travel for 

vehicle drivers and public transport users, including travel and waiting time, and the model 

also recognises whether or not households have access to a car.  As noted in the quote from 

Mr Smith’s evidence above, the model does this only for commuter trips.  Mr Smith indicated 

that the more recently developed Wellington Public Transport Model allows more 

sophisticated modelling of the effect of changes to public transport services such as different 

frequency. 

[547] As discussed earlier, the evidence was that the Project would reduce journey times for 

both general traffic and for public transport, and there was no consensus between the experts 

as to whether this would lead to any shift towards or away from public transport.  The 

North/South corridor within the project area is a major public transport route, and there are 

good bus services between the CBD and the eastern suburbs although they use the Hataitai 

Bus Tunnel rather than passing through the Basin.  Any shift away from public transport on 

these routes would be contrary to the objective of greater public transport mode share in the 

planning documents. 

[548] Turning finally to the last category in Mr Smith’s list, Mr Dunlop distinguished this 

when discussing rerouting of traffic resulting from additional capacity as follows:
254

 

These increases in traffic are a consequence of rerouting from other roads in the 
network and not a result of induced traffic.  The Project does not induce traffic. 

We have no direct evidence to the contrary. 

[549] We accept that if there was any effect it could only be in the form of additional trips;  

it is inconceivable that improving the routes affected by the Project would suppress demand.  

[550] Submitters pointed to a raft of other uncertainties about the future, which could 

undermine confidence in the modelling assumption of increasing vehicle trips matching 

population growth (or household formation).  These range from uncertainty over the future 

price of oil, potential for continuation of the trend for working from home enabled by the 
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internet and more flexible working hours, through to innovations in non-motorised transport 

(who would have thought 20 years ago that it could be socially acceptable for adults to use 

skateboards and even scooters for commuting?). 

A Long Term Solution? 

[551] Counsel for the Transport Agency made frequent reference to the Project being a long 

term and enduring solution.  The first objective for the Project is: To improve the resilience, 

efficiency and reliability of the State Highway network.  [our emphasis], although the 

methods then listed for achieving this refer only to the section of the westbound part of State 

Highway 1 from Paterson Street to Tory Street.  We havehave a concern about the longer 

term resilience (ability to cope with change) of the eastbound part of State Highway 1 

through the central city. 

[552] The second Traffic and Transportation Joint Witness Statement dated 5  February 

2014 recorded that the modelling shows that the Vivian Street/Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces/Pirie Street intersection, with the improvements proposed as part of the Project, is 

anticipated to be near capacity by 2021. 

[553] When we raised this with Mr McCombs (in the context of greater public transport 

priority)
255

 his off the cuff response was that there would be ways to address this such as 

removing the Pirie Street approach or grade separation.  Both of these would have major 

implications.  

[554] The submission from the Wellington Civic Trust Inc. (103448) suggested that Vivian 

Street does not have, and never could have, the characteristics of a Road of National 

Significance as described in the Project.  The submission goes on to propose consideration of 

the option of relocation of the eastbound corridor to the Inner City Bypass corridor. 

[555] The City Council’s report: Basin Reserve — Assessment of Alternative Options for 

Transport Improvements notes that if the Project proceeds, in addition to the mitigation 

measures proposed by Transport Agency there should be:
 256

 

Commitment to consolidating state highway traffic away from Vivian Street and into a 
single east-west corridor. 
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 And 

Consideration of how  consolidating state highway traffic away from Vivian Street can 
be accommodated. 

[556] This raises the question of whether the Basin Bridge would facilitate or impede that 

long term option.  Only Mr Reid commented on this
257

 and his view was that a bridge in the 

position proposed would make it more difficult to bring the State Highway one-way pair 

together into a single corridor. 

[557] There is of course no obligation for the Transport Agency to convince us otherwise.  

The evidence is that Vivian Street will have to be revisited in about five years time (to allow 

time for planning another upgrade), and that the creation of additional eastbound capacity, 

especially at intersections, can be expected to have significant environmental implications. 

[558] Thus we do not consider the Project can be credited with being a long term solution. 

ENABLING EFFECTS/ELEMENTS OF THE PROJECT 

[559] One of the issues raised before us was whether (and if so, how) we are able to take 

into account the enabling effect of the Project.  That is, how should we deal with the 

Transport Agency’s argument that the Project facilitates (or at least does not frustrate) the 

development of related projects, particularly the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplicaion and Public 

Transport Spine Study. 

[560] In closing, Mr Cameron submitted that such effects are a separate and identifiable 

benefit of the Project, and we should treat them as such.
258

  The Board were not provided 

with any case law authority to support this submission.  Nor are we aware of any.  

[561] We acknowledge that the Project’s enabling element may arguably be viewed as a 

potential positive future effect which arises from the NoR before us, and thus is within the 

scope of what we are tasked to consider under Sections 149P(4) and 171(1).  The RMA’s 

definition of effects in Section 3 may also be wide enough to encapsulate or incorporate such 

effects.  In particular, it includes any positive effects — although notably, unless the context 
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otherwise requires.
259

  As the High Court held in Elderslie in the context of a resource 

consent application:  

…  to ignore real benefits that an activity for which consent is sought would bring 
necessarily produces an artificial and unbalanced picture of the real effect of the 
activity.

260
  

[our emphasis] 

[562] However, even if we accept (without finally determining the matter) that we can treat 

the project’s enabling element as a separate and identifiable positive benefit, we consider this 

is largely a moot point.  That is because in our view, any such benefit can be given little (if 

any) weight, primarily for the reasons set out below. 

[563] Even if we assume that some modifications to the Basin Reserve gyratory are required 

in order for the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplicaion and Public Transport Spine Study to proceed, 

the Basin Bridge Project is only one of potentially several solutions that might be put in place 

for that purpose.  Such solutions could equally (or to a greater or lesser degree) facilitate (or 

not frustrate) the progression of those projects.   

[564] We do not consider the evidence before us sufficiently establishes that the enabling 

element of the Project is something unique to, or which can only be achieved by, the 

Transport Agency’s current NoR. 

[565] Perhaps more importantly, we have no guarantee that either (or both) of those projects 

will in fact go ahead.  Indeed, as outlined elsewhere in our decision, we are required to make 

our determination on the basis that the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplicaion does not form part of 

the future state of the environment, and on the basis of the limited information currently 

available to us regarding the Public Transport Spine Study outcomes.   

[566] That is the key result of the Transport Agency’s election to seek approval for the 

Project separately from that for the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplicaion, and in advance of the 

Public Transport Spine Study and its outcomes being finalised.  In having made that strategic 

decision, the Transport Agency must now accept the consequences of doing so.  Put simply, 

and using the wording from Elderslie, we cannot place any significant weight on a supposed 

(but not quantified) Project benefit which is not real — in that we have no certainty or 

assurance it will actually materialise. 
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[567] As such, we concur with the outcomes from the transportation planning caucus, where 

the experts (including Messrs Dunlop, Kelly and McCombs, and Dr Stewart for the Transport 

Agency) all agreed as follows:
261

 

[568] There are uncertainties relating to the Project as a result of decisions which have not 

yet been made but which have the potential to affect the Project.  The Joint Witness 

Statement from the caucusing identifies that these uncertainties are particularly in relation 

to:
262

 

[a] Whether or not the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplicaion will proceed and if so, 

when; and 

[b] The form and timing of the high quality public transport system to be 

delivered through the Public Transport Spine Study. 

[569] As we have already found, the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplicaion should not be assumed 

to occur for the purposes of evaluating the Project.  Further, we do not see our approach in 

this regard asinconsistent (nor do we in any way disagree) with the Environment Court’s 

observations in Cammack
263

 (cited to us by the Transport Agency in opening) that the 

RMA’s:  

…  concept of sustainable management does not require the status quo to simply 
continue. Provided the imperatives contained in s 5 (a)-(c) can be satisfied, RMA 
contemplates management of use, development and protection, not just retention of 
the status quo.   

[570] Rather, it is a reflection of our view that it would not be sustainable, or provide for 

sustainable management, to approve projects such as this, primarily because they were 

necessary to facilitate future developments, which may (or may not) proceed. 

[571] Accordingly, we consider the most appropriate way to take into account the Project’s 

facilitating or enabling element is not as an identifiable benefit in and of itself, but in the 

context of Section 171(1), and particular sub-sections (a) and (d).  That is, the extent to which 

the Project is consistent with the strategies identified and in the context of the other Roads of 

National Significance related projects.   
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Consistency with Regional/City Transportation Strategies 

[572] There was agreement that the Project would be generally consistent with the 

implementation measures of the Corridor Plan (2008), which include:  

… improving traffic management at the Basin Reserve to enable more reliable bus 
journey times, improve reliability of the ring route and improve pedestrian and cycling 
facilities

264
 

 And 

…  design and construct improvements at the Basin Reserve to improve passenger 
transport, walking and cycling, by separating north-south flows from east-west traffic; 
and implement complementary bus priority measures on Kent Terrace, Cambridge 
Terrace and Adelaide Road.

265
 

[573] The Corridor Plan clearly envisages traffic separated improvements at the Basin 

Reserve as a project in itself, as an immediate priority.
266

  The Project delivers on this vision.  

Other works and activities within the City are intended to deliver on other aspects of the 

Corridor Plan, within other set and distinct timeframes (the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplicaion for 

example).
267

   

[574] We find that the Project is generally consistent with the Public Transport Spine Study 

(which is a method of implementation of the Corridor Plan) in that the preferred method 

(BRT) could possibly be accommodated within the Project area.  We say possibly, because 

we received no detail as to how the layout of the gyratory would be modified.  Nor was any 

modelling carried out specifically for a dedicated BRT layout which would enable us to 

consider its effectiveness and how vehicular traffic would be affected.  The detail of this has 

been left to the Network Integration Plan (NIP), and while such a condition has been 

proferred by the Transport Agency, this does not give us certainty that it would happen.     

[575] Consistency with the Regional Transport Strategy, Regional Strategy and Urban 

Development Strategy are achieved primarily via the implementation plans and policies 

which they provide for, such as the Centres Policy and Plans, (and District Plan rolling 

review plan changes), the Corridor Plan and the Public Transport Spine Study. 
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[576] Mr Swainson for the City Council assessed the Project against the relevant strategic 

framework and concluded that the objectives will be overall enhanced as a result of the 

Project, and Mr Aburn concluded that the Project is consistent with the overall thrust of the 

strategic transportation objectives and policies — in short he considered there is a close 

strategic fit.
268

 Mr Aburn noted that fundamental to this conclusion is the effective 

management of traffic flows at the Basin Reserve in the manner intended by the Project, 

without which, the transportation outcomes sought through the Regional Policy Statement, 

Regional Transport Stategy, District Plan and related strategies would not be achieved, 

namely: 

[a] Enhanced safety and efficiency of State Highway 1; and 

[b] Enhanced, more efficient (that is, better performed) public transport.
269

 

[577] We agree the Project would enhance safety and efficiency, and would enable public 

transport to the extent that we have found on these issues in the Transportation section of this 

decision. 

[578] We find that the Project is consistent with those matters that promote a progressive 

improvement in the City’s transportation network, in order to deliver on the Growth Spine 

concept to achieve a well designed, compact urban form in Wellington. 

[579] However, as we have noted in the Transportation section, the City Council has 

suggested that if the Project proceeds, in addition to mitigation, there should be:
270

 

Commitment to consolidating state highway traffic away from Vivian Street and into a 
single east/west corridor. 

 And 

[580] Consideration of how consolidating state highway traffic away from Vivian Street can 

be accommodated.We received no explanation as to how this Project delivers on such a long-

term strategy. 
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Consistency with the Strategies of the Transport Agency 

[581] The Project, while it was presented as a stand-alone project, is also part of the 

Wellington Northern Corridor Roads of National Significance being implemented by the 

Transport Agency.  Perhaps more importantly for our purposes, the Project is a piece of the 

City part of the Roads of National Significance, referred to in the evidence as the Ngauranga 

to Airport Corridor.  It is envisaged that this corridor would provide an integrated land use 

and transportation corridor that would provide for multi-modes, including walking, cycling 

and public transport. 

[582] As an integral part of the proposed programme of works for this corridor, the Project 

would facilitate the programme.  The evidence before us is that the Project better meets the 

Transport Agency’s objectives compared with the Do-minimum, the at-grade option of 

BRREO, or something similar.  This was not disputed.     

ECONOMIC EFFECTS 

Introduction 

[583] It is now well settled that economic considerations are relevant to the single purpose 

of the RMA – the sustainable management of natural and physical resources.  In particular, 

Section 5 refers to the enabling of people and communities to provide for their … economic 

… well-being as part of the meaning of sustainable management. 

[584] Section 7(b) directs that, in achieving the purpose of the RMA, all persons shall have 

particular regard to … the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources, 

which includes the economic concept of efficiency.
271

 

[585] A specific economic theme in the Regional Policy Statement or the District Plan was 

not identified by the planning consultants in their joint witness statement of 14 May 2014.  

However, economic efficiency is implicit in many of the provisions, particularly those 

relating to transport, land use and urban design. 

[586] We heard from two witnesses on the economic benefits that would flow from the 

project if it was granted.  Mr Copeland, a consulting economist, was called by the Transport 

Agency, and Mr Parker, a chartered accountant, was called by Save the Basin. 
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[587] Mr Copeland used the Transport Agency Project Evaluation Procedures to assess the 

efficiency of a project.  He also addressed, in a non-quantitative way, the wider economic 

benefits not included in the evaluation procedures used by the Transport Agency. 

[588] Mr Parker maintained that the economic benefits as determined by the Transport 

Agency’s Project Evaluation Procedures were questionable and overstated.  He also 

questioned the wider economic benefits as claimed by Mr Copeland. 

The Transport Agency Project Evaluation Procedures 

[589] The Transport Agency uses social cost-benefit analysis to assess the impacts on 

economic efficiency of investment projects.  It has developed an economic evaluation manual 

and requires that large projects that are to be funded from the National Land Transport Fund 

must be subject to such a cost-benefit analysis using the framework in the Economic 

Evaluation Manual.
272

 

[590] In brief, the cost-benefit analysis estimates the annual streams of future costs and 

benefits that would flow from an investment project, compared to a do-minimum 

counterfactual of what would happen without the project, thereby allowing an assessment of 

its economic efficiency. 

[591] The costs of a road project typically include design, property acquisition, 

construction, and annual operating and maintenance.  Some other social costs, such as those 

arising from adverse effects such as noise, pollution, amenity and heritage, are typically not 

included as they cannot be readily quantified, because there is not an agreed method for doing 

so. 

[592] The benefits from road investment projects usually include travel time savings, travel 

time reliability, vehicle operating cost savings, avoidance of accident costs and savings, and 

vehicle emissions.  A 6% real rate, as prescribed by the Treasury for infrastructure projects, is 

used to discount costs and benefits to their present values over an analysis period of 40 years. 

[593] As Mr Dunlop pointed out,
273

 the benefit side of the Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) 

calculation is based on monetary values derived from user-pays surveys.  The monetary 

values are a national wide average and in his view do not reflect the full scope of benefits as 
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they are simply based on perceived values of time.  For example, the economic manual’s 

values of time spent on public transport, cycling and walking are lower than for cars.   

[594] The criterion used by the Transport Agency for efficiency is the Benefit Cost Ratio to 

assist in determining which land transport projects to undertake.  The BCR is the ratio of the 

present values of the benefits to the costs.  A BCR of less than 1 means that the costs 

outweigh the benefits.  A BCR of more than 1 means that the benefits outweigh the costs. 

BCR as a Means of Economic Efficiency 

[595] Mr Copeland relied, in part, on the Benefit Cost Ratio’s as quantified by Mr Dunlop 

for assessing the economic benefits of the proposal.  We say ‘in part’, as the BCR is the result 

of a formulaic application of the economic evaluation manual for funding purposes only.  It 

does not capture wider benefits in both area and scope.  It nevertheless gives a reasonable 

indication of economic efficiency. 

[596] A number of Benefit Cost Ratio figures were presented to us in the application 

documents and in the evidence.  These related to the Project itself, and as the proposal is an 

integrated part of the Wellington Roads of National Significance package, a BCR for the 

whole of that package, and as the project is part of the Tunnel to Tunnel project,
274

 a BCR for 

that section of the Wellington Roads of National Significance. 

[597] Mr Dunlop explained to us that the Benefit Cost Ratio’s changed as a result of many 

factors, primarily influenced by a change to the modelling and the assumptions directed by 

the Economic Evaluation Manual.
275

 

[598] Mr Copeland, in his summary of evidence, quantified the latest estimate for the 

Benefit Cost Ratio’s as:
276

 

1. The project BCR at 2.0; 

2. The Wellington RoNS BCR at 1.6 without wider economic benefits and 1.8 
with wider economic benefits; and 

3. The Tunnel to Tunnel sub-package of 3.2. 

These results assume the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication and Terrace Tunnel 
duplication projects are completed prior to 2031 but not by 2021. 
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[599] Mr Parker rightly pointed out
277

 that the Benefit Cost Ratio’s of the Wellington 

Nornern Corridor Road of National Significance, and the Tunnel to Tunnel sub-projects, took 

into account benefits from projects yet to be applied for (let alsone consented) or projects that 

are already under construction under separate consents.  He called them contingent benefits. 

[600] It was properly accepted by the Transport Agency that such benefits should be 

excluded for the purposes of assessing the economic benefits of the Project.  These BCRs 

should be confined to the matter of strategic fit with the Roads of National 

Significancepackage and consistency with the RMA and non-RMA instruments and 

documents. 

[601] Mr Parker also correctly pointed out
278

 that the Benefit Cost Ratio estimates for the 

project (i.e. the Basin Bridge alone) include the unconsented Roads of National 

Significanceprojects (duplication of the tunnel, Ruahine Street and Wellington roadworks).  

He emphasised that this is not the same as assuming those works are completed in 2031.  

These unconsented projects are assumed to be commissioned at an unidentified earlier date 

for the purposes of calculating the BCR.  Thus the benefits attributed to the Project from the 

uncontested works in fact ripple through the earlier period of benefits from 2017–2021.   

[602] A number of other criticisms were made, but it is not necessary to mention them here.  

What this does tell us is that the Benefit Cost Ratio’s summarised above in some respect may 

overstate the economic benefits. 

[603] We are thus conscious of the fact that the Benefit Cost Ratio estimates are just that – 

estimates.  They may well in some instances overstate benefits and in some instances 

understate benefits.  We take them as indicative only.  We can conclude that the project 

would be economically beneficial, but that benefit cannot be quantified.  Much of the benefits 

would flow from the project after completion of the tunnel projects. 

Wider Economic Benefits 

[604] As Mr Copeland pointed out, the cost-benefit analysis of transport projects does not 

take into account a number of wider economic benefits, including:
279
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1. From a Wellington perspective the project will help facilitate a more intensive 
residential and commercial development along the urban growth spine, the 
economic benefits of which would include compactness and lower 
infrastructure costs; 

2. Increased economic activity flowing from the construction phase, although 
some individual businesses may be negatively affected; 

… 

5. A number of economic benefits at the local level including savings on 
transport related costs and improved accessibility; 

6. The wider “agglomeration effects” which refer to the beneficial effects of road 
improvement projects improving the accessibility within an area and thereby 
effectively increasing the density and consequently the economic efficiency of 
urban centres.

280
 

Findings on economic benefits 

[605] Overall, we are satisfied that the project would provide a number of economic 

benefits, but they have not been quantified. 

HERITAGE, CULTURAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

Introduction  

[606] In this section, we discuss the matters relevant to heritage, cultural and archaeological 

effects. 

The Statutory Framework 

[607] Section 6(f) of the RMA requires us to recognise and provide for the protection of 

historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development as a matter of 

national importance.  As noted above, this was further reinforced by the Minister when 

explaining why she referred this application to a Board of Inquiry.  The requirement that 

decision makers recognise and provide for matters of national importance implies that those 

values have a significant priority and cannot be merely an equal part of a general balancing 

exercise.
281

 

[608] As a matter of detail, we note the overlap between built heritage and archaeology set 

out in the definition of built heritage in Part 1 of the RMA. 
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[609] The primary means for giving effect to the recognition of historic heritage is to 

include items of historic heritage in the District Plan under Schedule 1.  However, even if a 

place or area is not so scheduled, the requirement of 6(f) will bite.
282

 

[610] The protection given by Section 6(f) extends to the curtilage of the heritage item and 

the surrounding area that is significant for retaining and interpreting the heritage significance 

of the heritage item.  This may include the land on which a heritage building is sited, its 

precincts and the relationship of the heritage item with its built context and other 

surroundings.
283

 

[611] Importantly, for this matter, we are guided by the Supreme Court in King Salmon as 

to the application of the word inappropriate as it is used in Section 6(f).  Where the term 

inappropriate is used in the context of protecting historic heritage, the natural meaning is that 

inappropriateness should be assessed by reference to what it is that is being protected.
284

  

That is, within the context of the heritage elements that exist within and around the Basin 

Reserve area, their value and the effects of the project on those values. 

[612] The statutory instruments relevant to heritage, cultural and archaeological effects 

include the objectives and policies contained within the Regional Policy Statement and the 

District Plan. The planning witnesses
285

 identified a single theme, as mentioned in Part One 

of this decision, namely:  

The common theme in the relevant statutory documents is to protect heritage from 
inappropriate use and development. 

[613] The relevant provisions of the Regional Policy Statement and District Plan are set out 

below: 

Objective 15  

Historic heritage is identified and protected from inappropriate modification, use and 
development. 

Policy 46  
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Managing effects on historic heritage values – consideration 

Policy 12.2.6.3  

Ensure that new buildings and structures do not compromise the context, setting and 
streetscape value of adjacent listed heritage items, through the management of 
building bulk and building height. 

Policy 20.2.1  

To recognise the City’s historic heritage and protect it from inappropriate subdivision 
use and development. 

Policy 20.2.1.4  

Protect the heritage values of listed buildings and objects by ensuring that the effects 
of subdivision and development on the same site as any listed building or object are 
avoided, remedied and mitigated. 

[614] The District Plan also contains listed heritage items and defines heritage Character 

Areas, which we will return to under the Existing Heritage Environment.  The Basin Reserve 

Historic Area is registered under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act
286

 (the 

Heritage Act).  In respect of registered or listed items of built heritage – and only in this 

respect – we note that such registration, on its own, does not impart any protection under the 

RMA.  It is a signal to councils to consider listing areas/items in their statutory plans.  In this 

case, the items so listed in the District Plan are limited to the Museum Stand and the William 

Wakefield Memorial.  Any alterations to these items of built heritage would require resource 

consents if altered, but we accept there is no intention in this Project to alter them physically 

in any way.  Whilst being part of the general heritage fabric of the Basin Reserve Historic 

Area, the C.S. Dempster Gate and the perimeter fence are not listed in the District Plan and 

consequently do not require resource consent prior to modification or removal. 

[615] As far as we can consider and give appropriate weight to “other matters”, in particular 

under Section 171 of the RMA, the relevant non-statutory documents are listed below: 

[a] The ICOMOS
287

 NZ Charter: At [25(a)] of the Joint Witness Statement – 

Heritage, all the experts agreed that the ICOMOS NZ Charter is accepted as 

relevant to the Heritage response.  Although the experts did not specify 

particular elements of the Charter, it appears to us that the most relevant 

sections are sections 8 (Use), 9 (Setting), and 10 (Relocation). 
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[b] The NZ Urban Design Protocol:
288

 The protocol is referenced frequently 

throughout the Regional Policy Statement.  Appendix 2 to the Regional Policy 

Statement explains that the region’s urban design principles are adapted from 

the NZ Urban Design Protocol.  We note the resulting  principles most 

relevant to heritage matters are:  

(e)  examines each project in relation to its setting and ensures 
that each development fits in with and enhances its 
surroundings,  

… 

(h)  celebrates cultural identity and recognises the heritage 
values of a place. 

[c] The NZ Urban Design Protocol itself identifies seven essential design 

qualities, of which we find ‘Context’ and ‘Character’ are expressly relevant to 

heritage matters: 

Quality urban design sees buildings, places and spaces not as 
isolated elements but as part of the whole town or city … a building is 
connected to its street, the street to its neighbourhood, the 
neighbourhood to its city…  Quality urban design understands the 
social, cultural and economic context as well as physical elements 

and relationships … recognises the heritage values of a place.
289

 

 And 

 

… reflecting and enhancing the distinctive character, heritage and 

identity of our urban environment
290

 …  recognises that character is 

dynamic and evolving … protects and manages our heritage, 

including buildings, places and landscapes.
291

 

[d] The Urban Development Strategy:  The planners
292

 agreed that the Urban 

Development Strategy (2006)
293

 is one of the key non-RMA documents under 

s171(1)(d), noting that it was prepared involving a public process as part of the 

Long Term Plan.  We note that the Strategy stated
294

 one of the urban 
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development concerns at the time it was prepared was threats to heritage and 

identified as a long-term outcome:
295

  

1.5  Stronger sense of place: Wellington will be a memorable, 
beautiful city, celebrating and building on its sense of place, 
capital city status, distinctive landform and landmarks, 
defining features, heritage and high quality buildings and 
spaces. 

The Minister’s Reasons 

[616] At the outset, the reasons for the Minister’s direction signalled that heritage issues 

were likely to raise important considerations.  In her direction,
296

 referring the proposal to a 

Board of Inquiry as a matter of national significance, she explained: 

The proposal is adjacent to and partially within the Basin Reserve Historic Area and 
international test cricket ground; in the vicinity of other historic places including the 
former Home of Compassion Crèche, the former Mount Cook Police Station, 
Government House and the former National Art Gallery and Dominion Museum; and 
is adjacent to the National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu). The proposal is likely to 
affect recreational, memorial, and heritage values associated with this area of 
national significance (including associated structures, features and places) which 
contribute to New Zealand’s national identity. 

Summary of Issues 

Heritage 

[617] Recognising the importance of historic heritage issues, we heard from six experts who 

were all signatories to the Joint Witness Statement – Heritage produced after the expert 

conferencing on 10 December 2013.  Amongst them, they gave evidence for the Transport 

Agency, the New Zealand Historic Places Trust (now Heritage New Zealand), the City 

Council and the Mt Victoria Historical Society Incorporated. 

[618] In terms of heritage issues, this case might be considered somewhat unusual.  The 

Project does not result in the actual loss of any listed heritage fabric.  However, the 

geographic and historical context for the Project contains an unusual concentration of 

buildings, structures and places of heritage interest.  That this heritage interest is of local, 

national and international significance was not disputed by any of the heritage experts who 

appeared before us. 
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[619] In the event, a number of heritage issues were contested strongly in the evidence put 

before us, in the cross-examination of heritage expert witnesses and in many of the 

representations that we heard.  

[620] While the Joint Witness Statement
297

 provides a list of issues that had not been 

resolved in their discussions at that time, other areas of contention have become apparent 

since.  We have thus produced a consolidated list of contested heritage issues, as follows: 

[a] What the effects are on the relocated historic Crèche; 

[b] Whether it is appropriate for heritage experts to make an assessment based on 

the presumption that a bridge in the proposed location is absolutely necessary 

in order to meet the transport objectives set by the Transport Agency; 

[c] Whether a principal mitigation measure – in the form of the proposed 

Northern Gateway Building (NGB) – adds to or reduces the potential adverse 

effects on heritage values when considering the effects of dominance of 

structures, interruption of views into and out of the Basin Reserve Historic 

Area and the relocation of the C.S. Dempster Gate, made necessary in order to 

accommodate the Northern Gateway Building; 

[d] Whether the heritage effects on the southwest corner of the Mt Victoria Inner 

Residential Area are major or minor; 

[e] The extent of the potential risks to the status of the Basin Reserve as an 

international test cricket ground and the scope of potential adverse heritage 

effects within the Basin Reserve associated with its use as a cricket venue; and 

[f] The overall effects on the Basin Reserve Historic Area – whether or not the 

Project constitutes inappropriate development.  

[621] We note that, at their conferencing in December 2013,
298

 the heritage experts 

discussed but did not resolve one potential construction-related effect on heritage fabric – 

whether there are likely to be adverse effects on the heritage-listed Museum Stand within the 

Basin Reserve.  We understand that this issue has been addressed satisfactorily.  
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Cultural Heritage 

[622] Assessments of the potential cultural effects of the Project were prepared on behalf of 

the Wellington Tenths Trust and Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust
299

 and on behalf of 

Ngati Toa Rangatira.
300

  The former describes the Project area as being:
 301

    

of very high significance to the Wellington Tenths Trust and the Port Nicholson Block 
Settlement Trust (the Trusts) and the Iwi Manawhenua of Te Atiawa-Taranaki Whanui 
of Wellington.  

[623] The latter explains that Ngati Toa’s traditional customary rights in relation to the 

project area were established through ‘take raupatu’ or conquest in the 1820s
302

 and 

furthermore that Ngati Toa’s contemporary relationship with the area is expressed primarily 

through their kaitiaki obligations to promote environmental sustainability through projects 

such as this one and to advocate for appropriate recognition of waahi tapu and other sites of 

cultural significance.
303

 

[624] While these two documents have been included in the Assessment of Environmental 

Effects documentation, neither party prepared expert evidence for the Board of Inquiry.  

However, the Natural Resources Advisor to the Wellington Tenths Trust and the Port 

Nicholson Block Settlement Trust made a representation
304

 to us that expressed explicit 

support for the Transport Agency’s application and requested a further condition on the 

consent to enable us as Mana Whenua to have the right to name this proposed Bridge 

Hauwai,
305

 with reference to Sections 6(e) and 8 of the RMA.   

[625] Since Sections 6(e) and 8 did not trigger any contested issues for the iwi interests who 

appeared before us, we give no further attention to these matters. 
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Archaeology 

[626] The Joint Witness Statement – Archaeology confirmed
306

 outlined that the experts in 

this field are satisfied that the proposed draft conditions appropriately avoid, remedy or 

mitigate any potential adverse effects of the Project in regards to archaeology. 

[627] As we have explained earlier, there are no contested issues relating to archaeological 

effects nor to effects on tangata whenua interests.  Consequently, our focus henceforward is 

on the remaining historic heritage matters, recognising that there is a degree of overlap 

between these aspects.   

[628] We do this first by describing the extent of the whole heritage area that is of interest 

to us (The Existing Heritage Environment).  We then discuss briefly some aspects of the 

approaches adopted by the experts to their heritage assessments (Framework for Assessing 

Heritage Effects) followed by a discussion of the contested heritage issues and effects as they 

relate to particular sub-areas (Effects on Heritage) before providing our overall evaluation of 

heritage effects (Overall Evaluation). 

The Existing Heritage Environment 

Wider Heritage Area 

[629] The wider heritage area is that area that we consider from the evidence could be 

affected by the Project.   

[630] We begin by observing that all the heritage experts acknowledge that the geographic 

extent of the heritage area of interest is considerably larger than the designation area.  Indeed, 

as a result of the existence of an unusual concentration of heritage buildings, sites and places 

in this part of the City, it can be said that the Project before us is entirely contained within an 

important heritage area, the significance of which we will discuss in due course.   

[631] Various sources of evidence
307

 collectively provided us with useful insights into the 

general history of the area, outlining various historic features, activities and relationships that 

are important to an understanding of the existing heritage environment and the appreciation 
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of that heritage environment by many people.  There is no dispute about the extent of 

statutory recognition that applies to particular sites or areas
308

 nor about the assessment that 

there are other buildings and sites of potential heritage significance in the immediate 

surroundings of the Basin Reserve that are not currently registered or scheduled.
309

 

[632] The open space that we now know as the Basin Reserve has been an important feature 

in the fabric of the City since it was formed out of an area of swamp following the 1855 

earthquake.  Although much attention is paid to its role specifically as a cricket ground, the 

purpose of the Basin Reserve under the Town Belt and Basin Reserve Deed of 1873 stated 

that the land was to be forever hereafter used and appropriated as a public recreation ground 

for the inhabitants of the City of Wellington.
310

  Mr Salmond
311

 described a variety of 

commemorative and other events that have taken place at the Basin Reserve over the past 

century, while Mr Clinton
312

 added more recent detail and provided indicative numbers of 

people attending some of the more recent of these events.  Furthermore, many of the 

representations we heard came from people who live close to the Basin Reserve or have been 

in the habit of frequenting it.   

[633] Some of these representations provided us with insights into a range of less formal 

uses of the Basin Reserve, which have doubtless been occurring for generations.  Hence it has 

a history of a variety of public uses, amongst which cricket is often described as the primary 

use.  It is not disputed that the Basin Reserve is the oldest purpose-formed test cricket venue 

in New Zealand and one of the oldest cricket grounds in the world.  However, it is evident 

that substantial numbers of Wellingtonians have for generations also valued the public open 

space of the Basin Reserve for other reasons – active sports, passive recreation, 

commemorative events of national and international significance, festivals, community 

gatherings, commuting on foot or cycle, and personal leisure activities – and continue to do 

so to this day. 

[634] Technical Report 12
313

 describes a number of other enduring attributes of the Basin 

Reserve by virtue of its geographic location and spatial relationships:  

… in the well of a long valley … for decades a nodal point in the city’s road and 
transport system … physically defined by the roading network which surrounds it 

                                                 
308
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…the streets themselves are an important physical reminder of the geological form of 
Wellington at the time of settlement … views to and from the Basin reserve, including 
those from within the street system, are historically significant.   

[635] As Mr Bowman pointed out, there have been unobstructed views of the Basin from 

Kent and Cambridge Terraces and down Adelaide Road since first settlement. 

[636] Notwithstanding the relevance of the Basin Reserve itself – formally recognised as a 

Historic Area by the Heritage Act
314

 – the Basin Reserve sits within a wider heritage context.  

The Transport Agency’s assessment
315

 acknowledges this graphically in the locality plan 

showing scheduled/registered and non-scheduled/registered sites of potential heritage 

significance.  Mr Bowman’s assessment for the Transport Agency
316

 summarised the wider 

context as: 

… closely associated physically, visually and historically with the Home of 
Compassion Creche, the National War Memorial Park and Carillon, the former 
National Museum and Art Gallery, the Buckle St Police Station, the former GHQ and 
the Mount Victoria heritage area.   

[637] The last of these adjacent areas, Mt Victoria, is described as follows in Technical 

Report 12:
317

  

… perched on the western flank of the hill for which it is named, is a defined character 
area in the Wellington City Plan, with mainly 19

th
-century wooden villas and cottages.   

[638] Although not listed, a rule in the District Plan
318

 does afford pre-1930s residential 

buildings in Mt Victoria some degree of protection by virtue of requiring a consent 

application for demolition.  

[639] Two other adjacent areas relevant to this description of the existing heritage 

environment for the Project are the Government House property as well as its gates at the 

southwest corner of the Basin Reserve and the Canal Reserve, which aligns with Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces and interfaces with the Basin Reserve’s northern entrance, described by 

Mr Bowman
319

 as a nodal point of Wellington’s most significant boulevard.  Although not 

part of the original Town Belt – protected by the 1873 Town Belt Deed – the Basin and 

Canal Reserves were added as schedules to the 1873 Deed.
320
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[640] In summary, the heritage area of interest in considering the Project before us stretches 

from Taranaki Street in the west through the Basin Reserve and Canal Reserve areas to 

Government House and the Town Belt in the east.
321

  In our view, the creation of the NWM 

Park, to be completed by April 2015, constitutes an important element of this wider heritage 

area.  Ms Dangerfield acknowledges
322

 this in her reference to the NWM Park project site 

when she states that the Basin Bridge Project will connect to this site which contains a 

number of heritage places.  The extension to the NWM Park – the area north of Buckle Street 

between Sussex Street and Cambridge Terrace, which was frequently a topic of discussion 

during the hearing, further reinforces this conception of the continuum of the heritage area of 

interest. 

[641]   We note that the geographical extent of the area we have described matches that 

which was adopted by Mr Bowman for his heritage assessment work for the Transport 

Agency at the Scheme Assessment Stage in 2009, at a time when several options were still 

being evaluated.  We see no good reason to reduce the scope of the heritage area of interest 

simply because one of those options was subsequently selected for this NoR.  That these 

places are linked closely in memory as well as in contemporary activity of national and 

international significance is, in our view, demonstrated by the fact that discussions
323

 are 

already under way involving the Basin for the Anzac Day 100 centenary celebrations next 

year and there’s talk of between 10 and 20,000 people attending that here at the Basin.  Such 

an event will clearly link the NWM Park, the Basin Reserve, and Government House – 

covering the entire precinct we have described. 

Heritage and Change Over Time 

[642] In considering historic heritage both in terms of the existing heritage environment and 

the potential effects of this Project on historic heritage, we do not start from a presumption 

that any change to heritage fabric or heritage setting is axiomatically adverse and therefore to 

be avoided. The NZ Urban Design Protocol recognises that urban character is dynamic and 

evolving but nevertheless seeks to protect and manage our heritage, including buildings, 

places and landscapes.  We consider any changes proposed to fabric or setting in their spatial 

and temporal contexts, acknowledging that changes implemented in the present contribute to 

what will be seen in future as historic heritage.  
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Blight 

[643] One generic change to heritage fabric and setting that drew frequent comment by both 

experts and submitters alike concerns observations of blight.  Mr Salmond explained that:
 324

 

The earlier identification of a bypass route has created a planning blight, resulting in 
the gradual erosion of the setting over a number of years and it is arguable that in the 
setting of the Basin Reserve, the most seriously adverse effects of that change have 
already occurred, through the progressive demolition of buildings along the route, 
leaving a key heritage feature – the former Creche of the Home of Compassion – 
isolated in an area of urban blight. 

[644] In a representation made to us by residents of lower Ellice Street,
325

 they observed: 

Since 1983 when we moved into this neighbourhood, 3 houses have been 
demolished from the St Joseph’s land area (bordered by Ellice, Paterson, Brougham 
and Dufferin Streets).  This includes the church-owned house in Brougham Street, 
neglected then demolished as it was “irreparable”, 30 Ellice Street which was 
demolished by the church and the land used for their carpark entrance, and the 2-
storied (sic) red house on Dufferin Street, owned and neglected by Transit NZ, then 
burnt in a suspicious fire. 

Having “motorway designations” over land tends to make owners neglect them, then 
use this neglect to leverage demolition then subsequent “freeing up of the land”.  To 
the neighbourhood, this is a regrettable and insidious creeping disintegration of the 
residential nature of the neighbourhood. 

Also, the unexpected demolition of the shops on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice 
Street is regrettable.  In the 1980s there was a great group of shops there … a fish 
and chip shop, pizza place, burger bar, with tenants living upstairs.  Transit NZ let this 
group of buildings become neglected to the point where they claimed demolition was 
the only solution. 

[645] Others referred to a lack of maintenance on some of the fabric (fences, gates, seating) 

of the Basin Reserve area itself.  It is evident from these observations that the symptoms of 

blight in the heritage fabric or setting may have been caused variously by planning 

uncertainty, lack of maintenance effort or a desire for a change in land use by the owner of 

the land.  It appears to us not a matter of mere coincidence that the most obvious 

manifestations of blight occur in the vicinity of the roading corridor identified several 

decades ago.  Nevertheless, we do not accept that the existence of blight creates a licence to 

undertake developments of any kind that are unsympathetic to the remaining historic 

heritage. 
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Significance of the Wider Heritage Area 

[646] An understanding of the significance of the wider heritage area can be  gained by 

reference to various statutory listings and registrations, the collective evaluation of the 

heritage experts (as represented in the Joint Witness Statement) and the sentiments expressed 

in a range of representations made to us. 

[647] Ms Rickard, appearing on behalf of the City Council, brought to our attention the 

documentation explaining the registration of the Basin Reserve Historic Area
326

 by NZHPT, 

which describes, in reference to Historical Significance, the Basin Reserve as:   

… one of the country’s longest serving recreational grounds.  It has been used for a 
vast array of purposes over the years, of which athletics, soccer, softball, marching, 
pipe band contests and cycling are just a small number.  In that sense it has been the 
city’s most valuable public reserve.” 

[648] Mr Salmond’s Assessment Report
327

 lists the Basin Reserve Historic Area and the 

three buildings protected by the City Council.  In their Joint Witness Statement, all six 

heritage experts agreed that this Basin Reserve Historic Area is of local, national and 

international significance.  In this case, the national and international significance relates 

largely to the historical and contemporary associations with the playing and watching of 

cricket.  All the heritage experts also agreed
328

 that the Basin Reserve has historic heritage 

values, which draws our attention beyond the individual items of built heritage within the 

Basin Reserve itself to the surroundings of the Basin Reserve and its relationships to those 

surroundings.  The experts specifically cited as an example the approaches from Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces. 

[649] The wider heritage area we have identified extends beyond the registered Basin 

Reserve Historic Area to the west to include a number of buildings
329

 that have statutory 

recognition either by the Heritage NZ or the City Council or both, reflecting local, national 

and international significance.  Indeed, the NWM Park, currently under construction, is local 

in location and scale but draws these various buildings together into a heritage entity that 

manifestly has national and international significance,
330

 albeit for quite different reasons to 

the Basin Reserve.   
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[650] The wider heritage area also extends beyond this registered Basin Reserve Historic 

Area to the east to include Government House to the southeast and the Mt Victoria residential 

suburb to the northeast.
331

  Government House is a Category 1 registered building under the 

Heritage Act,
332

 with national and international significance, while a substantial part of the 

Mt Victoria residential suburb
333

 is registered as a Character Area of local significance in the 

District Plan, as noted previously. 

[651] We understand there is no disputing amongst the experts the significance of the 

identified heritage area within which the works proposed under this NoR are to be carried 

out. 

[652] Finally, on this topic, we turn to what some of the representations had to say.  Some 

use quite formal language while others express themselves more colloquially.  Nevertheless, 

the examples quoted below give a flavour of the significance that the people of Wellington 

attach to the Basin Reserve area: 

Within a 500-metre radius of the Basin Reserve there are open spaces and buildings 
that have significance nationally and internationally … in the realms of sport, 

academia, military and diplomatic ceremony.
334

 

 … a unique ‘boutique’ sports ground.
335

 

… an iconic and unique inner city green space that must be protected.  Not only does 
it offer all the benefits of being an open, welcoming and peaceful oasis in a busy 
modern city, but it’s also a fantastic place to experience cricket, other sporting fixtures 

and cultural events. 
336

 

 … one of our most valuable heritage precincts.
337

 

Its meaning and significance comes from accumulation of civic involvement and 
experience over 150 years.  This meaning is both of national and local importance 

and value.
338

 

It’s an oasis. A rare place in Wellington.
339

  

The Basin is a lovely ICONIC area surrounded by residential accommodation, 

schools, churches and Government House.
340
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… the special character of the Basin Reserve as a historic recreational reserve and 
its quality of being an oasis and a breath of fresh air and a peaceful place, whether 
passing through it or coming here for an event.  And it is a special place because of 

its topography being surrounded by the hills and secluded from the traffic noise.
341

   

The area is of importance to New Zealand both because Government House and the 
processional route to Government House are contained within it, and because the 

Basin Reserve is New Zealand’s premier Test cricket ground.
342

 

This is an historic landscape, with many heritage sites, in the heart of the capital city, 
with historic reserves and residential areas.  In short, a unique and irreplaceable city 

heart.
343

 

Framework for Assessing Heritage Effects 

[653] Taken as a whole, we found the language and the assessments of the heritage experts 

not always easy to distil and sometimes unhelpful.  Nevertheless, we found some important 

areas of agreement in their Joint Witness Statement.  There were numerous occasions when 

heritage experts described effects in vague terms or described changes without indicating 

whether the changes described were assessed as beneficial, neutral or adverse. 

[654] To work our way through this, we have drawn out of the evidence the following 

observations on several aspects of disciplinary approach to heritage assessment: 

[a] A framework for thinking about heritage values; 

[b] How the magnitude of heritage effect is described; and 

[c] Differentiating the assessment of effects on individual heritage items/sites 

from the assessment of effects on the whole heritage area. 

Framework for Assessing Heritage Values 

[655] Technical Report 12
344

 helpfully sets out a framework of thinking about heritage 

values associated with the Basin Reserve area and then lists the kinds of potential effects on 

these heritage values that may occur as a consequence of the Project.  While Technical 

Report 12 was authored by Mr Salmond, he acknowledges its derivation from earlier heritage 

assessment work undertaken for the Transport Agency by Mr Bowman.  We are not 
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suggesting that all the heritage experts have adopted such a framework explicitly; rather that 

we find this framework useful for reflecting on the contributions to heritage assessment made 

by the various experts. 

[656] The framework provides for the consideration of both tangible and intangible effects 

on heritage values and also allows for the consideration of heritage effects as they relate to 

either individual sites or to the surroundings and overall heritage area, as discussed above.  In 

summary, this framework of heritage values encompasses the following, although significant 

potential effects do not necessarily arise in relation to every value: 

[a] Physical values, including: 

[i] Archaeological – Does the place or area have the potential to 

contribute information about human history of the region, or current 

archaeological research questions, through investigation using 

archaeological methods? (Salmond 01 at 13); 

[ii] Architectural and Urban Form – Is the place significant because of its 

design, form, scale, materials, style, ornamentation, period, 

craftsmanship or other architectural element? (Salmond 01 at 13); 

[iii] Scientific and Technological – Does the area or place have the 

potential to provide scientific information about the history of the 

region? Does the place demonstrate innovative or important methods 

of construction or design, does it contain unusual construction 

materials, is it an early example of the use of a particular construction 

technique or does it have the potential to contribute information about 

technological or engineering history? (Salmond 01 at 13); 

[iv] Rarity – Is the place or area, or are features within it, unique, unusual, 

uncommon or rare at a district, regional or national level or in relation 

to particular historical themes? (Salmond 01 at 13); 

[v] Representativeness – Is the place or area a good example of its class, 

for example, in terms of design, type, features, use, technology or time 

period? (Salmond 01 at 13); 
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[vi] Integrity – Does the place have integrity, retaining significant features 

from its time of construction, or later periods when important 

modifications or additions were carried out? (Salmond 01 at 13); 

[vii] Vulnerability – Is the place vulnerable to deterioration or destruction or 

is it threatened by land use activities? (Salmond 01 at 14); and 

[viii] Context or group – Is the place or area part of a group of heritage 

places, a landscape, a townscape or setting which when considered as a 

whole amplify the heritage values of the place and group/landscape or 

extend its significance? (Salmond 01 at 14). 

[b] Historical values, including: 

[i] People – Is the place associated with the life or works of a well-known 

or important individual, group or organisation? (Salmond 01 at 14); 

[ii] Events – Is the place associated with an important event in local, 

regional or national history? (Salmond 01 at 14); and 

[iii] Patterns – Is the place associated with important aspects, processes, 

themes or patterns of local, regional or national history? (Salmond 01 

at 14). 

[iv] Cultural values, including: 

[v] Identity and public esteem – Is the place or area a focus of community, 

regional or national identity or sense of place, and does it have social 

value and provide evidence of cultural or historical continuity? Is the 

place held in high public esteem for its heritage or aesthetic values or 

as a focus of spiritual, political, national or other cultural sentiment? 

(Salmond 01 at 14); 

[vi] Commemorative – Does the place have symbolic or commemorative 

significance to people who use or have used it, or to the descendants of 

such people, as a result of its special interest, character, landmark, 

amenity or visual appeal? (Salmond 01 at 14); and 
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[vii] Education – Could the place contribute, through public education, to 

people’s awareness, understanding and appreciation of New Zealand’s 

history and cultures? (Salmond 01 at 14). 

[657] To the extent that these values were discussed in the evidence put before us, relevant 

to the existing heritage environment, we provide illustrations of these values, as expressed by 

experts and submitters when discussing heritage effects by sub-area later in this section. 

Scale of Effects  

[658] We heard the heritage experts use a variety of adjectives such as minor, moderate or 

significant to describe the scale of heritage effects, whether beneficial or adverse.   

[659] In expert conferencing, there appeared some divergence of assessed effects in terms 

of the descriptors used. Where, for example, five experts agreed that the dominance effects of 

the Basin Bridge on heritage values were major adverse, Mr Salmond explicitly preferred the 

terminology significant adverse.   

[660] The same difference in terminology occurred when the experts considered the effects 

on heritage values of interrupting and changing views to and from the Basin Reserve.  

Notwithstanding the extensive cross-examination around this issue, we were left pondering 

whether the differences in terminology reflect real differences in assessed significance or 

merely the adoption of different terminology and scales.   

[661] The evidence, including the exhibits produced during the hearing, makes reference to 

several scales.  The scale used consistently by Mr Bowman prior to
345

 and also for the 

Feasible Options
346

 assessments is a 9-point scale in which that part of the scale 

encompassing negative effects incorporates the grades: 

[a] insignificant; 

[b] minor negative;  

[c] moderate negative;  
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[d] significant negative; and  

[e] severe negative.   

[662] The Transport Agency’s recent guidance document
347

 refers to heritage assessment 

guidance from the UK Highways Agency,
348

 which also uses a 9-point scale in which that 

part of the scale encompassing negative effects incorporates the grades: 

[a] neutral; 

[b] negligible adverse; 

[c] minor adverse; 

[d] moderate adverse; and 

[e] major adverse.   

[663] Citing the UK Highways Agency, the document usefully defines what it means by 

each term, noting that major = change to key historic elements, such that the resource is 

totally altered and/or comprehensive changes to the setting. 

[664] We note that the differences in terminology used by the experts, which we have 

highlighted above, are towards the high end of the scales of magnitude, whichever scale is 

used.  We also recall Mr Salmond’s remarks about a scale representing a continuum of 

significance, rather than discrete and precise measures.   

[665] We are therefore inclined to the view that, given the qualitative nature of the 

assessment terminology, the differences in terminology do not imply significant real 

differences between these assessments.  In any case, we return to this issue later in our overall 

findings on heritage effects. 
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Effects on Individual Heritage Items/sites vs Effects on the Wider Heritage Area 

[666] Some heritage experts have chosen to focus their assessments on individual heritage 

items, particularly listed or registered items, while others give attention to considerations of 

heritage setting as well.  With reference to terminology, this is partly
349

 a distinction between 

built heritage and historic heritage. 

[667] In defining historic heritage, the RMA makes a clear distinction between historic sites 

and historic heritage.  At their conferencing, the experts drew attention
350

 to the definition of 

historic heritage in the RMA – which includes (b)(iv) surroundings associated with the 

natural and physical (historic heritage) resources. 

[668] The AssessmentAssesment of Environmental Effects prepared by the Transport 

Agency refers explicitly to Built Heritage as the title for Section 26 of the document, and 

Technical Report 12 is similarly entitled Assessment of Effects on Built Heritage.  The 

Transport Agency’s closing submissions confirmed
351

 this thematic focus.  

[669] While Ms Rickard acknowledges
352

 the RMA definition of ‘historic heritage’ and 

clearly devotes attention to the change to the wider setting of the Basin Reserve Historic 

Area,
353

 when she assesses the modification of views of heritage, she explicitly confines her 

assessment to views to and from items in the Basin Reserve Historic Area
354

 [our emphasis], 

which we consider to be a narrow conception of the relevant views.  The City Council’s 

closing submissions made no reference at all to section 6(f) of the RMA, nor to historic 

heritage, choosing rather to focus on issues related specifically to listed or registered heritage 

items. 

[670] In her evidence in chief
355

 on behalf of Heritage NZ, Ms Dangerfield focused 

primarily on listed or registered heritage items, reflecting a perspective defined by the 

Heritage Act.  However, in a departure from her evidence in chief,
356

 her concise witness 

summary did acknowledge explicitly certain aspects of the wider setting on the eastern and 

northern sides of the Basin Reserve, including references to Bogart’s Corner, Government 
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House, the Mt Victoria Inner Residential Area and the Canal Reserve. Nevertheless, her 

conclusions on the effects of the Project on the wider setting, on which Heritage New 

Zealand’s closing submissions rely,
357

 were not supported by any evidence or analysis. 

[671] The evidence of Ms Poff acknowledged explicitly
358

 the concept of historic heritage 

as defined in the RMA and described similarly in the Regional Policy Statement.  

Furthermore, she discussed the historical setting
359

 and provided an extensive listing of 

individual historic heritage features throughout the wider setting
360

 before proceeding to 

provide an assessment of heritage effects on the Basin Reserve and setting
361

 [our emphasis].   

[672] Mr Kelly adopted an explicit focus on the Basin Reserve and precinct, the intended 

extent of which can be understood from references to Government House, Wellington 

College, St Mark’s Church, St Patrick’s College, the Carillon, the National War Memorial 

and the former National Museum.
362

   

[673] At various places in his evidence in chief,
363

 Mr Foot conveyed his understanding of 

the relevant heritage setting – from the Carillon tunnel right through to the Mt Victoria 

tunnel, so that the Board and the public can see the complete picture of the impacts of the 

proposed roading changes and their effect on heritage and the character of the surrounding 

area. 

[674] Mr Milne, in his closing submissions, made numerous references to historic heritage 

and argued explicitly that the focus of the Transport Agency’s case on heritage matters was 

wrongly limited to built heritage.
364

  Mr Bennion, in his closing submissions, having cited 

explicitly the relevant RMA sections,
365

 similarly made numerous references to historic 

heritage and argued for the proper recognition of setting when assessing effects on historic 

heritage.
366
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[675] We agree that we are obliged to consider the effects on historic heritage and that 

historic heritage includes not only built heritage but the surroundings and setting in which the 

built heritage exists.  In our view, the explicit focus of the Transport Agency, Wellington City 

Council and Heritage NZ heritage assessments on built heritage, as distinct from historic 

heritage, unduly limited the scope of those assessments. 

Sub-areas Used to Frame our Findings on Heritage 

[676] We now describe sub-areas in terms of their particular heritage components, heritage 

values and potential effects on heritage.  We have identified these sub-areas as follows: 

[a] The Basin Reserve itself – the registered Basin Reserve Historic Area; 

[b] Kent and Cambridge Terraces and particularly the southern section that 

interfaces with the northern entrance to the Basin Reserve and with the Park 

Extension; 

[c] The Mt Victoria historic residential suburb, particularly the southwestern 

quarter that overlooks and interfaces with the Basin Reserve; 

[d] Government House; 

[e] The NWM Park; and 

[f] The former Home of Compassion Crèche. 

Effects on Heritage  

The Basin Reserve Itself 

[677] This sub-area corresponds to the Basin Reserve Historic Area. 

Heritage Values 

[678] Statutory recognition of the status of the Basin Reserve Historic Area
367

 and the listed 

structures within it is accepted by all heritage experts.
368

  It is also accepted that alterations to 

                                                 
367
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elements of heritage fabric, other than the two listed buildings in this sub-area, are permitted 

activities under the District Plan heritage rule. 

[679] In terms of the framework for thinking about heritage values adopted by the Transport 

Agency experts,
369

 we acknowledge a range of heritage values associated with the Basin 

Reserve, many of them to do with its role as a historic cricket ground.  In terms of 

representativeness and rarity, the Basin Reserve is considered by many to be New Zealand’s 

premier test cricket ground, as well as being internationally unique in allowing spectators the 

freedom to walk all around the boundary fence.   

[680] Its historic values in terms of famous individual cricketers, memorable cricket 

matches and the regular seasonal scheduling of cricket matches is not in question, nor is the 

fact that these associations are responsible for the high public esteem with which the Basin 

Reserve is held by many New Zealanders.   

[681] The integrity of the form of the Basin Reserve, in terms of retaining its openness 

through the deliberate differentiation of the built western side, the grassed embankments of 

the eastern side and the low-profile areas at the northern and southern entrances is a heritage 

value that various experts and submitters have identified is appreciated by cricket spectators 

and many other users of the Basin Reserve and has been so for decades.   

[682] Commemorative functions have allowed important displays of cultural values at 

various times in the City’s and nation’s history,
370

 and this forms a connection with the 

adjacent NWM Park, with the Basin Reserve being part of a continuum of reserves and 

heritage places in this part of the city. 

Contested Issues 

[683] Four potential types of effect on historic heritage underpin the contested issues in this 

sub-area: 

[a] Given the agreed significance of the role of cricket to the historical heritage of 

the Basin Reserve itself, what is the risk to the future use of the Basin Reserve 

as a test cricket venue: will the Northern Gateway Building adequately screen 

                                                                                                                                                        
368
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the players of cricket from the risk of visual distraction due to elevated 

moving traffic on the Basin Bridge?; 

[b] Effects on the ambience of the Basin Reserve for spectators as well as other 

Wellingtonians using the Basin Reserve for passive recreation:  will the 

Northern Gateway Building reduce or add to the visual dominance of new 

structures as experienced from within the Basin Reserve?  Does the 

combination of the proposed bridge and the Northern Gateway Building have 

adverse effects on historically significant views out of the Basin Reserve?; 

[c] Relocation and modification of historic heritage fabric: what is the effect on 

historic heritage values of removing some of the Basin Reserve fence in order 

to construct the Northern Gateway Building? And what is the net effect on 

historic heritage of relocating and restoring the C.S. Dempster Gate?; and 

[d] The dominance of the Basin Bridge structure in relation to the William 

Wakefield Memorial: will the Basin Bridge structure have an adverse effect on 

the setting of the Wakefield Memorial? 

Issue 1: Risks to the future use of the Basin Reserve as a venue for test cricket from visual 

distraction of players due to elevated traffic movement on the proposed Basin Bridge 

[684] In his evidence in chief
371

 for the Transport Agency, Mr Salmond expressed the 

opinion that while the playing of cricket in the Basin Reserve … is clearly an important part 

of the history of use of the Basin Reserve, an adverse effect on the playing of cricket in the 

Basin Reserve is not specifically a ‘heritage’ effect.  He concluded that while some effect on 

players has been predicted, the existence of the bridge will not otherwise restrict the playing 

of cricket on the Basin Reserve. His heritage assessment therefore appears to dismiss this risk 

as a matter of any relevance to historic heritage, an opinion he confirmed in his rebuttal 

evidence.
372

   

[685] It appeared to us that Mr Salmond was unfamiliar with the evidence of the cricket 

witnesses appearing for the Basin Reserve Trust.  In commenting on the extent of mitigation 

required for visual distraction of cricketers, he stated in his rebuttal
373

 that the exigencies of 
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cricket need to be offset against other forms of public amenity associated with important 

views in the wider landscape.  We return to this matter under Issue 2 below. 

[686] We note Mr Salmond’s focus on built heritage and his assessment that there is no 

specific impact on any heritage building, although he did acknowledge
374

 that the C.S. 

Dempster Memorial Gate will have to be relocated to make way for the Northern Gateway 

Building which, in Mr Salmond’s terms, was a mitigation measure in response to a non-

heritage risk.
375

   

[687] In considering the Basin Reserve in its entirety as a Historic Area, he went on to 

say
376

 to the extent that an effect on heritage values has been linked to the question of 

‘playability’ of the game of cricket, this may be seen as a ‘moderate negative’ effect.  He 

went on to express the view that this is an effect that could be mitigated through the erection 

of the Northern Gateway Building. 

[688] Mr Salmond’s primary focus on built heritage and listed/registered heritage items, 

combined with his expressed assessment of the relevance of cricket to the heritage values of 

the Basin Reserve have resulted in predominant consideration of physical heritage values, 

referring to his adopted framework, which we summarised earlier in this section of the 

document.  He made no reference at all to rarity value, and his assessment of effects on the 

heritage value of representativeness
377

 highlighted the absence of such risks to individual 

listed buildings while ignoring discussion of the risks to future test match accreditation of 

what many consider to be the country’s premier test cricket ground.  

[689] We note that his discussion of vulnerability
378

 and the historical and cultural 

dimensions
379

 of heritage values largely ignored the role of cricket at the Basin Reserve.  

When discussing the heritage value of context
380

 still with a focus on listed items, Mr 

Salmond stated – a new bridge structure will affect the visual context of the Basin Reserve 

and hence, to varying extent, the established perceived relationship with heritage buildings in 

streets around the Basin Reserve.  However, he provided us with no assessment of the nature 

or degree of such an effect. 
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[690] In contrast to Mr Salmond, Ms Rickard acknowledged explicitly
381

 the significance of 

on-going test cricket status to the heritage of the Basin Reserve:  

A possible ultimate loss of the site in its use as an international cricket venue would 
break a long standing link which would have consequential negative effects on the 
heritage of the Basin Reserve. 

[691]  In regard to this particular issue, Ms Rickard asserted
382

 the importance of upgraded 

facilities for players and administrative services which is important if the sports ground is to 

retain its historically important function as a cricket venue.  She reinforced this point in 

answer to a question from the Board.
383

   

[692] However, this assertion is not supported by the evidence of cricket administrators 

themselves.  Sir John Anderson, in answer to a question from Mr Jones, assured us
384

 that if 

the proposed Basin Bridge does not go ahead there is no reason under the venue 

accreditation policy for the ground’s accreditation to be reviewed.  He told us of recent 

upgrades to facilities quite sufficient for this purpose
385

 and, moreover, explained
386

 that the 

proposed location of the Northern Gateway Building is not optimal on the basis of spatial 

constraints – it’s very narrow.   

[693] Mr Clinton, in answer to questioning by Mr Jones, confirmed
387

 that, notwithstanding 

the potential advantages to the management of cricket events at the Basin Reserve from 

having a building such as the Northern Gateway Building, there would be no need for the 

Northern Gateway Building if this project does not go ahead.  Indeed, Sir John Anderson 

confirmed that the Basin Reserve Trust would only proceed with the Northern Gateway 

Building on the basis that it was needed to mitigate the proposed flyover.   

[694] Like Ms Rickard, Ms Dangerfield expressed the view that the sustainability of the 

grounds for cricket is important to its long term heritage outcome.
388

  As a result, she 

supported the construction of the Northern Gateway Building as an appropriate means to 

mitigate any risks to the future playing of test cricket at this venue that might be associated 

with the visual distraction of moving traffic on the Basin Bridge.   

                                                 
381
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[695] Notwithstanding that the drawings of the proposed Northern Gateway Building are 

only indicative at this stage, she expressed the view that the final design has the potential to 

both resolve any heritage effects it could create
389

 and to enhance the heritage values of 

Basin Reserve Historic Area.  While not expressed in the context of risks to the future of 

cricket, we note that Ms Dangerfield, in answer to a question from the Board as to how an at-

grade transport option would be likely to rate from a heritage point of view, gave her 

opinion
390

 that: 

It’s the closest to what the grounds and its surrounds have originally been, so in 
heritage terms it’s going to be a better option from that point of view. 

Issue 2: Adverse effects from the proposed Basin Bridge and the Northern Gateway Building 

on the ambience of the Basin Reserve for cricket spectators and those enjoying the historic 

values for passive recreation 

[696] In his evidence in chief,
391

 Mr Salmond (for the Transport Agency) stated that views 

from or out of the Basin Reserve as an historic area are a significant consideration, and these 

will be affected by the intrusion of the bridge into the skyline on the north and northeast 

boundaries.  In his rebuttal,
392

 he noted that, during expert conferencing, he agreed that the 

‘significant structural change’ to the setting, and the effects on views into and out of the 

Basin Reserve were a ‘significant adverse’ effect on heritage values.  

[697] Notwithstanding this assessment of an adverse heritage effect on northward views 

attributable to the Basin Bridge structure alone, Mr Salmond appeared to assess favourably 

the additional effect on these views of the Northern Gateway Building when he explained
393

 

that:  

There is no established predominant architectural style in the Historic Area – the 
concept design for the proposed new building responds appropriately to the adjacent 
Vance Stand, and extends an established constructed edge on this part of the 
boundary of the Basin Reserve.  

 However, he qualifies this by saying:
394

  

While I consider that a building which is large enough to mitigate (by concealing) the 
effect of moving traffic on the Bridge within the field of view (defined by expert 
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analysis)
395

 is acceptable, I am concerned that a building envelope of 65m length, 
potentially generates other effects, such as closure of an established viewshaft along 
Kent and Cambridge Terraces.   

[698] As we discuss later in our evaluation, this apparent contradiction may arise because 

Mr Salmond has accepted for his heritage assessment that there has to be a bridge of some 

sort, which then requires screening for international cricket purposes. 

[699] Ms Rickard referred to spectator experience
396

 that may be affected by the raised 

Basin Bridge structure.  With reference to the RMA’s inclusion of surroundings of historic 

heritage items as contributing to an understanding and appreciation of history and culture,
397

 

she agreed that therefore it is necessary to consider views to and from items in the Basin 

Reserve Historic Area [our emphasis].  Ms Rickard’s assessment of historic views was 

focused primarily on views of listed/registered heritage items.  

[700] In this regard, she drew our attention to the fact that:
 398

   

The built structures within the Basin Reserve have been accumulating over more than 
100 years and are becoming more dominant in the Reserve as more are added.  The 
periphery of the sports ground is now significantly more enclosed than images from 
the nineteenth century illustrate … 

 And made the observation that:
 399

  

The proposed new Northern Gateway Building continues the chronological pattern of 
larger structures.   

Her assessment of the effects of the proposed structure on views out of the Basin Reserve 

focused exclusively on views of built heritage items, leading to her conclusionthat these 

changed views will not have a more than minor effect on the heritage values of the Historic 

Area and other heritage items within and in the surrounds of the Basin.
 400

 

[701] Ms Dangerfield made no comment on this issue. 
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[702] We note Mr Snedden’s contrasting observation about the importance of ambience in 

this historical setting when he explained to us
401

 the reason why New Zealand Cricket made 

the decision to not allocate test matches to Eden Park being:  

The feel of the ground, the nature of the ground as a concrete jungle wasn’t what they 
wanted for overall experience from test matches and so they placed test matches into 
the Basin Reserve, into Hamilton, to Dunedin rather than allocate them to Eden Park 
even though Eden Park’s our biggest stadia (sic), biggest population base.  

[703] Mr Clinton, reinforced the importance of ambience to the future of test cricket in 

stating:
402

  

Cricket Wellington attracts spectators to the Basin Reserve in large part because of 
the peaceful and relaxed atmosphere created by having and enclosed green space 
within the heart of the city.  This is a necessary requirement for convincing spectators 
to come to the ground to watch a game of cricket that can last for up to eight hours a 
day.  Having a view of traffic, which will be a backdrop to the sports for some 
spectators on the southern end of the ground, will negatively impact spectator 
experience.  

[704] In response to a question about alternative structures on the Basin Bridge to screen 

moving traffic, Mr Clinton reinforced the importance of ambience when he said
403

 we are 

still left with the issue of the spectator enjoyment of the ground and the look and feel and the 

ambience of the ground, which is still subject to a view of a flyover. 

[705] Ms Poff commenting on the existing ambience within the Basin Reserve, observed 

that:
 404

  

The confining nature of the views to the green elements and the built structures is 
complemented by the view to the north opening up to the harbour.  It is a lighter more 
open view to the water.  While the water cannot be seen there is an implied 
relationship to the harbour and Canal reserve.  The light and the openness add 
greatly to the character of the Basin Reserve.  

[706] She assessed the effects on the historic heritage values of the cricket ground as 

follows:
405

 

The proposed NGB does not marry with other features and the proportions do not 
match the shape and form of other structures.  In my view this is compounded by 
effects on amenity values because the building shuts down views and upsets the 
connection between the two historic reserves. … the NGB intrudes on the horizon 

                                                 
401
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view, and the effect of the NGB is to compound the adverse effect on this view by the 
bridge. 

[707]  Mr Kelly drew our attention to the range of values that give significance to the Basin 

Reserve in terms of criteria contained in the Historic Places Act 1993. Most apt, in terms of 

ambience, were his comments under aesthetic values:
406

 

… much lauded for its picturesque qualities …the grounds open but intimate aspect, 
the many trees, the modest scale of most of its buildings … on all sides it is 
surrounded, but seemingly unaffected, by busy roads and cultural/social values

407
 still 

celebrated for the qualities it brings to the city and the statement it makes about the 
importance of providing open space in an urban environment. 

[708] Both Mr Kelly
408

 and Mr Foot
409

 expressed the opinion that the adverse effects on 

ambience within this Historic Heritage Area arising from the two structures (the Basin Bridge 

and the Northern Gateway Building) are cumulative. 

[709] In addition to the expert evidence, a number of representations referred to the 

potential loss of ambience, the cumulative effect of the two structures and also the issue of 

privileging the few at the expense of the many in terms of the distribution of beneficial and 

adverse effects of the Northern Gateway Building: 

The building of the new structure will detract from the picnic atmosphere of the 
ground. It will spoil the spectator experience … Overall the building will have the 
effect of blocking in the ground and will combine with the flyover in spoiling the 
spectator experience … losing the intimate experience of enjoying a game at the 
basin … The basin is in danger of losing this atmosphere if buildings with no public 

benefit are erected for elite use only.
410

 

 And 

This effectively means that the new building will exacerbate the negative impact of 

the project, not mitigate it.
411

 

 And 

Furthermore, the ‘mitigation’ requires removal of historic gates and fence which are 
integral to the registered Historic Area and surrounds and upsets the historic pattern 
of buildings being confined to the west side of the Reserve. … irreversible effect on 
the nature of this open recreation space.  It will impact on the way thousands of 
people experience it, including sports and events participants and spectators, those 

                                                 
406
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who cycle or walk through the Basin Reserve, those who take their lunch to the Basin 

Reserve on a sunny day, those who move around it and those who live nearby.
412

 

Issue 3: Relocation/modification of the heritage fabric of the Basin Reserve associated with 

the C.S. Dempster Gate and the Basin Reserve perimeter fence 

[710] Mr Salmond aptly pointed out that the relocation of the C.S. Dempster Gate is a direct 

consequence of the need to mitigate visual distraction of cricket players from moving traffic 

on the Basin Bridge. His assessment of the associated physical heritage effects stated:
413

  

Relocation of the (non-scheduled) CS Dempster  Gate to a location within the 
grounds is appropriate, and enables associated heritage values to be substantially 
retained – including notably the commemorative function of the feature … 

While also achieving restoration and maintenance benefits.   

[711] In rebuttal,
414

 he reinforced his endorsement, recognising that relocation of buildings 

should be considered an action of last resort and concluding that this is clear instance [sic] 

where such an action has clear heritage and practical benefits. 

[712] Ms Rickard similarly noted that the demolition of a length of fencing and removal and 

relocation of the C.S. Dempster Gate will be required if construction of the proposed 

Northern Gateway Building proceeds and also that the two items of listed built heritage 

within the Basin Reserve will not be physically touched.  She observed
415

 that, if the C.S. 

Dempster Gate is subsequently located beside the JR Reid Gate on the southern boundary, 

then together with the Groundsman’s cottage, these buildings will form a small group of 

heritage interest. 

[713] Ms Dangerfield explained that designing the proposed Northern Gateway Building to 

fit around the C.S. Dempster Gate in its existing location would be highly unsympathetic to 

the gate.  She supported the latter’s relocation to the southern side of the Basin Reserve as an 

acceptable heritage outcome in this case.
416

 By way of explanation, Ms Dangerfield assessed 

the relocation to sit alongside the JR Reid Gate as especially suitable.  Refurbished and side 

by side, they would reinforce the heritage of the Basin Reserve, and she noted that, although 
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the relocation removes the two gates facing each other across the grounds, the historic points 

of entry/exit would be unchanged.
417

 

[714] Mr Kelly pointed out
418

 that the two gates were designed to sit directly opposite each 

other to align with the foot traffic coming from Adelaide Road to the south and Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces to the north.  In his opinion, the removal of the C.S. Dempster Gate 

destroys that pivotal historic arrangement.  However, he also acknowledged
419

 that some 

restoration is proposed, and furthermore, that while the gate and the fence are part of the 

registered Historic Area, they are not individually listed.
420

  Nevertheless, it is clear from his 

statement
421

 that Mr Kelly did not accept that the proposed restoration totally mitigates the 

loss of historic heritage value resulting from relocation. 

Issue 4: Dominance of the Basin Bridge in relation to the William Wakefield Memorial 

[715] Mr Salmond explained
422

 that the visual connection between the Basin Bridge and the 

Wakefield Memorial will be similar to the existing relationship with the road network 

although the elevated carriageway will have greater visual impact on the setting of the 

memorial than the existing on-grade carriageway.  He assessed the visual effect as slight but 

made no comment as to the nature of this slight effect. 

[716] In a similar vein, Ms Rickard observed
423

 that the Wakefield Memorial will not be 

physically touched by the Basin Bridge and carriageway development, noting, however, that 

protection during construction must be ensured. 

[717] Ms Dangerfield did not discuss this issue. 

[718] Like Mr Salmond, and with reference to the District Plan heritage rules,
424

 Mr Kelly 

focused on the heritage setting of the William Wakefield Memorial.  He expressed the 

opinion that:  
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The setting of the William Wakefield Memorial will be significantly altered.  Its location 
a short distance from the bridge means the latter will become a dominant factor in the 
immediate environment and undermine some of the landmark quality that it [the 
memorial] has acquired through its relocation on top of the bank inside the ground. 

Findings  

[719] In reaching our findings on the totality of effects on historic heritage in this sub-area 

(specifically the Basin Reserve Historic Area), we have come to the view that the evidence 

offered in support of the NoR displays some inconsistencies.  In particular, we see a lack of 

consistency between the heritage experts on the heritage significance of the risk to the future 

test-cricket status of the Basin Reserve, and furthermore, we conclude that the evidence of the 

heritage experts on that matter is not well aligned with the evidence of the cricket experts.   

[720] Concerning the assessment of effects on ambience within the Basin Reserve and on 

historically significant views out of the Basin Reserve, we conclude that a focus on built 

heritage or an assumption that there has to be a bridge structure of some kind limits the 

weight we give to that evidence.  Indeed, on the issues related to effects on ambience and 

views, we prefer the analysis and assessments of Ms Poff and Mr Kelly. 

[721] We find that the risk to the future playing of international test cricket at the Basin 

Reserve is an important heritage matter. 

[722] We further find that effective mitigation of this risk requires a 65m Northern Gateway 

Building, but note that a 65m Northern Gateway Building also has adverse effects on the 

enjoyment of the Basin Reserve from the point of view of cricket spectators and others 

involved in passive leisure activities and also blocks completely north-south views that have 

been described as historically significant and important to the sense of place. 

[723] On the basis of the Project before us, we find that relocation and refurbishment of the 

C.S. Dempster Gate will result in heritage gains, if it is absolutely necessary that it be 

relocated, noting that the historically relevant spatial relationships and functions for entry and 

exit will be retained. 

[724] We also find that the potential for adverse heritage effects on the listed William 

Wakefield Memorial and its heritage setting are minor though not non-existent. 
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Kent and Cambridge Terraces and the Northern Entrance to the Basin Reserve 

[725] This sub-area covers the interface between the boulevard of Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces and the junctions with Ellice Street (to the east) and Buckle Street (to the west) and 

the approaches to the northern entrance to the Basin Reserve.  The proposed Basin Bridge 

will pass directly through and over this sub-area at a height of 10.5m up to the top of the 

guard rail. 

Heritage Values 

[726] There are no buildings or sites with statutory recognition in this sub-area.  

Nevertheless, this area does have several types of historic heritage value associated with it.  

In terms of rarity and integrity, Kent and Cambridge Terraces form the only boulevard of its 

kind in the city, and its open boulevard qualities have been maintained for more than a 

century.   

[727] In terms of cultural values, this boulevard forms part of a route through which many 

Wellingtonians pass on a daily basis and have done so for decades.  Furthermore, the 

boulevard forms part of the ceremonial or processional route from Parliament to Government 

House.   

[728] Finally, this sub-area forms an important part of the context for the Basin Reserve 

Historic Area, leading into the historically main northern entrance, and with links to the 

proposed Park Extension, which is expected to become an important future heritage feature of 

the City.   

[729] Thus, Kent and Cambridge Terraces are linked to the Basin Reserve in multiple ways, 

as adjacent parts of the transportation network, the open space network, the network of 

reserves and also topographically, with their history of the Waitangi Stream and pre-

earthquake intentions for maritime infrastructure.
425

 

Contested Issues 

[730] Two potential types of effect on historic heritage underpin the contested issues in this 

sub-area: 

                                                 
425
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[a] Effects on views into the Basin Reserve and to other important heritage areas:  

[i] Will the Basin Bridge have adverse effects on historically significant 

views into the Basin Reserve from Kent and Cambridge Terraces? 

[ii] Will the Basin Bridge interrupt views of the Carillon from Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces?; and 

[b] Effects of dominant structures on the ambience of this part of the setting for 

the Basin Reserve Historic Area:   

[i] Do the two new structures – the Basin Bridge and the Northern 

Gateway Building – individually and cumulatively have adverse 

effects on the historical amenity values of the area referred to in the 

application as the entrance plaza?; and 

[ii] Will the Basin Bridge structure detract from amenity values of the 

proposed Park Extension? 

Issue 1: Effects of the proposed Basin Bridge and Northern Gateway Building on historically 

significant views into the Basin Reserve 

[731] In some respects, the evidence on this matter overlaps with the visual aspect of 

amenity.  Despite this overlap, it is important to consider the matter from different 

perspectives. 

[732] Mr Salmond, in his description of the existing heritage environment,
426

 stated that 

views to and from the Basin Reserve, including those from within the street system are 

historically significant. When summarising his assessment of the proposed Basin Bridge 

structure on these views, he continued
427

 the actual impact of these views will be moderated 

in detail by the specific design of the elements of the structure, and by existing mature trees in 

the foreground.  

[733] Design detail will not materially alter the scale or elevation of the Basin Bridge when 

compared with having no bridge at all in this location.  Furthermore, while mature trees in the 
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foreground may well offer some screening effect to views of the Basin Bridge, the issue in 

contention is less to do with views of the Basin Bridge and more to do with historically 

significant views into and across the Basin Reserve to the hills on the horizon – views that 

will be substantially blocked for anyone approaching the Basin Reserve from the north. 

[734] In discussing a previous issue, we have already made reference to Mr Salmond’s 

rebuttal,
428

 where he noted that, during expert conferencing, he agreed that the ‘significant 

structural change’ to the setting, and the effects on views into and out of the Basin Reserve 

were a ‘significant adverse’ effect on heritage values.  In his assessment report,
429

 Mr 

Salmond discussed the relative merits of the various proposed lengths of the Northern 

Gateway Building – 45m, 55m and 65m.  He stated:  

There is an established view shaft into the reserve from Kent Terrace.  While this 
existing view shaft is not a protected feature, it may be regarded as an important 
established view of the Basin Reserve with some historical significance.  A 45m 
building will leave open the greater part of this view, albeit framed by the new Bridge 
structure.  There is a corresponding partial view into the Reserve for pedestrians 
(although not motorists) in Cambridge Terrace which will be closed by any building in 
this location.   

[735] While he acknowledges in his rebuttal
430

 the evidence of Mr Snedden regarding the 

need (from a cricket-playing perspective) to have a longer building, he confirmed his 

continuing concern that a 65m long building will wholly close the vista from Kent/Cambridge 

Terraces into the Basin Reserve.  In this respect, he agreed
431

 with Mr Kelly that a 65m long 

Northern Gateway Building will exacerbate the visual effect of closure of the view looking 

south along Kent Terrace.  

[736] Ms Rickard observed that:
 432

  

The existing views from the north outside of the Basin Reserve towards structures 
within the Basin Reserve (apart from the very high RA Vance Stand) are minimal due 
to the relatively flat topography of Kent and Cambridge Terraces.  The new Northern 
Gateway Building will partially block the view towards the Basin Reserve from the 
north [our emphasis] 

[737] It would appear from her written evidence that she made the latter observation with 

reference to a 65m long Northern Gateway Building.
433

  As a result of this focus on specific 
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heritage items, she concluded that views from the north looking southwards towards the 

Basin Reserve will not be seriously impacted.  In our opinion, Ms Rickard’s narrow focus on 

views towards specific structures, particularly when limited to the small number of listed 

structures, explains the divergence of her findings on this aspect of historic heritage in this 

sub-area from those of other experts. 

[738] Under cross-examination, Ms Dangerfield agreed
434

 that views outside the northern 

entrance of the Basin Reserve looking north are important, that the area is held in high public 

esteem and is highly valued by the Wellington community and concluded that the effects are 

adverse, leaving the Board to make that decision about whether or not this constitutes 

inappropriate development.  She further agreed
435

 that the Basin Bridge and the Northern 

Gateway Building have, to some extent, a cumulative effect on views, particularly southward 

views from Kent and Cambridge Terraces, while in northward views (from within the Basin 

Reserve), they tend to double up. 

[739] Ms Poff described the views into the Basin Reserve from the south and from the 

north.  From the south, she described a view,
436

 the elements of which indicate the presence 

of the Basin Reserve without actually seeing into it.  She noted that on this grid alignment 

from the south the RA Vance stand does not cross the Adelaide Road axis, it sits to the 

western side of the axis.  From the north:
437

  

This view is distinctive because the inland boundary of the street promenade is the 
Basin Reserve. While the Basin Reserve is the road end, the view continues south up 
the valley of Newtown to the Town Belt and is predominantly a green space view. 

[740] Ms Poff’s assessment of the effects of the new structures on views appeared to focus 

on views from the north (Kent and Cambridge Terraces) and emphasised the cumulative 

effects of the two structures
438

 … the building shuts down views and upsets the connection 

between the two historic reserves. …the NGB intrudes on the horizon view and the effect of 

the NGB is to compound the adverse effect on this view by the bridge. 

[741] Against an existing situation
439

 where, since the 19th century, the citizens of 

Wellington have been able to enjoy largely uninterrupted views up and down the valley from 
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Newtown to Lambton Harbour, notwithstanding the building of the RA Vance Stand in 

1979– 81,  Mr Kelly considered that:  

The collective impact of the bridge and the mitigation structure (both very large 
structures) will dramatically alter experiences of driving or walking southwards along 
Kent or Cambridge Terraces, eastwards down Paterson and Ellice Streets, and, to a 
lesser extent northwards along Adelaide Road.  

[742] Mr Foot expressed similar findings at [5.3] and [5.5]. 

Issue 2: Effects of dominant structures on the amenity values of the heritage setting for the 

Basin Reserve Historic Area 

[743] Mr Salmond stated in his evidence in chief:
440

  

The elevated carriageway will clearly dominate its surroundings because of its scale 
as a structure, its elevation in the landscape and the dynamic visual effects of moving 
traffic along the carriage way. This will be especially so when viewed along Kent and 
Cambridge Terraces.   

[744] Thus it seems to us inconsistent that, after prefacing his assessment by noting
441

 that a 

new plaza area will be formed and landscaped under the bridge at the junction of the Kent 

and Cambridge Terrace and the slip road between Buckle and Ellice Streets [our emphasis], 

he stated that the elevated structure will merely alter the setting of the northern entrance to 

the Basin Reserve and that the creation of a new public plaza in this position offers greatly 

increased amenity for patrons and the general public.  He further concluded that the 

landscape amenity improvement may be seen as substantially mitigating the potential adverse 

effect of the changed spatial setting. 

[745] Mr Salmond was cross-examined at length by Mr Milne on the topic of dominance of 

new structures introduced into the heritage setting.  In this discussion, he observed
442

 that he 

sees dominance in relation to the Basin Reserve itself and not in terms of views, and 

furthermore,
443

 the longer structure, the greater the impact of the dominance of that structure.   

[746] He confirmed
444

 that his expressed preference was for a 45m long Northern Gateway 

Building.  Contrary to his earlier written evidence,
445

 he conceded that the adverse heritage 
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effects of the Basin Bridge are not reduced from significant adverse to minor adverse by the 

mitigation of the proposed Northern Gateway Building, and that the Northern Gateway 

Building introduces additional negative effects in terms of historic views.
446

  Indeed, Mr 

Salmond, under further cross-examination,
447

 agreed to modify his overall findings on the 

effects of the project on heritage values from minor adverse to moderate adverse, particularly 

recognising the discussion of cumulative effects that had taken place. 

[747] In highlighting the key feature of change to this sub-area, Ms Rickard explained that:
 

448
 

The effects of the proposal will see new roading infrastructure in close proximity to 
the boundaries of the Historic Area.  This is not in itself a new theme, given the 
historically constant changes to road layouts.  For example, the easing of the Kent 
Terrace and Ellice Street corner to incorporate the tramway in the early 20

th
 century.  

The main point of difference is that a section of the road will be raised onto a bridge 
structure outside the northern and north-eastern side of the Basin Reserve.  This will 
change both interior and exterior views of that aspect to varying extents, depending 
on the viewpoint.   

[748] We make the observation that it would be more correct to say that a new and 

additional length of road will be raised onto a bridge structure; the existing at-grade length of 

road remains in use.  Ms Rickard made no comment on the nature or degree of these changes. 

Furthermore, her only comment on the issue of the dominance of the Basin Bridge stated that: 
449

 

From high up on Paterson Street, adjacent to the Mt Victoria  Tunnel, the Bridge will 
be dominant in its surroundings and will partially compete with views of the Basin 
Reserve, as will the proposed new Northern Gateway Building. 

[749] Under cross-examination, Ms Dangerfield acknowledged that the imposition of the 

bulk of the new road will be most closely felt at the north side of the Basin, especially near 

the gates where patrons enter.
 450

  We note also that Mr Lister stated:
451

  

The Basin Bridge will erode some of the spatial definition of the Basin Reserve’s 
perimeter streets and introduce a different curvilinear ‘highway’ character in contrast 
with the underlying grid.  The Bridge will also itself be a dominant structure and will 
adversely affect street-level amenity in its vicinity. 
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[750] Ms Poff provided
452

 a succinct analysis and description of the potential effects of the 

Project on this northern part of the setting of the Basin Reserve Cricket Ground and Historic 

Area.  She drew attention to the fact that the Project will place a substantial structure into the 

contained character area and effectively removes forever any opportunity to redefine and 

activate the built edges of the ‘square’ so as to contribute positively to the setting. 

[751] She also pointed out that it is here where the current traffic volume will double with 

the receipt of both east and west routes of State Highway 1, resulting, in her opinion, in a 

significant adverse effect on the quality of the open space of the Basin Reserve, the 

surrounding streetscape including the residential properties. 

[752] She concluded that the low wide superstructure of the bridge will be an overbearing 

feature that will adversely affect the quality and amenity of the street level environment 

around the northern and eastern sides of the Basin Reserve and its setting and will provide an 

undesirable ‘highway’ experience within this historic heritage precinct area of Wellington 

that does not currently exist. 

[753] Mr Kelly similarly focused
453

 on the effects on the heritage setting, stating the project 

might not lead to direct physical damage to many places of heritage value but it would end 

the ground’s equitable relationship with its environs, noting also in his rebuttal
454

 that the 

combined bulk of the bridge and mitigation structure will have a major visual impact from 

many different viewpoints, particularly from immediate vantage points to the north and east, 

and in elevated views. 

[754] On the specific issue of cumulative effects and referring to the proposed Northern 

Gateway Building, Mr Kelly asserted
455

 the proposed new structure is only being used to 

mitigate effects on activities within the grounds.  Even if it was designed to mitigate heritage 

effects, which it is not, it could not mask the impact of the bridge on the wider setting.  In his 

rebuttal,
456

 he added to concentrate on cricket as a reason to accept the need for a mitigation 

structure is to exclude all those other impacts on heritage values that would flow from 

constructing such a building. 
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[755] Mr Foot was also of the opinion that the Basin Bridge
457

 would completely dominate 

the northern and northeast side of the Basin and that the Northern Gateway Building
458

 is 

simply another large dominant structure that would severely affect the historic Basin Reserve, 

shut off views and severely curtail the openness of the area. 

[756] Effects on the heritage setting adjacent to the north side of the Basin Reserve was a 

theme taken up in a number of representations to us, as the following extracts attest: 

It is overpowering and monstrous … To appreciate the future experience of arriving at 
the basin one should walk to a game at Westpac stadium underneath the open air 
promenade or walk under the Thorndon overbridge.  Neither is inspiring.  That’s what 
a trip to the basin will be like in a few years. … The combined structures will further 

close in the open space aspect of the area.
459

 

… it would dominate the area from the War Memorial Park to Mt Victoria tunnel
460

 

Transport infrastructure needs to be subordinate to these venue of national status.  A 
flyover would dominate and forever change the ambiance (sic) and the status of this 

aesthetically sensitive precinct.
461

 

The structure of the flyover becomes visually onerous on those living or working 

nearby or simply passing through.
462

 

This long, elevated concrete road supported on concrete pillars and covered in fast 
moving cars would have a major and permanent negative impact on visual amenity, 

especially from Kent and Cambridge Terraces and many parts of Mt Victoria.
463

 

… it’s all about vision really and I think the vision of having those grand avenues 
sometime in the future indeed looking out at the harbour, the Basin Reserve being the 
focal point in the beginning of that journey for people, would be a fantastic asset for 
Wellington. So I think we don’t want to do anything that will close off that 

possibility.
464

 

Findings  

[757] In reaching our findings on the totality of effects on historic heritage in this sub-area 

(the interface between the boulevard of Kent and Cambridge Terraces and the junctions with 

Ellice Street and Buckle Street and the approaches to the northern entrance to the Basin 

Reserve), we have concluded that, ultimately, there is a considerable degree of agreement 
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amongst the experts on the nature of the effects, taking into account Mr Salmond’s 

reassessment of the degree of cumulative adverse effects that he offered during the hearing.  

This agreement is further reinforced by the views expressed in representations. 

[758] Assuming a 65m Northern Gateway Building, we find significant adverse effects on 

views acknowledged by most experts as being historically significant, particularly southward 

views along Kent and Cambridge Terraces to the open space of the Basin Reserve and the 

horizon beyond. 

[759] We also find the combined effect of two new structures dominate their surroundings, 

which, in this case, happen to be the surroundings of a registered Historic Area and set within 

an important, wider historic heritage precinct.  Moreover, this dominance effect severs the 

historic relationship between the two open space reserves and detracts significantly from the 

open space qualities of the main entrance to the Basin Reserve from the City. 

Mt Victoria historic residential suburb 

[760] This sub-area covers the inner-city residential hill suburb of Mt Victoria, with 

particular focus on the southwestern sector that interfaces with the Basin Reserve. 

Heritage values 

[761] The District Plan recognises the Inner Residential area of Mt Victoria as a special 

Character Area, because of the high proportion of pre-1900 buildings still in existence.
465

  As 

noted previously, one specific rule in the District Plan – Rule 5.3.11 – recognises to a limited 

degree the historic heritage value of pre-1930s residential buildings in that part of Mt Victoria 

by requiring a consent application for demolition as a Discretionary Activity.  In doing so, the 

District Plan recognises the tangible architectural and urban form values of heritage interest 

in this area. 

[762] Other heritage values relevant to this sub-area are vulnerability, public esteem and 

context. As noted earlier, the southwestern corner of this designated Inner Residential Area 

has already been subject to notable incremental loss of heritage fabric; the historic heritage of 

the local area is manifestly important to the local community, exemplified by the existence 

and activities of its own Historical Society, and the southwestern corner of this Inner 

Residential Area forms part of the northeastern quadrant of the Basin Reserve setting that has 
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been the focus of considerable discussion during the hearing, due to the evident coinciding of 

various adverse effects of the proposed Basin Bridge. 

Contested Issues 

[763] Two potential types of effect on historic heritage underpin the contested issues in this 

sub-area: 

[a] Loss of heritage fabric: 

[b] Will the loss of heritage fabric be significant for this designated Character 

Area?; and 

[c] Severance of the Basin Reserve from the residential northeastern segment of 

its heritage setting:  

[i] Will the Basin Bridge structure disrupt historically significant views of 

the Basin Reserve from Mt Victoria residences?  

[ii] Will the Basin Bridge structure dominate the nearby part of the 

Character Area, resulting in loss of heritage value?  

[d] Will the Basin Bridge structure separate the residential northeastern segment 

of the wider heritage setting from the Basin Reserve Historic Area and disrupt 

historical patterns of development in this locality? 

Issue 1: Loss of heritage fabric 

[764] Technical Report 12 explained
466

 that the Project proposes to remove the existing 

building at 28 Ellice Street.  The assessment corresponding to the subsequent reference to 28 

Ellice Street
467

 made no comment on this as a loss of heritage fabric.   However, Mr 

Salmond, in his evidence in chief,
468

 responded to five submissions received after the 

application was notified expressing concerns that the retention of 28 Ellice Street helps 

maintain the residential character of this side
469

 of Ellice Street, and the loss of 28 Ellice 
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Street will result in degradation of the environment and likely lead to further loss of heritage 

buildings in this area.   

[765] Mr Salmond stated:  

… that this house, now isolated in a church car park, does not achieve that objective 
since it does not form part of a contiguous group of sufficient scale for that purpose … 
I do not agree that further loss of heritage buildings in this area is a likely 
consequence of either the removal of 28 Ellice Street or the construction of the 
bridge.  Hence, although the bridge abuts the south-western edge of Mount Victoria, I 
do not think it challenges the ‘integrity’ of the suburb as a heritage area.  

He also noted his understanding that the intention by the Transport Agency is to relocate 

rather than demolish the building. 

[766] Ms Rickard acknowledged
470

 that the worker’s cottage at 28 Ellice Street while it is 

not scheduled in the Wellington City District Plan, it will either be demolished or removed, 

which represents a direct loss of heritage character.  However, she made no assessment of the 

significance of this loss for the remaining heritage values in this location. 

[767] The general topic of heritage fabric in this locality was evidently discussed during 

expert conferencing.  We note that the Joint Witness Statement
471

 identified a number of 

dwellings in Dufferin Street and lower Ellice Street as being in the South West corner of Mt 

Victoria Inner Residential area.  The Joint Witness Statement went on to describe the 

breaking down of the built heritage fabric of the Inner Residential Area close to the large 

roading infrastructure corner, a description with which Mr Salmond alone disagreed.   

[768] Mr Salmon was recorded as preferring the following description:  

The bridge will affect the heritage values in respect of the character and setting of the 
south west corner of Mt Victoria Inner Residential Area and will also lead to the loss 
of one residence in that area (28 Ellice St).   

Later in the Joint Witness Statement, it was noted
472

 that:  

There are adverse heritage effects on the south-west corner of the Mt Victoria Inner 
Residential Area including removal of one character building. 

[769] We heard two representations that spoke specifically to this issue:  
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28 Ellice Street needs to stay in its current location as it helps maintain the residential 
streetscape character of this side of the street.  It is a pre-1900 single storied (sic) 
residence of which not many remain of this design in the neighbourhood.  It is the last 
old residence in this block. … This house currently helps to shield residents on the 

city side of Ellice Street from the adverse visual impacts of St Joseph’s car park.
473

 

And 

We are particularly concerned at the impact on lower Ellice Street … This adds to the 
impacts on historic heritage of the Basin Reserve area that have already been 
incurred by the removal of historic  buildings on Bogart’s Corner by NZTA.  These 
effects are cumulative and adverse on the historic setting of the Basin Reserve.  We 
oppose the removal of the pre-1900 residence at Ellice Street, because this 
constitutes destruction of the last remaining residence on the south side of lower 
Ellice Street.  Degradation of the environment through removal of 28 Ellice Street and 
proximity of the flyover with its associated traffic noise, vibration, dirt and lighting will 
severely impact historic houses in lower Ellice Street.  It is likely to lead to further loss 

of heritage buildings in this area in future.
474

 

Issue 2: Severance of Basin Reserve from its historic northeast element of heritage setting 

[770] Here, we consider severance in terms of visual severance, physical severance and 

severance of associative values. 

[771] We find Mr Salmond’s assessments of visual effects in this historic heritage setting 

somewhat inconsistent. In Technical Report 12,
475

 Mr Salmond acknowledged that the 

[Basin] Bridge will form a permanent part of the visual catchment for a cluster of residences 

in lower Ellice Street, including 28 Ellice Street.  In his evidence in chief,
476

 he identified two 

groups of 19th to early 20th century houses in Ellice Street as a strong historic group of 

houses and remnant group of houses respectively.  He further stated:  

… the bridge will form a permanent part of the visual catchment for these buildings 
continuing an established pattern of urban modification over many years to 
accommodate changing traffic patterns around the Basin Reserve. While 
acknowledged to be a visual change, it is not considered to significantly affect the 
surviving intrinsic heritage values associated with these buildings.  

 Mr Salmond then stated:
477

  

… a new Bridge structure will affect the visual context of the Basin Reserve and 
hence, to varying extent, the established perceived relationship with heritage 
buildings in streets around the Basin Reserve.   
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 He went on to say:  

Views of the Basin Reserve from the Mt Victoria Character Area will be adversely 
affected by the proposed Bridge.   

[772] This is consistent with the statement he signed up to in the expert conferencing.  

However, Mr Salmond appeared to qualify this in his rebuttal,
478

 where he stated: 

While I agree with Mr Kelly (and other witnesses) that the Bridge will touch the south-
west corner of the Mt Victoria Character Area, I consider this to be a very localised 
effect which will have little if any wider impact within Mt Victoria, simply because the 
Bridge will not obtrude into views from other parts of the suburb. 

[773] Ms Rickard noted that:
479

  

From Ellice Street the height of the Bridge will be evident, but the views into the Basin 
Reserve are already partially obscured.  The new road structure, the new Northern 
Gateway Building and the existing RA Vance Stand will be dominant features in the 
views from Ellice Street. However views into the Basin Reserve are limited for most of 
the length of the road, particularly by existing plantings.  

[774] Under cross-examination, Ms Dangerfield expressed the opinion that:
480

   

Ellice Street, in particular, has views of the underside of the bridge and, in my viewing 
of all of the photo montages that were produced for the project, it seemed to me that 
that view was the least attractive as far as heritage or character area viewing their 
setting or surroundings would be.  

[775] This assessment was reinforced by other experts appearing for the Transport 

Agency
481

 and the City Council.
482

 

[776] Ms Poff disagreed with Mr Salmond and Ms Rickard, claiming that:
483

 

Currently there is an unbroken visual connection to the open space of the Basin 
Reserve that will be impeded or restricted by the proposed project. The loss of this 
view adversely impacts on the amenity values of the residents with properties on 
Ellice Street and higher into the Mt Victoria suburb. 

[777] Mr Kelly extended his argument beyond visual connections to consider dominance 

effects when he said:
484
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But the construction of such an overwhelming structure just a short distance from 
these buildings is more than just a visual change. It diminishes the overall heritage 
values of these places by undermining the established character of the area (through 
the sheer scale of the structure), by destroying traditional connections in the 
landscape and by ending long-standing views to and from those places. 

[778] Mr Foot referred us to the earlier assessment of Mr Bowman,
485

 who found in his 

Options Evaluation for the Transport Agency:  

The roadway will physically and visually divide the Basin Reserve historic area from 
Kent and Cambridge Terraces as well as from the Mount Victoria residential area, a 
locally significant heritage precinct. 

[779] A number of representations also spoke to this issue: 

We all also know, consciously or unconsciously, that the back drop to this area is the 
historic houses of the suburb of Mt Victoria. … The Basin Bridge … will divide the 
area and obstruct current viewshafts across the area e.g. the grandstands to the 
houses of Mt Victoria or vice versa.  The Basin Bridge will have a huge adverse visual 
effect in this historic area … Why is the hiding of the Basin Bridge from the cricketer’s 
view so much more important than the view that southern Mt Victoria residents will 

get? … It will cause shadows and affect viewshafts.
486

 

I am not a Roman Catholic, but it pains me a government agency, using public funds, 

would consider so crassly oppressing a place of worship.
487

 

People on the southern side of the flyover will be disconnected from the rest of their 
neighbourhood to the north and vice versa. 

It will destroy a valuable picturesque part of the city by severely changing the 

landscape.  It will be intrusive, obstructive and will fragment the area.
488

 

The construction of the flyover would further erode the historic connection between 
the Basin Reserve, Canal Reserve and the Town Belt of Mt Victoria. … The applicant 
and all its witnesses acknowledge that the northeast quadrant is the most affected 
and that the impacts cannot be fully mitigated. The northeast quadrant is the southern 

end of the Mt Victoria heritage area.
489

 

… some residences will be walled off.
490
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Findings  

[780] In reaching our findings on the totality of effects on historic heritage in this sub-area 

(the southwest corner of the Mt Victoria Character Area), we find the Joint Witness 

Statement particularly instructive.  Furthermore, the agreed positions referred to in the Joint 

Witness Statement are reinforced by the sentiments expressed in the representations made to 

us. 

[781] Consequently, while we find the loss of actual heritage fabric to be relatively minor, 

we find the dominance effects and the severance effects on the southwest corner of the Inner 

Residential Area are cumulative, with similar effects on the adjacent Kent/Cambridge 

Terraces sub-area. 

Government House 

[782] This sub-area covers the property of Government House itself, including the entrance 

gates, which are situated adjacent to the southeastern corner of the Basin Reserve. 

Heritage values 

[783] Government House, the residence of the Monarch’s representative in New Zealand – 

the Governor General,  is registered as a Category 1 item by Heritage NZ and is a listed item 

in the District Plan. 

[784] In addition to this, heritage values are associated with context and commemorative 

functions.  The Government House property forms part of the southeast segment of historic 

Sussex Square and the wider historic heritage area of interest, as discussed previously.  

Government House is also the destination of ceremonial motorcades involving foreign 

dignitaries and parliamentary representatives from time to time. 

Contested Issues 

[785] Two issues related to potential effects on historic heritage were put before us at 

various points during the hearing: 

[a] The appropriateness of having the processional route on state occasions pass 

underneath the Basin Bridge this close to Government House; and 
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[b] Changes to views from the gates of Government House.  

[786] However, we received very little expert evidence on either issue, and neither was 

contested strongly.  Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we summarise below the 

evidence we heard. 

Issue 1: Appropriateness of the Basin Bridge as a structure passing over the processional 

route close to Government House 

[787] When Mr Salmond was cross-examined about this issue, he responded that he did not 

regard the route underneath the flyover as being an effect on the associations relevant to that 

area around Government House – It’s an event on the way. 

[788] Ms Rickard made no reference at all to this issue in her evidence in chief.  In her 

rebuttal,
491

 she responded to an issue raised by Ms Legarth that the proposed mitigation does 

not address any effects on the historic heritage values of Government House and its grounds 

by saying that in my opinion the effects on the entry, the grounds and the Government House 

buildings will be less than minor such that mitigation is not warranted.  In our opinion, this 

reflected Ms Rickard’s focus on built heritage rather than heritage values associated with the 

functions of Government House. 

[789] Under cross-examination, Ms Dangerfield agreed
492

 that the ceremonial route coming 

up to Government House is a significant route.  However, she provided no comment on its 

ceremonial significance or the effect of passing under the Basin Bridge on the way to 

Government House. 

[790] When Mr McIndoe was cross-examined on this matter, he stated
493

 that going under 

the flyover wouldn’t be appropriate, an opinion that Ms Menzies endorsed.
494

 

[791] Nevertheless, this theme was raised in several representations we heard: 

… It’s the main approach to Government House.  This is the view that visitors to 
Government House will have on the main processional route between Parliament and 

the Head of State’s residence – two main centres of Wellington as the Capital City.
495

 

                                                 
491

 At [15] 
492

 Transcript at 6671/ll.33 - 39 
493

 Transcript at 5467/ll.33 - 34 
494

 Menzies, EiC at [4.8] 
495

 Wellington Civic Trust at [11.1] 
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… would the British equivalent of the NZTA consider building a flyover near 
Buckingham Palace or one next to Lords Cricket Ground? It needs to be stressed that 
Government House and the Basin Reserve  are our equivalents … the result will be 
heads of state, ambassadors, even the Sovereign of New Zealand, being confronted 
with an ugly graffitied monstrosity whenever they go to and from Government House. 
… NZTA is showing a complete lack of respect for Wellington as the nation’s 

capital.
496

 

Taranaki and Kent and Cambridge Terraces are especially important in creating 
ceremonial routes that connect the nation’s War Memorial to the parliamentary 

precinct.
497

 

… the entrance to and exit from Government House will be unpleasant and 

unprestigious for visiting dignitaries.
498

 

Issue 2: Effects on views from Government House gates 

[792] Mr Salmond pointed out
499

 that the new Basin Bridge will form part of the northerly 

view from the entrance gates to Government House.  Apart from that, he made no comment 

about this issue, and we heard little other substantive evidence on the issue. 

Findings 

[793] Given the relative dearth of evidence, particularly from heritage experts, we conclude 

that the potential effects on historic heritage in this sub-area are not of great significance 

when considered in isolation,  i.e. at the Government House sub-area level.  However, the 

relationship to the ceremonial processional route to Government House means that the effect 

– albeit momentary and occasional – is adverse and cumulative with other effects on the 

wider heritage precinct of which Government House is an integral part – a matter we return to 

in our overall findings. 

The National War Memorial Park 

[794] This sub-area covers the area designated as the NWM Park under the empowering 

legislation – an area that stretches from Taranaki Street in the west to a point in line with the 

western edge of Sussex Street in the east.
500

 

                                                 
496

 Action for Environment Incorporated at [1] 
497

 Palmer at [12] 
498

 Hampton at [3] 
499

 Technical Report 12 at [22] 
500

 National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012, Schedule 9, Figure 2 at 110 
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Heritage values 

[795] The fact that the NWM Park is being created under its own empowering legislation is 

one indicator of its national significance. A number of historic heritage features in this sub-

area are already protected by NZHPT Category I registration and also listed in the District 

Plan – the National War Memorial and Carillon, the former National Art Gallery and 

Dominion Museum, and the former Mount Cook Police Station. 

[796] This sub-area is one that not only contains significant existing historic heritage but 

also is currently being modified to enhance its future overall heritage values.  In terms of 

rarity, identity and commemorative values:  

[a] The National War Memorial itself is unique at a national level;  

[b] The area of the NWM Park has been and will continue to be the location for 

important commemorative events related to New Zealand’s involvement in 

world conflicts; and  

[c] The NWM Park is being created as an important symbol of historic national 

identity.   

[797] The pattern of its usage for important commemorative events reflects the significance 

of the National War Memorial in the lives of many New Zealanders, and the NWM Park, 

when completed, will form part of the continuum of reserves and heritage places of interest to 

us that we have referred to previously.  Of particular relevance to our findings is the fact that 

the NWM Park is being created deliberately in such a way as to avoid adverse effects in 

future of large volumes of traffic passing in close proximity to this important heritage space. 

Contested issues 

[798] While much time was spent during the hearing in cross-examination related to the 

former Home of Compassion Crèche and its future relationship with the NWM Park, which 

we discuss below, none of the experts had focused their assessment of potential effects on 

historic heritage of this sub-area.  As a consequence, there were no contested issues. 
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The Former Home of Compassion Crèche 

[799] This sub-area is essentially confined to a single heritage building on a site adjacent to 

the Basin Reserve Historic Area. 

Heritage values 

[800] The former Crèche is a Category I historic building, registered under the Heritage Act 

and listed in the District Plan. 

[801] The former Crèche has physical, historical and cultural values.  In terms of rarity, the 

building is the last remnant of the previous Catholic precinct, associated until the 1980s with 

St Patrick’s College in town.  The former Crèche is an important symbol of the life’s work of 

Mother Aubert, and it has spiritual and cultural importance, particularly for Roman Catholics, 

with national and even potential international significance.
501

   

Contested Issues 

[802] During the hearing, we heard evidence and legal submissions relating to the 

lawfulness of the relocation of the Crèche.  With the granting of the resource consent for its 

relocation, that issue is no longer extant. 

[803] We must take the Crèche in its new location as being part of the existing environment.  

The issue then is the dominance of the Crèche by the elevated Basin Bridge structure: will the 

elevated Basin Bridge structure dominate the Crèche in its new location? 

Issue 1:  Dominance of the Crèche in its new location by the Basin Bridge 

[804] While Ms Poff
502

 made an explicit reference to this issue, she provided no assessment 

of the effects on historic heritage values.  Nor did the other expert witnesses.  They all 

assumed that the relocation of the Crèche was authorised by the National War Memorial Park 

(Pukeahu) Empowering Act and thus, understandably, did not assess it from a heritage point 

of view. 

                                                 
501

 We were told by Ms Poff (at EiC [8.24]) that Mother Aubert is under application to be canonisedcanonized 

by the Sisters of Compassion for her good works with the poor in Wellington and other locations 
502

 Poff, EiC at [8.27] 
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[805] We did hear from a number of submitters
503

 to the effect that the Basin Bridge would 

be an imposing element on the Crèche as well as the NWM Park.  We have some sympathy 

for this point of view, but without any substantive evidence of the effects of the Basin Bridge 

on the Crèche in its new location, we are unable to make a determination on the proposition. 

Summary of Findings on Heritage Effects Across the Wider Heritage Area of Interest 

[806] Positive effects on historic heritage will arise from the restoration of relocated 

heritage structures, enabling their future use.  In the case of the C.S. Dempster Gate, 

restoration will enable improvements to the structure that will retain its traditional function in 

a location that is not unsympathetic to this function. 

[807] Regarding adverse effects on historic heritage, we find that two issues stand out: 

[a] The risk to the status of the Basin Reserve as a venue for test cricket is 

confounded by the significance of the adverse effects on the heritage setting 

that arise from the mitigation required to address the risk to test-cricket status; 

and 

[b] The cumulative adverse effects of dominance and severance caused by the 

proposed transportation structure and associated mitigation structure in this 

sensitive heritage precinct, particularly on the northern and northeastern 

sectors of the Basin Reserve Historic Area setting. 

Inherent conflict in mitigating adverse effects 

[808] We accept, on the balance of evidence, that, if the test-cricket status of the Basin 

Reserve were to be lost and the function as a cricket ground were to cease, this would 

constitute the loss of a major element of historic heritage of the place.  However, we also 

accept that, if the Northern Gateway Building is constructed to a length of 65m and designed 

in accordance with the requirements as set out in the evidence, the potential adverse effects 

on the playability of cricket, from the players’ perspective, is insignificant and therefore so is 

the consequent risk of losing text-cricket status. 

                                                 
503

 For example, Mr Hartley 
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[809] However, the essential mitigation in the form of a 65m long Northern Gateway 

Building is associated with numerous other heritage-related effects – not simply the risk to 

the playing of cricket.  These effects include:  

[a] Changes to heritage fabric within the Basin Reserve Historic Area; 

[b] Changes to significant historic views into and out of the Basin Reserve;  

[c] Effects on the ambience within the Basin Reserve; 

[d] Dominance over the northern entrance plaza; and  

[e] Severance between the traditionally connected Basin Reserve and Canal 

Reserve.  

[810] The Northern Gateway Building is proposed as mitigation of the major risk posed by 

moving traffic on the elevated structure (the likelihood of significant visual distraction, 

resulting in the loss of test-cricket status) and is required only if a grade-separated transport 

solution is necessary.  Compared with the current at-grade transport infrastructure, we find 

that the adverse effects on historic heritage of the Northern Gateway Building are cumulative 

with those of the Basin Bridge structure itself, which it is intended to mitigate. Furthermore, 

we accept that the location proposed for the Northern Gateway Building is not necessarily the 

optimal location for an additional cricket-related structure within the Basin Reserve, should 

the Basin Reserve Trust itself be minded to invest in such an addition. 

[811] This combination of circumstances and considerations brings into conflict the 

resolution of two potentially significant adverse effects on historic heritage that are unique to 

this heritage setting. 

Cumulative adverse effects of severance within the heritage setting 

[812] As a result of considering the effects on historic heritage, rather than limiting our 

consideration to effects on built heritage, we find, on the balance of evidence, significant 

adverse effects arising from the dominance of new structures in a sensitive heritage setting, 

the permanent loss of historically significant views and the sense of severance between 

historically connected places with strong historical associations. 
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[813] Such adverse effects arise between the Basin Reserve and the Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces boulevard, and between the Basin Reserve and the Character Area of Mt Victoria.  

Furthermore, we consider these adverse effects to be cumulative.   

[814] Even though the Project does not sever the relationship between the Basin Reserve 

and Government House itself, the north-south severance referred to in the previous paragraph 

takes on additional significance in the context of the ceremonial processional route between 

Parliament and Government House – an additional cumulative adverse effect on historic 

heritage. 

Overall Evaluation of Heritage Effects 

[815] In reviewing the heritage evidence and notwithstanding the apparent polarisation of 

evidence in some respects, we noted a degree of consensus amongst the five heritage experts 

as to the overall effect of the Project on heritage values.  At their conferencing in December 

2013, all agreed that there was some degree of adverse effect on the Basin Reserve.
504

   

[816] All except Mr Salmond agreed that the degree of adverse effect was major.
505

   

[817] Furthermore, in aiming for a consensus amongst the experts regarding particular 

issues that make the adverse effects of the Basin Bridge major, there was, at December 2013, 

a consistent difference whereby Mr Salmond consistently rated the severity of adverse effects 

less adverse than did the other five experts:
506

 

[a] Dominance – elevation, bulk and location [Mr Salmond – significantly 

adverse; Mr Foot, Ms Rickard, Ms Dangerfield, Ms Poff, Mr Kelly – major 

adverse]; 

[b] Juxtaposition of (visible) vehicular movement next to the recreational ground 

– visibility of vehicles [Mr Salmond – adverse; Mr Foot, Ms Rickard, Ms 

Dangerfield, Ms Poff, Mr Kelly – major adverse]; and 

                                                 
504

 Joint Witness Statement – Heritage, 10 December 2013, at [12] 
505

 We note that several experts refer to mitigation by way of design and landscaping that reduce the scale of 

adverse effects.  However, as discussed in our decision, images of the height and bulk of the proposed Basin 

Bridgebridge structure and the fact that it elevates traffic flows in the heritage setting, which are the 

predominant attributes giving rise to adverse effects on heritage, have not changed substantially since the 

community engagement activities and associated information materials were produced in 2011. 
506

 Ibid at [12(a),(b) and (c)] 
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[c] Views – interruption and changing of views to and from Basin [JS – 

significantly adverse; Mr Foot, Ms Rickard, Ms Dangerfield, Ms Poff, Mr 

Kelly – major adverse] 

[818] In examining these differences between Mr Salmond’s evaluations and the 

evaluations of the other five heritage experts, we note that Mr Salmond
507

 was the only one to 

qualify his evaluation explicitly, referring to his acceptance that the proposed Bridge is 

necessary, as follows: 

If the need for the Bridge (as a transport management solution) is accepted, 
then in my view, the design of the proposed structure is a carefully-considered 
response to the challenge of placing such a structure in an established urban setting 
[our emphasis] 

[819] We note also, however, that Ms Rickard implies a similar assumption
508

 where she 

states as the effects on heritage places cannot realistically be avoided.  Ms Dangerfield also 

implies a similar assumption
509

 where she seeks to explain her assessment of: 

… the roading option chosen …that the design of the bridge reduces the impact on 
the surroundings in as much as a piece of large infrastructure might be able to do so. 

 And by stating:  

I believe this approach is preferable to potential designs with larger sculptural 
features or showy detail that would display greater self-importance over heritage and 
make a more pronounced visual impact on the environs. 

[820] Under cross-examination in relation to the possible difference between community 

appreciation of heritage effects and expert assessment of the same,
510

 Mr Salmond stated:  

I think people can readily understand that something, shall we say, quote, unquote, 
inappropriate has taken place, but it doesn’t diminish the value of the Basin Reserve 
to the community at large.  It changes the context for it. 

[821] However, under subsequent re-examination on 12 May,
511

 Mr Salmond agreed that 

his expert assessment also aligned with these community sentiments: 

Now if one sets aside all other issues then in a heritage context it’s not difficult to 
agree that the bridge is inappropriate, left solely to that issue [our emphasis] 

                                                 
507

 Salmond, EiC at [4.7] 
508

 Rickard, EiC at [11] 
509

 Dangerfield, EiC at [11] 
510

 Transcript at 6475/l.33-6478/l.9 
511

 Transcript at 6541/ll.21-23. 
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[822] We conclude from this that there would, in fact, be a very high degree of consensus 

amongst all six heritage experts regarding the magnitude of the overall adverse effect of the 

Project on historic heritage values if they had been carried out with equivalent assumptions.  

In our view, to assume that there has to be an elevated bridge structure has the effect, if only 

subconsciously, of altering the baseline for comparison.  

[823] In reviewing the heritage evidence, we identified a second issue concerning the 

approach adopted by the various experts to their assessment of historic heritage effects.  We 

note that only one of the heritage experts
512

 out of the six who appeared before us 

expressly
513

 carried out a Part 2 assessment
514

 of historic heritage effects at the time they 

prepared their expert evidence, and that was Ms Poff.   

[824] Ms Poff concluded that:
 515

   

The proposed Basin Bridge Project is an inappropriate response to a significant 
historic heritage area of Wellington City, noting that the overall cumulative effects of 
the Project the bridge plus the proposed mitigation is significantly adverse to the 
landscape setting of the area.   

And that the overall cumulative effects of the Basin Bridge Project plus the proposed 

mitigation is significantly adverse to the landscape setting of the area.   

[825] As the basis for her conclusions she stated:
516

  

… the position of the bridge is in a very sensitive area, intruding across the front 
entrance to the valley of Newtown (the Basin Reserve and Government House) and 
lands on the front face of the ‘high ground’ of the city; 

… the important amenity values of the Basin Reserve to these geographic and 
historic features and the subtle change in the contour currently experienced within 
this area of the landscape will be diminished;  

 And 

The tangible and intangible values placed on the historic heritage within the Basin 
Reserve provide an important cultural point of reference.  These values will be 
degraded. 

                                                 
512

 For example, Mr Salmond stated under cross-examination that to the best of my knowledge I haven’t done a 

specific analysis by reference to section 6 – Transcript at 6300/ll.43-44 
513

 For example, with explicit reference to the requirements of sectionSection 6(f) of the RMA  
514

 For example, explicitly addressing the issue of protecting historic heritage from inappropriate development 
515

 Poff, EiC at [11.1] 
516

 Ibid at [11.2] 
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[826] The findings of Ms Poff and the concession by Mr Salmond that, putting aside all 

other issues, in a heritage context, the Basin Bridge is inappropriate, constitutes the only 

specific heritage evidence before us relevant to section 6(f). 

[827] We note the position of Heritage NZ as presented in its opening submission where, 

not withstanding expert findings that the overall effect of the Basin Bridge on heritage values 

is adverse,
517

  it stated: 

It is NZHPT’s [Heritage NZ] principal submission that the project should be approved 
subject to the Proposed Conditions … [our emphasis] 

[828] This appeared to us to be inconsistent with the statutory functions of the NZHPT.
518

  

However, under questioning from the Board, counsel for Heritage NZ amended the wording 

in her submission from should be approved to can be approved.  Nevertheless, the Heritage 

NZ’s conditional support for the Project, as expressed in its closing submission,
519

 was 

puzzling to us and did seem inconsistent with its statutory functions, particularly as its 

heritage expert did not  carry out a section 6(f) assessment, notwithstanding agreement at 

expert conferencing that the heritage effect of the Project would be major adverse on all 

counts.
520

  

[829] We accept that the Project as presented to us
521

 will result in some positive outcomes 

for historic heritage.  These include the recognition of past cultural relationships with the area 

known as Hauwai in the form of re-established wetlands and naming rights to the Basin 

Bridge structure and in the form of archaeological discoveries, recoveries and records 

provided for through the Accidental Discovery Protocol.  These positive effects were not 

contested.  Other positive built heritage outcomes involve the restoration of the former Home 

of Compassion Crèche and the C.S. Dempster Gate in their new locations, although the net 

heritage effect of these changes, when considered in the context of the associated relocations, 

was contested. 

                                                 
517

 Joint Witness Statement –- Heritage at [12] 
518

 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014, particularly at sections 13(1)(c) to advocate the 

conservation and protection of historic places, historic areas, wāhi tūpuna, wāhi tapu, and wāhi tapu areas and 

13(1)(i) to act as a heritage protection authority under Part 8 of the Resource Management Act 1991 for the 

purposes of protecting (i) the whole or part of a historic place, historic area, wāhi tūpuna, wāhi tapu, or wāhi 

tapu area; and (ii) land surrounding the historic place, historic area, wāhi tūpuna, wāhi tapu, or wāhi tapu area 

that is reasonably necessary to ensure the protection and reasonable enjoyment of the historic place, historic 

area, wāhi tūpuna, wāhi tapu, or wāhi tapu area. 
519

 NZHPT, Closing Submission at [4] 
520

 Joint Witness Statement –- Heritage at [12(a),(b) and (c)] 
521

 Including the conditions relevant to historic heritage 
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[830] Our overall evaluation is not simply a matter of considering effects on listed heritage 

items or confining our evaluation to a consideration only of the loss or restoration of heritage 

fabric, although such historic heritage effects are part of the cumulative picture.  We must 

consider the character and significance of the whole wider heritage area and the 

appropriateness of such a structure within it. 

[831] We noted in our introduction to this section that the common theme in the relevant 

statutory documents – the RMA, Regional Policy Statement and District Plan – is to protect 

heritage from inappropriate use and development.  We concluded in our findings from the 

sub-area analysis reported earlier in this decision two important issues: the inherent conflict 

in mitigating adverse effects, and the cumulative adverse effects of severance within the 

heritage setting.  It appears to us that those conclusions align clearly with the final assessment 

of Mr Salmond on appropriateness and the findings of Ms Poff from her Part 2 assessment. 

[832] Consequently, we find that the evidence on historic heritage supports the conclusion 

that the Project before us constitutes an inappropriate development within this significant 

heritage area of the city.   

[833] We therefore conclude that the Project is not consistent with section 6(f) of the RMA. 

LANDSCAPE, TOWNSCAPE AND URBAN DESIGN 

Preface  

[834] This section is in three parts. 

[835] The first part is largely factual and introduces the landscape, townscape and urban 

design effects in terms of the issues, followed by the central statutory framework that we 

must have particular regard to when considering the effects on the environment.  As a starting 

point and context to the subsequent evaluation and findings on this issue, this section also sets 

out the information received during the course of the hearing on the Transport Agency and 

supporting positions and the opposing positions. It is written in the third person as is the case 

with the majority of this decision.  

[836] The second part of this section is the evaluation.  As noted in Part One of this 

decision, the views of the author (Board Member DJ McMahon) of this topic differs from the 

majority view.  As such, the evaluation and overall conclusion sections are written in the first 

person narrative to reflect this.   
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[837] The  third part of this section, the majority view on this topic, then follows and is 

written in the third person to be consistent with the remainder of the decision.  

Introduction  

[838] The planning experts in conferencing
522

 usefully set out the issues to be addressed and 

framed these as a series of questions. From this list, we extract the relevant questions: 

[a] What the key adverse construction and operational effects are in respect to: 

[i] Localised and wider urban design and landscape effects;  

[ii] Localised and wider townscape (urban form) and visual effects; 

[iii] Direct amenity effects on key immediate residential properties; 

[iv] Overall amenity effects on the users of the Project area/public realm; 

[v] Effects on the open space values and the on-going functioning and 

users of the Basin Reserve; and 

[b] What the key positive effects/benefits are in respect of: 

[i] Urban design, visual and townscape benefits from proposed mitigation 

works; 

[ii] Benefits of landscaping and open space development included in the 

Project; 

[iii] Benefits to the Basin Reserve cricket ground resulting from the 

Northern Gateway Building; and 

[c] Whether the conditions:  

[i] Are comprehensive, clear, certain, reasonable and enforceable; 

                                                 
522 

Joint Witness Statement – Planning Key Questions - Draft – dated 18 December 2013 
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[ii] Will ensure the mitigation proposed (including within the evidence) 

will occur as intended. 

[839] Effectively, these three groupings of issues associated with landscape and visual 

effects, and effects on urban design, are the subject of this particular section of our 

decision.
523

  Those issues are relevant under Section 171(1), Section 5, and Section 7(c) of 

the RMA  

[840] Ultimately, these issues distil to one central issue; namely the effects on amenity and 

whether the Project will assist with the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values in 

the Basin Reserve environment.  This is a central tenet in ultimately deciding whether the 

Project represents the sustainable management of natural and physical resources.  

[841] Before reviewing the evidence presented on the amenity effects of the Project 

(including the methodology and the relevant Project components such as the various 

buildings, parks and landscaping proposed), we set out two important matters that influence 

our consideration  of amenity effects,  namely:  

[a] The relevant planning framework; and 

[b] The relevance of the existing environment. 

[842] Having considered these statutory constructs, we then return to consider the effects of 

the Project on amenity values.  

The Planning Framework 

[843] The statutory instruments that are central to landscape, townscape and urban design 

effects include the objectives and policies contained within two key RMA documents: 

[a]   The Regional Policy Statement;
524

 and 

[b]  The District Plan.
525

 

                                                 
523 

Albeit effects associated with the construction phases of the Project are considered eslewhere in this decision. 
524 

Sections 3.3 (Energy, infrastructure and waste) and 3.9 (Regional form, design and function) 
525 

Chapters 4 (Residential Area), 6 (Centres) and 12 (Central Area) 
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[844] As a result of expert conferencing prior to the hearing, the planning witnesses were 

able to reach agreement on the strategic framework for quality urban design. For 

completeness, we repeat in full the provisions or extracts of particular relevance.  

[845] The agreed key objective and policies in the Regional Policy Statement are:  

Objective 22 

A compact well designed and sustainable regional form that has an integrated, safe 
and responsive transport network and: 

(a) a viable and vibrant regional central business district in Wellington city; 

… 

(d) development and/or management of the Regional Focus Areas identified in the 

Wellington Regional Strategy[
526

]; 

(e) urban development in existing urban areas, or when beyond urban areas, 
development that reinforces the region’s existing urban form; 

… 

(h) integrated public open spaces; 

(i) integrated land use and transportation; 

(j) improved east-west transport linkages; 

(k) efficiently use existing infrastructure (including transport network infrastructure); 
and 

… 

Policy 54: Achieving the region’s urban design principles – consideration 

When considering an application for a notice of requirement, or a change, variation or 
review of a district or regional plan, for development, particular regard shall be given 

to achieving the region’s urban design principles in Appendix 2[
527

]. 

Policy 57: Integrating land use and transportation – consideration 

When considering an application for a resource consent, notice of requirement, or a 
change, variation or review of a district plan, for subdivision, use or development, 
particular regard shall be given to the following matters, in making progress towards 
achieving the key outcomes of the Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy: 

(a) whether traffic generated by the proposed development can be accommodated 
within the existing transport network and the impacts on the efficiency, reliability 
or safety of the network; 

(b) connectivity with, or provision of access to, public services or activities, key 
centres of employment activity or retail activity, open spaces or recreational 
areas; 

(c) whether there is good access to the strategic public transport network; 

                                                 
526 

One of the eight Regional Focus Areas is Johnsonville to the airport – the Growth Spine 
527 

Containing the Region’s urban design principles adapted from the NZ Urban Design Protocol (2005) 
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(d) provision of safe and attractive environments for walking and cycling; and 

(e) Whether new, or upgrades to existing, transport network infrastructure have been 
appropriately recognised and provided for. 

Policy 67: Maintaining and enhancing a compact, well designed and 
sustainable regional form – non-regulatory 

To maintain and enhance a compact, well designed and sustainable regional form by: 

(a) implementing the New Zealand Urban Design Protocol; 

… 

[846] One level down from the Regional Policy Statement is the District Plan, which is 

required to give effect to the Regional Policy Statement. In this respect, the District Plan has a 

particular focus on quality urban design outcomes that are designed to give effect to the 

regional policies and objectives, which promotes a compact, well designed and sustainable 

regional form that has an integrated safe, responsive transport network and a viable, vibrant 

central business district in Wellington City.
528

 The Assessment of Environmental Effects
529

 

discussed a broad range of objectives and policies related to landscape, townscape and urban 

design. In this respect, we note that the designation area falls within a junction of five 

different zones under the District Plan:
530

  

[a] Inner Residential Area (for example, the suburb of Mt Victoria); 

[b] Central Area; 

[c] Open Space A (the Basin Reserve); 

[d] Suburban Centres or Centres; and 

[e] Institutional Precinct. 

[847] The evidence of Mr Ulusele
531

 for the City Council (and others) note that, since being 

made operative in July 2000, the District Plan has been subject to a ‘rolling review’, and of 

particular relevance to the Project are Plan Changes 72 (Residential Area Review) and 73 

(Suburban Centre Review).
532

 As a result of conferencing, the planning experts
533

 were able 

                                                 
528 

Refer to Objective 22 of the Regional Policy Statement 
529 

Chapter 37.3.2
 

530 
See Plan 3B.01 (adapted from the District Plan)

 

531 
At [24 to 25] 

532 
Plan Change 72 and 73 are both subject to appeal to varying degrees

 

533 
Joint Witness Statement – Planning, dated  20 December 2013, at [25 to 26]
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to agree that the objectives and policies of both plan changes are relevant and effectively 

operative insofar as these relate to the Project.  

[a] The District Plan provisions relating to urban design that were agreed are: 

[b] The relevant Central Area objectives and policies and Design Guide; 

[c] The relevant Suburban Centres objectives and policies (Plan Change 73); and 

[d] The relevant Residential and Open Space objectives and policies and 

Residential Design Guide. 

[848] On the above basis, we concluded that there appears to be a large degree of overlap 

between the District Plan provisions relating to facets of landscape, townscape and urban 

design effects as well as, for example, crime prevention through environmental design 

(CPTED), amenity (including visual amenity) and access, such that it is useful to bundle 

these together.  

[849] In this regard, the evidence of Mr Roberts
534

 succinctly set out the key themes in the 

District Plan and Plan Changes 72 and 73 that (in his words) relate to urban form, design and 

amenity. They included the following:  

[a] Facilitate vibrant, dynamic and viable Centres535  

[b] Protect and enhance accessibility including through an efficient and 

sustainable transport network536 

[c] Maintain and enhance amenity values, including of the public environment, 

open space, and of Residential Areas537 

                                                 
534 

At [7.8(a) to (f)]. The provisions in bold, in our view, are of particular relevance. For completeness, (g) 

‘Encourage energy efficiency and sustainability’ is not quoted as we do not consider this to be particularly 

relevant. 
535

 e.g. District Plan: Objective 12.2.2, PC73: Objective 6.2.2) 
536 

e.g. District Plan: Objectives 12.2.1, 12.2.15  and   Policies  12.2.6.1,  12.2.15.1, 12.2.15.3, 12.2.15.4, 

12.2.15.14; PC72: Objectives 4.2.1, 4.2.12 and Policies 4.2.12.1, 4.2.12.3, 4.2.12.5, 4.2.12.6; PC73: Objective 

6.2.1) 
537 

e.g. District Plan: Objectives 12.2.6, 16.5.1, and Policies 12.2.2.2, 12.2.2.4, 12.2.5.1, 12.2.5.4, 12.2.5.8, 

12.2.6.1, 12.2.6.2, 12.2.6.20, 12.2.15.2, 16.5.1.1; PC72: Objectives 4.2.2, 4.2.4, 4.2.7, 4.2.8 and Policies 4.2.3.8, 

4.2.7.2, 4.2.7.3, 4.2.8.1, 4.2.12.2) 
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[d] Recognise and enhance a 'sense of place' or distinctive character538 

[e] Maintain and enhance the streetscape539  

[f] Promote and protect health and safety of the community540  

[850] As far as we can consider and give appropriate weight to other matters, in particular 

under s171(1)(d), the key non-statutory documents are the: 

[a] New Zealand Urban Design Protocol; 

[b] WCC Urban Development Strategy; 

[c] Corridor Plan; 

[d] Adelaide Road Framework; and 

[e] Central City Framework. 

[851] Having considered the Regional and District Plan provisions as they relate to 

landscape, townscape and urban design matters, the key theme identified by us from the 

documents and the conferencing that has occurred is that, in order to achieve quality urban 

design and  maintain amenity, it is necessary for development and land use to be undertaken 

so as to: 

[a] Maintain and enhance a compact and well designed urban/regional form;  

[b] Integrate land use and transportation;  

[c] Recognise and enhance a sense of place or distinctive physical character; 

[d] Maintain and enhance the amenity values of residential areas;  

[e] Maintain and enhance natural features and open spaces of the city; and  
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e.g. District Plan:  Objectives 12.2.1, 12.2.3, Policies 12.2.3.1, 12.2.3.2, 12.2.6.2; PC72: Objective 4.2.2 and 

4.2.3 and Policies 4.2.2.1, 4.2.3.1) 
539 

e.g. District Plan: Policy 12.2.6.18; PC73: Policy 6.2.3.5) 
540 

e.g. District Plan: Objectives 12.2.6, 12.2.13, and Policies 12.2.5.8, 12.2.6.15, 12.2.6.16, 12.2.6.17, 12.2.13.1; 

PC72: Objective 4.2.10) 
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[f] Provide safe and attractive environments for walking and cycling. 

[852] From this, we saw a clear relationship between:   

[a] On one hand, those documents that encourage orderly growth and 

development along the identified Growth Spine so as to give effect to urban 

form strategies set out in the Regional Policy Statement and District Plan (and 

informed by the Urban Development Strategy) and the associated documents 

such as the Urban Development Strategy and the Frameworks; and  

[b] On the other hand, the strategies promoting the adequate provision of 

infrastructure to support and sustain such growth and urban form such as the 

Corridor Plan, the City Council Transport Strategy and the Regional Transport 

Strategy. 

[853] Intertwined between these strategies is the underlying theme of maintaining and 

enhancing the amenity of  the city’s various receiving environments  in a manner that enables 

new development to occur in the central city in manner that is compatible with the receiving 

environment in which it is located.
541

  

[854] The relevance of the above fusion of the inter-relationship between statutory 

strategies and policies relating to growth and infrastructure and the associated maintenance 

and enhancement of amenity values to this Project is distilled in the question as to whether, 

having particular regard to the statutory framework outlined above, the Project will 

contribute to ensuring that the city is a functional, pleasant and safe place to live, visit and 

work.   

[855] The contribution of the existing environment to underrating how that goal may be 

achieved with or without the proposed Project is also important, and it is that matter we 

finally examine before turning to the expert evidence on the landscape, townscape and urban 

design effects of the Project within the statutory and existing environment context.  

                                                 
541

 See for example Objective 12.2.5 of the District Plan  
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The Existing Environment 

Context 

[856] The existing landscape, townscape and urban design environment is comprehensively 

set out in the Assessment of Environmental Effects
542

 and Technical Reports 9 and 10. In 

summary, the existing environment includes the following three elements: 

[a] The landscape, townscape and urban design environment; 

[b] The receiving environment (communities of interest); and 

[c] The future environment. 

[857] We set out our understanding of those environments below along with a comment on 

how they relate to the Project before us.  

The landscape, townscape and urban design environment 

[858] During conferencing, the experts were able to reach a high level of agreement as to 

the environmental context of the Project,
543

 which we find a particularly useful way of 

describing the environment and therefore paraphrase below. 

[859] The Basin Reserve is one of the pivotal components within the network of open 

spaces traversing the city. The Basin Reserve is a cricket ground and public open space of 

international and historic significance, which justifies particular consideration of ambience, 

functionality and the design quality of any interventions in and around it.  

[860] The Basin Reserve and its immediate setting:  

[a] Is a significant part of the City; 

[b] Is a geographic junction and a key intersection (between one of the major 

north-south axes of the city and the State Highway 1 east-west axis) and 

operates as New Zealand’s largest roundabout; 
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Volume 2, Chapters 21 and 22  
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Joint Witness Statement – Urban/Landscape/Visual, dated 12 December 2013 at [23] to [25] 
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[c] Forms a gateway to the city, is an intersection of views and has a distinctive 

spatial form; 

[d] Is a historical part of the city and forms part of people’s mental map of 

Wellington, which has evolved over time and has historical context; and 

[e] Is an internationally recognised and historic test cricket ground. 

[861] The wider setting of the Basin Reserve:  

[a] Has a collection of nationally significant public institutions (including 

Government House and the National War Memorial and Carillon) and is part 

of Wellington’s function as a capital city; 

[b] Is a landform that integrates the underlying topography with the city’s urban 

structure; 

[c] Is both a congregation in space of different land uses and built forms and a 

zone of transition between grids, axes and landforms and activities; 

[d] Has an element of spatial enclosure that arises from placement in a valley 

defined by rising contours to the west, south and east; 

[e] Is part of a compact walkable city form surrounded by the Town Belt; and 

[f] Is part of the wider city grid including the major traffic routes it provides for, 

such as State Highway 1 and the major north-south arterial between the city 

and Newtown. 

[862] We heard a considerable amount of evidence about the existing environment 

comprising the Basin Reserve and it surroundings.   

[863] On the matter of the Basin Reserve itself, there was no dispute that it is one of the 

pivotal open spaces in Wellington. Its landscape is iconic in the urban structure of 

Wellington. It is characterised by the embankment and mature pōhutukawa trees on the 

eastern side and by a collection of buildings including the RA Vance Stand and the Museum 

Stand on the western side. 
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[864] We heard that, externally, the Basin Reserve environment is impoverished by traffic-

dominated streets and poor pedestrian amenity and suffers from poor connectivity with other 

quality spaces in Wellington. Specific  features of the current environment  that reflect its less 

than pristine state include:   

[a] There is a potential relationship to Waitangi Park via Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces, but the direct visual connection is blocked by the New World 

supermarket; 

[b] The east-west connection between the Basin Reserve and Cuba Street is 

flanked by a continuous underutilised band of open space. Within this, the 

NWM Park is a major landscape space in the structure of the city. The road 

and associated open spaces have potential, but fail to engage people at 

different scales and speeds along its length; and 

[c] Adelaide Road, Kent and Cambridge Terraces and Taranaki Street are major 

north-south street spaces in Wellington, currently underutilised as pedestrian 

streets. However, the quality of Kent and Cambridge Terraces is eroded and 

presents an incomplete built edge that negatively impacts on the quality of the 

streetscape. These gaps occur along both sides of Kent and Cambridge 

Terrace, within the Vivian Street to Basin Reserve blocks, and then on the 

eastern side for the next block north. 

[865] Whilst there was general agreement between the urban design, landscape and 

townscape experts on the nature of ‘blighted’ state of the existing environment, the reasons 

for and solutions to this situation did not find general agreement amongst those experts.  

[866] The current state of the immediate and wider settings of the Basin Reserve as 

described above forms the basis of the natural and physical resources that we must have 

regard to considering the effects of the Project.  In this respect, the existing environment 

forms a type of reference point for evaluating the nature and significance of the actual and 

potential effects likely to be introduced by the Project.  

[867] In conducting the above evaluation, we must also have regard to the people and 

communities that form part of the receiving environment within that context.  It is to those 

communities of interest that we now identity and describe.  
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The Receiving Environment (Communities of Interest) 

[868] The relevant communities of interest include:  

[a] Residents: Effects relate mostly to those in the residential suburb of Mt 

Victoria, in particular, those residents at the southern end and in close 

proximity (for example, Mr and Mrs Halakas the owners of 21 and 23 Ellice 

Street and the Grandstand Apartments) as well as the Zena Court Apartments 

on Paterson Street/Dufferin Street; 

[b] Owners and operators of business premises and other facilities: The 

effects of the Project on non-residential inhabitants of the Basin Reserve area 

are confined largely to institutions and commercial operators including: 

[i] Regional Wines and Spirits Limited; 

[ii] St Joseph’s Church; 

[iii] Government House; 

[iv] St Mark’s School and other schools;  

[c] Visitors to the area: This community is quite diverse and ranges from those 

who attend the Basin Reserve for club, domestic and international cricket 

matches (and other sporting and cultural events) through to those who visit the 

Basin Reserve for passive recreation (relaxation).  Having conducted a 

significant portion of the hearing in the RA Vance Stand, we regularly noted 

how the perimeters of the Basin Reserve were used by pedestrians and cyclists 

and by members of the public during the day, particularly at lunchtimes; and 

[d] Commuters: A range of commuters pass through the Basin Reserve 

roundabout during any given day using a variety of transport modes including 

private cars, taxis, buses, cycles and by foot.  The total number of vehicle 

movements per day is estimated by the Transport Agency to be 25–30,000 

vehicles per day, and these are split predominantly between the east-west and 

north-south axis. 
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[869] Overall, we found that there was a large degree of agreement that the Basin Reserve is 

a busy traffic environment, with a wide variety of land uses in its vicinity.  The Joint Witness 

Statement – Planning
544

 also notes that the Project site is at the junction of various District 

Plan areas (zones) and that it is a major transportation crossroad where a number of different 

transport networks intersect and merge.  The planners noted that the Project area interfaces 

with a number of established civic and educational uses, residential uses, commercial uses 

and open spaces (specifically the Basin Reserve), and this is reflected in the zoning patterns 

set out in the District Plan, which in turn establish the likely future environments, which we 

now canvas below. 

The Future Environment  

[870] The future anticipated landscape, townscape and urban design environment includes: 

[a] The Buckle Street Underpass and NWM Park (currently under 

construction);
545

 

[b] Rugby Street supermarket;
546

 and 

[c] Nouvo Urban Village at 27 Rugby Street.
547

 

[871] The anticipated outcomes from the District Plan for the mixed use environment that 

encompasses and surrounds the Basin Reserve vary depending on the zone concerned.  

Whilst outlined in factual terms earlier in this decision report, the key features of these 

anticipated environments are described below for each zone in terms of: 

[a] Spatial extent of the zone and its intersection (where relevant) with the Project 

designation;   

[b] The range of activities anticipated by the zone; and 

[c] The anticipated building form for the zone.  
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 Dated 20 December 2013 at [27] and [28], 
545 

Authorised by the National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012 
546 

See Foodstuffs North Island Ltd (Submission 103581) for a succinct description of the consented activity at 

[8] 
547 

See Wellington City Council Key Issues Report, dated 23 July 2013 –
-
 Appendix 1: Land Use Consent 

236001 for a multi-unit development (55 units) 
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Inner Residential Area  

[872] The Inner Residential Area comprises the eastern area of the proposed designation. 

Ellice Street runs through the centre of this zone and borders Dufferin and Rugby Streets. 

Paterson Street is entirely situated in this zone. This zone affects a portion of the proposed 

Basin Bridge, as well as the cycle and pedestrian path and bridge.  

[873] This area is characterised in the District Plan by dwellings that were established 

before 1930 and development is intensive, with higher population densities than other 

Residential Areas. Activities that are anticipated in this zone predominantly include 

residential activities, including home occupation activities and childcare facilities. Buildings 

up to 10m in height to be used for residential purposes are permitted.  

Central Area 

[874] The Central Area zone applies to the majority of the proposed designation. It will 

affect a portion of the Basin Bridge, the Park Extension, the building under the Basin Bridge 

and green screen as well as the proposed Taranaki Street/Buckle Street works. This zone is 

characterised in the District Plan as a mixed-use zone comprising inner-city residential 

activities, entertainment and commercial activity. A wide range of activities are anticipated in 

this zone.   

[875] The general built form of this area that is affected by the designation comprises low-

rise development, and the permitted building height ranges from 10.2m (east of Hania street) 

through to 18.6m (fronting Kent Terrace) and ultimately up to 27m (fronting Cambridge 

Terrace).   

Open Space A 

[876] The area adjoining Dufferin and Rugby Streets is zoned Open Space A.  This zoning 

applies to the Northern Gateway Building, the plaza entrance, a portion of the Basin Bridge, 

as well as proposed mitigation planting. Typically recreational/open space or other public 

activities, such as concerts at the Basin Reserve, planting and rural activities are anticipated 

in this zone.  

[877] Buildings and structures for the purpose of recreational activities of up to 10m in 

height are provided for. 
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Suburban Centre 

[878] The southernmost extent of the proposed designation along Rugby Street adjoins land 

zoned Suburban Centre. Suburban Centres support surrounding residential areas and provide 

small-scale retail activities for day-to-day needs. The District Plan sets out that these areas 

have multiple functions and are easily accessible. The District Plan notes that certain centres 

(e.g. Kilbirnie) are in accordance with the growth spine concept and that intensifying 

development in such areas will have the greatest benefits because of their existing 

infrastructure, proximity to employment, connectivity to public transport and existing 

services and facilities.
548

   

[879] There are few limits on the types of activities that can develop within the centres; 

however, there are limits on the buildings in order to ensure a reasonable level of amenity 

value is maintained and so the centres remain vital and viable.
549

  

Institutional Precinct  

[880] The proposed designation along Buckle Street sits adjacent to land zoned Institutional 

Precinct. This zoning provides for the major institutions within the city including Victoria 

University, Massey University and Wellington Hospital.  Activities related to the primary 

function of the Institutional Precinct are anticipated in this zone including large-scale 

buildings, helicopter landings, upgrading of roads and accessways. There are some 

restrictions on the form and design of buildings where the institutional areas adjoin 

residential areas; however, generally large-scale and relatively uniform buildings are 

anticipated.  

Themes from the District Plan 

[881] The key themes to emerge from the above précis of zoning is first and foremost that 

the anticipated outcomes from the District Plan do not provide for or envisage an elevated 

bridge structure running above Buckle Street perpendicular to Kent and Cambridge Terraces. 

This in part explains why the Transport Agency has sought to lodge a NoR to authorise the 

Project. The District Plan does however contain a Central Area Design Guide to assess all 

structures and building that need to go through a consenting process, and as we have already 
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alluded to, the two urban design witnesses assessed the Project (the Basin Bridge and other 

elements) against the provisions of that Design Guide.
550

    

[882] Notwithstanding the absence of a baseline for the Basin Bridge per se, there are some 

outcomes anticipated by the District Plan that would potentially generate similar effects on 

part of the proposed designation and immediately alongside the designation as follows.  For 

example, on the land subject to the proposed designation, the following is anticipated by the 

District Plan: 

[a] On the Basin Reserve land where the designation proposes the Northern 

Gateway Building, the zoning is Open Space A. That zone provides for 

buildings for recreational purposes such as stands and pavilions. Buildings 

over 10 metres in height require a resource consent; 

[b] On the site known as the former Bogart’s Corner (on the corner of Kent 

Terrace and Buckle Street – adjacent to the Grandstand Apartments), the 

zoning is Central City.  That site is proposed for the building under the Basin 

Bridge and the green screen.  That zone provides for  buildings for a range of 

purposes (including commercial and residential) up to a height of 18.6m; and 

[c] The site proposed for the Park Extension on the corner of Buckle Street and 

Cambridge Terrace is zoned central city also.  The plan provides for buildings 

up to 27m in height.  Park uses would trigger a need for a resource consent 

approval.  

[883] On the land outside the designation but as part of the wider receiving environment, 

the following is notable:  

[a] The Institutional Precinct  containing the various schools and Government 

House has a maximum height limit of 8m; 

[b] The Mt Victoria residential area extending up Ellice Street and beyond 

Brougham Street (including St Joseph’s Church) is predominantly for 

residential activities with a building height of 10m; and 
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[c] The Central City zone east of Hania Street covers the Regional Wines and 

Spirits site and permits a range of commercial activities with a building height 

of 10.2 metres. 

[884] It is clear from the above that the zoning in the District Plan of the land covered by 

the designation does not preclude structures of a similar nature to and greater height than the 

Northern Gateway Building, the building under the Basin Bridge and the green screen.  The 

zoning would also enable a tall (27m) high building where the Park Extension is proposed. 

[885] It is also clear that, outside of the land proposed to be designated, the building 

envelope governed by the District Plan provides for a height of approximately between 10m 

and 27m. The height of the proposed Basin Bridge is approximately 12m. 

[886] These anticipated outcomes in the District Plan provide a useful context for assessing 

the effects of the Project, and it is the evidence on those effects that we now turn to.   

Evidence/Material Presented  

[887] The Board heard evidence on urban design, landscape and visual effects from the 

following 11 expert witnesses: 

[a] John Hardwick-Smith – Transport Agency; 

[b] Megan Wraight – Transport Agency; 

[c] Kevin Brewer – Transport Agency; 

[d] Gavin Lister – Transport Agency; 

[e] Deyana Popova – Transport Agency; 

[f] Graeme McIndoe – City Council; 

[g] Yvonne Weeber – Save the Basin; 

[h] Sarah Poff – Mt Victoria Historical Society and Save the Basin; 

[i] Dr Diane Menzies – The Architectural Centre; 
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[j] Jan McCredie – Mt Victoria Residents Association; and 

[k] Richard Reid – Mt Victoria Residents Association and Richard Reid and 

Associates. 

[888] In addition, and by no means of any less importance, we heard representations from 

74 submitters. Many of those representations raised concerns about the potential urban 

design, landscape and visual effects associated with the Project from the perspective of 

ordinary members of the public.  Whilst not ‘expert’ evidence in the formal sense of the term,  

the view of the lay public (as the receivers of the effects) is still highly relevant in helping us 

reach a determination on the nature and significance of the urban design, landscape and 

visual effects. 

[889] Whilst few submitters raised issues about direct visual effects from their properties, 

there was nevertheless general concern about effects on the amenity of the Basin Reserve 

environment. Those concerns were well captured and represented in the evidence of 

witnesses such as Ms Weeber and Dr Menzies, which we canvas in some detail below.   

[890] We make no apologies for the comprehensive synopsis of the evidence that follows in 

respect to the issue on urban design, landscape and visual effects.  These summaries represent 

the culmination of almost 20 days of presentation, cross-examination and questions from the 

Board. In other words, it accounted for over a quarter of the hearing time. Along with 

heritage, it was one of the most contested of the potential adverse effect topics of the Project.  

[891] The evidence summaries that follow are divided as follows: 

[a] Evidence of the Transport Agency and supporting submitters; and 

[b] Evidence of opposing positions. 

[892] In addition, reference is made to the recorded positions outlined in the joint witness 

conferencing of the urban design, landscape and visual experts.
551

 

[893] Finally, we acknowledge the extensive information provide in the NoR application 

bundle including the associated Assessment of Environmental Effects and relevant technical 
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 Joint Witness Statement – Urban Design/Landscape/Visual – dated 12 December 2013. 
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reports that many witnesses referred to.  For the record, we specifically note the following 

provisions of that documentation that we found relevant to this topic:   

[a] Technical Report 3 – Urban and landscape design framework; 

[b] Technical Report 9 – Assessment of urban design effects; 

[c] Technical Report 10 – Assessment of townscape and visual effects; 

[d] Technical Report 11 – Assessment of crime prevention through environmental 

design; and 

[e] Assessment of Environmental Effects:
552

 

[i] Section 7 – Visual simulations;  

[ii] Section 9 – Basin mitigation alternatives (45m structure option);  

[iii] Section 10 – Basin mitigation alternatives (55m structure option); 

[iv] Section 11 – Additional photo simulations requested by the Board of 

Inquiry (supplied on 22 November 2013); 

[v] Section 12 – Selected updated simulations showing 10 years after 

planting (supplied 10 March 2014). 

[894] We draw on all this material in our evaluation but particularly the evidence (and the 

examination of it by counsel), which we now turn to.    

The Transport Agency and Supporting Position 

[895] The case for the Transport Agency was effectively split into two tranches of evidence 

as follows: 
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[a] Design-based evidence by the urban designers for the Project – Ms Wraight 

(landscape architecture) and Mr Hardwick-Smith (architectural) on how the 

Basin Bridge and associated elements were derived for this setting; and 

[b] An evaluative assessment of that design outcome in terms of urban design (Mr 

Brewer), townscape/visual (Ms Popova) and landscape (Mr Lister).  

Design evidence – Ms Wraight 

[896] In terms of the design evidence, Ms Wraight, an experienced Wellington-based 

landscape architect, led off by providing a description of the design process and outcomes for 

the Project. She firstly explained that the methodology is design-based, where solutions are 

arrived at iteratively, guided by a critical assessment of prevailing contextual conditions, and 

tested against Project objectives. In her view this is an appropriate methodology in complex 

urban situations, where competing demands for space necessitate an exploration of potential 

spatial relationships, hierarchies and typologies.
553

  

[897] Ms Wraight explained that the tasks in this exercise involved the scoping, option 

identification, assessment, engagement and design development. Of these, she considered the 

scoping was critical in that it included an analysis of the existing environment covered by 

urban and historical contexts and an analysis of the physical qualities of the site itself. 

Moreover in her opinion, the outcome of the scoping identified a number of opportunities 

including the potential for the Project to reinforce the urban grid and the quality of the 

landform, to address the disparate character of the site and re-establish a more 

environmentally responsive and connected landscape, to reinforce and interpret the 

importance of culturally significant sites and buildings, to address the conflicts between 

vehicle, cycle and pedestrian movement and to maximise the positive qualities of movement 

around Wellington. 

[898] Next, Ms Wraight explained that, from that analysis, the Project team was able to 

refine a series of principles for the Project. These principles were divided into two layers:  

[a] One that addressed the corridor-wide urban issues; and  

[b] One that addressed the site-specific and contextual layer of the inner city.  
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[899] She further explained that:  

[a] The corridor-wide principles sit under headings of: design in context; respect 

for heritage; identity and distinctiveness; connectivity; respect for the natural 

environment; quality design; safety and security; development opportunities; 

value for money and users’ experience; and 

[b] The local Project principles refer to environment and ecology; culture and 

heritage; urban structure; connectivity; quality of space; activity; visual 

quality; and quality of experience. 

[900] All of this information, Ms Wraight explained, was fed into the Urban and Landscape 

Design Framework (ULDF), which is in turn based on five key design ideas that permeate 

the Project, namely: 
554

 

[a] To ensure, as much as possible, the road and Bridge aligns with the city grid; 

[b] To create a cohesive landscape using a consistent language of assemblages, a 

consistent scale and a consistent palette of materials; 

[c] To provide spatial definition that enriches the amenity and diversifies activity; 

[d] To provide a green valley-to-valley park that will tie into the Mt Victoria 

Town Belt and connect important nationally significant open spaces; and 

[e] To provide an elegant, low-profile Bridge that spans the valley of the Basin 

and reinforces the scale of built form. 

[901] Ms Wraight confirmed that the Urban and Landscape Design Framework addresses 

the six design zones that the Project transects – identifying the problems of each, identifying 

another layer of principles that apply at this site-specific scale and illustrating the proposed 

solutions and components. She emphasised that this is a critical document that sets out the 

key design ideas so as to ensure consistency and integration throughout all the zones of the 

whole Project. We heard also that the Urban and Landscape Design Framework is tied to a 

proposed condition that requires an Urban and Landscape Design Plan (ULDP) to be 
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produced and submitted to the City Council as part of the design approval basis for the Basin 

Bridge. We comment on this further later in this decision.  

[902] She concluded with the following :  

My aim as co-lead urban designer on this Project has been to provide a high quality 
integrated design for this piece of major city infrastructure. The design methodology 
and process has been iterative and responsive. A thorough understanding of the 
context for the Project was gained through research and analysis. Issues and 
opportunities were identified and principles developed to guide the assessment of 
options. Alternative options were developed and tested with a multi-disciplinary team. 
Options were developed with feedback from stakeholders.

555
 

[903] It was Ms Wraight's opinion the Project as proposed achieves the high-quality 

integrated design for the Basin Bridge and associated landscape that the Urban and 

Landscape Design Framework set out to achieve. 

Design Evidence – Mr Hardwick-Smith  

[904] Following on from Ms Wraight, Mr Hardwick-Smith gave evidence in the area of 

architecture and urban landscape. We heard that Mr Hardwick-Smith and Ms Wraight 

worked collaboratively throughout on this Project.  

[905] Mr Hardwick-Smith began by acknowledging the role of Ms Wraight in providing a 

summary of the urban design scoping and analysis of the receiving urban context as outlined 

in the Urban and Landscape Design Framework. He emphasised that this analysis was carried 

out prior to design development, with the objective of identifying values, opportunities and 

constraints that might inform the design development and optimise the positive integration of 

proposed works with the existing urban context. His evidence consistently referred to this 

analysis and reiterated aspects that have particular relevance to the design and integration of 

proposed built elements within the Project area. 

[906] Mr Hardwick-Smith then outlined the key aspects of the Basin Bridge design.  The 

salient points  were as follows:  

[a] The primary new structure introduced by the Project is the Basin Bridge. This 

structure provides a grade-separated route for State Highway 1 westbound 

vehicular traffic on the northern side of the Basin Reserve, enabling the 
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removal of State Highway 1 from the local road network around the eastern, 

southern and western sides of the Basin Reserve; 

[b] The Basin Bridge includes, on its northern side, a pedestrian and cycle lane, 

providing a level east-west crossing route connecting the existing pedestrian 

cycle path emerging from the Mt Victoria Tunnel to the pedestrian/cycle lane 

in the NWM Park; and 

[c] The Basin Bridge spans 265m and crosses the valley at a grade that is 

approximately level, from its eastern abutment, which is level and aligned 

with St Joseph’s Church, to its western abutment, which is approximately 

level and aligned with Sussex Street. The valley drops down under the Basin 

Bridge, such that the height between the valley floors to the underside of the 

lowest part of the Basin Bridge averages between 6–7 metres, reducing to a 

minimum of 2.6m at each end. 

[907] Full details of other aspects of the Basin Bridge were given by Mr Hardwick-Smith 

including:    

[a] The Basin Bridge superstructure; 

[b] The piers and abutments; 

[c] Integration of the Basin Bridge with each design zone; 

[d] Materials, finishes and lighting for the Basin Bridge; and 

[e] Art and interpretation strategy. 

[908] In terms of the design challenges of integration of the above structure into the 

receiving  environment described by Ms Wraight, Mr Hardwick-Smith noted that, at a broad 

scale, the Basin Bridge’s horizontal and vertical alignments are, in his professional opinion, 

the most critical determinants in achieving a level of integration. In this respect, he noted that 

the most visible portion of the Basin Bridge, crossing the Kent and Cambridge Terraces 

corridor, extends a straight level section parallel with the northern edge of the Buckle and 

Ellice Streets corridor.  He explains that his was intentional as:  
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[a] This aligns with the outer edge of the historical Sussex Square, such that it 

maintains the existing/historical space around the Basin Reserve and 

reinforces the form of the historical built edge of that Square; and  

[b] This orientation is parallel with the Te Aro grid and in direct alignment with 

(as an extension of) the new Buckle Street boulevard traversing the NWM 

Park. In this configuration, the Basin Bridge extends a straight and 

perpendicular crossing of the Kent and Cambridge Terraces corridor, 

providing a clear and legible journey along the Basin Bridge route and 

enabling a clear and legible continuation of the valley ground-based north-

south connections under the Basin Bridge from Kent and Cambridge Terraces 

through the Basin Reserve to Adelaide Road. 

[909] It was his considered view that such a configuration also enables clear open space 

connections between the southern end of Kent and Cambridge Terraces through to the NWM 

Park, including views and access to the Park, the relocated Home of Compassion Crèche and 

Carillon beyond. 

[910] Mr Hardwick-Smith described how, east of the Kent and Cambridge Terraces 

corridor, the Basin Bridge realigns to meet Paterson Street as it extends from the Mt Victoria 

tunnel.  He explained that the urban design emphasis on the alignment of this portion of the 

Basin Bridge has been to: 

[a] ‘Tighten’ this curved transition within the constraints of required design 

speeds; 

[b] Minimise the length over which adherence to the street grid and achieving 

alignment with the square outer edge of the Basin Reserve is not possible.  

[911] He noted that configuration through this transition is also influenced by providing the 

appropriate clearance for the at-grade routes that traverse beneath and striking an optimal 

balance of horizontal distance between the Basin Bridge and the Basin Reserve on the one 

hand and the St Joseph’s Church property on the other. 

[912] Taking the above into account, it was Mr Hardwick-Smith’s position that, in a broad 

sense, that integration is achieved primarily by fitting in with the existing city alignments and 

levels. In this sense he suggested that: 
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The Bridge is effectively a continuation of the network, like an elevated street, 
complete with extended footpath/ cycle way linking into the broader network at each 
end. The widths and surfaces are continuous and consistent with the streets at each 
end, and elements such as the lighting extend from the scale and rhythm of the street 
lighting from Buckle Street through Memorial Park. Access for vehicles, bikes and 
pedestrians is maintained, as if a street.

556
  

[913] In a similar manner to the above, Mr Hardwick-Smith also outlined the design basis 

for the Northern Gateway Building. He began by explaining that the design is culmination of 

providing the appropriate visual mitigation balanced with urban design and appropriate 

functional requirements in this context. In this sense, he described the  three inter-related 

parts of the proposed building design in the following way:
557

 

[a] The ground-level gateway components – incorporating a new civic-scaled 

northern gateway to the Basin Reserve, ground-level ticketing and concessions 

and entries to the upper levels;  

[b] The mid-level players’ accommodation – incorporating lounges and facilities 

for players, their families and others; and  

[c] The upper-level screen and pergola structure – incorporating visual screening 

of traffic on the Basin Bridge (when viewed from the pitch) and shelter to 

upper-level outdoor areas and contributing to the sense of gateway and 

pavilion, reflecting purpose and context.  

[914] His  clear view was that, whilst these three parts work together as a unified structure, 

they are articulated as separate components as a means to:  

[a] Create strong and relevant form and identity as a Northern Gateway Pavilion 

to the Basin Reserve;  

[b] Integrate and transition between the form and scale of existing structures and 

planting each side;  

[c] Moderate the mass and bulk of the structure as perceived in combination with 

the new Basin Bridge; and  
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[d] While screening Basin Bridge traffic, also preserve/recall a level of visual 

connectivity at a low level from the Kent and Cambridge Terraces corridor 

through to the Basin Reserve and beyond.  

[915] He confirmed that this design strategy is, in principle, the same for the three different 

length options for the Northern Gateway Building, namely 45m, 55m and 65m.  

[916] Mr Hardwick-Smith concluded
558

 that:  

[a] The architectural/urban design outcomes of the Project reflect and meet the 

three tiers of principles identified in the Urban and Landscape Design 

Framework; 

[b] The design process has been rigorous, iterative, inclusive and responsive to 

engagement with the community and various affected parties; 

[c] In determining the design outcome, relevant alternative options have been 

identified, tested and assessed; and 

[d] Mitigation has been integrated within the design to produce a cohesive and 

comprehensive outcome that incorporates multi-modal transport infrastructure 

works that is responsive to its receiving environment. 

Evaluative Evidence – General Comment 

[917] This topic attracted expert evidence from 11 urban design and landscape experts 

(including Mr Hardwick-Smith and Ms Wraight).  The only other topic to come close to this 

was transportation, where we heard from nine traffic engineers/modellers and two 

transportation planners.  This reflects the complexity of these two topics.   

[918] In the following sub-sections, we have recorded the key aspects of the evidence we 

heard. It is important that that this information is recorded in a factual manner as it is this 

information and our subsequent evaluation of it that forms the basis of our findings on the 

urban design, visual  and landscape effects of the Project.  To this end, we have, for each 

witness, employed a standard recording system that sets the following three matters 

pertaining to each witness’s evidence:  
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[a] The methodology employed; 

[b] The key assessment findings; and 

[c] The overall conclusion. 

[919] Such as an approach not only enables us to avoid lengthy summaries of the evidence 

but also allows for cross-comparison of evidence on a ‘like for like’ basis later in our 

evaluation of this complex issue.   

Evaluative Evidence – Mr Brewer (Urban Design)  

[920] Mr Brewer’s evidence was in the area of urban design. He advised that his role in the 

Project was to provide an assessment of the Project’s urban design effects that was 

independent from that conducted by Mr Hardwick-Smith and Ms Wraight. 

[921] The way in which this witness organised his evidence/methodology was set out in 

some detail in his Concise Witness Summary.
559 

In completing an assessment of the various 

options presented by the Transport Agency, Mr Brewer confirmed that he used a 

methodology that concentrated on the places where the key differences between the options 

occur. For example, the effects on the southern section of Dufferin Street and Rugby Street 

were the same for all options so were discounted.  

[922] Mr Brewer confirmed that he did not explicitly undertake an assessment of visual 

effects. Rather, his methodology used a three heading structure that has been developed by 

the Transport Agency urban design officers, namely looking at considered urban design 

impacts primarily: 

[a]  Urban structure and land use;  

[b] Amenity; and  

[c] Accessibility. 
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[923] In his evidence,
560

 Mr Brewer established that the Project is equally as concerned with 

traffic benefits as it is with bus and walking/cycling benefits for north-south movement from 

Adelaide Road to Kent and Cambridge Terraces. He determined that these ground-level 

transport benefits are entirely consistent with the Growth Spine concept connecting Kilbirnie 

to Wellington’s CBD. In saying this he confirmed his understanding that the Growth Spine is 

a key outcome to the Wellington Regional Strategy, Urban Development Strategy and 

Ngauranga to Airport Spine Study.  

[924] It was his opinion that other options cannot deliver the north-south public transport, 

walking and cycling connectivity to suitably support the growth spine concept. In this 

respect, he said:
 561

   

It is a regionally significant proposal to integrate transport and landuse that helps 
achieve the compact urban form desired in the Regional Policy Statement. These are 
key reasons why the Project has significant positive urban structure and landuse 
benefits.

562
 

The proposed Project is the better urban design option [than alternatives] from a 
regional planning, urban structure and landuse perspective.

 

[925] After assessing other options, Mr Brewer concluded that the Project remains the best 

option for supporting Regional  Council and City Council growth strategies, which is critical 

in his urban design assessment.
563

 

[926] The key assessment findings of Mr Brewer in respect to the effect of the Basin Bridge 

and the associated elements were:   

[a] The proposed Basin Bridge design is of the highest visual quality possible and 

that it correctly presents a slender profile to the important Kent/Cambridge 

Terrace vista and the box beam/cantilevered edge structure was chosen to 

improve the view from the streetscapes below.
564

 

[b] Other mitigating factors include landscaping (which has been designed to fit 

street patterns and screen where appropriate); the extension of the NWM Park; 

and the proposed Kent Terrace corner building.  He considers that the Park 
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Extension connects the Carillon area visually and physically to Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces to offset any severance and connectivity issues; and 

[c] The Project offers moderate positive accessibility benefits largely due to the 

grade separation and resulting decrease in traffic around the school entrances 

and the Adelaide Road and Paterson Street pedestrian crossings. The retention 

of existing routes, amenity improvements on most streets, the addition of the 

shared path on the proposed Basin Bridge and the proposed continuation of the 

NWM Park are positive effects. These offset the negative effects of the Basin 

Bridge on walking and cycling routes in the Buckle Street and Ellice and  

Dufferin Streets north corner.
565

 

[927] Notwithstanding these benefits, Mr Brewer acknowledged that the proposed Bridge 

above Dufferin and Paterson Streets will affect the amenity for residences at Dufferin Street 

and the lower end of Ellice Street. However, he concluded that the proposed Basin Bridge is 

the best route to minimise residential effects. He noted that one of the reasons why Option B 

was discarded was its effects on Mt Victoria residences, especially those in Moir Street. Mr 

Brewer determined that any other route north or south of the proposed route will bisect 

communities and result in much greater severance effects.
566

  

[928] In his witness concise summary,
567

 Mr Brewer listed his overall conclusions as:   

[a] The Project offers significant urban design benefits to achieving the Growth 

Spine concept and what will become an important shared path route from the 

Mt Victoria Tunnel to the NWM Park. Mr Brewer concluded that these 

significant multi-modal enhancements are important in integrating land use 

and transport planning;  

[b] Design measures especially of the Basin Bridge structure, the NWM Park 

integration, Northern Gateway Building, corner building proposal and the 

Dufferin Street streetscape proposal must remain in place for his urban design 

conclusions to be confirmed; 
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[c] The proposed Basin Bridge has potentially significant adverse amenity effects, 

but the comprehensive mitigation package reduces these to a moderate 

negative rating. He concluded that overall:
 568

  

The consideration of options has been extensive and the proposed 
Project, in my opinion, is the best practicable option in terms of urban 
design effects. Therefore the Project’s significant positive urban 
structure/landuse benefits and moderate positive accessibility 
benefits outweigh the moderate negative amenity effects. Therefore, 
in my opinion, the Project offers positive effects in terms of urban 
design compared to an existing conditions baseline. 

Evaluative Evidence – Ms Popova (Townscape/Visual))  

[929] The evidence of Ms Popova was from a visual/townscape perspective. Her 

involvement in the Project began in March 2012 after the Basin Bridge was selected as the 

preferred option and the initial design concepts for that were developed. Ms Popova 

explained the concept of townscape and how it relates to visual effects. In this respect, she 

stated that the townscape effects:
569

  

…arise from changes to important townscape elements/characteristics and their 
consequential impact on the existing townscape character. Ms Popova determined 
that visual effects, as a subset of townscape effects, relate to changes to the visual 
amenity (views and visual experience) of the relevant viewing audiences.  

[930] In terms of her assessment, Ms Popova: 

[a] Established the visual catchment and identified 64 representative viewing 

points and studied 21 Truescape simulations; 

[b] Assessed the individual Project zones described by Ms Wraight; and 

[c] Rated townscape and visual effects against the 5-point scale recommended by 

the Transport Agency Draft Landscape and Visual Assessment Guidelines. 

[931] Ms Popova said
570 

that the Project will result in substantial changes to the existing 

townscape and in turn will affect, albeit in different ways and to varying degrees, the visual 

experiences of various audiences. She said that the townscape and visual effects will be 
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largely contained and localised a 500m radius from the Basin Reserve and will be most 

pronounced within a distance of 200m to the north and east of the Basin Bridge. 

[932] Within that spatial framework and with regard to effects on street patterns, built 

form/spatial structure of the Basin Reserve setting and associated visual amenity effects, Ms 

Popova concluded that: 

[a] These effects will be most pronounced and adverse around the northeast 

corner (lower Ellice Street, Regional Wines and Spirits, St Joseph’s Church);  

[b] The northern side of the Basin Reserve will experience relatively less effects, 

with the exception of the Grandstand Apartments and north and from within 

the Basin Reserve; and 

[c] The southeast and southwest will experience the relatively least amount of 

impact. 

[933] In terms of effects of the Project, Ms Popova determined that the effects on landform 

character and existing vegetation will not be significant. 

[934] Having assessed the effects of the Basin Bridge, Ms Popova then turned her 

consideration to mitigation. Whilst she determined that the mitigation opportunities within 

the western section of the Project are the greatest, she nevertheless considered that the 

proposed mitigation as summarised below will make some substantial improvements to 

aspects of the existing environment and the visual context of the associated views: 

[a] Both the proposed Basin Bridge design (with a special reference to its specific 

form and design detail) as well as the intended landscape treatment have been 

approached in an integrated manner and together constitute the primary 

mitigation tools; and 

[b] The NWM Park (together with the proposed extension) creates a new context 

for the Project and plays an important mitigation role. 

[935] Ms Popova considered
571

 that this mitigation will assist to counter some of the 

adverse visual effects and stated that, while not all townscape/visual effects can be mitigated 
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or mitigated to the same extent, she is of the view that the Project, in the context of a ‘bridge 

option’ and given the constraints of the Project area, has optimised mitigation/integration 

opportunities and reduced the adverse effects arising as much as is practicable to do so. 

[936] In addition, Ms Popova considered
572 

that the Project has made improvements to 

aspects of the existing somewhat degraded landscape and visual setting. Ms Popova sets out 

that this has been achieved via the integrated approach to mitigation that has been adopted 

by the Transport Agency. Ms Popova considers that the proposed package of integrated 

mitigation is in line with the guiding principle of ‘integration’ (identified in the Urban Design 

and Landscape Framework and the assessment methodology), and as a result, it will: 

[a] Contribute to a unified and visually coherent infrastructure underpinned by 

design integrity and consistent design quality, albeit of a larger scale; 

[b] Assist the integration of the Project with its immediate setting and the broader 

landscape context of the NWM Park; and 

[c] Respond, as much as practicable, to the specific visual effects on the various 

audiences. 

[937] On the elements other than the Basin Bridge, Ms Popova further concludes that 

building under the Basin Bridge, proposed extension of the NWM Park, green screen, plaza 

entrance and Northern Gateway Building (open ground level in particular) will provide 

further mitigation and also improve aspects of the existing setting, resulting in positive 

effects.
573

  

[938] In concluding,
574

 Ms Popova determined that the visual effects for most residents in 

the wider vicinity of the Project will not be significant, due to distance and foreground 

elements that will reduce the visibility of the Basin Bridge. However, she agreed that the 

adverse visual effects will be of much greater significance for the residents/occupiers of a 

relatively small number of properties nearby the Basin Bridge. The design of the Basin 

Bridge and proposed landscape work will soften and partly screen the Basin Bridge structure 

in views from these properties. However, she determined that, for the properties in the 

immediate vicinity of the Basin Bridge (21 and 23 Ellice Street, Regional Wine and Spirits at 

15-19 Ellice Street and 80-89 Kent Terrace, Grandstand Apartments), the effects will be 
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unable to be fully mitigated due to the proximity of the Basin Bridge and limited mitigation 

opportunities. 

[939] Overall, Ms Popova concluded that the Project in context of a ‘bridge option’ is the 

most appropriate on the basis that it has: 

[a] Optimised mitigation/integration opportunities within its site boundaries;  

[b] Reduced the adverse effects of the Basin Bridge structure as much as 

practicable; and  

[c] Made improvements to aspects of the existing setting.  

Evaluative Evidence – Mr Lister (Landscape)  

[940] The evidence of Mr Lister was from a landscape perspective. He explained that he 

provided an independent review of the design quality of the Project’s landscape components 

and an overview of the Project’s landscape effects. His evidence was complementary to the 

more detailed evidence of Mr Brewer and Ms Popova.  

[941] Mr Lister provided a detailed discussion of the existing landscape qualities within the 

Basin Reserve precinct. He determined that the precinct is significant in landscape terms 

because of: 

[a] Its strategic location and visibility; 

[b] Its memorable spatial form; 

[c] The Basin Reserve itself; and  

[d] Historical associations. 

[942] Mr Lister effectively undertook evaluation on three levels: 

[a] Firstly, he described the Basin Bridge Project and provided an assessment of 

resulting landscape effects. He concluded that:
 575
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The Basin Bridge will erode some of the spatial definition of the Basin 
Reserve’s perimeter streets and introduce a different curvilinear 
‘highway’ character in contrast with the underlying grid. The Bridge 
will also itself be a dominant structure and will adversely affect street-
level amenity in its vicinity; 

[b] Secondly, Mr Lister provided an assessment of the Urban Design and 

Landscape Framework that applies to the Project. He concluded that this 

Framework contained an analysis of the context and sound design principles 

based on an understanding of the potential effects of the Project. He 

considered that the design had been executed to a high standard based on this 

foundation and that the principles and plans were sufficiently clear and 

detailed to provide a good basis for conditions;
576

 and  

[c] Thirdly, he provided an assessment of landscape effects arising from 

alternatives that have been identified by various parties. He concluded that 

both the do-minimum and Richard Reid options would best maintain the 

existing landscape qualities of the Basin Reserve area but would not 

effectively address the circulation issues. On balance, Mr Lister determined 

that Bridge Option A would achieve the best fit with its surroundings, and one 

of its main disadvantages would be neutralised by the proposed Northern 

Gateway Building.
577

 

[943] Returning to the effects outlined in (a) above,  Mr Lister identified some unavoidable 

adverse effects including:
 578

 

[a] Effects on the character of the Basin Reserve precinct including erosion of the 

rectilinear spatial definition and nature of the perimeter streets. Such effects 

will be greatest in the northeast corner of the precinct than on the north side of 

the Basin Reserve; 

[b] Visual amenity effects of the Basin Bridge itself; 

[c] Potential views of the Basin Bridge from within the Basin Reserve itself, 

although such effects would be effectively remedied by the proposed Northern 

Gateway Building;  
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[d] Effects on views and the sense of connection between Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces and the Basin Reserve; and  

[e] Visual amenity and privacy effects from nearby properties, the most affected 

of which are those in lower Ellice Street. 

[944] Similar to Ms Popova, Mr Lister determined that landscape effects will be greater 

opposite the northeast corner of the Basin Reserve precinct for the following reasons:
579

 

[a] The curvilinear alignment in this area is at odds with the underlying grid and 

crosses Ellice and Dufferin Streets diagonally; 

[b] The Basin Bridge will affect a wider footprint in this area because the 

pedestrian/cycle bridge peels away from the main Basin Bridge (the main 

Basin Bridge itself is also slightly wider on the curve); and 

[c] The alignment will prevent reinstatement of the built edge on Dufferin Street 

(between Ellice Street and Paterson Street). Rather, there will be areas of left-

over space and car parking. He noted, though, that the spatial enclosure in this 

part of the Basin Reserve is already eroded. 

[945] On the topic of addressing the landscape effects of the Project, Mr Lister 

considered
580

 that the following measures will substantially avoid, remedy or mitigate  

adverse effects: 

[a] The alignment of the Basin Bridge on the north side of Buckle Street in line 

with the urban grid);  

[b] The Basin Bridge design, which, in visual terms, means it will be lighter and 

more elegant in appearance compared to some other bridges and will be 

brighter in the area beneath the Basin Bridge;  

[c] The new building and three-dimensional green screen will reinstate the corner 

of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street, key the Basin Bridge into the Kent Terrace 

streetscape and mitigate visual effects from the Grandstand Apartments;  
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[d] The Northern Gateway Building and additional trees, which will screen the 

Basin Bridge from within the Basin Reserve; and  

[e] The streetscape design within the precinct’s perimeter streets.  

 

[946] Mr Lister also determined
581

 that positive landscape effects include the extension of 

the NWM Park to Cambridge Terrace and the creation of an entry plaza in front of the Basin 

Reserve. He also favoured the Northern Gateway Building because it would best maintain 

amenity within the Basin Reserve itself while still retaining some connection between the 

Basin Reserve and Kent and Cambridge Terraces.
582

 

[947] His overall conclusion was: 583 
 

With the exception of the long tunnel option, which was ruled out for reasons of cost, 
the proposal is the best of the alternative grade-separated options in landscape 
terms. Of the alternatives it will achieve the closest fit to the urban form, and will 
effectively avoid and reduce potential adverse effects that would have arisen with 
other alternatives to a much greater extent. The degree of potential adverse effects of 
the Basin Bridge will be further remedied and mitigated by the aspects incorporated 
into the proposed design. 

Evaluative Evidence – Mr McIndoe (Urban Design) 

[948] Mr McIndoe, an experienced urban design professional in private practice in 

Wellington, provided an overview urban design assessment and focused on the issues raised 

in the City Council and Basin Reserve Trust submissions. He also addresses issues raised in 

urban design expert witness conferencing. 

[949] Mr McIndoe began by outlining his involvement in assessing the Project.  He advised 

that his involvement in the Project started in 2012 when he began consulting to the City 

Council on urban design for this Project. As well as general urban design advice over that 

period, this included:  

[a] Writing an Urban Design Review, Proposed Transport Improvements around 

the Basin Reserve, May 2012; 
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[b] Attending the May 2012 Basin Specialist Mitigation Workshop (Transport 

Agency); 

[c] Providing detailed urban design peer review and contribution to assessment as 

part of the Basin Reserve – Assessment of Alternative Options for Transport 

Improvements, February 2013; 

[d] Undertaking Basin Reserve Northern Gateway Building design and view 

assessments, April 2013; 

[e] Participating in the City Council’s 17 May 2013 Basin Bridge Design and 

Appearance Workshop; and 

[f] Contributing to the City Council’s August 2013 report on the City Council’s 

approach to its submission and the Board of Inquiry process.  

[950] In addition to the above, Mr McIndoe advised us that  he had: 

[a] Provided regular advice to the City Council and to the Transport Agency 

Project team on behalf of the City Council regarding the adjoining and related 

NWM Park project; 

[b] Participated in both days of the urban design expert witness conferencing; 

[c] Read multiple Project-related and urban design-related documents and viewed 

developing plans and graphic analyses in both their draft and final forms, 

including the urban design and visual reports for the application; and 

[d] Read a number of submissions and the Transport Agency urban design witness 

statements and viewed the additional visual simulations requested by the 

Board.  

 

[951] From a methodological perspective, he stated that he had specifically consulted the 

following documents as part of his assessment of urban design effects arising from the 

Project:  

[a] Urban and Landscape Design Framework (Transport Agency); 
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[b] Central City Urban Design Guide; 

[c] Wellington Towards 2040: Smart Capital; 

[d] Wellington 2040 Spatial Structure Plan; and 

[e] Space Syntax City Centre Movement Infrastructure Analysis. 

 

[952] In addition, he advised us that he had visited the site multiple times since May 2012 

specifically to view and consider issues raised by this Project.  

[953] In considering the issues identified by the City Council and the Basin Reserve Trust, 

along with related Transport Agency evidence and submissions and following urban design 

expert witness conferencing, Mr McIndoe  drew the following conclusions regarding the 

Basin Bridge: 

[a] The context for the Project is sufficiently and accurately described in the 

Urban and Landscape Design Framework. This is a thorough and well rounded 

foundation for design;
584

 

[b] In reliance on evidence that the traffic flows cannot be remedied by other 

means, grade separation of this type is a necessary and viable option. 

Acceptability of this is subject to high-quality design, which has been 

achieved, and all necessary mitigation, which, with minor additions, will have 

been achieved;
585

 

[c] The Basin Bridge, and particularly the pedestrian cycleway, will be dominant 

in local views up and down Ellice Street at the northeast quadrant of the Basin 

Reserve;
586

 and 

[d] The northeast quadrant of the Project, around Ellice Street and including the 

Grandstand Apartments, will suffer adverse effects that have not been fully 

mitigated. These might to an extent be offset by positive effects arising from 

westbound State Highway traffic being removed from around other parts of 
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the Basin Reserve. However, further mitigation work should be investigated 

for this quadrant by way of a mitigation plan to be created and approved.
587

  

[954] On the subject of the Northern Gateway Building, Mr McIndoe concluded that:
 588

 

[a] A 65 metre long Northern Gateway Building is essential to maintain the 

ambience and integrity of the ground from within. At the same time as its 

upper levels provide spatial closure in views south along Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces, it also subsumes the Basin Bridge in long and mid-range views;
589

 

[b] The Northern Gateway Building is required to be 65 metres long also to relate 

to the geometry of the Kent and Cambridge Terraces boulevard. This must be 

in combination with visual openness at ground level as the default condition 

(i.e. when the Basin Reserve is not in use for a cricket match) in order to 

maintain a sense of spatial connection between Kent and Cambridge Terraces 

and the Basin;
590

 and 

[c] The shading effects on the entry plaza are acceptable given this space allows 

conditions of sun exposure and/or shade and because it is primarily a 

movement space. 

[955] In terms of the alternative of providing visual screening integrated with the Basin 

Bridge:   

[a] Screening at source is generally a valid approach and often optimal, but not in 

this situation.  A better alternative exists with the Northern Gateway 

Building;
591

 

[b] Screening on the Basin Bridge is not a desirable approach as it is likely to 

make the Basin Bridge itself larger and more visually prominent in views from 

all directions, including from within the Basin Reserve;
592

 and 
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[c] The enclosure under the Northern Gateway Building should be capable of 

being visually closed during a cricket match or other similar event but 

otherwise should remain visually open, even when it is physically secure.  

This is critical for safety and security and beneficial for visual amenity 

reasons.
593

 

[956] In terms of mitigation for all components of the Project, Mr McIndoe recorded that:  

[a] Given the significance of this setting, design-related conditions for the Basin 

Bridge and all street and mitigation works in addition to those proposed should 

be included to ensure certainty that the design quality delivered and 

constructed is at least equal to that anticipated and described at this stage.
594

 

[b] Mitigation street works are required around all sides of the Basin Reserve, not 

just two-thirds of it. This includes Sussex Street and all of that part of Rugby 

Street by the Basin Reserve, given removal of heavy traffic flows and a 

change to the status of these streets.
595

  

[957] Mr McIndoe summarised that:   

[a] The Project is consistent with (the City Council’s Wellington Towards 2040: 

Smart Capital, the Wellington 2040 Spatial Structure Plan and the Space 

Syntax City Centre Movement Infrastructure Analysis.
596

 

[b] He has undertaken a comprehensive assessment of the proposed Basin Bridge, 

Northern Gateway Building and Bogart’s Corner buildings, and his assessment 

is that all of those buildings are consistent with the requirements of the Design 

Guide.
597

 

[c] Subject to resolving the issues identified (Ellice Street treatment and 

mitigation works on Sussex Street and Rugby Street), the Basin Reserve 

Project from a design perspective is a well considered/designed and 

appropriate outcome.  
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[958] His actual conclusion was: 

The proposal is, from an urban design perspective, sound. An appropriate range of 
options have been considered and I am confident that, from an urban design 
perspective and subject to resolving the issues set out in my evidence particularly 
that the Northern Gateway Building needs to be 65 metre long, the proposal is well 
designed to the optimal outcome. It is characterised by carefully judged design 
including an elegant Bridge structure which is well integrated into its context, 
appropriate resolution of pedestrian links and experience and public space quality, 
high quality streetscape, and appropriately located and scaled ancillary buildings.

598
 

Opposing Parties Position 

[959] The opposition case in respect to urban design, landscape and visual effects was led 

by the main submitter groups including:  

[a] Mt Victoria Historical Society (Mr Reid, Ms Poff and Ms Weeber); 

[b] The Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents’ Assoc. (Dr Menzies);  

[c] Save the Basin (Ms Weeber and Ms Poff); and  

[d] Mt Victoria Residents Association (Ms McCredie).   

[960] We have adopted the same structure for setting out the evaluative evidence for the 

submitters as we did earlier for the Transport Agency’s case. 

Evaluative Evidence – Ms Weeber (Urban Design and Landscape)   

[961] In her Concise Witness Summary, Ms Weeber stated she had undertaken an urban 

design and landscape architecture assessment of the Basin Bridge Project using the Regional 

Policy Statement’s Regional Urban Design Qualities
599

 and the City Council’s District Plan 

provisions. She also referenced the following documents as forming part of her evaluation:
600

  

[a] Regional Policy Statement (Landscapes, Urban Design – with particular 

reference to the NZ Urban Design Protocol – principles adopted in Appendix 2 

of the Regional Policy Statement); 
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[b] District Plan, with particular reference to the Central City Urban Design 

Guide; 

[c] CPTED evidence (Mr Stoks); 

[d] Truescape visual simulations; and 

[e] Mitigation proposed by the Transport Agency. 

[962] Ms Weeber said
601

 that she had come to the finding that the Basin Bridge: 

[a] Is a large element out of character with the Basin Reserve environment;  

[b] Will have severe adverse effects (urban and landscape); and 

[c] Decreases walking and cycling opportunities, in particular, walking is made 

more complex and potentially unsafe between Ellice Street and Dufferin 

Street.  

[963] On the subject of mitigation, she made two particular comments:   

[a] The Tranport Agency’s proposed mitigation measures will not adequately 

mitigate the adverse effects of the Basin Bridge on the Basin Reserve and the 

surrounding Basin Reserve environment. The mitigation measures of the 

building under the Basin Bridge and green screen will add to the adverse 

effects rather than decreasing them;
602

 and 

[b] The proposed mitigation measures could all occur without the Basin Bridge – 

if these occurred without the Basin Bridge, they would have higher positive 

effects (amenity and design) without design restriction.
603

   

[964] In addition, and as an alternative to the Northern Gateway Building, she suggested 

that screening on the Basin Bridge could be considered for the Basin Reserve cricket pitch, 

Grandstand Apartments and Ellice Street residents. She considered this could have a dual 

benefit of providing additional wind shelter for pedestrians and cyclists. 
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[965] Overall, Ms Weeber concluded that the Basin Bridge and/or mitigation:
604

  

[a] Is a large structural element that is out of scale and out of character;  

[b] Is not a coherent design concept and therefore does not meet the parameters of 

the Central Area Design Guide; 

[c] Will fill the street open space and limit the future development; 

[d] Compromises pedestrians and cyclist pathways, in particular, pathways under 

the Basin Bridge on Dufferin Street are longer and unsafe and pathways that 

connect from the NWM Park and Cambridge Terrace are made difficult;  

[e] Will result in major negative amenity issues that will not be mitigated by the 

Basin Bridge form, screening buildings, green screen and tree planting; 

[f] Compares to many similar bridge developments that have been demolished 

after a short time due to their high negative amenity issues; 

[g] Includes landscape treatment around  the Basin Reserve that could occur now; 

and 

[h] An alternative option to be considered is the BRREO Option. 

[966] She concluded by saying that, if approved, the Project requires clarity in the 

conditions of consent.  In this respect, Ms Weeber took part in the conferencing on conditions 

and, along with the other planners who participated, presented the Board with a largely 

agreed set of conditions.   

Evaluative Evidence – Ms Poff (Landscape) 

[967] This witness covered the topics of historic heritage and landscape architecture.  The 

former aspects of her evidence have been considered under the topics of heritage effects in 

this decision, and it is the latter aspects of landscape that are considered here.  
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[968] In assessing the  landscape effects, Ms Poff noted that she used the following 

documents as a basis for her assessment:   

[a] Regional Policy Statement – particularly Policy 21(e); 

[b] Urban and Landscape Design Framework; and  

[c] Photo simulations (Transport Agency). 

 

[969] Ms Poff’s key assessment finding were as follows:   

[a] The Basin Bridge Project as described in the respondent application is 

inappropriate for this significant historic heritage precinct particularly given it 

is such a prominent and important area of Wellington City and New 

Zealand;
605

 

[b] The Basin Bridge is an inappropriate response in this urban context; however, 

the Basin Bridge without the Northern Gateway Building reads more clearly 

as an element that bridges the valley as intended by the Transport Agency 

design team;
606

 

[c] If a bridge is to be contemplated by the Board, there should be no Northern 

Gateway Building. Rather, screening should be on the Basin Bridge itself, as 

the scale and bulk of the mitigation required is less at the source of the effect, 

although it is acknowledged that, depending on the viewing location, such 

screening will have effects and draw attention to the Basin Bridge;
607

 

[d] The green screen proposed to screen adverse effects to the Grandstand 

Apartments will not help to reinstate the corner;
608

 and 

[e] The plaza proposed for the Canal Reserve (the central median of Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces) will be an unpopular space with visitors. It will also 

create a substandard experience for arrival at cricket events and for foot 
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passengers that utilise the Basin Reserve in transit between the city and the 

suburbs on a daily basis.
609

 

[970] On the above basis, the key landscape conclusions from Ms Poff for the Project (and 

particularly the Basin Bridge) are:
610

  

[a] The Basin Bridge is an inappropriate response to a significant heritage area;  

[b] Mitigation measures do not avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects; 

[c] Landscape effects within the precinct are significant and adverse; and 

[d] The Northern Gateway Building makes the effect worse; in other words, the 

effect of the building and the Basin Bridge are cumulative.  

[971] Ms Poff’s overall conclusion was that:
 611

  

Therefore within the overall context of the existing environment, it is my conclusion 
that if built, the effects of the Project will be adverse to a landscape which first has a 
strong sense of place and secondly fulfils a central role in the identity of Wellington 
and its people. 

Evaluative Evidence – Dr Menzies (Urban Design and Landscape) 

[972]  Dr Menzies is registered landscape architect having practised urban design and 

landscape architecture for over 40 years. Her methodology was based on assessing the urban 

design and landscape effects of the Project using the following key documents:   

[a] Central City Framework;  

[b] NZ Urban Design Protocol (and Regional Policy Statement – Policy 54, 

Appendix 2 – Design Principles, in particular, Context, Character and 

Connections); and 

[c] Transport Agency: Urban Design Guideline Bridging the Gap (2013). 

                                                 
609 
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[973] Dr Menzies explicitly noted that she had not taken into account the provisions of the 

District Plan and had not undertaken an assessment of the Project in terms of the Central City 

Urban Design Guide.
612

  She had, however, assessed the supplied imagery including the 

Truescape views. On that matter and in her rebuttal,
613

 she was critical of the drive-through 

video and Truescape visual simulations, which, in her view, do not reproduce the human 

experience.
614

 

[974] In her outline on Project understanding, Dr Menzies recorded
615

 that she was largely 

in agreement with the design approach in that she:  

[a] Had no issues with the iterative design process explained by Ms Wraight; 

[b] Had no issues with the corridor-wide, local project and site-specific approach 

adopted by Ms Wraight and Mr Hardwick-Smith and agrees this should be 

overlapping; and 

[c] Supported the aim of the urban design and landscape work outlined in the 

ULDF produced by Ms Wraight/Mr Hardwick-Smith. 

[975] In response to the evidence of the Transport Agency, Dr Menzies’ main rebuttal was 

as follows:   

[a] She agreed that the design is good quality but did not agree with Ms Wraight 

and Mr Hardwick-Smith that the design of the Basin Bridge is elegant in its 

context;
616

 

[b] She agreed with the Transport Agency witnesses that there is a marked tension 

between traffic in the area and the Basin Reserve and other places in the 

locality of the Project.  However, in her view, the outcome proposed does not 

diminish this tension – but provides a flyover and Northern Gateway Building 

which would further diminish the significance, recreational experience and 

ambiance … by the bulk, scale and location of the flyover as well as the 

inevitable increase of traffic…;
617

 and 
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[c] She agreed with the statement in the evidence of Mr Lister that change is 

indeed a fundamental aspect of how cities evolve and commented that the 

change brought about by the Project is intended to improve traffic flow but, 

despite the landscape and urban design work, cannot completely mitigate the 

effect of the flyover. 

[976] On the Basin Bridge itself, she noted:   

[a] The scale, height and bulk of the flyover will present a barrier to the end of 

Kent and Cambridge Terraces, and the proposed green screen will not be of 

sufficient scale to achieve a blend;
618

 and 

[b] The effect of the Project on near views to and from the NWM Park and in 

particular the extension will be significantly compromised.
619

 

[977] On the Northern Gateway Building, her assessment was: 

[a] The Northern Gateway Building will have the effect of enclosing and infilling 

public open space;
620

 and 

[b] The overall effect of the Northern Gateway Building, while providing some 

amenity for the Basin Reserve, is a diminished quality of grounds.
621

 

[978] Overall, Dr Menzies’ comments and conclusions were that the Project will:
622

 

[a] Significantly compromise the experience and character of the entrance and 

exit way to the Basin and views to and from the NWM Park;  

[b] Have significant adverse effects  for the viewing audiences in the area; 

[c] Significantly detract from the experience of dignitaries and other people 

visiting Government House; 

[d] Adversely affect associations and ‘memory’ of the area; and 
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[e] Have significantly adverse and permanent effects on local landscape of 

Wellington’s capital and local suburbs. 

[979] She concluded that mitigation and management measures proposed are unable to 

mitigate adverse effects and that impacts of the flyover should be avoided rather than treated 

as a matter of mitigation. 

Evaluative Evidence – Ms McCredie (Urban Design) 

[980] Ms McCredie is a practising urban designer based in Sydney, Australia. Her area of 

expertise is strategic urban design. She was the former Manager of City Strategy and Urban 

Design at the City Council.  Aligned with her expertise, Ms McCredie referred to the 

following three documents as underpinning her assessment of the Project: 

[a] NZ Urban Design Protocol (referred to in the Regional Policy Statement, 

Appendix 2);  

[b] Wellington 2040 Spatial Structure Plan (2010) and Wellington Towards 2040: 

Smart Capital (2011); and 

[c] Space Syntax City Centre Movement Infrastructure Analysis (2011). 

[981] Ms McCredie’s evidence in chief, rather than assessing the effects of the Project, 

focused on what she referred to
623

 as the many and varied strategic issues associated with the 

Project (22 issues in total).  She suggested that the number and extent of the mitigating 

measures indicate that the Project brings with it an extensive number of impacts.    

[982] She summarised her opinion of those impacts by saying the Project:
 624

   

[a] Spatially severs the city; 

[b] Destroys the connection and continuity between Adelaide Road and Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces; 

[c] Removes the legible role of the Basin Reserve roundabout; 
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[d] Removes the potential to reinforce the spatial definition of the old Sussex 

Square and inner edge of the Basin Reserve roundabout; 

[e] Destroys the internal arrangement of the Basin Reserve cricket ground; 

[f] Creates an irregular and incoherent open space between the Northern Gateway 

Building and the flyover; 

[g] Compromises the Basin Reserve as a cricket venue; 

[h] Degrades the importance of the National War Memorial; 

[i] Removes the potential to highlight the entrance to/from Government House; 

[j] Destroys the exceptional and unique entrance to the city from the Mt Victoria 

Tunnel; 

[k] Reduces the development capacity of this fast-growing area of Wellington;  

[l] Destroys two main view shafts – Kent and Cambridge Terraces and Buckle 

and Ellice Streets; 

[m] Blocks the view shaft along Buckle and Ellice Streets to the Town Belt and 

from the new plaza in front of the National War Memorial; and  

[n] Has negative impacts on many properties in the adjacent precincts, particularly 

those around the northeast corner of the Basin Reserve and on the higher 

slopes of Mt Victoria. 

[983] Her overall conclusion was that:  

[a] The introduction of a grade-separated flyover at the historic and 

topographically sensitive Basin Reserve will be extremely detrimental to the 

Historic Area and the city socially, culturally and economically;  

[b] The Project does not support the vision in Wellington Towards 2040: Smart 

Capital and the Wellington City Urban Development Strategy in that it:  
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[i] Destroys rather than enhances one of the most ‘distinctive and 

memorable’ places in Wellington;  

[ii] Adversely impacts on the Basin Reserve as a roundabout and as an 

international cricket ground;  

[iii] Destroys the role of Kent and Cambridge Terraces, Sussex Square and 

Adelaide Road forming the main north-south spine;  

[iv] Diminishes the dominance of the National War Memorial and 

Government House;  

[v] Changes the image of Wellington as a compact walkable city in a 

fundamental way; 

[vi] The Project does not achieve any of the city’s aspirations reflected in 

all the planning and transport, economic and marketing documents – a 

compact walkable city that is safe and liveable, prosperous, connected 

and sustainable;  

[vii] The Project is inappropriate for a highly significant area of Wellington 

and the nation; and 

[viii] The traffic benefits appear slender at best, but the adverse impacts on 

the place and people are significant.  

Evaluative Evidence – Mr Reid (Architectural Design) 

[984] Mr Reid is a registered architect and registered landscape architect working in private 

practice in Auckland. He has 25 years of experience in these fields.  

[985] Mr Reid gave extensive evidence in support to an alternative to the Project, which 

was initially developed by his practice and then formalised into what became known as the 

Basin Reserve Roundabout Enhancement Option (BRREO).   

[986] Although much of his evidence was focused on the BRREO Option, Mr Reid 

nevertheless conducted an assessment of the Project. In doing so, he drew on the:  
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[a]  Historical context for the Project; 

[b] City and landscape context for the Project; and 

[c] The Project’s adverse effects including planning effects, effects experienced of 

the ground and diverse effects from mitigation. 

[987] His overall assessment of effects
625

 was that the flyover creates a multitude of adverse 

effects, each one of which he considered significant. He summarised these as the Basin 

Bridge: 

[a] Imposes itself upon and passes through the Basin Reserve Historic Area but 

does not contribute any enhancement of it; 

[b] Is directed against the flow and grain of the city; 

[c] Divides the city north and south of the Basin Reserve; 

[d] Diminishes the high ground of the Mt Cook knoll that the Dominion Museum 

and the National War Memorial stand upon – the major landform and 

commemorative precinct of the city; 

[e] Adversely affects the relationship between the major national civic functions 

of state located adjacent to and surrounding the roundabout (Government 

House, National War Memorial Museum and Carillon, and NWM Park); 

[f] Intrudes visually upon the north-south city axis view shaft – the most 

important north-south axis in the city; 

[g] Dismantles the urban structure of the roundabout at ground level, disengages 

the Basin Reserve roundabout from the historic Te Aro grid and erodes 

important traces of the historic Sussex Square; 

[h] Is fundamentally out of scale  with the fine-grained fabric and texture of the 

Mt Victoria residential suburb and destroys the existing sympathetic transition 
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in scale, character and building fabric between the Basin Reserve and the 

historic suburb; 

[i] Is squeezed within an overloaded built environment that the Northern Gateway 

Building contributes to by being in the wrong place – the flyover’s fit is a poor 

one, and its alignment is compromised rather than balanced; 

[j] Undermines the finer horizontal curve of the Kent Terrace crossing due to the 

overwhelming curvature of the structure; 

[k] Has little in common with the street pattern of the Te Aro grid and (through its 

embankment) destroys any notion of a ‘hill to hill’ span; 

[l] Creates a vehicle-dominated open space environment and wasteland leftover 

spaces from its operation; and 

[m] Removes the opportunity for urban infill development, urban regeneration and 

maintaining a compact and connected city. 

Evaluation – DJ McMahon 

[988] The evaluation that follows has been composed by Board Member Mr DJ McMahon.  

It reflects my assessment and findings on the landscape, townscape and urban design issues 

arising from the evidence outlined in some detail in the preceding parts of this section.  

Whilst the Board at a consensus view accepts the summary of that evidence, it does not 

concur with all of the findings that follow.  For that reason, this section of the decision has 

been written in the first person narrative to reflect my views.   

[989] An alternative view of the majority follows at the conclusion of this section.  

Overview of Approach to Evaluation 

[990] In the introduction to this section on the landscape, townscape and urban design 

effects, I outlined the key themes arising from the vast amount of evidence presented on this 

topic, and having had regard to the statutory documents and the existing environment, I have 

devolved the issues down to a series of questions. 

[991] Those questions are:   
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[a] Is there sufficient evidence in which to consider the effects of the Project on 

landscape, townscape and urban design matters and make a determination 

accordingly?; 

[b] What are the contested issues and the basis for them?;   

[c] What are the specific landscape, townscape and urban design effects of the 

Basin Bridge and are they appropriate and acceptable in the receiving 

environment? In particular, what is the nature and significance of the effects of 

the Basin Bridge element:   

[i] From a general perspective (i.e. is the approach to Bridge design 

appropriate in the setting); 

[ii] From inside the Basin Reserve; 

[iii] On the northeastern quadrant; 

[iv] On the northern quadrants; 

[v] From other quadrants and specific perspectives?;  

[d] To what extent do the following structures and elements mitigate or add to the 

potential effects of the Basin Bridge: 

[i] Northern Gateway Building;  

[ii] Building under the Basin Bridge/green screen; 

[iii] Entry plaza and landscaping; 

[iv] Park Extension;  

[v] Is it possible to rely on the proposed suite of conditions to ensure 

mitigation?; and  
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[vi] To what extent is the Project aligned with the key policy directions in 

the RMA instruments and statutory and non-statutory documents 

dealing with landscape, townscape and urban design? 

[992] The answers to these questions contribute to my overall evaluation of the effect of the 

Project on the amenity of the receiving environment.  

Question 1:  Is there a sufficient evidential basis in which to consider the effects of the 

Project on landscape, townscape and urban design and make a determination accordingly? 

[993] From the comprehensive summary of evidence from the 11 urban design and 

landscape professionals, I am satisfied that all the witnesses were extensively tested on the 

methodologies they each employed to: 

[a] (Where relevant) consider options during the options evaluation and Project 

shaping stages; and 

[b] Form their opinions as to the acceptability of the Project now before the 

Board. 

[994] I note that some of the witnesses incorporated implicit weightings in their 

assessments.  However, the outline of the methodologies employed indicates that most 

witnesses generally followed appropriate codes of practice in their assessments.  I also accept 

that some witnesses did not provide an ‘overall’ rating of the various effects. In such cases, 

the evidence was that an overall rating would not reflect clearly or transparently the actual 

(variable) effects of the Project.
626

  

[995] In any event, the relevant points for me are: 

[a] Landscape, townscape and urban design factors were considered extensively at 

the hearing; and  

[b] The experts’ opinions on the effects of the Project now before the Board were 

well reasoned and were extensively tested.  
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Finding   

[996] On that basis, I accept that the evidence regarding urban design, landscape and visual 

effects is more than adequate to enable an informed assessment of these landscape, 

townscape and urban design effects and make a determination accordingly. 

Question 2: What are the contested issues (and what is the reason for such polarised 

views)? 

[997] As is very evident from the detailed synopsis of the evidence on this topic, there was a 

significant  polarisation of the views of the experts between, on one hand, the Transport 

Agency and supporting positions and, on the other, the submitters and representations 

opposing the Project.  Of all the matters considered by the Board, this polarisation was the 

most evident in this omnibus environmental topic.  In addition, the polarisation of views was 

evident in the Joint Witness Statement produced after witness conferencing, which was 

presented to the Board prior to the hearing.  Unfortunately, there was little headway during 

the hearing on the resolution of these opposing views.  If anything, it was noticeable that 

these views became more entrenched during the hearing process. 

[998] The degree of opposing views is best summarised in the evidence summary tables we 

have produced and that appear in Appendix 4 to this decision.  There is a summary table for 

each of the elements of the Project including the Basin Bridge. We refer to these tables 

throughout this evaluation but particularly in relation to our assessment of each element 

comprising the Project.   

[999] As the various evidence summary tables in Appendix 4 indicate (particularly Tables 

1A and 1B regarding the Basin Bridge element), the principal areas of disagreement  arising 

from these summaries are in relation to almost all aspects of the Project, including the cause, 

nature and significance of the effects as follows:   

[a] Cause of the effects:  

[i] There was disagreement as to whether the likely effects are due to the 

Basin Bridge per se and/or the other elements associated with the 

Project such as the Northern Gateway Building, the building under the 

Basin Bridge/green screen, the Park Extension and plaza and other 

landscaping;   
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[ii] Those in support said that, whilst there will be adverse landscape and 

visual effects arising from the Basin Bridge, it has been carefully 

designed to reduce those effects to the greatest extent possible, and the 

additional elements such as the Northern Gateway Building are largely 

mitigation measures to help further reduce the impact of the Basin 

Bridge and integrate it into the setting. They also noted that there are 

positive benefits aligned with some of those elements, particularly the 

Northern Gateway Building, the plaza/landscaping and the Park 

Extension; and 

[iii] Those in opposition were of the view that the Basin Bridge, although 

well designed, will have significant adverse landscape and visual 

effects. They stated that the Northern Gateway Building, the building 

under the Basin Bridge and the green screen generally increase the 

effects rather than mitigating them.  There was, however, general 

acknowledgment of the positive effects of the plaza and landscaping 

and the Park Extension, although this support was conditioned by a 

belief that such improvements could (and should) accrue without the 

Project. 

[b]   Nature of the overall effects: 

[i] There was also disagreement amongst these discipline experts as to the 

nature of the effects; 

[ii] Without exception, those in opposition were of the view that the effects 

are overall negative; and 

[iii] The general tenor of those in support was that the effects range from 

positive to negative depending on the effect concerned and the location 

of the effects. 

[c] Significance of overall effects:  

[i] Aligned with the above, there was disagreement about the significance 

of the positive and negative effects; 
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[ii] Those opposing the Project described their overall rating of the effects 

with qualifiers including significant, major, severe and detrimental; 

and 

[iii] Those in support had significance ‘qualifiers’ ranging from minor 

positive to minor adverse through to moderate negative.   

[1000] Despite these opposing views, there was some agreement between the experts on how 

the effects should be considered on a spatial basis.  The experts agreed that effects would 

vary in the different locations, depending on the area in which they occur.  In broad terms, the 

different areas addressed by the experts were: 

[a] Northeast quadrant:  Ellice Street, northern half of Dufferin Street, Paterson 

Street. The experts agreed (with the exception of those experts noted) that the 

negative effects of the Project are greatest in the northeast quadrant (the 

Ellice/Paterson/Dufferin Streets area) of the Basin, and these effects are: 

[i] The dominance of a curved geometry and the creation of a landscape 

oriented towards vehicles [Ms Wraight, Mr Hardwick-Smith differed 

on the second part]; 

[ii] The permanent loss of the defined outer edge of the original rectangle 

of the Basin [Ms Wraight, Mr Hardwick-Smith differed];  

[iii] Amenity effects arising from the proximity of the Basin Bridge to 

residences; 

[iv] Access and amenity effects arising from the proximity of the Basin 

Bridge structures to non-residential activity; 

[v] Increase in traffic volumes; and 

[vi] Effects on the connectivity, quality and safety (road safety and 

perceived risk of criminal behaviour) of the pedestrian environment. 

[b] North side of the Basin Reserve:  Buckle Street, from the NWM Park to the 

eastern side of Kent Terrace. The experts agreed (with the exception of those 
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experts noted) that the negative effects of the Basin Bridge along the north 

side of the Basin are considered to be relatively less because:  

[i] The Basin Bridge in this section is horizontal and aligned with the Te 

Aro grid to the corner of Kent Terrace;  

[ii] In long and medium range-views along Kent and Cambridge Terraces, 

the Basin Bridge does not appear in the skyline [Mr Ried, Ms 

McCredie, Ms Weeber differed]; 

[iii] The Basin Bridge is partially screened by median trees and an existing 

gantry from different viewing distances and locations [Mr Ried, Ms 

McCredie, Ms Weeber differed]; 

[iv] The south edge of the Basin Bridge is aligned (more or less) with the 

original Buckle Street frontage (the original outer edge of the Basin 

Reserve square).  The proposed new building on the corner of Kent 

Terrace and Buckle Street will reinstate the building frontages at the 

intersection, will enclose one of the piers and has the potential to 

activate that corner and will reduce some of the longer views along the 

underside of the Basin Bridge [Mr Ried, Ms McCredie, Mr Weeber, 

Ms Poff differed]; and 

[v] The headroom is higher under the Basin Bridge relative to the 

northeast quadrant. 

[c] Southeast quadrant:  This is the area of Dufferin and Rugby Streets outside 

St Mark’s School, Wellington College and Government House. The experts 

agreed that: 

[i] This area will experience a mix of some negative visual effects of the 

Basin Bridge and positive effects at street level; and 

[ii] Overall, the effects in this quadrant are considered to be net positive 

provided further detailed design work is to be undertaken to enhance 

the final resolution of this area to improve thresholds to Government 

House and schools.  
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[d] Southwest quadrant: The southwest quadrant is defined in broad terms as the 

western half of Rugby Street and all of Sussex Street. The experts agreed that 

the Project is neutral in this area; however, some suggested that the southwest 

quadrant needs to be integrated into the Project to provide a consistent and 

cohesive outcome around the Basin Reserve.  It was suggested by some that, 

without any works in this area, the effect of the Project would be to reduce the 

through traffic yet retain the poor-quality environment in this particular 

quadrant. 

[1001] I found the above agreements from the experts on the spatial extent of effects to be 

useful in that it has enabled a focus on the areas of contested  issues in the northeastern 

quadrant and to a lesser extent the northern quadrant, which is, in fact, what I have done later 

in this evaluation.  

[1002] That aside, it was of considerable interest as to why, unlike any other topic in this 

inquiry, the polarisation of views was so accentuated on this topic compared to any other. For 

example, on the contested topic of heritage, there was a reduced range of evaluated effects 

mainly falling on the negative side of the ledger.  Similarly, for example, on the 

transportation topic, all witnesses generally agreed on the nature of the positive traffic 

benefits arising from the Project and their disagreement related primarily to the quantum of 

such benefits and how they were calculated as opposed to whether the benefits accrue in the 

first instance.    

[1003] In postulating as to the possible explanation for this extent of polarisation on this 

particular effect, it is possible to identify two possible reasons. They relate to the starting 

point of both sets of witnesses.  

[1004] In terms of the starting point for the experts representing submitters in opposition, 

counsel for the Transport Agency, in their closing, suggested the following as a reason why 

the evidence for those experts was so polarised to the negative: 627
   

 

The Transport Agency submits that the Board should prefer the evidence of the 
Agency’s witnesses, and that of Mr McIndoe, over that of witnesses for the other 
submitters. The Transport Agency’s witnesses all accepted that there would be some 
adverse effects from the proposal, and addressed both the adverse effects and 
mitigating factors in an objective manner. By contrast, the evidence of witnesses for 
the other submitters was characterised by: 

a. An unwillingness to admit to any positive attributes and a tendency to exaggerate 
negative effects; and 
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b. A tendency on the part of some witnesses, to concentrate on theory and the 
generic effects of flyovers, rather than the particulars of the Project. 

[1005] Whilst it is difficult to unreservedly sanction the above, particularly the suggestion in 

(a), it is nevertheless notable that there did appear to be a theme in the evidence of those 

experts opposing the Basin Bridge that flyovers create inherent adverse effects, are contrary 

to best international practice and should not be tolerated given that they are being dismantled 

in other parts of the world.  Examples of these comments are: 

There will be major negative amenity issues with the Basin Bridge that will not be 
mitigated with the applicants Bridge form… Many similar Bridge developments 
have been demolished after a short time due to their high negative amenity 
issues.

628
  

My opinion is that to maintain the current ambiance and integrity experienced from 
within the Basin Reserve grounds an at-grade solution is required.

629
  

The proposed grade separation at the Basin Reserve reflects its 1960’s genesis. It is 
now outdated.

630
 

Current international best urban design practice supports freeway systems 
between cities and towns but not in cities and towns. The last 20 years has 
seen the removal of many freeways within cities … The reason for their removal 
is the result of their detrimental effect on the precincts in which they are located and 
the overall disruption to the continuity of urban areas.

631
  

Freeways can be grade separated above or below ground or at grade. The key 
problem with all freeways is they sever one part of a city from another [often formerly] 
contiguous part of a city.

632
  

We are talking about a flyover, aren’t we, I think that – sorry, I will change that – a 
flyover which is not current best practiced and a sensitive historic environment 
landscape, I struggle with professionally. It is not what I feel is appropriate in that 
landscape, as I explained in my evidence, why it is not appropriate in that 
landscape.

633
  

[emphasis added] 

[1006] Whether these comments meant that the witnesses presenting in support of the 

organisations they represented were predisposed to opposing a flyover per se, is not 

something that can be readily determined.  Of more importance is whether the Basin Bridge 

is representative of what the selection of quotations call flyovers or not.  Certainly, the 
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Transport Agency took exception to this and maintained that it is first and foremost a 

structure that bridges the valley between the Mt Victoria major ridge and Mt Cook minor 

ridge. The witnesses for the Transport Agency went as far as to term the structure an elevated 

street.  For the assessment that follows, it is a bridge (the Basin Bridge), and it is assessed on 

that basis without any regard to the rhetoric associated with flyovers.   

[1007] The other interesting part of the equation relates to the starting point for the expert 

witnesses for the Transport Agency and other parties in support (for example, the City 

Council).  In this respect, and as with the submitters in opposition, there was the suggestion 

that the assessment of some of the experts was contingent on a starting assumption, in this 

case, that a grade-separated solution is necessary to address the problems and traffic network 

demands at the Basin Reserve location. 

[1008]  The following selection of quotations illustrate this point: 

The proposal essentially entails grade separation of westbound SH1 traffic from local 
north-south traffic. I understand from the evidence that such grade separation is 
necessary for transportation goals and for a mixed use southern ‘growth spine’.

634
 

… I understand that to effectively resolve the traffic issues within the Project Area (the 
primary driver for the Project) requires the grade separation of traffic. This could be 
achieved (theoretically) either above or below ground.

635
 

In reliance on evidence that the traffic flows cannot be remedied by other means, 
grade separation of this type is a necessary and viable option. Acceptability of this is 
subject to high quality design, which has been achieved, and all necessary mitigation 
which, with minor additions, will have been achieved.

636
 

In the circumstances that the traffic flows cannot be remedied by other means, grade 
separation of this type is a necessary and viable option. Because elevation places the 
traffic route up into a more prominent view, high quality design is necessary.

637
 

[1009] As undertaken above with the submitters, the listing of the starting points of the 

witnesses for the Transport Agency is not to be critical of the Agency’s approach, but rather 

to acknowledge that these experts quite rightly established their assumptions clearly and 

logically at the inception of their briefs of evidence.  The absence of such transparency would 

have attracted criticism.   
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[1010] This transparency was perhaps best summed up by Mr Brewer where he 

acknowledged that, from a pure urban design perspective, there is an option (Option D, an at-

grade solution) that would have fewer adverse effects but was not adopted for various reasons 

including inconsistency with local traffic objectives and (as explained by the Transport 

Agency) for reason of unaffordability. Mr Brewer said: 638 
 

From an urban design perspective, the evaluation of Option D during design 
development was an important process. It was the only at-grade option so 
represented the obvious urban design desire to avoid the amenity effects of a Bridge. 
However, the at-grade intersection failed in terms of the Transport Authority's 
transportation objectives so was not taken forward for final consideration. 

[1011] Moreover, many of the witnesses for the Transport Agency went on to explain that, 

notwithstanding their acknowledged starting points, there are other landscape townscape and 

urban design reasons for supporting the Project that they assessed:   

[a] For example, Ms Wraight explained the elevated Bridge as a response to 

landform:
 639

     

The Basin Reserve sits as a ‘Basin’ on the valley floor, approximately 
level with the predominant north-south routes along Kent/ Cambridge 
Terraces and Adelaide Road. 

This landform provides strong cues for: 

(a) The vertical hierarchy of movements (east-west above north-
south); and 

(b) The logical level/ location for grade separation to provide direct 
and legible movement links, with a clear reading and crossing 
experience of the Basin Valley between Mount Victoria and the 
National War Memorial ridge. 

[b] Similarly, Mr Hardwick-Smith acknowledged historical land patterns and 

existing grid alignment as a rationale to an elevated approach:
640

  

To achieve a well-integrated road in the urban structure the following 
design concepts have been developed for alignment: 

(a) the horizontal alignment retains a close reference to the historical 
street alignment through Te Aro grid to Cuba Street; 

(b) the alignment of new structures (including Bridge, roads, 
landscape and new built edges) around the Basin strengthens 
definition of the “Basin square”; 
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(c) reinforcing the qualities of this Cartesian approach to the urban 
grid by establishing a consistent vertical alignment for the Bridge, 
which is scaled to a consistent height plane around the ‘Basin 
Square’; and 

(d) Utilising the underlying landform to achieve grade separation 
between flows of traffic. 

[c] Finally, on this matter, Mr Brewer saw the Basin Bridge as  a response to the 

connectivity aspect of the urban form of Wellington when he said: 641
   

While I am not a transport planning expert the realisation that the 
north-south alternative modes would suffer as much as westbound 
SH1 traffic was important that [the selected option] would not be 
inconsistent with the growth spine concept. 

[1012] For the forgoing reasons, whilst the above goes some way to explain their diverse 

range of evaluation findings from the witnesses, the starting point of either set of witnesses is 

not considered to be fatal to their positions and resultant assessments.  

[1013] Rather, the starting points merely reflect the transportation evidence for the Transport 

Agency/City Council/Regional Council versus the submitters in opposition, that is: 

[a] For the Transport Agency – that grade separation is necessary and will achieve 

significant gains; and  

[b] For the submitters in opposition – that there is no need for grade separation 

and grade separation will not achieve significant gains.  

[1014] Each set of witnesses (not surprisingly) has relied on their party’s transportation 

evidence to either accept that grade separation is necessary or that it is not; therefore leading 

to different starting points and ultimately different conclusions.  

[1015] It is difficult, at the general level at least, to provide a definitive preference for one set 

of views over another given the diverse starting points.  However, such a preference is more 

likely to emerge once a view on the transportation  issues has been formed and in particular a 

resolution is made on the  debate between the relative merits of at-grade versus grade 

separated solutions (under Sections 171(1)(a) to (d)).    
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[1016] The RMA anticipates this sort of approach given that the assessment of effects must 

have particular regard to Section 171(1)(a)-(d) matters. What can be said at this point is that 

the view from the Transport Agency is that, in terms of section 171(1):   

[a] The Project is consistent with the statutory and non-statutory documents under 

Section 171(1)(a) and (d);  

[b] That grade separation is necessary to meet the objectives of the work (Section 

171(1)(c)); and 

[c] The process of options assessment has been more than adequate and illustrates 

that the Project is the best alternative to achieve those  Project objectives 

(Section 171(1)(b)). 

[1017] Based on the above, it seems that, should the conclusion be that the landscape, 

townscape and urban design effects are unacceptably adverse, then the later assessment of the 

section 171(a) to (d) matters (to which particular regard  must be had when considering such 

effects) could become highly determinative of the acceptability or otherwise of such effects.   

[1018] Accordingly, one of the following two alternative scenarios is likely to become 

pertinent and determinative of how these landscape, townscape and urban design effects are 

to be regarded: 

[a] Firstly, if it is found that grade separation is not necessary to fully achieve the 

objectives (sub-section (c)) and/or is not consistent with the statutory 

instruments and non-statutory documents (sub-section (a) and (d), and/or the 

alternatives assessment was deemed to be completely inadequate (sub-section 

(b)), then the assessment of urban design/visual effects undertaken by the 

Transport Agency (and the City Council) witnesses will need to be 

reconsidered or at least acknowledged that those assessments are less helpful 

to the Transport Agency’s aspirations of securing the designation.  

[b] Secondly, and conversely, if it is found that grade separation is necessary to 

achieve the objectives and/or is consistent with the statutory instruments and 

non-statutory documents and/or the alternatives assessment was deemed to be 

adequate, then the assessments of effects undertaken by the submitters (which 

adopted a starting point that challenged grade separation and embodied an 
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inherent unease for flyovers) will need to be reconsidered or at least 

acknowledged that those assessments are less helpful to the opposing case.  

[1019] These are matters for later evaluation.  In the meantime and as a basis for considering 

the significance of the adverse landscape, townscape and urban design effects, I now  turn to 

the effects of the Basin Bridge in the contested areas; namely the design approach and in the 

identified quadrants.  

Finding 

On the question of the contested issues, I find that:  

[a] There is a wide and divergent range of assessment of the landscape, townscape 

and urban design effects in terms of the cause, their nature and their 

significance. This reflects the different starting points of the parties and 

particular assumptions to whether grade separation is necessary or not. This is 

essentially a transportation matter, and it is necessary to have regard to the 

findings in that section.  I return to this in the conclusion to this section and in 

my alternate view on transportation effects; and  

[b] The only agreement is the effects differ depending on the quadrant of the 

Basin Reserve that they are experienced within, and in this respect, the effects 

are considered to be more adverse in the northeastern quadrant, less adverse in 

the northern quadrant and reasonably positive in the southeastern quadrant.  

The southwestern quadrant is neutral but, according to some witnesses, could 

be improved if the Project proceeds.   

Question 3: What are the effects of the Basin Bridge on the receiving environment?  In 

particular, what is the nature and significance of the effects of the Basin Bridge in 

particular spatial locations? 

[1020] There are a number of sub-issues under this heading presented as the following 

questions: 

[a] Is the general design approach appropriate? (Question 3A); 

[b] What are the effects of the Basin Bridge on the Basin Reserve? (Question 3B); 
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[c] What are the effects of the Basin Bridge in the northeastern quadrant? 

(Question 3C); 

[d] What are the effects of the Basin Bridge in the northern quadrant? (Question 

3D); and 

[e] What other effects of the Basin Bridge are apparent in other quadrants and 

from other perspectives? (Question 3E). 

Question 3A: Is the general design approach sound? Is a low-profile Basin Bridge 

preferable to an iconic structure?  

[1021] As the primary and most dominant new element introduced by the Project, it was not 

surprising that the Basin Bridge, and the manner in which it might be integrated into the 

Basin Reserve environment, was the focus of much evidence and debate during the hearing 

and indeed in the expert witness conferencing.   

[1022] Aside from the submissions that there should be no Basin Bridge at all (i.e. that at-

grade options or a tunnel or trench should prevail, a matter I return to later), the two key 

views emerging from the earlier synopsis of the evidence related to the type of bridge that 

might or might not be appropriate.    

[1023] This translated into the fundamental question as to what degree should the Basin 

Bridge (if it is to proceed),  and its associated structures, be an ‘iconic’ form or ‘feature’ 

structure designed to heighten its profile and significance (as opposed to the proposed low-

profile, multi-span structure also before the Board)?  

[1024] In considering this matter, two schools of thought were presented: 

[a] For the submitters in opposition, the main theme from their  landscape/urban 

design experts was that: 

[i] If it was proven that there is a need for grade separation and a bridge 

structure, then it should be a ‘feature bridge’ to complement the other 

key features in the area. These experts also suggested such a structure 

should have greater elevation to reduce shading and undercroft issues 

they perceive to be inherent with the low-profile option and to avoid 

any CPTED issues;  
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[ii] Such a bridge could also incorporate some form of screening to avoid 

the need for the Northern Gateway Building and to provide shelter for 

cyclists and pedestrians from wind effects; and  

[iii] Evidence to this effect included statements from Ms Weeber, Ms Poff 

and Dr Menzies, who collectively did not support aspects of the Basin 

Bridge design. For example, they described the Basin Bridge as a 

bulky,
642

 obtrusive structure
643 

with incoherent design.
644

  However, Dr 

Menzies did accept that the design quality was good,
645

 and during 

cross-examination, Ms Weeber accepted that the design of the Basin 

Bridge should not attempt to be prominent in the landscape when 

viewed from the Basin Reserve.
646

 

[b] Conversely, the Transport Agency design team and the witness for the City 

Council/Basin Reserve Trust (Mr McIndoe) gave evidence that an iconic 

bridge design would be a mistake.  To this end, they said that the Project 

designers decided early in the process that a ‘feature bridge’ is not appropriate 

in this location. In fact, it was very clear that the design team strived to 

propose a bridge design that optimises integration with landform and existing 

urban structure, complements rather than competes with the various existing 

iconic features and structures around it and endeavours to minimise visual 

impact from critical viewpoints. The urban design and landscape witnesses for 

the Transport Agency expressed a firm view that the design of the Basin 

Bridge itself incorporates a number of measures to integrate it into the Basin 

Reserve setting. The evidence to this effect included the measures described in 

the evidence in chief of Mr Hardwick-Smith and commented on by witnesses 

in their presentations to the Board.
647

 For example: 

[i] Mr Brewer’s evidence was that the ribs and cantilevered edge proposed 

will make the Basin Bridge appear visually lighter and contrasts with 

the more clunky unmitigated design that would usually be adopted.
648
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He also said … the Bridge design is of the highest visual quality I have 

seen for a Transport Agency road structure;
649

 

[ii] Ms Popova’s evidence was that the Basin Bridge is a relatively thin 

structure, compared to what could have been proposed;
650

 and 

[iii] Mr McIndoe commented that the Basin Bridge achieved a high quality 

of design.
651

  

[1025] I acknowledge these competing views and the fact that the appearance of the Basin 

Bridge has been the focus of considerable design attention and review. On balance, however, 

I accept that, if there is to be a bridge in this locale, then a low-profile design is more 

appropriate in this context.  

[1026] Based on the evidence of the Transport Agency design team and Mr McIndoe, I have 

determined that, in the event that a bridge is necessary to meet the objectives of the Project, 

then a low-profile bridge is preferable to an iconic structure as a result of the following 

largely undisputed factors that comprise the receiving environment: 

[a] The intensity and significance of several existing ‘iconic’ features and 

structures in the immediate vicinity, such as the Basin Reserve, the RA Vance 

Stand, the National War Memorial and Carillon, Government House, and 

NWM Park, as well as other established conditions such as the built and 

landscape edges to the Basin Reserve and its surrounding streets; 

[b] The significance and nature of the Kent and Cambridge Terraces corridor and 

its relationship to the Basin Reserve and the Mt Cook hills beyond; 

[c] The close proximity and sensitivities of the finer-grained, residential-scaled 

neighbouring Mt Victoria precinct;  

[d] The scale, length, capacity and geometric requirements of the new structure; 

and  
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[e] The opportunities presented by the existing landscape, topography and city 

form for integration. 

[1027] The key factors that have influenced my findings on this particular matter  include: 

[a] The well documented evidence of Ms Wraight and Mr Hardwick-Smith, 

particularly in terms of how the design process evolved and the role of the 

initial scoping exercise that ultimately formed the basis for the Urban and 

Landscape Design Framework that underpins the Basin Bridge design; and     

[b] The evidence and relevant expertise of the City Council witness, Mr McIndoe, 

in this matter.  Mr McIndoe is not only an experienced urban designer in 

Wellington but he is also the author of the Central City Urban Design Guide 

within the District Plan and an independent member of several Urban 

Technical Advisory Groups around the country (including in Wellington).  Mr 

McIndoe and Ms Weeber were the only evaluative witnesses to have assessed 

the Basin Bridge structure against the Central City Urban Design Guide.  Mr 

McIndoe’s conclusions on this were informative and determinative. 

[1028] For the forgoing reasons, I conclude that, if there is to be an elevated structure in this 

environment, the most appropriate form of structure is a high-quality, low-profile, multi-span 

structure that crosses the valley in an uncomplicated manner in order to integrate with the 

various conditions that it traverses. I record that this approach was endorsed by the City 

Council urban design review panel in their review in March 2013. 

[1029] Having reached this conclusion, the next question is, despite a low-profile structure 

being the best design option, are the effects associated with such a structure capable of being 

ameliorated to an appropriate level.  It is to this central question that I now turn to.  

Finding   

[1030] On the contested issue of (in the event that there is to be a bridge) whether a low-

profile bridge structure is preferable to an iconic structure, I find in favour of the former.  In 

other words and from a design approach point of view, I accept the overriding design 

objective of the Transport Agency
652

 is to integrate the Basin Bridge with the local land form 
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and urban structure of the city, rather than create an iconic structure, is appropriate in the 

circumstances of the receiving environment.  

[1031] I agree that: 

[a] This is best achieved at a broad scale by its horizontal alignment with the city 

grid and vertical alignment with the topography and other existing landscape 

and building elements; and 

[b] At a more detailed level, I find that integration is achieved by the design and 

configuration of aspects such as the Basin Bridge soffit and support structure.  

Question 3B: What are the effects of the Basin Bridge on the Basin Reserve?   

[1032] This issue can be largely distilled to two sub-issues, namely: 

[a] The impact of the Basin Bridge on the primary function of the Basin Reserve 

as an internationally important cricket ground; and 

[b] The impact of the Basin Bridge on the amenity of the Basin Reserve as a 

reserve and public open space. 

[1033] For completeness, I note that, whilst I do assess the impact of the Northern Gateway 

Building in its own right later in this section of the decision (in terms of external impacts 

outside of the Basin Reserve), the focus of this current assessment of the impact of the Basin 

Bridge and Northern Gateway Building is solely on the internal function and amenity of the 

Basin Reserve.   

[1034] In defining this issue as above, I also note that the effect of the Basin Bridge (and by 

implication the Northern Gateway Building), on the built heritage values associated with the 

Basin Reserve are considered separately in this decision. In saying this, I observe two 

important points:   

[a] Firstly, the inputs to these evaluations are similar.  In other words, although 

these evaluations are conducted separately, the approach to the assessment of 

effects is essentially the same; it is largely a visual/landscape assessment.  

Moreover, and the key question is the same in both situations; namely, do the 
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Basin Bridge and the Northern Gateway Building have a dominating (and 

therefore adverse) effect on the values associated with the Basin Reserve?; and   

[b] Secondly, where there is a potential difference in the evaluation, this is 

explained by the different type of resource under consideration. For example, 

in the exercise on landscape, it is the amenity values of the resource that are 

under consideration, whereas in the heritage evaluation, it is the effects of the 

Project on built heritage.  Whilst that may sound overly obvious, I do make the 

preliminary observation that, whilst the nature of the impact of visual 

dominance may be the same for both resources (i.e. whilst the effect of two 

new structures are either dominant or not on the amenity and heritage 

resources), it is not inconceivable (nor inconsistent) for a finding that the 

significance of those visual effects is found to be different in each of the 

amenity and heritage evaluations.  That merely reflects the differences in the 

statutory importance of the amenity and heritage aspects to the environment 

and their relative positioning in the scheme of Part 2 of the RMA.  I cover 

these matters further in the section outlining my alternate view and in my 

overall evaluation/judgment. 

[1035] Returning to the impact of the Basin Bridge on the primary function of the Basin 

Reserve as an internationally important cricket ground, I can say that, in the two sub-issues 

outlined above, the focus is on one of the key mitigation elements of the Project; the Northern 

Gateway Building:  

[a] In the first sub-issue, the particular focus is on the extent to which the 

Northern Gateway Building plays a mitigation role in reducing the impact of 

the Basin Bridge on the cricket function of the Basin Reserve (and therefore, 

in a way, it is tantamount to whether it is successful in protecting the heritage 

function of the Basin Reserve given cricket and heritage are so closely 

aligned); and 

[b] In the second sub-issue, the focus is whether, in achieving its mitigation role, 

the Northern Gateway Building has positive or negative effects on the Basin 

Reserve’s internal ambience (noting that I consider this for the external 

ambience also later).  

[1036] On sub-issue 1, the question is, in relation to visual impacts, what is necessary to 

avoid the traffic on the Basin Bridge and at ground level (e.g. emergency vehicles, sunlight 
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reflections or sudden traffic movements) being able to be viewed in such a manner that could 

distract batsmen and/or other sports people during sporting fixtures?  

[1037] On this I can simply say that I adopt the findings on cricket impacts in the heritage 

section of this decision that the Northern Gateway Building by and large achieves the 

screening purpose necessary to avoid such distraction.  This is largely based on the 

uncontested evidence of the Basin Reserve Trust witnesses associated with cricket. The 

cricket evidence from the Basin Reserve Trust is preferred to the evidence of Dr Sanderson 

for the Applicant, who generously acknowledged that, despite his technical evidence in 

respect to ophthalmology, he should defer to cricket experts on the extent of the length of 

screening necessary to avoid distracting movement on the Basin Bridge for cricket players.   

[1038] The cricket evidence was that the Northern Gateway Building needs to be of 

sufficient dimensions to screen views of the Basin Bridge and moving traffic on it – for the 

batsmen, players and spectators. By clear implication, I therefore accept that this necessitates 

the need for a 65m long Northern Gateway Building. This was the unanimous position of the 

cricket witnesses.  For completeness, I note that this aligned with the urban design evidence 

of Mr McIndoe who advised that a 65m long Northern Gateway Building has a strong 

geometric fit with the corridor width of Kent and Cambridge Terraces.
653  

 

[1039] Before leaving this topic, I acknowledge that, both during the joint witness 

conferencing and during the hearing, there was some discussion by some landscape witnesses 

about alternative screening options to the Northern Gateway Building. As a general rule, two 

alternatives were considered.  The first was permanent screening on the Basin Bridge, and the 

second was temporary screens also attached to the Basin Bridge during major cricket games. 

[1040] Whilst only cursory consideration was given to these alternatives, there appeared to 

only be a mixed response to those alternatives from witnesses in opposition to the Northern 

Gateway Building. They appeared to range from lukewarm support to no support at all.  

Conversely, the Transport Agency witnesses were uniform in their response, which was 

firmly opposed to both alternatives.  The mixed and lukewarm responses by opposition 

witnesses is very understandable given that that this solution effectively translates to placing 

further elements on the very structure (the Basin Bridge) that they have been fundamentally 

opposed to from inception. In other words, this was almost tantamount to asking them to 

mitigate an effect on the Basin Reserve that arises from a structure that they do not support 
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but would mean that further bulk is being added to that very structure.  Their dilemma is 

clear.   

[1041] My response to these alternatives is to firstly acknowledge that all witnesses agreed 

that screening at source (i.e. on the Basin Bridge) is generally the most valid approach and 

often optimal. However, I was not convinced it would be in this situation for the following 

reasons:   

[a] Screening on the Basin Bridge would enlarge its bulk and height, thereby 

increasing its visual impact; and  

[b] It would be a departure from the desirable minimalist aesthetic design ethos of 

the Basin Bridge canvassed extensively earlier in this decision and which was 

found to be preferable.  

[1042] Ultimately, however, screening on the Basin Bridge is not necessary as a better 

alternative exists with the Northern Gateway Building, which contributes to an enhanced 

Basin Reserve entrance and significantly to a cricket-support function. 

[1043] As to the second sub-issue (the effect of a 65m long Northern Gateway Building on 

the Basin Reserve’s internal ambience), the question is whether the Northern Gateway 

Building would detract from the amenity value of the Basin as a peaceful and enclosed 

recreational sporting venue and public open space. 

[1044] The particular effects identified and my comments on the nature and significance of 

these are as follows:  

[a] Relationship to internal spatial organisation of the Basin Reserve: 

Submitters for the opposition such as Ms McCredie
654

 contended that the 

Project destroys (and the Northern Gateway Building in particular 

undermines) the internal organisation of the cricket ground. Mr McIndoe for 

the City Council disagreed.
655

  

My position is: 
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[i] I acknowledge that it is not uncommon for buildings to be placed 

around the edge of cricket grounds, and they typically have a plan form 

that is either radial, to relate to the curvature of the cricket oval, or 

rectilinear to relate to the rectilinear geometry of the street outside. Mr 

McIndoe said the RA Vance Stand is an example of the former 

approach and the Museum Stand follows the latter approach.  He said 

both are acceptable approaches, and the radial approach is taken with 

the proposed Northern Gateway Building. I accept that;  

[ii] I agree that the structural organisation of a circular ground with a 

perimeter path of northern and southern spectator entries remains 

unchanged. The Northern Gateway Building adds to the extent of 

perimeter edge definition already in place. This change is positive, 

albeit minor; 

[iii] I accept that there is no change to general spectator facilities, and an 

improved entry remains in the same location meaning that the internal 

organisation of the Basin Reserve is neither undermined nor destroyed; 

[iv] I agree that there is a clear difference between the generally embanked 

and planted east side of the Basin Reserve and the generally built west 

side. Our site visits confirmed this. However, I also note that there is a 

merging and overlap rather than a clear break between these 

conditions. The facts presented at the hearing were that the planted 

portion of the Basin Reserve currently comprise 53% of the perimeter. 

The 65 metre long Northern Gateway Building option reduces the 

proportion of this vegetation to 48% of the perimeter. I accept that this 

change is minor and maintains the Basin Reserve’s general character; 

and 

[v] I do accept that there will be tree removal to accommodate the 

Northern Gateway Building (three trees). I accept that the removal of 

these trees will change the character of that part of the Basin Reserve 

but this is reinstated with new planting along the edge of the street.  

Overall, the effect is neutral, albeit that the new plantings will take 

some time to establish. 
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[b] The Dominance of the Northern Gateway Building in the Basin Reserve: 

Some submitters in opposition contended that spectators … may be repelled 

by the height, proximity and perceived enclosure and confinement caused by 

the Northern Gateway Building.
656

 It was also suggested that
 
the Northern 

Gateway Building does not marry with other features and the proportions do 

not match the shape and form of other structures.
657

 The message was that, 

while the Northern Gateway Building provides some amenity, its overall 

effect is a diminished quality of grounds.
658

 Mr McIndoe
659

 argued to the 

contrary.  

My findings on this are: 

[i] I agree that that the bulk and form of any building needs to achieve a 

match (that is to ‘replicate’) in order to relate well to an existing 

setting. This is particularly so when, as in this case, the setting is 

diverse; and 

[ii] I accept that the building is in scale and that spatial 

enclosure/confinement around the periphery of a cricket ground are 

positive attributes. 

[c] The privatisation of public space: There was some suggestion that the 

placement of a building that is not publicly accessible in a reserve/open space 

is contrary to the spirit of a public reserve.  I would agree that this effect 

would be negative should any building substantially reduce the amount of 

space accessible to the public.  

In this instance, however, the evidence was that:   

[i] The proposed Northern Gateway Building makes a negligible 

difference to the amount of public open space available at ground and 

will, by providing a larger-scale entrance space with shelter over, 

enhance that space to some degree; 
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[ii] At upper levels, at least half of the volume accommodates new 

changing and lounge facilities for the players, which are an essential 

component of the functionality of the Basin Reserve.
660

 I agree it is 

unreasonable to expect such facilities are continuously publicly 

accessible; and 

[iii] Basin Reserve Trust witnesses gave evidence that the use of the upper 

level for community functions and meetings is a strong possibility. 

This is a positive social/community effect. 

[d] Increased spatial enclosure of the Basin Reserve cricket ground:  It was 

suggested that the Northern Gateway Building will increase spatial enclosure 

around the edge of the ground.  On this I agree with submitters that the 

Northern Gateway Building will read as another pavilion placed at the 

perimeter.  

I comment that:   

[i] This is a positive effect on the Basin Reserve given that the very nature 

of a cricket ground is to place raised embankments with or without 

built forms such as grandstands and other buildings around the 

perimeter, with all of these facing towards the centre of the ground; 

and 

[ii] As indicated in the previous outline of the District Plan, the provisions 

of that RMA anticipate buildings for recreation purposes in this open 

space-zoned Reserve.  Whilst the permitted height limit at 10m is 2m 

less than the proposed height of the Northern Gateway Building, there 

was no evidence to suggest that the net effect between the proposed 

building and one generally anticipated by the District Plan is a major 

tipping point on this issue of spatial enclosure within the Basin 

Reserve.  

[1045] On the above basis, the nature of the evidence on this second sub-issue does not 

convince me that the impact of the Northern Gateway Building on the amenity of the Basin 

Reserve as a reserve and public open space is such that it cannot be accommodated.  I find 
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that the Northern Gateway Building will maintain the ambience and integrity of the Basin 

Reserve ground from within. 

Findings 

[1046] A 65m long Northern Gateway Building is essential to maintain the ambience and 

integrity of the Basin Reserve ground from within.  A building this length:  

[a] Is necessary to screen views of the Basin Bridge from inside the ground and 

for spectators and because a 65m length relates geometrically to the corridor 

width of Kent and Cambridge Terraces;  

[b] Will not detract from the amenity value of the Basin as a peaceful and 

enclosed recreational sporting venue and public open space; and 

[c] Is a positive effect in its own right in terms of its contribution to improved 

amenity at the Basin Reserve entrance and also in terms of its functional 

relationship with the game of cricket at the Basin Reserve.   

Question 3C: What are the effects of the Basin Bridge in the northeastern quadrant? 

[1047] The adverse effects in the northeast quadrant of the Basin Reserve (the 

Ellice/Paterson/Dufferin Streets area) were clearly identified at the urban design expert 

conferencing and were agreed to be greater than in any other area around the Basin Reserve. 

In addition, there was, as will be evident from the earlier summary of witnesses’ positions, 

extensive evidence on this contested issue at the hearing. The urban design and landscape 

witnesses expressed a range of assessments as to the effect of the Basin Bridge within the 

valley and at the entrance to the Basin Reserve. They all acknowledged there will be adverse 

visual and amenity effects resulting from placing the Basin Bridge in the location proposed. 

This was acknowledged by the Transport Agency in its Opening Statement.
661

  

[1048] Whilst the experts all agreed that a bridge in this location will have adverse effects, 

they disagreed about the nature and significance of those effects. This creates a considerable 

difficulty in selecting a basis from which to prefer a particular position.  For this reason, and 

in this situation, I  have briefly cited the nature of the agreed effects and attempted to make 
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some judgments regarding them based on the preceding description in this section of 

‘filtering’ factors such as:  

[a] The existing environment;   

[b] The permitted baseline; and  

[c] The degree of mitigation inherent in the Basin Bridge design.   

[1049] Further, I have endeavoured to reach some conclusions as to the significance of the 

effects in this quadrant.  In doing so, I acknowledge the role of the following in assisting the 

evaluation: 

[a] The Truescape photo simulations and drive-through imagery; 

[b] The representations of submitters at the hearing who live and travel through 

this complex locality; and 

[c] The various site and route visits undertaken by the Board, including to the 

Grandstand Apartments and Ellice Street, on several occasions.   

[1050] The particular effects identified and my commentary on the nature and significance of 

the effect of the Basin Bridge are as follows:  

[a] The dominance of a curved geometry and the creation of a landscape 

oriented towards vehicles:  

I comment that:  

[i] This is a direct consequence of bringing both directions of SH1 travel 

through the single corridor here. I agree that the elevated curving 

components of the Basin Bridge will be prominent in views here, with 

those views down Ellice Street being the most sensitive;  

[ii] The view down Ellice Street and from the houses at its base will tend 

to be dominated by the elevated cycleway/walkway. I accept that this 

adverse effect is partly mitigated by tree planting immediately adjacent 
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to reduce visual impact of vehicles, but nevertheless it does represent a 

significant change; and 

[iii] Although the visual simulations demonstrate the potential screening 

effectiveness of trees, the views of and to the Basin Bridge from some 

positions will not be completely and permanently obscured by the 

planting, and the planting will take some time to establish.  

[b] The permanent loss of the defined outer edge of the original rectangle of 

the Basin Reserve:  

[i] I agree this is a potential effect. However, because of the following 

factors, I consider this effect is not of major significance: 

[ii] This is an effect particularly notable at plan level.  As such, I agree 

with Mr McIndoe that this is more of theoretical rather than of 

experiential relevance; and  

[iii] In addition, the defined outer edge has been lost for some time, and 

this loss will also be experienced at the northwest corner of the Basin 

Reserve also where the Park Extension connects down to Cambridge 

Terrace (i.e. a loss from a positive contribution in that instance).  

[c] The footprint of the Project will be increased as the footbridge and road 

bridge diverge:   

I accept this and agree the effect contributes to a landscape oriented towards 

vehicles.  I make the following observations: 

[i] The experts agreed that the visual impact of the overhead Bridge 

structure here is exacerbated by the separation of the cycle/pedestrian 

way from the vehicle component of the Basin Bridge;  

[ii] The advice from Transport Agency and the City Council was that any 

attempt at a radical change in level or alignment would negate the 

benefits of this footbridge, as when walkways become inconvenient, 

unclear and involve a change in levels, fewer people will use them;  
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[iii] Given the above two factors, the question arises as to whether this 

route and alignment including separation is necessary to ensure that 

this shared route is on the left-hand side of the highway and able to 

connect with  any future  existing tunnel walkway, and any new future 

vehicle tunnel, on its way across to the eastern suburbs.  In other 

words, are the actual and potential benefits of the shared pathway 

(covered in the transportation section of this decision) sufficient to 

mitigate or remedy this effect; and   

[iv] Short of requiring the modification of the NoR to alter the route of the 

shared pathway (or ultimately cancelling the NoR), it is accepted that it 

is best not to ‘fiddle’ with this element of the Project and accept that 

the benefits of this cycle/pedestrian way would not be fully realised 

until (if and when) the Mt Victoria Tunnel is duplicated.   

[d] Amenity effects arising from the proximity of the Basin Bridge structure 

to residences:   

In  considering this, I found that: 

[i] This is a very real potential impact and particularly affects two 

properties; namely the Grandstand Apartments and the closest of the 

Mt Victoria residences (at 21 and 23 Ellice Street, owned by Mr & Mrs 

Halakas); 

[ii] The Truescape simulations demonstrate that these adverse view effects 

will be significant, particularly for some views from the Grandstand 

Apartments’ inhabitants. The agreed evidence was that these effects 

are only partly mitigated by the proposed green screen. This screen 

will filter views out, but apartment residents will remain aware of the 

Basin Bridge, traffic on it and the Northern Gateway Building. (I 

return to this matter presently);  

[iii] I also note that many of the apartment owners presenting at the hearing 

opposed the green screen and raised issues about its impact on daylight 

admission and plant material debris. They also raised questions about 

its maintenance.  I also  address those matters later in the consideration 

of the mitigation properties of the four non-bridge elements associated 
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with the Project, but for the present purpose, I have  assumed that there 

is some screening utility with this structure; 

[iv] Aside from its role as a mitigation measure, I accept that the green 

screen will also provide some external visual benefit, acting as a 

landmark or visual event along the edge of the highway and enhancing 

the experience for people entering the city centre by this route. I also 

accept that most experts acknowledged that the screen has a role (along 

with the building under the Basin Bridge) in addressing the missing 

articulation on the former Bogart’s Corner site and that it provides a 

degree of volumetric modulation for the Basin Bridge; and 

[v] I accept that the apartments at the corner of Paterson and Dufferin 

Streets will also be potentially affected by the increased presence of 

traffic lanes. However, I note that it was generally agreed that this 

effect will be minor as the new traffic lane accommodates, in a slightly 

more distant location, State Highway 1 traffic that would have once 

waited at the traffic lights and passed by immediately next to these 

dwellings.  

[e] Amenity effects arising from the proximity of the Basin Bridge structure 

to non-residential activity:   

On this matter, I comment as follows: 

[i] Adverse effects of potential visual dominance of the Basin Bridge were 

raised in submissions by Regional Wines and Spirits and by St 

Joseph’s Church. However, the Regional Wines and Spirits submission 

was withdrawn.  For the record, I do note that the Regional Wines and 

Spirits Limited building is set back behind a parking forecourt so is 

less likely to be affected by movement infrastructure (in this case, the 

elevated walk/cycle way) than it would otherwise; and  

[ii] St Joseph's Church submission was also resolved with the exception of 

an issue relating to potential encroachment on that property by the 

shared pathway.  Again for the record, I note that the St Joseph’s 

Church building is shaped in plan to relate to the curve of the highway. 

It is therefore possible that this may at least partly compensate for the 
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change in outlook from the building and the reduction in privacy as 

motorists are brought closer to this building.  

[f] Effects on the connectivity, quality and safety (road safety and criminal 

behaviour) of the pedestrian environment:  

My position on this is that: 

[i] In terms of connectivity, this has been assessed by the Board in the 

transportation section, and I simply note here that it stands to reason 

that having considerably less traffic circulating around the roundabout 

at grade is a precursor for some improvement in the pedestrian 

environment. Furthermore, it is accepted that the proposed layout is 

logical, clear and legible with crossing facilities in convenient 

locations; and  

[ii] In terms of crime, there was uncontested expert evidence given by the 

Transport Agency in the area (Mr Stoks).  He supported the design of 

the Project and the need of  further refinement through the ULDP 

(which he noted would be a requirement of the conditions of consent). 

He and other landscape experts supported the proposed landscape 

design including planted abutments that reduce or eliminate 

opportunity for graffiti.  

[g] Effects resulting from an increase in traffic volumes from both westbound 

as well as eastbound traffic moving through this corridor:   

I accept that:  

[i] This is experienced mostly as an adverse effect with noise and air 

quality (discussed under the heading of operational effects as opposed 

to visual impact) given that the grade separation of traffic flows will 

reduce the effect experienced at ground. I also agree that such effects 

can be expected to have an adverse effect at this corner of the Basin 

Reserve and particularly on the Grandstand Apartments. My findings 

on that matter are also covered under operational effects where the 

Board finds that they are no more than minor; and   
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[ii] This effect may be offset by the enhanced conditions around the other 

parts of the Basin from which SH1 westbound through traffic has been 

removed, albeit I readily accept that this does not assist the situation 

for the Grandstand Apartments.   

[1051] From the above, it is clear to me that, whilst there a number of adverse effects in this 

quadrant, the key unresolved effects relates to the impact on amenity of the residential 

inhabitants of the locality. Ms Popova for the Transport Agency readily acknowledged this 

when she concluded that:
662

  

[a] The visual effects for most residents in the wider vicinity of the Project will 

not be significant, due to distance and foreground elements that will reduce the 

visibility of the Basin Bridge; and 

[b] The adverse visual effects will be of much greater significance for the 

residents/occupiers of a relatively small number of properties nearby the Basin 

Bridge. The design of the Basin Bridge, the building under the Basin Bridge 

and the green screen and proposed landscape work will soften and partly 

screen the Basin Bridge structure in views from these properties. However, for 

the properties in the immediate vicinity of the Basin Bridge (21 and 23 Ellice 

Street and Grandstand Apartments), the effects will be unable to be fully 

mitigated due to the proximity of the Basin Bridge and limited mitigation 

opportunities. 

[1052] Further, in respect to this issue, I  record that:    

[a] For the Grandstand Apartments, and aside from the construction and 

operational noise issues (dealt with separately in this decision), I acknowledge 

the concerns made in submissions from the Body Corporate and the individual 

owners/occupiers that spoke in support of their submissions at the hearing.  

Our visits to the apartment building combined with the visual images certainly 

provided a reasonable indication of the likely visual effects of an elevated 

bridge that, at its closet point, is 8m from the edge of the building (particularly 

the loss of view from south-facing windows); and   
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[b] For properties in Ellice Street, particularly in lower Ellice Street, such as the 

for Halakas’, I acknowledge the long-standing history of the area and the 

endeavours of many to maintain this pre-1930s housing stock.    

[1053] In terms of the above, I firstly agree that there will be adverse visual impacts on these 

properties.  It would, however, be remiss of me not to acknowledge (as the Transport Agency 

witnesses emphasised) the existing environment and the permitted baseline (as indeed has 

been canvassed earlier in this section), namely that:  

[a] Both of these property groupings are located within an existing busy traffic 

environment that has a measure of degradation and that any assessment of 

effects on amenity must acknowledge this; and   

[b] (For the Grandstand Apartments at least) I must also acknowledge (as indeed 

is acknowledged by many of the apartment owners themselves) that the 

District Plan anticipates the loss of views as a result of any 18m high building 

establishing on the former Bogart’s Corner site, which is zoned Central Area 

as opposed to residential. 

[1054] The question therefore is whether these effects are of such magnitude as to either 

preclude the Project from proceeding and/or to warrant further mitigation. On the former 

matter, I do not believe that the effect on residential amenity in this planned and well 

established mixed-use environment alone is sufficient to result in a decision to cancel the 

NoR. On the latter matter, I was interested in the initial position of the City Council design 

expert Mr McIndoe where, in his summary evidence regarding the northeastern quadrant (and 

particularly Ellice Street), he said: 663
   

The concentration of negative effects here warrants further design investigation.  This 
would primarily include a building at the lower end (and south side) of Ellice Street to 
see whether the visual effect of the Bridge here can be further reduced.  Such an 
investigation would either demonstrate a better solution, or give confidence that the 
optimal design/mitigation solution has been achieved with the proposed line of trees. 

[1055] During examination, Mr McIndoe clarified that he was not advocating for a position 

that a building on Ellice Street is a vital mitigation requirement. Rather, he went to some 

length to explain that, at the time the City Council submission was formulated, he considered 

that  some further investigation of the proposed planting options against another options such 

as a new building may be useful.  He also clarified that, whilst he accepted that, over time, 
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the Transport Agency’s preferred option of screening by trees would be successful, the 

alternative screening method (an additional building) was suggested only if a more immediate 

solution was ultimately deemed to be critical.  

[1056] Mr McIndoe also noted that there is nothing precluding a building being 

proposed/established in the future if such is deemed to be necessary and that the ULDP 

framework as part of the conditions would provide an appropriate process for that to be 

considered. In any event, I note that the City Council subsequently advised that they were no 

longer pursuing that relief in their submission, and as such, I have not taken the matter any 

further. 

[1057] Returning to the question posed three paragraphs preceding, I conclude that it is not 

possible to make a final determination on the outcome of the NoR based solely on this 

primary issue (the urban design/landscape effects in the northeastern quadrant).  Rather, it is 

possible to make a finding on what was set out at the inception of this section and that is to 

describe the nature and significance of the effects in the northeastern quadrant.  

[1058] To this end, I record the following findings:  

[a] Inevitably, due to its size and nature, the Basin Bridge gives rise to visual 

effects and effects on the existing townscape in this quadrant;  

[b] The Transport Agency has endeavoured to optimise mitigation opportunities 

within the Project area (particularly with bridge design) and to reduce adverse 

effects to the fullest extent possible;  

[c] There will be residual visual effects on certain immediate neighbours (for 

instance, Mr and Mrs Halakas and Grandstand Apartments), which cannot be 

completely mitigated in this quadrant – the Transport Agency acknowledged 

this; and  

[d] The experts could not agree on the significance of the effects in this area other 

than they would be negative.  They range from Mr Lister’s acceptance that the 

Project would have more than minor adverse effects
664

 to severe negative 

according to Ms Weeber
665

. Ms Wraight’s assessment at moderately 
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negative
666

 was the middle ground in this range, and may well be a reasonable 

expression of the overall significance of effects in this most affected quadrant.  

[1059] Regardless of which evidence is preferred, I accept the evidence for the Transport 

Agency that effects have been mitigated to the greatest extent possible in this quadrant and 

importantly they are localised. I say this because the effects in the northeastern quadrant, 

particularly in Ellice Street, are of local rather than city-wide significance. That is because the 

visual effects are experienced in a series of relatively confined, local neighbourhood views. 

Findings 

[1060] I come to the  following conclusions about the landscape, townscape and urban design 

effects in this quadrant: 

[a] The northeast quadrant, around Ellice Street and including the Grandstand 

Apartments, will experience adverse landscape effects that have not been fully 

mitigated. There will be positive effects arising from westbound State 

Highway 1 traffic being removed from around other parts of the roundabout as 

well as the landscaping improvements at ground level.  These positive effects 

may partially assist in ‘offsetting’ some of the adverse effects in this quadrant. 

Further mitigation will result from the various elements of the Project, 

particularly the design aesthetic of the Basin Bridge and the building under the 

Basin Bridge/green screen; and  

[b] The degree to which these residual non-mitigated effects are determinative 

will ultimately depend on the findings that are made in respect to the other 

tests of section 171(1) to which I have particular regard to when considering 

effects.  Factors such as the degree to which the Project is necessary to achieve 

objectives of the work, the adequacy of the assessment of any alternatives that 

meet the Project objectives but that may have lesser effects and the strategic fit 

of the Project with the RMA statutory instruments, and non-RMA statutory 

instruments and non-statutory documents, will be determinative in this matter. 

I address these matters in my overall evaluation at the end of this section and 

also in my alternate view at the end of the substantive decision.  
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Question 3D: What are the effects of the Basin Bridge in the northern quadrant? In 

particular, what are the adverse effects on north-south physical and visual connectivity?  

[1061] The adverse effects in the northern quadrant and on the north-south linkage (the Kent 

Terrace to Adelaide Road linkage) were well canvassed in the urban design expert 

conferencing and were subject to diverse opinions at the hearing. As earlier mentioned, 

however, there was general agreement that these effects are likely to be lesser than in the 

crucial northeastern quadrant discussed previously.   

[1062] The particular contested issues identified and my findings on the nature and 

significance of these was limited to the following three matters:   

[a] North-south visual connectivity – view shafts: I comment as follows:  

[i] Several submitters contended that the Project has extensive and varied 

impacts on view shafts along the Kent and Cambridge Terraces and 

detracts from any civic desire to create a boulevard effect down that 

corridor.  For example, Ms McCredie suggested that view shafts and 

view sheds are particularly important in Wellington and should be 

retained.
 667

 She also said the Basin precinct is the focus of numerous 

views and view shafts to the Reserve and to the Town Belt.
668

 Other 

witnesses in turn made similar points;  

[ii] Witnesses for the Transport Agency generally agreed that views are 

important along these two Terraces.  In particular, they did not dispute 

that, in short-range views, the Basin Bridge would result in some 

spatial closure of views south along Kent and Cambridge Terraces.
669

 

However, they also stated that the views of the Basin Bridge are 

largely subsumed into the surrounding in mid-range and long range 

views; 

[iii] I agree with Ms McCredie’s and Mr McIndoe’s assessment that, in 

principle, views along these streets are important. Mr McIndoe’s point 

that the impacts of urban interventions are generally greater the closer 

one gets to the structure involved is accepted.  For that reason, I accept 
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there is a negative impact arising from the Basin Bridge in short-range 

views looking south down Kent and Cambridge Terraces.  For views 

beyond the mid-range (i.e. north of the intersection with Barker Street), 

the impacts are minor. This is consistent with the visual assessment of 

Ms Popova who indicated that a viewing distance of 200m was the 

most critical;   

[iv] The above aside, and for completeness, I feel compelled to refer to the 

confusion with use of the term ‘view shafts’. We were advised by Mr 

Daysh that, whilst there are several important views within Wellington 

city, only the most significant of these have been identified in the 

District Plan as ‘view shafts’. In this respect, Mr McIndoe’s evidence 

for the City Council was that:
 670

  

[v] There are no District Plan view shafts in which any part of this Project 

appears … Yet view shafts do apply along many streets in other parts 

of the city, because they have been identified as having a greater 

significance; and 

[vi] On this basis I can only conclude, despite the rolling review of the 

District Plan and the some 70 plus plan changes and variations that 

have been promulgated by the City Council since the District Plan 

became operative in 2000 (including Plan Change 48, which reviewed 

the Central Area provisions in their entirety including view shafts), that 

the view down these Terraces is not a goal that warranted codification 

in the very document that regulates land use in the city.  I believe this 

is a significant statutory signal that cannot be lightly ignored.   

[b] North-south physical connectivity:  Some witnesses contended that that the 

Basin Bridge spatially severs the southern areas of the city from those in the 

north. For example, Ms McCredie said the Project removes the ability to 

reinforce the north-south spine of Kent and Cambridge Terrace, the Basin 

Reserve Roundabout and Adelaide Road as the main north-south spatial 

connection through the city along the valley.
671

 Both Mr Brewer and Mr 

McIndoe
672

 took particular exception to this. They referred to the Wellington 
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2040 Spatial Structure Plan, which identifies Taranaki Street as the city’s 

primary north-south connector.
673

 I find as follows:  

[i] Notwithstanding the statutory situation in the Spatial Structure Plan, I 

accept the position of the submitters that the north-south spatial 

physical connection from the city centre to Adelaide Road is 

important. Further, I observe that Mr McIndoe agreed that spatial 

connection is partially and to a minor degree reduced by the Proposal, 

with the optimum, all other things being equal, a space unencumbered 

by a Bridge.  Nevertheless, he concluded that the spatial connection 

around the Basin is maintained. The spatial connection through the 

Basin Reserve is already restricted by perimeter walls and other built 

structures;
674

 and 

[ii] On the above basis, I accept that the north-south movement 

functionality is maintained, and arguably enhanced, around the Basin 

(given the significant reduction in traffic and the flow on/enabling of 

public transport and cycling/walking initiatives by Regional Council 

and City Council respectively). I conclude that the spatial north-south 

connection is modified but not severed by the Basin Bridge. As Mr 

McIndoe succinctly put it, a wall blocks and severs, whereas an 

elevated element such as this Bridge frames, maintains a clear sense of 

spatial connection under and around.  

[c] Visual and perceptual connection between the Basin Reserve and 

harbour:  Some witnesses felt that the visual connection along Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces between the Basin Reserve and the Lambton Harbour 

coastline would be partially eroded as a result of the Basin Bridge.
675

 For 

example, Ms Poff
676

 mentions an implied view connection and relationship 

with the harbour from inside the Basin Reserve. I find as follows:  

[i] There was a paucity of evidence on this matter and no actual visual 

simulations.  I also note that the view down Cambridge Terrace is 

blocked by a supermarket.    
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[ii] Actual view connections are more important than implied connections, 

and these do not currently exist in views south along the Terraces from 

ground level immediately inside the Basin because the perimeter fence 

intervenes. As I comment later (when assessing the external effects of 

the Northern Gateway Building), such ground level views have 

significant potential to be enhanced under the proposed Northern 

Gateway Building, subject to it having visual permeability at ground 

level.  

Finding  

[1063] The adverse effects in the northern quadrant and on the north-south linkage (the Kent 

Terrace to Adelaide Road linkage) are primarily related to effects on north-south physical and 

visual connectivity. I find that: 

[a] There will be some reduction in visual connectivity as a result of the Basin 

Bridge, but that it is largely in the short-range views as opposed to mid- and 

longer-range views (and is not a matter that the settled provisions of the 

District Plan seek to protect); and    

[b] The north-south movement functionality is maintained and enhanced around 

the Basin, and its spatial connection is reduced but not severed by the Basin 

Bridge.  

Question 3E: What are the effects of the Basin Bridge on other quadrants and 

perspectives? 

Southeastern and southwestern quadrants  

[1064] As mentioned earlier, the general consensus from the joint witness conferencing was 

that there are likely to be net positive impacts on the southeastern quadrant particularly 

with the landscaping and street treatment on Dufferin Street and Rugby Street East. I accept 

that removing highway traffic from most of the boundary of the Basin Reserve offers 

opportunities in this quadrant including enhanced crossing potential for pedestrians, enhanced 

public transport flows and enhanced street landscaping. 

[1065] As the Project does not directly impact on the southwestern quadrant, the general 

consensus among the witnesses was that the impacts would be at worst neutral in that area.  
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However, the City Council submission sought the extension of appropriate street works to 

include Sussex Street and the western end of Rugby Street. As outlined below, their witness, 

Mr McIndoe, agreed.   

[1066] The crux of the argument advanced by Mr McIndoe
677

 was as follows: 

[a] The traffic environment will change with the removal of substantial volumes 

of traffic, and while traffic flows are modified around all four sides of the 

Basin Reserve, remedial street-works are currently proposed around only two-

thirds of its perimeter;  

[b] This is an area where there is potential for significant streetscape mitigation, in 

an area that is specifically related to the Basin Reserve, and justified as a result 

of changes wrought by this Project; and 

[c] The spaces to the south and west will also appear ‘over-specified’ for traffic 

flows and inconsistent with the treatment of Rugby and Buckle Streets unless 

enhanced.  

[1067] I certainly understand the logic by Mr McIndoe and note that no witness disputed this 

piece of evidence. Accordingly, I am persuaded to consider this further. The issue for me, 

however, is whether there is scope to do so.  In this respect, I acknowledge that Rugby Street 

West, Sussex Street and Adelaide Road are outside the footprint of the proposed designation. 

Whether this prevents the Board (as the majority) from including conditions in relation to this 

matter is probably a moot point. The Transport Agency was strangely silent on this matter, 

which does not help the quandary.     

[1068] In the end, I have decided that, on balance, the merits of the City Council submission 

are compelling for the following reasons:  

[a] The full benefits of removing through traffic from around the Basin Reserve 

are only realised if these other parts of the streets immediately around it are 

also upgraded; and  
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[b] Removal of traffic from Sussex Street will assist its enhancement as a lower-

volume local street with appropriate landscape elements and provides a 

complete and consistent treatment around all four sides of the Basin Reserve.  

[1069] Essentially, I concur that the Rugby Street West and Sussex Street should continue to 

be considered as part of the Basin Reserve street planning and landscaping proposals.  

Subject to any scope issues, the extent of the Project mitigation should be extended to cover 

these two streets (but not Adelaide Road given its separateness from the Basin Reserve 

gyratory and also the City Council’s own plans for this road as part of the Adelaide Road 

Framework.    

[1070] If there is scope to do so, the mechanism for delivering these roading streetscape 

improvements should be the Network Integration Plan (NIP).  I comment on this further 

under the section on conditions. 

Experience of entering Wellington City from the Mt Victoria Tunnel   

[1071] There was much examination at the hearing, led largely by Mr Bennion for Save the 

Basin, about the impact of the Basin Bridge on views of the city once exiting from the Mt 

Victoria Tunnel. Representative of this was the evidence of Ms McCredie, who contended 

that the Project impacts negatively on the quality of one of the most memorable entries to the 

city.
 
 

[1072] There was a lot of scrutiny of this by witnesses such as Ms Popova and Mr McIndoe 

with particular reference to the east to west drive-through simulation. My impressions from 

this are as follows:  

[a] There is no material change to the revelation of view when exiting the Mt 

Victoria Tunnel and travelling westwards. As Mr McIndoe said and as the 

drive-through simulation clearly shows, the view of the Basin Reserve and the 

city beyond when exiting the tunnel portal would remain with the Basin 

Bridge in place.  Also, and although not examined at length, it was clear from 

the simulations that a strong sense of entering the Mt Victoria Tunnel and 

leaving the city remains on travelling eastwards, irrespective of whether the 

status quo is retained or the Project is implemented; 

[b] I accept that, for the viewer travelling down to the edge of and then around the 

Basin, the long-range view changes. In the status quo, there are good and 
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reasonably continuous views to the Basin Reserve coming down Paterson 

Street, with a series of short range views south along Dufferin, west along 

Rugby then north along Sussex Street. However, I accept that some views 

experienced by motorists to the Basin Reserve in lower Paterson Street will be 

lost as a result of the Basin Bridge; and 

[c] Despite this partial loss of view, I do accept the position of Mr McIndoe, and 

the evidence of the drive-through simulations, that the Project offers new 

views with the added elevation at the Basin Reserve allowing views both 

towards the central city and the hills framing it. The drive-through simulations 

indicated that this altered entrance experience can be expected to be both 

positive and memorable.  

Finding 

[1073] On the issue of effects of the Basin Bridge on other quadrants and perspectives, I find 

as follows:  

[a] Mitigation street works are required around all sides of the Basin Reserve, not 

just two-thirds of it. This includes Sussex Street and all of that part of Rugby 

Street by the Basin Reserve. There is a role for the Network Intergation Plan 

to address this matter.  

[b] The Basin Bridge will partially erode the view of the Basin Reserve in lower 

Paterson Street, but the ‘wow’ factor of city views for motorists when exiting 

the Mt Victoria tunnel will be maintained and possibly enhanced. 

Question 4: Do the proposed mitigation structures and elements of the Project reduce or 

add to the effects of the Basin Bridge and are they positive or negative?  

[1074] There was considerable discussion at the hearing, and prior to it in the joint witness 

conferencing, regarding the design quality of the Project’s proposed mitigation elements and 

whether they reduce or add to the impacts of the Basin Bridge (particularly in the 

northeastern quadrant) and also whether they would have positive effects or not.  There were 

also discussions as to, where an element was agreed to be positive, whether such benefits 

might accrue in the absence of the Project.    

[1075] The primary Project components discussed by the witnesses were: 
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[a] Northern Gateway Building;  

[b] The building under the Basin Bridge and the green screen; 

[c] The Park Extension; and 

[d] Landscaping (including the proposed plaza and tree planting). 
 

[1076] For completeness, I record that it was the Transport Agency’s position that the Basin 

Bridge design per se is also a mitigation element in its own right.  I have considered this 

matter earlier and made a finding that the non-iconic bridge design is appropriate in the 

context and has reduced the effects of an elevated bridge structure to the greatest extent 

possible.  The question now is whether the above four elements, by way of mitigation, further 

reduce the effects of the Basin Bridge or whether they compound the residual effect.    

[1077] To assist in this exercise, I refer regularly to the evidence summary tables in 

Appendix 4 to this decision.  

Northern Gateway Building  

[1078] As discussed earlier, the primary function of the Northern Gateway Building is to 

screen the moving traffic on the Basin Bridge from views within the Basin Reserve so as to 

mitigate the effects of the Basin Bridge on cricket and amenity within the Basin Reserve. To 

this end, and as already determined, if the Basin Bridge proceeds, then a Northern Gateway 

Building of 65m is preferable from a cricket perspective to achieve such screening.  I add to 

that an acknowledgement from the experts that, if the Basin Bridge does not proceed, then 

there should be no Northern Gateway Building.
678

  The Transport Agency made it clear that it 

has no interest in developing the building, except as mitigation for the effects of the Basin 

Bridge. 

[1079] Having established that the Northern Gateway Building is mitigating the effect of the 

Basin Bridge on cricket and inside the Basin Reserve, the issue here is does the Northern 

Gateway Building create any additional effects, and if so, are these positive or negative.   

[1080] The degree of opposing views on this element is summarised in the evidence 

summary tables in Appendix 4 (Table 2A and 2B).  At a general level, some submitters 
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opposing the Northern Gateway Building considered that not only does the Northern 

Gateway Building not mitigate the effects of the Basin Bridge, but it creates its own negative 

effects including: 

[a] Severing the connection and obscuring views of the Basin Reserve from Kent 

and Cambridge Terraces (removes the presence of the void);
679

 

[b] Taking away the legibility of the landscape;
680

 

[c] Requiring the relocation of the C.S. Dempster Gates, which are intrinsic to the 

Basin Reserve in their current location;
681

 and 

[d] Creating a mismatch between the RA Vance Stand and the Museum Stand.
682

 

[1081] The witnesses for the Transport Agency acknowledged that there would be a loss of 

views of the Basin Reserve void looking south along Cambridge and Kent Terraces, but also 

pointed to the following mitigation factors:  

[a] Mr Brewer – that a building can be an appropriate focal point of such an 

avenue, that the Northern Gateway Building could convey the nature of the 

Basin Reserve as a cricket ground and that the loss of high-level views of the 

void would be mitigated by ensuring new street-level views beneath the 

Northern Gateway Building to the Basin Reserve oval.
 683

  

[b] Mr McIndoe
684

 – the Northern Gateway Building would create an appropriate 

composition of pavilions in conjunction with the RA Vance and Museum 

Stands. 

[c] Ms Popova – the Northern Gateway Building will provide a spatial connection 

through to the Basin Reserve at ground level that you cannot currently see; 

however, it will block the views of the void above.
685
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[1082] In considering the above, I agree that the Northern Gateway Building will certainly 

bring a change to the receiving environment.  I have already canvassed that change in terms 

of views from within the Basin Reserve and found that the effects in relation to internal or 

spatial organisation and scale are not founded in the evidence.  In terms of the effects of the 

Northern Gateway Building on the external environment, I agree there will be effects on the 

visual landscape and potentially on visual connectivity in the north-south linkage (a matter I 

have already considered with regard to the Basin Bridge itself).  

[1083] As to nature and significance of those visual landscape and connectivity effects, I 

record that the views presented in the Truescape simulations and in the drive-through videos 

were very useful, particularly with the context of the various site visits we undertook to assist 

in understanding these effects.  It was apparent to from this material that the physical (spatial) 

connectivity (the drive-through) is not adversely affected by the Northern Gateway Building.  

The visual connectivity is arguably affected, given that there will a 12m high building where 

currently there is a perimeter fence, some raised mounds and pōhutukawa trees.  The 

replacement of the open vista above the fence and mounds with a building must by definition 

have some reduction on visual connectivity, particularly on what some witnesses referred to 

as the presence of the void above the Basin Reserve.  

[1084] Notwithstanding this, I do note two key aspects to the Nothern Gateway Building 

design that assist with reducing its impact.  They are: 

[a] The conditions requiring the ground level to be open (except for when cricket 

is being played); and 

[b] The design approach to avoid full enclosure of the upper level of the Northern 

Gateway Building.
686

 

[1085] The outcome of the ground-level openness presented in the visual simulations and 

particularly in the drive-through video is a clear visual connection with the Basin Reserve 

interior that is otherwise not visible under the status quo. Similarly, the absence of any total 

enclosure of the upper level makes the building look and feel less bulky when perceived from 

outside the Basin Reserve.
687

 I note that Ms Poff agrees that, if a building must be in this 

location, openness is preferred.
688
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[1086] This design element of the building will, in my view, assist in the integration the 

Northern Gateway Building into this landscape whilst simultaneously allowing it to both 

screen distractions on the Basin Bridge from cricket play as well as retain wider cricket 

functionality. This represents a positive effect in terms of its function within the Basin 

Reserve. 

[1087] Finally on this matter, I have considered these positions in light of the existing 

environment and the environmental outcomes anticipated by the District Plan as follows:  

[a] In terms of the existing environment, I accept that the condition of both the 

interior of the Basin Reserve in the position of the proposed Northern Gateway 

Building site (i.e. occupied by a toilet block and concrete hard stand) and the 

exterior (the wooden perimeter fence and the poorly defined street landscaping 

and paving) are far from pristine and do not encourage people activity. Nor 

does it provide an attractive entrance into the cricket ground.  The 

employment of this environmental baseline assists in understanding the effect 

of the proposed Northern Gateway Building; and  

[b] In terms of the environmental outcomes anticipated by the District Plan and 

notwithstanding the District Plan’s policies on open space and streetscape, it is 

noteworthy that the Open Space A zoning of the Basin Reserve provides for 

recreational buildings up to 10 metres in height.
689

  As stated earlier, the 

provisions of the District Plan are a matter that we must have particular 

regard to when considering effects of the proposed designation, and in this 

case, I repeat my earlier observation that there was an absence of evidence 

looking at the net effect of a 12m building compared to an anticipated 10m 

high building on landscape values and connectivity.     

[1088] As it stands therefore, I agree the Northern Gateway Building will perform both a 

mitigation role for the Basin Bridge in terms of cricket and will also have positive effects on 

the environment both inside the Basin Reserve and outside it.  I conclude that the basic 

design for the Northern Gateway Building is sound and acknowledge that the precise design 

and finish of the building is a matter for detailed design.  This detailed design process is 

codified in the proposed conditions on the NoR and will be undertaken by appropriately 

qualified person(s) (appointed in consultation with the City Council and Heritage New 

Zealand) and peer reviewed by a panel agreed upon by the Requiring Authority, City Council 
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and Heritage New Zealand  and in the context of the Heritage Management Plan and the 

ULDP. 

Building under the Basin Bridge / green screen 

[1089] These two items were grouped together as the two key items of mitigation proposed to 

address the effects of the Basin Bridge in the northeastern quadrant.  I have previously 

commented on these two elements in Question 3C, where I made findings on the impact of 

the Basin Bridge in the northeastern quadrant and particularly on the Grandstand Apartments.  

I don’t intend to duplicate that assessment to any extent here. Rather, the focus is whether 

these two elements are positive or negative and, depending on that, whether they reduce or 

add to the impact of the Basin Bridge.   

[1090] The various positions of the urban design and  landscape experts on this matter are 

illustrated in evidence summary tables in Appendix 4 (Table 4A and 4B).  These tables 

indicate the principal areas of disagreement arising from these two structures.     

[1091] In summary, the evidence for the Transport Agency was that the green screen and 

building under the Basin Bridge are both mitigation elements but also have the following 

positive urban design functions: 

[a] They protect the amenity of the Grandstand Apartment residents;
690

 

[b] They integrate the Basin Bridge into the City;
691

 

[c] They activate and define the outer square of the Basin Reserve;
692 

and 

[d] They enhance the visual experience of people who drive, walk or cycle along 

the Basin Bridge.
693

 

[1092] The focus of the witnesses in opposition was predominantly on the green screen as 

opposed to the building under the Basin Bridge, which received only cursory attention.  On 

the screen, most opposing witnesses said the screen was a negative element that increased the 
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impact of the Basin Bridge. They questioned the value of the green screen
694

 and suggested 

that the green screen would read solely as mitigation.
695

  

[1093] Further:  

[a] Ms Poff preferred to see a built edge rather than a green screen as she believed 

it would better activate the edge at the level of the pedestrian cycle 

overbridge;
696

  

[b] Ms Weeber thought the green screen would add to the adverse effects of the 

Basin Bridge rather than decreasing them;
697

  

[c] It was suggested by the above witnesses that the Grandstand Apartments 

residents should decide for themselves whether it was necessary to screen their 

views and were unconvinced that the structure provided the integration and 

mitigation suggested.  On this basis, I record that Mr Cummins (Chair of 

Grandstand Body Corporate) explained that some of the residents of the 

Apartments liked it and others did not; and  

[d] Comment on the building under the Basin Bridge was largely limited to Ms 

Weeber who was concerned there is no proposed restriction on the use of that 

building.
698

  She considered it would become derelict if not used 

appropriately. The Transport Agency’s position, relying on the evidence of Ms 

Callaghan, was that the building under the Basin Bridge could be used for a 

number of different commercial purposes and that there will be a good level of 

interest in the property from commercial tenants.
699

  I note that Ms Weeber did 

accept that, if it was appropriately used, it would have positive urban design 

effects.
700

 

[1094] Given the above, I consider that, whereas the building under the Basin Bridge has 

both mitigation and positive elements, the green screen has mixed outcomes in terms of 

mitigation, which does raise questions about any positive benefits.  I elaborate as follows: 
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[a] On the green screen, I find:  

[i] Although the City Council witness supported it, I was interested to 

note that the Transport Agency’s witnesses (although also generally 

supporting it) considered that it will mitigate effects to different 

degrees. For example, Mr Brewer considered the green screen is less 

important than the building under the Basin Bridge (because the 

viewing audience is smaller).
701

 Ms Wraight did not think it would be 

fatal to the Project if the Board did not approve the green screen.
702

 Mr 

Hardwick-Smith considered the green screen to be an important 

positive element of the Project.
703

 Mr Lister considered the green 

screen would have benefits for both the Grandstand Apartments and 

the wider community;  

[ii] I acknowledge that the green screen is also  important for ensuring that, 

in views out of the Basin, vehicles on the Basin Bridge are not seen 

against the sky, rather they are seen through a screen of trees and then 

against the green screen, which will make them much less visually 

prominent;
704

 and 

[iii] On balance, I conclude that the mitigations benefits of the green screen 

(for not just the Basin Bridge but also from an urban form perspective) 

outweigh the specific negative aspects on the Grandstand Apartments 

in terms of loss of view. The tipping point for me was Ms Popova’s 

comment that a building of the height contemplated under the District 

Plan would have worse effects than the green screen on the south-

facing windows of the Grandstand Apartments.
705

 This was not 

contested by anyone. 

[1095] On the building under the Basin Bridge, I have no difficulty in accepting that it has 

both mitigation and positive urban form effects.  I base this on: 
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[a] Most of the relevant witnesses have agreed that, regardless of the Project, 

activation of street edges is beneficial in urban design terms and will assist to 

avoid urban blight;
706

 

[b] Ms Poff agreed that the building under the Basin Bridge would activate the 

corner at street level;
707 

[c] Ms Weeber accepted that it will activate the corner if it has an appropriate use 

in it;
708

 and  

[d] As with the green screen. I record (as also noted by Mr McIndoe)
709

 the 

District Plan anticipates a building up to 18.6m height on this location.  

Findings 

[1096] I accept that both the green screen and the building under the Basin Bridge are 

important mitigation measures. They also have positive effects on urban form and amenity.  

The balance of the evidence supports their inclusion in the Project. 

National War Memorial Park Extension (the Park Extension) 

[1097] This element of the Project was identified by the Transport Agency as one of the 

primary positive effects; however, they also claimed some secondary mitigation properties 

associated with the Park Extension particularly in relation to the Basin Bridge. 

[1098] The views of the urban design/landscape experts are illustrated in the evidence 

summary tables in Appendix 4 (Table 5A and 5B).  As the tables illustrate, this is perhaps 

one of few matters where the submissions and evidence for the submitters, as well as the 

witnesses for the Transport Agency, were largely aligned; namely that the Park Extension is a 

positive aspect of the Project.  For the record, the following was agreed: 

[a] The witnesses for the Transport Agency all supported the Park Extension as 

part of the Project.  However they expressed different opinions on the 
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significance of Park Extension and whether the extension falls more into the 

category of mitigation or a positive effect:
710

 

[i] Mr Lister acknowledged the extension is an inherent part of the Project 

but did not think the Project is dependent on it; he commented that it 

mitigates the effects of the Basin Bridge at the top end of Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces and has the positive effect of connecting the 

NWM Park to Cambridge Terrace;
711

 

[ii] Mr Brewer explained that the extension mitigates the abutment area of 

the Basin Bridge as well as addressing the severance and accessibility 

effects of the Basin Bridge;
712

 and 

[iii] Ms Popova considered the extension critical because it connects, or has 

the potential to connect, the NWM Park to the Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces boulevard.
713

 

[b] Most of the witnesses for the submitters also supported the Park Extension as 

follows: 

[i] Dr Menzies said the extension of the park is carefully considered a 

logical space link and landscaped link to Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces;
714  

[ii] Mr Reid commented that he prefers open space and connection in this 

area rather than a building of the size permitted in the District Plan;
715

 

[iii] Mr McIndoe also considered the extension to be positive; and  

[iv] In contrast, Ms Poff preferred to see a building on this corner.
716
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[1099] Despite this relative high level of agreement between the experts, there was 

divergence on an important component of this issue; namely, whether the benefits associated 

with the Park Extension might accrue regardless of the Project.  In this respect, some of the 

submitters contended that the Park Extension could be constructed regardless of the 

Project.
717  

[1100] My determination on this starts with an observation that we did not hear any 

evidence that the Park Extension will be constructed without the Project.  Also, as the 

Transport Agency pointed out that, no other person or organisation has volunteered to 

undertake this work, which is on Transport Agency owned land.  

[1101] Furthermore and of significance, the expert planning witnesses have agreed that 

resource consents would be required to construct the Park Extension should it not be 

authorised as part of this Project.
 718

 

Finding 

[1102] On the above basis, I accept that the Park Extension is part of the Project and does not 

form part of the existing environment.  I accept that the agreed positive effects would be 

highly dependent on the Project occurring. 

Entry plaza and landscaping 

[1103] These two items were also grouped together as the items of mitigation proposed to 

address the effects of the Basin Bridge in the northeastern quadrant.  The view of the urban 

design/landscape experts is illustrated in the evidence summary tables at Appendix 4 (Table 

3A and 3B (plaza) and Table 6A and 6B (landscaping)). 

[1104] The tables indicate the principal areas of disagreement arising from these two 

elements as follows:   

[a] With the exception of Ms Weeber, who assessed the plaza as being positive, 

the other opposing witnesses rated the plaza as negative as follows:  
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[i] Ms McCredie described it as an incoherent and irregular space and a 

poor entrance to the Basin Reserve;
719

 and 

[ii] Dr Menzies thought the plaza could be dark and unpleasant because it 

was under or adjacent to the Basin Bridge on its shady side.
720  

[b] On the landscaping in the northeastern quadrant (particularly in Canal  

Reserve and Dufferin Street), the opposing witnesses (again with the 

exception of Ms Weeber who considered these elements to be positive) 

assessed the effect as negative as follows:  

[i] Ms Poff preferred trees with single trunks as opposed to the multi-

trunked trees in the Truescape images. She accepted that this could be 

achieved with pruning over time;
721

 and 

[ii] Mr Reid
722

 was concerned that it would take decades for the trees to 

reach the height they are in the Trueviews. Ms Poff agreed, 

commenting that it would take between 40 to 50 years. 

[c] The witnesses for the Transport Agency also commented on the importance of 

the plaza and landscaping in mitigating the adverse effects of the Basin Bridge 

by softening/integrating the Basin Bridge into the urban environment
723

 as 

follows:  

[i] Ms Popova explained that the landscaping could be both a positive 

effect and mitigation and that the same elements can have dual roles;
724

 

[ii] Mr Lister also accepted that the landscaping has both mitigation and 

positive effects;
725

  

[iii] Mr McIndoe referred to the plaza as a significant enhancement;
726

 and 
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[iv] The general evidence of Dr Stoks was that the plaza would provide a 

positive improvement from an amenity and safety perspective. 

[1105] I comment as follows:  

[a] On the matter of the simulations, I note that revised Trueview simulations 

were commissioned to show vegetation 10 years following planting and the 

10-year period is not an overly optimistic period accordingly to Mr Lister and 

Ms Wraight;  

[b] On the matter of tree sizes, Mr Lister (a very experienced landscape architect), 

strongly disagreed that it would take anything like 40–50 years for the trees to 

grow to the height depicted in the revised simulations. He suggested it would 

be possible to source and transplant larger trees if necessary.
727

 I have no 

reason to doubt this.  I find that the concerns raised regarding the tree size and 

shape can be addressed within the scope of conditions, including the Urban 

and Landscape Design Plan; and 

[c] On the matter of the plaza, I accept this will enhance the area under the Basin 

Bridge and create an attractive entrance to the Basin Reserve.  

[1106] Overall, I accept that the plaza and associated landscaping will help reduce the 

adverse effect of the Basin Bridge in the northeastern quadrant. Positive landscape effects are 

likely, particularly through the extension of the NWM Park in Cambridge Terrace and the 

creation of an entry plaza in front of the Basin Reserve.  

[1107] I particularly note that, whilst it is possible that that the landscaping and plaza would 

be permitted as of right under the District Plan, it is less certain that these elements would be 

undertaken in isolation of this Project. In fact, under the status quo and do-minimum options, 

the ability to use road reserve for planting and paving is severely constrained, and even if it 

wasn’t, the continuation of the current high traffic numbers would likely negate any attempts 

at improved amenity in this busy traffic environment.  
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Finding 

[1108] I conclude that the balance of the evidence supports the landscaping proposed, 

including the plaza as an important mitigation element having positive effects.  

Question 5: Can the Board rely on the proposed suite of conditions to ensure mitigation?  

[1109] Given the findings in the preceding section regarding the need for, and reliance upon, 

various mitigation measures to modulate the landscape, townscape and urban design effects 

of the Project, I was concerned to ensure that I could rely on the proposed suite of conditions 

to ensure mitigation is delivered as proposed.  This reflects the significance of this setting, 

combined with a desire to achieve certainty that the design quality delivered and constructed 

is at least equal to that anticipated and described in the evidence I have relied on.  

[1110] In other words, I required a level of comfort that the high-quality design outcomes to 

mitigate adverse effects will in fact be achieved.   

[1111] In terms of the above, I note that, earlier in Part Three, the Board has canvassed the 

conditions at a general level and concluded that the conditions advanced by the Transport 

Agency in its closing are clear, detailed and are for resource management purposes; namely, 

they are the tools for ensuring that effects can and will be appropriately managed.   

[1112] I do not intend to revisit that and rather simply note the following: 

[a] The conditions before the Board were updated on an iterative basis throughout 

the hearing. The conditions have been developed and refined, taking into 

account submitter representations and input, questions and observations from 

the Board, technical and construction input and feedback from other expert 

planners, particularly the Board’s Planner, Ms Taylor, and through the 

caucusing of planners during the hearing on 14-15 May 2014. 

[b] The conditions agreed at conferencing on 19 May 2014 are accepted by 

planners for the City Council, Regional Council, Heritage NZ and the Board’s 

Planner. Some further amendments were proposed by Ms Warren and Ms 

Legarth, but these are not supported for the reasons documented earlier in this 

decision. 
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[1113] The above comments aside, the two tranches of conditions that are particularly 

relevant in terms of the landscape, townscape and urban design effects of the Project relate to: 

[a] Detailed design; and 

[b] Network integration.  

Detailed design  

[1114] At the time of the commencement of the hearing, the Transport Agency proposed to 

deal with design matters in a twofold manner.  Firstly, the NoR would be subject to a 

requirement for the works to be undertaken in accordance with the plans and material 

submitted in respect to the Basin Bridge and the various other elements of the Project.  

Secondly, any design refinement would be dealt with through the well established Outline 

Plan process specified in section 176A of the RMA.   

[1115] By the end of the hearing, this position had modified slightly.  The Transport Agency 

proposed to continue with the general in accordance approach, but (in Condition DC.8) 

dispensed with the requirement to submit an Outline Plan for the works. The Outline Plan 

process is essentially replaced by a range of certification processes including those that relate 

to the Northern Gateway Building and the building under the Basin Bridge (DC.9 and 

DC.11).  

[1116] It was the view of the Transport Agency that sufficient detail had been provided with 

the application documents, and in particular the plan set, to discharge the requirement for a 

future submission of an Outline Plan.  The Board was told by counsel for the City Council 

that it supported the removal of the Outline Plan requirement for the Northern Gateway 

Building and the Building Under the Bridge in favour of a certification role, as this will 

provide the Council with greater control over the final form of design than the Outline Plan 

process. I accept and agree with this position. 

[1117] For the record, I note the following condition package to deliver that process:  

[a] DC.9, DC.9A and DC.10 concern the submission of plans for a detailed 

certification process for the Building Under the Bridge and the key elements 

that the design shall cover. I note that an additional factor has been added 

relating to the height of the building relative to the second-floor windows at 

Grandstand Apartments. 
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[b] DC.11 and DC.12 also require a detailed certification process for the 65m long 

Northern Gateway Building. These conditions stipulate a maximum height for 

the building (12.9m) and require that the building shall achieve the zone 

principles and detailed design considerations contained in Schedule 1 to the 

conditions. 

[c] DC.31–33 relate to the Urban and Landscape Design Plan (ULDP) and zone-

specific ULDPs and dictate the detailed design matters and considerations for 

all of the land within the designation boundaries. The purpose of the ULDPs is 

to outline the measures to be adopted to achieve good-quality detailed design 

of the Project.  They require the following: 

[d] DC.31 sets out how the principal and zone-specific ULDPs are to be prepared, 

including the requirement for consultation, independent design review and 

certification by the Compliance Officer. 

[e] DC.32 sets out what the ULDP must cover, including the Basin Bridge, 

lighting, traffic signs, paving, street and park furniture, soft landscaping, a 

planting programme and interpretative signage. The condition also covers 

landscape maintenance. 

[f] DC.33 states that the ULDP shall be in general accordance with the zone-

specific principles and the detailed design considerations as contained in 

Schedule 1 to the conditions. This schedule is based on the Urban Landscap 

and Design Framework and was rewritten during the hearing to more 

accurately reflect the desirable outcomes for urban and landscape design. 

[1118] I record that these particular design conditions were subject to the most change and 

the most scrutiny during the hearing process.  Given the unfettered agreement of the City 

Council to those conditions (as the agency responsible for administering and enforcing them) 

and the high level of agreement on them accruing from the planners’ conferencing, I am 

satisfied that  the conditions now proposed:  

[a] Deal with the appropriate deliverables on design quality; and  

[b] Are comprehensive, robust and workable for both the Transport Agency, and 

the City Council in its certification role. 
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Network Integration Plan  

[1119] There was considerable discussion about the NIP at the hearing, particularly in respect 

to transportation deliverables.   

[1120] DC.21A was introduced following lodgement of the NoR and requires the preparation 

of a Network Integration Plan (NIP). This was specifically sought by the Regional Council to 

ensure that the Project can integrate with planned future improvements through the Public 

Transport Spine Study. The condition was also expanded to address a number of detailed 

design matters raised by the City Council. I accept that this condition outlines with specific 

clarity the matters that the agencies must agree prior to construction commencing.  

[1121] Significantly for me, this condition has been unanimously agreed between the 

Transport Agency, Regional Council and City Council (who are the three roading authorities 

responsible for the various modes of transportation at this hub).    

[1122] The single issue that I have with the Network Integration Plan from an urban design 

perspective relates to the issue I raised in relation to streetscape improvements in the 

southwestern quadrant. Subject to scope issues, I believe that they need be investigated and 

implemented though the Network Integration Plan.   

Finding   

[1123] I find that: 

[a] The proposed conditions are comprehensive, robust and workable for both the 

Transport Agency and the regulatory councils combined;  

[b] The conditions provide certainty that the design quality delivered and 

constructed is at least equal to that anticipated and described in the evidence to 

mitigate the adverse effects of the Project; and 

[c] Should the project proceed, an amendment to the condition dealing with the 

Network Integration Plan would be required to ensure that it contains a 

provision that requires streetscape improvements in the southwestern quadrant 

(as a form of environmental offset for the effects in the northeastern quadrant).  

The design of such works needs to be certified by the Council prior to 

construction of the Project.  
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Question 6: To what extent is the Project  aligned with the key policy directions in the 

RMA instruments and statutory and non-statutory documents dealing with landscape, 

townscape and urban design? 

Relevance of the RMA statutory instruments 

[1124] Part One of this decision identifies the key themes in the Regional Policy Statement 

and District Plan. 

[1125] The key themes relevant to the Project in terms of Urban design (regional form, 

including landscaping, visual effects and townscape are to:  

[a] Achieve quality urban design;  

[b] Maintain and enhance a compact and well designed urban/regional form; 

integrate land use and transportation;  

[c] Recognise and enhance a sense of place or distinctive physical character; and  

[d] Provide safe and attractive environments for walking and cycling. 

[1126] In addition, the key themes to the Project in terms of Amenity and Open space are to:  

[a] Maintain and enhance amenity values;  

[b] Maintain and enhance open space amenity values; and  

[c] Maintain, protect and enhance the character, purpose and function of open 

spaces in Wellington City. 

[1127] I have addressed these topics together, as they contribute to whether the City is a 

functional, pleasant and safe place to live, visit and work.   

[1128] There was a mix of views amongst the planners as to whether the Project is consistent 

with or achieves these themes.  Consistency with the themes largely depends on whether the 

components that make up the Project comprise quality design and whether they will achieve 

quality urban form and well designed quality spaces.  In terms of amenity, construction 

effects are also particularly relevant in regards to noise, dust and general disruption. 
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[1129]  In this respect, I consider that the Project provides both positive and adverse 

components in terms of urban design and amenity.  

[1130] In terms of adverse effects, specifically, the evidence is that: 

[a] The Basin Bridge itself will be a physically dominant structure, which will be 

noticeable from various short-range viewpoints, particularly from near 

neighbours and the Kent and Cambridge Terraces roadway. 

[b] There will be adverse effects on some immediate neighbours (the lower Ellice 

Street properties and Grandstand Apartments in particular), both during 

construction (in terms of noise and disruption) and once the Project is 

operational (in terms of visual effects primarily); and 

[c] During construction, disruption to public transport users, local road users and 

potentially pedestrians will occur, although these effects are likely to be able 

to be managed successfully with good practice.   

[1131] The benefits that will occur to the area include: 

[a] Extending the War Memorial Park – the Park Extension;  

[b] Quality public spaces design; 

[c] Improved accessibility through the area for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians; 

and 

[d] Wider urban form benefits will be achieved in terms of supporting the growth 

spine.  These benefits will assist in achieving quality, compact urban form and 

ensuring safe and attractive environments are delivered.   

Consistency with RMA statutory instruments  

[1132] Due to these factors, I have considered whether the Project is consistent with relevant 

Regional Policy Statement and District Plan objectives and policies, in particular, those that 

seek to maintain and enhance the amenity values of Residential Areas.
728

  I note that the 
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District Plan: Objective 4.2.2 (to maintain and enhance the amenity values of Residential Areas). 
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policies that support Objective 4.2.2 focus on residential activities and non-residential 

activities within Residential Areas.   

[1133] Of importance in this case is that the Project extends through the edge of several 

zones, including Central Area, Inner Residential, Open Space A and the Suburban Centre, 

and one would expect (as in fact is the case) a range of diverse activities to be present in this 

area, which generate a range of effects in themselves.  In addition, when considering whether 

residential amenity will be maintained or enhanced, the existing level of amenity must be 

taken into account.  Lower Ellice Street and the Grandstand Apartments are located within a 

busy traffic environment, so any consideration of effects on amenity must acknowledge this.  

However, for these residents, the Project will create a significant change, in particular during 

construction from noise and vibration, and visually in the long term.  I, along with the Board, 

consider these effects to be adverse and significant, but at the same time very localised. 

[1134] In a wider sense, however, I do not consider that there is any genuine inconsistency 

with the relevant Regional Policy Statement or District Plan objectives and policies that relate 

to urban design, landscape, townscape, open space and amenity, subject to robust conditions 

ensuring both construction and operational effects are appropriately managed.   

[1135] Subject to the conditions ensuring a robust management plan development and 

implementation process and requirement for the new buildings (namely the Northern 

Gateway Building and the Building Under the Bridge) being designed and constructed in 

accordance with the application and Transport Agency evidence, I find the Project achieves 

the themes identified in terms of urban design values.  

Overall Conclusion – DJ McMahon 

[1136] Having considered the  landscape, townscape and urban design effects in 

combination,  I  have made the following findings:   

[a] The Basin Bridge will have localised adverse visual and amenity effects in this 

locale, particularly in the northeastern quadrant where not all the effects can 

be mitigated.  The experts cannot agree on the significance of these effects, 

and the range of opinions was from minor negative to severe negative.  I 

believe the effects are, on balance, best described as moderate negative in 

this quadrant;  
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[b] In most other respects (including in the other quadrants), the Project will have 

a mixture of minor negative and minor to significant positive effects 

generally, in that it will:   

[c] Avoid and mitigate, to the greatest extent possible, potential significant 

adverse amenity effects through the design of the Basin Bridge itself; 

[d] Create positive urban design and landscape effects, in particular, the extension 

of the NWM Park, the creation of an entry plaza in front of the Basin Reserve 

and the improvement of Dufferin Street, especially relative to St Mark’s 

School and the gates to Government House; 

[e] Provide a much improved and legible main entrance to the Basin Reserve 

grounds via the Northern Gateway Building; 

[f] Provide a new active and built edge to the corner of Ellice Street and Kent 

Terrace; 

[g] Have positive urban design effects by promoting the Growth Spine; 

[h] Positively enable accessibility and connectivity by reducing traffic around the 

Basin Reserve, pedestrian/cycle shared pathway and Park Extension; and 

[i] Help resolve current degradation in the area. 

[1137] On the above basis, I find that, on balance, the Project will not be contrary to the 

maintenance and enhancement of amenity values or the quality of the environment in this 

locality. 

Overall Conclusion – Majority View  

Introduction 

[1138] We have had the opportunity of reading what Mr McMahon has written on this 

section.  Unfortunately, we do not concur with his conclusion on visual amenity and 

landscape.  We consider that the dominance of the Basin Bridge, caused by its bulk and scale, 

would have significant adverse effects from a visual amenity and experiential point of view in 
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what we consider to be a particularly sensitive urban landscape.  Its topographical and open 

space setting is, in our view, significant in the context of the Wellington landscape. 

[1139] We do not propose to repeat the factual matrix that underlies the landscape issues, as 

that as been set out in the detailed and comprehensive commentary of Mr McMahon.  We 

propose to briefly set out the basis and reasons for our contrary view.  

The Existing Environment 

[1140] The description of the existing environment has been set out in the application 

documents and in the evidence of a number of witnesses who appeared before us.  Much of 

what was said was set out in Mr McMahon’s commentary.  We do not intend to repeat it.  

The anticipated outcomes, as to scale and height, of buildings permitted by the District Plan 

would not generate similar effects, nor would they be of the same character, on either the 

designated site or alongside the designation, as an elevated bridge.  The zoning provides for 

the buildings to be aligned to the street edges.  This accentuates the street space created by 

the street patterns.
729

  The Basin Bridge invades this street space, the consequences of which 

we discuss later. 

[1141] We consider an important element of the existing environment is the open space of 

the Basin Reserve, both at ground level and up to the sky, and the relationship of that space 

with the street space of the Cambridge and Kent Terraces to the north and Adelaide Road to 

the south – a matter that we also discuss later. 

The Statutory Framework 

[1142] As we are considering the effects of the Project on the open space characteristics and 

amenity of the Basin Reserve, we look to be informed by the provisions of the Regional 

Policy Statement and the District Plan that relate to these matters.  The overarching Objective 

22 of the Regional Policy Statement has been previously set out in full.  We are mindful of 

that.   

[1143] We are also conscious of the particular relevance of Appendix 2 of the Regional 

Policy Statement, which is adapted from the NZ Urban Design Protocol.  Of importance are: 
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[a] Context 1(b) which seeks that quality urban design will recognise and build on 

landscape context and character;  

[b] Under the sub-heading Character, 2(a) directs that quality urban design should 

reflect the unique identity of each city and neighbourhood and strengthen the 

positive characteristics that make each place distinctive; 

[c] Section 2(b) discusses protection and management of heritage places and 

landscapes; and 

[d] Sections 2(c) and (d) set out to protect public open space and protect and 

enhance distinctive landforms. 

[1144] However, as the directions for landscape and amenity considerations are more 

completely set out in the District Plan, we look to that document for guidance. 

[1145] As to amenity, the District Plan provides: 

Objective 4.2.2 

To maintain and enhance the amenity values of residential areas. 

Objective 4.2.3 

To maintain and enhance the physical characteristics of residential areas and 
identified areas of special streetscape or townscape character. 

Objective 12.2.3 

To recognise and enhance those characteristics, features and areas of the central 
area that contribute positively to the city’s distinct physical character and sense of 
place. 

Policy 12.2.3.1 

Preserve the present “high city – low city” general urban form of the central area. 

Policy 12.2.3.2 

Provide a strong sense of place and identity within different parts of the central area. 

Objective 12.2.4 
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To ensure that any future development of large land holdings within the central area 
is undertaken in a manner that is compatible with, and embraces the contained urban 
form of the central area. 

[1146] As for visual amenity, we consider the following to be relevant: 

Objective 16.5.1 

To maintain, protect and enhance the open spaces of Wellington City 

Policy 16.5.1.1 

Identify a range of open spaces and maintain their character, purpose and function, 
while enhancing their accessibility and useability. 

Objective 16.5.2 

To maintain and enhance natural features, including landscapes and ecosystems, 
that contribute to Wellington’s natural environment. 

Policy 16.5.2.1 

Identify and protect from development and visual obstruction landforms and 
landscape elements that are significant in the context of the Wellington landscape 
and in particular significant escarpments and coastal cliffs. 

[1147] In the context of Policy 16.5.2.1, Ms Wraight, in her evidence, referred to what she 

considered to be nationally significant open spaces and institutions in the area of the Project, 

including the Basin Reserve.
730

  Ms Popova told us that: 

Basin Reserve is one of the pivotal open spaces within Wellington.  It is a significant 
landscape feature, appropriately named.

731
 

[1148] The Key Issues Report filed by the City Council had this to say about open space: 

The Open Space A land is predominantly allocated to provide passive and active 
recreational activities.  As the area of the Basin Reserve is identified as Open Space 
A consideration needs to be afforded to the relevant objectives and policies.  
Objective 16.5.1 seeks to maintain and enhance the open spaces of Wellington City.  
Maintaining the character, purpose and function of the dedicated open space is 
seen as an outcome sought.  Objective 16.5.2 and Policy 16.5.2.1 identify a 
relevant (key) issue being the need to protect from development and visual 
obstruction landforms and landscape elements that are significant in the 
Wellington landscape.  While not recognised in the District Plan as a heritage 
area, it is widely accepted that the Basin Reserve (and surrounds) form a 
significant element in the Wellington landscape. [our emphasis] 
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The Importance of the Basin Reserve Landscape Area 

[1149] We consider the Basin Reserve landscape and surrounding area to be a particularly 

important and significant element in the Wellington landscape for its historical associations, 

its topographical setting and its urban setting.  As for its historical associations, this has been 

discussed in some detail under the section on historic heritage.  We do not repeat that here. 

[1150] As to topographical settings, that was well canvassed in the evidence, and there is 

really no dispute.  The Basin sits in the centre of a valley floor that runs in a north-south 

direction from the harbour to the Pacific Ocean.  It is a pivotal connection between what has 

been described as the Kent/Cambridge boulevard, which runs north to the harbour; and 

Adelaide Road to the south. 

[1151] Kent/Cambridge boulevard is a wide avenue that creates an impressive street open 

space with a view from the Basin Reserve to the harbour looking north.  Unfortunately, the 

view to the harbour is blocked by a large supermarket building.  Adelaide Road is narrower 

than the boulevard but still creates an impressive street open space and view shaft to the 

south.  The open street shafts could, as Mr Reid explained, be considerably enhanced by 

development if buildings were built along the street edges as provided for in the District Plan. 

[1152] To the east, the valley rises to the suburbs of Mt Victoria and the Town Belt.  To the 

west is the knoll where the Carillon stands and the suburb of Mt Cook and the Town Belt. 

[1153] The Basin Reserve creates a large open space both at ground level and above to the 

sky where it sits on the valley floor – a space referred to by some as the ‘Basin void’.  This 

open space connects with the open space of the Kent/Cambridge boulevard and with the open 

space of Adelaide Road.  It also enables views from the south across the Basin Reserve to the 

harbour down Kent and Cambridge Terraces and views from the north across the Basin 

Reserve to the valley suburbs and the Town Belt.  It also enables views to the west and to the 

east. 

[1154] It is these open spaces and views that would be significantly interrupted by the 

elevated bridge. 

[1155] As has been set out in the application documents, this urban setting is a mixture of 

residential (particularly to the east and the immediate south), institutional (university and 

schools), Government House (to the southeast) and the Carillon and the proposed NWM Park 

to the west. 
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[1156] The suburb of Mt Victoria is an established residential suburb nestled against the 

eastern side of the valley. 

[1157] There has been a decaying influence to parts of the surrounding area, referred to in the 

evidence as blight.  The witnesses referred to the cause of this as uncertainty.  We 

experienced this in our site visits, particularly on land that has been purchased by the 

Transport Agency and that has remained idle. 

The Bridge Design and Mitigation 

[1158] We accept that the design process as evidenced in the application documents was 

robust and accorded with good design practice.  The Urban and Landscape Design 

Framework (ULDF) was a robust process that applied recognised urban design principles and 

concepts for the Project.  There was no issue with this.   

[1159] We accept that Ms Wraight and Mr Hardwick-Smith came up with a design of the 

Basin Bridge that was optimal in the circumstances.  While some witnesses may have 

criticised some aspects of the design, no party took issue with it or suggested an alternative.  

We take the Basin Bridge as it is and as the best design available. 

[1160] We also accept that the mitigation measures are the best practicable in the 

circumstances, a phrase used by a number of the Transport Agency witnesses.  The issue is, 

whether the mitigation adequately mitigates the adverse effects on visual amenity and 

people’s experience of being in or passing through this unique Wellington landscape.  We 

discuss those matters below. 

Conflict of Evidence 

[1161] There was a marked conflict of evidence as between the expert witnesses called by the 

Transport Agency and the witnesses called by the opposing parties.  This conflict related, not 

so much to the identification of the effects, but to the assessed significance of those effects.  

This included a disparity of opinion as to the success of the mitigation measures in mitigating 

adverse effects. 

[1162] The evidence and assessments of the urban design and landscape witnesses called by 

the Transport Agency were, in our view, strongly influenced by the transportation objectives 

of the Project and the assumption that grade separation by way of a bridge is the only way of 

achieving those objectives. 
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[1163] Both at the Feasible Options Report stage and at the hearing before us, there appeared 

to have been an overemphasis on transport and related benefits (which reflects the Project’s 

objectives) rather than an assessment of the relevant amenity and environmental effects of the 

Project (which are absent from the objectives), assessed by reference by what is sought to be 

protected, maintained or enhanced in the statutory instruments. 

[1164] The Urban and Landscape Design Framework was commissioned for the purposes of 

designing a bridge (the Basin Bridge).  While the process was robust within its own terms, it 

was limited by its subject – a bridge.  A bridge in an open setting such as this inherently 

generates adverse environmental effects – a matter that was not contested. 

Visual Amenity 

[1165] In discussing visual amenity, we are mindful of the definition of amenity in Section 3 

of the RMA: 

amenity values means those natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an 
area that contribute to people's appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, 
and cultural and recreational attributes 

[1166] We are grateful to the many submitters who appeared at the hearing to give us their 

views of the importance of the area to them and how they see the effects of the Basin Bridge 

on their experiences and appreciation of the area.  This assists and informs our understanding 

of the expert evidence. 

[1167] As the cricketing experts were of the uncontested view that the 65m Northern 

Gateway Building was necessary to mitigate the effects on cricket, we consider the effects of 

the Basin Bridge with the mitigation measures in place, including the 65m Northern Gateway 

Building. 

[1168] Our main concern relating to the effects on amenity relate to: 

[a] The dominance of the Basin Bridge, occasioned by its bulk and scale, in this 

sensitive landscape, exacerbated by the Northern Gateway Building; 

[b] Kent and Cambridge Terraces view shafts
732

 and interruption of the Basin 

void; 
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 We note that Kent/Cambridge Terraces are not a protected view shaft in the District Plan – a matter that we 

discuss later. 
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[c] Effects on visual amenity in the northeastern quadrant; and 

[d] Effects on people’s experience of the landscape elements. 

The Dominance of the Basin Bridge 

[1169] The size and character of the Basin Bridge would be out of harmony with what 

currently exists in the local environment and anything that would be permitted by the District 

Plan.  This dominance was mentioned by a number of the expert witnesses and by many of 

those who appeared before us.  Its scale and bulk would be significantly obvious in this 

unique topographical and urban setting, particularly its invasion of the open space to which 

we have previously referred. 

[1170] The good design and mitigation of the Project does not diminish or offset the scale 

and size of the Basin Bridge (and Northern Gateway Building) in this open space and urban 

setting 

View from Kent and Cambridge Terraces 

[1171] Kent and Cambridge Terraces, envisaged as a connection to the sea prior to the 1855 

earthquake, has been developed as a broad sweep of road with a central park strip (also 

known as the Canal Reserve).
733

  As one progresses south from the harbour, the clear open 

space, or the presence of the void, created by the combination of the Basin Reserve and its 

topographical setting becomes more and more pronounced.  This large and wide open space 

is distinctive as is the placement of the Basin Reserve at the southern end of the Terraces 

adjacent to the street.  While the Basin Reserve is the road end, the view enabled by the open 

space continues up the valley and is predominantly a green space view.
734

 

[1172] The Basin Bridge would pass horizontally across the southern end of the Terraces, 

filling the public space and street void, thus creating an abrupt end to the Terraces.  The 

Northern Gateway Building would add to the obstruction save for views through the gates 

into the Basin Reserve at ground level. 

[1173] There was agreement that the Basin Bridge and the Northern Gateway Building would 

interrupt the views and the sense of connection between the Terraces and the Basin Reserve.  

                                                 
733
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734
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We heard a lot of evidence relating to views, including from this location. A number of 

Truescape images and photographs were produced, and the witnesses were cross-examined.  

We were able to assess the evidence in the light of our site visits. 

[1174] Mr Lister, who was engaged by the Transport Agency to carry out an overview of the 

landscape effects, acknowledged that the proposed Basin Bridge, and more particularly the 

Northern Gateway Building, would close off the connection between the Basin Reserve and 

Kent/Cambridge Terraces.  However, he said:
735

 

… the following points need to be taken into account in weighing the degree and 
significance of this effect.   

Views between Kent/Cambridge Terraces and the Basin Reserve, and at the 
expression of the Canal Reserve, are already reduced by the median trees and the 
Basin Reserve’s perimeter fence. 

The views to the more distant backdrop hills (Town Belt) will still be maintained 
except from those locations close to the Bridge and the Northern Gateway Building. 

As discussed above, from locations close to the Basin Reserve the proposal provides 
opportunities to secure new street level views of the central grass oval. 

[1175] Dr Menzies opined that the Project would have significant adverse effects on the 

southern Kent/Cambridge Terraces looking towards the Basin, looking towards the National 

War Memorial and looking towards the proposed NWM Park and Tunnel and Mt Albert.  She 

also emphasised the significance of the topography when she said:
736

 

5.2 Wellington’s significant rolling topography, which contributes to its distinctive 
sense of place, is described by the Wellington District Plan in this way: 
surrounding hills provide a vivid natural setting that will continue to 
shape the central area’s urban form.  Eroding the perception of this rolling 
landform would be a step towards obscuring and minimising the visual 
significance of Wellington’s memorable hills and valleys. 

[1176] Dr Menzies also pointed out
737

 that Wellington has largely respected the contours of 

the City and that development has generally followed contours.  She went on to say:
738

 

4.5 The proposal to insert a flyover across the valley area from the Town Belt to 
Mt Cook to the west subjugates the rolling topography and taking an 
alignment across and above the contours of the valley, perceptually 
segregating Government House and Basin Reserve from the City to the 
north. 
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[1177] The Kent and Cambridge Terraces and views from the Basin Reserve to the harbour 

are enhanced by the streets’ spatial structure and civic dimensions, as well as their historic 

role as an open space corridor connecting Adelaide Road and the Basin Reserve.
739

  The view 

from the Basin Reserve to the harbour remains unprotected in the District Plan.  However, its 

importance was recognised early in the planning of the city, with gazetting of the connection 

between the Basin Reserve, Canal Reserve and Waitangi Lagoon.  The two reserves were set 

aside in 1840 and 1841.
740

  Their significance was highlighted again in 2011 by positive 

reinforcement of Kent and Cambridge Terraces as one of the key boulevards in the 

Wellington 2040, Central City Framework.
741

 

[1178] Unfortunately, the view is currently blocked at the seaward end by a supermarket built 

approximately 20 years ago.  It is an objective of the Wellington 2040, Central City 

Framework to rectify this siting.
742

 

[1179] We consider that the visual and perceptual connection between the Terraces, the 

Basin and link down the Canal Reserve from the harbour will be blocked, and the effects 

arising from this are significant.  The large-scale barrier of the Basin Bridge, together with 

the proposed Northern Gateway Building would have a significant effect on the context of the 

Basin Reserve from the Terraces.  In our view, the mitigation and management measures are 

unable to mitigate those effects. 

[1180] Given the acknowledged blight, the Project has some much needed benefits including: 

[a] Landscaping and tree planting; 

[b] Extension of the NWM Park – the Park Extension; 

[c] The Building Under the Bridge to provide form and streetfront activation; 

[d] A widened entry to the Basin Reserve by way of a plaza; and 

[e] A wider entry to Government House. 

                                                 
739
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[1181] We find that these carefully crafted proposals for mitigation would not sufficiently 

mitigate the effects of the scale and bulk of the Basin Bridge as a barrier across the valley and 

as a constraint on the Basin Reserve – effects that are exacerbated by the Northern Gateway 

Building. 

Effects on the Northeast Quadrant 

[1182] As Mr McMahon pointed out, all of the landscape experts agreed that the negative 

effects are greatest in the northeast quadrant.  These were:
743

 

[a] The dominance of a curved geometry; 

[b] The footprint of the Project is increased as the footbridge and roadbridge 

diverge; 

[c] Amenity effects arising from the proximity of the Basin Bridge structures to 

residences; 

[d] Access and amenity effects arising from the proximity of the Basin Bridge 

structure to non-residential activities; 

[e] Increase in traffic volumes; and 

[f] Effects on the connectivity, quality and safety (road safety and perceived risk 

of criminal behaviour (of the pedestrian environment). 

[1183] It was agreed that the residences closer to the Basin Bridge would be the most 

affected and that those effects could not be mitigated.  As one moves down the valley floor to 

the north, the effects would lessen.  The pedestrian experience of the landscape would be 

adversely effected from southern Kent/Cambridge Terraces, Ellice Street, Paterson Street and 

Dufferin Street. 

[1184] As Ms Popova said:
744

 

3.3 The project would result in substantial changes to the existing townscape and 
landscape.  But would be largely contained and localised to a 500 metre 
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radius from the Basin Reserve and would be most pronounced within a 
distance of 200 metres to the north and east of the bridge. 

[1185] She considered that the visual effects for most residents in the wider vicinity of the 

Project would not be significant due to distance and foreground elements, but she also agreed 

that these effects would be of greater significance for the occupiers of properties nearby. 

[1186] Unfortunately, Ms Popova did not comment on the visual effects for pedestrians, 

cyclists and motorists within the 200m or 500m radii.  We heard about the large number of 

people who traverse the area each day.  Clearly, the visual experience of those would be 

significantly adversely effected.  Dr Menzies was of the view that the Basin Bridge has a 

scale that conflicts with the neighbouring suburb of Mt Victoria and would present a barrier 

at the edge of the suburb, segregating it from neighbouring schools and suburbs. 

[1187] We agree with Dr Menzies that the scale of the Basin Bridge at 265m in length and in 

total some 10m high excluding the light poles is such that the finer-grained, smaller-scale 

homes of Mt Victoria and St Joseph’s Church would be dwarfed in comparison.  While visual 

effects may well be minimised as far as practicable, it is our view that it is impracticable to 

avoid this structure dominating this sensitive environment. 

Effects on people’s experience of the landscape elements 

[1188] It is well accepted by all parties that the Basin Reserve area is exceptional as a part of 

the City: 

[a] Through which large numbers of people pass on a daily basis, commuting to 

and from the central city by car, public transport, bicycle or on foot, or 

arriving or departing the city via its airport; 

[b] To which large numbers of young people visit as a destination on a daily basis, 

for attending schools; and 

[c] To which large numbers of people visit for particular events at the Basin 

Reserve itself and at nearby institutions such as the schools, the churches and 

Government House – and in future, to an increasing extent, the NWM Park. 

[1189] Thus, we acknowledge that passing through and being in the Basin Reserve area is 

something that many thousands of Wellingtonians and visitors to the city experience 
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frequently.  Furthermore, these experiences are affected by the qualities of its landscape, 

townscape and urban design. 

[1190] For the vast majority of these people, the experiences we are describing occur within 

the public realm, in the open spaces of the reserves – the Basin Reserve itself, the adjacent 

Canal Reserve and the future NWM Park – and in the open spaces of the streets.  In this 

respect, the urban design/townscape experts agreed
745

 that the Basin Reserve is one of the 

pivotal components within the network of open spaces traversing the city
746

and has a 

distinctive spatial form. 

[1191] We therefore must consider what we have been told of the likely effects of this 

Project on people’s experiences of being in such places. 

[1192] We have already discussed the effects of the Project on the experience of people 

within the Basin Reserve in the Heritage, Cultural and Archaeological section of our 

decision, particularly the ambient qualities experienced by spectators at cricket matches and 

other major events and other informal/casual users of the Basin Reserve.  We also 

commented there on how the Project is likely to affect the experience of those taking the 

processional route to Government House on state and civic occasions.  We will not repeat 

that here. 

[1193] While people have views from wherever they may be at a particular point in time, our 

focus here is on the quality of the experience of being in certain locations
747

 – the ambience 

of those locations – and how this may be affected by the Project, noting that the experts 

agreed
748

 that the potential effects of the Project include effects on the amenity of the space 

beneath the bridge. 

[1194] We therefore turn our attention to the evidence and representations that relate 

specifically to the experiences of people in the busiest locations, particularly for pedestrians: 

[a] At the northern entrance plaza/junction of Kent/Cambridge Terraces and 

Buckle Street; 

[b] In the northeast corner – Kent Terrace/Ellice Street/Dufferin Street; and 
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[c] At the southern entrance to the Basin Reserve/intersection of Adelaide Road 

and Rugby Street. 

Northern Entrance Plaza / Junction Kent/Cambridge Terraces and Buckle Street 

[1195] We acknowledge the design effort, the planned landscaping and lighting and 

connection to the NWM Park, and we note that the experts agreed that
749

  

a potential positive effect of the Project along the north side of the Basin is the 
completion of a major green link between Taranaki Street and Cambridge Terrace. 

[1196] Nevertheless, they also agreed that:
 750

   

the negative effects of the Project along the north side of the Basin are … effects 
from the undercroft of the bridge; on the potential spatial linkage of the Basin Reserve 
to Kent and Cambridge Terrace  

 And that:
 751

 

that the potential effects of the Northern Gateway Building are termination and spatial 
closing of the southern axis of Kent and Cambridge Terrace; … changes to 
perceptions of safety and security in the street curtilage to the building.

 
 

[1197] Mr Brewer, discussing the additional effect on ambience in this location, observed 

that the Gateway Building poses a completely different situation in that now you lose the 

presence of the void.
 752

 

[1198] In cross-examination by Mr Milne for The Architectural Centre and Newtown 

Residents’ Assoc. on how the character of the experience of coming out of the Basin Reserve 

will change, Mr McIndoe agreed that the Basin Bridge will read as a large piece of concrete 

infrastructure and that, at certain times of the day, it will cast shading into the plaza area and 

undercroft:
 753

 

Yes, of course it will. I don’t think the shading effects are significant.  The reason for 
that is this entrance space is purely that. It’s a transition space.  It’s not the sort of 
space such as for example Civic Square where the people would go and sit in and 
eat their lunch.   

                                                 
749
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However, we note to the contrary, that many of the visual simulations
754

 prepared for 
the application do indeed show people sitting in this plaza area on the seating 
provided. 

Northeast Corner – Kent Terrace/Ellice Street/Dufferin Street 

[1199] We acknowledge the design effort, the landscaping, and the Building Under the 

Bridge (edge activation) as mitigating measures. 

[1200] Nevertheless, the experts agreedthat the negative effects of the Project are greater in 

the northeast quadrant of the Basin, and these effects are:
 755

   

[a] The dominance of a curved geometry and the creation of a landscape oriented 

towards vehicles;
756

 

[b] Amenity effects arising from the proximity of the Basin Bridge to residences; 

[c] Access and amenity effects arising from the proximity of the Basin Bridge to 

non-residential activity; and 

[d] Effects on the connectivity, quality and safety (road safety and perceived risk 

of criminal behaviour) of the pedestrian environment.
757

 

[1201] Ms Popova, discussing the experience of standing on the corner of Ellice and Hania 

Streets, observed that Yes, I would say that the bridge in that particular view has dominating 

presence because it is in the foreground and it is just in front of you.
758

  Similarly, Mr 

McIndoe stated that The negative aspect is having a bridge overhead and a pedestrian bridge 

overhead.
 759

 

Southern Entrance to the Basin Reserve/Intersection of Adelaide Road and Rugby Street 

[1202] Here. there is no dispute that the substantial reduction in traffic volumes at peak times 

will improve the pleasantness for pedestrians moving through the area. 
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[1203] We note that the experts agreed:
760

 

… that potential effects of the Project in the south-east quadrant [include] quality and 
amenity and legibility of streetscape; safety and walkability around the perimeter of 
the Basin Reserve including Paterson and Adelaide Road crossings. 

We acknowledge these positive effects. 

[1204] We are mindful of the fact that experiences of a place are not simply a matter for 

expert judgement; this is a discussion about people’s experience of being in certain parts of 

the Project area.  Therefore it is appropriate to reflect on what we heard in some of the 

representations: 

… the proposed bridge will create psychological severance and have negative effects 
on the local community … I believe that the proposed bridge will have an effect on 
children and young people … there is not a lot of human scale to it and I believe that 
it affects people’s interpretation of urban environments

761
 

… It’s easy for people to go in any direction walking. The minute you have a flyover, 
it’s just that physical eye sore, that you will see it and you think ‘I’m not going to walk 
over there’

762 

… walking down here today even though it is windy, and you look up and it feels open 
and fresh, and a flyover would not enhance or contribute to that feeling.

763
 

… a visible audible raised road I think would reduce greatly the kind of pleasant 
Sunday morning atmosphere of the Basin if you were just walking through.

764
 

… the presence of such a flyover would lessen the aesthetic context and experience 
of going to the Basin.

765
 

[1205] Bearing in mind that pedestrians and cyclists are often in close proximity, we note the 

observation of Mr Smith
766

 that turning a footpath into shared space reduces the Level of 

Service for pedestrians.  This applies to all paths in this project, and also the representation 

of the Automobile Assosiation
767

 referring to the shared pathway adjacent to the slip-lane 

beneath the Basin Bridge between Ellice and Paterson Streets: 

The other concern with this shared pedestrian route is that it is a route for 
pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicle traffic, including buses, and as a matter of 
principle, you know, most of you probably remember how students tend to walk in 
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groups, and so as it is a shared route there is the potential for pedestrians to walk 
three or four abreast at the same time as the buses are trying to get through the 
same piece of carriageway to get across to Wellington College. 

[1206] In terms of people’s experience of being in this environment, we find that there are 

significant adverse effects in the area of the entrance plaza and in the northeast corner.  Many 

thousands of Wellingtonians pass through the northeast corner on a daily basis as do many 

hundreds of pedestrians pass through the proposed entry plaza under the Basin Bridge.  We 

find that their experiences of this existing townscape would be significantly adversely 

effected.  

Findings 

[1207] Summarising for each of the three locations discussed above and taking into account 

all the evidence, we find: 

[1208] At the northern entrance plaza, the dominance of the Basin Bridge structure combined 

with the Northern Gateway Building; the shading cast by the Basin Bridge structure over the 

plaza area; the loss of openness and the concerns about safety result in a significant adverse 

effect on the experience of being in and passing through this area, particularly for those on 

foot or bicycle; 

[1209] In the northeast corner, the physical dominance of the Basin Bridge and shared 

pathway structures; the consequent shading and loss of character and the proximity of large 

numbers of pedestrians (often mostly school pupils) to the concentration of traffic at peak 

times – on both sides of them and above them – result in a significant adverse effect.  In our 

opinion, visual simulation 7B.59 demonstrates to a limited extent the diminished quality of 

the experience in this location, although we note that the simulation clearly does not illustrate 

conditions at times of peak travel and pedestrian movements through the area; and 

[1210] At the southern entrance to the Basin Reserve/intersection of Adelaide Road and 

Rugby Street, the substantial reduction in traffic volumes at peak times will improve the 

pleasantness for pedestrians moving through the area. 

[1211] We find that the large physical structure of the proposed Basin Bridge redefines and 

fills in what has been experienced as open space and open streetscape for the past 150 years.  

The structure is a permanent and, some have argued, irreversible reminder of the lost open 

space with adverse effects on many people’s experience of being in the northern and 

northeastern sides of the Basin Reserve.  
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[1212] While we acknowledge some worthwhile improvements to amenity values on the 

south side where traffic volumes are reduced and there is no dominant overhead structure, 

and the mitigation and offset measures, we are of the view that they do not sufficiently 

mitigate the effects to make them less than significantly adverse. 

Overall Finding on Visual Amenity and Landscape 

[1213] We have found that the Basin Bridge and the Northern Gateway Building would have 

significant adverse effects: 

[a] On the residents and users of the northeast quadrant; 

[b] On the visual amenity of the southern part of Kent/Cambridge Terraces 

particularly the views to the north and to the south;  

[c] On the experiential appreciation of those who frequent the Basin area; and 

[d] On the historical association of the area. 

[1214] We have, in the interests of brevity, focused on the more adverse of the landscape 

effects.  We acknowledge that there are other views where the visual amenity effects would 

be adverse, although not to the same extent, particularly having regard to the mitigation 

measures.  These include: 

[a] Views from the western portal of the Mt Victoria Tunnel and from Paterson 

Street looking west; 

[b] Views from the entrance way to  Government House looking north, although 

the Basin Bridge would in the fullness of time largely be screened by 

intervening trees to be planted as part of the mitigation; and 

[c] Views from parts of the NWM Park and extension looking east towards Mt 

Victoria and Mt Albert. 

[1215] These significant effects are caused by the dominance of the Basin Bridge, which in 

turn is caused by its bulk and scale.  The character of the surrounding streets in the area is 
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fine-grained and rectilinear.
768

  The homes are built closely together and, in the main, provide 

a strong framework adjacent to the streets.  We say ‘in the main’ because a number of these 

buildings have been demolished to make way for road changes.  The fine-grained structure 

would be further eroded by the elevated spanning bulk of the Basin Bridge. 

[1216] It is our view, based on the evidence, that the Basin Bridge and the Northern Gateway 

Building would not be consistent with the District Plan’s provisions that relate to landscape 

and open space, quoted earlier.  In particular Objective 16.5.1 (to maintain, protect and 

enhance the open spaces of Wellington City); Objective 16.5.2 (to maintain and enhance 

natural features) and Policy 16.5.2.1 (to protect from development and visual obstruction 

landforms and landscape elements that are significant in the context of the Wellington 

landscape). 

[1217] As already noted, the Project does not respect the local topography and dominates the 

significant Basin and invades open space.  In our view, the effects of the Project on visual 

amenity and landscape appreciation are matters we are to have particular regard to under 

Section 7 of the RMA. 

OPERATIONAL EFFECTS 

Noise and Vibration Effects 

[1218] This section discusses operational noise and vibration effects.  The noise environment 

in broad terms is described in the evidence of Mr Dravitzki:
769

 

The street system around the Basin Reserve functions as a large square gyratory. 
Traffic circulates clockwise with major entry and exit points mid-side on the north, 
east and southern sides and a major exit only on the northwest corner. The gyratory 
serves as intersection between the State highway network and local road network. As 
a consequence, traffic volumes in the area are high and have been so for over fifty 
years. Various sections of roads in the area currently carry between 10,000 and 
40,000 vehicles per day. Even though signposted speeds are only 50 km/h and the 
heavy vehicle component in the traffic flow is low (about 3 percent), with these high 
traffic volumes, road-traffic noise levels are already high at adjacent buildings and 
open-air spaces in the area. However, in some places there is close spacing of 
multiple buildings that creates quieter areas sheltered from road-traffic noise. 

[1219] The noise experts conferenced both before and during the hearing and were able to 

reach agreement on appropriate conditions to adequately control the operation effects of 
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noise, in particular on the Granstand Apartments.  Similarily, operational vibration was not an 

issue.  It is not necessary to comment on this further. 

Air Quality (and Health) Effects 

[1220] This section introduces operational air quality and health effects.  

The Planning Framework 

[1221] The statutory instruments central to air quality effects include the regulations within 

the National Standard – Air Quality and the objectives and policies contained in the Regional 

Policy Statement
770

 and the Regional Air Quality Management Plan. 

[1222] The National Standard – Air Quality provides a set of nationally consistent 

regulations for managing the effects of air quality,
771

 including setting ambient air quality 

standards. Schedule 1 of these regulations specifies the threshold concentrations for five key 

contaminants as follows: 

 

Contaminant Threshold concentration Number of 

exceedances 

allowed 

Carbon 

monoxide 

10 milligrams per cubic metre expressed as a running 8-hour 

mean 

1 in a 12-month 

period 

Nitrogen 

dioxide 

200 micrograms per cubic metre expressed as a 1-hour mean 9 in a 12-month 

period 

Ozone 150 micrograms per cubic metre expressed as a 1-hour mean None 

PM10 50 micrograms per cubic metre expressed as a 24-hour mean 1 in a 12-month 

period 

Sulphur 

dioxide 

350 micrograms per cubic metre expressed as a 1-hour mean 9 in a 12-month 

period 

 
570 micrograms per cubic metre expressed as a 1-hour mean None 
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[1223] The planning expert conference statement records
772

 the planners agree that the 

National Standard – Air Quality is relevant to the designation in terms of construction effects 

relating to potential dust discharge.  No resource consents have been applied for under the 

National Standard – Air Quality or the Regional Air Quality Management Plan as it is well 

settled that the activities may occur as permitted activities. 

[1224] The Regional Policy Statement contains two objectives of particular relevance: 

Objective 1 

Discharges of odour, smoke and dust to air do not adversely affect amenity values 
and people’s wellbeing. 

Objective 2 

Human health is protected from unacceptable levels of fine particulate matter. 

[1225] In relation to the Regional Air Quality Management Plan, the Joint Witness Statement 

– Planning
773

 succinctly outlines the situation: 

[22]  … the Regional Air Quality Management Plan is relevant in terms of dust 
generation and vehicle exhaust emissions. No resource consents are 
required under this Plan as the proposed activities are considered to be 
permitted under this plan. A policy of particular relevance is Policy 4.2.23 
relating to efficient and effective public transport [ … as well as promoting 
non-motorised forms of transport and aiming to reduce the growth in motor 
vehicle numbers and vehicle congestion in urban centres]. [our emphasis] 

[23]  The plan does not restrict discharges to air from vehicles (rules) and the 
potential dust generation is not covered by the rules in the plan and is 
therefore allowed as of right under Section 15(2) of the RMA. 

[1226] There are no non-statutory documents particularly relevant to our consideration of air 

quality effects.  

The existing and future environment 

[1227] The air quality environment is set out in the Assessment of Environmental Effects
774

 

and expanded upon in Technical Report 6.  
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[1228] The ambient
775

 air quality has been determined from several sources in the Project 

area and beyond, including existing monitoring data collected at Buckle Street/Mt Cook 

School as well as the corner of Vivian Street and Victoria Street (a Regional Council 

monitoring station), results from a new monitoring station at Ellice Street and the results from 

passive monitoring of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) at four sites around the Project area. Other 

major contaminants assessed include carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM10 and 

PM2.5) and benzene. The results conclude that current contaminants are well within the 

relevant standard and guideline levels. 

[1229] On a micro-scale, the level of air quality is location dependent, being mainly 

influenced by proximity to the existing road network (in terms of traffic volumes as well as 

congestion) and site geography (for example, aspect, elevation and exposure). As a result, 

some parts of the Project area currently have better air quality than others. For example, there 

is lower air quality at the Ellice Street site compared with the nearby Buckle Street site – the 

Ellice Street site has higher traffic flows, is on lower ground and is less exposed to dispersive 

winds.  

[1230] The area in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve is subjected to a predominance of 

northerlies and southerlies and an almost complete absence of wind from westerly or easterly 

directions. Meteorological modelling
776

 shows that:  

[a] The modelled wind conditions are quite sheltered, reflecting the influence of 

the Ellice Street monitoring (the frequency of winds <1.0m/s is 20% – close to 

that measured for Ellice Street at 17%); 

[b] There are very few strong winds (the highest is 6.4m/s); 

[c] The modelled wind conditions just short distances away are substantially 

different, giving some confidence in the meteorological model performance; 

and 

[d] The wind directions are consistent with (a) those measured at Ellice Street and 

(b) those seen at Wellington Airport that represent the predominant exposure 

directions for much of Wellington. 
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[1231] The Assessment of Environmental Effects
777

 acknowledges that the use of different 

background values for different parts of the Project area could be justified, even though these 

are all within a few hundred metres of each other, but exactly where the boundaries lie is 

considered subjective. Therefore, the background (or baseline) values from Buckle Street or 

Ellice Street are used (as a conservative approach) for the purposes of assessing effects.  

[1232] Several of the worst-case 2011 baseline peak values (used for dispersion 

modelling)
778

 from either Buckle Street or Ellice Street are presented below. These are the 

peak values expected at the worst-case location, being the area around the bottom end of 

Ellice Street and the intersection of Paterson Street/Dufferin Street. To enable comparison 

with the maximum Wellington urban concentrations (above), not all parameters are presented 

and relevant standard and guideline levels are included. It is also useful to include the non-

traffic background values
779

 (in brackets), i.e. what would occur if there was no traffic in the 

area. 

 

 
CO μg/m3   

(1-hour) 

CO  μg/m3  

(8-hour) 

NO2 μg/m3   

(1-hour) 

NO2 μg/m3 

(24-hour) 

PM10 μg/m3 

(24-hour) 

Baseline Air Quality 

parameters used at 

the Basin Reserve 

(Non-traffic 

background values) 

6.4                4.1              

(1.5 day / 0.5 

night) 

84                

(20) 

46              

(11) 

32              

(20) 

NESAQ standard  - 10 200 - 50 

NZ Guideline value 30 10 200 100 50 

[1233] The evidence of Mr Fisher
780

 raises an issue relating to the accuracy of the 2011 

environment modelled. It is evident that the detailed traffic flows used to assess the effects on 

transportation (and that feed into the air quality modelling) have since been updated in the 

evidence of Mr Dunlop. Mr Fisher goes on to state that:  

The implications of this are inconsequential. At the very worst the current (2011) 
modelled effects might be up to 10% greater than those presented in the report 
[Technical Report 6]. There is no change in the predicted (2021 and 2031) effects… 

                                                 
777

 Section 5.2, Technical Report 6, Page 20 
778

 Ibid, Extracted from Table 5.1 
779

 Ibid 8, see Table 6.2, Page 24 
780

 At [3.5 to 3.6] 
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[1234] The future air quality environment is modelled from the 2021 do-minimum 

environment outlined above in the transportation effects section of our decision, including the 

Buckle Street Underpass and its eastern (entry) portal on Buckle Street, which is due to be 

completed in 2014. It is predicted (and reasonably foreseeable in our view) that there will be 

decreasing vehicle emission rates in the future, while traffic flows are expected to increase.
781

  

Under this scenario, several properties most exposed to the increasing concentrations of 

vehicle-emitted contaminants (for example, 9A Dufferin Street and Sussex Street) are likely 

to benefit from CO, NO2 and PM10 concentrations decreasing in 2021, cf. 2011, as 

technologies evolve to a cleaner-emitting vehicle fleet.  

[1235] The evidence of Dr O’Sullivan however disputes this.  She claims that the decrease in 

emissions has not had a flow-on effect on improved health outcomes.  Dr O’Sullivan 

observes that, while some emissions have declined as a result of improved technologies, such 

as lead, others have increased, for example, benzene.
782

 

The Transport Agency and Supporting Position 

[1236] The evidence of Mr Fisher on behalf of the Transport Agency
783

 provides an overview 

of his assessment on the environmental effects of the Project based on Technical Report 6.
784

 

In terms of the operational effects of the Project, Mr Fisher has concluded that the Project 

will not result in any unacceptable adverse air quality effects. Mr Fisher has reached this 

conclusion based on the worst-case effects modelling undertaking for carbon monoxide (CO), 

nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) and benzene.  In particular, his 

evidence notes that the Project will not result in the relevant standards for CO, NO2, PM10, 

and benzene in the  National Standard – Air Quality being exceeded in any development 

scenarios. 

[1237] Mr Fisher states that the air quality assessment has shown that operational air quality 

effects are not major, that they are well within all the health-effects based guidelines and 

standards and, in the bigger picture, no worse than are found in many urban areas.
785

 He 

concludes that the assessment has shown that these effects do not get any worse due to the 

Project and improve in many areas. Mr Fisher also notes that conditions cannot easily be 

imposed on the basis that operational air quality effects arise from traffic emissions. These 

are dominated by the number and types of vehicles using the route.  

                                                 
781
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Opposing Positions 

[1238] The evidence of Dr O’Sullivan on behalf of the Mt Victoria Residents Association 

considers that the Project will result in adverse health effects, including effects from air 

quality arising from increased traffic generation.
786

 As we have noted elsewhere in this 

decision, she considers that mitigation is only achievable via the purchase of residences 

within 200m of the route in order to establish a safe buffer zone. Given that she considers this 

not to be feasible, Dr O’Sullivan considers that the Project should be declined (we interpret 

this to mean the notice of requirement not be confirmed and resource consents be declined).  

[1239] The evidence of Dr Palmer
787

 records that the current exposed population (being the 

population in close proximity to the roads subject to the Project as described in the 

Assessment of Environmental Effects) are experiencing health effects from traffic-related air 

pollution that cannot be considered to be insignificant. However, we note that his evidence 

also accepts that the difference in health effects between the ‘no Project’ and ‘with Project’ 

scenarios are very small. 

Evaluation and findings 

[1240] On the basis of the evidence, we did not find evidential supporting analysis that 

adverse air quality effects would occur, where any such effect might specifically occur, to 

what extent persons or environments might be affected, whether the effect could be 

attributable to vehicle emissions or if any effect would be more than minor or result in 

standards exceedance. Accordingly, while such ‘potentials’ may exist, we have no basis on 

which to find that they would occur or that they would give rise to an unacceptable effect on 

air quality. We therefore accept the evidence that any operational air quality effects will be 

within nationally accepted guidelines and therefore not result in any adverse effects that are 

more than minor.  

Wind Effects 

[1241] This section discusses wind effect in terms of the contested issues, in particular the 

Basin Bridge elevated shared pathway and the Northern Gateway Building. 

                                                 
786
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The Planning Framework 

[1242] Matters relating to the management of natural hazards are relevant to our 

consideration here. The objectives
788

 of the Regional Policy Statement concerning natural 

hazards seek to reduce the risks and consequences of natural hazards on people and property, 

ensure that the risks of natural hazards are not exacerbated by structural works and ensure 

that communities are more resilient to natural hazard events.  

[1243] Policy 51 of the Regional Policy Statement goes on to list a number of matters to be 

given particular regard by decision makers when considering whether an activity is 

inappropriate in terms of hazard risk with respect to notice of requirements and resource 

consent applications.   

[1244] With respect to natural hazard management, the District Plan seeks to: 

Objective 12.2.13 

To avoid or mitigate the adverse effects of natural and technological hazards on 
people, property and the environment. 

Policy 12.2.13.3 

Ensure that the adverse effects of hazards on critical facilities and lifelines are 
avoided, remedied or mitigated.  

[1245] The District Plan also specifically recognises that structures and buildings can affect 

the existing wind conditions in the city, particularly within the built Central Area. The 

relevant objectives and policies in this regard seek to: 

Objective 12.2.5 

Encourage the development of new buildings within the Central Area provided that 
any potential adverse effects can be avoided, remedied or mitigated.  

Policy 12.2.5.6 

Ensure that buildings are designed to avoid, remedy or mitigate the wind problems 
that they create and where existing wind conditions are dangerous, ensure new 
development improves the wind environment as far as reasonably practical. 

Policy 12.2.5.7 

                                                 
788
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Ensure that the cumulative effect of new buildings or building alterations does not 
progressively degrade the pedestrian wind environment.  

Policy 12.2.5.8 

Ensure that the wind comfort levels of important public spaces are maintained.  

Policy 12.2.5.9 

Encourage consideration of wind mitigation measures during the early stages of 
buildings design and ensure that such measures are contained within the 
development site.  

[1246] Rule 13.6.3.5 of the District Plan sets out a series of standards that apply to new 

buildings and structures above 18.6m in the Central Area.  The standards apply to public 

spaces and require buildings to be designed to ensure compliance.  

[1247] During the hearing Mr Jamieson noted that none of the designed elements of the 

project are greater than 18.6 metres in height which is the height threshold that triggers the 

requirement under the District Plan for a wind report which is either a wind assessment or a 

wind tunnel study.
789

 Mr Jamieson noted that, for this Project, a wind assessment was carried 

out, despite not triggering the requirement for a wind report. We note, however, that this 

assessment did not include a wind tunnel test.  

The Existing Environment 

[1248] Chapter 33 of the AssessmentAssessment of Environmental Effects discusses the 

prevailing wind conditions experienced in the city. It observes that the winds over Wellington 

are dominated by wind flows from the north to northwest and south to southwest sectors. The 

AssessmentAssessment of Environmental Effects notes that pedestrian-level wind conditions 

during strong winds in the area around the Basin Reserve, particularly around the northern 

end where the Basin Bridge is proposed, are influenced by the combination of effects created 

by: 

[a] The surrounding topography; 

[b] The alignment of the streets and open areas to the prevailing wind flows; and 

[c] The sizes, heights and locations of the surrounding buildings.  
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[1249] The AssessmentAssessment of Environmental Effects goes on to explain that the 

Project area sits in a valley, which tends to channel wind flows along it, and notes that this 

effect is increased by the alignment of the relatively wide open spaces of Adelaide Road and 

Kent and Cambridge Terraces to the prevailing winds and the open area of the Basin Reserve 

itself.  

[1250] In his evidence, Mr Jamieson states that:
 790

 

…in the worst conditions that would be experienced in a typical year, gust wind 
speeds in the area around the Basin Reserve range from low (10m/s or less) in very 
sheltered areas to very high (around 25m/s) in the most exposed locations. These 
higher speeds are generally considered by wind engineers to be potentially 
dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists.  

[1251] He further notes that wind speeds are highest in the larger open spaces, around the 

windward corners of the taller or more exposed buildings and in the gaps between buildings. 

They are lowest mostly in the areas in the lee of buildings or where other structures provide 

some protection.  

The Transport Agency and Supporting Position 

[1252] The evidence of Mr Jamieson
791

 discusses the potential effects of the Project on wind 

conditions in the surrounding environment. Mr Jamieson concludes that the Project will not, 

in general, make wind conditions significantly worse for pedestrians, cyclists or vehicle 

traffic.  However, he also acknowledges the Basin Bridge (and associated shared pathway) 

will expose users to wind speeds that will be, at very infrequent times, extremely high.  These 

conditions will generally be the same as or better than many other exposed roads in 

Wellington, and signage will be used to warn users of potentially strong wind conditions on 

the Basin Bridge.  

[1253] Mr Jamieson also comments that the Northern Gateway Building may generate a 

small adverse effect on pedestrian wind conditions. While Mr Jamieson considers the 

Northern Gateway Building will provide some additional shelter for areas downstream, the 

openings formed by the entrance gates will increase wind speeds in the immediately adjacent 

areas (unless the gates are closed and screened).  
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[1254] Mr Jamieson makes the following comments in response to submissions concerned 

with the effects of the Project on wind conditions: 

[a] Wind speeds on the Basin Bridge will not be strong enough to blow vehicles 

and people off the Basin Bridge;
792

 

[b] Additional screening of the pedestrian/cycle section of the Basin Bridge is not 

critical from an operation perspective, and the need for wind mitigation has 

been balanced against urban design and visual considerations; 

[c] The Basin Bridge will have no discernable effect on wind conditions in the 

Basin Reserve, while the Northern Gateway Building will provide additional 

shelter in northerly conditions;
793

 

[d] The effect of the Northern Gateway Building outside of the Basin Reserve is 

not expected to be hazardous; and 

[e] The Basin Bridge will not cause the area underneath to become more of a 

‘windswept wasteland’ than the area currently is. 

Opposing Position 

[1255] The evidence of Mr Jones
794

 on behalf of Kay Jones
795

 details concerns with respect 

to the effects of the Project and climate change. Mr Jones observes that the official Ministry 

for the Environment climate change projections include both an increase in the proportion of 

westerly winds and an increase in the maximum wind speed of such events.  

[1256] The evidence of Dr Donn
796

 on behalf of The Architectural Centre and Newtown 

Residents Assoc. considers that the Basin Bridge will lift pedestrian, cyclists and vehicles up 

to a height where wind speed is likely to be between 1.5 and 2 times faster than it is at ground 

level.
797

  His analysis identifies that wind gusts are likely to exceed the District Plan wind 
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speed danger criterion of more than 20m/s for anything from half a week to five weeks per 

year.
798

  

[1257] Dr Donn considers that screens of 2–3m tall can be added to the Basin Bridge to 

mitigate this effect (although he notes that this will impact the visual appearance of the Basin 

Bridge).  Furthermore, Dr Donn observes that wind speeds beneath the Basin Bridge are 

unlikely to be altered and that there may be increased shelter of the Basin Reserve as a result 

of the Northern Gateway Building.
799

 

[1258] The Joint Witness Statement – Wind
800

 notes that Mr Jamieson and Dr Donn
801

 

focused solely on potential effects on pedestrians and cyclists as Dr Donn’s expertise is 

focused in this area. The Joint Witness Statement records that there were no significant areas 

of disagreement at the end of conferencing.  That said, Mr Jamieson and Dr Donn agreed that 

the uncertainties in the aerodynamic performance of the Northern Gateway Building could 

largely be resolved through wind tunnel testing and that Dr Donn recommends that this be 

undertaken.   

[1259] In response, Mr Jamieson noted he works for Opus International Consultants, who 

provide wind tunnel testing services.  As such, he did not consider it appropriate for him to 

make a recommendation on this matter.  However, at the hearing Mr Jamieson acknowledged 

that there were uncertainties regarding the exact extent and magnitude of the effects of the 

Northern Gateway Building on some player and spectator areas and the Basin Reserve.  He 

set out that, if further certainty is required, then a wind tunnel study could be completed to 

quantify the likely effects, which could be completed as part of the detailed design process 

for the building.
802

  

Evaluation and Findings 

[1260] During the course of the hearing a focus of the cross-examination of Mr Jamieson was 

in relation to whether or not a wind tunnel test should have been prepared.  

[1261] The experts
803

 agreed that, while it was possible to prepare a wind assessment, the 

margin of error was much higher without a wind tunnel test.
804

 The wind tunnel testing was 
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an interesting issue.  It appears to us that a wind tunnel test would have provided much more 

certainty in terms of likely wind generation effects and therefore corresponding effects on 

amenity levels and safety of pedestrians and cyclists. We think it would have added value to 

the assessment regarding wind effects.  

[1262] Having said that, we accept that there is general agreement between the experts that 

the resulting wind effects are unlikely to present a significant safety concern and thus the 

effects are more focused on amenity-related concerns. We note that, in some areas of the 

Project, the Basin Bridge and associated mitigation measures (for example, planting) will 

improve the existing wind environment; however, on the elevated portions of the Basin 

Bridge, there would be adverse wind effects (during windy conditions).  The predominant 

effects in this regard apply to pedestrians and cyclists using the Basin Bridge.  We accept 

there would be alternative routes available for use during such times, and that the Transport 

Agency is proposing to install signage advising users of the risks during high winds.  

[1263] Overall, we consider that the wind effects relating to the Northern Gateway Building 

could be mitigated through the final design process.  

Lighting Effects 

[1264] This section discusses the operational lighting effects as these relate to residential 

amenity. 

The Planning Framework 

[1265] The Regional Policy Statement does not have any specific objectives or policies 

relevant to the consideration of the potential lighting effects of the Project.  

[1266] The District Plan includes objectives and policies
805

 broadly seeking the maintenance 

and enhancement of the amenity values of Residential Areas and the facilitation of a vibrant 

and dynamic Central Area. These provisions include reference to ensure that activities are 

managed to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects in the Central Area or on properties in 

nearby Residential Areas.   

                                                                                                                                                        
804
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[1267] We note that the District Plan includes standards for lighting. Rule 7.1.1.4 relating to 

the Suburban Centre requires that:
806

 

Any activity which requires outdoor area to be lit shall ensure that direct or indirect 
illumination does not exceed 8 lux at the windows of residential buildings or any 
nearby Residential Area.  

…any development which includes pedestrian routes and carparks available for 
public use during hours of darkness shall be lit at a minimum of 10 lux, measured in 
accordance with NZSCP22:1992 and amendments.  

The Existing Environment 

[1268] The District Plan sets out the permitted baseline for lighting in the surrounding area. 

These limits are set out above.  

[1269] The existing lighting environment is set out in the Assessment of Environmental 

Effects
807

 and expanded upon in Technical Reports 1 and 2. The AssessmentAssessment of 

Environmental EffectsEffects sets out that existing street lighting for the roading environment 

around the Basin Reserve provides adequate levels of illumination from a roading 

perspective. It also illuminates, to an extent, public space areas. The AssessmentAssessment 

of Environmental Effects notes that the height and frequency of existing light poles, light 

intensity and their dual usage (to assist with bus cables and other signage) all form part of the 

existing streetscape. 

[1270] The urban environment and proximity to the CBD area result in the existing 

environment having a relatively high degree of background lighting. This is from street 

lights, cars (moving through the area), surrounding buildings and dwellings and presence of 

car dealerships with lit car yards along Kent and Cambridge Terraces.  

The Transport Agency and Supporting Position 

[1271] Chapter 23 of the AssessmentAssessment of Environmental Effects notes that lighting 

on and under the Basin Bridge will be designed in accordance with AS/NZS 1158 Road 

lighting and that lighting of the Basin Bridge will be integrated with the formal design and 

modulation of the Basin Bridge and with the street/boulevard lighting in the NWM Park. 

Lighting below the Basin Bridge will incorporate architectural lighting that highlights 
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surfaces and textures of the structure, piers and abutments in a manner that contributes 

positive amenity to the public areas from where the Basin Bridge can be seen. 

[1272] That said, the main potential operational lighting effect from the Project relates to 

light spill onto nearby residential buildings from new street lighting (on poles) on the Basin 

Bridge and the new and realigned at-grade streets. There are two properties where light spill 

is likely to exceed 10 lux, although Chapter 23 of the Assessmentof Environmental Effects 

does note that this standard is already being exceeded at these sites. The two buildings are 

located on the St Joseph’s Church and St Mark’s Church School properties.  

[1273] Whilst the Assessmentof Environmental Effects states that the new roading lighting 

may exceed the permitted standards of the District Plan, it notes that the buildings are non-

residential and that any lighting effects are unlikely to adversely affect any users of these 

buildings. Chapter 23.4 of the Assessment of Environmental Effects also notes that specific 

lighting measures (such as the use of LEDs) may be considered during the detailed design 

phase if it is considered that lighting of the Project area should be enhanced or better 

managed.  

[1274] With respect to potential lighting effects on the Basin Reserve, the Assessment of 

Environmental Effects notes that the alignment of the Basin Bridge and edge protection 

means that the headlamps of traffic on the Basin Bridge will not shine directly into the 

ground. The barriers on the edge of the Basin Bridge will also be 1.1m high, which will 

reduce the potential for headlights to shine directly into the ground. 

[1275] The evidence of Mr Collins on behalf of the Transport Agency
808

 considers the 

potential lighting design and effects of the Project.  We note that Mr Collins was the peer 

reviewer of the lighting design for the Project, which was prepared by Mr Peter Jones of 

Opus International Consultants (and who authored Chapter 12 of Technical Report 1).
809

 

[1276] Mr Collins concludes in his evidence that the operational lighting scheme for the 

Project has been designed to comply with AS/NZS 1158 and the requirements of the District 

Plan. He also notes that special consideration has been given to the potential effects of light 

spill on adjacent properties and the potential for light pollution. Mr Collins comments that 

light spill and pollution will be mitigated via the lighting design proposed and the selection of 

luminaires that use LED technology. 
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[1277] We also note that the Transport Agency is promoting lighting as part of the CPTED 

benefits of the Project. This is discussed elsewhere in this decision.  

Opposing Position 

[1278] A number of submitters raise concerns with respect to the effects of the proposed 

street lighting and lights from vehicles on the Basin Bridge. The key themes in the 

submissions relate to concerns about the potential effects of street lighting on residential 

properties – particularly within the Tasman Garden Apartments and Grandstand 

Apartments.
810

  There was no evidence presented at the hearing by any other party 

specifically dealing with lighting.  

[1279] In response to submissions, Mr Collins notes that a number of submitters have raised 

concerns with respect to the effects of the proposed street lighting and lights from vehicles on 

the Basin Bridge.
811

  Mr Collins notes that light pollution refers to light that is distributed to 

locations where it is not required, but that for this Project, the luminaires have an upper waste 

light ratio of 0%. 

[1280] In response to submissions concerned about lighting effects at particular properties, 

Mr Collins comments that the modelling work by Opus International Consultants 

demonstrates that the Project will contribute less than 10 lux to the lighting at all surrounding 

property boundaries at street level. He anticipates that the levels of illumination would be 

below 8 lux at the windows of surrounding residential buildings.   

[1281] Mr Collins goes on to comment that modelling has been undertaken for 21 and 23 

Ellice Street to confirm compliance with the District Plan.
812

 The modelling confirmed that 

levels of illumination would be less than 8 lux at 1m above ground level and 1.5m back from 

the property boundary. It is unclear to us why these heights and setback thresholds were used 

given that the dwellings at 21 and 23 Ellice are two-storey.  

Witness Conferencing 

[1282] The Joint Witness Statement – Lighting
813

 by Mr Collins and Mr Forsman
814

 notes 

that there are no areas that remain unresolved between them. The statement does also record 
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that Mr Collins and Mr Forsman both agree that the proposed street lighting is the most 

appropriate to meet the needs of vehicular and pedestrian traffic within the requirements of 

AS/NZS 1158 and the District Plan. There are suggested amendments to proposed 

designation condition DC.42. It appears that these agreed amendments have been carried 

forward into the final version of DC.42.   

Evaluation and Findings 

[1283] Overall, the weight of evidence, supported by the standards and controls that have 

been recommended as conditions, concludes that safe and appropriate measures could be put 

in place to achieve compliance with accepted New Zealand Standards.   We are satisfied that 

the lighting designs could achieve the standards and adequately protect environments 

adjacent to the Basin Bridge from adverse effects.  

CONSTRUCTION EFFECTS 

[1284] In this section of our decision, we provide a brief overview of the proposed 

programme and methodology for the construction of the Project and the associated 

construction effects and management. In doing so, we rely primarily on the evidence of Mr 

Kenderdine, Alliance Manager for the Memorial Park Alliance (The Alliance). 

[1285] In his evidence, Mr Kenderdine identified a different construction programme and 

sequence to that detailed in the Assessment of Environmental Effects
815

. The indicative 

staged approach to construction is proposed to take place over a period of approximately 30 

months.816  

[1286] As we understand it, the proposed stages are as follows:
817

 

[a] Stage 0: Enabling works as follows: 

[i] Upgrade of the Pirie Street/Kent Terrace intersection;  

[ii] Relocation of services in the construction area and possible betterment;  
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[iii] Installation of temporary roading;  

[iv] Vegetation removal;  

[v] Installation of fencing and signage; and  

[vi] Installation of erosion and sediment control measures.  

[b] Stage 1:  

[i] Removal of the Ellice Street building and reconfiguration of the St 

Joseph’s Church car park;  

[ii] Bridge piles 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 constructed; and  

[iii] Relocation of services in the construction area. 

[c] Stage 2:  

[i] Work on bridge spans 1–2 and 7–8 commences;  

[ii] Piles 4, 5 and 6 completed; and  

[iii] Pavilion (Northern Gateway Building) construction started.  

[d] Stage 3: Bridge spans 2–3 and 6–7 complete. 

[e] Stage 4: Bridge and Northern Gateway Building completed. 

[f] Stage 5: Eastbound link road constructed and opened. 

[g] Stage 6: Landscaping commences. 

[h] Stage 7: Tie-ins to bridge/local road improvements. 

[i] Stage 8: Building Under the Bridge/green screen. 
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[1287] Mr Kenderdine refers to the Construction Plan
818

, which forms part of the documents 

included in the Application.  In particular, he notes that the indicative programme contained 

in Figure 1, Appendix A of the Construction Plan has been updated to reflect changes in 

construction staging
819

.  In addition he provided a further update to the construction 

programme and revised set of drawings at the hearing
820

.  

[1288] The Construction Plan and the updates provided in the evidence of Mr Kenderdine are 

available on the Transport Agency and EPA websites, and we do not propose to repeat their 

content here. 

[1289] The Assessment of Environmental Effects (Chapter 34) describes the proposed 

construction management framework. This includes the overarching Construction Plan and 

several supporting management plans, many of which were provided in draft form as part of 

the Application, including: 

[a] Contaminated Land Management Plan; 

[b] Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan; 

[c] Construction Transport Management Plan; 

[d] Site Specific Traffic Management Plan; 

[e] Construction Air Quality Management Plan; 

[f] Accidental Discovery Protocol; and 

[g] Erosion and Sediment Control Measures. 

[1290] A number of the technical reports contain relevant assessments of potential 

construction effects – Technical Report 4, Technical Report 5 and Technical Report 6.  

[1291] Mr Cameron, during his opening for the Transport Agency, acknowledged:  
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As one would expect for a substantial roading development in a busy urban area 
construction activities will give rise to a range of potential adverse effects on the 
environment. 

[1292] We acknowledge that the environment includes the people who live, work, visit and 

commute through the area.  Many submitters who live near the Basin Reserve told us that 

they were concerned at having to endure the disruption to their lives from two and a half 

years of construction activities.  Some submitters, for example, Ms Booth for the Tasman 

Garden Apartments Body Corporate, have already lived through more than 18 months of 

construction for the Buckle Street Underpass as part of the on-going NWM Park works.   

[1293] In response, we have examined Mr Kenderdine’s evidence. The Transport Agency’s 

opening position put forward by Mr Cameron, was that the potential construction effects are 

well understood and are able to be managed and mitigated effectively through consent 

conditions and in particular the Construction Plan.
821

   

[1294] In this regard, we reproduce below a table produced by Mr Kenderdine at our request 

while he was on the witness stand as illustrated below.
822

 This table provides a useful 

estimation of the timing and types of construction activities that are likely to occur outside of 

proposed normal working hours of 6am to 8pm Monday to Saturday – the numbers in 

brackets represent the number of works days for activities within 100 metres of the 

Grandstand Apartments: 
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Activity  Overa
ll 
durat-
ion 
(days)  

No. of 
nights  

Stages (dates) and breakdown of number of nights Comments  

 

 

 

 

 

0 

(J
ul 
– 
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p1
4) 

1 

(Sep 
14 – 
Feb 
15) 

2 

(Feb 
– 
May 
15) 

3 

(M
ay 
– 
Oc
t 
15
) 

4 

(Oct 
15 – 
Jan 
16) 

5 

(Jan 
16 – 
Oct 
16) 

6 

(Oct 
16 – 
Jan 
17) 

7 

(J
an 
–
M
ar 
17
)  

8 

(J
an 
– 
M
ar 
17
) 

Piling  350  25   10 
pour
s 

+ 5 
mov
es 

 

(9) 

4 
pour
s  

+ 6 
mov
es 
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      Night noise will likely 
involve concrete pours 
beginning early in the 
morning (say 4am). Noise 
sources are concrete trucks 
arriving and departing and 
the operation of the 
concrete pump. Also 
moving pile rig and crane at 
approximately 5am on 
several occasions.  

False-
work  

180  12     2 
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(6) 

4 

 

(4) 

   Night work is likely to 
involve lifting in and 
removing large steel beams 
across the roadway. Likely 
to involve traffic detours, 
and require trolley bus lines 
to be de-energised. 
Therefore likely to occur on 
Sunday nights, potentially 
beginning around 10pm. 
Noise sources are likely to 
include the crane and 
scaffolding.  

Bridge 
deck  
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   Night noise will likely 
involve concrete pours 
beginning early in the 
morning (say 4am). Noise 
sources are concrete trucks 
arriving and departing and 
the operation of the 
concrete pump.  

Service 
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 Night work will likely be 
required for underground 
services in the state 
highway corridor. This will 
require services to be dug 
up, replaced or realigned 
and backfilled or covered 
over in the same night. 
Noise sources include 
hydro-excavation trucks, 
excavators, pumps and 
compressors, and trucks 
operating  

Traffic 
relocate-
ions  
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Noise sources include 
milling, which generally 
finishes by 11pm, and 
asphalt paving, which 
continues through the night. 
Traffic signal loops require 
saw-cutting, which is 
generally completed before 
11pm. Linemarking can 
happen at any time of nigh, 
but is very quiet.  
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[1295] According to Mr Kenderdine’s estimates, there is likely to be a total of 181 nights of 

construction activities over a 30-month construction period.  The majority of construction 

nights occur within 100 metres of the Grandstand Apartments. One of the first major 

construction activities proposed for night-time construction is the piling for the bridge and 

associated concrete pours.   

[1296] Ms Booth, during her representation, told us of her experience living with 4am 

concrete pours as part of the NWM Park construction works.
823

 Moreover, although Ms 

Booth commented that it is not easy being a near neighbour, she also acknowledged that, at 

the end of the day, there are benefits once the (park) construction is complete.
824

  This type of 

trade-off versus challenges is something that we tested with Mr Kenderdine,
825

 who gave us 

an example of building prisons, but he ultimately accepted there is no comparison to this 

Project – where, in his words, there are four people 10 metres away from the proposed Basin 

Bridge.  It is understandable that the residents of Grandstand Apartments may not be as 

forgiving as others in similar situations faced with large-scale construction works who are 

perhaps more removed or prepared to trade off.    

[1297] Having said that, it is useful to consider the nearby Tasman Garden Apartments 

experience and the critical communication that must – and we use this word deliberately – 

happen for a project of this nature.  In this regard, Mr Kenderdine, during examination by Mr 

Cameron, had this to say:
826

 

… and they [Tasman Gardens] are very much an affected party from those early 
morning concrete pours. They are – well I think probably the best person to answer 
that response was Ms Booth, who said, and I might be paraphrasing, but it is 
something like a marriage. Where it has its ups and downs, but you have got to keep 
talking, you have got to keep working through it. 

[1298] This gives us confidence that the Memorial Park Alliance takes their responsibilities 

seriously.   

[1299] However, it was of particular interest to us when we asked Mr Kenderdine how he 

would feel about living in the Grandstand Apartments for the duration of the construction 

period for this Project, where he has this to say:
827
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Transcript, Page 3833 
824 

Transcript, Page 3821, Line 28 
825 

Transcript, Page 7347 
826 

Transcript, Page 7257, Lines 25–-30 
827

 Transcript, Page 7331, Line 31 
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… I guess, over the course of some of the larger projects I have worked on I have 
been asked that numbers of times. There is no doubt, at times, it would be quite 
challenging and that is just one of the things we have got to work through. 

[1300] Mr Kenderdine left us with the impression he was an upfront and sincere witness, and 

we appreciate the valuable experience he could share with us, in particular, his experiences in 

relation to the NWM Park works.  Moreover, we understand from Mr Kenderdine that the 

Memorial Park Alliance is also the preferred contractor for this Project, should it proceed.828  In 

our view, this continuity could be seen as a positive. 

Construction Noise Effects 

[1301] Our enquiry was particularly focused on the concerns of near neighbours and the 

potential for activities required to construct the Project to generate unacceptable noise effects 

on them and in the vicinity in general.  As previously mentioned, during the course of the 

hearing, the Transport Agency came to an agreement with Mr and Mrs Halakas, the owners 

of 21 and 23 Ellice Street, Regional Wines and Spirits and St Joseph’s Church in relation to 

mitigation of construction effects, including noise effects. 

[1302] For the Grandstand Apartments Body Corporate, however, no agreement could be 

reached. 

[1303] Therefore, by the end of the hearing, we were provided with essentially two options in 

terms of conditions to ensure noise effects, particularly night-time effects, on the Grandstand 

Apartments’ residents during construction would be managed appropriately: 

[a] One set of conditions was agreed during caucusing between Mr Hegley (noise 

expert for Grandstand Apartments) and Mr Dravitzki (noise expert for the 

Transport Agency). 

[b] An alternative set of conditions was proffered by the Transport Agency and 

had the agreement of Mr Cummins, Chair of the Grandstand Apartments Body 

Corporate, but not agreement from the Body Corporate itself.   

[1304] We have considered both approaches and generally prefer the approach of the 

Hegley/Dravitzki condition as it provides clear outcomes for owners and occupiers of 

                                                 
828

 Kenderdine, EiC at [2.1] 
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Grandstand Apartments in the event that the noise standards set in the conditions are 

exceeded on an on-going basis at night-time. 

[1305] After considering the matter and the evidence before us, we have amended the 

wording of the condition so that it is clear that only those apartments affected by an expected 

exceedance will be required to be provided with mitigation (as opposed to the whole 

complex) and have included the condition to be part of the condition DC.20 Construction 

Noise and Vibration Management Plan with all necessary modifications.  In coming to this 

decision, we accept that the substance of DC.20 proffered by the Transport Agency can 

provide a robust framework to manage construction noise and vibration effects on most 

affected parties, but we consider that a more specific approach for the occupiers of the 

Grandstand Apartments is appropriate given their close proximity to expected night-time 

construction activities.  

[1306] In terms of the particular and contested issue of night-time construction noise, we 

accept that the substance of condition DC.20 proffered by the Transport Agency can provide 

a robust framework to manage construction noise and vibration effects.   Nevertheless, at 

times, night-time construction noise would have significant adverse effects on nearby 

residents, and we have therefore endorsed an additional provision specific to the Grandstand 

Apartments.   

 

Findings 

[1307] Overall, we find that the construction effects can be managed save that, at times, the 

effects would be significant to nearby residences.  However, such effects would be of a 

temporary nature. 

SOCIAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH EFFECTS  

Introduction 

[1308] In this section, we discuss the evidence put before us regarding the potential social 

and health effects of the Project.  In doing so, we are mindful of the Minister’s direction, 

which includes the statement – 

The proposal is intended to reduce journey time and variability for people and freight, 
thereby facilitating economic development. The proposal is also likely to provide for 
public transport, walking and cycling opportunities; reduce congestion and accident 
rates in the area; and improve emergency access to the Wellington Regional 
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Hospital. If realised, these benefits will assist the Crown in fulfilling its public health, 
welfare, security, and safety functions.

829
 

[1309] There is no doubt in our minds that a number of the assessed social and public health 

effects were contested and also that there were some such effects that were not properly 

assessed by any party. 

[1310] We accept that, while there are occasions when separate social impact assessments 

and health impact assessments are carried out, although that has not been the case with this 

Project, the two topics can be regarded as overlapping.  Similarly, recreation assessments are 

sometimes prepared as distinct assessments and sometimes incorporated within social impact 

assessments. In this case, recreational use of the Basin Reserve has been addressed in its 

historic heritage context, and we will not repeat that discussion here.  Consequently, in this 

section, our primary focus will be on the other social effects of the Transport Agency’s 

Project.  We will also comment on a number of public health issues raised in relation to the 

Project. 

[1311] We review the relevant statutory and policy framework and the scope of the evidence 

base available to us, and we comment on the approach and methods of social impact 

assessment employed and the evidence presented on the existing social environment, before 

reviewing the evidence on social effects. 

[1312] There are various ways in which the voices of potentially affected people can be 

‘heard’ in evidence.  One way is through the written submissions. Another is through the oral 

representations made to us during the hearing itself.  Finally, we expect the social impact 

evidence to inform us of the benefits and adverse effects of the Project on people and 

communities, incorporating and reflecting the perspectives of those affected people and 

communities revealed through various consultative methods. 

[1313] We understand that contemporary practice in social impact assessment draws on a 

range of sources of information, as we will discuss further below.  Particularly, social impact 

assessment draws in part on consultation activities and also on the findings of various 

technical assessments.  In doing so, we expect the social impact assessment to highlight the 

distribution of social effects – benefits and adverse effects – amongst different communities 

of interest affected by the Project. 

                                                 
829

 Dated 3 July 2013. 4th bullet point in http://www.epa.govt.nz/Resource-

management/Basin_Bridge/LodgementAndNotification/Pages/MinisterialDirection.aspx 
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Scope of Social Impact and Public Health Evidence 

[1314] As explained in Transport Agency’s closing submissions,
830

 the only formal social 

impact evidence we heard  was from Ms Turvey, on behalf of the Transport Agency, who 

prepared a statement of evidence in chief based on Technical Report 14 and a statement of 

rebuttal evidence. 

[1315] In terms of public health evidence: 

[a] Dr Palmer participated in the expert conferencing with Mr Fisher, the 

Transport Agency’s air quality expert, and subsequently prepared a short 

statement of evidence acknowledging those discussions;  

[b] Dr O’Sullivan prepared a statement of evidence in chief on health impacts
831

 

of the Project, on behalf of the Mt Victoria Residents Association; and  

[c] Dr Black was then invited by the Transport Agency to prepare a statement of 

evidence in rebuttal on public health matters. 

[1316] Given the potential breadth of social and public health issues and this limited extent of 

formal evidence on social and public health matters, before proceeding further, we summarise 

the overall scope of evidence available to us potentially relevant to these matters, as follows: 

[a] The five statements of evidence described above; 

[b] The statements of evidence from technical experts on noise, lighting and air 

quality; 

[c] The Joint Witness Statements on social impacts, noise, lighting and air quality;  

[d] The Social Impact Assessment Technical Report (Technical Report 14); 

[e] The Community Engagement (Consultation) Report (Technical Report 2); 
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 At [27.1] 
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 Ms O’Sullivan, in answer to a question from the Board, explained that her evidence was not the output of a 

formal Health Impact Assessment.  Although she had prepared a formal Health Impact Assessment for a 

previous Board of Inquiry hearings 
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[f] The written submissions received prior to the hearing; 

[g] The representations made during the hearing; and 

[h] The transcript of the hearing, specifically for the contemporaneous witnessing 

of Drs O’Sullivan and Black and the cross-examination of Ms Turvey. 

[1317] We heard representations specifically on public health matters from Ora Taiao,
832

 and 

a number of individual representations made reference to health effects.
 833

 

Statutory and Policy Context 

[1318] In the context of our decision-making, the purpose of the RMA at Section 5 provides 

a clear starting point in stating that sustainable management means managing the use, 

development, and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which 

enables people and communities to provide for their social … wellbeing and for their health 

and safety while … 

[1319] Although Ms Turvey does not appear to reference this section of the RMA in 

Technical Report 14 or in her statements of evidence, she did helpfully set out the regional
834

 

and city-level
835

 statutory and policy context for considering social effects in Section 5 of 

Technical Report 14. 

Regional Council 

[1320] Technical Report 14 identifies the following: 

[a] The Regional Policy Statement: citing community outcomes that reflect 

those in the Long Term Plan (see below) and highlighting that poor quality 

urban design can adversely affect public health, social equity, land values, … 

the provision of, and access to, civic services … also increase vehicle 

emissions. 
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 Russell Tregonning, Anne MacLennan and Liz Springford 
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 For example, representations from Ms Bingham at 6-9; from Ms Hampton at [8]  
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 Technical Report 14 at [5.2] 
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 Technical Report 14 at [5.3] 
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[b] The Greater Wellington Long Term Plan 2012–2022: citing five 

community outcomes and noting that, from a social perspective, the Project 

responds through the provision of quality infrastructure, including 

connections for public transport, walking and cycling routes … and the 

provision of new public spaces and landscape design; 

[c] The Wellington Regional Strategy 2012: citing six focus areas of which this 

Project responds to #3 – Building world-class infrastructure by future-proofing 

key transport infrastructure, which will benefit the local community and … the 

wider community through improved travel time reliability and reduced trip 

time;  

[d] The Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy 2010–2040: citing a 

number of relevant key outcomes – increased peak period public transport 

mode share, increased mode share for pedestrians and cyclists, reduced severe 

road congestion, improved regional road safety – and noting community-

identified issues that require attention including barriers to cycling; severance 

of communities; accessibility to mobility impaired and aged residents; and the 

need to improve both public transport and road capacity; and 

[e] The Wellington Regional Walking Plan 2008 and Wellington Regional 

Cycling Plan 2008: citing a range of actions and initiatives aimed at achieving 

the outcomes for walking and cycling set out in the Regional Land Transport 

Strategy. 

City Council 

[1321] Technical Report 14 identifies the following: 

[a] Wellington City Long Term Plan 2012–2022: citing among the key 

community outcomes a Connected City and a People Centred City; 

[b] Wellington 2040: citing key elements to support the community outcomes of 

the Long Term Plan including support efficient infrastructure … growing the 

unique identities of Wellington suburbs … integrating open spaces with the 

National War Memorial Park … providing cycling and pedestrian connections 

across the Kent/Cambridge Terrace valley north of the Basin Reserve; 
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[c] Wellington City Recreation Strategy 2003: citing actions required to 

achieve this include improving non-motorised transport options (cycling and 

walking) for people to commute to and from work, school and recreation and 

sport venues; 

[d] Wellington City Community Facilities Policy 2010: noting that a key tenet 

is that of reasonable access; 

[e] Wellington City Urban Development Strategy 2006: citing long-term 

outcomes, of which the most relevant from a social perspective are More 

liveable; Better connected; More compact; Safer; Stronger sense of place; 

[f] Public Space Design Policy 2010: noting the policy’s focus on the 

management of public spaces defined to include streets, lanes, intersections, 

parks, promenades and squares; 

[g] Wellington City Transport Strategy 2006: citing the same themes as the 

Urban Development Strategy above; 

[h] Adelaide Road Framework 2008: noting that this area is immediately south 

of the Basin Reserve; 

[i] Centres Policy 2008: noting its relevance in terms of the way these centres 

contribute to the Growth Spine concept of development  – where centres are 

connected by a high quality transport corridor and citing Newtown, Adelaide 

Road and the CBD in particular; and 

[j] Wellington City Council Walking and Cycling Policies 2008: citing key 

objectives to improve cycle safety … improve the convenience of cycling … 

improve the experience of cycle trips to and from the central area and to 

promote the benefits of walking so that more people walk … improve 

pedestrian safety … increase the number of commuter trips taken by foot to 

and from the central area and noting that from a social perspective, enabling 

safe walking an cycling is a positive effect of the Project. 

[1322] A number of common themes are evident to us from reviewing the statutory and 

policy context.  While improvements in safety, convenience and accessibility are relevant to 

all modes of transport, providing for and increasing the uptake of active modes is clearly a 
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high priority in Wellington from a social perspective.  Other themes include the management 

of open space, public health considerations, community connectedness and severance and 

social equity. 

Approach and Methods of Social Analysis 

[1323] As we observed earlier in this section, the social impact assessment carried out by Ms 

Turvey for the Transport Agency is the only formal assessment submitted to us.  In other 

words, it is the only assessment of social (or health) effects conducted primarily and 

specifically for this Project.  However, the social impact assessment pays little attention to the 

public health issues raised in the representations we heard, and notwithstanding their policy 

and strategy interests in social matters and their support for the Project, neither the Regional 

Council nor the City Council commissioned similar assessment work of any kind. 

[1324] We therefore review briefly the approach and methods employed in the preparation of 

Technical Report 14 for the Transport Agency and the nature of the outputs from that work, 

noting what was done and the strengths and limitations of the resulting evidence.   

[1325] The methodology section of Technical Report 14 describes how the approach to this 

social impact assessment was informed by reviewing international and New Zealand 

literature, selecting a conceptual framework based on guidance from the International 

Association for Impact Assessment, amongst other sources, and drawing on a mix of 

information sources and data collection.
836

 

[1326] Technical Report 14 was then structured to include sections on the statutory and 

policy context (as noted earlier), the existing social environment, a review of relevant 

technical reports, a summary of community engagement, an assessment of effects, proposed 

mitigation measures, a discussion of future work as part of on-going assessment and 

management of effects and finally a conclusion and recommendations. 

[1327] We accept this as an appropriate approach to structuring an assessment. 

[1328] We have acknowledged the useful summary of statutory and policy context.  

Furthermore, we note that the assessment appropriately drew on a range of different 

information sources, particularly site visits and direct observations, a selection of Census 

statistics, face-to-face discussions with potentially affected parties, information presented in 
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written submissions and discussions with technical experts in topics with significance for 

health and social effects. 

[1329] However, we found that the distillation and presentation of much of this information 

within Technical Report 14 did not provide us with a clear and helpful understanding of the 

nature of the communities that are affected in some way by the Project.  We note the 

following particular limitations: 

[a] We were left uncertain of the extent of actual consultation undertaken by the 

social impact assessors specifically related to the assessment work, 

particularly with those most likely to be most adversely affected; 

[b] The description of the existing social environment does not appear to identify 

communities in a socially meaningful way (a matter we will explain in more 

detail below); 

[c] We see little evidence of community perspectives expressed in the analysis 

and description of social effects; 

[d] We cannot find where the social data assembled for the assessment has been 

used in the analysis of potential social effects presented in Tables 9.2–9.5; 

[e] We could find little discussion of the potential longer-term social 

consequences of some of the direct effects identified; and  

[f] We could find no succinct discussion of the distribution of social effects 

amongst various communities of interest. 

Scope of Consultation for the Social Impact Assessment 

[1330] During the hearing, the Board explored the nature and extent of consultative activities 

that fed directly into the social impact assessment for the Basin Bridge Project. 

[1331] Part F of the Assessmentssessment of Environmental Effects documentation describes 

a two-part community engagement programme carried out by the Transport Agency.  We 

note that Phase 1,
837

 which occurred during 2011, sought feedback from the community on its 
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proposals for improving SH1 between Cobham Drive and Buckle Street in central Wellington 

… collectively known as the Wellington Inner City Transport Improvements.  With respect to 

the Basin Reserve component, feedback was specifically sought on … the location of a bridge 

over Kent and Cambridge Terraces … and whether to provide a pedestrian/cyclist path on 

the bridge. 

[1332] According to Part F of the Assessmentssessment of Environmental Effects, Phase 2
838

 

involved discussions with key stakeholders and directly affected parties … as well as a series 

of Open Days … during design development and environmental investigations throughout 

2012 and 2013, and the emphasis has been on understanding directly affected resident’s need 

for access and how they use their properties. 

[1333] Phase 1 involved the widest range of stakeholders and engagement methods
839

 and 

included two focused community workshops, one of which
840

 focused on proposals for the 

western side of Mt Victoria, including the area around the Basin Reserve and along Buckle 

Street.  We note that Technical Report 2 provides a list of the stakeholders who were invited 

to this Phase 1 workshop, but the documentation does not indicate who actually attended.  

Moreover, the information on feedback
841

 from this round of public engagement mentions 

very few stakeholder groups by name. 

[1334] Table 10.1 in Part F of the Assessment of Environmental Effects
842

 sets out clearly the 

key stakeholders and parties consulted during Phases 1 and 2 of the community engagement 

activities.  It is evident that the approach to engagement was inclusive during Phase 1, with 

many community groups and institutions associated with the Basin Reserve locality itself, as 

well as many other groups and organisations in the City that had interests in the Project. 

[1335] However, we note that, according to the information presented, while direct 

engagement with local institutions
843

 continued during Phase 2, it did not appear to continue 
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 Ibid at [10.5.2] 
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 Technical Report 2 at 17 
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 Technical Report 2 at 31 - 41 
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 Part F, Assessment of Environmental Effects at [10.4] 
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 Part F, Assessment of Environmental Effects, Table 10.1 records on-going meetings and discussions with  

Grandstand Apartments, Basin Reserve Trust, St Joseph’s Church, Regional Wines and Spirits, Mitsubishi 

Motors, Government House, Wellington College, St Mark’s Church School, Wellington East Girls College, Mt 

Cook Primary School and Massey University 
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for other key stakeholders,
844

 particularly most of the local groups representing local 

community interests.
845

 

[1336] However, Ms Turvey, who became involved in preparing the social impact 

assessment in September 2011,
846

 told us that she was involved in a series of face-to-face 

meetings.
847

  As noted earlier, these eight meetings were predominantly with local 

institutional interests but did include the Grandstand Apartments in August 2012 and the Mt 

Victoria Residents Association in February 2013. Ms Turvey also referred specifically to 

meetings with Mr and Mrs  Halakas
848

 and with the Relphs
849

 and with tenants on the Church 

property. 

[1337] Given the number of submissions
850

 and representations from residents living in the 

southwest part of the Mt Victoria Character Area and the content of some of those 

submissions and representations, we have reservations that the social impact assessment 

activities did not give sufficient attention to engaging with affected property owners in this 

neighbourhood and community.  We note that Technical Report 14 records that some 

stakeholders did not respond to invitations for follow-up consultation – this was the case with 

some private residents close to the Basin Reserve.  However, no details were provided as to 

which residents or streets in the neighbourhood received such invitations nor what strategy 

was used by the social impact team for approaching these residents. This is a matter we will 

comment on further below when discussing community perspectives and defining 

communities of interest. 

[1338] We remain uncertain of the extent to which consultation, particularly with the 

community that incorporates those most likely to be most adversely affected, has been 

undertaken by the social impact assessors specifically related to the assessment work. 
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 Community Perspectives 

[1339] In summarising the community feedback from the 2011 community engagement, 

Technical Report 14 states:
851

 

The majority of issues raised by members of the public were concerned with the 
operational effects of the Project. Positive impacts that were identified in the 
community feedback forms mainly came from regional and national organisations and 
groups, whereas the majority of potential negative impacts that were identified were 
from largely local submitters (landowners, tenants, schools and other community 
organisations in the area).  Submitters who expressed urgency for the development 
to progress tended to be from the wider Wellington region. 

[1340] For the assessment of the Project itself, the social effects are summarised in a 

narrative manner in section 8.5 of Technical Report 14, and then in detail in section 9. 

[1341] Section 8.5 provides only a summary of issues which were resolved, and those still 

outstanding during the further consultation (2012–2013) and therefore gives few details of 

the causes of effects, the location of the effects and the affected parties. We therefore focus 

our attention on section 9.  

[1342] Introducing Table 9.2, which sets out the detailed assessment of social effects, 

Technical Report 14 explains
852

 that the table provides a summary of: 

[a] The effect; 

[b] The stage of the effect (P – planning, C – construction, O – operation); 

[c] Who is affected (D – directly affected landowners, N – neighbours, W – wider 

community); 

[d] Proposed mitigation measures; 

[e] An overall rating of the magnitude of the effect; and 

[f] Further comments or mitigation recommended from a social perspective. 
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[1343] While setting out  a comprehensive listing of potential social impacts, as determined 

by the social impacts team, Table 9.2 often provides little explicit locational detail
853

 and 

rarely provides an explanation of the logic underpinning the assessment (although sometimes 

an explanatory comment is provided) nor reference to any underlying data
854

 and analysis to 

back up the assessment of effect.  Of particular interest to us
855

 is the fact that the text of 

Table 9.2 does not appear to acknowledge the local experience, knowledge and perspectives 

of the potentially affected people. 

[1344] The final assessments appear to us to rely heavily – indeed, almost exclusively – on 

the assessments of technical experts in transportation (travel benefits, accessibility benefits, 

active mode benefits) and amenity (noise, air quality, dust, etc). In this regard, we note that 

the validity of some of these assessments is contested by other experts and submitters. 

[1345] We conclude that this aspect of the social impact assessment adds little to the 

understanding of benefits and adverse effects that we gain from the technical evidence on 

which it relies. 

Longer-term Social Consequences 

[1346] Some of the representations drew our attention to the social consequences that might 

follow as a result of the direct impacts of the Project on them or their communities. 

[1347] For example, St Mark’s Church School
856

 made it quite clear to us that it is not simply 

the day-to-day direct effects of construction noise, dust and more difficult access for parents 

to drop off and pick up their children that is their primary concern. We accept that these are 

all effects that may be amenable to acceptable mitigation and management, as directed by 
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peak times, and how often do they experience significant delays at the present time?  In answer to a Board 

question on this matter, we were referred to section 7.6 of Technical Report 4.  While it acknowledges on-going 

discussions with emergency services, it provides no data or analysis. We note that Technical Report 14 (at 71 

and 72) concludes that the social benefits of improved access for emergency vehicles once the Basin Bridge is 

operational are a significant positive, yet the reduced access during construction is a minor negative.  However, 

see also the Transcript at 7445/ll.35-37. 
855

 Transcript at 7476/ll.23-26 
856

 Representation from St Mark’s Church School at [4] and [9] -[10] 
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various management plans.  We certainly viewed positively Mr Kenderdine’s assurances of 

his proactive approach to managing such issues.   

[1348] However, the representation from the St Mark’s Church School Board made it clear 

that one of their overriding concerns is the longer-term consequence or risk for St Mark’s 

School if prospective parents who might be contemplating sending their children to the 

school may be deterred from doing so because of perceptions of the prospect of 30 months of 

construction nuisances nearby, thereby possibly resulting in a falling school roll and 

declining school financial circumstances. We saw no evidence that school roll data has been 

collected and trends analysed.   

[1349] Furthermore, in reply to questions from the Board, Ms Turvey referred to potential 

difficulties interpreting such data and said, I would personally prefer to put all my time and 

energy into making sure that the management plans, the stakeholder communication, the 

engagement is of the highest quality possible because I think that will largely avoid these 

sorts of issues arising. The Board’s representation made it clear to us that they believe that 

the Transport Agency is yet to properly understand the longer-term nature of their concerns 

for the profitability of our business. 

[1350] Another such example brought to our attention via representations
857

 concerns the 

longer-term consequences of adverse construction effects possibly leading to difficulties in 

tenanting rental properties close by and thereby triggering a sequence resulting in forced 

property sales, construction of new buildings and consequent loss of heritage character in the 

southwest corner of the Mt Victoria Character Area. 

[1351] These are just two examples that we gleaned from representations.  While we are not 

suggesting that they are proven effects, we find no evidence that longer-term social 

consequences of the Project such as these have been contemplated in the social impact 

assessment. 

Distribution of Social Effects 

[1352] The Board asked several questions
858

 of Ms Turvey about whether any residential 

community is likely to be adversely affected by this Project compared with other 

communities, noting that Technical Report 14 does not appear to us to address this question – 

                                                 
857

 For example, representations from owners renting apartments in the Grandstand Apartments or houses in 

lower Ellice Street  
858

 Transcript at 7455/ll.16-17 and at 7470/ll.14-18 
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one that might be characterised as a matter of social equity.  However, a number of 

representations
859

 raised this issue explicitly. 

[1353] We also note that the International Association for Impact Assessment’s  International 

Principles for Social Impact Assessment (extract quoted in Technical Report 14 at 101) states 

that the first principle specific to social impact assessment practice is Equity considerations 

should be a fundamental element of impact assessment and of development planning. 

[1354] It would certainly have been of assistance to the Board to have this issue assessed, 

since it is a pertinent consideration when evaluating whether a proposed development enables 

all communities to provide for their social wellbeing or not. 

Limitations of Other Evidence on Public Health Issues 

[1355] However, from our perspective as decision makers, the limitations of evidence were 

not confined to the evidence we received from the Tranport Agency.  Having said that, we are 

conscious that submitters are not primarily responsible for providing us with evidence on 

relevant effects. 

[1356] Notwithstanding the potential importance of the additional public health issues 

usefully raised that were not addressed or not addressed fully in the social impact assessment, 

the formal evidence put before us
860

 as well as the representations made to us also have 

significant limitations, including: 

[a] Absence of primary data specifically related to the effects of this Project; 

[b] Little or no discussion of methods used; and 

[c] Little or no evidence of consultation on the materials provided and therefore 

on the extent of support for the representations. 

[1357] These limitations mean that we can do little more than acknowledge that potentially 

important public health issues were raised, as we do in the later section on effects.  They do 

not provide us with the evidential basis on which to make a finding about public health 

effects specific to this Project. 
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 For example, representations from Mr Hartley at [6]; from Mr Zwartz at 1; from Mr Olliver and Ms 

Middleton at [1(b)]; from the Mt Victoria Historical Society Inc. at [5] 
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 In this, we are not referring to the technical assessments of noise, air quality and lighting effects 
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The Existing Social Environment 

[1358] We received information describing the existing communities (social environment) 

from the social impact assessment (in Technical Report 14) and from the many 

representations.  Here, we comment on the strengths and limitations of the evidence 

contained in Technical Report 14, noting that there is no requirement for submitters to 

provide this information. 

[1359] Section 6 of Technical Report 14 describes the existing social environment as a 

baseline for assessment.  We found this section informative in drawing together various 

relevant strands of social information, linking together information on demographics, the 

physical environment, the range of land uses in the Project area, existing travel patterns into 

and through the Project area and the location of various community facilities. 

[1360] However, the material presented has several important limitations: 

[a] The approach to defining communities and communities of interest; and 

[b] Lack of interpretation of the relevance and analytical significance of the 

information presented. 

Defining Communities of Interest 

[1361] To understand the relevance of this limitation, we need to return to section 4.2 of 

Technical Report 14. 

[1362] The social impact team adopted the following definitions for the purposes of their 

assessment: 

[a] Directly affected – those properties with land that is crossed by the 

designation; 

[b] Neighbours – those not directly affected but adjacent to the designation and 

affected by proximity (local); and 

[c] Wider community of interest – all those with an interest in the Project either at 

regional or national level (including advocacy groups and regulatory 

stakeholders such as the City Council).  
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[1363] As noted previously, these definitions translate into the three categories used to 

describe who is affected in Table 9.2 – the categories of D, N and W.  It is clear to us that D 

plus N does not equate to the southwest part of the Mt Victoria Character Area that many 

other experts agree will experience adverse amenity and community character effects, as 

discussed elsewhere in our decision.   

[1364] While it may explain the focus of the social impact team on meeting with Mr and Mrs 

Halakas, the Relphs and representatives of the Grandstand Apartments – all falling within the 

N category – it is not, in our view, a valid conceptualisation of the immediate residential 

community of interest in the suburb of Mt Victoria.  Furthermore, to treat almost all of the Mt 

Victoria suburban residents as part of the wider community – they would come within 

category W – is, in our view, in correct. 

[1365] Ms Turvey agreed
861

 that the concept of ‘community’ is a social construct that exists 

independently of the Project.  In an exchange with the Board,
862

 she helpfully went on to 

describe a number of distinct  communities of interest: 

[a]  Residents; 

[b] Educational community – student population – transient population in terms of 

people who attend essential educational and social facilities – come to the area 

daily; 

[c] Spiritual groups – attending St Mark’s and St Joseph’s, the Greek Orthodox 

community; 

[d] Recreational group – everyone associated with the cricketing facilities at the 

Basin Reserve; and 

[e] Daily commuters and other transient population that passes through the Basin 

Reserve transport hub. 

[1366] Furthermore, Ms Turvey agreed that if we are looking at the significance of effects … 

that sort of categorisation … would be a useful way of thinking about the social and 
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community effects, looking at the effects on those groups of people? – Those have been the 

critical groups, yes …
863

 

[1367] Therefore, we find that the social data assembled for us, particularly the demographic 

data, is of limited use to us in contributing to our understanding of the relevant communities 

of interest because the data simply have not been presented appropriately.  We accept that the 

defined ‘study area’ is relevant as a central city benchmark for comparing and differentiating 

the populations in specified suburbs or neighbourhoods, but we do not accept that it is a 

useful representation of a single, composite, homogeneous urban community. 

[1368] We note that even the small sub-set of mesh-block-based data presented as Annexure 

C in Ms Turvey’s evidence in chief does not represent a single coherent, pre-existing urban 

community. 

Interpreting the Relevance of Social Data 

[1369] From our perspective as decision makers, there are several difficulties we have 

interpreting the social information presented to us. 

[1370] Firstly, from the large body of statistics presented in Technical Report 14,
864

 we 

accept that some of this is potentially very relevant to a consideration of social effects, but it 

is not clear what is relevant and what is not.  For example, in response to a question from the 

Board,
865

 Ms Turvey highlighted data on main means of travel to work … I would also bring 

to attention total household income as well, because that is a reflection of how people’s 

modes of travel may translate.” However, it is not for the Board to interpret the data; such 

interpretation should have been presented to us in evidence.  Interpreting potentially relevant 

data is further confounded by the fact that important neighbourhood-level or suburb-level 

demographic characteristics have been masked by presenting the data aggregated for the 

whole of the defined ‘study area’. 

[1371] Secondly, there are substantial sections of the statistics presented that appear to us to 

have no particular relevance to the assessment of social effects related to this Project – 

demographic variables such as languages spoken, country of birth, years since arrival in New 

Zealand, number of years at usual residence and highest qualification.  Once again, we find 
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that at no place in Technical Report 14 of the social evidence is the necessity or the 

significance of such data explained. 

[1372] Thirdly, while some useful information has been provided regarding a range of 

community facilities close to the Project area,
866

 what is presented is neither systematic nor 

complete.  For example, while current rolls are noted for each of the schools, there are no 

data on trends over time in these school rolls and whether or not any of the schools are 

operating at capacity or entertaining plans to expand.  While useful information is provided 

on the catchments for several schools and recent trends in these patterns, the data and 

commentary are not systematically presented for all schools.  For other community facilities, 

we found relatively little comment on patterns of usage and trends over time.  In the absence 

of such information, we have difficulty in understanding the social significance of these 

facilities to the communities that they serve. 

[1373] For the reasons set out above, it is difficult for us to know what to make of all these 

data.  Moreover, we find that the assessments presented to us lack transparency – in many 

cases, it is not clear how the social impact team has arrived at its assessments, based on all 

the data and information it had assembled, including the input from consultation with affected 

parties. 

Overview of Social and Public Health Effects  

[1374] The Joint Witness Statement – Social Impacts  exhibited a very limited extent of 

agreement.  We are not surprised by this outcome, given the differing disciplinary 

backgrounds of the participants. 

[1375] However, we note that the summary of submissions
867

  alerted us to the fact that 

amenity effects were amongst the most common reasons raised in submissions,
868

 and health 

effects were raised by 11% of all submitters. 

[1376] Assessments of noise, lighting and air quality effects are all effects on amenity values 

or health that have been addressed in a purely technical sense.  Furthermore, from these same 

technical perspectives, they have all been topics for expert conferencing, the conclusions 

from which we now summarise briefly. 
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 Technical Report 14 at [6.6] 
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[1377] Conferencing on noise effects involved three acoustic experts, a health expert and a 

representative of the construction alliance currently involved in the construction of the 

Buckle Street Underpass and NWM Park.
869

 

[1378] While the noise experts agreed
870

 that any changes of noise levels will be within the 

general range 1–2dBA increase or decrease, they also agreed
871

 that, in adopting a methods 

based approach
872

 to control noise, as proposed for the Project, there is some uncertainty as to 

what final long term noise levels might be, as it is not possible to predict such matters as the 

extent of increases in heavy traffic and future road maintenance requirements, practices and 

funding. 

[1379] The health expert considered these future uncertainties to be highly relevant to a 

decision to adopt a methods-based approach, and some of the experts engaged by submitters 

expressed a preference for specifying noise limits to provide certainty to the affected 

community that a clear limit was in place.  However, the need for such an overriding noise 

standard was not agreed,
873

 with the counter view from experts being that a defined upper 

limit for noise would not ensure that the best practicable option for controlling noise would 

be achieved. 

[1380] Conferencing on lighting involved two experts – one engaged by the Transport 

Agency and one engaged by an individual submitter.  They agreed
874

 that the proposed street 

lighting is the most appropriate to meet the needs of both the vehicular and pedestrian traffic 

within the requirements of the standard while at the same time giving due consideration to the 

effects of lightspill on adjacent properties and the potential for light pollution beyond the 

immediate area of the proposed road.  The Joint Witness Statement
875

 reported that no issues 

remained unresolved. 

[1381] Conferencing on air quality and related health effects began with three experts – Mr 

Fisher engaged by the Transport Agency, Dr Palmer representing Regional Public Health and 

Dr O’Sullivan engaged by the Mt Victoria Residents Association –  which ultimately reduced 

to two
876

 due to time constraints. 
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 And likely to be engaged for the construction of this project, if approved 
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 Joint Witness Statement – Noise & Vibration, 15 December 2013 at [13] 
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 Ibid at [15] 
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 That is to say, an approach based on specifying certain methods and materials of construction rather than 

specifying an absolute noise limit 
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 Joint Witness Statement – Noise & Vibration, 15 December 2013 at [22] and [23] 
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 Joint Witness Statement – Lighting, 17 December 2013 at [5.1] 
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 Ibid at [6.1] 
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 Dr O’Sullivan for Mt Victoria Residents Association was unable to continue to participate 
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[1382] The experts agreed the following:
877

 that vehicle emissions of any kind have health 

effects; that the current and future traffic in the Project area have [sic] health effects; that it is 

possible to assess some (but not all) of these health effects; that the current exposed 

population are experiencing health effects from traffic related to air pollution that cannot be 

considered to be insignificant; that an air quality health assessment can only be done for 

known health effects with known links to the changes in vehicle emissions due to the Project; 

that many other parts of New Zealand (including most of Auckland) experience worse air 

quality than the area around the Basin Reserve that will be experiencing some level of 

adverse health effect; and that a practical way to address health concerns was through the use 

of conditions. 

[1383] We note, however, that these two experts disagreed on how to actually conduct an air 

quality health assessment, particularly in respect of the costs associated in producing valid 

and reliable results.  Dr Palmer expressed the view
878

 that: Although the predicted impact on 

health effects of the project is likely to be minimal, nevertheless it is important to monitor the 

health effects to confirm that the defined health effects are very minor or identify if there is an 

adverse change.  He also suggested that a requirement for monitoring and community 

feedback could be incorporated into conditions, but no wording ws profferred.  With respect 

to the expert evidence and representations specifically on public health effects, attention was 

focused on: 

[a] The health effects associated with deteriorating air quality from vehicle 

emissions once the Basin Bridge is operational; 

[b] The health effects of construction as well as operational noise; 

[c] The health effects attributable to changes in physical activity levels that are 

associated with increased or decreased adoption of active modes of transport; 

and 

[d] The public health risks associated with climate change resulting from 

increasing greenhouse gas emissions. 

[1384] We outline briefly below the nature of these issues as we see them. 
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[1385] The health effects associated with deteriorating air quality from vehicle emissions, 

once the Basin Bridge is operational:  As noted above, the technical assessments based on 

modelling concluded negligible increased risk to health with ambient air quality expected to 

be well below standards in the Project area.  However, the public health experts contested:  

[a] The lack of formal epidemiological health impact assessment to prove the 

modelling results, and  

[b] The failure to take into account increased emissions elsewhere in the network 

beyond the Project area.  In this regard, they also challenged assumptions 

about the absence of induced traffic in inner city locations. 

[1386] The health effects of construction as well as operational noise: While the technical 

assessment based on modelling concluded that the Project will not result in a significant 

increase in ambient noise levels in a location already accustomed to high traffic levels, this 

was contested by an acoustic engineer engaged by the Grandstand Apartments.
879

 Also, the 

public health expert contested the validity of modelling based on noise averaging. 

[1387] The health effects attributable to changes in physical activity levels that are associated 

with increased or decreased adoption of active modes of transport: Several public health 

experts made representations to us drawing attention to the differences in activity levels 

associated with different modes of transport (walking, cycling, public transport, private car) 

and linking such activity levels with the incidence of obesity and other non-communicable 

health conditions and the consequential private and public health costs to society and the 

economy.  They made reference to international and New Zealand studies.
880

  However, in 

the absence of quantified estimates of future modal share resulting from this Project, it was 

not possible to carry out an analysis specific to this Project, and none of these submitters 

attempted to do so. 

[1388] The public health risks associated with climate change resulting from increasing 

greenhouse gas emissions:  As previously noted, Section 7(i) has precluded us from 

considering the Projects potential  effects on climate change. 
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 This issue and the additional noise conditions agreed by the noise experts after further conferencing are 
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 For example, the representation from Ora Taiao (Tregonning et al.) at slide 7 references a World Health 

Organisation report Health co-benefits of climate change mitigation – Transport Sector; the representation from 

Ms Bingham at slides 5–-7 references a study on paediatric diabetes. 
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[1389] We now provide an overview and brief commentary on the social effects identified by 

all parties, noting that they can be considered to fall into four categories: 

[a] Effects identified by both the Applicant’s social impact assessment and by 

submitters where the nature of the effect (i.e. either beneficial or adverse) is 

agreed; 

[b] Effects identified by both the Applicant’s social impact assessment and by 

submitters where there is disagreement as to the nature of the effect (i.e. 

beneficial or adverse); 

[c] Effects identified by the Applicant’s social impact assessment but not by other 

experts or submitters; and  

[d] Effects identified by other experts or submitters but not by the Applicant’s 

social impact assessment. 

[1390] Agreed social effects identified by the Transport Agency and submitters:  We 

note that these are predominantly adverse social effects related to reduction in residential or 

recreational amenity values (visual, light and noise), safety concerns related to the bridge 

structure, reduced accessibility for local residents to various destinations during the 30-month 

construction period and loss of car parks.  With regard to the extent of these adverse effects, 

the Transport Agency’s social impact assessment often makes a less adverse assessment than 

submitters, The social impact assessment and submitters also agree on the benefits of reduced 

congestion for travel from the airport and eastern and southern suburbs using the Basin 

Bridge. 

[1391] Contested social effects identified by the Transport Agency and submitters:  

Here, we note disagreement over the nature and extent of social effects associated with the 

uptake of active modes of transport, whether shared pedestrian/cyclist paths are desirable and 

beneficial or not and result in improved safety, whether or not local drivers will experience 

improved connectivity in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve, whether or not the new building 

proposed under the Basin Bridge improves the safety and amenity of that area; whether or not 

the landscaping under the bridge structure will provide durable open space amenity.  Many of 

the benefits claimed in the social impact assessment are contested by submitters or their 

experts. 
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[1392] Social effects identified only by the Transport Agency: We note that these mainly 

relate to effects analysed by the Transport Agency’s transportation experts such as the 

benefits for emergency vehicles, improved travel times for public transport users on routes 

via the Basin Reserve, levels of accessibility to a variety of local destinations such as some of 

the schools, residences in southern Mt Victoria, various Hania Street premises, St Joseph’s 

Church and the former Home of Compassion Crèche and the potential benefits to the local 

community of a meeting facility in the proposed Northern Gateway Building. 

[1393] Finally, there were several social effects identified only by submitters: These 

include various aspects of social inequality in the distribution of social benefits and costs 

arising from the Project and loss of neighbourhood (i.e. community-level) character. 

[1394] In the absence of a clear identification of the affected community associated with any 

particular effect and in the absence of analysis of substantiating data, there are some assessed 

generalised
881

 social effects in the social impact assessment that we are unwilling to accept, 

particularly where those effects are contested by experts, submitter commentary and 

representations. 

[1395] Furthermore, in the absence of empirical health evidence to better address the 

concerns about noise and air quality and given the uncertainties we face regarding the 

contested outcomes for induced traffic and for modal shift,
882

 we can make no findings on 

public health effects.  We can, however, record that we recognise the potential importance of 

proper consideration of public health effects, including long-term, cumulative effects, and 

urge that more attention be paid to the formal assessment of such effects in future. 

Findings 

[1396] We set out our earlier findings in this section as follows: 

[a] We remain uncertain of the extent to which consultation, particularly with 

those most likely to be most adversely affected, has been undertaken by the 

social impact assessors specifically related to the assessment work; 
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 ‘Generalised’ in the sense that the assessments of effects are unsupported by data, commentary or analysis 
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 As distinct from any benefit that might be ascribed to “enabling” modal shift to public transport or active 
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adoption rates of active transport modes (walking and cycling and public transport) 
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[b] We find that the social data assembled for us, particularly the demographic 

data, are of limited use to us in contributing to our understanding of the 

relevant communities of interest because the data simply have not been 

presented appropriately;   

[c] We find that the social impact assessments presented to us lack transparency – 

in many cases, it is not clear how the social impact team has arrived at its 

assessments; 

[d] Given the methodological limitations identified, we conclude that the social 

impact assessment adds little to the understanding of benefits and adverse 

effects that we gain from the technical evidence on which it is based; and 

[e] Furthermore, as a result of the limitations noted in the public health evidence, 

we can do little more than acknowledge that potentially important public 

health issues were raised but conclude that we do not have the evidential basis 

on which to make a finding about public health effects specific to this Project. 

Evaluation 

[1397] Our own findings (in the transportation section of this decision) on the scale of 

expected benefits to users of public transport and other active modes arising specifically from 

this Project seriously challenge some of the findings of the social impact assessment  that rely 

on such benefits occurring. 

[1398] We find the evidence on social impacts and public health effects both in the 

application documents and put before us during the hearing had its limitations.  Because of 

these limitations, we find it difficult to assess adequately and meaningfully the social effects 

on the people living in the neighbourhood of the Project and others experiencing this 

neighbourhood in a variety of ways.  Notwithstanding its potential importance, we have 

similar difficulty with the evidence relating to public health effects. 

[1399] We therefore are unable to accord much weight to the social or public health 

assessments presented to us in evidence. We are disappointed in this outcome, given the 

relevance of social and health matters in section 5 of the RMA as well as in the various 

policies and strategies of the Councils and also given the specific reference (in the Minister’s 

reasons for making her direction) to the Crown’s interests in fulfilling its public health, 

welfare, security and safety functions. 
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CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES (SECTION 171(1)(B)) 

Introduction 

[1400] A feature of the hearing process was the strong assertions by some of the parties that 

there had not been adequate consideration of alternative options.  This reflects the significant 

submitters’ interest in this issue and the significance of the adverse effects of the Project.  An 

enormous amount of information was put before us about the methodology of the option 

selection process and how that process took into account the significant effects of the Project. 

[1401] The Transport Agency, through its counsel and witnesses, maintained that the 

selection process had been extensive, thorough and robust.  Many of the submitters, led by 

Save the Basin and  The Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents Assoc., argued that the 

process did not adequately address the significant adverse effects and consequently did not 

adequately consider options that would have much less effect on the existing environment.  

This was, they argued, in part due to the flawed process and the methodology underlying that 

process. 

The Statutory Framework 

[1402] A consideration of alternatives is obligatory under section 171(1)(b) of the RMA if: 

[a] The requiring authority does not have an interest in the land sufficient for 

undertaking the work; or 

[b] The work would be likely to have a significant adverse effect on the 

environment.  

[c] The Transport Agency has acknowledged that both prerequisites in section 

171(1)(b) apply with respect to the Project.  There is no issue in this regard.  In 

the preceding section of our decision, we have also concluded that the Project 

will have significant adverse effects, including heritage, amenity and 

landscape matters.  

Approach to and Application of Section 171(1)(b) 

[1403] Where section 171(1)(b) applies, we must have particular regard to the adequacy of 

the alternatives assessment in considering, subject to Part 2, the effects on the environment of 
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allowing the requirement.  We have already addressed the interrelationship between the 

matters in section 171(1)(a) – (d) and our assessment of effects earlier in our decision.  

[1404] As Justice Whata stated in Queenstown Airport Corporation Limited:  

[121] The section presupposes where private land will be affected by a designation, 
adequate consideration of alternative sites not involving private land must be 
undertaken by the requiring authority.  Furthermore, the measure of 
adequacy will depend on the extent of the land affected by the designation.  
The greater the impact on private land, the more careful the assessment of 
alternative sites not affecting private land will need to be. 

[1405] In this case, the extent of private land subject to the proposed designation is not 

significant.  However, as we have said, the Transport Agency acknowledged (and our 

assessment confirms) that the work would be likely to have a significant adverse effect on the 

environment.  While Justice Whata’s comments applied to the impact on private land, the 

same logic must apply to the extent of the Project’s adverse effects.  The measure of 

adequacy of the consideration of alternatives will depend on the impact on the environment 

of adverse effects. 

[1406] Accordingly, we must be satisfied that the assessment of alternative sites was 

adequate, in light of our findings as to the Project’s effects on the environment.  The more 

significant the adverse effects (as we have found them to be), the more careful the assessment 

of alternatives that is required. 

[1407] The wording of the statute is constrained to whether adequate consideration has been 

given to alternatives, in other words, whether the Transport Agency has acted arbitrarily or 

given only cursory consideration to alternatives.  This definition reflects the tenor of the 

dictionary meaning, which defines the meaning of adequate as, relevantly:
883

 

… enough in quantity, or good enough in quality, for a particular purpose or need. 

[1408] Subsection 1(b) requires a judgement on whether an adequate process has been 

followed, including an assessment of what consideration has been adopted.  The enquiry is 

not into whether the best alternative has been chosen.  It is not incumbent on a requiring 

authority to demonstrate that it has considered all possible alternatives or that it has selected 

the best of all available alternatives.  Rather, it is for the requiring authority to establish an 

appropriate range of alternatives and properly consider them. 
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[1409] The Environment Court and the MacKays to Peka Peka Board of Inquiry have also 

referred to and adopted the following summary of the principles derived from case law that 

apply to the interpretation of Section 171(1)(b), as accepted by the North Island Grid 

Upgrade Project Board of Inquiry: 

(a) The focus is on the process, not the outcome: whether the requiring authority 
has made sufficient investigations or alternatives to satisfy itself of the 
alternatives proposed, rather than acting arbitrarily, or giving only cursory 
consideration to alternatives.  Adequate consideration does not mean 
exhaustive or meticulous consideration. 

(b) The question is not whether the best route, site or method has been chosen, 
nor whether there are more appropriate routes, sites or methods. 

(c) There may be routes, sites or methods which may be considered by some 
(including submitters) to be more suitable is irrelevant. 

(d) The Act does not entrust to the decision-maker the policy function of deciding 
the most suitable site; the executive responsibility for selecting the site 
remains with the requiring authority. 

(e) The Act does not require every alternative, however speculative, to have 
been fully considered; the requiring authority is not required to eliminate 
speculative alternatives or suppositious options. 

[1410] Importantly, the Environment Court then went on to say:  

Furthermore, section 171(1)(b) does not confer authority on us to substitute our own 
choice amongst the alternative sites, routes or methods for undertaking the work of 
the requiring authority.  The territorial authority (or on direct referral the Environment 
Court) is not required to test each alternative against Part II.  It is sufficient for QAC to 
show that it did not act arbitrarily in its selection of alternatives.  We keep in mind the 
warning given by Judge Kenderdine in Quay Property Management Ltd v Transit New 
Zealand – the territorial authority (here the Environment Court) should not cross the 
line into the adjudication of the merits, determining the best use of the alternatives 
and, by that measure, deciding whether the chosen alternative was reasonable. 

[1411] Parties before the North Island Grid Upgrade Project Board of Inquiry also made 

submissions to the effect that:  

For consideration of alternative sites, routes or methods to qualify as adequate within 
the intent of section 171(1) (as amended in 2003), there must have been a testing of 
aspects that favour the proposal with those that are unfavourable, to be compared 
with realistic options; and the process must include explicitly identifying and 
evaluating Part 2 considerations, including the relative environmental effects of the 
proposal and of at least some of the options. 

[1412] That Board’s response to such submissions included the following:  
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The Board has already stated its understanding that coming to a judgement on the 
adequacy of consideration of alternative sites, routes and methods is to be done 
“subject to Part 2”, but it is not necessary to test each alternative against Part 2. 

… 

There is a broad potential range of projects or works that might be the subject of 
requirements under the RMA, to which section 171 may be applicable. To adopt 
mandatory tests of the adequacy of consideration given to alternative sites, 
routes and methods – such as propounded by the councils – would restrict the 
meaning of the broad words used in section 171(1)(b) where Parliament has 
refrained from doing so over the decades in which that language has been 
used.  

The considerations proposed by the councils may have value in particular cases in 
judging the adequacy of consideration of alternatives. However, their potential value 
is not as tests that must be applied, but as criteria that might be used in some 
circumstances. So the Board is not persuaded that the section has to be 
interpreted as imposing mandatory tests by which the outcome has to be 
decided one way or the other.  

[our emphasis] 

[1413] Finally, if we determine that Transport Agency’s alternatives assessment (or any 

aspect of it) has been inadequate, this does not necessarily mean we must decline its NoR. 

For example, the Hauāuru mā raki Wind Farm Board of Inquiry confirmed the NoRs before 

it, despite finding the consideration of alternative routes had been inadequate for one of the 

NoRs.  The Wiri Prison Board of Inquiry similarly confirmed the NoR it was tasked with 

considering, albeit finding Corrections’ consideration of alternative sites inadequate.  

[1414] We therefore consider and evaluate whether the Transport Agency has given adequate 

consideration to alternative sites, routes and methods of undertaking the work, applying the 

principles we have just outlined.  We did not understand there to be any substantive dispute 

between the parties as to this being the appropriate basis on which to approach our analysis 

under Section 171(1)(b).  

Historical Background and Chronology of the Option Process 

[1415] Technical Report 19: Alternatives Option Omnibus describes the options that have 

been considered since 2001 for the Basin Bridge Project, and this is further outlined in the 

evidence of Dr Stewart.  It first outlines the various options and appears to be based on the 

assumption that the fundamental issue for transportation efficiency at the Basin Reserve is the 

conflict between east-west arterial traffic and north-south arterial traffic, including the city to 

southern suburbs Public Transport Spine.
884

 

                                                 
884

 Daysh, EIC at [7.7]  
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[1416] Prior to detailed consideration of the options, that commenced with the 2001 Meritec 

Report, there were a number of studies carried out and these are outlined in Chapter 2 of the 

Assessment of Environmental Effects.  Earlier investigations considered options that included 

extending the State Highway motorway from the Terrace Tunnel to the Mt Victoria Tunnel 

with two lanes in each direction.  This was known as Tunnel Link and it was the preferred 

option until the mid-1990s when it was abandoned for various reasons including affordability 

and linkages to the remainder of the City arterial network. 

[1417] It was replaced with what is now known as the Inner City Bypass (Karo Drive), but 

that did not include improvements at the Basin Reserve.  However, the earlier Tunnel Link 

scheme included an embankment and bridge around the northern edge of the Basin Reserve 

as well as a series of on and off ramps connecting Kent and Cambridge Terraces and 

Adelaide Road to the motorway. 

[1418] After the decision to abandon the Tunnel Link option, an alternative assessment 

process commenced in 2001.  This process has been on-going to the present time. An 

extensive array of options (73 according to Dr Stewart)
885

 have been considered to improve 

transport conditions around the Basin Reserve since 2001 to the present time.  In most 

instances, each main option has included a number of sub-options. 

[1419] Technical Report 19 outlines the evaluation criteria used during the process to arrive 

at the preferred option.  The process is largely qualitative and relied on the personal 

judgement of experts in a range of disciplines. 

[1420] Dr Stewart was cross-examined in some considerable detail as to the various stages of 

the process and the methodologies applied at each stage.  The cross-examination of Dr 

Stewart also covered a number of the reports and documentation that related to each stage. 

[1421] The lengthy cross-examination of Dr Stewart by Mr Milne
886

 was detailed and 

penetrating.  It resulted in a large number of primary documents and reports being added to 

the bundle of documents. 

[1422] Counsel for the Transport Agency, at our request, both during the hearing and in their 

closing, supplied a factual chronology of the process, which we reproduce below:
887
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 Stewart, EIC at [2.3] 
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 It lasted for approximately four4 days 
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 Transporrt Agency, Closing Submissions, Appendix 
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Date Report/Document Bundle 

Ref 

Comment 

March 2001 Meritec Scheme 
Assessment Report 

8.11 Recommends that Option H be 
progressed. This option involves a twin 
overpass at the Basin Reserve (page 
54). 

August 2006 Opus, Ngauranga to 
Airport Strategic 
Study: Problem 
Framing Report 

8.12  

April 2007 Opus, Ngauranga to 
Airport Strategic 
Study: Technical 
Report 1 
(Description of 
Options) 

8.13  

July 2007 Opus, Ngauranga to 
Airport Strategic 
Study: Technical 
Report 2 (Option 
Packages) 

8.14  

April 2008 Opus, Ngauranga to 
Airport Strategic 
Study: Consultation 
Report 

8.16  

May 2008 Opus, Ngauranga to 
Airport Strategic 
Study: Technical 
Report 3 
(Recommended 
Strategy) 

8.15 Recommends major roading 
improvements, including a grade-
separated interchange at the Basin 
Reserve as a priority (page 70). 

June 2008 Opus, Basin 
Reserve At-Grade 
Intersection Proposal 

8.18 Considers a number of at-grade options 
at the Basin Reserve but concludes that 
these will not reduce travel time or 
congestion and should not be 
progressed any further (page 25). 

September 
2008 

Opus, Basin 
Reserve Grade 
Separation 
Feasibility Report 

8.19 Recommends that two-way grade 
separation at the Basin Reserve is 
progressed (page 41). 

19 
September 
2008 

NZTA Board Paper 
and Minutes (No. 
08/09/0044) 

9.4 and 
9.5 

NZTA Board resolves to support the 
Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan and 
in so doing notes that priority is to be 
given to improvements at the Basin 
Reserve. 
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Date Report/Document Bundle 

Ref 

Comment 

October 2008 Ngauranga to Airport 
Corridor Plan 

5.O8 Identifies improvements at the Basin 
Reserve as a priority to be 
implemented within 10 years 
specifically to improve passenger 
transport, walking and cycling by 
separating north-south flows from 
east-west traffic and implementing 
complementary bus priority measures 
(page 10). 

18 December 
2008 

NZTA Board Paper 
and Minutes (No. 
08/12/0121) 

9.6 and 
9.7 

NZTA Board resolves to approve 
funding for investigating improvements 
at the Basin Reserve. 

January 2009 Urbanism Plus, 
Summary Report on 
the Basin Reserve 
Workshop 

8.20.1 
and 
8.20.2 

Summarises the results of the Basin 
Reserve Workshop held in November 
2008 (page 9). Identifies five options 
for progression to scheme 
assessment stage (see section 5). 
The options are: 

 Option 1C (later Option A)

 Option 2A (later Option B) 

 Option 8 (later Option C) 

 Option 9A (later Option D) 

 Option 9B (later discarded). 

Refer Figure 2.1 Feasible Options 
Report. 

April 2009 Urbanism Plus, 
Summary Report on 
the Basin Reserve 
Workshop 
Addendum 

8.21 Analyses the compatibility of the 
Urbanism Plus preferred options with 
the preferred design concept for the 
National War Memorial Park project as 
proposed by Wraight/Athfield (page 4). 

26 November 
2009 

NZTA Board Paper 
and Minutes (No. 
09/11/0292) 

9.8 and 
9.9 

NZTA Board resolves to approve 
funding for investigation, design and 
property acquisition for the Wellington 
Northern Corridor RoNS Programme 
by element (including Basin Reserve 
improvements and Mt Victoria 
duplication as separate elements). 

January 2010 Opus, 
Transportation 
Improvements 
Around the Basin 
Reserve: Scoping 
Report 

8.25 Provides a scoping report of the 
issues to be considered when 
considering options at the Basin 
Reserve. 
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Date Report/Document Bundle 

Ref 

Comment 

January 2010 Opus, 
Transportation 
Improvements 
Around the Basin 
Reserve: Preliminary 
Property 
Assessment 

8.22  

January 2010 Opus,Transportation 
Improvements 
Around the Basin 
Reserve: Preliminary 
Geotechnical 
Appraisal Report 

8.23  

January 2010 Opus,Transportation 
Improvements 
Around the Basin 
Reserve: 
Transportation 
Technical Note 

8.24  

4 March 2010 NZTA Board Minutes 9.12 NZTA Board resolves to consult on 
Options A and B. (However, 
consultation is delayed until 2011 due 
to possibility of government funding 
the undergrounding of Buckle Street. 
See Blackmore supplementary 
evidence 14 March 2014, para 3.1(f)). 

December 
2010 

Opus, 
Transportation 
Improvements 
Around the Basin 
Reserve: War 
Memorial Tunnel 
Scoping Report 

8.26 Identifies and provides 
information about options for 
undergrounding Buckle Street, 
including associated options at 
the Basin Reserve. 

January 2011 Opus, 
Transportation 
Improvements 
Around the Basin 
Reserve: Feasible 
Options Report 

8.2 Summarises the results of the 
assessment of Options A to E. 
Recommends Options A and B as the 
preferred options (page 67). Also 
includes information on Option F 
(tunnel option) but notes that at the 
time of publication the government had 
not yet made a decision on whether to 
contribute to the cost of 
undergrounding Buckle Street (page 
48). While the report was published 
January 2011, the assessment of 
options was carried out during 2010. 
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Date Report/Document Bundle 

Ref 

Comment 

31 March 
2011 

NZTA I&O Board 
Committee and 
Board Minutes 

9.20 
and 
9.21 

NZTA Board notes that consultation 
will now proceed on Options A and B 
and the Mount Victoria Duplication 
Project. Consultation will be on the 
basis of Buckle Street remaining at-
grade as it had been decided that the 
government would not contribute to 
undergrounding Buckle Street. (See 
Blackmore supplementary evidence 14 
March 2014, para 3.1(h)). 

July 2011 Opus, Cobham Drive 
to Buckle Street 
Transport 
Improvements: Total 
Corridor 
Transportation 
Technical Note 

8.27  

July / August 
2011 

NZTA, Cobham 
Drive to Buckle 
Street Transport 
Improvements – 
Public Engagement 
Brochure 

8.10 Seeks public feedback on Options A and 
B and the Mount Victoria Duplication 
Project. 

26 August 
2011 

The Architectural 
Centre’s submission 
on the Cobham 
Drive to Buckle 
Street Improvements 

 

9.28 

Proposes Option X. 

September 
2011 

Opus, Preliminary 
Assessment of 
Option X Report 

8.28 Provides a preliminary assessment of 
Option X as proposed by the 
Architectural Centre. Concludes that 
Option X is not a viable alternative to 
Options A and B for a number of 
reasons (page 31). As a consequence 
of this, and feedback from WCC and 
GWRC on the Project, the Project 
Team decides not to further progress 
the design of Option X at this stage. 
(See Blackmore supplementary 
evidence, 14 March 2014, para 5.1(h)). 

March 2012 Opus,Transportation 
Improvements 
Around the Basin 
Reserve: Scheme 
Assessment Report 
(draft) 

8.3 Identifies Option A as the preferred 
option (page 143). 
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Date Report/Document Bundle 

Ref 

Comment 

April 2012 [See Blackmore 
supplementary 
evidence, 14 March 
2014, para 3.1(j)]. 

N/A NZTA receives advice that the 
government may reconsider 
contributing to the cost of 
undergrounding Buckle Street. As a 
consequence, secondary investigation 
work is commenced in parallel with 
scheme assessment approval 
process. 

12 June 2012 NZTA Board Paper 
and Minutes No. 
12/06/079 

9.37, 9.38 
and 9.39 

NZTA Board approves Option A as 
the preferred option for the Basin 
Reserve improvements. 

21 June 2012 
– 19 July 
2012 

[See Blackmore 
supplementary 
evidence, 14 March 
2014, para 3.1(l)]. 

N/A The Basin Reserve Improvements 
Project ‘macroscope’ is amended to 
include ICB Improvements, the Vivian 
Street clearways and undergrounding 
Buckle Street. To inform this work, 
advice is sought from Opus. 

3 July 2012 Letter to NZTA from 
Opus Re: Basin 
Reserve Alternatives 
Review 

8.41 Reviews options in light of information 
that the government may be prepared 
to contribute $50 million to 
undergrounding Buckle Street. 
Concludes that Option A is still the 
preferred option. 

19 July 2012 Memo to NZTA from 
Opus Re: Cost 
Estimate of Option F. 

9.47 Provides a cost estimate for Option F. 
As a consequence of this advice and 
the 3 July 2012 letter, the Project Team 
decides there is no need to revisit 12 
June 2012 Board decision. (See 
Blackmore supplementary evidence, 14 
March 2014, para 3.1(m) and 5.1(l)). 

26 July 2012 NZTA Board Paper 
and Minutes (No. 
12/07/0661). 

9.48 and 
9.49 

NZTA Board approves funding for the 
detailed design and construction of the 
Wellington Inner City Improvements 
project, which includes Option A at the 
Basin Reserve, undergrounding Buckle 
Street and other inner-city 
improvements (the ‘Tunnel to Tunnel 
project’). This decision is contingent on 
the government confirming that it will 
contribute $50 million to the cost of 
undergrounding Buckle Street. 

August 2012 NZTA, Summary of 
Option Selection 
Process for 
Improvements 
around the Basin 
Reserve 

8.36 Communication document reporting 
on the decision to proceed with 
Option A and the associated inner-
city improvements. Records the 
government’s recent decision to 
contribute to the cost of 
undergrounding Buckle Street 
(page 1). 
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Date Report/Document Bundle 

Ref 

Comment 

3 October 
2012 

National War 
Memorial Park 
(Pukeahu) 
Empowering Act 
2012 

1.B4 Grants a designation to NZTA/MCH to 
underground Buckle Street and 
construct National War Memorial Park. 

November 
2012 

[See Blackmore, 
Evidence in Chief, 
25 October 2013, 
para 3.42.] 

N/A NZTA holds series of open days to 
inform public of its preferred option 
at the Basin Reserve. 

19 December 
2012 

[See page 4 of 
WCC, Basin 
Reserve 
Assessment of 
Alternative Options 
for Transport 
Improvements] 

8.34 WCC passes resolution to undertake 
its own alternatives assessment. 

January – 
April 2013 

[Refer evidence of 
Dr Stewart.] 

N/A Opus is preparing Technical Report 
19, which includes a comparative 
assessment of Options A, F and X at 
Appendix B. 

22 February 
2013 

Opus update cost 
estimates for 
Options A, F, X and 
H (Buckle Street 
Underpass) 

9.57 Provides cost estimates for 
Options A, F, X and H (Buckle 
Street Underpass). 

28 February 
2013 

WCC, Basin 
Reserve 
Assessment of 
Alternative Options 
for Transport 
Improvements 

8.34 Assesses Option A, X and RR. 
Concludes that Option A is the ‘best 
overall response to the Basin 
Reserve’s congestion problems and 
the city’s future urban development 
objectives’ (page 7). 

1 March 2013 NZTA Board 
workshop. [See also 
Blackmore 
supplementary 
evidence, 14 March 
2014, para 3.1(r).] 

9.62 Board workshop held to receive 
presentation from WCC on its 
alternatives assessment report. As a 
consequence of this report, the Board 
does not revisit its earlier decision to 
proceed with Option A. 

17 June 2013 NZTA Basin Bridge 
Proposal Lodgement 

N/A Lodgement of the Basin Bridge 
Proposal. Includes Technical Report 
19, which summarises the assessment 
of alternatives process, including an 
evaluation of Options A, F and X 
completed in January-April 2013 (refer 
above). 
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[1423] This chronology reflects the uncontested factual steps that form the context and 

background from which the contested assertions arise.  We summarise the important steps. 

March 2001: Scheme Assessment Report by Meritec 

[1424] Upon confirmation of the inner-city bypass by the Environment Court in 1999, 

Meritec Limited, on behalf of Transit New Zealand, investigated traffic options for the Basin 

Reserve through a study culminating with the issue of a Scheme Assessment Report in March 

2001. 

[1425] A total of 11 options were developed for consideration after a period of public 

consultation and the holding of public workshops.  These options were divided into three 

groups: 

[a] Group 1 – Interim options:  These options were considered viable only in 

the short term, around five years, and were: 

[i] New signals at Adelaide Road; 

[ii] New signals at Adelaide Road and Kent/Cambridge Terraces; and 

[iii] A full roundabout (no signals). 

[b] Group 2 – Long-term at-grade options:  These options were considered to 

provide long-term transport solutions and were three Paterson to Buckle Street 

links through combined or double intersections. 

[c] Group 3 – Longer-term grade-separated options:  These options provided 

for: 

[i] Tunnel between Adelaide Road and Kent/Cambridge Terraces; 

[ii] Twin overpasses between Paterson and Buckle Streets; 

[iii] Overpass and intersection between Paterson and Buckle Streets; and 

[iv] Underpass and intersection between Paterson and Buckle Street. 
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[1426] The Evaluation Working Group that considered the options recommended a west-east 

grade separation in a similar location to the current Project.  This was Meritec Option H.  It 

featured a two lane, one-way bridge from Paterson Street to Buckle Street with underpasses 

beneath the bridge for motorists travelling from Sussex Street to Cambridge Terrace.  It also 

featured a bridge from the end of Kent Terrace to the beginning of Paterson Street for traffic 

travelling east on State Highway 1. 

2006–2008: Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Strategic Study and the Corridor Plan  

[1427] The Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Strategic Study was overseen by a steering 

group consisting of Transit New Zealand, the City Council and the Regional Council.  The 

study reviewed existing and forecast transportation data and included consultation with 

various stakeholders.  From its initiation in 2006, its various phases were detailed in a 

number of reports culminating in Technical Report 3: Recommended Strategy.
888

  The aim of 

the Study was to develop a strategy for the wider Wellington region including the Basin 

Reserve.  The Study team investigated some options for improvement to the transport system 

around the Basin Reserve and through Mt Victoria.  This involved considering a number of 

options including: 

[a] A southbound extension of Vivian Street through a new tunnel under Pirie 

Street and Mt Victoria (Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Option B1); 

[b] The parallel duplication of Mt Victoria Tunnel (Ngauranga to Wellington 

Airport Option B2);  

[c] An option based on Meritec Option H providing for a two-lane bridge around 

the northern side of the Basin Reserve and a bridge for east-flowing traffic 

from Kent Terrace to Paterson Street (Ngauranga to Wellington Airport 

Option BB); 

[d] The provision of a two-lane bridge conveying traffic from Paterson Street to 

Buckle Street (Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Option BC); and 

[e] A one-way at-grade option (Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Option B5). 

                                                 
888

 See Bundle document. 
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[1428] Mr Stewart summarised the study and its consequential impact as follows:
889

 

[2.5] The study confirmed that Wellington needs an integrated approach to 
transportation planning, and road building should be undertaken in 
conjunction with improvements to the passenger transport system.  The study 
also showed that separation of SH1 traffic was required at the Basin Reserve 
to not only reduce congestion, but to provide for a future high quality 
passenger transport spine. 

[1429] The results of the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Strategic Study were 

communicated to the community during a period of public consultation that attracted 4,500 

submissions.  Following a public hearing, the Regional Council in October 2008 formally 

adopted the Corridor Plan, which included the following decision to separate state highway 

traffic at the Basin Reserve:
890

 

10. Design and construct improvements at the Basin Reserve to improve 
passenger transport, walking and cycling by separating north – south flows from east 
– west traffic; and implement complementary bus priority measures on Kent Terrace, 
Cambridge Terrace and Adelaide Road. 

2008–2009: Basin Reserve Enquiry-By-Design Workshop 

[1430] In late 2008, Urbanism Plus Limited ran an Enquiry-By-Design workshop, which 

included technical experts from the Transport Agency, City Council, Regional Council, New 

Zealand Historic Places Trust and additional technical specialists.
891

  These specialists 

included traffic and civil engineers, transportation planners and urban designers. 

[1431] A report stating the outcome of the three-day enquiry was published in January 2009.  

Page 7 of the report explains how this urban design workshop sought to build on the existing 

project work commissioned for the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport strategy study,
892

 which 

had already synthesised previous studies and advanced these into the preferred scenario for 

the Basin Reserve.   

[1432] In summary, the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Strategic Study progressed the 

preferred grade-separated transport Option H determined by the Meritec Interim Scheme 

Assessment Report in December 2000 into three at-grade bridge options – B3, B4 and B5. 
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 Stewart, EiC at [2.5] 
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[1433] The workshop identified 14 bridge options coupled with various at-grade 

configurations.  The workshop participants selected five of these options for further 

consideration by assessing them against the following assessment criteria:
893

 

[a] Local environment – including importance of the Basin Reserve, street grid, 

view shafts and noise impacts; 

[b] Land use – including respect for community and national icons, access to 

facilities and impact on future development; 

[c] Cost and time – this being the likely cost of the Project and the ability to 

complete it within 5–6 years; 

[d] Local movement – including movement for pedestrians and cyclists, and 

ability to connect to local street network; 

[e] Passenger transport – including the ability to give priority to passenger 

transport and provide a reliable service; and 

[f] Strategic – including the impact on SH traffic and at the key north-south local 

arterial. 

[1434] The five options selected for the next phase of investigation were one at-grade option 

(with a variation) and four grade-separated bridge options.  The next phases were the 

workshops leading to the Scoping Report and the Scheme Assessment Report. 

[1435] Following the January 2009 report, a further working session was held to consider the 

NWM Park project, as the preferred design concept had been agreed upon.  Of particular 

relevance was the concept of extending the NWM Park to the boundary of Cambridge 

Terrace.  The workshop was held to rank the preferred options as they impacted on the design 

of the park.  The most preferred were the two grade-separated bridge options, which would 

evolve into Options A and B – the eventual preferred final two options. 
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January 2011: Feasible Options Report 

[1436] Between 2009 and 2010, the five options were subjected to further detailed analysis, 

which resulted in one of the at-grade variants being discarded.  During this process, one more 

option was uncovered.  During 2010, as a result of the government signalling a possibility of 

contributing financially to a tunnel under the proposed NWM Park, a tunnel option (Option 

F) was added, making six options in all. 

[1437] The option evaluation process was carried out pursuant to an identified framework set 

out on page 47 of the report.  It was predicated on the following key focus: 

The key focus of the evaluation process is to assist the project team to come to a 
view of what is the preferred (or better) option.  The preferred option can be 
considered as that option which best meets the project objectives with the 
least overall social, community and environmental impacts. 

The project team was guided by the project objectives during the development of the 
options.  The team has also been mindful of the potential for adverse social, 
community and environmental impacts and has tried to minimise these during option 
development.  

[our emphasis] 

[1438] The evaluation was also subject to a fatal flaw analysis described as:
894

 

Step 2 Fatal Flaw Analysis 

An initial assessment to confirm that each option meets the project objectives, is 
feasible to construct, meets the objectives of relevant strategic documents and does 
not have fatal or serious Part 2 RMA or Historic Places Act flaws. 

[1439] With regard to Option A (the preferred option selected for this Project), the report 

highlighted the following fatal flaws: 

3. The heritage building assessment has confirmed that any option that requires 
the removal or relocation of the crèche building would be a serious Part 2 RMA 
or Historic Places Act flaw.  This means Option A (was Option 1A) is therefore 
potentially seriously flawed, however modifications to minimise the impact on 
the crèche are being considered.  After some discussion, it has been agreed 
that it is premature to discount options which require moving the crèche, and 
that Option A would continue to be developed as a feasible option.  
Nevertheless, the team is aware of the importance of the crèche and will 
consider variants for Option A that minimise impacts on it. 
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[1440] The Feasible Options Report on page 67 sets out the conclusions and 

recommendations: 

Our team recommended options A and B as preferred options if more weight is given 
to urban design, social impacts, and long term strategic fi t. Of these two options, 
option A is the better of the two when giving more weight to these criteria. Option A 
requires the relocation of the Crèche. We acknowledge that while relocating heritage 
buildings is not favoured, this may be mitigated to some extent by being able to 
relocate the Crèche building to provide improved connections to Buckle Street or to 
relocated the Crèche to a larger historic precinct closer to the War Memorial. 

[1441] Following development of the options and before the evaluation of the options, the 

tunnel option (Option F) was removed and the explanation given was:
895

 

Following development of the options the specialists received a data-pack containing 
a description of Options A to E together with sufficient information to enable them to 
undertake peer assessment.  It is important to note that the specialists are only 
comparing the options which permit SH1 to be at-grade in front of the War Memorial: 
Options A to E.  Once the government makes a decision on whether to fund the 
War Memorial Tunnel, Option F will be assessed with other options which 
permit SH1 to be located in a tunnel in front of the War Memorial. [our emphasis] 

[1442] This left five options to be evaluated: 

[a] Option A – westbound SH1 traffic uses a new bridge structure over Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces that is located about 20m north of the Basin Reserve.  

Westbound SH1 traffic is grade separated from local traffic and buses; 

[b] Option B – westbound SH1 traffic uses a new bridge structure over Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces that is located about 65m north of the Basin Reserve.  

Westbound SH1 traffic is grade separated from local traffic and buses; 

[c] Option C – westbound SH1 traffic is retained at grade and is located on a new 

road about 65m north of the Basin Reserve.  SH1 connects with local traffic at 

Kent and Cambridge Terraces using a single at-grade signal controlled 

intersection; 

[d] Option D – westbound SH1 traffic is located immediately in front of the Basin 

Reserve northern entrance.  SH1 passes through two intersections providing 

local traffic movements between Kent and Cambridge Terraces and Adelaide 

Road, one to the west of the Basin Reserve and one to the east; and 
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[e] Option E – westbound SH1 is located at grade immediately in front of the 

Basin Reserve entrance.  Local traffic between Kent Terrace and Adelaide 

Road is elevated on a bridge structure over SH1 traffic.  Traffic between 

Adelaide Road and Kent Terrace is sunk into a trench under SH1 traffic. 

[1443] This suite of five options was assessed against evaluation criteria as reported in 

Section 5.3 of Technical Report 19.  Using a pair-wise comparison and a weighting process, 

the workshop participants recommended Option A and Option B – both grade-separated 

bridge options.  Option A eventually evolved into the Project. 

[1444] The option evaluation did not identify whether certain evaluation criteria were given 

more weight than others until the end of the process.
896

  This made following the process to 

arrive at the preferred option difficult to follow. 

[1445] Mr Milne’s cross-examination of Dr Stewart focused on this apparent lack of 

transparency at some length.  While it became apparent that weighting was applied at 

different stages of the process, just how those weightings were applied was not explained.  A 

clear expression of the weighting factors would have made it much easier to follow and 

would have enabled a replication of the selection process.   

[1446] Abley Transportation Consultants, instructed by the Board to peer review aspects of 

the transportation issues including alternatives, attempted to replicate the selection process 

used to arrive at the preferred options.
897

  Several scoring systems were applied to the 

negative and positive effects ratings presented in Technical Report 19.  By assuming equal 

weighting for each criteria, their analysis concluded that the at-grade Option D should receive 

the highest ranking.  This highlights the sensitivity of the outcome to the relative weightings 

of the criteria. 

[1447] Of note also are the following comments from page 65 of the Feasible Options 

Report: 

3. If we give more weight to the built heritage then we should select Options C, D 
or B but not A. 

4. If we give more weight to social impacts and urban design then we should 
select Options A or B and not C or D. 
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July and August 2011: Public Engagement and Refinement of the Preferred Option 

[1448] In July and August 2011, the Transport Agency ran a process of public engagement 

seeking feedback on Options A and B.  Technical specialists were provided with the results 

of this feedback and updated their evaluation.  As a result, the ratings for ecology, 

archaeology, air quality, noise and built heritage were eliminated from the decision-making 

process because they were similar for Option A and Option B.   

[1449] This resulted in an updated decision matrix listing social, urban design, urban design 

(review) and transportation (Benefit-Cost Ratio) as the relevant criteria.  Option A performed 

consistently better than Option B in each evaluation criterion.  Furthermore, Option A was 

expected to cost $15m less than Option B.  Option B also required more private property, 

with up to five properties needing to be acquired by the Crown, compared with only two for 

Option A. 

[1450] On 17 August 2012, the Transport Agency confirmed and announced Option A as the 

preferred option.  They also confirmed that a pedestrian and cycling facility would be added 

to the Basin Bridge to provide a link between Mt Victoria Tunnel and Buckle Street 

Tunnel Options 

[1451] A number of the submitters expressed a preference for a tunnel option to grade-

separate the traffic around the Basin Reserve.  A tunnel option had been considered and 

rejected in the Enquiry-By-Design Workshop held in 2009 because a tunnel option around 

the Basin Reserve could not meet geometric standards if the tunnel was extended to near 

Taranaki Street.  This made a tunnel unaffordable.
898

 

[1452] In 2012, the government signalled the possibility of funding being made available to 

locate Buckle Street in a tunnel, which led to a range of tunnel options being explored as part 

of the Project.  This culminated in 

[1453]  the National War Memorial Tunnel Scoping Report (December 2012).  A total of 

eight tunnel options were considered, referred to as Option F to Option M.  The cheapest 

tunnel option that provided a tunnel in front of the Basin Reserve was found to be over 

$100m more expensive than Option A, yet produced almost no additional benefits.  On this 

basis, it was concluded that funding for any tunnel option could not be justified. 
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[1454] During 2011, The Architectural Centre developed a concept that became known as 

Option X.  It provided for westbound SH1 traffic to travel at grade in front of the Basin 

Reserve northern entrance.  All vehicles travelling between Adelaide Road and Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces would be diverted around the western sides of the Basin Reserve along 

Sussex Street.  Local traffic would pass over a War Memorial Tunnel providing grade 

separation.  The removal of circulatory traffic on the eastern side of the Basin Reserve would 

enable the Dufferin/Rugby Street corner to be developed into a park area.   

[1455] Opus International Consultants (Opus) was asked by the Transport Agency to 

undertake a preliminary assessment of Option X.  The assessment and conclusions were set 

out in a document called Preliminary Assessment of Option X, which is dated September 

2011.  The report concluded that Option X was not a viable alternative to Option A or B for 

the following reasons: 

[a] Road safety concerns; 

[b] Walking and cycling outcomes; 

[c] Significant increased cost; and 

[d] Reduced transport benefits. 

[1456] It was clear from reading the report that Option X had not been refined or advanced to 

the stage of the other options as they were considered in the Feasible Options Report.  The 

preliminary assessment considered Option X in its raw state.  However, the report 

concluded:
899

 

If the government decided to fund a Buckle Street tunnel then Option X could be 
considered further along with Option F or Option A and B linking to a tunnel.  As this 
money is not currently available then Option X is not a viable alternative to Option A 
or B. 

[1457] In mid 2012, the government was exploring whether it would construct the NWM 

Park in time for the 100th Gallipoli Remembrance in 2015, including the idea of locating 

Buckle Street under the park.  The Transport Agency asked the Project team to reappraise the 

cost of Option F.  This review was carried out with respect to both Options F and X.  By 
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letter dated 3 July 2012,
900

 Opus set out what it termed an alternate review.  The letter 

concluded:
901

 

Conclusions 

1. The NZTA has previously determined that Option F was unaffordable.  A 
decision by the government to underground Buckle Street will not change this 
decision. 

2. Option X is likely to be more expensive than Option A while having no more 
(possibly less) transportation benefits.  It is unlikely that Option X would prove 
to be preferable to Option A. 

3. A decision by the government to underground Buckle Street will not change the 
outcomes of the option evaluation process used to compare alternatives at the 
Basin Reserve. 

4. Option A remains the preferred option even if the government decides to 
underground Buckle Street. 

[1458] On 7 August 2012, the government announced that the NWM Park would be 

completed by April 2015 and that empowering legislation would be enacted and that it would 

be contributing $50m towards the costs of undergrounding Buckle Street. 

[1459] On 17 August 2012, the Transport Agency publicly announced it would be pursuing 

Option A (the Basin Bridge).  On 3 October 2012, the National War Memorial Park 

(Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012 was enacted.
902

 

[1460] On 19 December 2012, the City Council met to consider alternatives.  On the same 

day, the CEO of the Transport Agency wrote to the CEO of the City Council.  We quote 

some paragraphs from that letter:
903

 

It has come to our attention that the Wellington City Council is holding an 
Extraordinary Meeting this afternoon to reconsider its support for the inner-city 
transport improvements.  We are particularly concerned about the council taking a 
position to oppose the construction of the bridge at the Basin Reserve.  That would 
have serious implications for future transport investments in Wellington City that rely 
on fixing the traffic woes at the Basin. 

This letter outlines the potential implications if the council changes its stance.  I have 
discussed this matter extensively with the NZTA Board. 

We respect council’s prerogative to form its own views on the proposals around the 
inner-city improvements and the Basin Bridge.  This matter has been extensively 
debated and discussed at length.  Council has previously reconfirmed its support for 
grade-separation at the Basin as part of its support for the Ngauranga Airport Corridor 
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Plan.  In its submission to NZTA last year, the council noted that whilst it preferred an 
east/west tunnel, the council supported bridge Option A subject to appropriate and 
reasonable mitigation.  That gave us confidence to continue to work with you as our 
transport partner, at both political and office levels on this basis since then. 

… 

If the council changes its stance to oppose this proposal, then that introduces 
significant uncertainty in the processes ahead.  If grade-separation by bridge does 
not occur at this location, the efficiency gains of the work proposed at the Basin, Mt 
Victoria Tunnel and Ruahine Street will be put at risk.  NZTA will not invest in sub-
optimal transport developments. 

We will need to reconsider our support for a range of other transport network projects 
within Wellington City that rely on the efficiency gains to be delivered by the Bridge.  
Importantly, this will include reconsideration of our support and participation in the 
Public Transport Spine Study and any outcomes of that work, as we will need to 
question how the significant step change in public transport along the core spine will 
be achieved without grade-separation.  This will have implications for your 
intensification plans in the Adelaide Road and Newtown areas as these are 
predicated on an effective public transport spine.  Our investment in your work 
already underway on Adelaide Road and work proposed for a series of bus priority 
measures will also need to be reconsidered.  

[our emphasis] 

[1461] On the same day (19 December 2012), the City Council resolved to undertake an 

assessment of alternatives at the Basin Reserve.  The assessment entitled Wellington City 

Council: Basin Reserve – Assessment of Alternative Options for Transport Improvements
904

 

was completed on 29 February 2013. 

[1462] The assessment considered the do-minimum; Option RR: additional lanes; Option X: a 

tunnel; and Option A: Basin Bridge.  Its overall conclusion was: 

From an urban design perspective, the preference would be for an at-grade solution – 
that is, a solution that does not require any elevated structures.  However, it may not 
be possible to achieve the required transport benefits with an at-grade option. 

In that case the preference is for the simplest structure – one that does not make this 
part of the city harder for people to find their way around, or compromise access to 
neighbouring facilities. 

[1463] At the same time as the City Council assessment was being undertaken, a 

transportation assessment was being carried out by Opus on Option X.  A document headed 

Option X Transportation Assessment
905

 was released on 15 February 2013.   According to its 

author, the design and layout of Option X had been refined, after discussions with The 
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Architectural Centre to enable the Option X model to be coded into the do-minimum 

network.  A report found inter alia: 

[a] In general, Option X meets many of the SH-related objectives.  However, 

local road, access, safety and pedestrian/cycle-related objectives are 

considered to be less favourable; 

[b] A number of significant transport concerns and road safety concerns; 

[c] Option X does not provide significant transport benefits; and 

[d] Serious concerns with pedestrian and cycle linkages. 

[1464] The final paragraph of the summary said: 

Although additional work has been undertaken to develop the design for Option X, 
there remains a number of transport concerns with the option that would need to be 
addressed if Option X was to be adopted as the preferred option. 

[1465] In March 2013, the Project team specialists undertook an assessment of Options A, F 

and X.  Appendix B of Technical Report 19 summarises the results of that option evaluation.  

The evaluation assumed that the Buckle Street Underpass would be in place.  The assessment 

followed a similar process to that used to assess the initial options. 

[1466] The assessment concluded that Option F offered advantages over Option A in respect 

of air quality, built heritage and visual criteria, while Option A offered advantages in terms of 

crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED), social and transport outcomes.  

The assessment considered both options had identical impacts in terms of archaeology, noise, 

urban design and vibration criteria.  The comparison of Option A with Option F then follows 

a process of consolidating the evaluation criteria down to four key criteria where the 

difference between options is greatest, as shown in the following Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Simplified option matrix for preferred option and Option F. Source: Abley Traffic and 
Transportation Effects Peer Review, 25 November 2013, Table 2.4, Pg 8. 

[1467] This table shows that Option A has moderate negative outcomes in respect of built 

heritage and visual impacts and significant positive outcomes in respect of CPTED and 

transport impacts.  In comparison, Option F has moderate positive outcomes against all four 

criteria.  Technical Report 19 contains a brief discussion comparing the options pointing out 

the positive and negative aspects of Option F.  It does not present an explicit conclusion 

regarding which option is preferred overall, although it is implicit that Option A is preferred.   

[1468] According to Abley
906

: 

… Option F provides better overall outcomes to Option A in respect of the criteria it is 
being assessed against.  However, it appears that Option F has not been selected on 
the basis of it being too expensive to construct. 

[1469] The Abley Report then goes on to acknowledge that cost is a very important 

consideration in the evaluation of any project.  However, the weighting assigned to this factor 

does not appear to be consistent with the approach used to identify Options A and B as being 

preferred to Options C and D in the evaluation of the initial options at the Feasible Options 

Report stage.  In that instance, the assessment concluded that a difference in BCR of about 

0.5 was insignificant for a project of this scale.  Whilst Abley does not share this view, they 

point out that the difference in BCR between Option A and Option F is likely to be of this 

magnitude given the additional costs of Option F and the similar level of benefits generated 

by each option.  They conclude:
907

 

The apparent inconsistency and a lack of transparency in the underlying process by 
which options have been compared at different stages of the project is a significant 
concern of the reviewers. 
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BRREO Option 

[1470] In January 2013, Richard Reid and Associates
908

 supplied to the City Council 

conceptual drawings for improving the lane configuration around the Basin Reserve 

roundabout.  Before us, Mr Reid produced an enhanced proposal he called the Basin Reserve 

Roundabout Enhancement Option (the BRREO Option). The plans submitted comprised 

two stages – a plan that shows changes to the roundabout before the proposed duplication of 

the Mt Victoria Tunnel and a second plan showing changes after the duplication of that 

tunnel. 

[1471] Essentially, but somewhat simplistically, the BRREO Option proposes an upgrading 

of the existing roundabout by widening Paterson Street westbound up to the Dufferin Street 

stop line and widening Dufferin Street to between Paterson Street and Rugby Street, in each 

case to three lanes.  This would provide three continuous lanes westbound around the 

roundabout from the exit from the Mt Victoria Tunnel to Buckle Street.  It also proposes to 

add a third lane on Paterson Street for westbound traffic in the event of the duplication of the 

Mt Victoria Tunnel. 

[1472] Mr Dunlop, in his rebuttal evidence,
909

 annexed as Annexure B: Comparison of 

BRREO against the project, which compared BRREO with the Project and the existing 

situation. The comparison was based on the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication and with a 

BRREO layout of three lanes approaching the Paterson Street/Dufferin Street intersection. 

[1473] The comparison consisted of a comparative assessment between BRREO and the 

Project against a number of transportation elements including walking, cycling, public 

transport, parking, accessibility, traffic flows, transportation benefits and journey times. This 

comparison formed the basis for Mr Dunlop’s rebuttal evidence, where he concluded inter 

alia:
910

 

(f) While the BRREO concept will provide traffic benefits of approximately 40% 
of those achieved by the project, it will fail to deliver PT: pedestrian, cycle and 
safety benefits (some of which are likely to be negative); and 

(g) In my opinion, the BRREO is in all likelihood unable to be adapted for 
BRT/LRT; to do so would likely cause gridlock. 
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[1474] He considered BRREO would be a patch or short-term fix.
911

 

[1475] Mr Reid, in his rebuttal evidence, addressed Mr Dunlop’s criticisms, especially with 

regard to walking, cycling, parking, accessibility and public transport.  As for the latter, Mr 

Reid adduced detailed versions of how BRREO could address BRT, in contrast to the lack of 

such detail in the application documents and evidence in support of the Project.  He also 

maintained that BRREO would provide an integrated outcome that could achieve the 

objectives for the Project without significant adverse effects. 

[1476] Mr Foster and Mr Young gave evidence for Save the Basin.  Mr Young maintained 

that most of the benefits of the Project, with or without the duplication of the Mt Victoria 

Tunnel, could be obtained by the BRREO Option and the utilisation of the third lane in 

Buckle Street. 

[1477] In their joint supplmentary statement of 8 April 2014, they reassessed the 

performance of the roundabout intersections and concluded:
912

 

Based on this assessment, the existing intersections around the Basin have sufficient 
capacity to operate at a satisfactory Level of Service until the Mt Victoria Tunnel is 
duplicated.  When the Mt Victoria Tunnel is duplicated, some additional capacity at 
the intersections will be required.  This additional capacity can be provided in the form 
of a third lane at Paterson and Dufferin Streets, as envisaged by BRREO and as 
taken into account in the 2031 Level of Service projections … With these minor 
improvements the Basin intersections again operate at a satisfactory Level of Service 
without any congestion. 

[1478] Mr Foster and Mr Young also noted, that the Level of Service at the Buckle 

Street/Taranaki Street intersection, and the Vivian Street intersection for eastbound traffic, 

will be significantly worse.
913

 

[1479] Mr Smith, at the request of the Board, carried out a simplified intersection analysis of 

the roundabout sections, noting that they are not intended to replace the transport models or 

to fully assess options and should be considered indicative only.  Subject to this he 

concluded:
914

 

43. The project and enhanced options both provide sufficient capacity at 2021, 
and some approaches of the enhanced option reach the practical capacity at 
2031 irrespective of whether bus lanes are accommodated.  These 
observations are made on the basis of the Opus interpretation of the 
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enhanced option, volumes and signal timing assumptions, and it is 
acknowledged that if lane utilisation is not “even” in the future, the intersection 
performance is likely to be worse. 

[1480] Mr Smith was also asked by the Board if the BRREO Option was sustainable after 

2021,
915

 and he answered that, if there was a way to manage the lane utilisation on Dufferin 

Street, then it could be sustainable at 2021 in isolation from other issues that could be on the 

network. 

[1481] We do not propose to resolve the apparent conflicts in the evidence relating to 

BRREO.  It is not for us to determine the best option.  The question is whether this less-

harmful option is hypothetical or suppositious.  We bear in mind that BRREO is still at an 

indicative stage and could be subject to more detailed analysis, such as to geometry and 

intersection control phasing, by an option evaluation process. 

[1482] At its worst, Mr Dunlop acknowledged that general traffic and freight would receive 

some benefit from the BRREO Option, now and following duplication of the Mt Victoria 

Tunnel, but he quantifies that the transport benefits (over 40 years) would be approximately 

40% less than the benefits the Project can achieve.
916

  However, following a detailed 

assessment, he noted that both the Project and BRREO displayed significant journey time 

savings over the do-minimum scenario, which includes improvements to the Vivian 

Street/Pirie Street and Taranaki Street/Buckle Street intersections.
917

 

[1483] We are satisfied the BRREO Option, particularly having regard to the adverse effects 

we have identified with regard to the Project, is not so suppositional that it is not worthy of 

consideration as an option to be evaluated. 

Criticisms of Option Evaluation 

[1484] Against this somewhat complex chronology, we address the many criticisms levelled 

at the process and its underlying methodology.  The Minister said, in her reasons for referring 

the matter to us, that the Project is likely to result in significant and irreversible change to the 

urban environment and is likely to result in actual or likely effects on the recreational, 

memorial and heritage values associated with the Basin Reserve Historic Area.  Thus, it is not 

surprising that many criticisms were levelled at the option evaluation process. 
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[1485] The criticisms are to be found in the evidence of many of the witnesses called by the 

parties opposed to the Project and in the submissions and representations of counsel.  

Counsel, particularly Mr Bennion and Mr Milne, carried out a detailed and extensive cross-

examination of Dr Stewart who was responsible for the option evaluation at the more recent 

stages and addressed the evaluation process in his evidence. 

[1486] At this stage, it is important to remind ourselves that Parliament has stopped short of 

giving this Board the jurisdiction to direct that any other alternative must be selected.  It 

would thus become an exercise in futility if we were required to examine, in detail, and 

adjudicate upon, in detail, the merits of the various alternatives.
918

 

[1487] While there were numerous criticisms made, we propose to identify those that we 

consider cogent to an overall appraisal of the process.  We first identify those made by Mr 

Durdin, the peer reviewer appointed by the Board, and Mr Milne and Mr Bennion’s criticism 

as set out in their joint and several submissions.  Counsels’ criticisms reflect in part those of 

the parties’ witnesses and their cross-examinations. 

[1488] Mr Durdin carried out a high-level review of the statements of evidence lodged with 

the application, including Technical Report 19.  He confined his review to the Feasible 

Options Report stage and beyond.  His criticisms included: 

[a] The failure to identify whether certain evaluation criteria were given more 

weight than others at the Feasible Options Report stage; 

[b] The decision to dismiss the Benefit-Cost Ratio from the decision-making 

process at the Feasible Options Report stage on the basis that it was 

supposedly similar for all options; 

[c] The giving of more weight to social and urban design over built heritage 

without any apparent reason; 

[d] The lack of meaningful discussion regarding the compatibility of the 

dismissed options with potential future upgrade projects; and 

[e] The weighting assigned to affordability in discarding Option F, which was not 

consistent with the approach used to identify Options A and B as being the 
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preferred options for the Feasible Options Report stage.  Nor did it align with 

the key focus as set out on page 47 of the report and quoted earlier. 

[1489] The Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents’ Assoc., Save the Basin and Mt 

Victoria Residents Association made joint submissions through their counsel Mr Milne and 

Mr Bennion.  They outlined that the process was inadequate in a number of respects.  We 

identify those matters that we consider warrant serious consideration: 

[a] The lack of transparency with regard to the option evaluation methodology 

throughout; 

[b] A failure to consider the weight given to the evaluation criteria in a manner 

consistent with Part 2 of the RMA; 

[c] Having regard to the significant adverse effects of the Project, a failure to 

consider non-suppositious options; and 

[d] A bias towards grade-separated options. 

[1490] From these criticisms, we distil two overarching themes that we consider worthy of 

our careful consideration: 

[a] The transparency and replicability of the option evaluation; and 

[b] The consideration given to non-suppositious options, with potentially reduced 

environmental effects. 

The Transparency and Replicability of the Option Evaluation 

[1491] It was accepted that any evaluation process needed to be transparent.  Dr Stewart 

acknowledged the need for this during his cross-examination by Mr Milne.
919

  Mr Durdin was 

also of the same view.
920

  This is necessary in order that what occurred during the option 

evaluation process can be fully understood, particularly if weightings are given to evaluation 

criteria.  Mr Durdin also considered it is important that any process be replicable so that its 

robustness can be tested.  Thus, transparency and replicability go hand in hand.
921
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[1492] It was clear from the questioning of Mr Stewart and other witnesses
922

 that each 

specialist applied weighting at various stages of the process.  However, this was not explicit 

and was not documented.  We have already expressed our concern about how the option 

evaluation, particularly as summarised in Technical Report 19, did not identify whether a 

certain evaluation criteria were given more weight than others.  This made it difficult to 

follow. 

[1493] The problem manifested itself by the fact that Mr Durdin was unable to replicate the 

selection process used to arrive at the preferred options in the Feasible Options Report.  The 

November 2013 Peer Review (Report 1) included a test of the decision-making process using 

a non-weighted multi-criteria analysis approach.  As Mr Durdin pointed out in his evidence in 

chief,
923

 the test was completed to check the robustness of identifying Option A as the 

preferred option.  That process showed that Option A could have been selected, but equally 

Options B, C or D could have been selected using that approach. 

[1494] Dr Stewart has accepted, both in the Joint Witness Statement – Transportation – dated 

February 2014 and in cross-examination that: 

Put simply, if a different process was used, a different recommendation may have 
resulted. 

[1495] All of the experts at that conference agreed. 

[1496] As Mr Durdin pointed out,
924

 this demonstrates the selection is highly reliant on the 

assessment technique used.  He said: 

Ideally, the preferred option would be identified independent of the assessment 
technique thereby providing greater confidence in the robustness of selecting one 
option over another.  That is not the case in this instance, as Option A was selected 
using the peer-wise analysis method, Option D would be selected using the NZTA 
incremental BCR method and Option A, B, C or D could have been selected using 
multi-criteria analysis. 

[1497] This emphasises, or highlights, the need for transparency in explicitly setting out the 

weightings that are used, and the reason why they have been used, in any multi-criteria 

analysis.  This would enable a decision maker, in this case this Board, to adequately carry out 

its statutory functions under Section 171(1)(b). Parliament has directed decision makers to 
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have particular regard to whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative sites, 

routes or methods of undertaking the work.  We take that explicit direction seriously. 

[1498] Mr Durdin’s comment also reflects another concern he had, regarding for the decision 

of the evaluation team to dismiss the Benefit-Cost Ratio from the decision-making process at 

the Feasible Options Report stage.  This was on the basis that it was sufficiently similar for 

all options.  As Mr Durdin pointed out, in a project of this size, a small difference in the BCR 

can reflect large sums in monetary value. 

[1499] Another example of where a failure to explain the reasons for any weighting (if any) 

can create difficulty for us in exercising our statutory function is that it makes it difficult to 

assess any such weightings against Part 2 and the objectives of the Project.  While we accept 

that each alternative does not need to be assessed against Part 2, nevertheless, Part 2 

considerations should be reflected in any weight given to a particular evaluation criteria over 

another, as is clear from the  North Island Grid Upgrade Project Board of Inquiry decision, 

quoted earlier.  Furthermore, as was pointed out in the Feasible Options Report, a key focus 

of the evaluation process was that the preferred option can be considered as that option that 

best meets the Project objectives with the least overall social, community and environmental 

impacts. 

[1500] The failure for either the evidence or the reports to explicitly explain what weightings 

were given at each of the option evaluation stages makes it difficult, if not impossible, to 

determine if adequate consideration was given to alternative options.   

Non-Suppositious Options, with Potentially Reduced Environmental Effects 

[1501] Because of the Project’s significant adverse environmental effects (as we have found 

them to be) it was necessary for the Transport Agency to give adequate consideration to 

alternatives, particularily those options with reduced environmental effects.  As we have said, 

the measure of that adequacy will depend on how significant the adverse effects would be.   

In this case, we have found that there would be significant adverse effects. 

[1502] A number of options were referred to in the evidence.  The option evaluation team 

considered some of them at various stages of the process.  The Architectural Centre and 

Richard Reid and Associates, on behalf of the Mt Victoria Residents Association, put options 

before us.  This was not for the purpose of persuading us that their options were better, but to 

establish that these options were not suppositious, would potentially have reduced 
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environmental effects than the Project before us, and should have been explored as part of the 

option evaluation process. 

[1503] The evaluation teams considered both tunnel and at-grade options.  The tunnel options 

were synthesised down to a tunnel option known as Option F.  The Architectural Centre’s 

Option X, proffered during 2011, was another variant of a tunnel option. 

[1504] A number of at-grade options have been addressed at various stages culminating with 

Options C and D being considered at the Feasible Options Report stage.  While these two 

options had no elevated bridge structure, they would have diverted SH1 traffic from around 

the Basin roundabout and thus would impact on private property, deviate from the Te Aro 

grid and bisect the proposed NWM Park. 

[1505] The BRREO Option consisted of improving the lane configuration around the Basin 

Reserve.  When introducing his concept, Mr Reid told us:
925

 

19. The existing network has sustained NZTA’s many attempts to engineer a 
motorway ‘solution’ over the past 50 years.  These ‘solutions’ have almost 
always diverted highway traffic northwards from its current route around the 
Basin Reserve roundabout and involve a flyover or tunnel structure which 
invariably destroys the amenity of the Basin Reserve and the urban structure 
of the city. 

20. I believe the existing network will continue to have sufficient flexibility, 
tolerance and resilience to serve the city well into the future.  The objectives 
to the project can be met without the need for the Basin Bridge proposal. 

[1506] We heard a considerable amount of evidence on these options.  The evidence reached 

the threshold of requiring our careful consideration.  We propose to consider first the tunnel 

options and secondly the at-grade options. 

The Tunnel Options 

[1507] A tunnel option had been explored during the Enquiry-By-Design workshop in 2001.  

It was not pursued because it was considered not to be affordable.  It was acknowledged by 

Dr Stewart that the Enquiry-By-Design stage was critically important because it screened out 

options that thereafter are off the table and therefore don’t get further consideration.
926
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[1508] In 2010, when the government signalled the possibility of the Buckle Street 

Underpass, a range of tunnel options was explored in a process leading to the War Memorial 

Tunnel Scoping Report (December 2010).  This process was carried out parallel to the 

Feasible Options Report stage.  Option F was thus removed from the feasible options process 

and considered using different criteria.  The Tunnel Scoping Report concluded that Option F 

together with the Memorial Park Tunnel would be $100m more than the cost of Option A and 

the Memorial Park Tunnel.  It was therefore considered unaffordable. 

[1509] In mid-2012, the Transport Agency asked the Project team to reappraise the cost of 

Option F as the government was exploring the possibility of constructing the NWM Park in 

time for 25 April 2015.  This review reaffirmed that Option F was too expensive according to 

Technical Report 19:
927

 

109. This review reaffirmed the previous NZTA decision that Option F was too 
expensive.  The review confirmed that the actual cost to build Option F is 
likely to be even greater than that calculated earlier.  This was due to recent 
investigation work uncovering deeper and softer soils than what had been 
assumed earlier.  There would also be additional costs associated with the 
need to construct a tunnel in two stages which would be needed to enable the 
National War Memorial Park to be opened for the Gallipoli Centenary 
Commemorations in April 2015.  Therefore even with the government funding 
the tunnel under the War Memorial, the cost of extending that tunnel around 
the Basin Reserve would still be significantly greater than Option A. 

[1510]   By this stage, the Option X concept had been introduced by The Architectural 

Centre, and a preliminary evaluation carried out during 2011 concluded that Option X had a 

number of key concerns.  The matter had been taken no further beyond the preliminary 

evaluation. 

[1511] There are two matters that give rise for concern.  The first is the decision of the 

Transport Agency not to re-evaluate options following the decision of the government to 

underground Buckle Street.  The second is the decision by the Transport Agency to dismiss 

Option F on the grounds of unaffordability.   

Decision to Underground Buckle Street 

[1512] The Government indicated its intentions to underground in mid-2012.  We were not 

advised of the exact date, but it would have been some time prior to the public announcement 

on 7 August 2012.   
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[1513] It was in consideration of the Government’s intention that led the Transport Agency 

to request a reappraisal of the costs of Option A.  The Transport Agency made its decision to 

make Option A the preferred option on 17 August 2012. We were not told of any further 

action taken by the Transport Agency during 2012. 

[1514] There was a letter from Opus to the Transport Agency dated 3 July 2012,
928

 the 

purpose of which was to … consider whether this [the government funding Memorial Park 

Tunnel] changes the preferred solution at the Basin Reserve.  The letter briefly summarised 

the background to the Basin Reserve Project, Option F and Option X and concluded:
929

   

Conclusions 

5. The NZTA has previously determined that Option F was unaffordable.  A 
decision by the government to underground Buckle Street will not change this 
decision. 

6. Option X is likely to be more expensive than Option A while having no more 
(possibly less) transportation benefits.  It is unlikely that Option X would prove 
to be preferable to Option A.  

7. A decision by the government to underground Buckle Street will not change the 
outcomes of the option evaluation process used to compare alternatives at the 
Basin Reserve. 

8. Option A remains the preferred option even if the government decides to 
underground Buckle Street. 

[1515] The five-page document was essentially a brief summary or overview of Option F and 

Option X.  It briefly referred to the decision being made that Option A was preferred over 

Option B.  It touched on other options.  It was not a careful evaluation of options in light of 

the decision by the government to underground Buckle Street.  It could not be compared to 

the rigour of the Feasible Options Report stage.  At most it could be called nothing but a 

cursory review of the situation. 

[1516] Following its public announcement on 17 August 2012 that Option A was the 

preferred option, the Transport Agency then proceeded to prepare its documentation for 

lodging its application with the EPA. The application was lodged on 17 June 2013. 

[1517] Our concern is that the playing field changed with the likelihood of the Buckle Street 

Underpass and the bringing forward of Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication options. These should 

have resulted in re-evaluation of the options, including Option F, against the Project 

objectives.  The Feasible Options Report, as we have said, itself specifically states the need to 
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reconsider the ability of options to work in with a possible underpass.  This was not done.  

There was not proper reconsideration of options once the underpass became a certainty. 

[1518] Nothing further was done until the City Council decided on 19 December 2012 to 

order an assessment of Option RR (the precursor of the BRREO Option), Option X and 

Option A.  An Option X transportation assessment was prepared by Opus for the City 

Council and was published on 20 February 2013.  The overall assessment was completed on 

28 March 2013.  It concluded:
930

 

Overall Conclusions 

From an urban design perspective, the preference would be for an at‐grade solution – 
that is, a solution that does not require any elevated structures. However, it may not 
be possible to achieve the required transport benefits with an at‐grade option. 

In that case, the preference is for the simplest structure – one does not make this part 
of the city harder for people to find their way around, or compromise access to 
neighbouring facilities. 

[1519] It was not until late March that the Transport Agency acted.  In late March 2013, the 

Project team carried out an option evaluation of Options A, F and X.
931

  According to the 

introduction of the Comparison of Options,
932

 the evaluation was undertaken to confirm the 

decision previously made by the Transport Agency that Option A was the preferred option.
933

  

The document is dated June 2013, and by this time, the application documents for Option A 

would have been well advanced, as they would have been in late March when the evaluation 

commenced.  Furthermore, it would appear from the letter dated 19 December from Mr 

Dangerfield, the CEO of the Transport Agency, to the CEO of the City Council that the 

Transport Agency had become entrenched with Option A well before November 2012.  It 

had, as we have said, made its decision, making Option A its preferred option on 17 August 

2012. 

[1520] We were not provided with any documentation or evidence as to why the Project team 

was asked to do its assessment in March 2013.  Nor was any reason given for the failure to 

carry out a feasible option type assessment soon after the government’s decision to 

underground Buckle Street, as was foreshadowed in the Feasible Options Report. 
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[1521] The chronology of events and the failure to carry out the clear statement of intent to 

reassess options in the event of the undergrounding of Buckle Street raises doubts as to the 

adequacy of consideration of alternatives.  This is particularly so having regard to Mr 

Durdin’s comments on the March 2013 comparison of options:
934

 

37. The simplified decision matrix for the comparison between Options A and F 
consolidates down to four evaluation criteria, mainly Built Heritage, CPTED, 
Transportation and Visual.

935
  That process shows Option A as considered 

positive against two criteria (CPTED and Transportation) and negative 
against the other two.  In comparison, Option F is considered positive against 
all four criteria. 

38. Given that the decision-making process is premised around selecting the 
option “… with the least social, community and environmental impacts”

936
 it 

would follow that Option F should have been selected. 

[1522] This leads us to the question of affordability. 

Affordability 

[1523] As we have said, notwithstanding that Option F provided better overall outcomes than 

Option A in respect of the simplified evaluation criteria, Option F was dismissed on the basis 

of being unaffordable.  Mr Durdin pointed out in the peer review report (30/1/2014)
937

 that 

the additional weighting given to economic efficiency, when comparing Option A to Option 

F, was inconsistent with the approach used to identify Options A and B as being preferred to 

Options C and D, in the evaluation of the initial options.  In that instance, the assessment 

concluded that a difference in Benefit-Cost Ratio of approximately 0.5 was insignificant for a 

project of this scale, yet the difference in BCR between Option A and Option F is of a similar 

magnitude given the additional costs of Option F and the similar level of benefits generated 

by each option.  He concluded: 

The apparent inconsistency and lack of transparency in the underlying process by 
which options have been compared in different stages of the project is a significant 
concern of the reviewers. 

[1524] In his concise summary of evidence, Mr Durdin again said:
938

 

My concern is that Technical Report 19 provides its recommendation on preferring 
Option A over Option F on the basis of affordability.  The lack of transparency around 
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this process has led me to question the extent to which this can be considered a 
substantive assessment of alternatives. 

[1525] We agree with Mr Cameron that the question of affordability is a matter for the 

Transport Agency.  As pointed out by Mr Cameron, the cost of an option could make the 

option unrealistic.  However, affordability is a relative term.  In the context of this case, 

where we have found that there would be significant adverse effects, there is a greater need to 

test the cost against the adverse effects in a transparent and comparative evaluation against 

other options.  This should have been done at the Feasible Options Report stage.   It was not.  

[1526] Option F was removed from that process on the grounds of affordability.  At the time 

it was removed there was a clear statement of intent in the Feasible Options Report to assess 

Option F once the Government made a decision whether to fund the NWM Park and Buckle 

Street Underpass.
939

  This was not done once that decision was made by the Government.  

Rather, an ex post facto comparison of Options A, F and X was appended as Appendix B to 

Technical Report 19.  At this stage the Transport Agency had indicated a preference for the 

Basin Bridge (Option A) and were preparing to lodge the application documents. 

At-grade Options 

[1527] A number of at-grade options have been considered throughout the option evaluation 

process up until the Feasible Options Report stage.  As we have said, some options relating to 

using the existing roundabout configuration at the Basin Reserve were considered at the 

Meritec stage, but as short-term options only.  What emerged from the Meritec study was a 

focus on grade separation, so those options were not considered further.  The at-grade options 

that were considered later in the process changed the roading configuration around the 

roundabout rather than building on the current roundabout configuration. 

[1528] It was not until Mr Reid approached the City Council in January 2011 that an 

improvement of the Basin Reserve roundabout was mooted.  This appears to not have found 

favour with either the Transport Agency or the City Council.  Mr Reid’s enhanced option, the 

BRREO Option, was set out in considerable detail in his evidence in chief.  It was addressed, 

again in some detail, in rebuttal by the Transport Agency witnesses and to some extent by the 

witnesses called by the City and Regional Councils. 

[1529] We have discussed the conflicting evidence relating to the BRREO concept earlier in 

this section.  We do not propose to repeat that discussion here.  We concluded that the 
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BRREO concept was not suppositional and was at least worthy of consideration.  While not 

delivering equal transportation benefits to the Project, we found that it may nonetheless 

deliver measurable transport benefits at considerably less cost and considerably less adverse 

effects on the environment.  We bear in mind that BRREO is still at a provisional or 

indicative stage and could be subject to further adjustment by further analysis. 

[1530] Mr Reid pointed out
940

 that, out of a total of around 73 options that had been 

investigated since 2001, very few explore the improvement to the Basin Reserve roundabout: 

1. In the “Meritec Report” (2001), three options examined the management of 
roundabout traffic by adding or removing traffic signals at the key 
intersections.  Although the third option added lanes to the roundabout, it was 
conceived in the same way as the Basin Reserve roundabout enhancement 
option, or with the same outcome; 

2. In the “NZTA Strategy Study” (2008), one option (B1) examined retaining the 
use of the existing roundabout for westbound traffic while routing the 
eastbound traffic through a new Mt Victoria Tunnel from Pirie Street; 

3. In the “Basin Reserve Inquiry – By – Decision Workshop” (2009), no options 
examined retaining and improving the existing roundabout.  Instead, four 
options explored the at-grade potential of re-routing westbound traffic from 
Paterson Street north of the Basin Reserve; 

4. In the “War Memorial Tunnel Option Scoping Report” (2010), no options 
examined retaining and improving the performance of the existing 
roundabout; and 

5. In the “Feasible Options Report” (2011), no options examined retaining and 
improving the performance of the existing roundabout. 

[1531] Dr Stewart responded in his rebuttal evidence.  He pointed out that the BRREO 

alternative was similar in many respects to Option C (developed in 2001 by Meritec) and was 

determined as being only short term.  A reading of the Meritec Report confirms Mr Reid’s 

opinion that Option C was conceived differently and would not have achieved the same 

outcome as BRREO.   

[1532] As we have said, it is not for us to determine which is the best option.  The statutory 

requirement directs us to have particular regard to the adequacy of consideration of 

alternatives.  Mr Justice Whata said in the Queenstown case
941

 that, where there is evidence 

that the alternative is not merely suppositious or hypothetical, then the Court (or in this case 

this Board) must have particular regard to whether it was adequately considered. 
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[1533] We find for the reasons given earlier that the BRREO Option is not suppositious.  An 

at-grade option of this kind deserved a better fate than to be dismissed as a concept in 2001 in 

favour of a gradeseparation by elevation.  It should have been clearly apparent even at that 

stage that an elevated structure would be likely to compete with the open space aspects of the 

Basin Reserve and arouse widespread public interest regarding its actual or likely effects on 

the environment. 

Finding on Consideration of Alternatives 

[1534] Clearly, the purpose of the statutory direction in Section 171(1)(b) of the RMA is to 

ensure that the decision to proceed with the preferred option is soundly based and other 

options (particulary those with reduced adverse environmental effects) have been dismissed 

for good reason. Adequate consideration becomes even more relevant when the Project, as 

here, involves significant adverse environmental effects. 

[1535] We find the consideration of alternatives has, in the circumstances of this case, been 

inadequate for the reasons set out above, which include: 

[a] A lack of transparency and replicability of the option evaluation; and 

[b] A failure to adequately assess non-suppositious options, particularily those 

with potentially reduced environmental effects. 

REASONABLY NECESSARY FOR ACHIEVING OBJECTIVES (SECTION 

171(1)(C) 

Introduction 

[1536] Section 171(1)(c) of the RMA requires us to have particular regard to whether the 

work and designation are reasonably necessary for achieving the objectives.  In order to be 

appropriate objectives for the purposes of the section, the identified Project objectives of the 

Transport Agency must fall within its statutory mandate.
942

  That the objectives are so 

appropriate has not been substantively challenged during the hearing. 

[1537] There are two aspects or parts to our consideration in this regard.  The first is whether 

the works themselves are reasonably necessary for achieving the Transport Agency’s 
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objectives.  The second is whether the NoR as a planning tool is reasonably necessary for 

achieving those objectives.  In this case, all of the parties have contested whether the 

proposed works are reasonably necessary.  There was really no issue as to whether the NoR 

was the correct planning tool, with one small exception.  That exception was a submission by 

Mr Milne that the Northern Gateway Building should more appropriately have been the 

subject of an application for a resource consent rather than part of the designation process.  

We did not hear detailed submissions on this matter.  Nor did we perceive a great deal of 

evidence.  

[1538] In the context of this case, the Northern Gateway Building is an integral part of the 

application as a mitigation measure for the playing of cricket on the Basin Reserve.  We think 

that it would be inappropriate and unnecessarily complex for it to be disaggregated from the 

application, as the effects of the Northern Gateway Building form an integral of the overall 

effects of the Project.  We thus propose to concentrate in the remainder of this section on the 

issue as to whether the works themselves are reasonably necessary. 

The Parties’ Position 

[1539] Mr Cameron,
943

 on behalf of the Transport Agency, submitted that the works are not 

only reasonably necessary to achieve the Project objectives, but essential.  He referred to the 

Joint Witness Statement – Transport Planning of 16 December 2013 where all the experts 

who took part in that caucusing agreed that the Project meets the Project objectives.
944

 

[1540] Mr Bennion, for Save the Basin and Others, submitted that the Project was not 

reasonably necessary to meet the objectives as the same or almost identical outcome in terms 

of enhancing traffic efficiency could be readily delivered by improvement to the existing road 

network.
945

 

[1541] Mr Anastasiou, on behalf of the Mt Victoria Residents Association, accepted that the 

overall Project is reasonably necessary to achieve the stated objectives, but submitted that this 

is just one element and that this element was dramatically outweighed by Part 2 

considerations and effects on the environment.
946
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[1542] Mr Milne, on behalf of The Architectural Centre and the Newtown Residents’ 

Association, accepted that the overall Project (including duplication of the tunnels and the 

Spine Study) is reasonably necessary to achieve the stated objectives but did not accept that 

this Project on its own would achieve those objectives.
947

  He accepted that some 

enhancement of the Basin Reserve traffic conundrum was necessary to achieve the overall 

Project objectives but did not accept that the Basin Bridge Project on its own was reasonably 

necessary and that it was not necessary to proceed with this Project now. 

Legal Context 

The Legal Context of Section 171(1)(c) of the RMA 

[1543] The meaning and application of the direction in section 171(1)(c) is now well settled 

and was succinctly outlined in Transpower.
948

  The general principles are that: 

[a] The question of reasonable necessity for achieving the Project objectives is 

distinct and separate from an assessment of the adequacy of consideration of 

alternatives.  The consideration is limited to the requiring authority’s 

objectives for which the designation is sought, rather than enlarged 

examination of the alternatives (the subject of Section 171(1)(b)); 

[b] Necessary falls somewhere between expedient or desirable on the one hand 

and essential on the other
949

, but allows some tolerance; and 

[c] The requirement does not impose some higher threshold or standard of proof 

that would require a requiring authority to demonstrate that the Project and 

designation would better achieve its objectives than an alternative project or 

means of seeking authorisation; nor that they absolutely fulfil its objectives. 

The Project Objectives 

[1544] The objectives had been set out in full at the commencement of our decision.  For 

convenience we set them out in full again: 
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[a] Objective 1: To improve the resilience, efficiency and reliability of the State 

network: 

[i] By providing relief from congestion on SH1 between Paterson Street 

and Tory Street; 

[ii] By improving the safety for traffic and persons using this part of the 

SH1 corridor; and 

[iii] By increasing the capacity of the SH1 corridor between Paterson Street 

and Tory Street. 

[b] Objective 2: To support regional economic growth and productivity: 

[i] By contributing to the enhanced movement of people and freight 

through Wellington City; and 

[ii] By, in particular, improving access to Wellington’s CBD employment 

centres, airport and hospital. 

[c] Objective 3: To support mobility and modal choices within Wellington City: 

[i] By providing opportunities for improved public transport, cycling and 

walking; and 

[ii] By not constraining opportunities for future transport developments. 

[d] Objective 4: To facilitate improvement to the local road transport network in 

Wellington City in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve. 

[1545] Objectives 1, 3 and 4 all relate to transportation improvements: to the State Highway 

network (Objective 1); the enhancement of modal choice (Objective 3); and the improvement 

of the local road transport network (Objective 4).  Objective 2 is an economic objective 

whereby the improvements to the roading network and the consequential transport benefits 

will contribute to economic growth and productivity. 

[1546] Objectives 1, 3 and 4, which all relate to transport improvements to the Basin Reserve 

mode (Paterson to Tory Street) and providing opportunities for modal choices (walking, 
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cycling and public transport) are all matters we have addressed at some length under 

transportation effects.   

[1547] It should be clear from our findings that the Project would meet those transportation 

objectives.  To this extent, the works are reasonably necessary for achieving those objectives. 

[1548] Objective 2 is the economic objective, which the transportation improvements seek to 

facilitate.  We have discussed the flow-on economic effects of the Project earlier in this 

decision.  We found that consequential economic effects would flow from the transport 

improvements but that the extent of any economic gain cannot be quantified on the evidence 

before us.  To that extent, the economic objective would be facilitated. 

Finding 

[1549] We find that the works are reasonably necessary to achieve the objectives of the 

Transport Agency. 

OVERALL JUDGEMENT 

Introduction 

[1550] We have now to come to our judgment on whether to confirm, modify or cancel the 

NoR.  This requires us to consider our findings and to make our evaluative judgment as to 

whether confirming the NoR would meet the single purpose of the RMA set out in Section 5, 

which is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. 

[1551] We need to do this as guided by the statutory directions contained in Section 171 of 

the RMA but subject to the overarching matters set out in Part 2.  In the event of conflict, the 

directions in Part 2 of the RMA override the directions in section 171.
950

  Sections 6 and 7 

inform and assist the purpose as set out in Section 5 of the RMA, being factors in the overall 

balancing.
951

 

[1552] As we have said in Part One of our decision, we summarise our findings on the 

disputed facts within the framework of, and applying, Section 171 and Sections 6 and 7 of 

Part 2.  In the second part of this section, we proceed to make the evaluative judgment on 
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whether confirming or cancelling the NoR for designation would better serve the purpose of 

the RMA as defined in Section 5. 

Summary of Findings 

[1553] We now set out a summary of our findings on the various contested matters that are 

relevant to the making of our judgment. 

Relevant Instruments and Documents – Section 171(1)(a) and (d) 

Key themes 

[1554] The key themes relevant to the Project in the Regional Policy Statement and the 

District Plan as identified by the planning conferencing related to: 

[a] Transport (including public transport, walking, cycling, State Highway and 

local roads); 

[b] Urban design (regional form, including landscaping, visual effects and 

townscape); 

[c] Amenity;  

[d] Open space; and 

[e] Heritage. 

[1555] The planners agreed that there are no red flags or policy barriers to the Board either 

granting or cancelling the NoR within either the Regional Policy Statement or the District 

Plan and that there are no inherent conflicts at the theme level between the different themes 

identified.  However, there are tensions that require relevant objectives and policies to be 

considered informing an overall judgment.  This tension arises between the transport theme 

(linked closely with land use) and the themes protecting landscape, visual amenity, open 

space, heritage and amenity. 

[1556] We have discussed each of these themes as they relate to the effects topics.  We find 

that the Project is consistent with the policy directions relating to transportation, established 

by the two key RMA statutory instruments – the District Plan and the Regional Policy 
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Statement.  By contrast, we find the Project is not consistent with the policy directions 

relating to landscape, visual amenity, open space, amenity and heritage.  Herein lies the 

tension.  The RMA documents do not provide any direct guidance on how this tension should 

be resolved.  It is thus a matter for our overall judgment within the framework of Part 2. 

[1557] We find that the Project is consistent with those matters that promote a progressive 

improvement in the city’s transportation network in order to deliver on the Growth Spine 

concept. 

[1558] We find that the Project is not consistent with those matters that apply to the 

protection of heritage, landscape, visual amenity, open space and overall amenity. 

Integrated planning 

[1559] We have found that the Project would generally be consistent with the integrated 

planning provisions of the Regional Policy Statement and the District Plan and the non-

statutory documents that flow from those provisions and that give effect to: 

[a] The Corridor Plan that envisages, inter alia, traffic improvements at the Basin 

Reserve; 

[b] The Public Transport Spine Study, which is a method of implementation of the 

Corridor Plan, although we are left with some uncertainty as to how the 

preferred method (BRT) could be accommodated and what effects any 

accommodation would have on the vehicular traffic; and 

[c] The Wellington Land Transport Strategy and Urban Development Strategy, 

which are implemented by a number of non-statutory documents. 

[1560] We are also conscious that similar consistency with the integrated planning strategy 

would be achieved through a tunnel or tunnel variant option and that some benefits could be 

gained by the development of an at-grade option, such as the BRREO Option, although not to 

the same extent. 
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Effects on the Environment 

Transportation 

[1561] The Transport Agency estimates that, at present, the SH1 corridor eastbound in the 

Project area and either side operates in the morning and evening peak periods at Level of 

Service C (stable operation, below capacity) except for the approach to the Mt Victoria 

Tunnel and within the tunnel.  The SH1 westbound operates in the peak periods at Level of 

Service C except for within the tunnel, at Dufferin Street, and on Rugby Street after the 

Adelaide Road intersection, where traffic currently backs up from the Buckle Street/Tory 

Street intersection. 

[1562] The Transport Agency accepts that the baseline environment for considering the 

effects of the Project includes improvements to the Inner City Bypass and the Buckle 

Street/Taranaki Street intersection currently being constructed and the three-lane Buckle 

Street Underpass. 

[1563] There is dispute over whether the transportation models used by the Transport Agency 

adequately represent the likely future traffic environment and overstate the benefits of the 

Project.
952

  It was agreed by the transportation experts, however, that the Project would 

deliver about 90 seconds reduction in average travel time for westbound morning peak traffic 

in 2021, with variability reducing from 5.5 minutes to three minutes.   

[1564] For the eastbound SH1 traffic, the Transport Agency anticipates that the Project 

(specifically the Vivian Street peak times clearway and the improved Vivian Street/Kent and 

Cambridge Terraces/Pirie Street intersection) would deliver in 2021 a reduction in average 

travel time for motorists in the evening peak of about 1.3 minutes, with a small reduction in 

average time for variability. 

[1565] The Transport Agency predicts that the Project would deliver journey time savings for 

motorists on the local north-south arterial roads from Adelaide Road to Kent/Cambridge 

Terraces as follows: 

[a] Southbound morning peak: almost two minutes; 

[b] Southbound evening peak:  approximately one minute; 
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[c] Northbound morning peak: almost two minutes; and 

[d] Variability on this local north-south axis is predicted to reduce by up to 2 

minutes for motorists. 

[1566] The quantum of these transport benefits for motorists is substantially less than was 

originally put forward in the application documents and by the witnesses at the start of the 

hearing, where they included: 

[a] The travel time savings attributed to the third lane at Buckle Street; and 

[b] The contingent benefits associated with the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication. 

[1567] We have found that journey time savings and variability of journey times for the 

north-south public transport route through the Project area were modelled separately by the 

Transport Agency.  It is predicted that, in the morning peak period, both northbound and 

southbound journey times for buses would improve in 2021 by about a minute on average.  

For the evening peak period, northbound bus journey times would improve by about 39 

seconds, while southbound bus journeys would improve by about 51 seconds.  Variability 

would reduce by up to 53 seconds (evening peak northbound).  

[1568] While these public transport benefits would be experienced by existing users of public 

transport, we received no evidence of the likely effect of this on modal shifts to bus usage, 

which is a consistent theme of the transportation strategies. 

[1569] We have found that the Project would have some adverse effects on the functioning of 

some minor streets and access and parking for some individual properties.  Agreements have 

been reached with two of the most affected properties – Regional Wines and Spirits Limited 

and St Joseph’s Church. 

[1570] The Project would make some improvements for circulation of cyclists and 

pedestrians in the Basin Reserve area, but as these are mostly in the form of shared paths, 

they would introduce potential conflicts between these modes.  The benefits of the major new 

facility – the shared cycleway/walkway part of the Basin Bridge structure – are mostly 

contingent on a better connection eastwards as part of a second Mt Victoria Tunnel.  On this 

basis, it is somewhat premature to give these benefits much weighting for this Project. 
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[1571] We have found that improvements in safety (fewer crashes) can be expected to result 

from the substantial reduction in traffic diverted from the Basin Reserve roundabout onto the 

proposed Basin Bridge.  No estimate of this was provided.  We have some concerns about the 

increased weaving within the Buckle Street Underpass that could be expected if provision is 

made for the left lane to allow left turns into Taranaki Street.  Several other safety concerns 

are expected to be resolved through detailed design.  We have a general concern about the 

safety of shared paths for cyclists and pedestrians and particularly the shared path adjacent to 

the slip lane for buses and cars passing beneath the Basin Bridge between Ellice and Paterson 

Streets.   

Economics 

[1572] In the section on Economics, we referred to the evidence on the Benefit-Cost Ratio 

(BCR) as a tool for the purposes of assisting the Transport Agency to make funding decisions 

for large projects.  As Mr Copeland explained, the BCRs can provide some guidance with 

respect to the economic benefits of the Project. 

[1573] We also referred to and discussed the criticisms of the Benefit-Cost Ratio by Mr 

Parker and acknowledged that the Benefit-Cost Ratio figures could overstate the actual 

benefits of the Project.  We also recognised that the BCR did not cover all proposed 

economic benefits and referred to Mr Copeland’s evidence on these matters under his 

discussion of the wider economic benefits. 

[1574] We recognise that the economic benefits are closely linked to and flow on from any 

transport benefits that the Project may achieve.  To this extent, we accept that there would be 

positive economic benefits to the extent of our finding on the positive transportation benefits.  

The evidence did not enable us to quantify the economic benefit that would flow from the 

Project. 

Heritage, Cultural and Archaeological 

[1575] In the section on Heritage, Cultural and Archaeological we acknowledged that we 

were faced with some strongly contested evidence from opposing parties. In order to meet 

our decision-making requirements under the RMA, we found it necessary to clarify the focus 

on historic heritage. We adopted the conceptual framework for assessing historic heritage 

values that was advanced by the Transport Agency’s experts.  
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[1576] We used this first to review the effects on historic heritage separately for six sub-areas 

of the overall heritage area of interest, with a focus on the contested issues.  Ultimately, we 

found that contested historic heritage issues were focused primarily on the Basin Reserve 

Historic Area itself, and the areas of heritage setting to the north and northeast of the Basin 

Reserve, where it relates to the Canal Reserve and the Mt Victoria Character Area. 

[1577] We acknowledged that positive effects on historic heritage would arise from the 

restoration of relocated heritage structures within the Basin Reserve, enabling their future 

use.   

[1578] Regarding adverse effects on historic heritage, we found that two issues stood out:  

[a] The risk to the status of the Basin Reserve as a venue for test cricket is 

confounded by the significance of the adverse effects on the heritage setting 

that arise from the mitigation required to address the risk to test-cricket status; 

and  

[b] The cumulative adverse effects of dominance and severance caused by the 

proposed Basin Bridge and exacerbated by the Northern Gateway Building in 

this sensitive heritage precinct, particularly on the northern and northeastern 

sectors of the Basin Reserve Historic Area setting. 

[1579] We then examined the specific Section 6(f) matter regarding inappropriate 

development and found that the expert evidence pointed clearly to the conclusion that the 

Project would constitute an inappropriate development within this significant heritage area of 

the City.  We found that the Project would not be consistent with SSection 6(f) of the Act. 

Landscape, Townscape and Urban Design 

[1580] In the majority view in the Landscape, Townscape and Urban Design section, we 

have found that the Bridge and the Gateway Building would have significant adverse effects 

on the: 

[a] Residents and users of the northeast quadrant; 

[b] Visual amenity of the southern part of Kent/Cambridge Terraces, particularly 

the views to the north and to the south; 
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[c] Streetscape and open space (the void) of the Basin Reserve; 

[d] Visual amenity and views from lower Paterson Street; and 

[e] Experiential appreciation of the Basin Reserve and its area. 

[1581] The significant adverse effects referred to above would not, in our view, be 

adequately mitigated or offset by the proposed mitigation measures.  We have found that the 

main cause of the adverse effects is the dominance of the Basin Bridge arising out of its bulk 

and scale, and the mitigation measures would do little to reduce that dominance and, in the 

case of the Northern Gateway Building, would exacerbate it. 

[1582] These significant effects would mean that Sections 7(c) and (f), and to some extent 

Section 7(g), would apply.  They are matters to which we must have particular regard.   

Operational Effects 

[1583] In the operational sections that address noise and vibration, air quality and health, 

wind and lighting, we referred to the planning experts’ Joint Witness Statement, which 

essentially identified that, overall, effects on amenity values were the key effects in relation 

to these topics.
953

  These effects have the potential to combine together (in addition to other 

matters such as visual and townscape effects) to impact upon amenity values.  To some 

extent, social effects and health and safety are also relevant.   

[1584] We considered the evidence from several expert witnesses on these topics and noted 

that there was little disagreement between them as to what effects are expected.  On the 

whole, we have found that operational effects could be managed in such a way to be within 

accepted New Zealand and/or international standards and will generally meet relevant 

District Plan standards (where applicable).  

[1585] The only matter that required significant discussion at the hearing was in relation to 

operational noise, particularly in relation to noise effects on the Grandstand Apartments.  We 

accept that the operational noise conditions agreed by the noise experts at the hearing and 

proffered by the Transport Agency effectively addressed this issue.  
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[1586] We note that a set of management plans are proposed and required by conditions to 

manage certain operational effects.  Overall, we find that the operational effects listed above 

could be managed to ensure they are acceptable and will be not more than minor. 

Construction Effects 

[1587] In the section on Construction Effects, we referred to the evidence of Mr Kenderdine, 

in particular, the construction programme and methodology, and the Construction Plan and 

the set of sub-management plans proposed to manage constructions effects.  

[1588] We also referred to, and were very interested to hear from, the many submitters who 

live near the Basin Reserve concerned about having to endure disruption to their lives from 

two and a half years of construction activities, none more than the owners and residents of the 

Grandstand Apartments and lower Ellice Street. 

[1589] It was accepted by all that there would be adverse effects during the construction 

period for extended periods.  In our view, the proposed conditions and the Construction Plan 

and supporting sub-management plans have done their best to mitigate adverse effects arising 

from construction activities including traffic management, dust, noise, vibration and amenity 

effects.     

[1590] In terms of the particular and contested issue of night-time construction noise, we 

accept that the substance of condition DC20 proffered by the Transport Agency can provide a 

robust framework to manage construction noise and vibration effects.  Nevertheless, at times, 

night-time construction noise would have significant adverse effects on nearby residents, and 

we have therefore endorsed an additional provision specific to the Grandstand Apartments.   

[1591] Overall, we have found that the construction effects can be managed save that, at 

times, the effects would be significant to nearby residences.  However, such effects would be 

of a temporary nature. 

Consideration of Alternatives (Section 171(1)(b)) 

[1592] Because the Project would generate significant adverse effects, it was obligatory for 

us to form a view on the consideration that the Transport Agency gave to alternative options.  

Although the Transport Agency, or its predecessors, had been considering options since the 

1960s, the evidence for this Project focused on the consideration given to alternatives since 

the Meritec Report in 2001. 
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[1593] Since that time, approximately 73 different options (including variations) have been 

considered.  We have synthesised and discussed the lengthy evidence (including many 

reports) relating to this matter in our section headed Consideration of Alternatives. 

[1594] A consideration of alternatives is not to be measured solely on the number of options 

considered.  For the reasons given earlier, the methodology, particularly the need for 

transparency and replicability, is important.  While weightings were applied to some criteria 

at different stages of the process, it was not clear how criteria were weighted and the reason 

for any weighting.  This made the process somewhat confusing and difficult to follow.  It also 

meant that the process could not be replicated. 

[1595] As we have found that the Project would generate significant adverse effects, it was, 

in our view, incumbent on the Transport Agency to ensure it adequately considered 

alternative options, particularily those with potentially reduced adverse effects. For the 

reasons given earlier, this was not done. 

[1596] We found that, in the circumstances of this case, the consideration of alternatives had 

not been adequate for the reasons set out earlier in our decision, including: 

[1597] A lack of transparency and replicability of the option evaluation; and 

[1598] A failure to adequately assess non-suppositious options, particularily those with 

potentially reduced adverse effects. 

Reasonably Necessary for Achieving Objectives (Section 171(1)(c)) 

[1599] The objectives for the Project relate to transportation and flow-on economic benefits 

for the area and the Wellington region.   

[1600] We have assessed the transportation benefits, and to the extent that we have found the 

Project gives rise to such benefits, we have found the Project is reasonably necessary to 

achieve the stated objectives of the Transport Agency. 

The Minister’s Reasons 

[1601] We are required to have regard to the Minister’s reasons for directing the NoR (and 

resource consent applications) to us as a matter of national significance.   
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[1602] The Minister’s reasons encapsulated the tensions that were argued before us, namely, 

the extent of transport and economic benefits and the adverse effects on the environment.  

The Minister’s reasons reflect our findings on the historic, open space and amenity values of 

the Basin Reserve Historic Area and the significant changes the Project would have on those 

values.  They also reflect the widespread public interest aroused by the Project.  The transport 

and economic benefits we have found would result from the Project are also reflected in her 

reasons. 

Application of Part 2 of the RMA 

[1603] Our duty to consider the effects on the environment of allowing the requirement and 

to have particular regard to the matters listed in Section 171(1) is subject to Part 2 of the 

RMA. 

Section 6 Matters of national importance 

[1604] Section 6 is entitled Matters of National Importance.  It directs that, in achieving the 

purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to 

managing the use, development and protection of natural and physical resources, are to 

recognise and provide for certain specific aims as matters of national importance.  

Section 6(e) Relationship of Māori 

[1605] Section 6(e) requires us to recognise and provide for the relationship of Māori and 

their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu and other 

taonga. 

[1606] We have acknowledged Māori values and their cultural associations with the Basin 

Reserve in the heritage, cultural and archaeological section of this decision.  There is no 

dispute that the Transport Agency consulted with the relevant Māori authorities and that their 

views had been taken into account in the design of the Project and the drafting of the 

conditions of consent. 

[1607] We accordingly find that the Project is consistent with Section 6(e).  
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Section 6(f) Heritage 

[1608] Section 6(f) is relevant to this Project and requires us to recognise and provide for the 

protection of historic heritage from inappropriate development. 

[1609] Heritage matters were a large part of the hearing process.  We heard from six expert 

witnesses and a large number of submitters, some of whom made representations (on the 

heritage issues).  We assessed that evidence and found that the Project, inter alia by its 

dominance and bulk, would produce significant adverse effects on the heritage value of the 

surrounding area. 

[1610] We applied Section 6(f) in the manner directed by King Salmon.  This requires us to 

give the word ‘inappropriate’ – in the context of protecting historic heritage from 

inappropriate development – its natural meaning and assessing inappropriateness by reference 

to what it is that is sought to be protected.  In other words, in the context of this case, whether 

the Project is inappropriate in terms of Section 6(f) has to be assessed against the historic 

heritage values of the surrounding area and its effects on those values. 

[1611] We have discussed in some detail the heritage values and the effects of the Project on 

those values.  We have found that the effects would be significant and that the Project is 

inappropriate in terms of Section 6(f). 

Section 7 Other matters 

[1612] Section 7 directs that, in achieving the purpose of the RMA, all persons exercising 

functions and powers under it in relation to managing the use, development and protection of 

natural and physical resources are to have particular regard to certain specified values. 

[1613] Although some of the relevant values listed in the several paragraphs of Section 7 

may overlap with others to some extent, each deserves separate consideration. 

Section 7(a) Kaitiakitanga 

[1614] By Section 7(a), we are required to have particular regard to kaitiakitanga. 

[1615] We have referred to the consultation between the Transport Agency and the relevant 

Māori authorities.  The conditions of consent provide for an archaeological protocol in the 

event of discoveries of taonga.  This, in our view, gives particular regard to kaitiakitanga. 
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[1616] We find that the Project is consistent with section 7(a) of the RMA. 

Section 7(b) Efficient use and development of resources 

[1617] Section 7(b) of the Act requires us to have particular regard to the efficient use and 

development of resources. 

[1618] Efficiency has an economic component.
954

  Mr Copeland concluded in his evidence 

that the Project is consistent with enabling people and communities to provide for their 

economic wellbeing and also having regard to Section 7(b).
955

  To the extent that it will 

provide economic benefits, we agree. 

[1619] From a transport point of view, it would also create efficiency by: 

[a] Improving peak-hour journey times for public transport and other traffic; 

[b] Aligning with the public transport network through the Public Transport Spine 

Study and Northern Wellington Road of National Significance; and 

[c] Fitting in with the package of improvements planned for the transport network 

in Wellington City by the Regional Council, the City Council and the 

Transport Agency. 

[1620] We find that, from economic and transportation perspectives, the Project would 

contribute to the efficient use and development of resources. 

Section 7(c): The maintenance and enhancement of amenity values  

Section 7(f): Maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment 

[1621] Sections 7(c) and 7(f) require us to have particular regard to the maintenance and 

enhancement of amenity values and the quality of the environment.  The two subsections are 

so interlinked that we deal with them together. 
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[1622] The definition of amenity values in the RMA refers to those natural and physical 

qualities and characteristics of an area that contribute to people’s appreciation of its 

pleasantness, aesthetic coherence and cultural and recreational attributes.  It embraces a wide 

range of elements and experiences and places a strong emphasis on present neighbourhood 

character. 

[1623] The amenity values and environmental quality of the Basin Reserve neighbourhood 

have been considered in a number of sections of this decision including: 

[a] Transportation, particularly walking and cycling; 

[b] Heritage; 

[c] Landscape and townscape; and 

[d] Operational, construction and social effects.  

[1624] There would be some positive amenity and environmental quality effects, including 

those arising from: 

[a] The removal of approximately 15,000 cars per day from the roundabout; 

[b] The improvements in journey time, and consequential benefits such as reduced 

fuel consumption;  

[c] The functional use of the Northern Gateway Building; and 

[d] The landscaping and mitigation/offset measures. 

[1625] There would be a number of adverse effects on amenity values and evironmnetal 

quality, including: 

[a] Historic heritage values; 

[b] Landscape and townscape, particularly visual amenity and experiential 

appreciation of the significant elements that make up the Basin Reserve area; 

[c] The open space of the Basin Reserve; and 
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[d] Noise, particularly construction noise. 

[1626] We have discussed both the positive and negative effects on amenity at some length in 

the earlier sections of this decision, and we do not propose to repeat them here.  We have 

found that, for the reasons given earlier, the adverse effects on the amenity values of the area 

are significant, notwithstanding the mitigation and offset measures. 

[1627] We therefore find that the Project would be inconsistent with sections 7(c) and 7(f) as 

the effects would not maintain or enhance amenity values and the quality of the environment. 

Section 7(g) Finite characteristics of resources 

[1628] Section 7(g) of the RMA requires us to have particular regard to any finite 

characteristics of natural and physical resources. 

[1629] We have discussed earlier in this decision the significant elements that contribute to 

the importance of the Basin Reserve area and that are significant elements in the Wellington 

landscape.  What is unique and special is the spatial connection of the Basin void and the 

street space of the Kent/Cambridge boulevard and to a lesser extent the street space of 

Adelaide Road.  The Basin Bridge would interrupt and destroy that spatial connection by 

invading and destroying that open space.   

[1630] Open space is an important natural resource, particularly in a compact and vibrant city 

like Wellington.  It is an important aspect of the Basin Reserve area and is unique.  To 

destroy the special spatial connection, as this Project will, would be an enduring loss. 

Section 7(i) Climate change 

[1631] Section 7(i) of the Act requires us to have particular regard to the effects of climate 

change.  

[1632] The only climate change issue of relevance that was canvassed during the hearing 

related to the potential for increased wind velocity as a consequence of a likely increase in 

storm events.  We heard no scientific evidence on this matter, although it was canvassed with 

the wind experts. 

[1633] However, we have no evidence on which we could come to a determination on this 

matter. 
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Summary of Application of Sections 6 and 7 

[1634] In summary, having applied the provisions of Sections 6 and 7, we have found that 

the Project would: 

[a] Be consistent with Section 6(e); 

[b] Be an inappropriate development in terms of Section 6(f) because of its 

significant adverse effects on historic heritage values; 

[c] Be consistent with Section 7(a) as it makes provision for kaitiakitanga; 

[d] From a transport and economic perspective, be consistent with Section 7(b), 

and that it is in those respects an efficient use and development of natural and 

physical resources; 

[1635] Be inconsistent with both Sections 7(c) and 7(f) as the effects on the amenity values 

of the area would be significant, notwithstanding the mitigation measures taken; and 

[1636] With regard to Section 7(g), would interrupt and destroy the spatial connection of the 

open space connection between the Basin Reserve and the Canal Reserve, thus creating a loss 

of a finite resource of the City. 

Exercise of Judgment in Accordance with Section 5 

[1637] Sections 6 and 7 are ancillary to Section 5 in the sense of assisting us in making our 

judgments as to whether confirming the Project would promote sustainable management (as 

described in Section 5(2)) of natural and physical resources.  Having applied Sections 6 and 

7, we now have to make our judgments in respect of the Project. 

[1638] As previously mentioned, the application of Section 5 requires a broad judgment on 

whether the Project promotes the sustainable management of natural and physical resources, 

allowing a comparison of conflicting considerations, their scale or degree and their relative 

significance or proportion in the final outcome.
956
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[1639] The protection of certain values is not to be achieved at all costs.  Questions of 

national and regional value and benefits, and needs, must all play their part in the overall 

consideration and decision.
957

 

[1640] We first consider whether the Project would give effect to the economic enabling 

aspects of Section 5 as informed by Part 2, particularly Section 7(b), which requires us to 

have particular regard to the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources. 

[1641] In the Transportation section, we discuss in some detail the transportation benefits 

that may accrue.  We agree that some intervention is warranted.
958

  The Project itself would 

provide some necessary improvements.  However, the quantum of transportation benefits is 

substantially less than originally claimed by the Transport Agency. 

[1642] The Project would have an enabling element to the extent that it would fit well with 

the proposed works planned to implement the City Council’s Growth Spine from Ngauranga 

to the Airport.  To this extent, it would be consistent with the transportation theme identified 

by the planning caucus and the integration of land use and transport planning. 

[1643] Having said that, we are satisfied on the evidence that similar transportation benefits 

that would give effect to such integrated management could be achieved by a tunnel option or 

variant similar to Option X.  We are also satisfied on the evidence that an at-grade option, 

along the lines of the BRREO Option, could facilitate some benefits, albeit not as well as the 

Project, at least until the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication and possibly well beyond.  We 

consider such options should have been included as part of a robust option evaluation 

process. 

[1644] We now turn to whether the Project would give effect to the social and cultural 

enabling aspects of section 5 informed by Part 2, particularly:  

[a] Section 6(e) (Māori relationships);  

[b] Section 6(f) (protection of heritage); 

[c] Section 7(a) (kaitiakitanga);  
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[d] Section 7(c) (amenity values); 

[e] Section 7(f) (quality of the environment); and  

[f] Section 7(g) (finite characteristics of resources).   

[1645] We have found that the Project would be an inappropriate development under Section 

6(f) because of its effects on historical heritage.  

[1646] We have also found that Sections 7(c) and (f) would be compromised by the Project 

as would, at least to some extent, Section 7(g).   

[1647] To put it simply, the Project would result in significant adverse effects on the 

environment of this significant Basin Reserve area.  It is significant for its geographical and 

topographical setting, its historical associations and its pivotal placement in the Wellington 

urban context. 

[1648] In the final outcome, we are required to evaluate the significant adverse effects taken 

together with the significance of the national and regional need for and benefit of the Project.  

In carrying out this evaluation, we are conscious of the dicta of the Privy Council in McGuire 

that relevantly Sections 6 and 7 are strong directions to be borne in mind, and if an alternative 

is available that is reasonably acceptable, though not ideal, it would accord with the spirit of 

the legislation to prefer that. 

[1649] This tension between the anticipated benefits and the anticipated adverse effects is the 

crux of the issues that have been debated before us.  It reflects the tensions in Part 2.  It 

reflects the tensions inherent in the statutory documents. 

[1650] We are conscious of our findings as to the manner in which the Project would be 

consistent with the integrated planning instruments and documents relating to transportation.   

We are also conscious of our findings on adverse effects, which are contrary to the themes in 

the planning instruments on heritage, landscape, visual amenity, open space and amenity.  As 

the planners agreed, the statutory instruments give no guidance on how this conflict should be 

resolved.   

[1651] While the RMA does not require that an NoR must set out to achieve the best quality 

outcome, in our view, there are compelling landscape, amenity and heritage reasons why this 

Project should not be confirmed.  The Basin Bridge would be around for over 100 years.  It 
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would thus have enduring, and significant permanent adverse effects on this sensitive urban 

landscape and the surrounding streets.  It would have adverse effects on the important symbol 

of Government House and the other historical and cultural values of the area. 

[1652] Government House, like the Basin Reserve, has the important quality of rarity (there 

is only one such main residence of the Crown in New Zealand).  The sensitivity of the area 

derives not just from Government House and the Basin Reserve but the overall national 

significance of the whole area from Taranaki Street to Government House. 

[1653] The adverse effects are occasioned by the dominance of the Basin Bridge, resulting 

from its bulk and scale in relation to the present environment, and the future environment, 

which does not anticipate such a substantial elevated structure in this significant open space.  

The carefully crafted design of the Basin Bridge, together with the meticulously crafted 

landscape and amenity measures, while offering some offset, do not mitigate the bulk and 

scale of the Basin Bridge, exacerbated by the Northern Gateway Building. 

[1654] The ultimate criterion is whether confirming the Notice of Requirement for the 

Project would promote  the sustainable management purpose of the RMA.  On that criterion, 

we judge that, even with its transportation and economic benefits, confiming the NoR would 

not promote the sustainable management purpose described in Section 5.   It follows that the 

requirement should be cancelled.  The resource consents, being ancillary to the requirement, 

are declined. 

OVERALL ALTERNATE VIEW – DJ MCMAHON 

Introduction 

[1655] The Basin Bridge Project is a transportation Project which fits into a larger jigsaw of 

projects developed by the Transport Agency (known as the Wellington Northern Corridor 

RoNS), and is supported by the Regional Council and City Council. The various RMA 

instruments and statutory and non-statutory documents  referred to extensively in this 

decision support the intent of these projects, largely via the Ngauranga to Airport Strategic 

Study (2006 – 2008), the Corridor Plan,  the Growth Spine Study and various District Plan 

changes.  This is the context within which this Project must be assessed, without taking into 

account any contingent benefits that might be accrued from the Project once other parts of the 

‘jigsaw’ have been established.   
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[1656] In any case, with projects of this magnitude, there are usually only a handful of 

matters of contention that are determinative.  That is largely the case here, with the Board’s 

findings on four key matters being determinative of whether or not the Project constitutes 

sustainable management.  Unfortunately, I have a different perspective to the Board’s 

majority view on these four critical matters, being: 

[a] Transportation effects;  

[b] Heritage effects;  

[c] Urban design/townscape/landscape effects; and 

[d] Consideration of alternatives.   

[1657] The rationale for my alternate view is given below. I consider that if my view on these 

matters had prevailed, then the outcome of the Board’s substantive decision would have been 

different. 

[1658] I consider that, in order to arrive at considered findings on the extent of the adverse 

effects of the Project (urban design/landscape and heritage effects in particular), the Board 

firstly must understand  how the Project fits within that wider strategic framework (or 

‘jigsaw’) and consider what drivers there are in terms of individual Project components.   

Against this backdrop of strategic fit, it is then possible to test specific effects categories as 

part of our overall evaluation of whether the Project promotes sustainable management. In 

this respect a  key Project component to consider, in my view, is whether grade separation is 

necessary in order to achieve the Transport Agency’s objectives, and in order to ensure the 

Project fits into the strategic framework and therefore is consistent with the RMA and non-

RMA documents (as referred to in s171(1)(a) and (d)).  Along with a consideration of 

whether the designation and works are reasonably necessary to meet the objectives of the 

designation and a consideration of the adequacy of the alternatives assessment process, these 

RMA and non-RMA documents are matters that decisionmakers are required to have 

particular regard to when considering the effects of a proposed designation.  This is the 

approach that underpins my perspective on this decision-making exercise.  

[1659] In each section below I set out the issue or finding made by the majority on which I 

have a different perspective on and endeavor to explain why. In doing so, I have, of necessity 

and of a desire for brevity given the comprehensive nature of the decision, attempted to not 

repeat the relevant evidence that is already well documented in the decision.   Instead, I have 
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drawn on the decision to articulate how I have weighed the evidence on these four contested 

topics.  

Transportation Effects 

Defining the Issues 

[1660] The transportation section in the decision comes to a number of conclusions on the 

effects (benefits) of the Project and strategic fit with the policy direction encapsulated in the 

key RMA instruments and the various relevant statutory and non-statutory documents.  At a 

broad level, the conclusion is that there are a range of benefits accruing from the Project. 

These benefits are for both State Highway and local roads, and include:   

[a] Journey time savings for motor vehicles on the north-south and east west 

routes;  

[b] Improvements for the circulation of cyclists and pedestrians in the Basin 

Reserve area; and  

[c] Improvement in overall traffic safety (fewer crashes). 

[1661] The decision records that, in terms of public transport, there would be improvements 

to the journey times and (reduced) variability of journey times for buses passing through the 

area, but that these benefits were difficult to determine with precision.  

[1662] The decision also records that the Project finds support from some of the objectives 

and policies in the Regional Policy Statement and the District Plan. 

[1663] These findings, although not presented in summary form as above, are interspersed 

though the transportation section of the substantive decision. Importantly, and as detailed in 

the decision, these findings are arrived at despite some disagreement by the transportation 

experts on the following matters:  

[a] Some dispute between the experts on the transportation models used  to 

represent the traffic environment and  calculate the benefits of the Project; and 
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[b] The role of any other benefits that may result from implementation of the 

wider RoNS programme that are not part of this Project but are likely to be 

facilitated by this Project (i.e. contingent benefits).   

[1664] Also importantly, the above findings represent the agreed conclusions of the 

transportation experts and do not take into account contingent benefits of works which are yet 

to receive RMA or another type of approval (e.g. Mt Victoria and Terrace Tunnel 

duplications).  

[1665] I accept and endorse the above findings and the manner in which they have been 

derived.  I agree that they are appropriately based on evidence that was properly considered 

and tested at the hearing. 

[1666] Notwithstanding the above, I have a particular additional perspective on the 

consideration of transportation benefits.  In particular, I have identified the following three 

matters which I believe are determinative and outline my findings on them.  

[a] Benefits for public transport  

[b] Integrated network development benefits  

[c] Consistency of the Project with objectives and policies in RMA instruments 

and statutory/non-statutory documents. 

Benefits for Public Transport  

[1667] In terms of public transport, the majority decision accepts that there would be 

improvements to the journey times and variability of journey times for buses passing through 

the area. However, it also states that despite these benefits, it is not possible to make a 

determination on the contribution of the Project to the objectives of the designation relating to 

transportation, and particularly the stated objective to provide an opportunity for improved 

public transport within Wellington City.  The majority decision suggests that there was no 

evidence on the effects of the Project on public transport mode share and this makes it 

difficult to give weight to the support that the Project would give to public transport.   

[1668] I do not agree entirely with the conclusions drawn above for the reasons that follow.  
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[1669] I start by acknowledging the evidence of the Transport Agency that the Project will 

enable the immediate implementation of bus priority at the Basin Reserve. This was 

consistent with the position of the transportation experts to the 16 December 2013 Joint 

Witness Statement - Transport Planning, who agreed that the Project will result in 

improvements in public transport reliability and a reduction in public transport travel times.
959  

[1670] In addition, I note the following:   

[a] Mr Campbell from the Regional Council said that the improvement to this hub 

brought about by the Project will provide operational efficiency benefits for 

public transport operation
960

; and
 
 

[b] Mr Sargent for the Regional Council commented that the Project may actually 

under-estimate the level of public transport benefits.
961 

[1671] I acknowledge that there were some disagreements between transportation witnesses 

for Save the Basin and Mt Victoria Residents’ Association, and the experts for the City 

Council, Regional Council and Transport Agency, as to the full extent of the adverse effects 

on public transport if grade separation does not occur.
962

 However, I believe the evidence of 

the Board’s independent transportation witnesses (Mr Smith and Mr Durdin of Ableys 

Transportation) was very informative in providing some resolution on this disagreement.  In 

this respect, I consider it is significant that Mr Smith accepted, in questioning
963

 on the 

‘simplified volume vs. capacity analyses’, that if bus lanes were incorporated in 2021 without 

intervention of this Project, Dufferin Street and Adelaide Road would be over-saturated. By 

implication he considered that this Project will provide immediate relief from the congestion 

that currently affects public transport travelling through the area. 

[1672] The significance of the above for me is that during the hearing (on 4 March 2014), the 

Wellington Regional Transport Committee made a decision to progress Bus Rapid Transit 

(BRT) as the preferred option for Wellington’s future public transport spine. Mr Smith 

indicated that the Project will need to accommodate BRT.
964

 This point was not contested by 

any expert. However, some experts did contend that the Project is not necessary to facilitate 

BRT.  Even then, I note that Mr Foster (for Save the Basin) accepted that, for BRT to be 
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effective in its implementation, the critical intersections through which it passes will need to 

be carefully managed.
965

  

[1673] Further, the evidence of the Regional Council, who are responsible for public 

transport was insightful. In this respect:   

[a] Mr Troy pointed to the aspiration to deliver a journey time saving between 

Newtown and Wellington Railway Station of three minutes, and the Basin 

Bridge Project delivered one third of that wanted saving alone
966

; and  

[b] Mr Sargent commented that providing dedicated public transport lanes for 

BRT through the Project area without grade separating the State Highway 

traffic would have an accumulation of dis-benefits for road users that would be 

astronomical.
967

 

[1674] Lastly, Mr Spence, for the City Council, also supported the benefits of the Project for 

public transport.
968

  

[1675] Overall, Mr Smith’s evidence was determinative for me in that he concluded that the 

Project is a necessary precursor to allowing the BRT system through the Basin Reserve.
969

 

[1676] On the above basis, my finding is that there are significant benefits for public 

transport and that, because they rely on grade separation, would not be delivered in a 

sustainable manner by alternatives such as the Basin Reserve Roundabout Enhancement 

Option (BRREO). This places the benefits of the Project in an appropriate context and serves 

to not only demonstrate achievement with the public transport objective of the designation, 

but also to significantly elevate the transportation benefits likely to accrue from the 

implementation of the Project.  

Integrated Network Development  

[1677] The second transport matter I raise is equally important. It relates to the potential 

contribution of the Project to the development of the wider transport network. To elaborate, 

the Transport Agency outlined that there are two deliverables for this Project, the first is to 
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resolve the congestion at the Basin Reserve (for both State Highway and local traffic).  The 

second is to implement a programme of staged improvements to the wider State Highway 

network within the Wellington Region - in other words, to facilitate the wider RoNS 

programme for the region.  In this respect, the Project was clearly described as being part of 

those improvements and was said to enable other improvements yet to be considered. 

[1678] In my consideration, the Project’s enabling effect is of considerable importance and 

should be acknowledged as an important and determinative transportation benefit of the 

Project.    

[1679] For the record, I should clarify that I am not referring to the other benefits that may 

result from the actual implementation of the wider RoNS programme or Public Transport 

Spine Study that are not part of this Project. Those are contingent benefits and I wholly 

accept that that these should not form part of the Board’s substantive consideration of this 

Project.  Rather, what I am referring to is how the Project facilitates (or at least does not 

frustrate) the development and potential implementation of related Projects, particularly the 

Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication and the Public Transport Spine Study. 

[1680] I acknowledge the decision does include: 

[a] A separate section addressing enabling effects.  However, it concludes that 

this is not an identifiable benefit in and of itself, and should be considered 

solely in terms of the context of section 171(1), and particular sub-sections (a) 

and (d) dealing with the extent to which the Project is consistent with projects 

identified in the statutory and non-statutory documents (which of course 

include the Mt Victoria Tunnel Duplication and Public Transport Spine 

Study).    

[b] A separate examination of the statutory and non-statutory documents is 

undertaken later in the decision. However, it was conducted principally in 

terms of the strategic policy fit of the Project with the statutory and non-

statutory documents.  In this way, the examination was conducted in isolation 

of matters such as transportation enabling benefits and consideration of how 

this Project could facilitate the wider transportation objectives of the RoNS 

programme.  There is also an absence of any cross reference to the Project’s 

objectives or any consideration of how the alternatives compare to this 

enabling aspect of the Project.   
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[1681] In respect to the last matter, I note that one of the objectives of the Project is to 

support mobility and modal choices within Wellington City “… by not constraining 

opportunities for future transport developments” (emphasis added). Whilst this relates in part 

to the Public Transport Spine Study from a public transportation perspective it has, in my 

view, equal application to the opportunities for “future transport developments” to State 

Highway and local traffic.   

[1682] The importance of recognising this enabling aspect of the Project is particularly 

significant when considering the position of the Board’s peer reviewers on Transportation 

effects and benefits.  Mr Durdin and Mr Smith both presented their reports, were cross 

examined and answered questions from the Board on 1 May 2014 after hearing all of the 

evidence on transportation and alternatives. As such, they had the unique ability to consider 

all pertinent transportation matters and provide an independent view of the key issues.   

[1683] In the above respect, the evidence of Mr Smith and Mr Durdin is important. It covered 

the following key issues  

[a] Need  for, and timing of, intervention; and  

[b] Sustainability of the Project and alternatives in terms of the objectives of the 

designation.  

[1684] On the matter of intervention, the evidence of these two witnesses confirmed that 

intervention is required in the very short term in order to improve the level of service 

currently experienced, and likely to be experienced, in the future around the Project area.  Mr 

Smith confirmed that the modelling indicates that it is time to start investigating and planning 

to do something about the current Basin Reserve and Adelaide Road congestion, and that the 

area would be reaching critical levels in 2021. Mr Durdin further commented that the level of 

intervention should ideally happen sometime between now (or 2011 as the modelling was 

based upon) and 2021
970

.  Effectively they both agree that intervention in the short term is 

highly desirable. 

[1685] As to the type of intervention, Mr Smith and Mr Durdin both also considered 

alternatives to the Project. In this regard their evidence was that alternative solutions such as 

the BRREO at-grade solution (do minimum) are inferior to Option A because: 
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[a] They do not meet all four objectives of the designation to anywhere near the 

same extent that the Project (Option A) does; 

[b] They would result in residual congestion issues at Adelaide Road and Dufferin 

Street (even with the programmed Taranaki/Buckle Street intersection 

upgrade); and 

[c] Such options cannot simultaneously achieve local road/State Highway 

improvements and public transport improvements, as one is sacrificed for the 

other (which is not the case with Option A). 

[1686] In respect to how the enabling effects relate to integrated network development, and 

in response to questioning with respect to at-grade options, Mr Smith commented, and Mr 

Durdin agreed with him, that: 
 

In this regard, in terms of consideration of at grade solutions, we are looking at the 
capacity of these intersections and just being mindful of the objectives of the Project 
to be able to consider the needs for enabling public transport improvements, and 
to be able to provide for improvements and the performance of local roads as well. I 
think all of that would need to be taken into consideration and in my view an at 
grade solution is not going to deliver all of the Project objectives in that 
regard

971
.  

 
[Emphasis added] 

[1687] In his evidence, Mr Durdin also stated that affordability precluded the selection of a 

tunnel option and that, having heard the evidence and cross examination of witnesses with 

respect to Option X, he concluded that it should not be considered the preferred option.
972

  

[1688] In my view, this position of the Board’s independent transportation advisors is 

significant for two reasons: 

[a] Firstly, it clearly shows that grade separation is the most superior option to 

achieving the objectives of the Project; and  

[b] Secondly, it reinforces that a grade separation option for this Project has the 

greatest potential of all the alternatives considered in achieving the wider 

network development goals, which, in turn, is a critical driver of the Project 

and which is also reflected in the explicit objectives of the Project.   
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[1689] Returning to the inception of this alternate issue, the above two points underscore the 

importance of adequately considering the enabling benefits of the Project without 

transgressing into contingent benefits. In this respect, I record that it was agreed by all 

experts to the 5 February 2014 Joint Witness Statement – Transport Planning, that any 

Project at this critical node will need to include flexibility in its design.
973

 In my view, the 

balance of evidence favours a finding that this Project provides flexibility for the future; both 

in terms of public transport developments and for roading improvements/solutions east of the 

Basin Reserve that may involve the potential duplication of Mt Victoria Tunnel.  

[1690] On the above basis, I am of the view that without this Project, the Basin Reserve area 

will form a significant constraint which would limit or frustrate the ability/not enable the 

programmed Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication to deliver its true and strategic functionality.  

Similarly, I consider that the Regional Council will not be enabled to deliver the outcomes 

ratified in the Public Transport Spine Study.  

[1691] These transportation findings on integrated network development are significant in 

my view for two reasons: 

[a] They support an important finding on the significance of grade separation to 

be “factored into” the consideration of environmental effects – particularly the 

assessment of the effects on the landscape, townscape and urban design effects 

of the Project.  This is a matter that I canvased extensively in the substantive 

decision in the section on landscape, townscape and urban design effects; and  

[b] They justify adding the enabling effects of the Project to the assessed quantum 

of transportation benefits for the Project. This is further significant for the 

overall judgment under Part 2 of the RMA, which essentially involves 

weighing up the assessed benefits of the Project against the assessed adverse 

effects. 

[1692] Before leaving the topic of integrated network development it is worth briefly 

acknowledging the important linkage between this topic and the evaluative assessments 

relating to the topics of both heritage and landscape, townscape and urban design.  The point 

of particular note is that the above findings on grade separation and the enabling aspects of 

the Project go a considerable way to explaining and justifying the starting point of those 

evaluative experts in the fields of heritage and landscape, townscape and urban design who 
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supported the Project and gave evidence that, in partial recognition from a transportation 

perspective, grade separation is necessary and desirable. Acknowledging such findings, in my 

view, results in a strong preference for the evidence of the Transport Agency and City 

Council witnesses in these fields of landscape, townscape and urban design matters.  

[1693] As such, with the acknowledgment of the critical roles of grade separation on actual 

and enabling benefits, I believe the correct finding is that the moderate negative landscape, 

townscape and urban design effects of the Bridge in the north eastern quadrant are reduced 

and considerably offset by: 

[a] The benefits of removing 15,000 vehicles per day from the roundabout; and 

[b] The other elements of the Project including the aesthetics of the Basin Bridge 

design, the Northern Gateway Building, the building under the Bridge/green 

screen, plaza and various street landscaping, and the extension to the NWM 

Park.  

[1694] I also believe the critical role of grade separation needs to be considered in the 

heritage findings, which I turn to after my consideration of the final aspect of the 

transportation topic, namely, the role of section 171(1) (a) and (d).   

RMA Instruments and Statutory/non-statutory Documents. 

[1695] Under section 171(1)(a) of the RMA there is a requirement for the Board to have 

“particular regard to” any relevant provisions in the Regional Policy Statement and the 

District Plan. The transportation section of the decision lists the most relevant objectives and 

policies in these two central RMA instruments.   I note and accept that these objectives and 

policies have been kept in mind when making the assessment of the transportation effects of 

the Project above; not just because of the requirement in section 171(1) (a), but also because 

they record what the Regional Council and City Council have determined is important, 

following comprehensive public consultation exercises in the production of those RMA 

instruments. This is an important issue, and I support that acknowledgement in the decision.  

[1696] The conclusion of the Transportation Section in the decision also acknowledges the 

consensus during the conferencing of planners was that there are no “red flags” or “policy 

barriers” to the Board either granting or declining the NoR within either the Regional Policy 

Statement or the District Plan.  Again, I concur with that.  
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[1697] I consider that the above conclusion is reinforced by the strong relationship between 

the RMA instruments and the statutory and non-statutory documents of relevance which we 

are required to have particular regard to under section 171(1) (d).  I briefly outline those 

matters below and indicate how they have influenced my own determination.  I do this in 

respect to two matters:  

[a] Relationship between RMA instruments and non RMA instruments; and 

[b] Particular relevance of non-RMA instruments (section 171(1)(d)) 

Relationship between RMA Instruments and non RMA instruments  

[1698] Whilst section 171(1) separates the RMA and non-RMA documents, it is clear to me 

from the output from the planning conferencing that, for the Wellington context, several non-

RMA documents are important in that they both inform and implement parts of the Regional 

Policy Statement and District Plan.
974

  To illustrate this, I note the following two examples 

regarding policy provisions concerning transportation and urban design respectively:    

[a] The key themes for transportation, for example, are consistent between the 

Regional Policy Statement, District Plan and other documents such as the 

Regional Transport Strategy, Transport Strategy and the Corridor Plan; and  

[b] Similarly, the Urban Development Strategy and the Transport Strategy - both 

listed as implementation methods in the District Plan - are essentially 

companion strategies which together provide for planned growth along the 

Growth Spine on the basis that the infrastructure necessary to facilitate that 

growth (including transportation infrastructure) is either in place or is planned 

to occur in sync with that planned growth. 

[1699] I note that some parties suggested that the non-RMA documents should not be given 

significant weight as they do not reflect community aspirations that have been tested via the 

RMA process.  As a general rule, the Board is in full agreement that such documents should 

have less weight than documents prepared directly under the RMA.  However, I also note that 
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the non-RMA documents of most relevance to the Project have been prepared by either the 

Regional Council or the City Council(or a combination of both, with input from interested 

groups) and have all been through processes with varying levels of public input (most 

included public consultation and hearings), with adoption required by the Regional Transport 

Committee and/or full Council.  I also note that several non-RMA documents are mandated 

as implementation mechanisms for the two key RMA documents.  

[1700] I have found these non-RMA documents of considerable relevance in understanding 

the strategic framework that has been established by the Regional Council (and City Council 

and Transport Agency to varying extents) around which decisions relating to urban form, 

transportation, heritage and amenity should be made.  These documents reflect the complex 

urban environment within which the Project sits, and reflect, I think, useful and careful 

planning by the various agencies for how the city should develop over time.  I consider these 

documents clearly envisage that the Basin Reserve will continue to be an important 

transportation hub, and that improvements at the Basin Reserve are very necessary to achieve 

both the transportation and urban form/amenity outcomes sought.  

[1701] I note that criticism is also made by some submitters that certain documents (the 

Corridor Plan for example) are “self-serving” in terms of references to improvements at the 

Basin Reserve, and separation of north-south and east-west traffic flows.  I do not accept that 

criticism, as I consider these documents reflect good practice planning methods being 

employed in the city to avoid ad hoc projects being considered without a wider context of 

expectations and goals.  

[1702] In my view, the statutory and non-statutory documents are important in that together 

they both inform and implement aspects of the Regional Policy Statement and District Plan, 

including the rolling review of the District Plan.  For example, the Growth Spine Study and 

Centres Policy informed Plan Changes 72 and 73 (dealing with suburban residential and 

commercial growth in locations such as Kilbirnie), whilst the Regional Transport Strategy 

and Corridor Plan are implementation documents of the Regional Policy Statement.   I record 

that Mr Swainson identified that there are clear linkages between the Regional and City 

Council’s strategic documents and noted they often describe similar (if not identical) strategic 

outcomes.
975

    

[1703] For the above reasons, I consider the Regional Policy Statement, District Plan and 

selected non-RMA documents to have greater utility when considered together rather than in 
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isolation.  Similarly, the collective outcomes of (or effects from individual projects which 

give effect to) those documents will be greater than each is able to create independently.  In 

other words, the combined package of RMA and non-RMA documents provides a stronger 

complement than considering each in isolation.  Accordingly, I consider this consistency of 

message, or set of objectives and policy directions, means significant weight should be 

applied to this package of documents when considering the effects of the Project. 

Non-RMA instruments (section 171(1)(d)) 

[1704] As to the actual non-RMA documents themselves, the majority decision identifies 

those that are “other matters” in the section 171(1)(d) sense.  I believe that the Project is 

consistent with the policy directions set out in these documents for the reasons that follow. 

[1705] The Project will deliver on one of the immediate priorities and be an implementation 

measure of the Corridor Plan, which are (respectively):  

improving traffic management at the Basin Reserve to enable more reliable 
bus journey times, improve reliability of the ring route and improve pedestrian 
and cycling facilities

976
 

design and construct improvements at the Basin Reserve to improve 
passenger transport, walking and cycling, by separating north-south flows 
from east-west traffic; and implement complementary bus priority measures 
on Kent Terrace, Cambridge Terrace and Adelaide Road.

977
  

[emphasis added] 

[1706] I find no genuine inconsistency with the Project and the Corridor Plan, and indeed 

find that there is significant consistency.  That Plan clearly envisages traffic separated 

improvements at the Basin Reserve as a Project in itself, as an immediate priority
978

, and the 

Project delivers on this vision.  Other works and activities within the city are intended to 

deliver on other aspects of the Corridor Plan, within other set and distinct timeframes (the Mt 

Victoria Tunnel duplication for example
979

).   

[1707] In addition, I find that the Project is consistent with the Public Transport Spine Study 

(which is a method of implementation of the Corridor Plan) in that the preferred method 

(BRT) can be accommodated within the Project area.  I note that designation conditions 

(particularly the requirement for a Network Integration Plan) have been carefully formatted 
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and are important to ensure that the outcomes of the Public Transport Spine Study can be 

successfully delivered around the Basin Reserve.   

[1708] Consistency with the Regional Transport Strategy, the Transport Strategy and the 

Urban Development Strategy are achieved primarily via the implementation plans and 

policies which they provide for, such as the Centres Policy and Plans, (and District Plan 

rolling review plan changes), the Corridor Plan and the Public Transport Spine Study. 

[1709] I record that Mr Swainson for the City Council assessed the Project against the 

relevant strategic framework and concluded that the objectives will be overall enhanced as a 

result of the Project.  Similarly, Mr Aburn concluded that the Project is consistent with the 

overall thrust of the strategic transportation objectives and policies – in short he considered 

there is a close strategic fit
980

.  I agree. 

[1710] Mr Aburn also notes, and I accept, that fundamental to this conclusion is the effective 

management of traffic flows at the Basin Reserve in the manner intended by the Project, 

without which, the transportation outcomes sought through the Regional Policy Statement, 

Regional Transport Strategy, District Plan and related strategies will not be achieved, namely: 

[a] Enhanced safety and efficiency of SH1; and 

[b] Enhanced, more efficient (i.e. better performing) public transport
981

. 

[1711] Overall, I find that the Project has a strong degree of consistency with those matters 

that promote a progressive improvement in the City’s transportation network, in order to 

deliver on the Growth Spine concept to achieve a well-designed, compact urban form in 

Wellington. On that basis, I believe particular emphasis should be given to section 171(1) (a) 

and (d) in the decision when considering the potential effects of the Project. 

Heritage Effects 

Defining the Issues 

[1712] The heritage section in the decision comes to a number of conclusions on the effects 

of the Project on built heritage values.   
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[1713] In assessing the Project, it is quite correct that the relevant statutory documents – 

RMA, Regional Policy Statement, and District Plan - aim to protect heritage from 

inappropriate use and development.   I accept that this is ultimately the test in Part 2 of the 

RMA under section 6(f), and the statutory documents merely replicate this at an objective and 

policy level.     

[1714] What is perhaps less clear to me after having heard all the evidence (in which there 

was not complete agreement of all heritage witnesses), is:  

[a] What historic heritage resources(s) are affected?;  

[b] What is the exact nature of the effects of the Project on those heritage 

resources associated with the Basin Reserve and its environs?; and 

[c] What is the significance of those effects?  

[1715] In my view, the collective answers to the above questions help inform the 

‘appropriateness’ of the development in heritage terms.   

What is affected?  

[1716] As to the question of what heritage features are affected, I agree that the key features 

include the Basin Reserve Heritage Area. This is a registered area under the former Historic 

Places Trust Act
982

. I note, however that this registration does not provide any statutory 

protection under the RMA per se.  Traditionally, such listings have provided a signal for 

councils to consider listing areas/items for protection in their district plans and it is noted that 

only the Museum Stand and the Memorial Fountain are currently listed in the operative 

District Plan. Notably, the C.S. Dempster Gates and the perimeter fence are not elements that 

are listed or protected under the current District Plan provisions despite plan changes being 

promulgated in the last decade relating to heritage.  

[1717] On the last point, I note that the Regional Policy Statement
983

 requires consideration 

by councils as to whether items of heritage value should be provided protection via the 

District Plan
984

.  This is similar to a previous provision in the former Regional Policy 

Statement which was replaced by the current operative Regional Policy Statement 
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approximately a year ago.  In this respect, it is of some relevance that despite the City 

Council’s ‘rolling review ‘ of the District Plan  in the last 15 years since the Basin Reserve 

Heritage Area registration was first put in place, and despite the provision of the former 

Regional Policy Statement, it is notable that the City Council has not deemed it necessary to: 

[a] (Other than for the Museum Stand and the Memorial Fountain) list specific 

items covered by the Basin Reserve Heritage Area registration (including the 

C.S. Dempster Gates and perimeter fence); or  

[b] Include a more stringent heritage protection over the Basin Reserve as a whole 

other than what exists in the Open Space A zone.   

[1718] We were not told why this was the case and it would be wrong to speculate as to the 

reasons. All that can be taken from this is that the settled provisions of the District Plan 

(which were open to public scrutiny, both when the District Plan was notified and through 

subsequent plan changes) do not include protection for any item other than the Museum 

Stand and the Memorial Fountain. We must accept this at face value and indeed acknowledge 

that the ‘users’ of the District Plan should be entitled to rely on the appropriate application of 

its settled provisions.     

[1719] Other listed heritage ‘items’ within the wider bounds of the Project include: 

[a] Government House; 

[b] Some residences on Ellice Street; 

[c] The former Home of Compassion Crèche; and  

[d] The Carillion/National War Memorial. 

[1720] I also note that the Mt Victoria residential area closest to the Project area is not given 

any special protection in the District Plan, (other than a rule that requires consent for 

alteration to, or demolition of, pre-1930s houses). 

Nature of Effects   

[1721] In terms of effects on heritage it is important to firstly note that there is no direct loss 

to the existing heritage fabric (i.e. as a result of demolition activities). This is accepted and 
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acknowledge in the decision. Rather, the effect is on the values of heritage features as 

follows:   

[a] The major component of the Project giving rise to potential effects on heritage 

values is the Basin Bridge.  It has been reduced in profile to the greatest extent 

possible.   

[b] The second Project component is the Northern Gateway Building.  There were 

mixed views amongst the experts on its impact, ranging from enhancement 

(Salmond/McIndoe) to dominance (Kelly/Poff).  It should be noted that the 

District Plan has environmental outcomes for the Open Space A zone that 

anticipate similar structures being erected on the Basin Reserve on a non-

notified basis subject to planning assessments.  Whilst most, if not all, 

witnesses agreed that the Northern Gateway Building should not proceed if the 

Project doesn’t proceed, the District Plan does anticipate development of a 

similar scale occurring and the proposed position (according to the Cricketers) 

is a logical location. 

[1722] I accept there will be effects on heritage values associated with the items referred to 

above. The evidence on this basis generally established that: 

[a] The effects would be one of potential dominance on the Basin Reserve 

Heritage Area, with lesser effects on Government House, the NWM Park, and 

Mt Victoria residential area; and 

[b] The effects on the crèche for various reasons were not considered by many 

heritage experts other than Mr Bowman, and his reports were not able to be 

tested by any cross-examination as he was not called by any party as a 

witness.  For the record, he considered the effects on the Crèche would be 

severe. 

Significance of effects  

[1723] In terms of the overall significance of the effects on heritage values the three key 

recognised heritage experts were, Mr Kelly, Mr Salmond and Ms Dangerfield.  In summary 

their overall assessments of effects on historic /built heritage values were as follows: 

[a] Mr Kelly – major negative 
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[b] Mr Salmond – moderate negative 

[c] Ms Dangerfield – minor positive/minor negative. 

[1724] The position and evidence of Ms Dangerfield on behalf of Heritage New Zealand 

(HNZ) was informative and persuasive for me in that: 

[a] Heritage New Zealand is the national body for heritage protection (they are a 

quasi-autonomous crown entity), and the registration of the Basin Reserve 

Historic Area falls directly under its jurisdiction; 

[b] Heritage New Zealand supports the Project, having regard to all effects and all 

mitigation (including the crèche relocation and the impact on the Basin 

Reserve Heritage Area); and 

[c] Heritage New Zealand recognises that heritage is an evolving continuum and 

this Project will be reflected in such a continuum.  This Project with the 

Northern Gateway Building will reinforce the critical relationship between 

cricket and heritage. 

[1725] More specifically, Ms Dangerfield considered that the design of the Basin Bridge will 

reduce its impact on the surroundings in as much as a piece of large infrastructure might be 

able to do. She also considered the final design of the Northern Gateway Building (enforced 

by a suite of design and heritage conditions) will resolve and enhance the heritage values of 

the Basin Reserve, and that the relocation of the C.S. Dempster Gates will achieve an 

acceptable heritage outcome in this case. Ms Dangerfield was also of the view that the 

relocation of the former Home of Compassion Crèche will have beneficial effects that will 

outweigh any relocation effects
985

. She also considered the conservation and repair of the 

crèche to be a highly positive heritage outcome.  

[1726] Ms Dangerfield concluded that the Project has the potential to have major effects on 

heritage values (particularly the Basin Reserve Historic Area), but that the design of the 

Bridge and the mitigation proposals for the Basin Reserve and former Home of Compassion 

Crèche (along with other heritage features) will substantially reduce any adverse effects. 
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 Although I accept that the relocation of the crèche does not form part of this project 
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My Finding 

[1727] The common theme from the relevant statutory documents is to protect heritage 

values from inappropriate use and development. In my opinion the Project is consistent with 

the direction of this theme. I note in particular that the evidence records that Heritage New 

Zealand has worked extensively with the Transport Agency and the City Council and 

consider the mitigation intended will substantially reduce the potential adverse effects on 

heritage from the Bridge structure.   

[1728] Overall I consider it to be significant that: 

[a] There is no direct effect on heritage items currently protected in the operative 

District Plan; 

[b] Heritage New Zealand is satisfied with the outcome on its registered historic 

area and that the effects on heritage values overall will be mitigated to an 

acceptable level.  

[1729] I consider that the key issue applicable to heritage values relates ultimately to the 

visual/landscape effects arising from the presence and dominance of the Bridge structure. As 

I have outlined elsewhere, it is my view that based on that evidence, the landscape and urban 

design effects are (at worst) moderately negative and will be experienced largely in the 

residential areas, as opposed to the Basin Reserve open space area.  In fact it was 

demonstrated that that there will be positive urban design and landscape impacts arising in 

parts of this area as a result of opening up of ground level views to the Reserve via the design 

of the NGB. Given this, it is my view that the effects on heritage are not so significant that 

the overall heritage values currently experienced will be lost.  

[1730] For the above reasons I conclude that whilst the Project, particularly the Bridge 

component, has the potential to adversely impact heritage values of the Basin Reserve 

Heritage Area the mitigation proposed (the aesthetic of the Bridge design combined with the 

various elements including the Northern Gateway Building, plaza and extension to the NWM 

Park), will have the effect of protecting the heritage resource from inappropriate use and 

development.  I find that the Project is not inconsistent with section 6(f) of the RMA.    
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Urban Design/Townscape/Landscape Effects  

[1731] My view on these effects is set out in full within the substantive decision.  I feel no 

need to repeat that assessment here.   

[1732] I further acknowledge that my evaluation was that the effects on the topographical 

‘void’ characteristic of the Basin and surrounds (and the importance of that topography itself 

as a significant landscape element) are not significant or determinative.  In this respect and 

for the sake of completeness, I am compelled to provide the following additional comments: 

[a] In my view, the evidence does not support the elevation of the area’s 

topographic character to a level of particular landscape significance on a 

district (city-wide) level; 

[b] This is supported by the implementation methods (or rather, the lack thereof) 

in the operative District Plan for the Basin Reserve and surrounds, including 

(for example) the lack of specific methods such as identified viewshafts (of 

which there are several other examples in the operative plan) to preserve this 

character; and 

[c] Even if there was compelling evidence and/or District Plan recognition that 

definitively supported such significance, the evidence in relation to the actual 

physical effects of the Project remains that the significant adverse effects are 

localised only.  

[1733] For the above reasons, and the detailed reasons set out in my substantive evaluation, I 

remain of the view that the Project will not be contrary to the maintenance and enhancement 

of amenity values or the quality of the environment in this locality. 

Alternatives 

Defining the Issues 

[1734] The central question here is whether adequate consideration has not been given to 

alternative sites, routes and methods of undertaking the public work. In particular the focus is 

on the process of the alternatives assessment rather than the alternatives themselves.  Arising 

from this, the two key questions are whether there was:  
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[a] Transparency and replicability of the option evaluation; and 

[b] Adequate assessment of non-suppositious options with reduced environmental 

effects. 

[1735] For the reasons that follow, I have no difficulty in accepting that adequate 

consideration has been given to alternative sites, routes and methods of undertaking the 

public work, particularly in relation to reason (b) above. 

Basis for Assessment of Alternatives  

[1736] As a starting point, I certainly accept (and note that so does the Transport Agency)
986

, 

that the Project is likely to have adverse effects on the environment such that an assessment 

of alternatives is necessary.  

[1737] In undertaking an assessment of alternatives under section 171 of the RMA, I accept 

that it not incumbent upon a requiring authority to demonstrate that it has considered all 

possible alternatives or that it has selected the ‘best’ of all available alternatives. Rather, it is 

for the requiring authority to establish an appropriate range of alternatives and properly 

consider them. Where a requiring authority is designating land not owned by them and, 

therefore, derogating from private property rights, closer scrutiny is required and less 

tolerance is available. The scope of the designation must be clearly justified in these 

circumstances
987.

  In this case, we heard that the Transport Agency has arrangements with the 

landowners of land that is intended to be acquired.    

[1738] As the Board’s independent planning advisor, Ms Taylor, reminded us, requiring 

authorities tend to review those alternatives that are potentially viable for the achievement of 

its stated objectives in undertaking the designation in the first place, and from the evidence, 

this appears to be what happened in this instance.  This is because there is little to be gained 

from assessing an array of alternatives that are effectively nugatory on the basis that they 

would not meet the stated designation objectives.   

[1739] The Transport Agency confirmed the above when they addressed the issue of 

alternatives in Chapter 5 of the Assessment of Environmental Effects and in the evidence of 

various witnesses including Dr Stewart and Mr Blackmore. The Transport Agency has been 

                                                 
986

  Assessment of Environmental Effects, at [5.2.1] 
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  Refer CIV-2012-425-000576 - Queenstown Airport Corporation Limited v Queenstown Lakes District 

Council. 
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clear that both parts of s171(1)(b) have been triggered, in that the Transport Agency does not 

have an interest in all the land affected by the works, and that it is likely that the work will 

have a significant adverse effect on the environment. The Transport Agency therefore accepts 

(as do I) the need to consider alternative sites, routes or methods of undertaking the work. It 

is explained in the application and evidence that the Transport Agency has considered 

alternative transportation methods, roading routes, alternative alignments, and alternative 

designs over more than a decade. This process has included various studies and input from 

the local authorities, various consultants, and the general public.   

[1740] In terms of whether the Transport Agency’s alternatives process meets the 

requirements of section 171(1)(b) of the RMA, a recent case relating to Queenstown Airport 

seeking to designate additional land
988

 was referred to us during the hearing by several 

parties.  That case refers to, and adopts, the summary of the principles derived from case law 

interpretation of section 171(1)(b) in the Final Report and Decision of the Board of Inquiry 

into the Upper North Island Grid Upgrade Project as follows: 989
 

  

(a) the focus is on the process, not the outcome: whether the requiring 
authority has made sufficient investigations or alternatives to satisfy itself 
of the alternative proposed, rather than acting arbitrarily, or giving only 
cursory consideration to alternatives.  Adequate consideration does not 
mean exhaustive or meticulous consideration. 

(b) the question is not whether the best route, site or method has been 
chosen, nor whether there are more appropriate routes, sites or methods. 

(c) that there may be routes, sites or methods which may be considered by 
some (including submitters) to be more suitable is irrelevant. 

(d) the Act does not entrust to the decision-maker the policy function of 
deciding the most suitable site; the executive responsibility for selecting 
the site remains with the requiring authority. 

(e) The Act does not require every alternative, however speculative, to have 
been fully considered; the requiring authority is not required to eliminate 
speculative alternatives or suppositious options. 

[1741] In terms of the above basis for assessing the adequacy of the alternatives assessment, 

and for the reason that follow, I arrive at a finding that the process implemented by the 

Transport Agency enabled the adequate consideration of alternatives. 

                                                 
988

 NZEnvC206 – Queenstown Airport Corporation Limited [2012] at [49]. 
989

 Final Report and Decision of the Board of Inquiry into the Upper North island Grid Upgrade Project, 

Ministry for the Environment, Board of Inquiry, 4 September 2009 at [117] and [186] 
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Adequacy of assessment  

[1742] The issue of whether the Transport Agency has given ‘adequate consideration’ to 

alternative sites, routes or methods of undertaking the work is one of the key matters of 

contention in the submissions on the Project, and significant time was taken at the hearing on 

this topic. Some submitters were of the firm opinion that the objectives of the Transport 

Agency can be achieved by alternative design options which they themselves have 

investigated and developed. I don’t accept that the evidence supports that position.  However, 

that is largely irrelevant because this is not the relevant test as set out above by the Courts. 

Rather the focus should be squarely on the adequacy of the process.   

[1743] Against this background, the evidence of Dr Stewart on behalf of the Transport 

Agency
990

 detailed the process for identifying and assessing the potential alternatives to the 

Project that were considered by the Transport Agency and explained the various studies that 

were commissioned to consider transport improvements around the Basin Reserve. The 

evidence of Dr Stewart that has influenced my consideration on this matter is as follows:   

[a] He outlined the process which involved multiple teams investigating options 

for making transportation improvements around the Basin Reserve over the 

last 12 years. He doubted whether there is another project in New Zealand 

whose alternatives have been so thoroughly investigated; and 

[b] He explained in detail  that the investigations have identified and examined a 

range of options (including bridges, tunnels and at-grade options) and that 

each investigation team used their own option evaluation process to help 

identify those options that best meet the Transport Agency’s objectives while 

minimising the environmental effects of any such works. He outlined that each 

study concluded that a bridge option (similar to that proposed in this NoR) 

was the preferred option.  

[1744] On the above basis, Dr Stewart concluded that the Transport Agency fully complied 

with the statutory requirements under section 171(1)(b) of the RMA. Likewise, Mr Aburn, an 

experienced planning practitioner, also concluded that the Transport Agency had completed a 

comprehensive and robust process that is compliant with the obligation to give ‘adequate 

consideration’ to alternative sites, routes or methods of undertaking the work. 
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  Stewart, EiC  
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[1745] Significantly for me, however was the evidence from the Board’s transportation peer 

reviewer (Mr Durdin and Mr Smith from Ableys).  They both examined the process by which 

the Transport Agency considered and discounted possible alternative design options for 

transport improvements around the Basin Reserve. Whilst the Abley evidence concluded that 

the range of alternatives considered by the Transport Agency is comprehensive and complete, 

I do acknowledge that they did also find that it was difficult to determine what weighting was 

given to the evaluation criteria utilised by the Transport Agency.  

[1746] I also acknowledge that the evidence on behalf of the Mt Victoria Residents’ 

Association and Save the Basin set out an alternative transportation solution to the Project 

(BRREO).  The legal and lay advocates for those parties considered that their (at grade) 

solution would result in lesser adverse effects (particularly in relation to urban design, visual 

and townscape and heritage matters) than the Project being considered. They also claimed the 

transportation benefits achieved by the BRREO Option would be on a par with the Bridge 

option (although this was not the position of their traffic expert witnesses (Mr Young and Mr 

Foster) who both acknowledged the benefits of Option A (the Project) outweigh those of the 

BRREO Option.   

[1747] Mr Milne for the Newtown Residents Association and the Architecture Centre spent a 

large amount of time at the hearing “deconstructing” the process the Transport Agency has 

worked through in coming to the decision to seek a NoR for the Basin Bridge Project (known 

as Option A).  Mr Milne picked up on the Abley concern that the use of several different 

methods of assessment of options along the course of the Project has not assisted the 

Transport Agency in demonstrating a clean, clear transparent process.  Mr Durdin did not 

think that this aspect of the alternatives process is fatal to the Transport Agency achieving the 

requirements of s171(1)(b). 

[1748] My finding is that the alternatives assessment process took place over an extended 

period and involved several changes in the decision making environment along the way 

which the Transport Agency had no, or little, control over.  For example, I would have had 

considerable concern if the Transport Agency had not paused the Project to enable a 

reconsideration of Option X when it became clear during the consultation process that an at 

grade option would be likely to be preferable from a public perspective.    

[1749] Similarly, I note that the government decision to underground Buckle Street led to a 

re-look at a tunnel option at the Basin Reserve.  That, in my assessment, was the correct 

process and approach.  Some submitters represented by Mr Milne said that these assessments 

were essentially, “too little, too late”.   With respect, that is not the test that we are required to 
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undertake.  Also, those submitters considered that an option similar to the BRREO Option 

should have been considered alongside Option A (and others) given it has lesser adverse 

effects on some parts of the environment.   I have no reason to doubt Dr Stewart’s evidence 

that a similar at grade option was considered during the process.    

[1750] I consider that the position of Mr Milne for The Architectural Centre / Newtown 

Residents Association sets an overly onerous expectation on a requiring authority which was 

working to solve a complex urban issue, in an environment within which it does not have 

complete control. 

[1751] I understand that projects of this nature will come up against such external matters, 

and the proponents of such projects must be nimble and adjust as they are able to.  Whilst it 

would have been ideal for the process to be linear and each potential option to be compared 

against each other under a consistent set of criteria, I do not consider the adjustments to the 

process, or the fact that the process may not have been completely linear or all options 

considered against the same criteria or objectives to be determinative when considering 

whether the process has been adequate.    

[1752] On examination, Mr Durdin confirmed his view, notwithstanding his concerns about 

the transparency and criteria used to consider several of the alternatives, that: 

[a] None of the other options put forward would achieve the requiring authority’s 

objectives to the extent that the Basin Bridge option would; and  

[b] Any upgrade option that did not include grade separation would be a short 

term fix only.   

[1753] Mr Smith concurred.  

[1754] This reflects the evidence of several witnesses who told us that any at grade option 

(such as The BRREO Option) would not provide a long-term solution, and whilst it may 

provide some measure of traffic benefit, it would not enable modal shift to public transport, 

nor improve pedestrian or cycling provision. 

My Finding  

[1755] For the above reasons, and on the basis of the independent advice of the Boards 

transportation reviewer, I find that:     
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[a] The transportation benefits to be achieved by Option X would be inferior to 

the preferred Project; and   

[b] An at-grade option, along the lines of the BRREO Option could facilitate 

some transportation benefits at least until the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication, 

but would be inferior to the Project, in all respects and in all timeframes 

beyond.   

[1756] Notwithstanding these conclusions about the failing of other alternatives , the critical 

aspect is that  those options have been included as part of the option evaluation process 

because, despite the consensus view of the experts that that they do not deliver the 

transportation benefits of the preferred o[option (the Project), they would be less harmful 

from an environmental effects point of view. In my view this further reinforces the robustness 

of the alternatives evaluation process.  

[1757] Whilst certainly not perfect, I have come to the conclusion that the consideration of 

alternatives by the Transport Authority was reasonably robust and certainly more than 

adequate. I find that the statutory requirements under section 171(1)(b) of the RMA have 

been complied with. 

A Final Note on Effects 

[1758] Aside from the preceding structured evaluation on the four topics on which I have a 

different perspective on to the rest of the Board, there is a further generic matter that has had 

some bearing on my findings and determinations.  I briefly comment on this here.  

[1759] It relates to the issue of blight in the receiving environment for this project.  

[1760] As was explained and accepted by several witnesses ‘blight’ refers to the degradation 

that can occur when uncertainty causes under-investment and lack of maintenance. In this 

instance, the area on the north and north-eastern sides of the Basin Reserve has been affected 

by ‘blight’ as a consequence of uncertainty over roading plans for several decades. 

[1761] Significantly, in my view this Project is a ‘stake in the ground’ in response to the 

‘blight’ that has affected the land to the north and north-east of the Basin Reserve.  

[1762] It is my view that the Basin Bridge (and the other elements in the entire project) will 

resolve this uncertainty by settling on a long-term transportation option. Conversely, a short-
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term response will not resolve the existing ‘blight’ nor restore the previous landscape unless 

an at-grade circulation would provide a long-term solution.  In my view, the compelling 

evidence is that at-grade options, such as the BRREO Option are not long-term solutions in 

this locality and do not enable wider network development projects that are signalled in the 

settled RMA instruments and in the non-RMA statutory documents. 

[1763] Similarly, a decision to cancel the requirement will be incredibly counter-productive 

to the efforts by not just the Transport Authority but also the City Council and Regional 

Council and all those other parties who have been involved in the various alternatives 

exercises (such as the Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Strategic Study 2006-2008)) that have 

been undertaken in the last decade to find an appropriate solution to the transportation 

problems in this locality.  In turn, that will simply perpetuate the problem of ‘blight’ in this 

location for the foreseeable future, until such time as a more permanent solution is 

implemented.  

[1764] To this specific end, I do not consider that a decision to cancel the NoR is consistent 

with the sustainable management principles of the RMA. 

Overall Judgment   

[1765] As noted at the outset of this addendum to the decision, I consider that the above 

alternative conclusions on the key issues in contention would have led to a different overall 

view on the Project, had those conclusions been the adopted position.  Principally, the 

findings on the Project’s incompatibility with section 6(f), sections7(c) and (f) and the 

resulting exercise of judgment within the wider context of section 5 would be considered 

differently. 

[1766] In respect of section 6(f), I fully accept and support that the protection of historic 

heritage from inappropriate development is inextricably linked with sustainable management 

practice.  In making an overall determination on any particular proposal’s ability to fit with 

this strategic aim, I also find that the significance of the heritage resource(s) relevant in this 

case must also be factored in.  In this respect, the settled provisions of the District Plan 

provide – for me – a critical filter through which significance is defined; and, in turn through 

which accordance with section 6(f) can ultimately be determined. 

[1767] In this respect, I reiterate that there was agreement that there is no direct adverse 

effect arising from the Project on any heritage items currently identified (as significant and 

worthy of protection) in the operative District Plan.  The evidence strongly suggests, 
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therefore, that the Project is most certainly consistent with section 6(f) as it relates to those 

listed items.   

[1768] Notwithstanding this, I accept that the heritage inventory of any District Plan must be 

evolutionary to incorporate items that become increasingly significant over time.  It is evident 

to me from the evidence of Mr Aburn and Mr Daysh, however that the District Plan’s own 

inventory is not in a state that can be deemed inadequate or outdated.  Indeed, the District 

Plan has been the subject of two plan changes in the last decade which introduced new 

heritage items, and an additional plan change to revise the District Plan’s objectives, policies 

and rules relating to historic heritage in response to the matter’s elevation in national 

significance by the previous government.   

[1769] Moreover, the District Plan was the subject of comprehensive examinations of the 

objectives, policies and rules for both the Central Area and the Residential Zone (which 

physically occupy three of the four borders of the Basin Reserve) through separate plan 

changes, and both of these proposals introduced new heritage areas (among other provisions).  

Through none of the above Schedule 1 (RMA) channels was there an advancement of the 

Basin Reserve generally and/or its surrounds as a listed heritage item or area.   

[1770] I am inclined, for this reason, not to afford the wider site the same significance that 

would otherwise be afforded to listed items. To do so would (in my view) undermine the 

integrity of the District Plan and the inherent effectiveness of the listing method as the 

primary tool to implement the District Plan’s objectives and policies relating to the protection 

of historic heritage.  This implementation role is important as it enables a process to test 

development against those policies and objectives which have already been deemed to be the 

most effective provisions to give effect to s6(f) and the Act’s purpose. 

[1771] I acknowledge again that the Basin Reserve Heritage Area does have listed status with 

Heritage New Zealand; however, the witness appearing for Heritage New Zealand – arguably 

the champion to defend the significance of the Basin Reserve as a heritage resource – 

concluded that the Project would have both positive and negative effects on heritage values of 

features not listed in the District Plan.      

[1772] In light of the above, and for the more detailed reasons set out previously in this 

addendum, I do not consider that the Project represents inappropriate development in terms of 

section 6(f).  
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[1773] Turning to the matters set out in section 7, and chiefly to subsections (c) and (f), again 

my detailed evaluation in the preceding sections and in the substantive decision has set out 

the rationale for my overall view on the Project’s fit with these provisions. While there will 

be adverse effects on amenity values, and the quality of the environment arising from the 

Project, I consider that these are largely localised to discrete areas, with diminishing 

significance as one moves away from the Basin Bridge.  When considering this finding in 

context with the positive effects to be realised in other channels (for example to public 

transport services, overall traffic safety, long-term effective reductions in peak traffic 

congestion, and the enabling of benefits to be realised through integration with other strategic 

roading projects), I do not consider that the Project’s impact on sections 7(c) and 7(f) are in 

such conflict that the NoR need be cancelled. 

[1774] Rather, my view is that, on balance, the Notice of Requirement should be confirmed. 
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DETERMINATION 
 

 

NOTICE OF REQUIREMENT (NSP13/03.001) 

The Notice of Requirement for the construction, operation and maintenance of State Highway 

1 in Wellington City between Paterson Street and Buckle Street/Taranaki Street, and to 

construct (and where necessary operate and maintain) work that avoids, remedies or mitigates 

adverse effects is cancelled. 

 

 

APPLICATIONS FOR RESOURCE CONSENT (NSP13/03.002; NSP13/03.003; 

NSP13/03.004; NSP13/03.005; NSP13/01.006)  

The resource consent applications, being ancillary to the Notice of Requirement, are declined. 

 

Dated this 19
th

 day of July 2014 

 

 

____________________    ____________________ 

Gordon Whiting     David Collins 

Retired Environment Judge    Deputy Chairman 

Chairman 

 

 

 

 

____________________    ____________________ 

James Baines      David McMahon 

Member      Member 
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APPENDIX 1 

List of Witnesses Called at the Hearing 

 

Witness Topic Representing 

Megan Wraight Landscape architecture / urban design The Applicant 

John Hardwick-Smith Architecture / urban design The Applicant 

Roderick James Transport Agency and Roads of National 

Significance overview 

The Applicant 

Selwyn Blackmore Project overview The Applicant 

Alistair Aburn Planning The Applicant 

Peter McCombs Transportation The Applicant 

David Dunlop Transportation The Applicant 

Timothy Kelly Transportation The Applicant 

Wayne Stewart Assessment of Alternatives and Design 

Philosophy 

The Applicant 

Rachael Roberts Truescape visual simulations The Applicant 

Frank Stoks Crime Prevention through Environmental Design The Applicant 

Kevin Brewer Urban design The Applicant 

Deyana Popova Visual assessment The Applicant 

Gavin Lister Landscape The Applicant 

Gordon Sanderson Ophthalmology The Applicant 

Michael Copeland Economics The Applicant 

Jeremy Salmond Built heritage The Applicant 

Lindsay Daysh Planning The Applicant 

Vincent Dravtizki Noise The Applicant 

Neil Jamieson Wind The Applicant 

Pathmanathan 

Brabhaharan 

Geotechnical and earthquake engineering The Applicant 

Duncan Kenderdine Construction management The Applicant 

Wendy Turvey Social impact assessment The Applicant 
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Witness Topic Representing 

Christine McCarthy Congestion Public Transport Use The Architectural 

Centre Incorporated 

and Newtown 

Residents 

Association 

Diane Menzies Urban Design and Landscape Architecture The Architectural 

Centre Incorporated 

and Newtown 

Residents 

Association 

Nick Roberts Planning The Architectural 

Centre Incorporated 

and Newtown 

Residents 

Association 

Michael Barnett General Barnett, Michael 

James Burgess Transportation  Cycle Aware 

Wellington 

Denis Foot Heritage Foot, Denis 

Nevil Hegley Noise Grandstand 

Apartments Body 

Corporate 

Michelle Conland Planning Greater Wellington 

Regional Council  

Alex Campbell Public Transport Operations Greater Wellington 

Regional Council  

Luke Troy Transport Greater Wellington 

Regional Council  

Nick Sargent Transport Modelling Greater Wellington 

Regional Council  

Irene Halakas General Halakas, Irene 

Tim Jones Climate Change Effects on Project Jones, Kay 
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Witness Topic Representing 

Harry Ricketts Cricket Jones, Kay 

Andrew Smith Pedestrian Transport Living Streets 

Aotearoa 

Marie O’Sullivan Health Impacts Mount Victoria 

Residents 

Association  

Elaine Hampton Social Mount Victoria 

Residents 

Association  

Elizabeth McCredie Urban Design Mount Victoria 

Residents 

Association  

Richard Reid Urban Design and Architecture Mount Victoria 

Residents 

Association  and 

Richard Reid and 

Associates Limited 

Alison Dangerfield Built Heritage Heritage New 

Zealand 

Jillian Kennemore Planning Heritage New 

Zealand 

Paula Warren Planning and Ecology Rational Transport 

Society 

Richard Lee Transport Reynolds, Leonie 

Michael Faherty General Roman Catholic 

Archdiosese 

David Young Transport Save the Basin 

Campaign 

Incorporated 

Michael Kelly Heritage Save the Basin 

Campaign 

Incorporated 
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Witness Topic Representing 

Sarah Poff Landscape Save the Basin 

Campaign 

Incorporated 

Julie Anne Genter Economics Save the Basin 

Campaign 

Incorporated 

Lawrence Parker Economics Save the Basin 

Campaign 

Incorporated 

Yvonne Legarth Planning Save the Basin 

Campaign 

Incorporated 

Yvonne Weeber Urban Design and Architecture Save the Basin 

Campaign 

Incorporated 

John Foster Transport Save the Basin 

Campaign 

Incorporated 

John Anderson Cricket Wellington City 

Council and Basin 

Reserve Trust 

Peter Clinton Cricket Wellington City 

Council and Basin 

Reserve Trust 

Martin Snedden Cricket Wellington City 

Council and Basin 

Reserve Trust 

Donald Neely Cricket History Wellington City 

Council and Basin 

Reserve Trust 

Vivien Rickard Heritage Wellington City 

Council and Basin 

Reserve Trust 

Warren Ulusele Strategic Planning Wellington City 

Council and Basin 
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Witness Topic Representing 

Reserve Trust 

Robert Spence Traffic Wellington City 

Council and Basin 

Reserve Trust 

Geoffrey Swainson Transport Planning Wellington City 

Council and Basin 

Reserve Trust 

Graeme McIndoe Urban Design Wellington City 

Council and Basin 

Reserve Trust 

Michael Brown General Wellington 

International Airport 

Limited 

Louise Taylor Planning Board of Inquiry 

Paul Durdin Transportation Peer Reviewer Board of Inquiry 

Dave Smith Transportation Peer Reviewer Board of Inquiry 
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APPENDIX 2 

Conditions (Version 9, as Amended by this Decision) 
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Basin Bridge Proposed Conditions 

Conditions on the Designation 

 

Acronyms / Definitions –Designation 

AEE  

Basin Bridge Project Assessment of Effects on the Environment Volumes 1 to 5 dated April 2013  

Commencement of construction  

Means the time when the works that are the subject of this designation commence, but excludes 

enabling works, sampling and monitoring required to be undertaken prior to the main works 

commencing 

Compliance Officer  

Means the Compliance Officer, WCC or nominated WCC staff or contractor appointed to act on the 

Compliance Officer’s behalf. 

CPTED 

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 

Management Plans are  

a. The Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and the following sub 

management plans: 

 the Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan (CNVMP) 

 the Construction Transport Management Plan (CTMP) 

 the Construction Air Quality Management Plan (CAQMP) 

 the Contaminated Land Management Plan (CLMP) 

 the Network Utilities Management Plan (NUMP) 

b. The principal Urban Landscape and Design Plan (ULDP) and the zone specific ULDP’s 

c. The Heritage Management Plan (HMP) 

d. The Network Integration Plan (NIP). 

NOR 

Notice of Requirement 

Project  

Means the construction, maintenance and operation of the Basin Bridge project 

Requiring Authority 

Means the NZ Transport Agency 

RMA and “The Act” 

Resource Management Act 1991 

SMP 

Sub Management Plan 

SSTMP 

Site Specific Transport  Management Plan 

WCC  

Wellington City Council 

Work  

Means any activity or activities undertaken in relation to the Project 
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 General Conditions and Administration 

DC.1.  
Except as modified by the conditions below, and subject to final design, the Project 
shall be undertaken in general accordance with the information provided by the 
Requiring Authority in the Notice of Requirement dated 17 June 2013 and supporting 
documents (as updated by information provided by the Requiring Authority with the 
Board’s approval prior to the issuance of the Board’s draft decision) being: 
 
(a) Assessment of Environmental Effects report and associated technical reports 

dated June 2013; 
(b) Plans/ Drawings: 

i. Drawings 1A.01 – 1A.02 

ii. Drawings 4A.01 – 4A.08 

iii. Drawings 4B.01 

iv. Drawings 4C.01 – 4C.02 

v. Drawings 4E.01 

vi. Drawings 5A.01 – 5A.14 

vii. Drawings 5C.01 – 5C.02 

viii. Drawings 6A.01 – 6A.04 

ix. Drawings 6B.01 – 6B.04 

x. Drawings 6C.01 

xi. Drawings 6D.01 – 6D.02 

xii. Drawings 6F.01 – 6F.03 

xiii. Drawing BRB 08-093 Rev A depicting revised geometrics for Pedestrian 
And Cycle Bridge 

(c) The Urban and Landscape Design Framework (Technical Report 3 including 
Appendices). 

For the avoidance of doubt, none of these conditions, except where explicitly 
provided for, prevent or apply to works required for the ongoing operation and 
maintenance of the Project following construction such as changes to street furniture 
or signage over time.   
 
Where there is conflict between the documents listed above and these conditions, 
these conditions shall prevail. 

DC.2.  
As soon as practicable following completion of construction of the Project, the 
Requiring Authority shall: 
(a) Review the width of the area designated for the Project;  
(b) Identify any areas of designated land that are no longer necessary for the 

ongoing operation, or maintenance of the Project or for ongoing mitigation 
measures; and 

(c) Give notice to the WCC in accordance with section 182 of the RMA for the 
removal of those parts of the designation identified in condition DC.2 (b) above. 

DC.3.  
The designation shall lapse if not given effect to within 5 years from the date on which 
it is included in the District Plan under Section 175 of the RMA. 

DC.4.  Intentionally Left Blank 
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 Communications and Stakeholder Liaison (see also condition DC.19(d)) 

DC.5.  
A stakeholder liaison person shall be appointed by the Requiring Authority for the 
duration of the construction phase of the Project to be the main and readily 
accessible point of contact at all times for persons affected by the construction work. 
The Requiring Authority shall take appropriate steps to seek to advise all affected 
parties of the stakeholder liaison person’s name and contact details. If the liaison 
person will not be available for any reason, an alternative person shall be nominated.  

DC.6.  
The Requiring Authority shall establish a Community Reference Group (CRG) at least 
three months prior to commencement of construction and hold regular meetings (at 
least one meeting every three months) throughout the construction period (or less if 
the members of the CRG agree) and shall be in place for 12 months after practical 
completion of construction.  
 
The purpose of the CRG is to  

i. Provide a regular forum to inform the community of construction progress and 
for the community to inform the requiring authority of any relevant issues with 
construction activity; 

ii. Assist the requiring authority with mitigating any adverse effects from 
construction of the Project; 

iii. Engage with the community in order to foster good relationships and to provide 
opportunities for learning about the Project; 

iv. Provide early information on key Project milestones and ongoing monitoring 
results; and 

v. Respond to queries and complaints. 
 
CRG representatives will also have the opportunity to provide input into the 
finalisation of the Construction Environmental Management Plan and the relevant 
defined sub Management Plans excluding the Network Utilities Management Plan 
prior to submission to Wellington City Council or Greater Wellington Regional Council 
for certification in accordance with conditions DC13-DC36 and General Resource 
Consent Condition G16. 
 
(a) The Requiring Authority shall invite a representative to participate in the CRG 
from the following groups: 

i. Mount Victoria Residents Association; 
ii. Mount Cook Residents Association; 
iii. Newtown Residents Association; 
iv. The Grandstand Apartments Body Corporate; 
v. Owners and occupiers of residential properties in lower Ellice Street (up to 42 

and 45 Ellice St at the corner of Ellice and Brougham Street); 
vi. Regional Wines and Spirits Ltd  
vii. Other local businesses immediately adjacent to the designation boundary; 
viii. St Joseph’s Church; 
ix. St Marks School; 
x. Clyde Quay School; 
xi. Ace House;  
xii. Zena Court and 9/9A Dufferin Street; 
xiii. Tasman Gardens Body Corporate; 
xiv. Wellington College; and 
xv. Wellington East Girls College. 

 
Representatives of other groups can be invited at the discretion of the Requiring 
Authority. 
 
In the case that any of the invited parties, other than the representative of the 
requiring authority, does not attend this meeting, the Requiring Authority will have 
complied with this condition, provided the invitation requirement is met. 
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DC6A 
In relation to programme, traffic management measures and utility relocations, the 
Requiring Authority shall prior to the commencement of construction liaise with: 

 Restaurant Brands in relation to the permitted works on the Pirie Street, Kent 
Terrace and Vivian Street intersection. 

 Foodstuffs (North Island) Ltd in relation to the permitted works on the corner 
of Rugby Street and Adelaide Road. 

 McDonalds Restaurants (NZ) Ltd in relation to the permitted works on the 
corner of Rugby Street and Adelaide Road. 

DC.7.  
(a) At all times during construction work, the Requiring Authority shall maintain a 

permanent register(s) of any public or stakeholder feedback received and any 
incidents or non-compliance noted by the Requiring Authority’s contractor, in 
relation to the construction of the Project. The register(s) shall include: 
i. the name and contact details (as far as practicable) of the person providing 

feedback or contractor observing the incident/ non-compliance; 
ii. identification of the nature and details of the feedback/ incident; and, 
iii. location, date and time of the feedback/ incident. 

(b) The Requiring Authority shall promptly investigate and take timely action if 
required regarding any adverse feedback, reported incident or non-compliance 
and respond to the complainant on what corrective action if any is required within 
5 working days.  This shall include, but need not be limited to: 
i. recording weather conditions at the time of the event (as far as practicable), 

and including wind direction and approximate wind speed if the adverse 
feedback or incident relates to dust; 

ii. recording any other activities in the area, unrelated to the Project that may 
have contributed to the adverse feedback/ incident/ noncompliance, such as 
non-Project construction, fires, traffic accidents or unusually dusty conditions 
generally (if applicable); and, 

iii. investigating other circumstances surrounding the incident. or non-
compliance 

(c) In relation to condition DC.7 (b), the Requiring Authority shall: 
i. record the outcome of the investigation on the register(s); 
ii. record any remedial action(s) or measure(s) undertaken to address or 

respond to the matter on the register(s); 
iii. respond to the initiator, explaining the outcome of the investigation and any 

remedial action(s) or measure(s) taken, if practicable; and, 
iv. where the adverse feedback or incident was in relation to a non-compliance, 

the WCC Compliance Officer shall be notified in writing of the matter within 5 
working days of the non-compliance, and be informed of the remedial 
action(s) or measure(s) undertaken. 

(d) The register(s) shall be maintained on site and shall be made available to the 
Compliance Officer upon request. 

 Outline Plans  

DC.8.  
The Requiring Authority shall be exempt from providing an Outline Plan of Works for 
the Project, as provided for in Section 176A (2) of the RMA. 

 Building Under the Bridge  

DC.9.  
a)  At least 20 working days prior to construction of the new building on the corner 

of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street (Lots 1 and 2 DP 5418, Lots 9, 17 and 18 DP 
15 and Lot 1 DP 26700) the Requiring Authority shall submit to the WCC 
compliance officer detailed design plans for certification that the building is in 
accordance with condition DC10. 

(b) The new building shall be designed by appropriately qualified person(s) appointed 
after consultation with WCC.  

(c)  The detailed design plans shall include the following Plans and information 
relevant to the new building: 
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i. Site plan; 
ii. Building elevations; 
iii. Floor plans; 
iv. Vehicle access, circulation, and the provision for parking; 
v. Design statement which describes how the building has been designed 

to meet the urban design objectives and the other matters in condition 
DC.10 and the relevant provisions of the Central Area Design Guide;  

vi. Vibration mitigation details, including foundation plans and verification of 
how the building will meet the objective in condition DC.10(d); and, 

vii. Further details of the green screen including the support structure for the 
plantings, plant species, and equipment associated with life-support for 
the plantings, and maintenance requirements. 

(d)  Prior to the submission of the detailed design plans to the WCC compliance 
officer, the design of the building shall undergo an independent design review, 
by an experienced panel of not less than three professionals as agreed by the 
Requiring Authority and WCC. Feedback received in this review process shall 
be provided to WCC at the time the detailed design plans are submitted, along 
with a clear explanation of where any comments have not been incorporated in 
the detailed design plans and the reasons why. 

(e) The new building on the corner of Kent Terraces and Ellice Street shall be 
finished to Building Act 2004 code compliance certification stage within two 
years of the new Bridge being open to traffic. 

DC9A. 
All work on the new building on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street shall be 
undertaken in accordance with the detailed design plans that are certified under DC9 
and shall not commence until certification has been provided. Maintenance of the 
green screen shall be undertaken in accordance with the detailed design plans that 
are certified under DC9. 

DC.10.  
(a) As provided by DC1, the detailed building design shall be in general accordance 

with the information provided by the Requiring Authority in the NoR, including 
the AEE, Plans/Drawings and the Urban and Landscape Design Framework. 

(b) The building design specified in DC9 shall achieve the Zone principles and 
Detailed Design Considerations of Zone 3: Kent/Ellice Street Corner outlined in 
Schedule 1 of these conditions and be consistent with the principal Urban 
Design and Landscape Plan (ULDP) and the relevant zone specific ULDP to be 
prepared under Conditions 31 to 33. 

(c) The building design shall allow for a minimum of 1.2m vertical separation 
between the building roof and the soffit of the bridge to allow for inspections and 
maintenance to the bridge. 

(d) The design of the integration of the bridge with the building shall include 
measures to achieve traffic induced vibration levels in the building that do not 
exceed a daytime vibration dose value (VDV) as defined in BS6472-1:2008 of 
0.4 ms

-1.75
. 

(e) The design shall allow for the opening of existing windows on level 2 of the 
Grandstand Apartments Building. 

 Northern Gateway Building 

DC.11.  
(a) At least 20 working days prior to construction of the Northern Gateway Building 

within the Basin Reserve Grounds, the Requiring Authority shall submit to the 
WCC compliance officer detailed design plans for certification that the building 
is in accordance with condition DC12. 

(b)  The new building shall be designed by appropriately qualified person(s) 
appointed after consultation with WCC and Heritage New Zealand. 

(c)  The detailed design plans shall include the following Plans and information 
relevant to the new building: 

i. Site plan, demonstrating building and landscape integration; 
ii. Building elevations; 
iii. Building cross sections; 
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iv. Floor plans; 
v. 3D representations of building in context;  
vi. Design statement which describes how the building has been designed to 

meet the urban design objectives and the other matters in condition DC.12 
and the relevant provisions of the Central Area Design Guide; 

vii. Vehicle access, circulation, and any provision for parking; 
viii. The maintenance of public access when the Basin Reserve Ground is not 

being utilised for events and cricket matches; and 
ix. Demonstration that the building will be compatible with the use of the Basin 

Reserve as a sports and recreation ground. 
(d)  Prior to the submission of the detailed design plans to the WCC compliance 

officer, the design of the building shall undergo an independent design review, 
by an experienced panel of not less than three professionals as agreed by the 
Requiring Authority, Heritage New Zealand and WCC. Feedback received in this 
review process shall be provided to WCC at the time the detailed design plans 
are submitted, along with a clear explanation of where any comments have not 
been incorporated in the detailed design plans and the reasons why. 

(e) The complete exterior envelope of the Northern Gateway Building shall be 
finished so that traffic on the Bridge is not visible through the building from the 
Basin Reserve prior to the opening of the new Bridge to traffic. Any temporary 
use of the bridge by general traffic during construction, and prior to the exterior 
envelope of the Northern Gateway Building being completed, shall occur only by 
agreement with WCC. It is the intention that such traffic use should not occur 
during use of the ground for cricket matches. 

DC11A. 
All work on the Northern Gateway Building shall be undertaken in accordance with 
the detailed design plans that are certified under DC11 and shall not commence until 
certification has been provided. 

DC.12.  
(a) As provided by DC1 and DC11, the detailed building design shall be in general 

accordance with the information provided by the Requiring Authority in the NoR, 
including the AEE, Plans/Drawings and the Urban and Landscape Design 
Framework. 

(b) The building design specified in DC.11 shall achieve the Zone principles and 
Detailed Design Considerations of Zone 2: Kent/Cambridge/Basin Bridge 
Interface outlined in Schedule 1 of these conditions and be consistent with the 
principal Urban Design and Landscape Plan (ULDP) and the relevant zone 
specific ULDP’s to be prepared under Conditions 31 to 33 and Heritage 
Management Plan to be prepared under conditions 34 and 35. 

(c) In particular the detailed design of the Northern Gateway Building at 
approximately 65m long shall be in general accordance with Plans 6D.01 and 
6D.02 and to ensure that: 

 

 The height of building does not exceed 12.9m; and 

 The minimum height between the ground and soffit of the first floor shall be at 
least 4m and the entrance area shall be at least 16m wide. 

 The ground level undercroft of the Northern Gateway Building shall remain 
visually permeable for the full width of the Northern Gateway Building with 
the exceptions that vertical cores and structure may be within this space 
(generally as indicated in the proposed design) and that the ground level may 
be closed off so as to be visually impermeable during events and cricket 
matches. 

 Management Plans 

DC.13.  
Any Management Plans, completed in accordance with these conditions shall be 
made available for public viewing at one or more of the Project site offices.  Electronic 
copies of the Management Plans shall be made available on the Project website. 
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DC.14.  
1) The Requiring Authority shall update and finalise all Management Plans 

required under these conditions to ensure compliance with the designation 
conditions, as follows. 

a) At least 20 working days prior to commencement of construction, the 
Requiring Authority shall submit the Construction Environmental 
Management Plan (CEMP), and the sub Management Plans being 
Construction Transport Management Plan (CTMP), Air Quality 
Management Plan (AQMP), Construction Noise and Vibration Management 
Plan (CNVMP), Contaminated Land Management Plan (CLMP) to the WCC 
Compliance Officer for certification that they comply and are consistent with 
the related conditions DC.19, DC.20, DC.22, DC.24, DC29 and DC30.  

b) At least 20 working days prior to the commencement of the construction of 
any bridge pier a principal Urban and Landscape Design Plan (ULDP) shall 
be submitted to the WCC Compliance Officer for certification that it is 
consistent with conditions DC1, DC.31 to DC.33. This shall include a further 
process for the timing of detailed zone specific Urban and Landscape 
Design Plans to be submitted to the WCC Compliance Officer at least 20 
working days prior to construction of any urban design or landscape 
element within that zone. 

c) At least 20 working days prior to the commencement of the construction 
within the Basin Reserve a Heritage Management Plan (HMP) shall be 
submitted to the WCC Compliance Officer for certification that it is 
consistent with conditions DC34 and DC35. 

d) At least 20 working days prior to commencement of pavement construction 
to the eastbound State Highway and on Dufferin, Rugby and Paterson 
Streets a Network Integration Plan (NIP) shall be submitted to the WCC 
Compliance Officer for certification that it is consistent with condition 
DC21A. 

e) There is no requirement to submit the Network Utilities Management Plan 
(NUMP) described in condition 30A to the Compliance Officer. 

2) A programme of works shall be provided to the Compliance Officer outlining 
staging of works and anticipated dates on which management plans will be 
submitted for certification.  Any changes to the programme of works shall be 
provided to the Compliance Officer as soon as practicable. 

3) All work shall be undertaken in accordance with the certified Management Plans 
and shall not commence until certification has been provided. In order to provide 
programming certainty prior to construction, certification will not be unreasonably 
withheld by the Compliance officer.  

DC.15.  
The Requiring Authority may, at any time, request amendments to any of the 
management plans required for certification by these conditions.  Any amendments to 
management plans shall remain consistent with the overall intent of the relevant 
management plan and do not cease to comply or be inconsistent with the applicable 
conditions by reason of the amendment. Amendments shall be submitted for 
certification to the Compliance Officer at least 5 working days prior to the proposed 
changes taking effect. 
 
Work related to the amendment sought shall not commence until certification has 
been provided. In order to provide programming certainty, certification of the 
amendment will not be unreasonably withheld by the Compliance Officer. 

DC.16.  
The Requiring Authority shall, if requested by the Compliance Officer in response to a 
complaint, incident or other reasonable request that relates to managing an adverse 
environmental effect that is directly related to the construction of the project, carry out 
a review of the management plans required by these conditions.  The Requiring 
Authority shall submit the reviewed management plan within 20 working days to the 
Compliance Officer for certification that: 
(a) The reason(s) for requiring the review have been appropriately addressed; and 
(b) Appropriate actions and a programme for implementation are provided for if 

required. 
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DC.17.  
Following the review process, described in condition DC.16, the management plans 
may require updating. Any material change proposed to the management plans shall 
be submitted for certification to the Compliance Officer at least 5 working days prior 
to the proposed changes taking effect.  
 
Work related to the review process shall not commence until certification has been 
provided. In order to provide programming certainty, certification of the amendment 
will not be unreasonably withheld by the Compliance Officer. 
 
Advice Note: Material change will include amendment to any base information 
informing the CEMP or any process, procedure or method of the CEMP (such as the 
compliance monitoring process, complaints procedure or mitigation / remedial 
methods identified) which has the potential to increase adverse effects on a particular 
value. For clarity changes to personnel and contact schedules do not constitute a 
material change. 

DC.18.  
At least 10 working days prior to commencement of construction the Requiring 
Authority shall arrange a pre-construction site meeting between the Compliance 
Officer and any other relevant party nominated by the Compliance Officer, including 
all the relevant contractors’ representatives. 
 
In the case that any of the invited parties, other than the representative of the consent 
holder, do not attend this meeting, the Requiring Authority will have complied with this 
condition, provided the invitation requirement is met. 
 
The Requiring Authority shall, ensure that additional site meetings are held between 
the Requiring Authority, the Compliance Officer and any other relevant party 
nominated by the Compliance Officer, at appropriate intervals, and not less than 
annually, which shall include when a new key contractor commences work. 

 Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) 

DC.19.  
The purpose of the CEMP is to provide the framework, methods and tools for how 
environmental effects should be managed, remedied or mitigated during construction 
and to describe reporting and monitoring procedures.  
 
In considering whether to certify the CEMP submitted the Compliance officer shall 
consider whether the CEMP provides for:  

 Compliance with the conditions of the notice of requirement and resource 
consents; 

 Compliance with other environmental legislation if relevant; and  

 Sound management of environmental effects associated with construction of 
the Project.  

 
The CEMP shall be in general accordance with the proposed CEMP submitted with 
the NOR and include but need not be limited to: 

(a) General: 
i. CEMP purpose; 
ii. Project details including anticipated construction activities, 

methodology and a schedule of construction activities, including 
activities associated with compliance with designation and resource 
consent conditions; and 

iii. Defining what changes in construction methodology and programme 
activities will require formal amendment of the Management Plan or 
the relevant sub management plans. 

 
(b) Social and environmental management 

i. Environmental issues anticipated during construction, including issues 
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associated with: 

 Noise and vibration also included in the Construction Noise and 
Vibration Management Plan; 

 Construction traffic also included in the Construction Traffic 
Management Plan; 

 Air quality also included in the Construction Air Quality 
Management Plan; 

 Contaminated land also included in the Contaminated Land 
Management Plan; 

 Erosion and sediment control; 

 Archaeological resources where the Archaeological Authority and 
the attached conditions granted by the Historic Places Trust (now 
Heritage New Zealand), on 31 July 2013 for the Project shall be 
specifically taken into account and implemented; 

 Native fauna. In particular where prior to construction, a lizard 
salvage survey should be undertaken in all potential habitats 
immediately before they are removed and if required a process 
shall be in place to undertake relocation; 

 Management of laydown areas through the use of recognised 
construction practices to minimise as far as is practicable adverse 
visual effects; 

 Safety and security; 

 The condition and operation of machinery; 

 The control and discharge of fuel, lubricants and hazardous 
materials; 

 Utility services within the Project Area also included the Network 
Utilities Management Plan; 

 Lighting; 

 Waste management; 

 Sewage; and 

 Fire. 
ii. the management approach, methods and measures to avoid and 

mitigate adverse environmental effects arising in relation to each 
environmental issue including if required matters that require specific 
compliance with conditions that reference any NZ standard, any 
relevant industry standard or any relevant district plan rule; 

iii. Outline of how the CEMP responds to relevant conditions of this 
designation and relevant resource consents; and 

iv. An environmental risk register.  
 

(c) Implementation requirements 
i. Management team structure, roles and responsibilities; and 
ii. Training including subcontractors. 

 
(d) Communication and feedback 

i. Details of contact details for the Stakeholder Manager; 
ii. The contact details for the Stakeholder Liaison Person required under 

condition DC.5 and outline how these details will be circulated to the 
public and relevant stakeholders;  

iii. Methods to communicate with stakeholders, including a 
communications register and Community Reference Group (condition 
DC.6); and 

iv. Reference to the feedback register required under condition DC.7.  
 

(e) Monitoring, incident response and review 
i. Monitoring;  
ii. Incident response; 
iii. Reporting, documentation and audits; 
iv. Corrective action; 
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v. CEMP review and close out.  

 Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan (CNVMP) 

DC.20.  
The Requiring Authority shall prepare and implement a Construction Noise and 
Vibration Management Plan (CNVMP) to provide management of construction noise 
and vibration. In determining whether to certify the CNVMP, the Compliance Officer 
shall consider the extent to which the best practicable option has been taken to 
minimise effects on neighbouring residents, other users and buildings. 
  
The CNVMP shall be prepared by a suitably qualified acoustics specialist and shall: 

(a) be generally in accordance with the proposed CNVMP submitted with the 
NOR; 

(b) include specific details relating to methods for the control of noise associated 
with all relevant Project construction works, which shall be formulated to, as 
far as practicable, comply with the following criteria in accordance with NZS 
6803:1999. 
 

Time 

a. Noise limits (dB) 

b. Monday to Saturday 

c. LAeq d. LAmax 

6:00 am through to 
7:00 am 

e. 70 f. 85 

7:00 am through to 
7:00 pm# 

g. 75 h. 90 

7:00 pm# through to 
6:00 am 

i. 55 j. 75 

Sunday and public 
holidays (24 hours)  

k. 60 l. 75 

 

#For specific long duration activities that need to be completed, 8.00pm will 

apply. Any extension to 8pm is to be notified to potentially affected parties in 

advance. 
 

(c) address the following aspects with regard to managing the adverse effects of 
construction noise: 

i. Noise sources, including machinery, equipment and construction 
techniques to be used; 

ii. Predicted construction noise levels; 
iii. Hours of operation, including times and days when noisy 

construction work for example, piling would occur; 
iv. Mitigation options, including alternative strategies where full 

compliance with the noise criteria set out in the table above cannot 
practicably be achieved; 

(d) Include methods for monitoring and reporting on construction noise which 
shall include noise monitoring on the Grandstand Apartments while 
construction work is being undertaken within 50 metres of any facade.  The 
data collected from monitoring undertaken will be available to the owners and 
residents of Grandstand Apartments; 

(e) Provide an assessment of alternative approaches that can minimise the 
actual effects of activities that may exceed the noise limits above. This 
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includes liaison with identified parties that might experience any exceedance 
and whether there are times to which planned exceedances could be 
confined. Further, if none of the alternative approaches or measures are 
practicable, further options are to be developed to mitigate effects to the 
identified parties until planned exceedances are completed; 

(f) Identify how the requirements of St Joseph’s Church in respect of church 
services, weddings and funerals will be addressed, including through 
provision of long and short term project programming information.  

(g) Include a record of the liaison and the specific response of the requiring 
authority to matters raised by other parties. 

(h) Include specific details relating to methods for the control of vibration 
associated with all relevant Project construction works, which shall be 
formulated to, as far as practicable, comply with the Category A criteria in the 
following table, measured in accordance with ISO 4866:2010 and AS 2187-
2:2006:  
 

Receiver Details Category 
A 

Category B Location 

Occupied 
dwellings 

Daytime 6: am 
to 8:00 pm 

1.0 mm/s 
PPV 

5.0 mm/s 
PPV 

Inside the 
building 

Night time 
8:00 pm to 
6: am 

0.3 mm/s 
PPV 

1.0 mm/s 
PPV 

 

Other 
occupied 
buildings 

Daytime 6: am 
to 8:00 pm 

2.0 mm/s 
PPV 

10.0 mm/s 
PPV 

 

All 
buildings 

Transient 
vibration 

5.0 mm/s 
PPV 

BS 5228.2  

Table B2 
values 

Building 
foundation 

Continuous 
vibration 

BS 5228.2  

50 percent 
Table B2 
values 

 

Undergro
und 
Services 

Transient 
vibration 

20mm/s 
PPV 

30 mm/s 
PPV 

On pipework 

Continuous 
vibration 

10mm/s 
PPV 

15 mm/s 
PPV 

 
Note: Tabulated values are in terms of peak component particle velocity. 

 
(i) describe the measures to be adopted in relation to managing construction 

vibration including: 
i. Identification of vibration sources, including machinery, equipment 

and construction techniques to be used; 
ii. Identification of procedures for building condition surveys in 

accordance with condition DC.21 below; 
iii. Procedures for management of vibration, if measured or predicted 

vibration levels exceed the Category A criteria; 
iv. Procedures for approval by the WCC and continuous monitoring of 

vibration levels and effects by suitably qualified experts if 
measured or predicted vibration levels exceed the Category B 
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criteria. 
v. The measures that will be adopted to ensure vibrations at the 

following heritage listed structures will be below the guidelines 
levels specified in Table 1, Line 3 of German Standard DIN 4150-3 
1999 so as to minimise any potential damage to: 

 The William Wakefield Memorial 

 The Museum Stand 

 The CS Dempster Gates 

 The historic Waitangi Stream Culvert  
vi. Likely locations where the Category A and B criteria may be 

exceeded, particularly during piling when unfavourable soil 
conditions may be encountered, are those listed in DC.21.  

 

Dispute Resolution 

(j) Include a process for the requiring authority to appoint an appropriately 
qualified independent expert in consultation with Wellington City Council, who 
shall be available on reasonable notice to investigate and report to WCC and 
the requiring authority on matters of dispute relating to the management 
and/or mitigation of the effects of noise and vibration during construction. 
 

Activity Which Exceeds Noise or Vibration Levels 

(k) Set out that where construction activity is predicted to exceed the noise 

and/or vibration levels set out in clauses (b) or (h), the extent of exceedance 

and the duration of exceedance must be identified. If an assessment 

identifies that the effect of the exceedance will be more than minor when 

compared to what would have been permitted by the limits, an assessment of 

significance will be made by the project's Environmental Compliance 

Manager. A more than minor effect will include when construction noise 

between 10pm and 6am is predicted to exceed the greater of either 45dB 

Laeq or the existing average night time (10pm - 6am) ambient noise by more 

than 5dBA. If more than a minor effect is assessed, steps must be taken to 

minimise the effect, and the Council officer will be advised of those steps and 

the outcome of any discussions with affected parties. The process for 

minimising the effect must include: 

 An assessment of alternate approaches that may minimise the 
effect; and  

 Discussions with those who will experience the exceedance, 
including whether there are times to which the exceedance could 
be confined for lessening the effect. 

(l) Set out that if the affected party and the Requiring Authority agree that 

measures to manage the extraordinary activity are not practicable then 

options to otherwise manage those effects will be offered and may include 

temporary accommodation until the extraordinary activity is completed. 

(m)  Clauses (k) and (l) do not apply to the Grandstand Apartments for 

construction activities between the hours of 10pm and 6am, in which case 

clauses (n) – (r) apply. 

 

Grandstand Apartments  

The following requirements shall be included in the CNVMP: 

(n)  Prior to undertaking this work the Requiring Authority shall identify whether 

the number of night-times where the construction noise at any point at a 

facade of the Grandstand Apartments will exceed 65dB LAeq is likely to 

exceed 7 nights, or whether such an exceedance will occur on more than 2 
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nights consecutively.    

(o) If such an exceedance is assessed as likely to occur on more than 7 nights 

or on more than 2 nights consecutively the following options shall be offered 

by the Requiring Authority to the owner(s) and occupier(s) of the Grandstand 

apartment(s) that will be affected by the exceedance: 

i. the apartment shall, at the cost of the Requiring Authority be 

upgraded prior to the noise occurring to ensure the internal level 

does not exceed 40dB LAeq and 60dB LAmax (should any upgrade 

be necessary to ensure these levels will not be exceeded at night-

time when construction is occurring).  Where the construction 

noise is likely to exceed 65dB LAeq at night-time at a façade of the 

Apartment for more than four weeks (cumulatively) alternative 

ventilation to open windows shall be provided by the Requiring 

Authority, or; 

ii. the occupiers of the apartment shall, at the cost of the Requiring 

Authority, be relocated to alternative accommodation for those 

nights where the noise level exceedance is expected to occur, or; 

iii. any alternative option as agreed between the constructor and the 

owner of the relevant apartment. 

(p) The owner of the relevant apartment may decide which option offered under 

clause (b) (i) – (iii) they wish to adopt (if any).  They may delegate this 

decision to one or more occupiers of the relevant apartment.  Should they 

wish to delegate this decision, they must do so in writing.  

(q) A permanent noise monitor shall be set up at the Grandstand Apartments to 

monitor construction noise.  As a minimum, this monitor shall record 

LAeq(15min), LAmax(15min).  The results shall be available for viewing on line by the 

residents of the Grandstand Apartments.    This monitor may need to be 

moved during the construction period to monitor representative noise from 

the construction work at any given time. 

(r) For the purposes of this condition, night-time shall be within the hours of 

10pm and 6am. 

 

Note: For the avoidance of doubt, if the noise level of 65dB LAeq at a façade of one 

or more Grandstand Apartment is assessed as likely to be exceeded for 2 x 15 

minute periods over the course of one night-time this is to be recorded as equaling 

one night-time in terms of this condition. 

 Grandstand Apartments Glazing 

DC20A 
a) Prior to construction the Requiring Authority shall establish a glazing fund that is 

available to Grandstand Apartment owners to meet the costs for noise treatment 
of windows. The fund will be available for two years from the date that the 
Agency confirms that it is proceeding with the Project. Noise treatment will be 
determined on the basis of proximity to the works and will entail either 
installation of secondary, double or acoustic glazing whichever is determined to 
be appropriate. 

b) Any glazing work undertaken using this fund will be at the sole discretion of the 
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land owner and, if completed, will become the responsibility of the land owner 
once it has been installed. 

c) The Requiring Authority will engage an independent Quantity Surveyor who will 
calculate the maximum amount of funding available to each apartment that 
needs to be treated. Funding will be available for treatment of windows on the 
southern, eastern and western fascias of the building except for the ground floor 
and the penthouse suite but is not available for treatment of windows in 
communal and non-habitable rooms and areas. 

d) Any glazing work undertaken using this fund will either: 
 be designed, managed and undertaken by the Requiring Authority. The 

design of the glazing will be agreed with the land owner and the views of the 
land owner will be considered favourably by the Requiring Authority so long 
as the cost of the work remains within the maximum values specified in 
clause a and/or cost over runs are at the cost of the land owner; or 

 be designed, managed and undertaken by the land owner. Before any work 
is undertaken, the specification and timing of work proposed will be provided 
to and certified by the NZTA as providing double, secondary or acoustic 
glazing. Up to the maximum values specified in clause ii. payment will be 
made within 10 working days after receipt of the invoice relating to the work 
undertaken in general accordance with the certified specification; and 

e) Depending on the design of the windows and the level of expected intrusion 
from construction noise the need for additional ventilation will be assessed and 
provided if required for properties on the southern fascia of Grandstand 
Apartments that otherwise do not have ventilation systems installed. 

 Building and Infrastructure Condition Surveys 

DC.21.  
a) Prior to the commencement of construction the Requiring Authority shall 

complete building condition surveys of the RA Vance Stand, the CS 
Dempster Gate, The William Wakefield Memorial, the Grandstand 
Apartments (80 Kent Terrace), Regional Wines and Spirits (15 Ellice St), the 
Home of Compassion Crèche (former), the residences at 21 and 23 Ellice 
Street, 9/9A Dufferin Street, Zena Court (11 Dufferin Street), St Joseph’s 
Church (42 Ellice Street), St Marks Church School preschool and 
Coffey/Kirby School buildings that front onto Paterson Street, and the historic 
Waitangi Stream culvert. If property access is withheld by the property owner 
the survey does not have to be undertaken. 

b) As soon as practicable following completion of construction the Requiring 
Authority shall, at its expense, conduct a post-construction building condition 
survey of the properties listed in DC.21.a).  The results of the pre and post 
construction surveys will be compared and where necessary, the Requiring 
Authority shall at its expense arrange for repair of any damage where that 
damage has resulted from the effects of construction of the Project.   

c) The building condition surveys shall be completed by a suitably qualified 
engineer.  A report of each survey shall be forwarded to the property owner.  

 Network Integration Plan (NIP) 

DC21A. 
The Requiring Authority shall prepare in collaboration with WCC and WRC (in respect 
of the public transport elements) a Network Integration Plan (NIP) for the Project to 
demonstrate how the Project integrates with the existing local road network and with 
future improvements identified in the Public Transport Spine Study (PTSS). 
 

a. The NIP shall include details of proposed physical works and shall address 
such matters as: 
i. The extent and precise location of proposed dedicated public transport 

lanes to assist the achievement of forecast travel times and improved 
reliability around the Basin Reserve; 

ii. Signal priority for public transport vehicles to assist the achievement of 
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forecast travel times and improved reliability : 
iii. Changes to bus stop location, and design to accommodate if necessary, 

longer vehicles/additional stop infrastructure; 
iv. A review of the operation and control of the Adelaide Road and Rugby 

Street intersection; 
v. A review of signal control, management and cycle lengths for the 

network affected by construction of the project. 
vi. A review of the design of the proposed Ellice Street Link Road. 
vii. The need for, precise location and design of pedestrian crossing facilities 

within the Project area; 
viii. A review of the radius of the left hand curve leading from Buckle Street 

into Cambridge Terrace; 
ix. Overall safety and service levels of the road, pedestrian and cycle 

network within the Project Area; 
x. The necessity for, and safety of a left turn provision at the Buckle Street 

intersection with Taranaki Street south bound; 
xi. The detailed width of the shared pedestrian/cycle bridge and the shared 

path on the eastern perimeter of the Basin Reserve. 
Note: All the matters referred to in section (a) above, will be subject to the approval of 
the relevant road controlling authority 

b. The Requiring Authority shall submit the NIP for certification to the Compliance 
Officer at least 20 working days prior to commencement of pavement 
construction to the eastbound State Highway and on Dufferin, Rugby and 
Paterson Streets. Any comments received from WRC through the collaboration 
process signalled above shall be supplied to the Compliance Officer when the 
NIP is submitted, along with a clear explanation of where any comments have 
not been incorporated and the reasons why. No construction works identified in 
the NIP which are the responsibility of the NZTA shall commence prior to 
certification of the plan. 
 

Works identified in the NIP which are the responsibility of the NZTA, including any 
work associated with the relocation of bus stops, will be undertaken at the time the 
Project is constructed. 

 Construction Transport Management Plan (CTMP) 

DC.22.  
The purpose of the Construction Transport Management Plan (CTMP) is to manage 
the effects of, construction including construction traffic to minimise impacts for State 
highway and local road users, pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users as well 
as residents, and local businesses and other activities within the Project Area. 
 
The CTMP shall be prepared in conjunction with WCC as local road controlling 
authority and WRC in relation to public transport elements generally in accordance 
with the proposed CTMP submitted with the NOR and shall  include, but need not be 
limited to: 
 
(a) A statement of standards that will be adhered to in the planning and 

implementation of Temporary Traffic Management (TTM) during the project;  
(b) Objectives and issues for the delivery of TTM;  
(c) Construction sequencing and restrictions to be placed on TTM activities;  
(d) Details of proposed accesses to construction areas from the road network;  
(e) The potential effects on the detour routes selected and how these will be 

managed to seek to ensure safety and accessibility for all road users;  
(f) Measures to maintain, where practicable, existing vehicle access to adjacent 

properties and business;  
(g) Reasonably practicable measures to maintain public transport, cycle and 

pedestrian flows. 
(h) Measures to manage existing onsite parking on St Joseph’s Church, and 

Regional Wines and Spirits properties, including meeting the requirements of 
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condition DC44 and through consideration of temporary alternative car parking 
locations; 

(i) Details of the measures that will be implemented to screen construction activity 
from passing traffic and pedestrians; 

(j) A process for the development, submission and approval of Site Specific 
Transport Management Plans (and when SSTMPs are required);  

(k) Roles and responsibilities of key Traffic Management personnel (and/or 
governance group); 

(l) The measures that will be undertaken by the Requiring Authority to communicate 
traffic management measures to affected road users and stakeholders when 
submitting the Management Plans for certification; and 

(m) A record of the liaison and the specific response of the requiring authority to 
matters relating to construction traffic and traffic affected by construction raised 
by other parties. 

 

DC.23.  
Prior to the submission of the CTMP for certification, the proposed CTMP shall 
undergo an independent safety and traffic review, and a Crime Prevention Through 
Environment Design (CPTED) review by a suitably qualified person(s). Feedback 
received in this review process shall be provided to the Compliance Officer at the 
time the CTMP is submitted for certification, along with a clear explanation of where 
any comments have not been incorporated in the CTMP and the reasons why. 

DC.24.  The Requiring Authority shall prepare Site Specific Transport Management Plans 
(SSTMPs) as required under the CTMP.  The SSTMPs shall be provided to the 
relevant road controlling authority at least 5 working days prior to the commencement 
of work that relates to the SSTMP for certification that each SSTMP is consistent with 
the CTMP and condition DC.25.   

DC.25.  
The SSTMP shall describe the measures that will be taken to manage the traffic 
effects associated with the construction of specific parts of the Project prior to 
construction of the relevant part(s) of the Project commencing.  In particular each 
SSTMPs shall describe: 
(a) How it is consistent with the CTMP; 
(b) If relevant, how it is consistent with the principles of CPTED; 
(c) Temporary traffic management measures required to manage effects on road 

users during proposed working hours; 
(d) Delay calculations associated with the proposed closure/s and detour routes; 
(e) The capacity of any proposed detour route(s) and their ability to carry the 

additional traffic volumes, including diverted bus services, and any known safety 
issues associated with the detour route(s), including any mitigation measures the 
Requiring Authority proposes to put in place to address any identified safety 
issues; 

(f) Individual traffic management plans for intersections of the proposed Project with 
arterial roads; 

(g) Measures to maintain, where practicable, existing vehicle access to adjacent 
properties and businesses; 

(h) Measures to maintain, where practicable, safe, accessible and clearly identified 
pedestrian and cyclist access on roads and footpaths for all users adjacent to the 
construction works.  Where detours are necessary to provide such access the 
Requiring Authority shall provide for the shortest and most convenient detours, 
which it is reasonably practicable to provide, having regard to CPTED issues and 
safety; 

(i) Any proposed temporary changes in speed limit; 
(j) Provision for safe and efficient access of construction vehicles to and from 

construction site(s); and, 
(k) The measures that will be undertaken by the Requiring Authority to communicate 

traffic management measures to affected road users, pedestrians, cyclists and 
stakeholders. 

(l) Details, where applicable, of how public transport elements have been managed 
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and have incorporated the views of the WRC Public Transport Group. 
(m) A record of the liaison and the specific response of the requiring authority to 

matters raised by other parties shall also be included. 
 
Prior to the submission of the SSTMP(s) for certification, the draft SSTMP(s) shall 
undergo an independent safety and traffic operational review, and a CPTED review 
by a suitably qualified independent person. Feedback received in this review process 
shall be provided to the Compliance Officer at the time the SSTMP is submitted for 
certification, along with a clear explanation of where any comments have not been 
incorporated in the SSTMP and the reasons why. 

DC.26.  
(a) Prior to the commencement of construction, the Requiring Authority shall 

undertake a pre-construction condition survey of the carriageways including 
footpaths along those local roads affected by the Project for which the WCC is 
the road controlling authority and submit it to the WCC Compliance Officer.   

(b) As soon as practicable following completion of construction of the Project the 
Requiring Authority shall, at its expense, conduct a post-construction condition 
survey of the road network affected by the Project.  The results of the pre and 
post construction surveys will be compared and where necessary, the Requiring 
Authority shall at its expense arrange for repair of any damage to the 
carriageways and footpaths (and associated road components), for which the 
WCC is the road controlling authority, where that damage has resulted from the 
effects of construction of the Project.  Any repairs shall be undertaken to the 
satisfaction of the WCC Compliance Officer. 

(c) The condition surveys shall consist of a photographic or video record of the 
carriageway, and shall include roughness, rutting defects and surface condition. 

DC.27.  
The Requiring Authority shall ensure that procedures are adopted to prevent the 
deposition of slurry, clay or other materials on the roads by vehicles leaving the site 
where such material is liable to cause a nuisance or hazard.  

DC.28.  
The upgrade of the Vivian/Cambridge/Kent/Pirie intersections shown on Drawing 
4A.06 shall be undertaken prior to the commencement of works on the 
Ellice/Hania/Dufferin intersection. 

 Construction Air Quality Management Plan (CAQMP) 

DC.29.  
The purpose of the CAQMP is to provide measures to ensure that any effects due to 
dust generated by construction activities associated with the Project are kept to a 
practical minimum and do not result in effects which are considered offensive or 
objectionable. 
 
The CAQMP shall be prepared, generally in accordance with the proposed CAQMP 
submitted with the NOR and shall  include, but need not be limited to: 
(a) Identification and implementation of dust suppression measures appropriate to 

the environment in which the works are located, and the sensitivity of nearby 
receptors. For the purpose of this condition sensitive receptors are defined as 
being those properties specified in part a) of condition DC21;  

(b) Outline of the approach to be taken to monitoring of air quality effects during 
construction; and, 

(c) Identification of contingency measures to address identified and verified adverse 
effects on sensitive receptors.  Contingency measures shall be implemented by 
the Requiring Authority and may include options such as: 

i. Cleaning of houses and vehicles parked on the site of sensitive 
receptors; and, 

ii. Cleaning of other buildings and infrastructure. 
 

 Contaminated Land Management Plan (CLMP) 
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DC.30.  
The purpose of the Contaminated Land Management Plan (CLMP) is to provide 
procedures for the works to minimise short term (during excavation) and long term 
risks to human health and the environment. 
 
A CLMP shall be prepared generally in accordance with the proposed CLMP 
submitted with the NOR and shall  include, but need not be limited to: 
a) Pre-excavation procedure, including the pre-construction sampling 

requirements;  
b) Excavation procedure and disposal locations;  
c) Health and safety requirements and, 
d) Reporting requirements. 

 Network Utilities Management Plan 

DC30A The Requiring Authority shall prepare and implement a Network Utilities Management 
Plan (NUMP), the purpose of which shall be to outline the methodologies that will be 
adopted to ensure enabling work, design and construction of the Project adequately 
takes account of (and includes measures to address), the safety, integrity, and 
protection of existing network utilities including where, relocation is necessary.  

 

The NUMP shall be prepared in consultation with the relevant infrastructure providers 
which have existing network utilities that are directly affected by the Project and shall 
be implemented during the construction of the Project. The NUMP shall include:  

i) Measures to be used to accurately identify the location of existing network utilities,  

ii) Measures for the protection, relocation and/or reinstatement of existing network 
utilities;  

iii) Measures to seek to ensure the continued operation and supply of infrastructure 
services;  

iv) Measures to provide for the safe operation of plant and equipment, and the safety 
of workers, in proximity to live existing network utilities;  

v) Measures to manage potential induction hazards to existing network utilities;  

vi) Earthwork management (depth and extent), for earthworks in close proximity to an 
existing network utility;  

vii) Vibration management for work in close proximity to an existing network utility; 
and  

viii) Emergency management procedures in the event of any emergency involving 
existing network utilities. 

 Urban and Landscape Design Plan (ULDP) 

DC.31.  
a) The Requiring Authority shall prepare and construct the project in 

accordance with a principal Urban and Landscape Design Plan (ULDP) and 
zone specific Urban and Landscape Design Plans relating to the zones in 
Schedule 1. The purpose of the principal ULDP is to outline the measures to 
be adopted to achieve good quality detailed design of the Project and 
achieve the principles within the Urban and Landscape Design Framework 
(Technical Report 3). Zone specific ULDP’s shall outline the detailed design 
matters relating to the zone. 

b) A draft principal ULDP shall be provided to the Wellington Tenths Trust, Te 
Runanga O Toa Rangatira, Heritage New Zealand, Wellington City Council 
Urban Design Team, the Basin Reserve Trust and Wellington Cricket for 
comment. Zone Specific ULDP’s shall be submitted to the above parties for 
comment unless there is no direct interest in the specific zone. 
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c)   Prior to the submission of the draft principal ULDP to the parties specified in 
DC31 (b), the draft principal ULDP shall undergo an independent design 
review, by a suitably qualified person(s).  

d) The draft principal ULDP shall be provided to the parties in DC.31 (b) at least 
20 working days prior to its submission for certification to WCC. Draft zone 
specific ULDP’s shall also be provided to the relevant parties in DC.31 (b) at 
least 20 working days prior to its submission for certification to WCC. 

e) Upon receipt of the draft principal ULDP and draft zone specific ULDP’s the 
parties in DC31 (b) shall provide feedback to the Requiring Authority within 
15 working days of receipt of the draft ULDP and draft zone specific ULDP’s.  
If none is received by that deadline the Requiring Authority can consider that 
the party concerned has no comments on the draft.   

f) The Requiring Authority shall provide any feedback received on the draft 
principal ULDP and draft zone specific ULDP’s to the Compliance Officer at 
the time it is submitted for certification, along with a clear explanation of 
where any comments have not been incorporated in the ULDP or draft zone 
specific ULDP’s and the reasons why. 

DC.32.  
The principal ULDP shall be based upon the Urban and Landscape Design 
Framework and the approved Plans outlined in DC1 and be consistent with the 
specific principles in Schedule 1. It shall detail the location, form, bulk and massing of 
structures and provide a programme for when zone specific ULDP’s will be 
submitted. 
 
Zone specific ULDP’s shall also be based on the Urban and Landscape Design 
Framework and the approved Plans outlined in DC1. It shall be consistent with the 
specific principles and detailed design considerations in Schedule 1 and shall include 
where applicable: 
a) Detailed design drawings and information for the urban design and landscape 

elements, including, but not limited to: 
i. Form, articulation and finish of all bridge elements; 
ii. Detail of the following junctions: pier and embankment to ground 

junctions; pier to superstructure junctions; and, pedestrian bridge to 
vehicle bridge; 

iii. Detail of the lighting structures, light types, architectural lighting and 
luminance levels.  Any street lighting shall be in accordance with the 
approved plans and comply with Road Lighting Standard 
AS/NZS1158.0.2005 and shall be in accordance with condition DC.42.  
Architectural lighting shall be in general accordance with Zone Specific 
Principles and Detailed Design Considerations in Schedule 1 
(attached) and be designed and installed in accordance with AS4282 – 
Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting; 

iv. Details of all proposed road traffic signs.  Road traffic signs shall be in 
accordance with the approved plans and comply with the requirements 
of the Manual Of Traffic Signs And Markings (MOTSAM) and the 
Traffic Control Devices Manual; 

v. Paving and the finish of all hard surfaces (excluding the road surface); 
vi. Street and park furniture; 
vii. Details of all soft landscaping elements including botanical name, 

number and location of plants and plant sizes; 
viii. Details of native plants sourcing; 
ix. The identification of vegetation to be retained or relocated; and, 
x. A planting programme, including the staging of planting in relation to 

the construction programme. 
xi. Interpretative signage or features within the project developed in 

conjunction with the Wellington Tenths Trust, Te Runanga O Toa 
Rangatira and Heritage New Zealand. 

b) Programmed 2 year maintenance regime for any new and relocated plantings 
within the designation including weed control and clearance, pest control and 
replacement of unhealthy plants. In the event of a particular planting, or species, 
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failing to establish within the two year maintenance period the Transport 
Authority shall consult with suitable experts to identify the potential issue, 
remedy the problem, and monitor the particular planting, or species, for two 
further years to ensure it establishes successfully. 
 

DC.33.  
The principal ULDP and zone specific ULDP’s shall be in general accordance with 
the Zone Specific Principles and the Detailed Design Considerations as contained in 
Schedule 1. The 'Principles' and 'Detailed Design Considerations' are to be 
interpreted in the context of the ULDF including the analysis and benchmark concept 
designs in that document and the approved drawing set in DC1. The ULDP and zone 
specific ULDP’s shall also recognise the relevant matters contained within the Central 
Area Design Guide. The overarching ULDF and principal ULDP sets the bulk, 
location and general location of landscape treatments and design elements. The 
requirement for ULDPs to be generally consistent with the ULDF is to ensure 
coherent and integrated design between the zones 

 Heritage Management Plan (HMP) 

DC.34.  
a) The Requiring Authority shall engage a suitably experienced and qualified 

heritage expert to prepare a Heritage Management Plan (HMP) for the Basin 
Reserve. 

b) The Heritage Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with the 
Basin Reserve Trust, Wellington Cricket and Heritage New Zealand. 

c) The consultation shall involve the provision of the draft HMP to the parties at 
least 20 working days prior to its submission for certification.   

d) The parties shall provide feedback within 15 working days of receipt of the 
draft HMP.  If none is received by that deadline the requiring authority can 
consider that the party has no comments on the draft.   

e) Any consultation feedback received on the draft HMP shall be provided to the 
Compliance Officer at the time the HMP is submitted for certification, along 
with a clear explanation of where any comments have not been incorporated in 
the protocol and the reasons why. 

DC.35.  
The purpose of the Heritage Management Plan shall be to minimise the Projects 
impact on the heritage values of the Basin Reserve as far as practicable. In order to 
achieve this purpose, the Heritage Management Plan shall: 
a) provide an explanation of what is important about the heritage values of the 

Basin Reserve, to whom it is important, and the nature of that significance, 
including its: 

i. historic interest and historic values: these relate to the history of a place 
and how it demonstrates important historical themes, events, people or 
experiences.  
 themes: the place is associated with important themes in history or 

patterns of development.  
 events: the place has an association with an important event or 

events in local, regional or national history.  
 people: the place is associated with the life or works of an individual, 

group or organisation that has made a significant contribution to the 
district, region or nation.  

 social: the place is associated with everyday experiences from the 
past and contributes to our understanding of the culture and life of 
the district, region or nation.  

ii. physical values: these values relate to the physical evidence present.  
  archaeological: there is potential for archaeological investigation to 

contribute new or important information about the human history of 
the district, region or nation.  

 aesthetic or architectural: the place is notable for its style, design, 
form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, craftsmanship or other 
architectural values.  
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 technological: the place provides evidence of the history of 
technological development or demonstrates innovation or important 
methods of construction or design.  

 integrity: the significant physical values of the place have been 
largely unmodified.  

 age: the place is particularly old in the context of human occupation 
of the Wellington region.  

 group or townscape values: the place is strongly associated with 
other natural or cultural features in the landscape or townscape, 
and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider townscape or 
landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark.  

iii. natural or scientific interest 
iv. social or community values: these values relate to the meanings that a 

place has for a particular community or communities.  
 sentiment: the place has strong or special associations with a 

particular cultural group or community for spiritual, political, social, 
religious, ethnic, national, symbolic or commemorative reasons.  

 recognition: the place is held in high public esteem for its historic 
heritage values, or its contribution to the sense of identity of a 
community, to the extent that if it was damaged or destroyed it would 
cause a sense of loss.  

v. tangata whenua values: the place is sacred or important to Māori for 
spiritual, cultural or historical reasons.  

vi. surroundings: the setting or context of the place contributes to an 
appreciation and understanding of its character, history and/or 
development.  

vii. rarity: the place is unique or rare within the district or region.  
viii. representativeness: the place is a good example of its type or era. 

b) describe: 
i. the heritage as it is today and the values associated with this; 
ii. how it has changed through time? 
iii. how it is managed today, by whom and what their roles are? 
iv. the current project and its effects on heritage values; and,  
v. short- or long-term risks to the heritage values of the Basin Reserve. 

c) set out a strategy for the protection of heritage values during the Project’s 
construction, including works associated with relocation of the CS Dempster 
Gate and construction of the Northern Gateway Building.   

d) guide: 
i. the design of new work; 
ii. planning of conservation and restoration works; and 
iii. management and maintenance of the site in the long term. 

e) set out aims and objectives for conservation, and how to deal with new work, 
and the management and maintenance of the area so as to protect heritage 
values; 

f) provide a philosophical and practical basis for the protection of heritage values 
by: 

i. setting out heritage aims and objectives; 
ii. establishing policies and recommended actions for the implementation of 

these; and, 
iii. developing strategies to give effect to those policies. 

g) recommend a structural arrangement for implementation of its 
recommendations by: 

i. Identifying stakeholders and those likely to be affected by the project; 
and, 

ii. Setting out a monitoring and reporting strategy to show how the policies 
are being implemented. 

h) consider opportunities for onsite learning through the availability of 
interpretative material about the heritage significance of the Basin Reserve at 
its entry, during and after the construction. 
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DC.35A 
Prior to the workers cottage at 28 Ellice Street being removed the building shall be 
documented in accordance with standard practice for historic documentation. 

 Naming of the Bridge 

DC.35B 
In consultation with the Wellington Tenths Trust, Port Nicholson Block Settlement 
Trust, Te Runanga O Toa Rangatira and Wellington CC, the Requiring Authority shall 
name the Bridge “Hauwai” to reflect the cultural association of that name with the 
Project Area. 

 
 
Archaeology and Heritage 
 
Advice note:  In addition to the conditions below authorities under section 12 of the 
Historic Places Act have been granted and requires the preparation of an 
Archaeological Management Plan.  
 

DC.36.  
The Requiring Authority, in consultation with the Wellington Tenths Trust, the Port 
Nicholson Block Settlement Trust, Te Runanga O Toa Rangatira and Heritage New 
Zealand, shall prepare an Accidental Discovery Protocol, in general accordance with 
the draft ADP submitted with the NOR, and provide a copy to the WCC as part of the 
CEMP.  The protocol shall be implemented in the event of accidental discovery of 
cultural or archaeological artefacts or features during the construction of the Project.   

DC.37.  
The consultation referred to in condition DC.36 shall involve the provision of a draft 
accidental discovery protocol to the parties at least 20 working days prior to the 
submission of the CEMP for certification.  The parties shall provide feedback within 
15 working days of receipt of the draft protocol.  If none are received by that deadline 
the requiring authority can consider that the party concerned agrees with the draft. 

 Erosion and Sediment Control 

DC.38.  
Erosion and sediment control measures shall be implemented throughout the 
construction phase of the Project in accordance with the CEMP. All works shall be 
installed and maintained in accordance with WRC Erosion and Sediment Control 
Guidelines and the NZTA Draft Erosion and Sediment Control Standard for State 
Highway Infrastructure. 

 Construction Lighting 

DC.39.  
Within the CEMP to be certified under condition DC20 the Requiring Authority shall 
identify measures to avoid, remedy or mitigate the effects of construction lighting. In 
areas adjacent to residences, all security and construction lighting shall be installed 
so it can be shielded, or directed to the required construction area to minimise light 
spill, glare and sky glow at windows of habitable rooms in residential buildings so far 
as is reasonably practical and to achieve compliance with the relevant District Plan 
standards. 

 Operational Noise 

DC.40.  
The Project’s road surface shall be installed in accordance with Drawings 4D.01 – 
4D.02, or an acoustic equivalent surface used.  If an acoustic equivalent surface is to 
be used, then the proposed surface shall be assessed by a suitably qualified 
acoustics specialist. Certification from this specialist that the proposed surface is the 
acoustic equivalent shall be provided to the Compliance Officer prior to traffic on the 
new road.  

DC.41.  
The Project’s bridge joints shall be a ‘finger type join’ or an acoustic equivalent joint 
used.  If an acoustic equivalent is to be used, then the proposed joints shall be 
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assessed by a suitably qualified acoustics specialist.  Certification from this specialist 
that the proposed joints are the acoustic equivalent shall be provided to the 
Compliance Officer at least 20 working days prior to construction of the first pier.   

 Grandstand Apartments – Operational Noise 

DC41A (a) Prior to construction the requiring authority shall measure the ambient noise 

levels at two representative points on each of the southern and western facades 

of Grandstand Apartments (80 Kent Terrace) in accordance with Part 5.2 of NZS 

6806. 

(b) Within three months of completion of construction the requiring authority shall 

measure traffic noise at the same or other representative points contained within 

condition DC41A(a).  If property access is withheld the measurements do not 

have to be undertaken. 

(c) If the Council administered road surface is of a noisier type than which existed at 

the time monitoring undertaken in accordance with condition DC41A(a) or if 

Council administered road traffic volumes increase by greater than 50%, this 

shall be taken into account in the calculation of post construction measurements 

required under condition DC 41A(b). 

(d) If the levels measured under condition DC 41A(b) show an increase of more 

than 3dB (LAeq), the requiring authority shall undertake remedial action. If the 

remedial action is to be by acoustic insulation of those parts of the building 

facades where exceedance occurs then modelling according to part 5.3 of 

NZS6806 is an acceptable method of extrapolating the measurements to identify 

these locations that need remedial treatment.   This remedial action shall 

achieve a level of the existing ambient noise measured under DC41A(a) plus 

3dB (LAeq). Any remedial action identified does not need to be undertaken if the 

property owner does not agree.   

 Permanent Lighting 

DC.42.  
(a) Lighting on the Bridge shall be designed utilising a white light source. Lighting on 

the Bridge and all other street lighting shall comply with AS/NZS1158 Lighting for 
Roads and Public Spaces and the Wellington City District Plan Standard 13.6.2.2 
such that the resultant additional light does not contribute more than 8lux at the 
windows of residential properties facing the project and achieves up to 3% 
Upward Waste Light Ratio.  
 

(b) All other lighting shall be designed and installed in accordance with AS4282 – 
Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting. 

 Wind / Signage 

DC.43.  
Appropriate signage shall be placed at both ends of the pedestrian / cycle bridge 
warning users of the potential for high winds and identifying alternative routes. 

 St Joseph’s Church 

DC.44.  
(a) Any construction equipment with a weight greater than 20 tonnes and not in use    

for a period of greater than 12 hours must be parked at least 20 metres away 
from the exterior windows of the Bill Pearce Meeting Room (St Joseph’s 
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Church). 
(b) During the approximately two month construction period when the house at 28 

Ellice Street is being removed and the St Joseph’s Church car park is 
subsequently being reconfigured, a minimum of 15 marked out on site car 
parking spaces shall be provided on St Joseph’s Church land for the church to, 
the standards specified in the District Plan.  

(c).Upon completion of the car park reconfiguration referred to in condition DC44 (b) 
the Requiring authority shall provide a minimum of 38 marked out car parking 
spaces for the church, to the standards specified in the District Plan for the 
balance of the period during which construction works are undertaken on St 
Joseph’s Church land, estimated as a further 16 months.  

(d) Within 2 months of completion of all construction activity that affects the St 
Joseph’s Church carpark the Requiring Authority shall complete the laying out of 
the car park in general accordance with Drawing: Landscape Plan – Ground 
Level 5A.04 R0. 

(e) The landscaping and boundary treatment at St Joseph’s Church shall be 
designed to minimise loss of privacy for users of the Bill Pearce Meeting Room. 
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Conditions for Resource Consent under the NES for Assessing 
and Managing Contaminants in Soil 

 

Acronyms / Definitions – Resource Consent (NES) 

AEE  
Basin Bridge Project Assessment of Effects on the Environment Volumes 1 to 5 dated August 2011 

CEMP  
Construction Environmental Management Plan 

Commencement of construction  
means the time when the works that are the subject of this resource consent commence, but 
excludes enabling works, sampling and monitoring required to be undertaken prior to the main 
works commencing 

Consent Holder 
Means the NZ Transport Agency 

Management Plans 
The Construction Environmental Management Plan and the Contaminated Land Management Plan 

Compliance Officer  
means the Compliance Officer, WCC or nominated WCC staff or contractor appointed to act on the 
Compliance Officer’s behalf 

Project  
means the construction and operation of the Basin Bridge project 

RMA and “The Act” 
Resource Management Act 1991 

WCC  
Wellington City Council 

Work  
means any activity or activities undertaken in relation to the Project 

 
 

Ref Resource Consent Conditions  

NES.1  Except as modified by the conditions below, and subject to final design, the Project shall 
be undertaken in general accordance with the information provided by the Requiring 
Authority in the Notice of Requirement dated 17 June 2013 and supporting documents (as 
updated by information provided by the Requiring Authority with the Board’s approval prior 
to the issuance of the Board’s draft decision) being: 
 
Except as modified by the conditions below, the Project shall be undertaken in general 
accordance with  
(a) Assessment of Environmental Effects report and– Technical Report 7 dated June 

2013 : 

(b) Plan sets: 

i. Drawings 6A.01 – 6A.04 

ii. Drawings 6B.01 – 6B.04  

iii. Drawings 6C.01 

iv. Drawings 6D.01 – 6D.02 

v. Drawings 6F.01 – 6F.03 

Where there is conflict between the documents lodged and the conditions, the conditions 
shall prevail. 

NES.2  The consent holder shall ensure that a copy of this consent and all documents and plans 
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referred to in this consent, are kept on site at all times and presented to any WCC officer 
on request. 

NES.3  Pursuant to section 125(1) of the Act, this consent shall lapse 5 years from the date of its 
commencement (pursuant to Section 116(5) of the Act) unless it has been given effect, 
surrendered or been cancelled at an earlier date. 

NES.4  The Compliance Officer may review any or all conditions of this consent by giving notice of 
their intention to do so pursuant to Section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991, at 
any time within six months of the first and third anniversaries of the date of 
commencement of the works authorised by this consent for any of the following purposes:  
(a) To deal with any adverse effects on the environment, which may arise from the 

exercise of this consent, and which it is appropriate to deal with at that time; and  
(b) To review the adequacy of the construction operating and maintenance processes 

and the monitoring requirements for this consent so as to incorporate any 
modifications to the construction operational and maintenance procedures or 
monitoring that may be necessary to deal with any adverse effects on the environment 
arising from the exercise of this consent. 

NES.5  Same as DC.4 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 

 Feedback / Complaints  

NES.6  Same as DC.7 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 

NES.7  Same as DC.17 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 

 Management Plans - General 

NES.8  Same as DC.13 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 

NES.9  The consent holder shall update and finalise the management plans to ensure compliance 
with the resource consent conditions. The finalised management plans shall be submitted 
to the Compliance Officer at least 20 working days prior to commencement of 
construction, for certification that they comply and are consistent with conditions NES.13 
and NES.14 
Works shall be undertaken in accordance with the certified management plans. 

NES.10  Same as DC15 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 

NES.11  Same as DC16 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 

NES.12  Same as DC17 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 

 Construction Environmental Management Plan 

NES.13  Same as DC19 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 

 Contaminated Land Management Plan 

NES.14  Same as DC30 except the term ‘requiring authority’ shall be replaced with the term 
‘consent holder’. 
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Conditions of Resource Consents / Permits from the Greater 
Wellington Regional Council  

 

Acronyms / Definitions – Resource Consent 

AEE  
Basin Bridge Project Assessment of Effects on the Environment Volumes 2 dated June 2013  

CEMP  
Construction Environmental Management Plan 

Commencement of Construction 
Means the time when the works that are the subject of these resource consents commence, but 
excludes enabling works, sampling and monitoring required to be undertaken prior to the main 
works commencing 

Consent Holder 
Means the NZ Transport Agency 

Management Plans 
The Construction Environmental Management Plan  

Manager  
Means the Environmental Regulation Manager WRC or nominated WRC staff or contractor 
appointed to act on the Manager’s behalf. 

Project  
Means the construction, maintenance and operation of the Basin Bridge project. 

RMA and “The Act” 
Resource Management Act 1991 

WCC  
Wellington City Council 

Work  
means any activity or activities undertaken in relation to the Project 

WRC  
Wellington Regional Council 

 
Notes: 
“G” conditions applying to all three regional resource consents. 
“LUC” conditions applying specifically to the land use consent for the bridge pile boreholes 
“WP” conditions applying specifically to the water permit to take groundwater 
 “DP” conditions applying specifically to the discharge of contaminated water to land from the pile / 

bore holes and from earthwork site  
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Ref General Conditions  

G.1  Except as modified by the conditions below, and subject to final design, the Project shall 
be undertaken in general accordance with the information provided by the Consent 
Holder  in the  resource consent applications [insert reference no.]  in the consent 
applications dated 17 June 2013 and supporting documents (as updated by information 
provided by the consent holder with the Board’s approval prior to the issuance of the 
Board’s draft decision) being: 
 
(a) Assessment of Environmental Effects report and associated technical reports dated 

June 2013; 

(b) Plan sets: 

i. Drawings 1A.01 – 1A.02 

ii. Drawings 5A.01 – 5A.14  

iii. Drawings 6A.01 – 6A.05  

iv. Drawings 6B.01 – 6B.04 

v. Drawings 6C.01 

vi. Drawings 6D.01 – 6D.02 

vii. Drawings 6F.01 – 6F.03 

 
Where there may be contradiction or inconsistencies between the documents lodged 
and further information provided by the applicant, the most recent information applies. 
 
Where there is conflict between the documents lodged and further information and the 
conditions, the conditions shall prevail. 

G.2  Subject to the consent holder holding or obtaining appropriate property rights to enable it 
to do so, the consent holder shall permit the agents of the WRC to have access to 
relevant parts of the respective properties at all reasonable times for the purpose of 
carrying out inspections, surveys, investigations, tests, measurements and/or to take 
samples. 

 
Pre-construction Administration 

G.3  (c) The Consent Holder shall arrange a pre-construction site meeting between the WRC 
and any other relevant party nominated by the WRC, including the primary 
contractor, at least 10 working days prior to commencement of work.  

(d)  In the case that any of the invited parties, other than the representative of the 
Consent Holder, does not attend this meeting, the Consent Holder will have been 
deemed to have complied with this condition, provided the invitation requirement is 
met.  

(e) The Consent Holder shall ensure that additional site meetings are held between the 
Consent Holder, the Manager and any other relevant party nominated by the 
Manager, at appropriate intervals, and not less than every 6 months following 
commencement of Work. 

G.4  The consent holder shall ensure that a copy of this consent and all documents and plans 
referred to in this consent, are kept on site at all times and presented to any WRC officer 
on request. 

 
Consent Lapse & Expiry 

G.5  Pursuant to section 125(1) of the Act, the consents referenced [insert reference no.]   
shall lapse 5 years from the date of their commencement (pursuant to Section 116(5) of 
the Act) unless they have been given effect, surrendered or been cancelled at an earlier 
date. 

G.6  Pursuant to section 123(c) of the Act, the consent referenced [insert reference no.]   shall 
expire 5 years from the date of its commencement (pursuant to Section 116(5) of the 
Act). 
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Review of Conditions 

G.7  The Manager may review any or all conditions of this consent by giving notice of their 
intention to do so pursuant to Section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991, at 
any time within six months of the first, second and third anniversary of the date of 
commencement of the works authorised by this consent for any of the following 
purposes:  
(a) To deal with any adverse effects on the environment, which may arise from the 

exercise of this consent, and which it is appropriate to deal with at that time; and  
(b) To review the adequacy of the construction operating and maintenance processes 

and the monitoring requirements for this consent so as to incorporate any 
modifications to the construction operational and maintenance procedures or 
monitoring that may be necessary to deal with any adverse effects on the 
environment arising from the exercise of this consent. 

G8 Left intentionally blank 
 

Complaints  

G.9  (a) At all times during construction work, the consent holder shall maintain a 
permanent register(s) of any public or stakeholder feedback received and any 
incidents or non-compliance noted by the consent holder contractor, in relation to 
the construction of the Project. The register(s) shall include: 
i. the name and contact details (as far as practicable) of the person providing 

feedback or contractor observing the incident/ non-compliance; 
ii. identification of the nature and details of the feedback/ incident; and 
iii. location, date and time of the feedback/ incident. 

(b) The consent holder shall promptly investigate and take timely action if required 
regarding any adverse feedback, reported incident or non-compliance.  This shall 
include, but need not be limited to: 
i. recording weather conditions at the time of the event (as far as practicable), and 

including wind direction and approximate wind speed if the adverse feedback or 
incident relates to dust; 

ii. recording any other activities in the area, unrelated to the Project that may have 
contributed to the adverse feedback/ incident/ noncompliance, such as non-
Project construction, fires, traffic accidents or unusually dusty conditions 
generally (if applicable); and, 

iii. investigating other circumstances surrounding the incident. 
(c) In relation to condition G9(b), the consent holder shall: 

i. record the outcome of the investigation on the register(s); 
ii. record any remedial actions or measures undertaken to address or respond to 

the matter on the register(s); 
iii. respond to the initiator, explaining the outcome of the investigation and any 

remedial measures taken, if practicable; and, 
iv. where the adverse feedback or incident was in relation to a non-compliance, the 

Manager shall be notified as soon as practicable and within 24 hours of 
receiving the complaint or being aware of the incident, and shall be notified in 
writing within 5 working days of the non-compliance, of the remedial actions 
undertaken. 

(d) The register(s) shall be maintained on site and shall be made available to the 
Manager upon request. 

 Management plans – General 

G.10  The consent holder shall submit the Construction Environmental Management Plan and 
the other construction related management plans related to the responsibility of WRC for 
certification at least 20 working days prior to commencement of construction and shall 
update and finalise all Management Plans required under these conditions to ensure 
compliance with the consent conditions. 
 
All works shall be carried out in accordance with the certified management plans and 
any amendments certified in accordance with conditions G.13 or G15. No works shall be 
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commenced prior to WRC certification, including for any proposed amendments to the 
management plans as provided for in Condition G13 or a review provided for in condition 
G15. 

G.11  Any management plans, completed in accordance with these conditions shall be made 
available for public viewing at one or more of the Project site offices.  Electronic copies 
of the management plans shall be made available on the Project website. 

G.12  The consent holder shall update and finalise the relevant management plans required 
under these conditions to ensure compliance with the resource consent conditions. At 
least 20 working days prior to commencement of construction, the requiring authority 
shall submit the management plans to the Manager for certification that they comply and 
are consistent with condition G16.  

G.13  The consent holder may, at any time, request amendments to any of the management 
plans required by these conditions.  Any changes to management plans shall remain 
consistent with the overall intent of the relevant management plan and do not cease to 
comply or be inconsistent with the applicable conditions by reason of the amendment. 
Amendments shall be submitted for certification to the Manager at least 15 working days 
prior to the proposed changes taking effect. 

G.14  The consent holder shall, if requested by the Manager in response to a complaint, 
incident or other reasonable request that relates to managing an adverse environmental 
effect that is directly related to the construction of the project, carry out a review of any 
management plan required by these conditions.  The consent holder shall submit the 
reviewed management plan to the Manager for certification that: 
(a) The reason(s) for requiring the review have been appropriately addressed; and 
(b) Appropriate actions and a programme for implementation are provided for if 

required. 

G.15  Following the review process (as described in Condition G.14), the management plans 
may require updating.  Any material change proposed to the management plans shall be 
submitted for certification to the Manager at least 15 working days prior to the proposed 
changes taking effect.’  
 
Advice Note: Material change will include amendment to any base information informing 
the CEMP or any process, procedure or method of the CEMP (such as the compliance 
monitoring process, complaints procedure or mitigation / remedial methods identified) 
which has the potential to increase adverse effects on a particular value. For clarity 
changes to personnel and contact schedules do not constitute a material change. 

 Construction Environmental Management Plan 

G.16  The purpose of the CEMP is to provide the framework, methods and tools for how 
environmental effects should be managed, remedied or mitigated during construction 
and to describe reporting and monitoring procedures.  
 
In certifying the CEMP submitted the Manager shall consider whether the CEMP 
provides for:  

 Compliance with the conditions of the notice of requirement and resource 
consents; 

 Compliance with other environmental legislation if relevant; and  

 Sound management of environmental effects associated with construction of the 
Project.  

 
The CEMP shall be in general accord with the draft submitted with Volume 4 of lodged 
documents] and include but need not be limited to: 
 

(a) General: 
i. CEMP purpose; 
ii. Project details including anticipated construction activities, methodology 

and a schedule of construction activities, including activities associated 
with compliance with designation and resource consent conditions; 

iii. Defining what changes in construction methodology and programme 
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activities will require formal amendment of the Management Plan or the 
relevant sub management plans. 

 
(b) Social and environmental management 

i. Environmental issues anticipated during construction, including issues 
associated with: 

 The condition and operation of piling and ground strengthening 
machinery; 

 Groundwater including methodologies to control higher than 
expected groundwater flows, treatment of construction affected 
groundwater if required and disposal of this water; 

 Dewatering including any discharges to ground; 

 Waste management;  

 Sewage;  

 Erosion and sediment control measures proposed to be installed on 
site. All erosion and sediment control measures shall be installed and 
maintained in accordance with WRC Erosion and Sediment Control 
Guidelines and the NZTA Draft Erosion and Sediment Control 
Standard for State Highway Infrastructure and 

 Chemical flocculation pre-use testing and management (if used). 
ii. the management approach, methods and measures to avoid and mitigate 

adverse environmental effects arising in relation to each environmental 
issue; 

iii. Outline of how the CEMP responds to relevant conditions of resource 
consents; and, 

iv. An environmental risk register.  
 

(c) Implementation requirements 
i. Management team structure, roles and responsibilities; and, 
ii. Training including subcontractors. 

 
(d) Communication and feedback 

i. Details of contact details for the Stakeholder Manager 
ii. The contact details for the Stakeholder Liaison Person and outline how 

these details will be circulated to the public and relevant stakeholders;  
iii. Methods to communicate with stakeholders; 
iv. Reference to the feedback register. 

 
(e) Monitoring, incident response and review 

i. Monitoring,  
ii. Incident response & corrective action 
iii. Reporting, documentation and audits 
iv. CEMP review and close out. 

 

 

Ref Land Use Consent (for pile construction and ground strengthening) – Conditions 

LUC.1  
Bores shall be constructed in accordance with the New Zealand Environmental Standard 
for Drilling of Soil and Rock (NZS 4411:2001).  This includes but is not limited to the 
following clauses and standards: 

 The observation plug, installed in accordance with clause 2.5.5.7 of NZS 
4411, shall have diameter of at least 19mm 

 Appropriate fittings shall be installed at the headworks, in accordance with 
clause 2.5.5.8 of NZS 4411, to ensure that the backflow of any potentially 
contaminated water is prevented 

 The saturated thickness of any aquifer that is not confined should be fully 
penetrated 
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LUC.2  
No additives will be used during drilling which have the potential to contaminate ground 
water.  

LUC.3  
Each bore will be screened in a single aquifer unless multi-screening is undertaken in a 
manner that has been agreed by the Manager, Environmental Regulation, Wellington 
Regional Council. 

LUC.4  
Intentionally left blank  

LUC.5  
Within 1 week of completion of each pile, all of the ground equalisation bores related to 
that pile will be backfilled and permanently sealed unless they are required as part of 
any-ongoing maintenance programme as agreed with the consent authority. 

The bore must be backfilled in accordance with clause 2.7 of the New Zealand 
Environmental Standard for Drilling of Soil and Rock (NZS 4411:2001).  The material 
used to backfill the bore shall consist of non-toxic material.  The presence of any 
aquiclude is to be maintained to ensure to the maintenance of the integrity and structure 
of the adjacent aquifers. 

LUC.6  
 Intentionally left blank 

 
Advice note:  In addition to the condition below, authorities under section 12 of the 
Historic Places Act have been granted and require the preparation of an Archaeological 
Management Plan. 

LUC.7  
If koiwi, taonga, waahi tapu or other archaeological material is discovered in any area 
during the works, work shall immediately cease and the consent holder shall contact the 
Wellington Tenths Trust, Ngati Toa Rangatira (Te Runanga o Toa Rangatira Inc), 
Heritage New Zealand and Wellington Regional Council within twenty four hours.  If 
human remains are found, the New Zealand Police shall also be contacted.  The consent 
holder shall allow the above parties to inspect the site and in consultation with them, 
identify what needs to occur before work can resume.  

Evidence of archaeological material may include burnt stones, charcoal, rubbish heaps, 
shell, bone, old building foundations, artefacts and human burials. 

LUC.8  
Each pile will be visually inspected by a suitably qualified engineer following completion 
of its construction to ensure that there is no residual leakage from the aquifers.  Any 
leakage will be sealed by grouting. 

LUC.9  
A bore log will be submitted to the consent authority within one month of completion of 
construction of the bore. 

 

 

Ref Water Permit (groundwater take) – Conditions 

WP.1  
The location, design, implementation and operation of the groundwater takes shall be in 
general accordance with the consent application. 

WP.2  
The quantum of water discharged from all bores associated with the construction of a 
pile will be monitored daily to an accuracy of +/- 10%.  Within two weeks following 
installation of the first pile, a summary of the monitoring data will be provided to the 
consent authority.   The Manager, Environmental Regulation, Wellington Regional 
Council may after reviewing this information authorise that further monitoring associated 
with the installation of the piles is unnecessary. If further monitoring of the volumes of 
water discharged/taken from the bores is required, the monitoring data shall be provided 
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to the consent authority on a monthly basis. 

WP.3  
The consent holder shall continuously monitor groundwater levels using transducers in 
boreholes known as BHTT15 and BH603. Monitoring shall be undertaken for a 6 month 
period prior to construction beginning and shall continue for the duration of the 
construction of the project. 

Monitoring results shall be submitted to the Manager, Environmental Regulation, 
Wellington Regional Council on a monthly basis until all groundwater extraction for piling 
construction is complete. 

 

Ref Discharge to permit (land)  – Conditions 

DP.1  
(a)       Any construction affected groundwater (displaced whilst constructing piles) shall 

be collected and shall only be discharged to the reticulated stormwater system if 
it: 

 Has a ph value of no greater than 8.5 

 Has a suspended sediment concentration no more than 100 grams per cubic 
metre or 100 milligrams per litre; 

(b) Following reasonable mixing (the bounds of the reasonable mixing zone shall be a 
50m radius extending in any direction from the stormwater outfall) the discharge 
shall not cause:  

 The production of any conspicuous oil or grease films, or scum, or foams or 
floatable material; 

 Cause an emission of an objectionable odour; and 

 Any conspicuous change in colour or visual clarity in the receiving environment. 

 Any significant adverse effects on aquatic life. 

DP.2  
The Consent Holder shall construct and maintain all erosion and sediment control 
measures so that they operate and perform as intended in the certified Construction 
Environmental Management Plan and in accordance with the WRC Erosion and 
Sediment Control Guidelines and the NZTA Draft Erosion and Sediment Control 
Standard for State Highway Infrastructure. 

The Consent Holder shall carry out inspections, at a minimum frequency of weekly, of all 
working areas of the site, in order to ensure they are well maintained and that discharge 
control devices remain effective. 
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Schedule 1  

 

Designation Zones and Elements 

 

The following set of landscape zones and elements apply to the Work being undertaken for the “State 

Highway (Basin Bridge)” designation. The concept plans shown in this Schedule divides the 

designation into 6 zones with landscape treatments and design elements indicated in each zone. The 

Schedule is based upon, and is to be read in conjunction with, the Urban and Landscape Design 

Framework and conditions DC 31 to 33.  

 

The following zone specific principles and detailed design considerations apply to detailed design 

development and implementation. 
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Zone 1 – Cambridge/Buckle Bridge Interface Zone 

Scheme Design Summary Plan 

 

 

 

Zone 1 Specific Principles 

(Note: Relocation of the former Home of Compassion Crèche and curtilage treatment are assumed to 

be part of the NWM Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012 works which will be completed in 2015 and 

form part of the receiving environment) 

1. Zone 1a Develop a landscape interface to the bridge abutment landing and Buckle Street to: 

(a) Envelop the bridge abutment landing zone to eliminate any undercroft space lower than 2.4m. 

Integrate the design of the abutment with the bridge and the adjacent landscape; 

(b) Provide design form and character that integrates visually with the bridge structure and 

connects and extends accessible high amenity landscape open space under the bridge; 

(c) Provide accessible high amenity landscape under the bridge that is an integral part of the 

adjacent park and streetscape; 

(d) Provide a design that responds to and interprets the topography of the site; 

(e) Incorporate and integrate paths for pedestrian and cycle circulation around and under the 

bridge. Paths are to be accessible, direct, convenient and in general accordance with the 

landscape plans and be in accordance with relevant NZTA Guidelines; and 

(f)   Incorporate the collection, retention and filtering of surface stormwater from the bridge and 

street as an integral, positive and visible component of the landscape. 

2. Zone 1b. Develop a landscape interface to Kent and Cambridge Terrace to: 

(a) Respond to and interpret tangata whenua values including the historical wetland ecology of 

the former Waitangi Lagoon, now the Basin Reserve and Kent/ Cambridge corridor; 

(b) Include wetland planting terraces as functional stormwater devices, to collect, filter and detain 

stormwater from the bridge, adjacent paths and roads; 

(c) Contribute a complementary ‘foreground’ landscape to the bridge abutment landing, the 

relocated former Crèche, the NWM Park and the Carillon beyond in views from Kent and 

Cambridge Terrace; 
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(d) Provide an accessible, functional, high amenity landscape that integrates with the design of 

NWM Park, extends the NWM Park to Cambridge Terrace, and integrates with the design of 

the public spaces in front of the Basin Reserve; and  

(e) Incorporate paths for accessible public pedestrian and cycle circulation linking NWM Park 

with Buckle Street and Kent/ Cambridge Terraces. Paths are to be accessible, direct 

commensurate with safety and accessibility requirements, and of generous width in the 

manner depicted on the approved plans. 

3. Develop a landscape interface to the relocated former Crèche to: 

(a) Structure, interpret and reflect the sloping topography of the valley edge; 

(b) Complement and reinforce the presence of the former Crèche in its new elevated location 

adjacent to Zone 1 and include design interpretation that recognises the former location of the 

Crèche within the landscape; and  

(c) Incorporate public pedestrian and cycle access to the former Crèche, the bridge and the 

NWM Park beyond. 

 

Zone 1 Detailed design considerations 

This landscape provides an important foreground to the view of the bridge; the Carillon and the former 

Crèche building. Detailed design should take into account the following matters: 

(a) The quality, finish and detailed design of the built components of this landscape need to be 

fully integrated with the NWM Park terrace walls, path paving, balustrades, handrails, lighting 

and furniture elements;  

(b) The wetland planting should connect to Waitangi Park planting in order to make the 

association from the former Waitangi Lagoon to the sea; 

(c) Planting of the steeper terraces should also connect to that detailed for NWM Park; 

(d) Maintenance of the wetlands planting, tree and terrace planting will be critical to ensuring 

ongoing success of this space. These need to be designed, therefore, to ensure good 

functionality and with consideration of future maintenance; 

(e) The wetland planting terraces are to be functional stormwater devices, designed to receive, 

filter and detain stormwater from the bridge, paths and roads. Therefore integrated 

stormwater drainage design will be required; 

(f) A maintenance plan covering methods and programme for maintenance of wetland planting 

terraces will be required; 

(g) Consider providing shelter at selected locations, such as at bus stops and traffic lights, where 

practicable without introducing negative CPTED implications. 
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Zone 2 – Kent/Cambridge Basin Gateway 

Scheme Design Summary Plan 

 

 

Zone 2 – Specific Principles 

Develop the landscape design to: 

(a) Respond to and interpret tangata whenua values including the historical wetland ecology of 

the former Waitangi Lagoon, now the Basin Reserve, and the former Waitangi Stream which 

now flows in the stormwater pipe under Cambridge Terrace; 

(b) Provide for a safe, visible and generous public access and forecourt to the northern entry of 

the Basin Reserve as depicted on the landscape plans;  

(c) Maintain the existing pedestrian and cycle circulation through the Basin Reserve between 

Cambridge / Kent Terraces and Adelaide Road (such access may be restricted during match 

days or events). Provide direct, visible and convenient connections between the north and 

south entrances to the Basin Reserve and Cambridge / Kent Terraces and Adelaide Road 

respectively. Integrate the landscape design north of the Basin Reserve with the  existing 

Kent/ Cambridge median landscape (also known as Canal Reserve), having regard to 

potential future redevelopment of the Canal Reserve;  

(d) Design the bridge piers in conjunction with the public spaces beneath the bridge, so that the 

bridge pier and public spaces share a common design language, and have regard to such 

aspects as sight lines and circulation beneath the bridge; 

(e) Design the public spaces to the north of the Basin Reserve entrance to provide a generous 

and high amenity forecourt to the Basin Reserve. The paving shall be integrated with that of 

the entrances to the Basin Reserve on the ground floor of the Northern Gateway Building. 

Paved areas shall provide generous gathering space in front of the Basin Reserve, and direct 

connections to Kent and Cambridge Terrace. Pedestrian crossings and bus stops shall be 

designed as integral elements of the design.  

 

Zone 2 Detailed design considerations 
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WCC has indicated the desire to develop the Kent and Cambridge Terrace boulevard to improve 

urban design form and function. The design of the space in front of the Basin Reserve is very much a 

part of that boulevard while also forming the connection with the NWM Park to the west, and the Basin 

Reserve to the south.  

1. The design should: 

(a) Integrate with the landscape of  the Kent and Cambridge Terrace boulevard, having regard to 

potential future redevelopment of the boulevard; 

(b) Provide a safe, visible, generous and convenient public space as a forecourt and entry to the 

Basin Reserve; 

(c) Integrate and coordinate the materials and design elements of Zone 2 with those of adjacent 

landscapes (i.e. Basin Bridge Zones) ; 

(d) Coordinate the landscape design with particular regard to the ground plane, between the 

inside and outside of the Basin Reserve; 

(e) Integrate and coordinate design elements (including materials, lighting, furniture, and 

detailing) across the zone; and 

(f)  Consider providing shelter at selected locations (e.g. at bus stops and traffic lights) where 

practicable and without introducing negative CPTED implications. 

2. The new Basin Reserve Northern Gateway Building should: 

(a) Be compatible with the use of the Basin Reserve as a sports and recreation ground; 

(b) Integrate with new as well as and existing retained landscape and buildings, including the 

R.A. Vance Stand, the Players’ Pavilion (if kept), and the existing toilet block; 

(c) Ensure the developed design, management and occupation of spaces are in line with the 

concept design configuration and form. Such matters are to include the hierarchy of public 

interface and service, degree and location of openings/ glazing, and visual expression as a 

gateway pavilion to the Basin Reserve; 

(d) Ensure the ground level of the Northern Gateway Building is designed so that is visually open 

to the Basin Reserve except during events or matches. To avoid any doubt, the use of such 

porous screens is consistent with retaining visual openness to the Basin Reserve. During 

events or matches the openings may be closed by visually impermeable shutters; 

(e) Physical public access (for pedestrians and cyclists) is also to be maintained through the 

Basin Reserve, although the openings may be secured by visually permeable gates at nights 

(for security) or for events;   

(f) Ensure CPTED principles are used to develop the design and management of the facility;   

(g) Use high quality and enduring materials; 

(h) Be articulated to express a clear distinction between the components of base, mid layers and 

roof; 

(i) Ensure high level visual screening elements are architecturally integrated and are of a quality 

that is consistent with the building itself and can readily be secured open to maintain visual 

openness; 

(j) Ensure that the Northern Gateway Building presents a positive frontage to the important axial 

view from Kent and Cambridge Terraces; 

(k) Ensure screening elements of the gates are architecturally integrated and of a quality that is 

consistent with that of the building itself; 

(l) Ensure that the Northern Gateway Building presents a positive frontage to the important 

views along Kent and Cambridge Terraces toward the Basin Reserve; 

(m) Ensure that the south façade of the Northern Gateway Building has formal articulation 

including occupiable balcony spaces developed with a coherent composition, and which 

ensures that the interior of the building and its users engage with the Basin Reserve Cricket 

Ground; and 

(n) Express the ground level openings of the Northern Gateway Building as a high quality 

entrance space to the Basin Reserve. 
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Zone 3 – Kent/Ellice Street Corner Zone 

Scheme Design Summary Plan 

 

 

 

Zone 3 – Specific Principles 

Develop the corner at the intersection of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street as follows: 

(a) Construct a building with active street level frontages on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice 

Street;  

(b) Use the Bridge substructure and soffit of the superstructure as an articulated ceiling and 

verandah to the public realm. Also maintain the required service access to the bridge 

structure; 

(c) Configure the corner building so that it is served by the existing service and car parking area 

accessed from Hania Street;  

(d) Apply CPTED principles in and around the building on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice 

Street. In particular consider the sight lines, safe activated edges, lighting from the building 

itself and good visibility into the service and car park area; 

(e) Design the building so that the south-east portion aligns with the boundary of Ellice Street, 

and that the portion adjacent to the Grandstand Apartments aligns with the boundary of Kent 

Terrace. Set back the building footprint from the apex of the intersection of Kent Terrace and 

Ellice Street to provide sufficient footpath width; 

(f) The detailed design of the roof will, if practicable and appropriate, allow windows on the 

southern fascia of Grandstand apartment building to open; 

(g) Construct a 3-dimensional ‘green screen’ structure, as depicted in the ULDF, adjacent to the 

north side of the bridge. The purpose of the ‘green screen’ is to enable part of the corner 

building to rise above the bridge, to provide a streetscape transition between the bridge and 

the Grandstand Apartment building, and also to soften views of the bridge from apartments in 

the Grandstand Apartment building; 

(h) Integrate the footpath/ cycle lane with those extending either side of the intersection; and  

(i) Provide entrances and circulation space within the building to enable mixed use tenancies.  
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Zone 3 – Detailed design considerations 

The design detail of the building on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street, and the 3-

dimensional ‘green screen’, are critical to the achievement of the desired outcomes. The building is to 

be of the form, scale and detail indicated in the ULDF with: 

(a) High quality, fully glazed shop frontages to Kent Terrace, Hania Street and Ellice Street; 

(b) Capability for public entry on both Kent Terrace and Ellice Street; 

(c) Fully integrated with the streetscape works, the car park service area and the vertical 

landscape screen element (the ‘green screen’); 

(d) A planting system for the ‘green screen” to ensure appropriate soil type and capacity, 

drainage and irrigation and ability for maintenance; 

(e) A design as an autonomous feature, but also integrated with the bridge piers (within the 

building and adjacent landscape) and the bridge superstructure over the building; 

(f) A management plan encouraging tenancies with amenity or showroom function supporting 

street activity for extended hours and the use of inside and outside lighting throughout the 

night; 

(g) A management plan to manage tenants' activities in order to help achieve the intended urban 

design objectives; 

(h) Visibility into and out of the building through the provision of extensive glazing. This shall be 

managed to retain transparency; 

(i) Integration of lighting that allows for full night-time illumination of the building interior, the 

building façade and footpaths immediately in front of the building; 

(j) Encouragement of displays (with associated lighting) that imbue quality and add interest 

within the building and to the building frontage; 

(k) Clean building edges without recesses off the footpath; 

(l) Design the building so that it complies with fire and seismic separation requirements between 

the bridge and building, and to provide for servicing of the bridge; 

(m) Consider providing specific wind shelter at selected locations where it is possible (e.g. at bus 

stops and traffic lights) without introducing negative CPTED implications; and  

(n) Integrate signage and lighting to reduce the number of poles in order to avoid visual clutter.  
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Zone 4 – Paterson/Ellice/Dufferin Interface Zone 

Scheme Design Summary Plan 

 

 

Zone 4 – Specific Principles 

1. Develop the Hania/ Ellice corner landscape to: 

(a) Provide a positive landscape design that is integrated with the design for the Cambridge/ 

Buckle Bridge Interface Zone and Kent/ Cambridge Basin Gateway Zone; 

(b) Integrate spatially and functionally with the building under the bridge to the west, and with the 

Dufferin Street ‘corridor’ landscape to the south; 

(c) Minimise adverse effects on the ‘Regional Wines and Spirits’ building and its vehicle and 

pedestrian access and reconfigured carpark; 

(d) Incorporate and integrate with the piers supporting the pedestrian/cycle bridge; and 

(e) Facilitate accessible pedestrian and cycle access between Hania Street, Ellice Street, 

Paterson Street and Dufferin Street pathways. 

 

2. Develop Dufferin/ Ellice landscape zone to: 

(a) Provide a wetland as a positive and integrated feature of the landscape design. The wetland 

is to incorporate collection, filtering, retention and discharge of stormwater from the bridge 

and adjacent paths and roads; 

(b) Integrate the main bridge pier and the elevated pedestrian/ cycle lane substructure as part of 

the design; 

(c) Provide a lane (comprising a one-way vehicle lane and a separate shared pedestrian / cycle 

path) on the eastern side of Dufferin Street between Ellice Street and the intersection with 

Patterson Street. The purpose of the lane is to connect Mount Victoria with destinations to the 

south including the schools on Dufferin Street. Plant pohutukawa trees to frame the lane and 

spatially define the eastern boundary of Dufferin Street;  

(d) Consider, respond to and interpret tangata whenua values including recognition of the 

historical Hauwai cultivation area in this vicinity; 
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(e) Provide an enclosed abutment at the eastern end of the bridge, and the eastern end of the 

shared pedestrian and cycle bridge, to eliminate any undercroft space less than 2.4m in 

height; and   

(f) Reinforce the structure of tree planting around the eastern side of the Basin Reserve. 

 

3. Redevelop the St Joseph’s Church car park by: 

(a) Providing car parking on the St Joseph’s Church site, accessed from Ellice Street, in 

accordance with condition DC44; and 

(b) Plant pohutukawa trees and shrub landscaping around the north and south-western perimeter 

of the car park to spatially define the edge of Ellice Street and soften views of the bridge and 

car park from Ellice Street.  

 
4. Soften views from St Joseph’s Church by:  

(a) Planting a climbing plant to cover the wall on the eastern side of the abutment landing for the 

shared pedestrian and cycle bridge; and 

(b) Integrating the design of the barrier (necessary for safety from falling) at the boundary with St 

Joseph’s Church with retaining walls and any planting at the edge of the shared cycle and 

pedestrian path. 

 

Zone 4 Detailed design considerations 

The levels and junctions of pathways, lane, rain gardens, other planting and abutment need to be 

carefully considered to achieve a high quality ground plane landscape. 

(a) Integrate signage and lighting to reduce the number of poles in order to avoid visual clutter; 

(b) Ensure the ‘lane’ described above is designed in accordance with CPTED principles including 

provision of good lighting and sightlines; 

(c) Plant low indigenous plantings to ensure appropriate cultural connections to the historical 

landscapes of Waitangi Lagoon and Hauwai cultivations while maintaining good visibility 

throughout the area;  

(d) Provide interpretation of cultural heritage of this area; and 

(e) Consider providing specific wind shelter at selected locations where it is possible (e.g. at bus 

stops and traffic lights) without introducing negative CPTED implications. 
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Zone 5 – Dufferin/Rugby Streets, Schools / Church / Govt 

House Interface Zone 

Scheme Design Summary Plan 

 

 

Zone 5 – Specific Principles 

1. Develop the drop-off zone in front of St Mark’s Church and the Dufferin Street schools in order to: 

(a) Incorporate circulation for pedestrians and cyclists that connects with adjacent footpaths and 

shared pedestrian / cycle paths; 

(b) Incorporate and structure zones for car drop-off, bus drop-off and waiting zone that is safe 

and minimises congestion to the schools, St Mark’s Church, the entrance to the Government 

House grounds, and to the streets around the Basin Reserve; 

(c) Consider, respond to and interpret tangata whenua values including recognition of the 

historical Hauwai cultivation area in this vicinity;  

(d) Implement a bold and simple landscape corridor (including pohutukawa trees, paving and 

ground plane landscaping) along Dufferin Street between the entrance to the Government 

House grounds and Patterson Street (and extending to Ellice Street in Zone 4). The purpose 

of the landscaping is to visually reinforce Dufferin Street, spatially reinforce the ‘outer square’ 

of the Basin Reserve, and soften views of the bridge;  

(e) Ensure that the landscape design highlights the entrance to the Government House grounds 

by addressing the ground-plane paving and planting, location of street trees, and 

configuration of circulation; and 

(f) Integrate signage and lighting to reduce the number of poles in order to avoid visual clutter. 

 

2. Develop the Rugby Street zone in order to: 

(a) Incorporate a rationalised bus waiting and pick up area west of the entrance to the 

Government House grounds to be designed in conjunction with St Marks School and 

Wellington College;  
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(b) Incorporate safe pedestrian/ cycle circulation and gathering spaces linking the bus stop area 

in Rugby Street with both Adelaide Road and the schools in Dufferin Street; 

(c) Provide a legible, convenient and direct crossing (for pedestrians and cyclists) between 

Adelaide Road and the southern gateway to the Basin Reserve; 

(d) Provide a suitable gathering space in front of the southern entry to the Basin Reserve; and 

(e) Relocate the C.S. Dempster Gate adjacent to the existing J.R. Reid Gate in a manner that 

signifies the entrance to the Basin Reserve, while respecting the two historical gates as 

separate complementary structures. 

 

Zone 5 – Detailed design considerations 

(a) Detailed design should be carried out in consultation with the schools in Dufferin Street, the 

bus operators serving the schools, St Mark’s Church and Government House; 

(b) Detailed design should be carried out in consultation with Wellington City Council with regard 

to proposed future streetscape works in the western part of Rugby Street and Sussex Street 

beyond the designation boundary;  

(c) Consider, respond to and interpret tangata whenua values including recognition of the 

historical Hauwai cultivation area in this vicinity;  

(d) Integrate the relocated C.S. Dempster Gate with the J.R. Reid Gate in conjunction with 

reconfiguration of local existing landscape and service structures, to form an enhanced 

southern gateway to the Basin Reserve, in consultation with the Basin Reserve Trust; and 

(e) Provide shelter at selected locations such as bus stops and traffic lights where practicable 

and without introducing negative CPTED implications. 
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Zone 6 – The Bridge Element 

Scheme Design Summary Plan 

 

 

Zone 6  - Element Specific Principles 

1. An over-riding objective of the project is integration of the various components to provide a 

cohesive design, that ties in with its context.  To this end, the bridge design shall: 

(a) Be aligned with the rectilinear city grid as far as possible subject to the necessity to also 

provide safe curves for traffic; 

(b) Be aligned as far as possible with the outer edge of the Basin Reserve ‘Square’, likewise 

subject to the necessity to also provide safe curves for traffic;  

(c) Maintain a generally horizontal (and perpendicular) crossing of Kent and Cambridge 

Terraces, in a manner that also provides a horizontal benchmark to highlight the underlying 

topography; 

(d) Provide a clear and legible journey for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists along the bridge 

route;  

(e) Provide clear and legible physical connections for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists under the 

bridge, and 

(f)   Utilise a consistent design language (form, material, character) across all components of the 

bridge so that it appears as a single, coherent design.  

 

2. To achieve integration with its local context the bridge shall be considered and expressed as 

different sub-components complementing a sequence of spaces and experiences, including: 

(a) The Zone 1 landing - where abutments and bridge structure are to be integrated and 

grounded in the form and material of the landscape terracing in this zone; 

(b) The Kent/ Cambridge crossing- where the bridge is to be a minimalist and elegant and 

horizontal ‘flying’ element crossing the Kent/ Cambridge corridor; 
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(c) The Kent/ Ellice corner- where the bridge is to be integrated within the city block by measures 

including a new corner building, a verandah, and a 3-dimensional green screen between the 

bridge and the Grandstand Apartment building; 

(d) The Hania/ Ellice/ Dufferin zone - where the bridge is to be an elevated curving structure 

across the north-east corner of the Basin Reserve ‘outer square’;  

(e) The eastern end of the bridge - where the abutments are to be integrated in the rising ground 

and landscaping; and 

(f) The shared pedestrian and cycle bridge – which is to be attached to the north side of the 

vehicular bridge. The pedestrian and cycle bridge is to ‘sleeve’ the vehicular bridge in views 

from the north on Kent and Cambridge Terraces. It is to have a thin northern edge to the deck 

and transparent balustrading in order to reduce the apparent bulk of the bridge. It is to provide 

safe and functional access for pedestrians & cyclists between Paterson Street and the NWM 

Park. It is to land on Paterson Street by way of a solid abutment in the form of a ramp.  

 

Zone 6 – Detailed design considerations 

1. Detailed design should achieve a bridge which overall: 

(a) Has a simple elegant form; 

(b) Has a coherent appearance with a consistent design language (form, materials, surface 

treatments); 

(c) Is tied in with its surroundings including landscaping and other structures; 

(d) Provides active and attractive ground level spaces beneath the bridge and in its immediate 

surroundings; 

(e) Maintains or enhances ground level circulation; and 

(f) Integrates incidental elements (such as downpipes and electrical conduits) into the bridge 

structure in order to maintain the simple, elegant form.  

 

2. The eastern and western ends of the bridge (including the shared pedestrian and cycle bridge) 

are to be designed in such a manner that: 

(a) The abutments ‘read’ as solid landscape elements ‘capturing’ the flying end of the bridge; and 

(b) Maintains a minimum 2.4m undercroft height adjacent to abutments. 

 

3. Bridge piers are to be designed in a manner that: 

(a) Uses forms and finishes intended to be appreciated on foot from close proximity, as well as 

from passing traffic;  

(b) Uses  a consistent design language with the rest of the bridge; 

(c) Is coordinated with the adjacent landscape elements (paving, planting, furniture). 

 

4. The Bridge superstructure is to be designed in a manner that: 

(a) Incorporates long spans (approximately 38 - 40m) in order to reduce the potential number of 

piers (thereby  assisting in creating a visually open and uncluttered groundscape); 

(b) Minimises the structural depth and edge thickness profile (in order to reduce the apparent 

depth and bulk of the bridge);  

(c) Provides an attractive soffit incorporating structural ribs. The purpose of the ribs is to enable a 

thinner edge profile to the bridge deck, to introduce a finer level of detail to the soffit, and to 

highlight the form and curvature of the bridge;  

(d) Expresses the junctions between the superstructure and piers, between the bridge and 

abutments, and between the main bridge and the separate pedestrian / cycle bridge;  

(e) Integrates service elements (such as downpipes, electrical conduits etc), into the structure of 

the bridge; 

(f)   Allows for weathering of surfaces and elements in a positive way that maintains the integrity of 

the design. 
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5. The barriers and balustrades are to be designed in a manner that:  

(a) Meet the necessary safety requirements; 

(b) Have a consistent design language with the rest of the bridge, be visually integrated with the 

superstructure, and have as fine a profile as possible consistent with satisfying safety 

requirements; 

(c) Specifically, the balustrade on the pedestrian / cycle bridge is to have a light, permeable 

appearance that ensures high visibility of bridge users from the street; and 

(d) Promotes the perception of the bridge as an ‘elevated street’ (rather than a ‘flyover’)  by 

accentuating human elements and a high quality of design consistent with the streetscapes in 

the vicinity.  

 

6. Bridge lighting is to be designed in a manner that: 

(a) Provides lux levels in accordance with AS/NZS 1158 Lighting for Roads and Public Spaces 

for the trafficable areas on the bridge surface, including the shared pedestrian and cycle 

bridge, but minimises glare to adjacent areas; 

(b) Satisfies CPTED principles with regard to lighting of the shared pedestrian and cycle bridge; 

(c) Complements the form and character of the bridge; and 

(d) Is integrated with the boulevard lighting of the adjacent section of Buckle Street and with the 

NWM Park. Preferably the same pole and light fittings would be used for the Bridge as in 

these adjacent areas.   

 

7. Lighting below the bridge is to be designed in a manner that: 

(a) Provides lux levels in accordance with AS/NZS 1158 Lighting for Roads and Public Spaces 

for the trafficable and public space areas, while minimising glare to adjacent areas; 

(b) Satisfies CPTED principles with regard to lighting;  and 

(c) Incorporates ‘architectural’ lighting to positively highlight the bridge, including the forms, 

surfaces and textures of the superstructure, soffit, piers and abutments.   
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APPENDIX 3 

Relevant Instruments and Documents 

 

RMA STATUTORY INSTechnical Report UMENTS 

National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management (2011) 

National Environmental Standards for Air Quality (2004) 

National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect 

Human Health (2012) 

Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region 

Regional Freshwater Plan – relevant to the applications for resource consent 

Regional Plan for Discharges to Land – relevant to the applications for resource consent 

Regional Air Quality Management Plan 

Wellington City Council District Plan: 

Operative District Plan 

Plan Change PC72 (Residential Review) 

Plan Change PC73 (Suburban Centres Review) 

OTHER (BY REFERENCE IN THE REGIONAL POLICY STATEMENT AND/OR DISTechnical Report ICT 

PLAN): 

Central Government: 

Ministry for the Environment New Zealand Urban Design Protocol (2005)
991

 

Regional Council: 

Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy (2010)
992

 

Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan (2008)
993

  

Regional Public Transport Plan (2011-2021)
994

 

Regional Travel Demand Management Plan (2009)
995

 

                                                 
991

 Adopted by reference in the Regional Policy Statement – See Policy 54 and Appendix 2 
992

 The objectives and policies of the Regional Policy Statement direct the content of this instrument. 
 
993

 Prepared under the Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy (2010) – introduced as a method of 

implementation in the District Plan 
994

 Ibid 
995

 Ibid 
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Walking Policy (2008) 

Cycling Policy (2008) 

City Council: 

Urban Development Strategy (2006)
996

 

Transport Strategy (2006)
997

 

Adelaide Road Growth Framework (2008)
998

 

Other: 

ICOMOS NZ Charter
999

 

Town Belt Management Plan and the Town Belt Deed 1873
1000

 

NON-RMA STATUTORY INSTechnical Report UMENTS prepared under other Statutes 

Land Transport Management Act (2003): 

Government Policy  Statement for  Land  Transport  Funding  (2012) 

Transport Agency National Land Transport Programme (2012-2015) 

Regional Council Regional Public Transport Plan (2011) 

Regional Council Regional Travel Demand Management Plan (2009) – prepared under the 

Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy (2010) 

Local Government Act (2002): 

Wellington City Council Long Term Plan (2011 - 2022) 

Conservation Act (1987): 

Conservation Management Strategy 

NON STATUTORY DOCUMENTS 

Central Government: 

Ministry of Transport Connecting New Zealand (2011) 

Transport Agency New Zealand Transport Strategy (2008) 

New Zealand Transport Agency Environmental Plan (2008) 

Regional Council: 

                                                 
996

 Introduced as a method of implementation in the District Plan 
997

 Ibid 
998

 Ibid 
999

 Introductory section of Heritage – Chapter 20 of the District Plan 
1000

 Chapter 16 of the District Plan 
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Regional Freight Plan (2011) 

Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for the Wellington Region (2006) 

Road Safety Plan 

Cycling Plan 

Walking Plan 

City Council: 

Wellington Heritage Policy (2010) 

Centres Policy (2008) 

Wellington Towards 2040: Smart Capital (September 2011) 

Central City Framework (2011) 

Other: 

Various heritage assessments, including Wellington City Council and Heritage New Zealand 

(formerly New Zealand Historic Places Trust) reports 

Wellington Airport Master Plan (2010-2030) 

Other relevant documents, standards and guidelines referenced in evidence 
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APPENDIX 4 

Witness Summary Tables for Landscape, Urban Design and Townscape 

 

 
TABLE 1A: BRIDGE - SUPPORTING WITNESSES 
 
 

WITNESS Brewer Popova Lister McIndoe 

Expertise Urban Design  Townscape and 

Visual  

Landscape Urban Design 

Bridge  An unmitigated bridge 

design would have a 

significant negative 

amenity rating
1001

. 

Bridge design of high 

visual quality
1002

. 

 

The key mitigation 

factors for the bridge 

are the extension of 

the NWM Park and 

the BUB. 

 

These mitigating 

design features 

reduce the adverse 

amenity rating to 

moderate negative
1003

. 

Will result in 

substantial changes to 

the existing 

townscape and in turn 

will affect the visual 

experiences of the 

various audiences
1004

. 

 

The adverse 

townscape and visual 

effects will be greatest 

within the north-

eastern section of the 

Project (vicinity of 

Ellice/Dufferin/Paterso

n Street) and will be 

most significant for 

the residents in the 

immediately adjacent 

properties, for some 

of whom the adverse 

visual effects are 

unable to be 

mitigated
1005

. 

Will be some 

unavoidable adverse 

effects on the 

landscape qualities of 

the Basin Reserve, 

including visual 

amenity effects and 

views of the bridge 

from the Basin 

Reserve (although 

these will be remedied 

to some degree by the 

NGB)
1006

.  Relies on 

the assumption that 

grade separation is 

necessary
1007

.  

On the basis that 

grade separation is 

required; the bridge is 

a viable option and 

achieves high quality 

design.  The bridge, 

with mitigation, relates 

appropriately to the 

Basin Reserve
1008

. 

 

The north-east 

quadrant of the 

project, around Ellice 

Street and including 

the Grandstand 

Apartments will suffer 

adverse effects that 

have not been fully 

mitigated
1009

. 

 

                                                 
1001 Brewer, EiC at [2.4] 
1002 Brewer, Summary of Evidence at [2.4] 
1003 Brewer, EiC at [2.4] 
1004 Popova, EiC at [2.1] 
1005 Ibid at [2.2] 
1006 Lister, Summary of Evidence at [1.6] 
1007 Lister, EiC at [9.1] 
1008 McIndoe, Summary of Evidence at [9] – [12] 
1009 McIndoe, EiC at [19] 
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TABLE 1B: BRIDGE - OPPOSITION WITNESSES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

                                                 
1010 Weeber, Summary at  [2.3] 
1011 Menzies, Summary at [3.5]; Transcript, Page 5050, l.25 
1012 Poff, Summary at [7.2] 
1013 McCredie, Summary at [19] 
1014 Ibid at [25] 
1015 Ibid at [36] 
1016 Reid, Summary at [4] 

WITNESS Weeber Menzies Poff McCredie Reid 

Expertise Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture  

Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture 

Historic heritage 

and landscape 

architecture 

Urban Design Urban Design 

Bridge  Negative – will 

have severe 

adverse effects 

on the urban 

design, 

landscape 

qualities and 

character of the 

surrounding 

environment
1010

 

(with mitigation). 

Negative visual 

and amenity 

effects – will 

have significant 

adverse effects 

which are 

unavoidable
1011

 

(with mitigation). 

Negative – 

inappropriate 

response to a 

significant 

heritage area and 

will generate 

significant 

adverse effects 

to the urban 

fabric and open 

space 

structure
1012

 (with 

mitigation). 

Negative – 

significant 

intervention 

which 

detrimentally 

alters the street 

and open space 

pattern
1013

, 

destroys the 

internal 

arrangement of 

the Basin 

Reserve
1014

, and 

destroys view 

shafts
1015

. 

Negative – 

significant and 

adverse effect 

and is out of 

character with 

the Basin 

Reserve Historic 

Area
1016

. 
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TABLE 2A: NORTHERN GATEWAY BUILDING - SUPPORTING WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Brewer Popova Lister McIndoe 

Expertise Urban Design  Townscape and 

Visual  

Landscape Urban Design 

NGB Key mitigation but a 

55m building is 

preferred
1017

 in order 

to balance the 

screening of internal 

views of the bridge for 

cricketers and 

allowing external 

views into the Basin 

Reserve from Kent / 

Cambridge Terraces. 

Considers the NGB 

as mitigation is 

superior to other 

alternative types of 

screening explored. 

This is because it 

elevates the status of 

the required 

screening structure to 

a meaningful building 

which contributes to 

the amenity of the 

Basin Reserve (while 

also reducing the 

effects on external 

views and enhancing 

the Basin Reserve’s 

northern 

entrance)
1018

.  

Mitigation that will 

substantially avoid, 

remedy and mitigate 

adverse effects
1019

. 

65m building would 

provide greatest 

screening
1020

. NBG 

will change the 

appearance of the 

Basin Reserve to 

some degree, 

although will be in 

keeping with the 

character of the Basin 

Reserve
1021

. Will 

close off the 

connection between 

the Basin Reserve 

and Kent / Cambridge 

Terraces
1022

. 

65m building is 

essential to maintain 

integrity and 

ambience of Basin 

Reserve.  There is a 

need for visual 

openness at the 

ground level. 

Additional design 

conditions 

required
1023

. 

 

 

                                                 
1017 Brewer, EiC at [2.4] 
1018 Popova, EiC at [3.18] 
1019 Lister, Summary at [1.7] 
1020 Lister, EiC at [5.8] 
1021 Ibid at [5.10] 
1022 Ibid at [5.13] 
1023 McIndoe, Summary at [14] – [16] 
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TABLE 2B: NORTHERN GATEWAY BUILDING – OPPOSITION WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Weeber Menzies Poff McCredie Reid 

Expertise Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture  

Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture 

Historic heritage 

and landscape 

architecture 

Urban Design Urban Design 

NGB Negative – 

building of any 

size will add to 

the adverse 

effects rather 

than decreasing 

them
1024

. 

Negative – 

significantly 

adverse (and 

permanent) 

effects on the 

local 

landscape
1025

. 

Negative – 

consider effects 

to be highly 

adverse and 

significant.  Do 

not consider it to 

be appropriate 

mitigation 

because of 

additional 

effects
1026

.  If 

bridge is 

approved, then 

NGB should still 

not be built due 

to significant 

adverse and 

cumulative 

effects
1027

.  

Negative – 

destroys the 

internal 

arrangement of 

the Basins 

Reserve by 

locating the NGB 

across the 

north/south open 

space axis
1028

. 

Negative – in 

wrong location 

as part of an 

overloaded 

environment
1029

 

and will infill 

important public 

open spaces
1030

. 

 

Bridge by itself 

would provide 

slightly more 

open space than 

combined with 

the NGB
1031

. 

 

  

                                                 
1024 Weeber, Summary at [2.5] 
1025 Menzies, Summary at [4.12] 
1026 Poff, Summary at [5.15] 
1027 Ibid at [5.25] 
1028 McCredie, Summary at [25] 
1029 Reid, Summary at [18] 
1030 Ibid at [24] 
1031 Reid, Transcript, Page 5159, l.16 
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TABLE 3A: PLAZA – SUPPORTING WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Brewer Popova Lister McIndoe 

Expertise Urban Design  Townscape and 

Visual  

Landscape Urban Design 

Plaza Does not appear to 

provide an opinion on 

this specific point. 

Does not appear to 

provide an opinion on 

this specific point. 

Positive - the plaza 

will be more open, 

and will have wide 

areas of high quality 

paving, street furniture 

and more refined 

planting. It will impart 

a civic character more 

in keeping with the 

approach to the Basin 

Reserve entrance
1032

. 

Positive – converts a 

residual edge of 

footpath space into a 

much larger entry 

space with a new 

southern edge. Space 

is also likely to be 

better than a new 

forecourt would 

otherwise be if 

bounded by the 

current Basin Reserve 

boundary and 

entrance 

arrangement
1033

. 

 

 
TABLE 3B: PLAZA – OPPOSING WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Weeber Menzies Poff McCredie Reid 

Expertise Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture  

Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture 

Historic heritage 

and landscape 

architecture 

Urban Design Urban Design 

Plaza Positive –  higher 

positive effects, 

high amenity 

value, and higher 

design standard 

if implemented 

without the 

bridge
1034

 

Does not appear 

to provide an 

opinion on this 

point. 

Negative – 

significant 

adverse effects 

on the spatial 

form, amenity 

and heritage of 

this area
1035

. 

Negative – an 

irregular and 

incoherent space 

that is a poor 

entrance to the 

Basin 

Reserve
1036

. 

Does not appear 

to provide an 

opinion on this 

point. 

 

                                                 
1032 Lister, EiC at [5.24] 
1033 McIndoe, EiC at [70.17] 
1034 Weeber, Summary at [7.3] 
1035 Poff, Summary at [5.17] 
1036 McCredie, Summary at [28] 
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TABLE 4A: BUILDING UNDER BRIDGE/GREEN SCREEN – SUPPORTING WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Brewer Popova Lister McIndoe 

Expertise  Urban Design  Townscape and 

Visual  

Landscape Urban Design 

BUB/Green screen Necessary mitigation 

- urban design 

benefits of the 

building in terms of 

improving 

streetscape amenity 

and passive 

surveillance outweigh 

any minor adverse 

effect on retail 

visibility
1037

. 

Notes that the 

‘blocking’ effect of the 

BUB will be 

comparable 

to previous conditions 

(i.e. before the 

removal of the 

Bogart’s’ Corner 

buildings), and also 

comparable to the 

effects of a 

‘permitted’ building on 

that site which could 

be built in the 

absence of the 

bridge
1038

. 

Mitigation that will 

substantially avoid, 

remedy and mitigate 

adverse effects
1039

. 

Effective means of 

repairing the urban  

fabric of corner of 

Kent Terrace and the 

Basin Reserve and 

reducing amenity 

effects
1040

. 

Positive – the green 

screen will provide 

some external visual 

benefit, acting as a 

landmark or visual 

event along the edge 

of the highway, and 

enhancing in a minor 

way the experience 

for people entering 

the city centre by this 

route
1041

. Only partly 

mitigates effects 

visual effects for 

Grandstand 

Apartments
1042

. 

 

The BUB will 

simultaneously 

reduce the extent of 

undercroft and add 

activity and visual 

interest to an 

otherwise difficult and 

residual space. This 

building fronts 

positively to the Basin 

Reserve and street 

spaces at ground
1043

. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1037 Brewer, EiC at [4.10] 
1038 Popova, EiC at [4.8] 
1039 Lister, Summary at [1.7] 
1040 Lister, EiC at [6.5] 
1041 McIndoe, EiC at [67.10] 
1042 Ibid at [67.9] 
1043 Ibid at [60] 
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TABLE 4B: BUILDING UNDER BRIDGE/GREEN SCREEN – OPPOSING WITNESSES 
 

WITNESS Weeber Menzies Poff McCredie Reid 

Expertise Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture  

Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture 

Historic heritage 

and landscape 

architecture 

Urban Design Urban Design 

BUB/Green screen Negative - will 

add to the 

adverse effects 

rather than 

decreasing 

them
1044

. 

Negative Negative – BUB 

undermines the 

spatial character 

of the Basin 

Reserve and its 

immediate 

setting
1045

. The 

‘green screen’ 

will not help to 

reinstate the 

corner and will 

adversely affect 

the views along 

Kent and 

Cambridge 

Terrace
1046

. 

Negative – 

screen takes 

away district 

views over the 

Basin Reserve 

from the 

Grandstand 

Apartments and 

replaces them 

with a green 

wall
1047

.  New 

building 

recognises the 

importance of 

Kent Terrace 

and Ellice 

Street, however 

is compromised 

by the pier and 

the geometry 

and height of the 

motorway
1048

 

Negative - will 

extend effects of 

the flyover, 

further 

contributing to 

loss of amenity 

and quality of 

the 

environment
1049

. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1044 Weeber, Summary at [7.1] 
1045 Poff, EiC at [8.10] 
1046 Ibid at [8.10] 
1047 McCredie, EiC at [191] 
1048 Ibid at [189] 
1049 Reid, Summary at [21] 
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TABLE 5A: NATIONAL WAR MEMORIAL PARK EXTENSION – SUPPORTING 
WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Brewer Popova Lister McIndoe 

Expertise Urban Design  Townscape and 

Visual  

Landscape Urban Design 

NWM Park Extension Significant positive 

benefits -  connects 

the Carillon area 

visually and 

physically to 

Kent/Cambridge 

Terraces to offset any 

severance and 

connectivity 

issues
1050

.  

Positive - considers 

the NWM Park 

(together with the 

proposed extension) 

creates a new context 

for the Project and 

plays an important 

mitigation role
1051

. 

Positive – will extend 

the visual presence of 

the war memorial and  

provide a high 

amenity east-west 

pedestrian route 

between  Taranaki 

Street and the Basin 

Reserve
1052

. 

Unclear – but notes 

that the proposal 

relates well 

aesthetically to the 

eastern end of the 

National War 

Memorial Park
1053

.  

 

 

 
TABLE 5B: NATIONAL WAR MEMORIAL PARK EXTENSION – OPPOSING WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Weeber Menzies Poff McCredie Reid 

Expertise Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture  

Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture 

Historic heritage 

and landscape 

architecture 

Urban Design Urban Design 

NWM Park 

Extension 

Positive – higher 

positive effects, 

high amenity 

value, and higher 

design standard 

if implemented 

without the 

bridge
1054

  

Positive – 

positive effect 

but could (and 

should) be 

implemented 

without the 

bridge
1055

. 

Negative – 

adverse social 

effects 

Positive – links 

the landscape 

spine of Kent 

and Cambridge 

Terrace with the 

War 

Memorial
1056

.  

Appears positive 

– notes that the 

extension is not 

affected by the 

alternative 

option
1057

. 

 

 

                                                 
1050 Brewer, Summary at [2.4] 
1051 Popova, EiC at [2.2] 
1052 Lister, EiC at [5.20] 
1053 McIndoe, EiC at [51] 
1054 Weeber, Summary at [7.3] 
1055 Menzies, Summary at  [4.11] 
1056 McCredie, EiC at [77] 
1057 Reid, Summary at [23] & [52] 
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TABLE 6A: OTHER IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING LANDSCAPING - SUPPORTING 
WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Brewer Popova Lister McIndoe 

Expertise Urban Design  Townscape and 

Visual  

Landscape Urban Design 

Other mitigation – 

planting, access 

improvements, removal 

of SH1 etc 

Moderate positive 

accessibility effects 

due to grade 

separation and 

decrease in traffic 

around school 

entrances and 

Adelaide/Paterson 

Road. Also the path 

on the bridge and 

the extension of 

NWM Park offset the 

negative effects on 

walking and off road 

cycling routes
1058

. 

Positive – consider 

that adverse effects 

have been reduced 

as much as 

practicable by an 

integrated approach 

to mitigation based 

on reducing the 

visual impact of the 

bridge structure and 

implementing 

substantial 

landscape works
1059

. 

Mitigation that will 

substantially avoid, 

remedy and mitigate 

adverse effects
1060

.  

Streetscape design 

and alignment of 

street trees will help 

soften views of the 

bridge
1061

. 

Given the 

significance of this 

setting, considers 

that design related 

conditions for the 

bridge and all street 

and mitigation works 

in addition to those 

proposed should be 

included to ensure 

certainty that quality 

design is 

delivered
1062

  

 

                                                 
1058 Brewer, EiC at [2.5] 
1059 Popova, Summary at [17.1] 
1060 Lister, Summary at [1.7] 
1061 Ibid at [1.7] 
1062 McIndoe, EiC at [24] 
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TABLE 6B: OTHER IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING LANDSCAPING - OPPOSING 
WITNESSES 

 

WITNESS Weeber Menzies Poff McCredie Reid 

Expertise Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture  

Urban design 

and landscape 

architecture 

Historic heritage 

and landscape 

architecture 

Urban Design Urban Design 

Other mitigation – 

planting, access 

improvements, 

removal of SH1 etc 

Positive –  

higher positive 

effects, high 

amenity value, 

and higher 

design standard 

if implemented 

without the 

bridge
1063

 

Negative – 

these measures 

are unable to 

mitigate the 

adverse effects 

of the bridge
1064

. 

Does not 

appear to 

provide an 

opinion on this 

point. 

Negative – 

inappropriate 

planting 

compounds 

issues
1065

. 

Negative – will 

extend effects of 

the flyover, 

further 

contributing to 

loss of amenity 

and quality of 

the 

environment
1066

. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
1063 Weeber, Summary at [7.3] 
1064 Menzies, Summary at [4.13] 
1065 McCredie, Summary at [28] 
1066 Reid, Summary at [21] 
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APPENDIX 5 

Glossary of Terms 

 

Name Abbreviation 

Assessment of Environmental Effects Assessment of Environmental Effects, AEE 

Basin Bridge Project Project, Basin Bridge 

Basin Reserve Roundabout Enhancement 
Option 

BRREO Option 

Basin Reserve Trust Deed 1884 Basin Deed 

Board of Inquiry Board of Inquiry, Board 

Buckle Street Underpass Buckle Street Underpass 

Bus Rapid Transit BRT 

Construction Environmental Management 
Plan 

Construction Plan 

Crime Prevention through Environmental 
Design  

CPTED 

Environmental Protection Authority EPA 

Grandstand Apartments Body Corporate Grandstand Apartments 

Greater Wellington Regional Council Regional Council, GWRC 

Greater Wellington Regional Council 
Regional Policy Statement (Second 
Generation) 

Regional Policy Statement/RPS 

Hazardous Activity and Industries List HAIL Site 

Land Transport Management Act 2003 Land Transport Management Act 

Land Transport Management Act 2003 LTMA 

Level of service LOS 

Minister for the Environment Minister 

Mt Victoria Residents Association MVRA 

National Environmental Standard National Standard 

National Environmental Standards for Air 
Quality (2004) 

National Standard – Air Quality 
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Name Abbreviation 

National Environmental Standards for 
Assessing and Managing Contaminants in 
Soil to Protect Human Health (2012) 

National Standard – Contaminated Soil 

National Policy Statement on Freshwater 
Management 

National Policy Statement – Freshwater 

National War Memorial Park NWM Park 

National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) 
Empowering Act 2013 

NWMPA 

National War Memorial Park Extension Park Extension 

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement NZ Coastal Policy Statement, NZCPS 

New Zealand Transport Agency Transport Agency, Applicant 

New Zealand Urban Design Protocol NZ Urban Design Protocol 

Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan 2008 Corridor Plan 

Northern Gateway Building Northern Gateway Building 

Notice of Requirement NoR 

Notice of Requirement (NoR) and five 
applications for resource consents 

Matters 

Public Transport Spine Study Public Transport Spine Study, PTSS 

Regional Land Transport Strategy Regional  Transport Strategy, RLTS 

Regional Public Transport Plan Regional Public Transport Plan 

Resource Management Act 1991 RMA 

Roads of National Significance RoNS 

Save the Basin Campaign Incorporated Save the Basin, STB 

Save the Basin Campaign Incorporated Save the Basin 

St Joseph’s Church St Joseph’s Church 

State Highway 1 State Highway 1, SH1 

Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic 
Systems 

SCATS 

The Architectural Centre Incorporated and 
Newtown Residents’ Association 

Architectural Centre and Newtown Residents’ Assoc. 
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Name Abbreviation 

Roman Catholic Archbishop of the 
Archdiocese of Wellington 

Roman Catholic Archbishop 

Wellington Region Land Transport 
Strategy 2010 – 2040 

Regional Transport Strategy 

Underground Storage Tank UST 

Urban and Landscape Design Framework  ULDF 

Urban and Landscape Design Plan  ULDP 

Urban Development Strategy Urban Development Strategy 

Wellington City Council City Council, WCC 

Wellington City Council District Plan District Plan 

Wellington Transport Strategy Model WTSM Model 
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